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PREFACE

TO THE THIRTY-EIGHTH VOLUME.

  

THE course of our labours under the encouragement of our liberal

Patrons and Coadjutors, had extended to nearly the close of the Volume,

when the melancholy death of our beloved Paracess occurred to render it

the most gloomy of the Series. Mournful is the page that records the death

of the warrior, but in the necessities of War, the warrior among its chief

requisites is always supplied by that Providence under whose permission war

exists—the succession of a good and sufficient Sovereign is not equally cer

tain. But to the dispensations of Providence it is our duty to bow in hum

ble resignation, confident in his Wisdom and in his Goodness.

The contents of the Volume in other respccts will be found to bear its

usual character of pleasing interest. The subjects ofour Biography are all

modern, and thus calculated to bring the officers of the British Navy more

professionally known to each other. We hope the reluctance to commu

nicate such information will give place to a more open disposition.

Of the gentlemen whose services we have had the pleasure to record in

the Volume now presented, it will be unnecessary to speak, except in the

language of general remark, to say that their conduct has been evident],

directed to the preservation of their country‘s interest and honour, and we

hope in a satisfactory degree to the advancement of their own. We have

indeed no reason to doubt it, in the instances now before us, unless it be in

that of Captain Layman, whose exertions abroad and at home, we thinlt

fairly entitled to a more liberal remuneration than he has hitherto obtained.

His persevering ingenuity in the discovery ofa mode of improving the qulr

lity of our ship-timber, and consequently extending the duration of our

ships of war, we think has not produced its merited result, a fair trial, and

hence the failure of reward.

In the Miscellaneous part of the Volume, in which may be included the

Anecdotes and Selections, we have used our accustomed industry of

research, and have been favored with the contribution of several valuable

articles culled for us by Correspondents, to whom ourobligations are in a

most gratifying state ofaugmentation, as will be amply evident on turnin

to that division of our Chronicle exclusively devoted to the publication 0

their original contributions. The variety of subjects treated on, the

various views of the same object, and the numerous inferences and remarks

thence resulting, constitute such a mass of naval information, as must be

highly desirable to naval men, not only for its extent, but quality,

varying with the rising topics of the day, and meeting the question of the

curious enquirer in many instances as soon as it is formed. Were it neces

lury to say more in asserting its Value, we might with no inconsiderahlo

weight of argument advert to the advantages resulting from a collision of

active well informed minds eliciting those scintillations of science, which

might otherwise have lain dormant, like the fire in the flint, unexcited by an

exterior impulse.

We have thought it due' to the liberal labours of our friends to make at

least a nominal mention of them in our Preface; but we found ourselves in

the last Volume unable to do them thatjustire, frqm the want ofroom, not

withstanding the smallness of the type in which it is printed—and we find

ourselves still less able to effect Our wishes in this: we therefore request

their excuse for such omissions as may thus unavoidably occur, assuringour

respected friends, that their favours are not the less valued, nor are our

thanks in any degree loss due for their being unnoticed.
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The initiatory article of this Volume's Correspondence, is from our con

stant and worthy friend Albion, on the subject of Impressment, a subject

not only first in place, but among the first also in importance; for of all

human blessings health is the first, and next to health is personal liberty

and a free conscience—as to a clear conscience, let every man look to that

himself, our business is only to advocate the inviolubility of our persons. It

is true, and it is just, that, in a state of Society, a portion of our, natural

rights is surrendered, when ‘the general interests of the Commonwealth

require it. But the demand made by the usual mode of impressment for

the naval service, is ofa nature so serious and to such an extent, that it

certainly does call for the most anxious and earnest revision, in order to its

abolition if possible, or at least to the utmost possible extent of mitigation.

The mode humanely suggested by Albion is worthy of consideration, be

cause there is certainly nothing impracticable in it. What might be the

consequence ofliberating our seamen from their bond of service at the end

of five or seven years, possibly in the very heat of the war, and with the

enemy 05 our shores aware of such discharge, it is not ditiicult to guess,

and therefore we think the scheme in that particular calls for a revision by

him, unless it be supposed that there will ulzrays be a race ofseamen ready to

supply all deficiencies thus occasioned. We heartily coincide with the opinion

of Albion, that the service should be rendered eligible to our seamen by every

possible means of comfort and encouragement, and certainly in the first

place by afixcd system qfcommand, so far as that is practicable—as little as

possible should be left to the humour and caprice of an individual com

mander. This letter will be found at page ‘25, and is undoubtedly calcu

lated as far as it goes to diminish the evils of impressment, if, as we have

before observed, there be any essential ditference between compelling a man

to serve at a certain time with or without any previous obligation. At

page 28, are some veryjudicious observations by Neplunus, " ()n building

our men of war of teak or mahogany."—At page 30, is a letter addressed

by Britannicus to Lord Viscount Melville, “ ()n the managcment of the

navy," consisting of suggestions on various points of naval management,

respectfully otiered, and we trust will become the serious objects of the

Board of Naval Administration, if Britannicns has not been anticipated by

their own wisdom; for the points urged are of that obvious IIECLSalIy to a

sound constitution of the British navy, that we can scarcely think the

observations 0f Britannicns can reach them in the shape 0f information.

Page 88, letter from J. C. as a reply 10 Albion, in defence of the mer

chant yurd builders, which we think he has managed very ably, evincing

the possession of much information on the subject, and which he has very

cogently displayed. At page 42, are “ Observations on the Naval

Asylum," by Clerirus. Page 44-, letter to Lord Viscount Melville, from

A British Ship-Owner, “ 0n the protection of the Britiin trade and ship

ping.” Page 118, Orion, “ On our North American timber trade." Page

121, Arion, “ On the inviolability of the British Funds," a subject rather

extraneous t0 the design of our publication, but as naval men, as well as

other men, have undoubtedly an interest in the due performance of the

obligations they have credited, to those thus concerned Arion ofi'ers some

very forcible observations against the arguments of the landed interest.

Page 125, Triton recommends, on very reasonable grounds, the employ

ment of some of our ships and man “ ln marine surveying and nautical

discovery." At page 197, Allied, “ On improvements in the navy." urges

them with an earnestness bordering on reproof; but (arnestness in a good

(use should not be too strictly scrutinized. At page 128, “ Reply to

Clericus,” by A Frirnd to Trot/r and Justice. At page 130, is a letter

from Mr. Tito/nus Urquhart, to Lord Viscount Melville, on various points of

naval senice. This gentleman is a most indefatigable advocate for the

interests of the may, and by consequence those 01 the country at lari=o ;
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we“ wish him the success he merits, and that he may finally efl'ect that naval

reform which he so earnestly labours to obtain. Page 182, Orion, “ On

the qualifications of lieutenants and masters of the royal navy,” applauds,

with good reasons for his approbation, the recent regulations for a stricter

mode of ascertaining them. At page 134, Pocto/us, “ On the peace

establishment.” 185, communication by J. L. S. of " An Admiralty Cir

cular," to ascertain periods of service, (Sic. a means of promotion, we hope.

tomanyn deserving ofiicer. Tip/11’s, at page 194, renews his very valid

arguments in favour of “ Falmouth as a packet. station.” At page 201, is

a very sensible and humane letter from Arion, on the present mode of

afl'ording parochial relief, with suggestions for a better regulation of it, and

especially with regard to superseding its necessity by other means of pro

viding for poverty arising from a want of employment or redundancy of

population. At page 210, is the commencement of a series of letters by

Juvenal, containing an “ Historical account of the rise of the British navy

to the command of the ocean," a subject so perfectly coincident with the

plan ofour publication, and of such amusing interest to our naval readers

especially, that we hope from the favour of our intelligent Correspondent

an uninterrupted continuance of them: so far as we are in possession of

the series we have availed ourselves, and we have no doubt to the gratifica

tion of all who have perused them : the second letter will be found

at page 284. At page 214 is a letter from .Mr. Urquhart to Sir

William Scott, “ On our civil and marine laws." At page 216, Nestor

renews his arguments, the truth of which is self-evident, to show the

necessity of “ A Fixed System of Command;" and in addition to which,

as also to those of tlIentor, Camlidus, Triton, Verilmt, and other of our

strenuous Correspondents, we would put this simple question to those

whose business it is to answer it effectually—What command otherwise

than systematic, can or ought to be entitled to the obedience of a Briton 2

Britons never will, and never ought to he Slaves. The man who serves a

master on shore in a civil capacity, serves him under certain stipulations,

andifthe demands of service go beyond them. it is optional in him to

obey them. In the instance of military service, in which is included that

branch of it restricted to the navy, and which it is our business more imme

diately to consider, the commander is invested with the power of inflicting

immediate punishment for disobedience, as a necessary consequence of his

situation; but in no instance can it he just, that the exercise of it should de

pend upon the bare sic vo/u of a single individual, by which so numerous a

body of men as is the complement‘ofa ship‘s company, may be subjected to

the mere variations oftetnper in the commander, and theirjust comforts (to

say nothing of corporal punishments) be abridged in proportion as the man

islcss worthy of command. A state of existence revolting to the mind of

every man worthy the name of a British Seaman, and to which the necessity

of compulsion must inevitably increase in proportion as his character, by

superior acquiremcnts, becomes more worthy of respect ; it is not enough

to say, that from such a character there can be no doubt of a regular dis

charge of his duty ; the passionate, the proud, or the capricious commander

orders and acts from lns mere passion, pride, and caprice—Sii' volo, sic

jubeo, slut pro mlione volunlns, is the language of his mind, a language

which none but the base and unworthy can obey, without a deep and as we

not tllifrequenlly find (luring resentment of its injustice. Far, very far, are

we from supposing it to be the wish of the Board of Naval Administration,

that obedience should be so exacted—and we trust that a due consideration

of thejusrice and necessity oi“ fixing the duties of the naval service beyond

which obedience shall not be demon/led, will take its turn (and an early

one) in sequence of the late Naval Regulations, which, as far as they go,

are so honourable to the Board by which they have been established. At

page 210 are some remarks “ On the undue preference of the Army to the
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Navy," signed by A Clark of the Weather 0(fire, a signature subscribed to

a former letter on a tnore relative subject. We hope farther favours from

this entleman, who of whatever office he may chose to subscribe himself,

we t ink an able Clerk, and perhaps a learned one. At page 286 isa letter

to Earl Spencer, from that worthy and indefatigable Naval Reformer, Mr.

T. Urquhart, relative to the present management of the afl‘airs of the

Trinity Corporation. At page 292 is an instance of naval tyranny related

by Triton, which would alone warrant a IB-COIlSidGI'fll-iOll of the penal

authority delegated to commanders, with a view to that important desida

ratum, a Fixed System ofCommand. At page 295 is a very excellentletter

from Nestor, addressed to Lord Melville, “ On the State of the British

Navy;” the wisdom of his remarks are truly Nestorian : it is indeed rarely

that Nestor writes below the character which his signature implies. At

page 298, Vigiluns appears as the strenuous advocate of British liberty;

and we cordially agree with him in his opinion of the means by which it

should be acquired with respect to the points there insisted upon. The

letter of Civitar Ebluna, at page 299, may be thought rather extraneous in

its subject, but we could not do otherwise than comply with the request of

a gentleman to whom the Naval Chronicle is indebted for many valuable

articles more consonant with its plan. At page 301, is another letter

from our valuable Correspondent, J. C. : this gentleman will be recollected

as the quondam antagonist oftiur worthy friend Albion, and much gratified

we are to see them in that state of opposition which has for its motive the

mere ascertainment of truth, an opposition which, wherever it has place on

subjects of public interest, tends to render the information and good sense

of both parties ell'ective of the public good. At page 804, the launch of

the Orwell East lndiaman, on the river of that name at Ipswich, is related

with lnuch interest by our respected friend 7‘. H. At page 469, our much

respected friend Thessaly, will see that we are not negligent of his favours,

an we hope he has not forgotten us.

Our limits will not admit ofa farther review of our Correspondence, than

to notice the letter of J. E. " To the Lords Commissioners of the Admi

ralty, in respect to claims of candidates for the rank ofpurser ;” it contains

some strong appeals to the humane consideration of their Lordships, and

we hope their Lordships' humanity will induce them to lend a favorable ear

to them.

The Hydrography of the presentVolume does not occqu its usual space,

but to the extent it goes will be found replete with local and scientific

information. To our highly respected friend James Horshurgh, Esq. to a

gentleman who signs himself An Old Slogcr, to Captain Wenthrell, and to

Supicntt'uc Verne atque Scientiue Amalor, our obligations are gratefully ac

knowledged, who, in the regretted absence of our esteemed friend the

Hydrographer, have contributed its most valuable articles.

The acknowledgment of our obligations to the Rev. Dr. Burney, for his

regular transmission to us of the Meteorological Journal, is no less

respectfully than duly made, as to one of our most. valuable contributom.

\Ve are, indeed, proud to acknowledge the accession to our strength of

several gentlcmcn of the most respectable talents and information on nau

tical subjects.

In conclusion, with the most grateful respect, we return thanks to the

liberal PATRUNS 0f the NAVAL CHRONICLE for their continued support, and

we hope to merit by our endeavours to maintain the respectability of its

character for nautical information in its many and various branches, tho

approbation and countenance they have so long bestowed. _

The EMBELLISHMENTS of the Volume are all Topographical, and will be

found accurate in delineation, and skilfully engraved.
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His genius. ever for the event prepared,

‘ ' Base with the storm, and all its dangers shared;

' " And though tilil oft. to future pr‘rils lilil‘tl, I

“'ltlt nlull superior glon‘d hi‘ *aiing mind,

Through snares of dt'allt. the re: l-ng hat! to guith _ i ,

‘ “'hen midnight alludes involt'e the raging tide. I a |

i l ‘ FALCON'II. I

(Continued from Vol. livaiirnpage 458.; i

. E illall now resume, the noon! biog lphy of Captain

I Layman; On the recommehocmcnt of hostilities, Lo'rtj

Nelson nominated Mr. Layman to he lieu'to'nan'tv of‘tlte'ivlib'o'ry‘,

in which ship he sailed with his Lordship for-lthu Mediterranean il

May; "04. In the way out, the Victory retoo/lt the_Ambi|scad6

frigate; of which Mr. 'Layman‘ was tent in" charge ; and on the

jaassagc to Gibraltar, captured a ship and Dutchvcsscl,

Soon after, rt-joining Lord Nelson ofl‘ ’l7oulon, ho'wns appointed,

in October, byv his Lordthip, .to the command of the Weazle ; it;

which vessel Captain Layman'was'immediatcly despatchcd to watch

the enemy's cruisers, an'd‘pr'otcct lhé‘trade of the Straits, as well.

is keep Open the conveyance- of- provisions .1er the coast 0!

Barbary forthc supply ofthe garrison of Gibraltar._ In February,

1805, Lord Nelson wrote, to Captain L'ayman, signifj-ing his high

approbation of the manner in which .the service of the Gut
had been' executcti, and hoping; soon-itoibe- able to give himq‘

better ship ;' _'but this oommengla'tion‘ Captain Layman did not

receive till after the Weuzle had been unl'urttinately wreckritli _which occasion the merchants and inhabitanh of Gibraltar pro;

Icntcd the following address to the lieutenant-governor :-'- I

nu. am". Vol. xxxrni. ‘ I
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2 an“. atocturuv.

To his Excellency Sir THOMAS TRIGGE, General of his .Majesly':

Forces, Colonel of the 68th Regiment of Foot, Lieutenant-Governor and

Communder-in-Cltiefoflhe Town and Garrison qut'braltar.

MAY 11' PLEASE Yotm EXCELLENCY,

\Ve the undersigned Merchants and Traders residing in Gibraltar, with

sincere concern, conceive that the late loss of his Majesty's ship Weazlc,

commanded by Captain Layman, will materially all'ect the security of our

trade, unless early removed. And having witnessed and felt the benefit

from the extraordinary and unremitted exertions bl'Captain Layman to fullil

his duty, in keeping the Straits free from the piratical French privateers,

that had so long-been destructive to the trade of this port, as well as the

Mediterranean ; and as few or none of these cruisers have of late dared to

venture in. the Gut, it is beyond comparison a proofltow fully the Wenle

performed the service on which she was employed. ‘

We therefore sincerely lament that the late boisterous and thick foggy

weather has for the present deprived us of Captain Layman‘s exertions and

skill, by the loss of the said brig on the rocks 05 Cabaretta point.

On which occasion, and being persuaded that no man is more capable of

supporting and protecting the Trade passing the Straits, and conveying the

supplies to this place, from his constant study and lrtwwledee ol' the

different bays and inlets, as well on the neighbouring coasts of Spain as

Barbary, we will be exceedingly obliged, ifyour Excellency would do us this

favor to strongly recommend to the Right Honorable Lord Nelson, that

Captain Layman, his officers, and crew, may be appointed to a vessel 0!“

force suitable to support and protect us in the way they have so ahly per.

formed before, not only to our satisfaction, but to the benefit of the public

in general.

And we shall feel highly gratified, if this our request meets your

Excellency's approbation, that you will second our wishes by a statement

to Lord Nelson of the advantages we have experienced during the time of

Captain Layman's being on this station , as well as the necessity nfhaving

a suitable vessel stationed in the Gut ; and begging that, ifnecessary, his

Lordship will have the goodness to represent this our petition to the Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty.

Gibraltar, 6th March, 1804-.

- By all the principal Merchants
Sign“ { and Inhabitants.

This address, with a suitable testimony from the lieutenant

governor and the garrison, being forwarded to Lord Nelson, and

Captain Layman having presented a sketch of the description of

Vessels best suited for cruisers in the Straits, stating the necessity

that all such should in particular be armed with flank guns in the

stern and bow, and fitted with Chinese scttlls, as well as pivot

SWGEPS (which, although imperfectly fitted in the Weazle, Captain

the Hon. George, Elliott declared to Rear-admiral Ottvay, then
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commissioner at Gibraltar, enabled the Weazle, in a'calm, to beat

the Maidstone’sjolly-boat). Lord Nelson instantly, on reading the

paper, wrote at the bottom :-—-“ I perfectly agree in the propriety

of having vessels of the above description stationed in the Straits,

and I know no person so fit to command one of them as Captain

Layman.”-Which testimonials, with his own recommendation,

be enclosed to the Admiralty, and sent Captain Layman to

England with his despatches.”

- On Captain Layman‘s arrival, and waiting on the late Lord

Melville, then at the head of the Admiralty, his Lordship imme.

diatcly acquiesced with Lord Nelson in the propriety of having

vessels of the before-mentioned description for the service of the ,

Strai’ts, and asked Captain Layman if it required to have one

built, as “ Lord Nelson seemed very desirous to have him out

again as soon as possible.” Captain Layman observed, that

although all ships of war were extremely formidable from abroad

side battery, they were very vulnerable, indeed almost defenceless

at the extremities, from which many vessels of force had been

taken in a. calm by gun-boats, and amongst others the Alexander,

74, when commanded by Sir Alexander Ball, was in danger of

capture: it were desirable that all ships should be so armed as to

fight guns in every direction, it was more particularly indispen

sable for a cruiser in the Straits; but as building a vessel would be

a loss of time, Captain Layman would, it it met his Lordship’s

approbation, convert one of the lS-gun brigs for that service, by

fixing flank guns, and fitting Chinese seulls, so as to place the

broadside in any direction. These propositions being immediately

approved by his Lordship, orders were given for Captain Layman

to be appointed to the first vessel of this description that was

launched, which was the Despatchg built by contract, at Falmouth;

but as on survey at Plymouth that vessel proved so defective as to

require to be taken into dock, Sir William Rule, then surveyor

of the navy, proposed one of the fir brigs building in the Thames,

and Captain Layman was appointed to the Raven. On the equip

ment of which vessel, the following description was given in a

work published when he was abroad :—

“ The Raven, upon being fitted for sea, at Woolwich, under the direc

linn of her very ingenious and active commander, Captain William Layman,

had, agreeable to his recommendation, among other alterations, the two
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foremont ports closed up, and the guns taken away. in lieu of v'rhi'ch was

fitted amid-ships, immediately hefnre the foremost, a68-pnund earronade,‘

upon a traverse carriage, so as to fire in almost en ry directinn clear tlt'tl'le

gimwnle ; and in lieu of the two stern chasers, a car-intrude of the same

power nhart. The wonderful aCCtSSlU" of force derii ed from these‘

alterations, and the great mltantages to he thrived from them in chase. in

clearing an ent-|n_\'s eonst, 3w. are tfiO uhvious to need n cmnmtnt."—~

Extract/10m llte Elunents and Prat-lite Qthll/‘lll Arc/lilcctu- :, p. 180.

To this description may be added, that the guns were com

pletely fitted, not only with object anal side sights, but with tan.

gent screws: the workmanship ofthe sliding traversing flank guns,

done at the Warren, was admirable; but Captain Layman’s

intention ot'getting the Chinese sculls improved upon at the dock-t

yard, by fixing them to traverse on a bull’s eye, he could not

accomplish, although the facility with which they would thereby

work is evident.

_ 'lhe Raven having been detained to carry out to Lord Nelson

the declaration of war with Spain, was not despatched tillt

January 1‘05- On getting into the Bay of Biseay, on the very'

first night, although the sea was not particularly heavy. and the

Wind was upon the quarter, the vessel opened much, particularly

under the fore channel; during part of the first and middle watch,.

under the 2d lieutenant and master, 1- from negh-cting the order to

sound the pump, the Vl‘SSt‘l had made so much water as to have

reached the magazine before Captain Layman was acquainted with

'filB circumstance, after the relieve of the morning watch; and

Which was only a prelude to a more serious misfortune, as shewn‘

in the following letter :—

11"? Loan, Prison at St. Mary's, Jn‘uuary 30, 1805.

It is mv painful duty to narrate to your L-ol'tlslllp no event as grievous as

unexpected ; for liming quitted England on the 21st inst. in command of

his Majesty} sloop Raven, charged with despatclles fur Vice-admiral Sir

John (lrde. the senior officer ht Gibraltar. and your lordship; with direc

tions from the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to put mt'sclf under

your Lordship's orders.

SirJohn Ortle, from 2 to 10 leagues ufi' Cadiz, on the Qtith instant, “ith a

 

' An lB-pounder gun was intended to be fitted, but there was not sutiictent

space.

+ It appears the second lieutenant has been since tried by a court martial, and

dismissed the service. tor llltflpttlly ; and such was the etTect of fear on the

master, that he died in C-—-- Temple soon after the vessel struck. ..'

[arrived at the rendezvuns of the squadron under'

it
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fresh breeze from the we-tward, and not seeing any thing of the squadron,

I redttt-ed the sail from whole to trtltlc t-tel'ed topsoil, and hove-to at

9 O'clock P.M.; a few tninutm before 10 o‘clock. I \\€lll Upon deck to look

round, and domed the. lead to he hot-o ; and on the ofiict-r of the Watch

reporting there “39 not any toundings tit, 80 fatltottts, l deltveredthe

following order itt writing :— ,

Memorandum—Janttuty 29 It, 1805.

“ With the wind \H‘Slell'y lye~to with hean to the southward till 4 A M.

ind tlten to (lie northward; keeping the ltaJ going et't'ry lt.tlt hour, and

acquaint me if there is wuntltttas, ot any alterations.

W. LAYMAN.”

I then retired to my cot, and about 12 o’clock was called by the other

ofthe watch, and acquainted that he saw tlte lights of the sqtt tdrtm , but;

before I could get on my thing, the othcer came down the ladder, and and

they were the ligltte at Cadtz; at this time he appeared to me florried, I

ittatatitly vtent on deck, veered ship, and hove the lead ; had 10 tttltom the

first cast, but only 5 t'athom before the \‘csSl-l was rottntl,and we veert-tl on

gach tack as the water >hoaled ; for the ntght bctng dark, with lteaty mitt,

and the alarm l'teqttently given of melts and shoals, it was IlttpttSMbiO to

Inchor, or see our wny out till dayltght. when I must bee "ryfilll' Lord;

ihip to judge of my fe- ling, in finding “9 were within the (‘thllly‘b shin of

war at anchor oli' (Iadtz on one sttle, as well as the batteries and Ft)"

St. Catherine on the other, with the wind then blowing strong from the

Westward, with a very ltettvy sutll; but I was determined the Ravel!

lltould not be tamer surrendered, and by a press Ur'Sttti not only cltared

the enemy’s fort and batteries, bttt the slope antl gun boats; but by carry;

ing the vessel gunvt'ale under, [beat her over the thou/s, Ittthvltltsttttttltg

the fears and CI'ILS of many of the CH vt, amongst. whom was the linillaWilil'l ;

and by 10 o’t-loclt was to-wittdw-artl of St. Febttstine, and laying up W.S.W.

wutzn 'rttt: tutu YARD BROKE IN tut: hLIhGS. From this serious arcif

(lent, the vessel driving lit-t Ulclt‘ewal‘d, obliged m to anchor on the Rot;

side, clear of the guns It Cadiz. At this tune wtne gun-boats attempted

to annoy us, but itt defiance of all we riggt tl the main-boom for a main

yard, and were ready to make sail, for which we nttxmuslt waittd an op.

portunity; the wind having incremted tn a very hem-y gale, With a tremen

dous sea, dark night, and heavy rain. As the vessel at first drilled with

one anchor and cable down, we Were now riding by two anchors and two

cables an end ttpott each; but It was impossible for them to long withstand

the violence of the vtittd and we, and Iii lt one Irmtcndttux surge s/tc parted

ftom bot/t. Sal Was ittbttttttly set, and a litsl altetnpt made to worlt out,

but shortly after she struck, when the tiespatcltes, signals, and all other

papers lll. consequent-e, were thrown overboard by me, with two 32%. shot,

and 11lb.-lcad, to stnlt lht'ln, afl it appeared now unpoesible to save the

vessel, whith was completely at the tltrt‘t‘y of the wind. and heavy mlling

ground-smell sea; as, however, the flood tide and intlraught was setting

ltrmtg. the clttse-reeted litre top-amt was bfi'l. on the cap; she watt kept

lthwart the tide and swell, until wbrcast a bite near POt'l. St. C atahnn, by
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which the lives of' all the people were saved except two, and even those

would not have been drowned, had they not quitted the vessel contrary to

my positive orders -. for the gale being at its greatest height at the top of

high water, when the vessel went on shore, and bilged in three places; she

'laid comparatively quiet as the tide receded; and as the “ind had lulled

considerably by low water, when the inner and heeling side was left dry,

the people were enabled to land on a sandy beach.

After gelling on shore, 1 conceived it necessary, from the circumstance qf

being prisoners, that inquiry should be made, whrther the orders I gave had

'been complied with; and it appears, from the declaration qfthe quurter~

master at the cunn, "um at the wheel, hoatsa'ain'r male of the match, (51:.

that the lead had not been hove from the time I quitted the deck, and that

’when the lights were seen, the otli'cer ofthe watch was below, and not then

sober. Should the evidenrc of lhrsc people at the court martial correspond

with‘th‘eir deposition so recently after, when the events are sofrerh in their

memory, I shall have to lament that on qllicer whom onfarmcr service 1 have

had occasion to commend fin- his vigilance, should, from neglect, have been

the muse qfsofinc a vessel being mrerked. _

Of my own conduct on this trying occasion, it would be presumptuous in ‘

me, my Lord, to speak ; but in this ofllictive event, it is the greatest con

solation, from the praise you have been pleased to give me, that on this

occasion, when the eyes of all Cadiz were spectators, I have received the

most honorable testimony from the very people that I was employed

against, as will appear by the accompanying letter from the Captain-general

the Marquis de la Solnno ; rind which is the more gratifying, as l was un

acquainted with such intention until the letter was very handsomely con

veyed to me by our late Consul-general, Mr. Duti.‘

 

' “ ant, " Cadiz, 14th Fchrunry, 1805.

" I have much satisfaction in not only acquainting you, that his Excellency

Marquis de la Solano has readin forwarded your pncltet to Lord Nelson, cort

taining an account of the unfortunate loss of his Majesty's sloop Raven ; but in

enclosing to you the Marquis’s testimony (a) ol'your skill and exertions to extri

cate the brig ; and I must again repeat, that they were very great, and deservedly

admired by the whole city, and ducraing of success.

1 sin, 8m. 6m. &c.

@u/f.Captain Layman, late of H.Jlr[.S. Raven.

 

(0) Translation.

" wt, “ Cadiz, February 13, 1805.

“ By the next post I shall forward to the Captain-general of Catalona, the

letter you sent me in your‘s of the 8th instant, for Vice-admiral Lord Nelson,

since it only contains the loss of the English brig of war Raven, whose captain,

in honor to truth, 1 must acknowledge, from what I saw myself, anfl what I

heard from the most intelligent men employed upon the naval service of the King.

my master, used all eflarts imaginable that depended upon great exertion and good

mmmhip, to saw the vessel, and maacuwrd with the greatest skill andjualgmtnt;

ii-J__
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I am informed by the agent for prisoners of war, that an eichange' wit!

soon take place; after which I shall take the earliest opportunity of bring

ing the officers and people to your Lordship; and in the interim beg leave

to assure you, that misl'mtnne will not make me lose sight of my duty; and

that in agreat national object. which I know your Lordship to have in

view, I hope to make myself useful.

I have the honor to be, my Lord, &c. &c.

Us, /

Vice-admiral Viscount Nelson. 67c. ts-r. 6w.Commander-in-chicf of his illujesly'a

Ship: in the MeiIi/crrunean.

The exchange of prisoners being effected, Mr. Dutl' engaged a

passage for Captain Layman, the officers, and crew, in an Amo

rican ship bound to Malta, which ship falling in with the British

squadron ofl' Sardinia, Captain Layman was most cordially

received by Lord Nelson, to whom he delivered the preceding

letters; and as his Lordship wanted to send Captain Layman

immediately on service, he ordered the court martial to be assembled

the next morning. On the previous evening, about 10 o’clock,

when the usual glass of weak punch was finished in the stern

gallery, after all had retired for the night, Lord Nelson sent pri

vately for Captain Layman, saying as he entered, “ If this nar.

rative is laid before the Court, they will hang the oilicer of the

watch.”-—Captain Layman replied, “ I should not have stated it,

my Lord, but for my own justification, to shew, that if the orders

I gave had been complied with, the vessel would not have been in

the situation I found her, which was in consequence of the neglect

of the oilicer of the watch, who went below to drink grog, instead

of staying upon deck to look out and have the lead hove/’5

“ That is very true; but as you will not be censured, it will give

an opportunity for ill-natured people to say you had no occasion to

make this official statement, and as it is the business of the Prc.

n'dent to find out all these things, it will come out better then,

 

but the weather becoming very bad, and having carried away his main-yard when

most in want ofit, he was obliged to anchor, though in a place distant from the

batteries, and they could not annoy them; until it being impossible for her to

resist any longer the high seamnd still greater wind, she went on shore on the

coast of St. Catalina Castle, of Port St. Mary’s.

t/llargaea a/e é; fo/ano.“

“ T0 Jame: Dufl', Esq. H. 51?: late

Consul at Cadiz." - w
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land I wish you would omit the paragraph; 1' thiulr'it wduld

'be better to leave the Court to find out all the circum~tances, in

preference to their coming immediately from you ; sttd therefore,

‘as an act of humanity, i would not say any thing abettt the ofiicer

of the watch, the boatswain, and the people that behaved so ill, or

the second lieutenant and master, who set the magazine a-float;

it will all come out, depend upon it."

In consequence of this representation from Lmd Nelson, which

originated from humane motives, Captain Layman, by his Lord

1hip’s desire, re-wrote the letter between it and IQ o’clock at

night, omitting the paragraph, and parts market! in italics, and

breakfasted with his Lordship at half-past six in the morning; soon

after which the Court was signaled on board the Royal Sovorcign,

‘so anxious, as his Lordship said, was he to have it over.

During the sitting of the Court, no inquiry was made whether

the othcer of the watch was sober, or ttpon deck, or particularly

into his compliance with the orders he received; yet, as the Court

did not indicate any feelings of censure toward Captain Layman,

‘or, if they meantit, be naturally supposed he should he asked, as

is done to the vilcst criminal, what he had to say in his defence

before the Court was closed; Captain Layman was therefore

astounded to hear the Acting Judge-Advocate read, after the

preamble—

“ The Court is of opinion, that there appears to have l-een a great want

ofuecessary caution in Captain Layman, in approachin: the land.

“ The Court doth therefore adjndge the said (‘nptnin Layman to be

severely reprimanded, and put at the bottom of the list t-t'eomtnauders.”

On Captain Layman’s returning to'thc Victory, Lord Nelson

was on the quarter-deck, and with a. countenance of concern

never to be forgotten, beckoned Captain Layman to the ladder

leading to his cabin, and on reaching the stern gallery, said, with

great feeling, “ I did not expect this! but it is all my fault; how

ever, never mind, “ I’_II get you over it.” On Captain Layman’s

observing, he had never before been so convinced ofa commander.

in-chief‘s ship being a floating court where those favored with

his good opinion were sure to draw upon them the envy of others;

_ and that he attributed the origin of the sentence to that cause

Lord Nelson replied, “ Ah! there are two kinds of justice—
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justice tempered with mercy, and justice carried to severity; and

you have been treated with severity to the extreme ; butas twelve

people Were upon their oath, I cannot say any thing publicly,

although, said his Lordship, significantly, “ I have my own Opi

nion.” The day after the court martial, on Lord Nelson shewing

to Captain Layman the paper on which the Court had grounded

the censure, more particularly one said to be copied from the log.

slate when in Fort Catalina, Captain Layman instantly said. he

would forfeit his head if that was fact. “ Yolt will, my Lord,”

said he, “ I hope, excuse the warmth with which I express my

feelings before you.”-—“ To be sure I do ; for it is very natural

you should feel warmly on such an occasion, or you would not be

good for much; and I hope you will be able to sub~tantiate sulfi

cient proof to justify my ordering a fartherinvestigation, asjustice

is due to every one." On inquiry, it came out that during the

time the Court was sitting, and whcn this paper was produced,

the surgeon having some doubts as to its validity, wvnt on deck,

and asked the clerk respt'cting its being copied from the log-slate

in the fort; and was then made acquainted, that the clerk had

seen the log-slate broken and obliterated on thc deck, bcforo

quitting the vessel. Lord Nelson, when informed of this circum

stance, on which rested the opinion of the Court, that Capttin

Layman had shewn a great want of necessary caution in approach.

ing the land, wrote to the surgeon, pnrscr, and clerk ; and having

by their answers substantiatcd the fact, gave directions that the

Court should re-assemble and reexamine the evidence Things

were in this state, when Captain Layman, on cntt-ring the stern

gallery in the evening, to take, as usual. a glass of light punch,

observed Lord Nelson very much agitated ; and on finding himself

the innocent cause, a principal officer having started obstacles to

the purposed re-examination, he withdrew.

,When all the others had retired, Captain Layman sent in I

message, requesting to speak with Lord Nelson then. This re

quest was instantly complied with; and Captain Layman, on

entering the stern gallery, said, “ I feel most grateful to your

Lordship for your very kind endeavours to get me out of the pit

into which i have been jostletl; but, my Lord, I should ill deserve

your favorable opinion, if on this occasion I permitted any circum

stance, however momentous to myself, to produce a schism between

Ramtfibrtm. Vol. XXXVI“. c

‘T W... Mt.”-\_/-/~ .:..,t;_; n
\ ,
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you and those who fill the principal situations in the squadron.

You well know, my Lord, that human nature is formed of such

' materials, that it requires the strongest mind, and best disposition,

What then, my Lord, is to be expected

from those of difl‘erent descriptions, who are tenacious of the con

sequence of rank, and habituated to consider their own opinion as

infallible? And although, my Lord, I would willingly trust my

life, or what is of far more importance, my character as a sea

officer, to the unbiassed decision of the greater part of the Mem

bers ; yet there are others who would be gratified by any censure

passed on me. , These,‘ my Lord, will do all they can to pre.

vent the evidence, on which the sentence was founded, from being

falsified, as then the revocation of the sentence must follow; which

might be against the majority who had been induced to sign, that

to acknowledge error.

after ‘the strictest investigation into the cause of the loss, and

having IATURELY weighed and considered the whole and every

part of the evidence, the Court do adjudge the said Captain

Layman to be severely reprimanded, 8yc.’ Besides, my Lord, it

may be objected by the supporters of quarter-deck authority, that

to revise the evidence, is to doubt the ability with which the Court'

had been conducted ; and that to revoke the sentence, would be

in opposition to the policy—that a court martial, like the King,

can do no wrong. At all events, my Lord, it is evident, that to

obtain me justice, would produce ill-blood between you and some

of those under your command, which could not but he attended

with great prejudice to the public service; it therefore appears to

me better, my Lord, that to prevent such evil consequences, for

an humble individual like myself to submit to the injustice at pre

sent; and, indeed, if I am sacrificed, it will always be a greater

satisfaction to me in having thus acted, than if I had triumphed

over my persecutors; one of whom, notwithstanding his oath, has

openly avowed he would have broke me if he could : but I shall

ever treat with contempt such littleness of mind, and malevolence

of heart.”

' Lord Nelson’s eye expressed the greatest satisfaction during the

address of Captain Layman, who had scarcely finished, before his

Lordship, taking him by the hand, said most cordially—“ Ithrmk

you—[thankyou verymuch—You are right ; but it shall not be the

worse for you in the end.”—Captain Layman replied, he left it to

k. _>

M, i
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his Lordship; but as he was not of the tlesponding cast, he submit

ted whether the suggestions contained in his private communication

might not lead to an achievement, the splendor of which would

disperse this cloud, and keep those under him in good humour, by

adding to their consequence as partakers in 'his fame.”-“ You

are right," replied his Lordship, “ and I will transmit your letter

tome to the First Lord of the Admiralty; " ofwhich the following

is a copy :—

uv Loan, Cadiz, February 91, 1805. '

Having, from a recent unfortunate event, been enabled to examine

minutely into the present state of the fortifications, troops, and means of

defence at Cadit, the Carracas, Port. St. Mary’s, and Fort SLCatalina, l

conceive it my duty to communicate my dear bought observations, which

'I alluded to in my ofiicial letter to your Lordship ; and as your experience

and Former services apa-nst the Spaniards, will enable you to decide on the

practicability ot'olitaiiiiiig possi-ssion of these places, with the ii hole of tlie

fleet and arsenal; I shall take the liberty to sketch how so great a national

object may be accomplished. '

The success of such an enterprise would depend much on promptitude

and strict secrecy—no parade of an expedition should appear before Cridfz,

or any neutral ship permitted to communicate intelligence; but the ships

.of war, with the troops on hoard, make siii'l from the oiling at the close of

day, so as to anchor after dark between Rota and St Seliastiiie's: the time

that answers best for this, on account of the tide and dark nights, would b'e

on the 5th or 6th day of the moon. Immediately the boats were read),

an advance party should paddle to where the Raven was wrecked, and pro

ceeding under cover of a. trench to the western part of Fort St. Catalim't,

escalnde it, and get possession of the magazine, hut avniding the use of pow"

der, rely upon cold steel, until the enemy surrendered the Fort; when a sig

nal should be made for the van division to land in the bay to the westward of

Port St. Mary‘s, march to the northern part of the city, where there is no

barrier, and surround the barracks containing the regiment of Carbinecrs,

the chosen cavalry ofSpuiu. who, with all people bearing arms, should be

secured in the convent of Victory. To avoid the exposure of our men by

musketry from the houses. and prevent the disorderly conduct and plunder

which the Eiigiish committed in 1704, the troops should take post iii an

olive ground, which is entrenched, and completely cutniiiands the city.

After St. Mary's was brought to terms, a detachment should not only

secure the bridge of it, but St. Pedro ; and another sent to take possession

of Rota, or bejiire, if any gun-boats were at anchor oil" it.

The Fort ol'Sk Catalina is not only of great importance, from being con

sidered the key of the harbour, but from commanding the north shore;

consequently the possession ot'it would secure an anchorage in the bay for

the English fleet; and il‘ the means of defence are not much increased

before the attack is made, I have no hesitation to declare, that 1 will un

dertake, with 250 men, to put your Lordship in possession of it; but

\ --‘ ~._- , _
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should any extraordinary preparations on the part of the enemy present its

being carried by surprise, it may he taken hy the van division landing to

the weattwtrt‘l, and getting a battering train on the height. which commands

the fort ; but this should not detain the troops on lilt'll‘ way to St. Mary’s,

which it is a great object to get early' possession of, in order to cut otl' all

Supplies of provisions and fresh water to ('adiz. The rear divisions of tho

army should land before daylight ncar Terra Gordn. or the small river of

Atillo. The first object of the rear t‘llt'lslull should he to secure the post of

Susso bridge, ahich would not only insure a communication with the rap

division, but pinnession of the Isle de Leon, the naval arsenal at the

Carracas, and Spanish ships there; and as Susso is the only place from

whence resistance can he especial. it is presumed that the rear division,

assisted by a naval force, will be able to carry Fort St. Louis and

Matagordo.

If no alarm is given, the centre divi~ion should enter the hay ofCaletlt in

flat-b ittomed hoats, three hours before dmlight. and leaving a detachment

to pnn‘eSQ the batteries on St. Sehastincis, land on a sandy beach within

30 yards of the parapet, which in that part is so low, and in such condition

when l was there, that by a coup de mnin any numher of troops might

"adin have entered Cadiz; after which, the enemy‘s fleet at anchor ofl'lhe

.city would not long cnn'end with your Lordship, as the guns of the fortress

would be turned upon them.

Should this desirnl-le object not succeed, the centre division should land

on the south side of the isthmus, gain possession of the Castle rle Puutales,

md the batteries ofCorallcs; and when the heavy artillery and mortar:

were ready to open, Cadiz may be summoned t as, exclusive of your Lord

;hip's presence, which would prevent the animosity and jealousy which

sometimes occur hetween sea and land com-nanders, I am convinced, from

what I have seen and heard the Spaniards express, that there is not any

,thiug that would so intimidate them, and speedily secure possession of the

ships and arsenal ; which they might be induced to surrender, in order to

gave so opulent a city from destruction : at all events, it would be humane

to make the proposal; and I beg leave, my Lord, to suggest a cautionary

mHtstllte of appriziug the enemy, that ifthey attempted to set fire to the

ships, or destroy the arsenal, no quarter would be given.

This being intended merely as an outline, to do away the necessity and

expeme ofa, lilot‘lrtntling squadron, by obtaining p055es~ion of ‘28 sail ofthe

line, 8:0. &c. I have not, in a measure of such magnitude. particularized

the best cou~trnction and mode of arming small vessels to act agaitnt the

enemy’s gun hosts. &0. and cover the landing of the troops, prctious to

forming a t't'tmenlde flank battery; therefore only heg leave to generally

remark, that 'he description of vessels hest adapted for this service, are

such as are required for the Straits and Gibraltar; which your Lordship has

stlready done me the honor to so emphatically approve.
i ' i ' Your‘s, &c. 61c. 814:.

"l
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The result of this interview was obvious.

having been placed at dinner by Lord Nelson, next to Sir Richard

Strat'hao, the senior captain in the squadron, whose afi'airs re

quiring him in England, had occasioned him to exchange from the

Donegal, in complete order, to the chown, in bad condition.

Sir Richard vcry handsomely ofl'ert'd Captain Layman a passage.

The Renown “as ordered to separate the next morning ; and, with

the public despatch, Lord Nelson gave to Captain Layman the

following letter to Viscount Melville, than at the head of the

Admiralty :—

Captain Layman

MY DEAR Loan. Virlory, at Sea, More): 10, 1805. '

I enclose some remarks made by (‘ap‘niu Layman wlhlst he was in

‘ ‘ ' ', after the very unfortunate loss of that fine sloop, which your

Lord~hip was so good as to gite him tht' command of.

find the remarks flow from n mmt intelligent and actirrtnind, and may be

useful should now expedition talte place against " ' ' t' '. '

And, my dear Lord, give me leave to recommend Captain Layman to

your kind protection; for notwithstanding the court martial has thought hirn

deserving of censure for his running in with the landI yet, my Lord, allow

me to say, that Captain Laynan's tnistiirtun'e was, perhaps, conceiving

that other people's abilities were equal to his own, which indeed very few

people's are. ' '

l own myself one ofthose who do not fear the shore, for hardly any great '

things are done in a small sl-ip l-y a man that is—theret'ore 1 make very

great allowances for him; indeed his station was intended never to be l'rnn‘l

the shore in the Str€i2ltts, and it' he did not every day risk his sloop, he

would he oseleq upon that shadow—Captain Layman has served with me

in three ships, and I am well acquainted with his bravery, zeal, judgment,

and activity. nor do I regtet the loss of the Raven. compared to the value

of Captam Lautmn’s services, which are a national loss.

You most, tny dear Lord, Forgive the warmth which I express for Cap

tain Layman ; hut he is in adtcnity. and thercl'ore has the more claim to

my attention and regard. “I had ht en ceusuted every time I have run

my ships or th-ets under my command into great danger. I should long ago

have been out of the service, and never in the [louse of Peers.

Viscount Melville. My”

On the arrival of the Renown at Gibraltar, the case of Captain

 
Layman was considered a hard one ; and on L M—- K—

saying to Sir Richard Strachan, the sc-uhnce appeared very

lest-1e, S'itf Richard half did it away, by saying, “ you may rely

these in nothing against him, or he would not be living with mo.”_

Your Lordship will
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Observing—“ I was a Member of the Court, and can therefore

communicate nothing; but * * *l' is a bad~hearted man.”

Much interest was also taken by the inhabitants on the occasion,

who sent the following address to the Lieutertantsgovernor :—

sin, Gibrul or, 27th March, 1805.

It may not hitherto have been officiallycommunicated to your Excellency,

the strong representation made in last year by most of the principal mer

chants and inhabitants of this place materially concerned in the extension

ofits trade, 50 very beneficial to the mother country, in favour of Captain

Layman, of the royal navy, then commander of the \Veazle brig of war,

appointed to this station. This gentleman’s superior knowledge and

information with regard to the tides and currents of this boy, and the

whole ofthe Streiphts in general, from his long practiCe iii going between

this place and the Barbary and Spanish coasts, east: and west, gave us all a

superior satisfaction and security that we had not previous thereto expe

rienced. by the terror he caused, and the unusual diligence he performed in

keeping the enemies' CrlllaEIS in general from annoying our trade.

We now find Captain Layman here on his way to England, after the

loss of a very fine ship he commanded, the Raven, that we believe was

sneant, under his direction, to be stationed here, to give us every pro

tection. The formidable appearance and strength of the enemies’ cruiserl

at present in and about this bay and neighbourhood, requires the most

serious attention and vigilance; not any provisions that we ltnow of has

hitherto been made to obstruct such formidable enemies. '

We have therefore most; earnestly to request your Excellency, that after

taking the fullest information from Captain Layman, of the best methods to

be adopted to protect and keep open our communication with the rest of

Europe, that we shall consider ourselves under particular obligations to

your Excellency, if you will strenuously recommend, countenance, and

support, Captain Layman, to have a particular command, for the purpose

ofprotecting our trade, being assured his endeavours will be exerted for the

general benefit; as under his directions, with proper suitable cruisers, we

flatter ourselves he may be able to set aside all the formidable opposition the

enemy have provided towards annihilating our trade.

', (Signed) By the principal Merchants and

B Inhabitants of Gibraltar.

To the Hon. --—- For,

Lieutenant-governor, é-ct

\Vith these testimonials, Captain Layman'proceezled to England

in the Avenger, and on his arrival at the Mother Bank, sent the

following letter to the secretary of the Admiralty :—

srn.

As from the particular situation of the squadron under Lord Nelson,

many incidents relative to the unfortunate loss of his Majesty’s late sloop
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Raven, under ttty cammfind, did not. appear at ihe time of the court mar‘

tial, and not having been called upon for my defence, I beg leave to solicit

the attention of the Lords Commissioners ofthe Admiralty, and to humbly

request they will be pleased to take the following circumstances into their

consideration and decision :—

Itt. Whether I did not strictly comply with their Lordships’ orders, by

repairing in the Raven, with all possible despatch, to the rendezvous ol' the

squadron under Sir John Orde, from Q to 10 leagues ofi‘ Cadiz?

2dly. If after arriving at the rendezvous, and reducing the sail from whole

to treble-reefed topsails, the order Igave in writing, “ to [trace the lead

every half/tour," had been attended to, or have at all, after I quitted the

deck, the vessel would not have been in the intricate situation I found her?

Sdly. Whether any examination took place by the Court relative to the

officer of the watch not being saber, or upon deck, at the time the lights were

seen, as shewn by the accompanying depositions?

4thly. Whether, after I was made acquainted with the difi'icult situation

of the Raven, every possible exertion was made by me to extricate her?

5tl|ly. Whether, after succeeding in working the vessel between, and

over the shoals, from above the enemy’s ships and forts, to nearly clearing

the bay, and looking up to windward of St. Sebastine‘s light-house, it would

have been necessary to anchor, but for the unfortunate accident of the

main yard breaking in the slings?

6thly, Whether, after being obliged to anchor, the main boom was not

rigged for a main yard, sail bent, and measures taken to seize the first

opportunity of making sail out of the Bay ?

7thly. Whether the parting from two anchors down, and two cables an

end on each, which occasioned the ultimate loss of the vessel, was not

owing to the increased violence of the wind and sea.-In elucidation of the

four last beads, l beg a reference to the letters ofthe commantler-in-chief,

the Marquis de Solann, and Mr. Duff?

8thly. Whether the paper from which the commander received censure,

produced by Mr. Edwards to the Court, as a copy made in the prison from

the log-slate, does not appear invalid, from the statements of Messrs.

Bailey, Soden, and Horniton, to the commander-in-cbief?

9thly. Whether, after the loss ofthe Raven, the commander did not per

form his duty becoming an nfiicer in his Majesty’s navy; and exert himself

for the good of the service, in obtaining the liberty, and carryingthe whole

of the crew to the cotutnantler-in-chie.‘t—Vide Lord Nelson's letter, 8th

March, 1805. Etc. '6tc. Ste.

iayman.

The fate of these papers was singular ; as before Captain Layman

lrrived in England, the late Lord Melville had been impeached

when at the head of the Admiralty ; Lord Nelson’s strong recom.

mendation was rendered nugatory, as was the address from the

To William JWarsrlm, Esq. Secretary

lo the Admiralty.

_- ..~ 7 "it, 41-, . r-_.~.a=¢=rfi~—:s
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inhabitants of Gibraltar ; nor did Captain Laymln’s letter to the

Admiralty meet with better success ; the letter being written on

the. 17th May, 1805, when it was doubtful whether the Avenger

‘would reach the Mother Bank, the date was left open, land in the

hurry next morning, on the quarantine boat coming alongside for

letters, it was not filled up; and Captain Layman received the

following answer from the Secretary :—

sm, Admiralty-(Mite, 91st Mar], 1305. _

I have received and laid before my Lords Commissioners of the

Admiralty. your letter, without date, with its enclosures, relatbe to the

loss ot'his Majesty's sloop Raven. ~

As Captain Layman did not conceive that the accidental

omission of the date could justify such pertness and callousness to,

an appeal for justice; after being released from quarantine, and

finding that the then First Lord was invisible, he waited on one of

the puisne Lords, Sir Evan Nepean, to whom he had been

strongly recommended, requesting that his case might be taken

into consideration, when he was told the Admiralty would not

interfere with the sentence of a court martial. On which he

observed, that as the paper on which the sentence was grounded

proved to be false, it was but common justice to revoke it: the

remark was admitted to be just; and it was allowed there were

'many strong points stated in Captain Laymau’s letter, but the an

swer was again, “ the Admiralty would not think of having any

thing to do with it.”-Captain Layman observed, “ lcannot,

as an ofiiccr ot' the navy, get any redress for injustice, from those

entrusted with its management, where am i to apply i”-—“ Why

you must petition the King in Council, without attempting to show

there was any injustice in the sentence of the Court, n hich must

always be considered to be right ,- and then your prayer will be

granted.” Captain Layman remarked, “that it seemed strau'g-é

that one should have to pray for favor, instead of obtaining an
act of common justice." I '

,Soon after this period Lord Nelson arrived in England, after

his intrepid pursuit ot'the combined French and Spanish fleet.

Lord Nelson Would not listen to the Petition ; saying to Cap

tain Layman, then at Merton, “ the object is not worth it: take

this letter to the First Lord’s nephew and private secretary, and

let me know what that will do.”,
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my one mt, Merton, September 5, 1805. {

This will be delivered to you by Captain Layman, who, if he had not

been a very active zealous officer, I am certain would not have lost his fine

sloop the Raven. '

The sentence of the court martial, placing him at the bottom of the list,

I have too much respect for a Court to say a word about.

But this I will assert, that I consider Captain Layman as a most zealous,

able, active, and brave officer; and that the sentence of the Court has

neither altered my public or private opinion of his great merits; the loss of

the services of men of such nare abilities is to be lamented by the country.

My wish at present is, to place Captain Layman well with Lord Bnrham,

and that his Lordship may possess my opinion ofhim.

To J. D. Thomson, Esq. -

On this subject Mr. Thomson thus explained himself to a third

person :—

nsn. 5m, _

I am quite aware of the great interest our Hero took in Captain Layman.

He mentioned him in terms of high regard, and seemed to take a very great

interest in him indeed. ' ‘ ‘

As the mere instrument of carrying the orders I receive into execution,

I can do no more of myself than say, that it will give me great pleasure to

see any opening wherein I can, with an earnest desire to fulfil what I am

sensible Lord Nelson had much at heart, be of use to him; In tln'i

situation I am sure you will do me the credit to believe, that ifnot success

ful, it will not be my fault. Your’s, &c.

J. 9. gamm;

On Lord Nelson’s being acquainted, that the First Lord did

not see Captain Layman, he said to him, “ meet me at the

Admiralty to-morrow morning, and I’ll take you by the hand up

ltairs.” Captain Layman pleaded for justice, and urged a revision

of the evidence. Lord Barham said, that to expose any error in

the sentence of a court martial would be dangerous; and addressing

himself to Lord Nelson, observed, “ the best Way of getting over

it will be for me to find an opportunity of sending him out to your,

Lordship.”

During Lord Nelson’s short stay in England, he was required

by the Admiralty to submit his ideas of the best description of

naval force to be employed at Gibraltar, as strong rcpesentations

dam. Vols n
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had been made of the depredations committed by the enemy's

cruisers in the Straits and Bay. Lord Nelson’s plan was, the

formation of a naval brigade; and strongly represented, that not

only from prior knowledge, but from the confidence the garrison and

inhabitants had in Captain Layman, he knew no man so fit for the

command. This plan and recommendation was submitted by Lord

Nelson to the Duke of Kent, as Governor of Gibraltar, who

highly approved the proposed measure, which it was understood

.was to be acted upon by the Admiralty. ‘

It being ascertained that the French and Spanish fleet, after

escaping from Lord Nelson, and having the renconter with the

squadron under Sir Robert Calder, had returned to Cadiz, Lord

Nelson was delighted: he went to the minister, Mr. Pitt, and

stated to him Captain Layman’s plan for getting possession of

Cadiz, &c. with the Spanish fleet, which was before desirable, but

was now become ‘of the greatest national importance, not only

in annihilating the Spanish navy, but giving an irrecoverable blow

to the fleet of France. The subject could not have a better

advocate with the minister than Lord Nelson, who stated the

information to be worth a dozen Ravens; and said, if Captain

Layman lost another ship, he would, if at the head of the

'Admiralty, give him another, and another, as it was indispensable

_to have a man on that station who did not fear the shore. ‘

Mr. Pitt admitted the importance of the object, but stated the

disposable force and means as inadequate to accomplish an enter.

prise of such’magnitude; he observed, however, that “ the loss of

ghe Raven was an accident that might have happened to any body ;

and it is clear to me Captain Layman is an able ofiioer.”

In the destruction of the greater part of this combined fleet,

.when it again ventured to sea, Lord Nelson terminated his glorious

career, and the country was deprived of its great naval hero.

(To be continued.)

_

‘ ERRATUM.

3 Vol. xxxvii. page 448, for 1st April, read 31st March, as the day on which the

‘ Amazon got aground.

"‘ ‘_ “‘‘\WAHF__~~__V
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NAUTICAL ANECDOTES AND SELECTIONS.

-.

THE vow PERFORMED.

HE captain of a Greek vessel, and his crew, astonished the inhabi

' tants of Marseilles a few days since, by carrying the cargo of their

small vessel, consisting of rice, to the market-place, and distributing is

gratis to the poor.‘ It may easily be supposed that their customers increased

hourly, when the circumstance was made known; and several other car

goes might have been speedily disposed of on the same terms. This act of

charity and munificence. on the part oftbese humble but worthy individuals,

while it does them great honour, exhibits in a striking manner the influence

of the Christian rrligion. These poor men were caught in a dreadful storm'

in the Mediterranean, and having betaken themselves to prayers, according

to the forms of the Greek church, they made a vow to give their cargo to

the poor, il' Providence should be pleased to spare their vessel and their

lives, for the sake of their wives and t’amilies. The storm abated, and

they gained Marseilles itt safety, where they rigidly performed their vow.

Our readers will observe, that the captain and crew of a Greek vessel are

alljoint owners, in certain proportions, of ship and cargo.

WATBRLOO BRIDGE.

Tats noble structure was opened on Wednesday, 18th June, for the

public accommOdaliun', with much splendour. Soon after three the Prince

Regent arrived at the Whitehall stairs, in his private carriage, whence hi

embarked on board the royal barge : the cannon on the bridge began to

fire 202 times, in commemoration of the number of cannon taken from the

enemy at the battle of Waterloo. The royal barge was followed by the

Lord Mayor’s barge, which attended with. his Lordship, and a Full com

pany, to conduct the Prince Regent to the bridge. Other barges belonging

to the Admiralty, the Navy, and other public nlfices, succeeded. Soon

after the firing had ceased, the royal barges arrived, passed through the

centre arch, and'proceedetl to the stairs on the Surrey side, where the

company landed, and the procession formed at the end of the bridge, was

preceded by several gentlemen interested in the undertaking, with their hats

05‘, to clear the way. The procession was headed by the Prince Regent,

with the Duke of York on his right, and the Duke of Wellington on his

left, in their uniform of marshals, followed by a train of noblenten and

gentlemen, ministers, and members of both Houses of Parliament. On

their arrival on the Middlesex side of the bridge, they descended the stairs

on the eastern side, and having re-etnhnrked on board the royal barges, re

turnetl to the house of the Earl of Liverpool, at Whitehall, where his Royal

Highness partoolt of a sumptuous early dinner, and then returned to

Carlton-house. His Royal Highness, al'ter undressing from his regimentall,

left town for Windsor, to be present at the grand ball and supper to be given

by the otficers of the Royal Horse Guards, who were in Waterloo, On the
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Regent's return, his carriage was followed by an immense concourse of

people, it going at a slow pace, who testified their attachment by loud

ecclatnations at the entrance to Carlton-house from the Park. We believe

there is no bridge in any of the European capital: which is equal, as a

great work, to either of the bridges of \Vestminiter or Blackfriars ; and as

Waterloo bridge is superior to either of them, consequently it is the finest

in the world. Its total length from the Strand (the Savoy Palace), where

the building begins, to the spot in Lambeth, Surrey. where it falls to the

level of the road, is 2890 feet: it has cost upwards ofa million sterling

It was formerly called the Strand Bridge. The first stone was laid on

Friday the 11th of October, 1811. It is exactly on a level with the Strand

where it joins, and is fifty feet ab0ve the surface of the water of the River

Thames. Mr. Rennie was the engineer. The scientific principles on which

the centres were constructed, was that of the longitudinal incompressibility

qflt'mber. The longest and largest beams of wood bend and yield when

pressed upon laterally, and by that means the form ofa centre constructed

in the usual manner is diEerettt when loaded ; but as no \veight that men

are acquainted with, when acting gradually, will shorten the length ofn

beam. it “as so contrived that the pressure acted always longitudinally, or

lengthways, and not laterally or sideways, so that the centres remained in

form unchangeable, as much as if they had been one solid mass of matter,

the two extreme points resting on the firm and well-constructed piers.- In

circular arches, such as those of Westminster or Blackliiars bridges, the

pressure on the centres before the key-stones are put in place, is not near

so great as in elliptical arches like those of Waterloo. Length of the other

bridges in London ;—

Westminster, from wharf to wharf . . -. -- .-.. 1,223

Blackfriars ............... . . . . . . . . . ..., 940

London .....-........,-.... . . . . ....-. 900

Vauxhali (iron) .-.. .... ........ .... ,,.. 860

FINANCE REPORT.

Tut: Sixth Report of the Select Committee of Finance has been printed

by order of the House of Commons. It refers exclusively to the Navy.—

The Vote of Scamen is 19,800, at 61. 6s. per month. The Committee

enter into a general view of the great head: under which the Estimates are

prepared, and afterwards some examination oftbe more detailed items :—

1.—Thr Wear and Tran-A greater nav'al establishment was to be

expected than at any former peace, and if the force intended to be em

Plnycd shall answer the general wants, your Committee see no reason to

apprehend that it nill in any degree exceed them. The amount of force

a-float for the year is as much reduced as could be reasonably expected.

2.-—Tae ORDINARY ES'IIMATESr—Alllelllfl/ Oflice.—The emoluments

ofthe Secretaries appear not to go beyond the importance oftheir situations,

and of the ability required for filling them, witb the exception only of an

increased allowance during war. This distinction is highly objectionable,

and ought to be abolished. 1t is impossible for your Committee to enter
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into the minute details of. the business transacted in the Admiralty Ofiice,

but they have been assured, and they see no reason to doubt the assertion,

that hitherto the diminution in the number of clerks has kept pace with the

diminution of labour in that department.

Navy Pay Oiled—The Committee hope that a very considerable reduc

tion in the establishment will be deemed practicablescrving, that the

lame number of persons by which a sum of 22,000,0001. was received and

paid in 1813, cannot be necessary for the receipt and payment of 6,000,000!.

in 1817 : that the salary paid to the Treasurer of the Navy is much too

large, and that on any future appointment to that ofiice, recommend that

it should be reduced to a level with that of the Paymaster ot'the Forces.

Navy Oflicew—The Committee are far from being satisfied that so many

Commissioners of the Navy are requisite in time of peace, everi’with the

addition of labour which the Transport Service has imposed on this depart

ment. It appears to your Committee (although a contrary opinion is enter

taincd in the Ollice), that the three divisions of the General Board, con

sisting one of four Commissioners, and the others of three, might each be

reduced to two members without inconvenience to the public service, and

that the difl'iculties stated against this proposition are merely technical.

Greenwich HospituI.—The Hospital and Chest, notwithstanding the

immense claims made upon them, have been able to accumulate a capital

in the Funds of not less than 3,760,000]. 3 per cents. But as the peace

diminishes the principal sources of revenue, while the claims on the Hos

pital are largely increased, it is clear that the funded property cannot be

expected tolast beyond a limited number ofyears, and that then a very great

annual expense will fall on the public.

Since 1814, a system of registry of seamen has been adopted, and of the

32,000 out-pensioners now on the books, not less than from 12 to 15,000_

are capable of active service a-float, and a further number might be found

useful for shore or harbour service. The Committee recommend'Covern

ment to pay a minute practical attention to the operation of this part of

the system. ‘

° In the Sick and Hart Department, the Establishments of the Royal

Hospitals appear to the Committee to he very expensive. However neces

sary a military superintendance, and a full establishment of medical officers

might be in time of war, the Committee think that a reduction to a more

considerable extent than has taken place might be made during peace. 1

Buildings and Repair: qf Skips.—Cons'itlerable exertions are now making

for a complete renovation of the fleet by the construction of new ships, and

by thoroughly repairing all such as are judged to be in a siate sufficiently ,

good to warrant so great an expense; and they think that there is no

object upon which the House will be less disposed to call For a parsimonious

expenditure than on this. Since the conclusion of the war, the number of

ships broken up and otherwise disposed of, amounts in all classes from

large frigates and upwards, to 169 (a force probably equal to the navies of

the rest of the world). \

Works in the Yank—The Committee approve highly of the policy of

constructing the Arsenal of Sheerness on a large and systematic'arraiige~
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ment capable of answering the public wants of the cliuntryéafi'ording a safe

lnchornge for the ordinary in time of peace, and aconvement port of outfit

and refit for squadrons employed in the North Sea.-— They speak warmly

of that great national Worli the Breakwater, of Plymouth Sound.

The Committee conclude their report with stating, “ that the sense they

entertain of the necessity for ecormmy, cannot be nlluwed to interfere

with the support of such a maritime force as may be deemed necessary in

time of peace, nor witlrthe preparations for its adequate augmentation in

the event of war ; and as naval expenditure in time of peace is principally

connected with the purchase and preparation of materials for future

exigency, there is no part of the publlc service in which an ill-judged tem

porary economy might be ultimately productive of such considerable

expense.”

sUltPtuerxc Tait-urn or MECHANISM.

Hauling the Ship Kent, qf80 guns, on the Slips, for Repair.

[From the Plymouth Telegraph]

“'5 no longer wonder at the tri‘lithons of Stonehenge, or the Cyclopiaa

buildings described by Dr. Clarke 'a spectacle of mechanic power and

human ingenuity, more sublime in its nature, more interesting in effect

than the one alluded to, was never presented in any other country ; and

we congratulate the kingdom on having within its bosom persons capable of

performing what no other nation has yet achieved. .

During the preceding week, several companies of shipwright! hall

worlted extra hours in preparing the ship for the intended operation ; and

at three o'clock on Monday morning, June 30th, a day that must be long

remembered with pride throughout the port, the different classes intended

to be employed began to assemble. Such, indeed, was the extreme

anxiety to he in place, that many of them, particularly the riggers, attended

in the yard atone o’clock; Mr. Sullivan, the master rigger, remaining in

his cabin all night, eagerly awaiting the time of commencement. Public

curiosity was not less ardent, and numerous applications for admittance

were made to Commissioner Shield, which he politely granted to a reason

able extent.

The Various apparatus, which exhibited much simplicity, with wisdom of

contrivunce, an union ever desirable in mechanic afl'airs, being fixed, pre

paratory to hauling, and every precaution taken to prevent accidents, and

to secure the ultimate object, at 20 minutes before six o'clock the welcome

signal was given to heave at the purchases. This was obeyed with the

utmost alacrity by “ a long pull, a strong pull, and a pull altogether.” The

immense fabric began to advance on the plane about eight or ten inches at

a time, as the purchases acted; and in the short period offorly-one minute:

from the time of first heaving, a body weighing upwards of one thousand

nine hundred and sirlyjfour Ions, notwithstanding all its “ ois inertia," wt"

conveyed, as if by magic, to its destined situation, without the slightest

untoward event or failure, in a manner that amazes, while it delights the

mind. In the mighty operation, we may clearly perceive what is possible
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to be done by the inclined plane, the wheel and axis, and the pulley, in

unison with 1400 men and 14 capstans; and from the success ofthe expe~

rirnent, it is easy to imagine that it will not be permitted to stop here, but

that its result will become the foundation of greater trials. At every other

minute the men cheered each other with a general shout, and bands of

music srationed in a booth on each side of the slip further animated them,

and the spectators in boats and ashore. I

\ For the better information of our readers, it may be right to give the

following account of the apparatus:

Thirty-two treble-fold blocks for receiving ropes of 7, 8, and 9 inches, as

purchases, successively applied as she raised.

Eight cables round and under her.

Bilge bottom ways fixed and supported with wooden choclts and iron

knees fore and aft.

Four lighters at her stern to buoy her up.

Two additional capstan! on board to heave on the purchases, with haw

sers rove through the blacks, besides which there were 14 capstans in front

of the slip.

Anchors sunk in the ground, and large and small mooring chains fixed to

the same, for supporting the bollards or posts.

Platforms fore and aft on each side nfthe slip.

'- The cradle was similar to that used in launching. The lighters in the

centre were lashed to a cable, and those on each quarter to two cross

cables. Anchors and chains were fastened to the bollttrds, from an appre

hension, that the ground being made, might give way. The standing parts

of 14 treble-fold pullies were fastened to 8 twenty-thrce-inch cables, which

being horilontally applied, and hauled taught a-round so as to encompass

the vessel, were lashed to ring-bolts, and thus kept firm in their positions.

To these were attached by selveges of 1500 yarns each, dili‘erent blocks of

vast weight and size. Each tackle leading to its respective capstan, C0le

prehended the purchase it had to sustain, and this, to all appearance, from

the ease with which the Kent advanced on her bilge ways, would have

sufliced to haul up the heaviest first rate. The whole formed a decisive

triumph of mechanic power and human perseverance, and has placed the

ofllccrs and men of this fine yard on a lol'ty pre-eminence.

There have been four frigates lately hauled up here to he repaired, namely,

the Boadicea, Pyramus, Nereitle, autl Resistance, besides the Retlpole,

Pelorus, and Raleigh sloops, but no ship of such large dimensions as the

Kent has ever been so treated, eXcept in the present instance. The French

once attempted it with a 74, but failed, as have one or two subsequent

experiments, On a much smaller scale, we believe, at Portsmouth. At

Carlscrona and Venice ships have been often placed under cover, but this

was in docks, not on slips. By an instrument called a Camel, invented by

De Witt, for the use of Holland, and carried to Petersburgh by Peter the

Great, vessels have been lifted over bars and shoal places, but never ofthe

magnitude nor to the degree hel'ore described.

., It were dilficult to estimate the praise due to Commissioner Shield,

Mr. Jackson, the master attendant, Mr. Sullivan, the master rigger, and

_\.-—-»-»~— _M~_. ___ VVVM~___,  
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other officers, for the zeal and judgment with which every thing under their

superintendance was conducted. They have all deserved well of their

country, and among them Mr. Pering, clerk of the checque, whole

excellent remarks in two pamphlets, entituled, “ On the preservation of the

British Navy in a state of ordinary," and “ Reply to Strictures in No. 19

of the Quarterly Review," may be truly said to have paved the road to this

brilliant and decisive experiment. In evidence of this we extract the

following passages :—“ Much," he says, in the former pamphlet, “ has

been said of the want of ducks for the repair of otrr shipping ; but, in my

humble opinion, docks are not. so much wanted as covered slips." He then

proceeds to observe, that this improvement demands the immediate atten~

tion of Government, but particularly on the return of peace, at which

period, every slip in the royal dock-yards should be housed over, and others

should be erected, in which situation vessels might be kept perfect for as

many years as thought necessary, or until wanted for service. That no

ships should be permitted to remain a-flont, particularly in a basin or wet

dock, and slips ought to be provided for such ships as could be hauled up."

From these and similar arguments he contends, and with apparent pro

priety, that by managing the whole British navy in this way, a very large

sum, besides timber, would he saved to the country, at the end of eight or

ten years. In the latter pamphlet, he emphatically remarks, " should the

formation of a basin with slips around it, on which ships may be either

built or lmuled up dry and under cover, be hereafter deemed advisable, the

wisdom of such a measure would be soon apparent. By such a mode, bu}

by no other, every ship, not immediately wanted for service, might be pre

served to almost an indefinite period, and when wanted, would run from

twenty to twenty-five years, perhaps longer."—“ Regular built slips are

not absolutely wanted, inclined plane: would answer every purpose,”&c. 8:0.

The erection of permanent roofs over ships in slips and docks, and the

able suggestions of Mr. Pering on other subjects vitally connected with the

duration of our ships of war, have been partially adopted. Systems of all

kinds, rendered venerable by their age, are adhered to with pertinacity,

and quitted with reluctance. But who, in this enlightened era, can with

stand the efforts of science and truter In despite of prejudices favourable

to the continuance of antiquated errors, the day, we trust, is not for distant,

when all MrJPcring's patriotic recommendations will meet with the encou

ragement and attention which they severally deserve.

REGENT STEAM PACKIT.

On Wednesday morning. July 2, this vessel, commanded by Captain

Harvey, left town for Margate, with between 40 and 50 passengers on

board ; and it appears, fr0m accounts received in town on Thursday, that

when oil" Whitstable, which is 18 miles from the port of destination, she

was discovered to be on fire : at this time she was also three miles from the

main land. As a vessel of this description never carries a boat larger than

lutlicierrt to hold her 0wn crew, which-seldom exceeds a dozen persons, the

consternuion of between 40 and 50 passengers may be better conceived

than described. The tire was discovered to proceed from the furnace: um!
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fnr'the boilers of the steam-engines, and to gain rapidly on the exertions of

those on board. The vessel was seen from the shore; and one account

which we have seen stntes,‘ that she was met by several boats from Whit

stable, who succeeded in getting all on board safe to land; and this account

seems corroborated by the following notice, which was posted Thursday,

July 8, at Lloyd’s :- i

“ The Regent steam-packet, bound to Margnte, was burnt to the water’s

edge, off Whitstahle. Crew and passengers saved." '

The cause of the fire is stated to be as follows :—-The gale of wind being

strong, blew the chimney flue nwny, and the wood-work, that is nearly

breast high from the deck, at the bottom of the fine, for the purpose of'

~keeping the people near the chimney from burning themselves, caught fire;

the men in throwing the buckets over for water to put it outlost them,

consequently the fire was not checked, and the captain immediately made

I for land, and got all the people and crew, and luggage, sat'e ashore, but the

vessel is almost entirely consumed.

====
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On Impressmcnl.

nit. EDITOR, 161/:June, 1817.

' I AM aware that there is no subject connected with our naval nfli'iirs,

whereon it is more diliicult to decide, than on the great and momen

tous question of continuing or relinquishing the system ot'impressment; by

which system, almost enlirr/y, the British fleets have been maimed for

nearly two hundred years. I admit very readily, that this system ofgetting

seamen for the roan navy has been long, very long, in use; that it has

prescription in its farour, and that the general opinion, not only amongst

naval, but men ol'erery profession, is, that the British fleets could not, in'

time of war, be fully manned, without resorting to this system, which is

not one of choice, but imperious necessity. All this I most readily admit;

and my object is, not to do away this system (cruel and hard as surely are

its effects), before pointing out another, which may be supposed (and in

my opinion depended on) to produce a sufficient number of men for man-e

ning our navy, in wars of any ordinary length or magnitude. Having bel'ore

recommended Mr. lirqnlinrt’s very sensible pamphlets, which you have

given a review of in l'ormer numbers,‘ I am confident the hints they throw

not on this highly important subject, are deserving, and will in time receive

that attention and consideration from those in power, which they have

already done from many naval ofiicers of high rank, and professional merir.

If my information is correct, the propriety and policy of (il'possible) sull

stituting some system more honorable and agreeable to the feelings ol' both

men and officers, is now almost universally admitted throughout the navvi

 

' Ville 39.. (1. vol. xxxvii. pp. 7|. 1.53. 2‘57.
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and it is undeniable, that its adoption would form a glorious :era in the

maritime history of Britain.

My own sentiments on the subject I have already stated pretty fully;

and I would now endeavour to prove the practicability of getting menfor

limited service, sufiicient for the purposes of any ordinary war, who would

readily enter for the royal navy, provided some regular and fired system of

command and discipline were adopted throughout the service, by which

they would be protected from harsh, and sometimes unjust treatment, and

less subjected than now to the capricious usage of officers, whose power is

much 'too great, and whose experience, knowledge of men, and talents for

command, are too frequently much too small. Some mode of prevention

of these numerous evils, which flow from this source, and extend throughout

the service, is universally called for, and it admits of being easily remedied,

by firm, judicious, and energetic exertions on the part of the Admiralty

Board. I see no good reason why this new and much wanted system should

not be immediately framed, by a board * of naval oficers summoned for the

purpose, who would willingly devote a little of their time, now otherwise

unemployed, to this useful purpose. Supposing, then, that the evils of

our present system are removed as far as possible, I will next suppose that

the number of seamen wanted to man our fleets at the end of the first year

of a war is 55,000; with this number, allowing at the rate of 550 seamen

to each line-of-battle ship, 200 to frigates, and 60 to sloops, making up the

remainder of the crews by marines, boys, and landsmen, we are able to

man seventy sail of the line, one hundred frigates, and one hundred and

fifty sloops of war.

I will suppose that our peace establishment, instead of 13,000 seamen,

as at present, is gradually increased to 20,000, which I consider it ought

to be (for unquestionably the materials whereon to form our war navy,

ought always to be under command). I will also suppose, that warrant

oflicers receiving pensions for services, wounds, Ste. and liable to serve

again when called on, amount to 10 or 12,000 most valuable men at the

outset, which raises your number to 32,000; and on a war breaking out,

and men entered for limited service, with the hope of prize~ni0ncy, and

the certainty of being well treated, if they behave themselves as British

sailors, with the option of leaving the service at the end of five or seven

years, if they are so inclined at that time; I could not for a moment

doubt, that before the expiring of the first year of war, the 20, ’25, or even

30,000 volunteers for the navy, would be raised by receiving olficers, with

little difficulty, and at a moderate expense. It certainly does appear to

me, that by introducing a new act of Parliament, binding every apprentice

to the sea to serve in the royal navy, if required, forfir'e or seven years, or

find a substitute, the necessity of the odious system of impressment might

be completely and sqfcly done away, and relinquished for ever.

The objection of this Act, constituting impressmcnt by anticipation, as

has been stated, I think, by yourself, docs not appear to me to he so

' If the Admiralty Board choose to have assistance.
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strong, or so uneonquernble, as it might seem to some people at first

sight.

Every sean'um at present in the merchant service, who has no regular

discharge from the King‘s service, 'is liable to impressment, and to serve,

not forjive or seven years, but during the pleasure of the Board of Admi

ralty; and we know that many, during the late wars, actually served for

twenty years, thereby sacrificing the prime of their days, the most valuable

years of their lives, to those who had education, and looked forward to

rise in the merchant service to be masters, and there were many such.

Now, by this binding to the King, at the same time with the master of the

vessel he first goes to sea in, a young man is aware that he will be called on

in case of war, but only for a very limited term, and that he can then, if

he pleases, resume his employment in the merchant service. It therefore

becomes a much less evil, the hardship is nearly done away, and it would

be found, that so soon as young seamen were done with their apprentice

ships, they would gladly enter the royal navy, to be released from all fur

ther fears, or annoyance ; and that there would be no ditilculty whateVer

in keeping up, or increasing, if necessary, the number of able seamen, say

60,000, in time of war. We should thus have not only the satisfaction

(and it would be universally felt) of being able to abandon the hateful sys

tem of impressment, so fraught with injury to our best feelings as men ;

but we should also assuredly find our fleets manned, not with braver crews

_(that is impossible), but with men more devotedly attached to their King

and Country, more respectful and obedient to their commanders and

‘olficers, because more cherished and respected (I think the word applicable

on either side) by them, than during the late war was unfortunately the

case in many ships. Under a new system, formed ontthcse principles, I

am firmly persuaded the service of the royal navy would soon become the

seamen's greatest pride and glory. To protect them, is our duty; to cherish

them, is our best policy ,- and to reward them, as far as possible, our debt

gl'grutiturle: let us then, having now leisure, “ turn to” in earnest, to

overhaul Britannia's best bulwark—her unconquernble wooden walls; let as

frequently recollect, that at the end of the last war we lost many of our

seamen, who entered into the service of the enemy, not because they

received more wages, but in too many instances because they said their

treatment was disgraceful, and unbearable; it is well known, that on the

American station, some ships lost not one man by desertion, whilst others

lost half their crews. I cannot believe that the same treatment or system

prevailed in both; and I thinlt no stronger proof need be given of the

necessity of a new and fixed system, as so ably and strongly recommended

by NESTOR, and assented to and applauded by many excellent oliicers.

That it may be speedily adopted, and also my suggestions for abolishing

irnprcssmcnt, is the earnest and disinterested hope and wish of,

ewes.

Your’s, &c.
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On building our M'cn of War queak or filahug'rnzy.

MR. IZDXTOR, 16th June, 1812.

' _ T the present time of unexnmpled difliculty to ship-owners, and indeed

to every branch of trade, and every species of business, it of necessity

becomes the duty of government to use every endeavour, consistent with

due economy, in order to reinvigorate and promote the languid etiorts of

ournenrly expiring commerce. It is, I. believe, a matter of perfect. noto

riety, that the money expended on our men of war during a series ofyears

past, has been paid for vessels of every class and description (a few built

in King's yards excepted) which have proved most surprisingly defective ;

and have, in two, three, four, or at tnostfive years, become, many of them

good for nothing, being so entirely rotten, as to be unworthy of repair.

These ships were built, it is true, in the merchants’ yards; and [lint sys

tem (one of nercssily, and enormous crpensc, is now abandoned, it is hoped,

for ever: all new ships are in future to be built in his Majesty’s dock~

yards; but still great dimculty exists, as to procuring full and adequate

supplies ofoak, well sca50ned and sized, for the purposes of building and

repairing in these yards, Which in consequence of the sadly defective state

of our navy, is a matter not only of the utmost importance to the country,

but one of the greatest responsibility, and no small difficulty to the Navy

and Admiralty Boards. '

We are now fully aware of the durable and other excellent qualities of

the teak wood ; we have several very fine men of war built of it, the Ming

den, Cornwallis,Wt-llcsley, 6m; and the Melville, of 7-! guns, and two

frigntes, are new building; the employment of mahogany has also been

litter suggested, for the purposes of ship-building ; and certainly, although

it may not perhaps be so universally applicable as the teak, yet it'its durtt

bility and its resistance to the power of that all-subduiug, and hitherto most

destructive evil, the dry-rot, is satisfactorily proved, I um fully of opinion,

the increased expense ought not to be regarded, when ‘we knew and have

felt, by dour-bought experience, how very soon our new ships have been

lately destroyed, without undergoing any very hard service: these defects

of our new ships are so well and universally known, that to enlarge on the

Subject will be equnlly unnecessary and unpleasant; but. it is of the utmost

consequence, surely, to suggest any plan which might render them hence.

forth durable and serviceable for a course of years. if, then, it should be'

r'esolved on, to substitute the leak and mahogany, for the inferior and

undersized kinds of'oult, which are now only to be had either at home, or

imported from America, I nm aware that the first costs of our men of war

might be increased, pcrhnps one-third, or one-half, at the utmost ; but it

must be considered, thitt these ships will continue serviceable (as the teak

has been proved sutticieutly to hnve done) for twenty-live or thirty years ;

whilst our present ships, even King's ynrds' ships, are thought to serve

bell, when they are efi'ective, with heavy repairs, for ten or twelve, some

few lasting For fifteen years. When we consider likewise the number of

lodge nic‘rchuntmon which would be employed in bringing home the tool;

and mahogany for these purposes, I confess the advantages of using then-i“
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appear to me very far to outweigh any objections that may he started

against them; I hope at any rate the system of building at home will be

continued ; as the consequences of removing it to India, or elsewhere, will

he, at no remote period, far more serious and disastrous, than is at pre

sent contemplated. Can Great Britain continue Mistress ofthe Seas, and

her nary be constructed on shores so far distant.-—N0.—Let us rather, even

at an increased expense, but not an eventual loss, build our ships at home,

employ British ship carpenters, British shipping to convey the timber, and

British capital to import it: thus shall our commerce be promoted, ship

building protected, and British men of war more durany constructed.

‘ i m Mfitunw.

Neglected Oflit'ers.

MR. nor-roe, June 18, 1817.

N former letters, I have brought to view, the situation ofmany oflicers

of the navy, who, after serving long, zealously, and faitltfully, have

been allowed, by each succeeding Board of Admiralty, to remain unpro

inoted, neglected, and overlooked, because their interest was small,

although their services had been unremitting, and often conspicuous. Of

this number, 1 have mentioned several in former letters; and I now beg

leave to lay before you the names of some gallant officers, who during the

late war had the command ofgun-brigs, and eminently distinguished them

selves on the enemy's coast, &c. as the Gazettes bear the most honorable

testimony. '

I have before mentioned Captain Thicknesse, ofthe Sheldrake, and now

snbjoin that of Lieutenant Nngent, of the Streuuous, and refer you to the

16th Volume of this Chronicle, for Sir James Saumarcz’ high eulogium on

their gallant conduct whilst commanding at Guernsey, on two different

occasions; no praise can be higher, yet no promotion has been granted to

either. Lieutenant Talbot, also, of the Encounter, greatly distinguished

himself under Sir U. Popham, at Buenos Ayres; as have the following

officers, all commanding gun-brigs on different occasions; viz. Licutrnants

Archbaltl, Collet, King, Blow, Frissel, Tucker, Napier, Rowe, Whiston,

Lucas, Ormsby, Whitehead, and Forbes, besides others of equal merit and

long standing in the service. I aslr, if it is either just or creditable to the

government of the country, to allow of such continued neglect? Surely,

by means of extended retired lists, such as l have already suggested; viz.

thirty post captains to be retired as superannuated rear-admirals, as is

already the case, with this difference, that want of interest to get a ship is

the disqualification, instead of old age or inability to serve. Sixty old com

manders to he superannuatetl as post captains (a measure I regret to see

still deferred) ; and an additional hundred lieutenants allowed to retire as

commanders, being all disqualified for future service. Surely,Isny, an

annual selection of brave and meritorious oflicers might then be made, so

as to in due time include the greater part,if not all, who have strong claims

on their country for the next step on the ladder of promotion, and which,
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as matters now stand, they have so little hope or chance of attaining,

except the door is thrown open, by the adoption of some such plan. In

my opinion, lists ought to be regularly kept at the Board of Admiralty, as

at the Horse Guards, of those officers, whose former services entitle them

to promotion, whether presently employed or not ; and memorials of ser

vices generally, called in and registered, for future reward, employment,

and promotion: it would throughout every rank, particularly the junior

ranks, as high as commander, be attended with the best consequences; for

although very many have attained the object of their ambition, and the

reward of their services, in getting promotion, still, after all that has been

done, many remain in unmerited obscurity, now destitute of employment:

and devoid of the hope of advancement.

fl to five/ flu}.

all"

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD VISCOUNT MELVILLE.

On Ute llfanagemenl of the Navy.

“ Kingdoms that long have stood,

And slow through many a year attained at list

To strength and power; thus, on the ebbing flood,

Rush to their ruin fnst.

Thus tardin appears

The course of time, to manhood’s envied stage ;

But that attained, how quiclr the ebbing years

Then hasten to old ago.”

My tono, 20th June, 1817.

N a subject of such importance, and deep interest to the country, I

am aware that little apology is necessary for presuming to address you,

as my opinions shall be delivered with becoming respect, but also with that

freedom and independence, which every man who wishes well to his

country, holds it as his chicfhonor to maintain. My first object is, briefly

to point out the necessity (which is allowed on all hands) ofembracing the

present opportunity of peace, to rrbuild, repair, and re-appoinl our men of

war, to prepare for coming events—to have a navy, full and efl'ective (we

have at present only half an one); in my opinion, there ought to be no

intermission, no discharge of men from our dock-yards, no discontinuance

of the usual operations carried on there, until we shall have a hundred and

fifty soil of theline, two hundred frigates, and three hundred sloops of

wanfit for commission: then, and not till then, shall Great Britain be

ahlotohid defiance to all the world. I trust and hope, my lord, your

conviction is as strong as mine on this point, and that a few years of peace

will see all I have recommended carried into full eB'ect. My next object

is, to call the attention of your Lordship. to the very slender, and 1 liqu
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my apprehend inadequate, force allowed for foreign stations by the present

peace establishment; surely, three or four pendants on the Jamaica, the

Leeward Island, the Brazil, and the Mediterranean stations, cannot in the

preSent times be considered a sufiicient protection, either to our colonial

possessions, or to our trade. I seek not any unnecessary or expensive peace

establishment; but I should be happy to perceive that, instead of the

p‘itiful saving which the paying off half a dozen frigates and sloops will

make, some respectable addition had been given to our squadrons on

foreign stations, so as to enable them, in case of need, to render efl'ectnal

assistance in any manner, or in any quarter, where required. At present,

we know the admiral on the Jamaica station has not force sufficient to main

tain the dignity of the British flag within the limits ofhis station. Admiral

Harvey, at Barbadoes, has his flag-ship, a frigate, and two sloops ; in the

Mediterranean there is, besides the flag-ship, one frigate, and four sloops;

whilst the Americans have a very powerful squadron cruising there, and

seemingly with the determination of fonninga settlement, or permanent

rendezvous. I need hardly point out the policy (as it is self-evident) of

our having some men of war on the coast of South America, at the present

juncture ofaffnirs ; nor 1 think does it admit of any doubt, that in order to

guard against aggression, it is both wise and politic to be prepared; and

therefore, my decided conviction is, that our naval peace establishment ‘

is too small, and leading foreign powers to despise its present force on

distant stations, 'will more certainly involve the country in war, and of

course in far greater expenditure, than the addition of a few frigates and

sloops of war, fitted out and despatched at the present moment.

I admit, my Lord, that the ministers and the cabinet are to regulate this

Scale, and the amount of this naval force ; but it is your duty to represent

the thing to llii'm, as it really is : the officers and men of the British navy

have, during the last twenty years, gained numberlcss and unprecedented

victories in defence of their King and Country, whose honor, like the

army, they have nobly upheld in every sea and in every clirne ; they have

no“! resigned the honors and the glories of that service into your lmnds

during peace. Let not then, I beseech you, these honors wither in the

dust,- let not the British flag lose any of its estimation, of its pre-etninence;

let the world be made sensible, that in peace, as in war, Britannia rules

the waves. I am no advocate for war—for unprovoked aggression; I'nsk

only, that our naval supremacy be preserved ; and I would respectfully

remind you, my Lord, that you are its guardian, and that to you will

England look for its preservation. I need, I believe, scarcely remark, that

our naval rivals are now many, and that assuredly at no distant date we

shall be called on seriously to maintain our rights, and long boasted domi

nion on the seas; when bereft of that, our best defence and surest bulwark

“ill be removed, and the glory of this country will be shorn of its brightest

beams.

I come now to make a few remarks on the interior arrangements, or ra

ther on the prevailing system of management and discipline in our navy;

and unquestionably this is also a subject of the most vital importance to

the nation. The evils of ilnpressmeut have been long, and justly, in n|y~

‘ —\_‘-\
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opinion, a matter of reproach to our great and free country ; and certainly

that man, or that body of men, who shall devise and carry into efl'ect any

ctTectual plan for doing it away, and manning our navy by any less oppres

sive and cruel System, will deserve the highest honor, and the utmost gra

titude from his country and from every British seamen. Much has already

been written on this subject, and many judicious, and I hope convincing,

arguments been submitted to the public, through the Naval Chronicle; and

1 know that many plans, which have never reached it, have been transmitted

to your Lordship’s Board, and to that of your predecessors in office; the

anxiety of the country on this point is daily attaining a greater height, as it

is matter of universal conviction, that except the repugnauce of British

seamen to enter the navy can be overcome, we must soon bid adieu to all

hope of maintaining our ascendancy over other " powers : the late war of

unprecedented duration and magnitude has given, Iconceive, the death

blow to the system ofimpressment; and as some means less hurtful to the

feelings, and to the fortunes of our seamen, must, in the opinion of naval.

men, be resorted to in future for manning our fleets, I think thersooner

this momentous subject engages the serious attention and consideration of

your Lordship, the better ; it is not likely we shall again require the same

number Ofscamcn in time of war; and were they engaged for a limited

service, as in the army, and their treatment on board made a little more

palatable, by leave on shore, 64c. and the introduction of a more lenient

system of command, I have no doubt that our men of war would be much

more ably manned ; that the men would feel much greater attachment to

their officers; and that by the establishment of such a system, and doing,

away the odious and hateful mode of impressment, the most beneficial con

sequences tvnuld result to the country and to the service, as well as to the

whole race of invaluable British seamen. I cannot entertain any doubt that

your Lordship and your honourable colleagues has every possible inclination

to remedy every inconvenience, and do away every grievance yet existing

in our naval system; it is during peace, that leisure for reflection is afford-_

ed, which should lead to the efi‘ecting improvements, and correcting those,

abuses which along war has introduced, and which are now within the

sphere of your Lordship’s control. It is then for you to consider of, and

to report on, the momentous question of impressment to the Cabinet;

and having done so, you will have done your duty to your country, and to

that honorable service over which you preside.

Next to an improvement in the mode of manning the ships, and in the

abolition, as far as possible, of harsh and tyrannical treatment of the

crews, by the introduction ofa milder and more attaching system, I am

well persuaded no new regulation would be found more productive of good

consequences to the Service, than the establishment of one grand and uni

trrsnl/y prevailing system of carrying on duty of every kind, regularly pre

pared and digested, either by your Lordship's Board, ora committee of

naval officers appointed by it, and strictly enjoined vto be used on heart]

of every ship; by which means those numerous and dreadful vexntiom,

 

' I allude particularly to America, who will fight usnitlt our own SrBlht’ll.
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‘harassments, and punishments, which too often overtake the-best seamen

nvhen sent on board another ship, or have a new captain appointed to com

mand them, with perhaps entirely different ideas from their former com

mander, would be Completely avoided, and the welfare and happiness of

the lnen thus far better secured and promoted than now. Nor, my Lord,

is this the only good consequence, although assuredly it is one of no little

importance; there is another, of equal value, which must result from

such a plan being adopted ; and I need only mention it, to carry conviction

to the minds of every unprejudiced oficer and man; it is this: by the

adoption of a universal and prevailing system ofinternal regulation, ma

nagement, and discipline, digested from the numerous orders and rules

now in use, with the addition of others which are so obviously wanting, to

make our marine code of laws and regulations complete ; the whole naval

machine would, like the military one, he put in motion, directed, and

managed, with the same ease, convenience, and practical effect, as since

, the introduction of Dundas evolutions, and the truly excellent and approved

system of interior management, framed and introduced under the auspices

of the illustrious commander-in-chief of the army, has prevailed in the

department over which he presides.

There cannot exist any doubt, my Lord, that the same consequences

would result to the navy, from the establishment and introduction of a

similar code of regulations for the interior management ofevery ship in it:

then would every officer and man have to learn his duty only once,- at pre

,| sent he finds, that on change of ship or captain he must learn again; and

not only so, but unlcarn what he knew and and practised before ; and this,

perhaps, contrary to the conviction of his own mind, and to that of every

thorough-bred British senman. Surely, my Lord, it must be unnecessary

to insist farther on the decided and obvious advantage ofcarrying such an

improvement (for that it would he such, is beyond a doubt) into immedi

ate and full effect; and as it is with infinite pleasure I have to congratulate

your Lordship, and to applaud what was done, and so well done, at the

conclusion of the war, by your Honorable Board, in providing for the sup.

port and comfort of those British seamen who had spent their best years in

their King and Country's service ; so would I now be highly gratified to find

that your attention was still alive, as heretofore, to those further improveb

menu which it is agreed on all hands are necessary for rendering our naval

mm more strong and vigorous, by making its system as complete and per

fect as possible; to effect this, must, I am persuaded, be no less your

Lordship’s inclination, than it is your imperious and important duty.

A long course of constant and unremitting warfare, must render the tear

and wear of our ships unavoidably great; and we now find they are much

worn and decayed: it must no less have rendered our crews, towards its

close, less able and efficient, than during the first years of the contest;

and although our ofiicers were better, the men were notoriously the con

trary. So also has this long war made us sensible of many imperfections

in the naval system, which a period ofpeace alone can allow to be efl'ectuully

done away, and corrected. These things being so, 1 cannot doubt but your

fish. fl'btrm. Vol. XXXVIII. r
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Lordship feels and is fully aware of your great and important duties, 01'

what you owe, and what the country expects at your hands ; for England

has ever considered (and wisely considered) that her best bulwarks are her

Wooden Walls. Let not then common difliculties draw you aside from

setting about and completing the great work of improvement in the depart

ment committed to your charge.

Let not the present discouraging aspect of affairs form any barrier, or

prove any impediment to your plans or to your exertions; better times will

yet down upon us, and he must be an unworthy minister, and a contemp

tible financier, who proposes, by an inadequate peace establishment, to

save fifty or an hundred thousand pounds annually, at the risk of entailing

war on the country, by the want ofa proper naval force. It is manifestly

your duty in time of peace to correct and amend, to improve and add to

the eflict'cncy of our marine, to the ra-rfort and happiness q/our officers and

seamen : let this important truth, my Lord, have due weight on your

mind; for until the service of the royal nary shall be so constituted,

as to hold out inducements to our seamen, the system never can be

perfect, nor the naval defence of this country considered beyond the

power of any assailing foe. It is admitted on all hands, that the time for

doing away impressment, and establishing a fixed and moderate system of

command, comprising exact discipline, but free from tyrannical or oppres

sive treatment, is now arrived. Naval ollicers of every rank unite in bear

ing testimony to this great truth ; and the time cannot, and l trust will not

be far distant, which shall proclaim to the world,-that such is also the con

viction of the Board of Admiralty; and that in case of any new war,

government are desirous of entering men for the navy, in the same manner

as for the army; but every senmnn to be given fully to understand, that he

is expected to have served, or to serve, at least for seven years, in the

royal navy; and every apprentice to be bound by act of Parliament to such

service to his King mid Country, wheneverpwnr breaks out: this is, I

think, the easiest and the best plan, as suggested by Albion, whose ob

servations, as well as Mr. Urquhart’s, on this subject, have already been

detailed in a preceding number ofthe Naval Chronicle. 1 would further

beg to observe, that if any new regulations relative to pvizecourts, &c. are

wanted, it is of the utmost importance to attend to that subject, and to

have the alterations and amendments made before the country is again

'involved in war; the complaints on this head were, during the last, heavy

and frequent; and there can be no good reason, but the contrary, for with

holding such boons, no less of policy than ot'justice.

My 10rd, Ihaveyaltempted merely to suggest, vvhotl conceive would

tend much to the improvement, respectability, and rjivimry of the British

Navy; it is for you to further improve the navy, by rectifying and

amending what is amiss in the present system; and by doing so, you

will prove yourself the friend of British seamen, and the faithful and

approved servant ofyour country.

t'aéanmcua.
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On Neglecled liferil.

Instanced iu the ease ofthe Honorable and excellent Wittuu Conswauts,‘

G_ C. of the Bath, Szc. 81c.

MB. xntrott, 4th April, 1817_

N the estimation of every liberal-minded statesman, and the opinion of

those who form their judgment by another standard than that of men

gwdjbrtune, the brave and persevering Cornwallis, that heroic veteran,

and distinguished ornament of his profession, must: be allowed, by his me

ritorious services in defence of his King and Country, mast amply to have

deserved every reward and every honor which a grateful country can

bestow. From his earliest youth, until the death of the ever-to-belatnented

William Pitt, has this great and experienced seamen devoted his life to the

service of his country ; and nllllOuglt it was not his good fortune to command

in any general engagement, yet his brilliant services as captain, when com

manding the British Lion and Canada, in Byron’s and Rodney's actions in

the West Indies, and especially on the 12th of April ; and his judicious,

firm, and decided talents for command, displayed so conspicuously, when

he was met and attacked, on three difi'erent occasions, by squadrons double

and treble his own force, have proved to demonstration, what might have

been expected from such a man, if ever he had had an opportunity ofgiving

battle to the fleets of the enemies of his country, on any thing like equal

terms.

Although that glorious day to him and to his country never came, yet

were the exertions of this great commander unweoried and persevcring.

‘Vhen commanding the Channel fleet in the years 1800, 1, 3, 4, and 5,

patient of toil, and regardless of the elements, indefatigable in the execu

tion of his arduous trust, he scarcely ever, for mtmy months, winter or

summer, had his foot out of his ship. [ assert with confidence, that he

may he ranked with the conquerors even of St.Vincent and Trafalgar, and

that in the comparison, he will not suffer; and though to his own feelings,

and those of many of the companions of his long, laborious, and moriifying

service, may be wanting those gratifications which have fallen to the lot of

others, more fortunate, but not more determined, or more deserving :

though no illuminations or title: reward his merits, while he lives, yet his

meritorious services will still live in the grateful remembrance of all who

know how to appreciate distinguished bravery, and unremitting toil and

vigilance: the pages of history will hand down to posterity the name of

this first-rate Seaman, who so long displayed the British flag, from day to

day, on the coasts of France, at the very time theirthreats of invasion were

keeping every mind and every arm on the alert to receive their attack on our

own shores. It cannot he forgotten, that Sir William Cornwallis retired from

the command of the Channel fleet in the beginning of 1806, when Mr. Fox

succeeded to our lamented premier, Mr. Pitt ; ‘l' whether the rtdmirnl did

 

' For portrait and memoir of Admiral Cornwallis, aide QB. flawl- vii. p. 1.

1 Who duly appreciated our hero's character, and would have rewarded it,

had he lived. ‘
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so, qfhimself, or to make room for Lord St. Vincent, I shall not pretend to

say; but had the former been the case, in my humble opinion, he should

not have been allowed to give up a command lte had filled to ably, and dis

charged ro_/Ziitl_|fiill_t/, without reaping some reward for all his services, and

having a title conferred on him ; for which, no man ever served more, or

with more unzaearied exertion. I believe I speak correctly; when I assert,

that the public, and every British seamen, expected such would be his re

ward; or at least that it would be offered to him. It is well known, that

after Lord St. Vincent assumed the command ofthc Channel fleet. he hired

a house at Plymouth, and lived comfortably a-shore most of the time.

It is not yet too late, I hope, to mark the services of Sir William Corn~

Wallis a: they deserve; a title he deserves ; and although he has no issue,

it might be made to descend to some of his young relations, and Englishmen

would rejoice to see honors heaped upon his head: far advanced as tltis

brave veteran now is in the journey of life, he ought not to be allowed to

depart, without reaping the reward of valor, the meetl of well-earned

praise, I have sincere pleasure in bestmving, and I trust the present

ministry will not deem a Grand Cross enough for such a man, so nohly

born, and so highly bred, alike conspicuous, as a first-rate seamen, and

a high-spirited and gallant oflicer. May the “ otium cum dignitatc ” long

continue to be his.

fl/gton.
0‘”

Plan for Naval Promotion suggested.

Royal Naval Institution, 47, AlbemarIe-streel,

6th July, 1817.

I HE example ot'justice, candour, and liberality of the illustrious com

mander-in-chief of the army, in examining the claims, and promoting

2Q" majors, and 15 captains, who had “ been OMITTED informer rcro'mmen

da-‘iom fir special services,” will, it is earnestly hoped, be a precedent

speedily Followed by the Admiralty, in promoting such commanders and

lieutenants as are stated by “ A Friend to Naval Merit," “ to possess high

characters and professional attainments, whoseformer services well entitled

them to promotion,although they have been long and unjustly neglected ;“

several of whom, able officers, have had the double mortilication of having

the offer of their exertions rejected, as well as being passed over. '

In such a measure, the merits of the navy wouldjustil'y the Admiralty

in acting with liberality as well as justice to the feelings’of such neglected

officers, as the private emolument would not be an object, the pay of a

young post captain and a senior commander being the same, and the public

expense is not worth notice, as it would be an ultimate saving.

In this arrangement, it is proposed to begin at. the head of the lists of

commanders and lieutenants, down to 150, dividing them into two classes.

mt. EDITOR,

ist. Those “ho had ever rendered public service, and who served during

the last war, or had ofi’ered to serve, and were now in full possession of

: ,fl-a --_A-'\, -
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their mental and physical powers, to be put on the efl‘ecliae list of post

captains and commanders.

2dly. Those who had ever rendered public service, but not served during

the last war, or applied for employment, or who were incapacitated to

serve, to he placed on a rclired list of post captains and commanders.

The sentiments of the illustrious Nelson on promotion, as declared to the

writer, were, “ If ever 1 should‘ be at the head of the Admiralty, I would

do away all private applications and fayor in promotions, by having, inde

pendent of the Admiralty, a committee, of the most discriminating and

impartial ofiicers in the navy, to examine and decide upon all claims, and

each claimant should be candidly answered as to his pretensions; and I

would not promote any one except those whose claims were admitted by

the committee."

On this exquisite principle, as you havejustly remarked, that. “ Merit is

always the bestjudge of Merit,” it is submitted, that the oliicers in his

Majesty's navy be authorized to elect, by ballot, from amongst themselves,

I committee, who, upon oath, would, without favor or nfl‘ection, prejudice

or enmity, impartially investigate all claims transmitted by memorial, and

decide upon them according to the testimony before them, without

admitting any private or individual application whatever. The committee

returningaspeci'fic answer to each claimant, under one of the following

heads :—

1. That the claims are considered as entitling the candidate to promo

tion, and that he is entered in the register delivered to the Admiralty.

2. That the claims are in part admitted, but not sufliciently to entitle the

candidate to promotion, without further service.

3. That the claims are not considered as entitling the candidate to

promotion.

All offers of service, or application for employment, to he entered in ,n

register, and the appointments made successively hy the Admiralty from the

top of'thc list ; hut in event of an oliiccr (not in bad henlth) declining an

appointment, he is to be placed on the retired list.

By such arrangements, the errors and abuses which your correspondent

complains of, from a swollen Navy List (of nearly three captains to one

ship) which he attributes in great measure to the corrupt horough-johbing

system, and spirit of Favoritism, by which able oflicers have been unduly

excluded from service in their turn, and prematurely laid upon the shelf

in the subordinate ranks, or doomed to hoist the yellow flag, to make room

for better patronized juniors, would be cfl'ectually guarded against in

future. However, as this is only it mere sketch, it may be improved upon'

by some of your intelligent correspondents; as their object appears to

be, like my own, a desire to meliorate the condition of the Navy. '

@111!7407',
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'Reply to “ Albion’: " Charge against Bfm-chant-Yai-d Builders.

an. annex. Hitcht'n, Herls, July 18th, 1817.

1TH the disposition which I feel to avoid anything like controversy

in my communications to your valuable work, I regret that I cannot

refrain from offering a few observations on a letter of your correspondent

“ Albion," of the 8th of March; and I do it the inure reluctantly, as the

public was sufficiently annoyed by what passed between us on a former

occasion. I should not have interfered even novv, had any one else

appeared likely to notice the letter of which I complain ; but after waiting

three or four months in that hope, and no one entering the lists to rescue

from his ohloquy a body of men who, in this age of general inquiry and

scepticism, have escaped without any imputation! upon their characters, I

have undertaken the task (which I have no doubt I shall find an easy one)

of defending them from the interoperate charge he has made against

them.

To avpid prolixity, I will endeavour to enter at once upon that part of his

letter which strikes me as so peculiarly oflensive ; and will abstain from any

consideration of the momentous subject of the dry rot, until a future oppor

tunity. The passage I allude to is as follows :—“ I cannot help feeling

mortified that the country should thus be on every occasion so grossly

cheated and taken in by these merchant-yard builders.” Now, Sir, I be

lieve you will agree with me when I say, that it is usual to establish the

truth of the premises, before one ventures to build conclusions on them ;

and that such general assertion and indiscriminate censure neither tends to

the improvement of the service, nor to the conviction of the parties be

accuses: he has thus afforded us another proof of the truth of the old saying,

that men are usually loud in proportion to their injustice, and forces me to

remark, that in this insumce he complains without temper, because he

complains without cause. What but a lack of argument could have brought

forth so violent and severe a stigma, without one word of proof? for his

statement, that many of our ships have not lasted the expected time, is no

proof that the merchant builders have been guilty of “ gross cheating;"

for it will apply to the King’s builders as well as them; and if government,

with all their care and expense, could not resist the demon, why should

we expect the other party to be able to controul him P Have there not

been instances of decay as eminently rapid in ships built by the one party

as by the other? and if not, why not have produced instances of the ages

and services of ships built in the king's and merchant yards for some time

back, sliewing their comparative merits: had he, by so doing, proved his

case, 1 would most gladly join him in his invectivcs, however severe; but

as his brief now stands, he may depend upon it that the public, to whom he

appeals asjudge, will not act so partially as to condemn upon such ex parte

evidence : let him also recollect, that by thus assuming to himself the cert

serial chair, without being called to it by a consciousness of superior

information, he lays himself open to the scrutiny of that public ; nor

must he be surprised ifthey exercise their right with a severity of which he

himself has set the example; our must he complain, if a discerning world
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should, ‘upon the prod ' of the evidence, more readi find “ Albion "

guilty of gross calumnis '7 than the merchant builders of “grosst

“cheating.” _ ,

Permit me, before I proceed further, to mention, that Ifwish not to he

understood as asserting. that the merchant yards have turned out ips- more

durable than the king’s yards; but simply, that I think- he is not nted

in using such unbecoming language, without giving better proofs of the

-truth of his charge ; -langnnge that must tend to irritate, without carrying

conviction with it, in which case only can it he pardoned. No doubt,

_Mr. Editor, we all equally regret the deplorable decay and short period of

duration of ourships of war; but I thinlt you will bear-inc out, when} any, _

that it remains to be proved that the cause arises from the employme of

s merchant‘yardst If, even with a partinlity the most unbounded, the de

festive ones were all to be placed to the account of the privat builders, I

should still contend that it would be next to impossible to “ grossly chest.”

1 the public. The extreme vigilance with which they are looked afterhy

government, us: surely prevent anything so flagrant ; as, if I mistake not,

and I shall be happy tobe right if I am wrong, the following precautions

are used :-- J

Int. It is usual, when a ship is contracted for, to appoint two overseers,

“who are constantly on the premises, to inspect the fitness of the materials,

to ascertain the prices paid to workmen, and in some cases even' they have

access to the hooks. " '

2dly. There is an assistant-surveyor, who attends-twice a week.

3dly. There is the surveyor of the navy, who attend once a week!

It must not be forgotten also, that the ship-boil ' rs are six years put of

seven upon had terms with their workmen respecting tlr ir wages, so that

the latter are not very likely to connivc at any mail-practices of their mas

ters; but would, on the contrary, gladly give information, if any tricks

were played, if it was only out of spite to them ; nor would the former run

any risks of being at the mercy of so many, who view their prosperity too

. often with an evil ey ._ ‘ ' V ,

. I am as much as any man for the most free and ample discussion of. all

topics connected with the p blic welfare; but at the same time wish to see

a strict regard shown for the truth ; and even when the truth is to be pro

duced, some delicacy and discretion is necessary; but in this use, where

a charge of so grave a nature, and so strongly and so oli'ensively worded,

is levelled at characters as pectable as any in_the country, and is sub

mitted to the public, it surely was to he expected that every thing should

be sorupulonsly weighed, and most closely analysed, to the end, that__nei

ther by accident or design, any thing should creep in, either irregular or

inconsistent : but 'the reverse of all this seems to have been the case;

charges loosely framed, and most severely laid, have been adVapced, with?

I out any thing like proof; and persons hitherto unimpeached, have been

1' This applies to the portzot' London onlyI where the greater number of pri;

vate yards haverbetn employed. "
I i ' D _: l
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cruelly assailed, and falsely traduced, on the mere ipse dixit of an anony

mous writer. To heap thus ou the heads of a few individuals such unme

ritcd reprehension, when there exists strong doubts (to say the least) of

their guilt, cannot be allowed : surely, it would have been sufficient to have

impugned their capability, without arraiguiug the purity of their intentions.

“Albion” does not appear to me to have had the facts at hand, the

giving of which to the public would have enabled them to form a correct

judgment on this subject. If he replies that he had, I think it will require

considerable dexterity to extricate him from a difficulty of his own creating;

without the facts he had no right to give his opinion; and ifhe had been

acquainted with the following one, what excuse can he plead for his

philippic ?

The circumstance to which I allude is, that the ships of which he more

particularly complains, those built in 1814, have a tale attached to them

that must completely exculpate the private yards from any charge ofimpro

per conduct: it seems that government, under the idea of providing against

the threatened scarcity of timber, did, with laudable activity, about the

years 1810-11, provide and collect a very considerable quantity from our

North American colonies principally, I believe; and when the suddenncss

of the war and the new class of ships so imperiously necessary, called upon

the country for an augmentation of our navy, the merchant yards were

employed, and furnished :1th this very timber,- so that superintended as

they were, and the materials mostly found by government, how could there

be a possibility ofthis “gross cheating;" or where could there be room for

any thing like peculation? I even am disposed to think, that the fact of

government supplying the timber, and attending so minutely to the appli

cation ofit, nearly does away with the responsibility of the builders; and

under such circumstances, he is answerable for very little beyond the work’

manship, which it is the duty of the overseers and surveyors to see proL

perly executed.

Allow me to add, thatI thinlt “ Albion ” would have been nearer the

truth, if instead of his hasty and sweeping decision, he had attributed the

evil to the rapidity of building, and in the using of timber well known to be

of a bad quality. The same causes, if he looks back a few years, appcar

to have produced the same effects. In the year 1779, the combination of

the maritime powers against England rather unexpectedly, caused us to use

all our activity in creating a navy of sufficient magnitude to Oppose them :

the haste with which many of the ships were built, was followed, as'itt

1816-17, by premature decay, to such an extent, that Temple Luttrell, in

March of that year, moved for a committee ofthe House of Commons, to

inquire into the causes of such decay, &c. &c. I by no means would

insinuate, that the short period that these ships were building is the whole

secret of their miserable decay ; but thinking it singular that there should

be such a coincidence of circumstances between the years 1770 to 1779,

and 181‘! to 1814. I have intruded it here, hoping it may throw some light

on a subject hitherto veiled in so much mystery.

I did not, Mr. Editor, when I began this letter, intend to proceed for"

ther, than the proving that “ Albion” acted unfairly and improperly in
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condemning a body of men, land-expecting the public to give credit to tile

justice .of his sentence, wit/tout one word of evidence ; but I think it will he

as well in mention the names of nfcw ships built by the different parties,

that will probably he ought to coutradict rather s rongly his assumpti V.

I ameware that ten maybe mentioned for every one that I thus give; but

as itisnoeasy task to get at an olficial list, giving the required information,

Imus: content myself by recording those that immediately occur to me; '

such as the Queen Charlotte, St. Domingo, Blake, BOIIIhny, and Crescent,

built I believe by government- I wish to be informed where the (our’latttt‘

are, and in what state; and also in what plight was the Queen Charlotte

when she urrived at Plymouth, after her first-passage down Channel. 'Let

me next request of “ Albion " to inform me who built the following ships :

the Argo, Fox, Arethusa, Ulysses, Diadem, Daedalus, thton, Dictator,

Ganges, C Vnatic, and Trusty; most of these ships will be found to brie

done good service; mid one of them in particular, that was launched in

1768, was to my knowledge, in 804, remarkable for her soundness,‘ having

scarcely a decayed imber in he . Oppose these ships to the king’s-built

Queen Charlotte, and others, and ere _ liberal man will allow that

“ Albion’s” censure is immoderate, and his imputation unfoundcd: perhaps

it may be replied, that his attack was upon 'the Fir Frigalrs, and there

- fore it is not fair to introduce those built ofoak ; but he cannot avnil him.

calf of this subterfuge, as he took especial care to mak his indictment as

sweeping as his sentence is severe, by using the word “ on every occit

sion;" and even as to the fir fngotes I must resist the charge (asI have

before stated), from the circumstance of government having provided the

timber, which I have been informed by men competent, undeniath so, to

judge of such matters, that some of this timber was in such a defective

mite, that many persons foretold at the time they could not lost more than.

three or four years, and the event proved the truth of their prediction.

Viewing the business in this light, Mr. Editor, I cannot refrain from say

ing, that 1 consider this charge as peculiarly cruel, being given with such it

confident, careless air, as if all proof was unnEcessnry, nd as if it was it

l'act completely established : by thusjumping hastily to a conclusion,1""th

out condescending to give any thing like proof or evidence, Where is the

character that may not be calumniated, or what the measure that may not

be vilified and diltorted, to any shape the accusing pm-ry may choose?

Nay, I do not hesitate to soy further, that the man “ho, from a fortuitous

concurr nce of circumst s, or from the commission of positive guilt, is

broughti the bar, is in a preferable situation, considering the strict

examination of evidence, the explanations of counsel, and the summing up

of an impartial judge, to the unfortunate individuals who have been thu's

without evidence, arraigned, tried, and convicted of direct l'rnud, and

tenced in one i'ulminating decree to the-eitecrntiou ot' a too often

credulous world. i

Give me leave, Sir, if it will not be trespassing too much upon yourl

patience, to add a list of a few ships built at private yards, byway of

roving that the country has not, “ on every occasion,” been “ grossly

cheated" by,“ t‘ merchant-yard builders." - -- - Y - -"

mu. emu. V01. xvam. e
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Hector Repulse Astrea. Mediator

Vigilnnt Assurance Ceres , Culloden

Centurion \ Cleopatra Quebec Defiance

Vengeance Iplligenia Success Powerful

Sultan Juno Irresistible Thunderer

Jupiter Orpheus Crown Tremendous

Adamant Africa Serapis Europa

Acteon Agamemnon Thetis Charon

Fortitude Sceptre Perseverance And

Belliqueux Latona Thalia ' Gladiator.

lnflexible Andromache Syren

Having now proved, even to demonstration, that “ Albion " has been

grossly misinformed, I will take my leave; and perhaps you will allow me

to plead, as some excuse for the length of this letter, that feeling as I did,

I could not permit such an assertion to pass unanswered, as it would appear

like a proof of its truth, and a tacit acknowledgment of the guilt of the

party accused: respect for the Naval Chronicle had also some influence

with me; as it is, beyond dispute, a work, of information, entertainment,

and reference; its pages would have been sullied, by containing a paragraph

uncontradicted, so likely lo lead the inquirer astray, upon a subject nhich

I trust we are all feeliugly alive too ; viz. the premature decay ot'our men

of war. I remain your’s, &c.

v,’

Observations on the Naval Asylum.

urt. EDITOR, London, July 1st, 1817.

OUR. attention to my former letter, on the subject of “ Pensions to

Naval Otlicers’ \Vid0ws," induces toe to submit my proposed hints oh

the Royal Naval Asylum at Greenwich. Whoever, attentively, considers

the remuneration allotted to the services not only ot'licuteuants and other

subordinate otlicers, but. to captain: and commanders also, must perceive

the impossibility of pecuniary circumstances permitting those oflicers to

educate their children as would be desirable, in order to qualify them for

genteel occupations. I mean not to reflect on the smallness of their half

pay, though even in its improved state it is little better than licensed star

vation, to meet the demands of a family; yet, in the aggregate, it most

likely presents as large a sum as the finances of the country will hear.

While much and due regard is shewn to the education of the most inferior

ranks employed in the various pursuits attached to the mechanic arts, to

trade, and to the agricultural part ofthe community; while national schools

for the humble indigent crond every county in Britain, surely some superior

consideration is due to the feelings of those brave men, whose large fami

lies, nnd narrow fortunes, are at once the source of their happiness and

their regrets. lt must be granted, that the Naval College at Portsmouth

I'CCL'th a limited number of captains’ 50M 5 but money and interest are
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both requisite, consequently that institution cannot be called a general

benefit. Now who can look at so expensive an establishment as the Naval

Asylum, and not wish it were differently appropriated ? A very enormous

expense is incurred; a superb building filled, not by children of naval

oflicers, but by an inconsiderable number of those whose fathers were pri

vate seamen or marines, and a host of those who possess about as much

claim on a naval institution, as the porter at the Admiralty door has to be

created Lord ChiefJustice '. Far be it from any benevolent mind to dis

courage all proper regard being shewn to the orphans of the humblest

classes 2 but the Naval Asylum is, most assuredly, no! the kind of institu

tion to meet the purpose humanity would dictate, and philanthropy recom

mend. An establishment conducted on an humble scale, economy the

guide, strict morality the preceptor, diligence and frugality the principals,

would ufi‘ord more real advantages to treble the number of poor children,

than are now deduced from the Asylum in question ! A still stronger argu

ment may be drawn from the mere suggestion of the admirable etTects that

would result, were the expenses of that institution applied to the foundation

and formation of an Asylum for the Orphans of Captains and Ward-room

Officers. Pensions now paid to those‘subjects from the Compassionate

Fund, would thereby be turned to infinitely better account; and those

females among them, whose ages and qualifications fit them for teachers,

'would undoubtedly be very glad to contribute a portion of their time to the

instruction of the juniors, for the same advantages as those women receive

'wbo are now appointed as matrons, &c. in the Naval Asylum. Little need

'be said to prove the utility of such an amended scheme for the benefit of

that part of the community holding so powerful a claim on everyyBritish

heart. With all due deference to the Royal Duke who is President of the

Naval Asylum, it must be concluded that his Royal liighness’s attention is

not turned to the preposterous nature of the institution, nor to its absurd

arrangements; the voice of the President being only required in the nomi~

nation of some of the principal sinecurists, with which the establishment

abounds. I forbear to extend my hints, nor do! presume to shape a

prospectus of what might be accomplished, from a wise and proper distri

bution of smaller funds than are consumed in the Asylum spoken of; for,

without being very sanguine, I may reasonably hope to see this subject

followed up by stronger arguments, and more persuasive animadt'ersions,

than have been, hitherto, offered by

Your very obedient servant,

641%

_-_--~_-_-_ 7 _. .
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TO THE nicer non. Loan VISCOUNT MELv'tLus, '

$11151? LORD COMMISSIONER Ol' TBB ADIIRA TY, &C

On the Protection of the British Trade and Shipping.

M! Lotto,

S a British merchant and ship-owner, I presume to address your Lord

._ ship,.on a subject in which the trade and prosperity of this country is

deeply involved, and to which your Lordship, filling the high and responsible

situation of First Lord of the Admiralty, must, I nceive, have turned

your attention ; although the nation has to regret, that whatever degree of

attention may have been bestowed on it, it has not led hitherto to any step

being adopted worthy of England, or her maritime greatness, now, in my

opinion, fast hastening to decay.

My Lord, Inow address you on the subject of the capture, detention,

and robbery of British lhips, and British property on board of those ships,

by the Portuguese, on the cons of Brazil ; and I ask, how are the Br'tisb

merchants ands tip-owners to recover their property i I ask your Lordship,
if iany step has yet been taken on the part of the British Government

(although it is six eeks since the accounts of the insurrection at the Brazils

reached this country); and although the great number of British ships

either lnyin there, or on their passage, must have been known to govern

ment. My Lord, I shall detail to you in a few Words an instance of the

sort of proceediu \ now ing on at the Brazils, and, I doubt not, also

along the southern continent of America: “The brig Venus, Lawson,v

master, sailed for Pernambuco with a cargo of British goods, shipped in

the Thames by Londo merchants, who freighted the ship; on her arrival

at her port, she as h rded by two Portu uese *ruisers, who took out

eight of the cretv, ut an equal number of Portuguese on board, and sent

her for St. Salvador, where the cargo would be condemned, and the Consul

wnsusing all his exertions to get the vessel libe ted." V

Such, my Lord, is one of the various instajces that will, I doubt not, be

subntitted to your Lordship’s consideration, as head of the Admiralty; and

if any thing stranger is required, to prove the radqtianof the hitherto

' yictorious British flag, or the gross abandonment of our rights as a maritime

nation, our tagncners in hearing every sort of insult from these good and

fail/{fut allies of ours, the Portuguese and Span' rds, I amv ‘ uite so isficd

there will he no want of even stronger cases than that of the Venus, as the

number of British ships trading to the Brazils and South merica is very

considerable, and the value of their cargoes immense. My Lord, it may

not perhaps be your province to take the least mice of these degrading

and humiliating events, until the Cabinet direct: you: my ideas, however;

ol' the duties of a First Lord, I must say, are aware»: ,' he ought to give

his whole time and attention to hot relates or concerns the maritime

interests of Britain ; and ii'he has any weight in the Cabinet (and he ought

_ to have it, to he on etficient servant of the notion), he ought to state his

opinions, and to make the maritime concerns of his country a Cabinet

question, osqften as he finds it necessary, There are none, my Lord, but
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the Government and the Admiralty, who do not consider our naval peace

establishment as most pitiful. and completely ineflicient. In what quarter

'of the globe, my Lord, has not our flag been insulted, our ships capturnf,

delm'ued, and plundertd ? Yet, in spite of all this, it is wonderful to say,

that even up to'tltis hour, Government has not despatched a tinglefrigatc

to South America. nor taken any eflicient'measure to obtain redress to our

injured merchants and lhip-owners, whose property has been so shamefully

captured, and whose fortunes may, in consequence, sufi'er beyond the

power of redemption. If. my Lord, you have any ambition, or any interest,

in seeing that the maritime supremacy of your country is upheld, it behaves

you, as our present nnvnl guardian, to take instant measures to relieve and

protect our sullering merchants and ship-owners, whose prospects were

dark and gloomy enough, from the pressure of the times, without this

aggravation. At present, every one feels how miserably low has fallen the

naval star of Britain: we dare, it seems, do nothing, although our ships

are taken under our very noses. We are, indeed, become an impoverished

nation, by fighting the battles of [hose who now insult and mallreat ns.

My Lord, to enter fatther into the subject would be useless ; every

Eng! s‘nnan will feel hitnstlt' degraded, if such proceedings are. endured,

unchecked and unregarded hy the Government; which inderd seems now

regardless of all that does not immediately effect the internal peace

of the country.

I am, your Lordship's obedient humble servant,

fl fii/wGwmr.

 

ADMIRAL BYNG.

WE have been favored with the following letter, from a quarter

which places its authenticity beyond a doubt :—

VOLTAIRZ 'ro mum“. BYNG.

am, Au: delices pres dc Genetic, 2t] :Tanvier 1757, N.S.

Titoccu I am almost unknown to you, I think it is my duty to send you

the copy of the letter which I have just received from the Marshal‘DIulte

of Riclilieu. Honour, humanity, and equity, order me to convey it into

Your hands; this noble and unexpected testimony from one of the most

candid, as the most generous of my countrymen, makes me presume your

judges will do you the same justice.

I I am, with respect,

Your most humble obedient servant,

62/2/2115”.

__ ,_ - ~- .__‘\_ -~ ~_
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Copie de la Lettre de Monsieur Le llfarechal Duc de chnan, a

Jfamieur dc Votrnae, ancien Gentilhomme de la Chambre du Roi

a Paris, le 26 Decembre, 17.56.

“ Le sort de L'Amiml Bing me fait grand pitié. Je vous assure que tout

ce qucj'ai vu, et sçu de lue, ne devait tourner qu’a sa gloire; elle ne doit

point etre attaquée quand on a eté hattn, apres avoir fait tout ce qu'on

pouvoit attendre. ll faut bien que quand deux hunnetes gens se battent,

il y an ait un qui eu du desavantage. sans que celle puisse lui faire tort ;

toutes les manœuvres de l'Amirnl Bing on eté admirable, au dire naturel

de tous nos marins ; les forces etaient au moins egales. puis que les Anglais

avaient treize Vaisseaux, et que nous en avions douze, avec des equîpages

plus nombreux et plus frnix. Le hazard qui preside a tons les combats et

sur tout a ceux de mer, nous fut plus favorable en envoyant plus de nos

boulets dans les manœuvres des Anglais, et il me semble qu’l est generaleo

ment reconnu, que si les Anglais s'etaient ohstines, leur flotte auroit elé

perdue; de sorte qu'il n'y ajamais eu d'injustice'plus criante que celle qu’on

voudrait faire a L’Amiral Bing, et tout homme d’honneur et tout militaire

sur tout doit s'y interesser.”

J’ay receu la lettre originale de Mons. Le Marechal Duc de Richelieu,

le 1 Janvier, 1757, en foy de quoy j'ay signé

Au: deliver pres de Geneve, 32 Janvier, 1757. ôüêäa‘re'

[TRANSLATIONJ

“ The fate of Admiral Byng has excited in me much concern. I assure

you, all that l have seen, and know of him, does him honour; the chm-ac.

ter of an oliicer ought not to be impeached, although he may have been

beaten, when all has been dune to prevent it that could be expected.

When two brave men fight, it generally happens that one of them fights

under some unavoidable disadvantage: all the manœuvres of Admiral Byng

were admirable; or, to speak candidly on both sides, the forces were about

equal—the English had thirteen ships, and we had twelve, but with crews

more fresh and more numerous. Chance, which presides over all battles,

and eSpcci-ally naval ones, was more favorable to us, in enabling us to pour

in a greater number of shot; and l believe it is generally acknowledged,

that if the English had been obstinate in maintaining the action, they would

have lost their fleet; so that the impeachment of Admiral Byng's conduct

in this afi'air is an act of unparalleled injustice, and it behoves erery military

man, and every man of honour, to come lbrwnrd in bis behalf."

I received the original letter of M. Le Morechal Duc de Richelieu, the

lst of January, 1757, in testimony of which, I have signed

@Z/Maa're.
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OFFICIAL LETTERS OF JAMES DUKE OF YORK,

LORD HlGH ADMIRAL IN THE REIGN OF CHARLES H.

[Continued from vol. xaavii. page

*

o'znrreusx, Whitehall, February 1011:, 1663.

I APPROVE of what you hate already done concerning the settlement

of the guard of his Majesty's Soveraign, signified to me by your letter

of the 4th of this month; and also of what you propose therein for an

extraordinary allowance of necessary monies, and an increase of wages to

the otficers ; and do desire you will issue your orders for making the said

allowances accordingly.

I am, your affectionate friend,

To the principal Oflicers, 8t“. ‘ jzmu.

east-truss, St. James'g October 3d, 1664.

In regard inconveniences do many times happen for want of some dis

tinction to be made of such vessels as are employed by the victuallers of his

Majesty's navy ; Iv therefore desire you will give orders for thc empowering

of such vessels as shall be employed by the victualler, for the carrying of

provisions for his Majesty's navy, to wear jacks, of such dimensions as you

shalljudge fitting. I am, your affectionate friend,

To the principal Oflicers, $0.oenncuen, SLJr/mes's, October 12, I664.

Whereas you have represented unto me, that in regard the masters

attendant of his Majesty‘s yard at Chnthaln are at an extraordinary expense

in being ohligcd to reside on board of his Majesty’s ship the Sovcraign, they

may well deserve an allowance of twenty pounds per annum tor the ser

vice; I think fit to approve thereof, and to direct that you make an allow

ance unto the master’s attendant that shall reside on hoard the Snvcraign,

proportionany after the rate of twenty pounds per annum ; and for the

time of his residence there.

I am, your affectionate friend,

To the principal Oflicen, Eye. jlzmea.

NY Loan none or ALBEMARLI, Royal Charles, April 20, 1665.‘

It is probable this may be the last I shall write you from this coast, since

we are now preparing to sail to-morrow morning; in which we make the

more haste, because upon a serious consideration of the condition oftbe
  

1' This year began the second Dutch war.
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fleet, and what we may expect from the victualler, it is judged by the

council of war, that the fleet will every day grow into a worse condition,

though they should stay for his supplies: for after all this time of prepara

tion, and the large promises he hath given, that nothing should be daunting,

by the paper delivered in to Sir George Carterett, by his agent, Thomas

Lewis, and by Sir George Carterett sent to me, it appears that on the 15th

instant there was shipped on bOard 97 tuns, 2 hogsheads, ofbeer; that

there would be that day laden more than 100 tons, and a hope given (with

some dubious terms, as when it could be shipped 06', Ms), but no certain

time assigned, of 330 tons more, being the utmost we are to hope for. It

was farther added (to which Mr. Gauden’a own discourse here did agree),

that there might be farther expected weekly to be brewed in London 500

tons, if the weather were not too hot ; besides supplies from Dover,

Portsmouth, and Harwich. As to the out-ports, besides-the uncertainty of

their arrival for interception by enemies, we have already too much expe

rience of their despatch; and indeed of the victuallers' promises, whether

the defect be in want ofcasks, or a resolution in the victualler to employ

only some few brewers, Icaunot say ; but certain it is, that there hath been

no despatch given in the matter of beer in any of them; some ofthnse

ships sent into Harwich from the Straights, not having fourteen days’ beer

in them at this time, as I am informed, and some no water-cask at all. As

for Dover and Portsmouth, from whence Mr. Giutlen gave great hopes of

supply, I find it to be wholly fallacious, none coming from Portsmouth with

the Anna, as was promised; and having sent for the Dragon from the

Downs, I ordered her commander to send her to Dover, to let the

vietualler's agent know, that if he had any victuals to send, he would con

voy them. Captain Lloyd, by his letter of the 18th, writes word, that he

had sent to the victualler at Dover, and that he had for answer, that there

will be no provision ready to be shipped there in ten days; so that by this

it appears, the only. hopes are front London, and that from thence (even

by the victua‘llers' promise) we are to expect but 500 tons a week : what

reason there is why London may not furnish as well 5000 as 500, is not

apparent to the commanders here; but by the discourse with Mr. Gauden,

they judge it clear, that it is not safe for the King to rely wholly upon

him. And this I was desired by the council of war to represent to the

.King, which I desire you to do ; you will easily judge the business to be

.vcry important and very pressing, when you consider, that having only a

promise of 500 tons weekly, and that under a condition of cold weather in

summer, the expense of the fleet is more than 700 tons weekly, so that if

we stayed perpetually in harbour, and received his supply promised, we,

who have not now above one month, or fire weeks at the most (as isjudged

by the council of war), shall decrease weekly 200 tons. So that relying on

Mr. Gauden, it seems impossible for this fleet ever to keep or take the sea

after this time; and were not the desire of the commanders to do some

service very great, I believe they would not advise the going to sea with so

.slender a provision of beer, it beinglittle more than the King’s ships usually

reserve to bring them into port: that the want of it must necessitate the

fleet to leave the-sea perhaps at the time when murc' service may be el
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posted, is evident, especially ghen the season of the year, and the.possi

bility of the coming home of the East 1Hle and Smyrna fleets are consi

dered ; and though they should not come, it is certain, _that. whenthe vic

tunls of the King’s. sths isexpended” the Dutch may go where, and do

what they please, to the great disreputationof his Majesty’s afl'nirs both at

home and abroad._ This being so plain a consequence of the present. state

of the fleet, the commanders have not been able' to represent. any other

remedy for _it than this, that if there may not immediately be an

infallible supply of beer by some other hand, which may be relied on, them

muy forthwith be- u CDllaidBlilbIB quantity of wine sent from London or

Dover (where I hear there-are lately prizesof- wine b lught in), sufficient

to complete our beer to our dry provisions; And il‘this expedient Shall be

thought fit, I earnestly desire, whatever the expense be, that the wine may

be good, and not (as hath been the- practice for beverage wines) vinegar,

whereby the men will infallihlybe cast into tempers; and in the next

place, that it may not be mixed onshore, but dent in pure wine on board,

because possibly the men may be contented with a less quantity of drink,

and thereby stowage saved, if it may be allowed them stronger ; or perhaps

it will hejudged beat to give them bylitself, and the water by.itself. “111i:

expedient will, doubtless, be chargeable to the King; but when-the conse

quence of the other icweighed, Lbeliere ' Will be thought fit to prevent it

by any expense whatsoever, because it is what renders useless and dis

honorable all the expenses the King hath been at. The next thing con

cerning provisions is, to desire that all provisions may be sent in such ves

sels as may be able to lbllo ‘ us, and ride with an in the sea ; but that till

farther order, the :0“ go into Hal‘WiCll, 'and there rennin ready, upon the

first notice, to sail where they shall be ordered : and if any come thither

after our de arturc, in vessels unfit for that purpose, others may be pro.

vided at liarwich, and the provisions shipped in them, the some to be for

the stores flom the Tower, and all other stores whatsoever for the fleet. I

shall not need to repeat to you any desires formerly made for any supplies

to us, being secure ; what is in your bands will not be neglected. I shall

now return you an answer to some pa ,'culars in your letters, not yet

replied to. In the first place, c ncerning the embargo: I have consulted.

the ag officers, who are universally of opinion against the taking of it of:

first, they conceive, tbntit will not only prevent getting more men, but he a

measurf losing those we have, when ships shall, for refitting or cleaning,

be sent into port ; whereas the embargo continuing, those who return From

merchant-voyages, must come In the King's service when their money i!

spent, and no opportunity of-sen-ing in merchant ships. In the next place, -

they Tve, that when trade is abroad, there will be a necessity of con

_voy to protect it, which will distract the King’s force, and hazard receiving

,afi'ronts frequently, since it will be easier for the enemy to know where to

send to watch our trade, than for us to know what force they have sent. so

timely as to prevent them: and in this there is the more danger of being

oppressed, because convoyere cannot provide for them res ns-fiigates

without a convoy may, when the enemy is more powerful. r’ Lastly-,1“!

observe, the Dutch, to whom trade hath always been bought more
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necessary than to us, are sensible of these disadvantages, and therefore have

forbid trade.

As to the punishing that person at Gravesend, who bought powder, I

have consulted the commanders, who find no power to punish any thing

done on shore, or by any not in the King's pay; if he who sold it could be

found, the court martial could punish him, but not the receiver on shore.

As to the building and hireing more ships, regarding only the prosecuting

the war, it were very desirable that both went on; but since I perceive the

King (upon other considerations, which I cannot so well judge of) is of

another opinion, lshall acquiesce in what he pleaseth to order in it, and

shall endeavour to make these I have as useful to his Majesty's service as I

can. I cannot conclude this letter till I have acquainted you with a business

which hath happened at Langerfort, the relation of which I received from

Captain Lambert, who was no otherwise concerned, than by the hazard he

run, being only a passenger, and therefore could be no way concerned to

justify any miscarriages of the master of the ketch attending on this ship;

who coming out of Harwich, and passing by the fort, the fort shot a gun

before her four foot, at which the ketch lowered her topsoil, and hauled up

her boat to send on shore, and there was already one man in the boat,

when the fort shot another shot into her, killed one man, wounded another,

since dead, and took away part of the master's thigh, so that he is in danger

also. I will not add any other circumstances, which render the olficer

there blameable in this matter ; but: leave it to be examined by those me

thods you shall judge fit. As to the number of landmen to be kept either

in the Guards, or my own regiment, I leave it wholly to your dispose;

only desiring regard may be had to recruiting the fleet, in case of sickness

1 am, your afiectionate friend,

02mm.

in man aux: 0F ALBEMARLB, March 92:], 166}.

Having formerly, by the King's approbation, desired you to take the care

of giving all necessary orders for the aflairs of the navy, during my absence,

in the same manner as I ought to do, if present, I should not now need to

repeat it to you, were it not to acquaint-you, that I have not only by word

of mouth, but also by writing, given the principal officers and commander!

of his Majesty's navy, directions to execute all your commands. I desire

you, if you find any commanders, or other officers, negligent in the

despatch expected from them of his Majesty's service, not to be sparing in

using our authority for their pttl’tlalttttt‘llt ; whtther by displacing them, or

such' other way as you shall judge fit. I have commanded my secretary to

leave with you all such things as may be necessary for your information ;

~if any thing be wanting, upon the least intimation, it shall be supplied; so

bidding you heartily farewell,

or fight.

I am, your atfectionate friend,

jam“.
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ass-runes, St. James'r, March 2211, 166%.

Before I leave London, I have thought fit to remind you of some things,

Khich [judge ofespccial concerntnent to the King's service in the present

posture of affairs: and in the first place, I desire you to take care, that the

victualler be from time to time, and especially now at the first setting forth

ofrhe fleet, quickened in the despatch of victuals to the several ships; and

that there be alwnys' in readiness, ships and vessels for the transportation of

those and all other stores. In the next place, I shall Irecommend to your

care the providing great quantities of canvas, masts, hemp, tar, cordage,

anchors, 8:0. Of all which, it is easy to conclude the expense tnust be very

great during a war, and as easy how dangerous the want of them may he ;

and therefore shall not need to use arguments to induce your care in those

things, especially since you cannot be insensible how much it will reflect

upon your ofiice in general, if all care be not taken in it.

As to c0rdage, I shall only add this consideration, that having found by

experience. that it hath been the work of almost a year, with your utmost

endeavours, to work out in his Majesty’s rope-yards sufficient (with the

store you had, and a considerable quantity bought) to rig the navy; if any

sudden service shall happen. it will not be possible for the King's yards to

furnish the necessary dupplies ; and therefore the consequence will be plain,

that no helps, either of foreign cordage, or the working in private yards in

England, ought to be neglected. At a thing oonducing to the saving masts,

and durablenesi of the cordage. I recommend to your care the erecting of

Stores for the standing rigging; it. is a thing easy done, of small expense,

and granted by most, and even by yourselves, to be of very good use.

There is one thing more which hath been already determined to be done ;

but lest much other business should make you lose the summer for the

execution ofit, having thought fit to remind you of making the mast-dock,

designed over-aginst Blackwall; the use of which hath been sufficiently

recommended to me by yourselves, as I now recommend to you the bringing

it to perfection.

For the general despatch of all business, I recommend it to you, that at

this time, as no pains, so no expense to be spared, which may be necessary

to the despatch of business; if it please God to give victory to the King‘s

fleets, all these extraordilwries will be fully paid; and on the other hand,

if opportunities should he lost by thrift, the King's treasure would not find

itself increased by such good hushnndry; and therefore [must again recom

mend to you, to do your utmost for giving despatch upon all occasions;

for which, ifyou are not sufficiently provided with instruments, Idesire

you to provide more, whether clerks at the office, or agents, or other

instruments abroad; their allowances will hold no proportion with the con

sequences of the good or ill performance of the service: and having thifl

liberty given you, you will judge yourselves inexcusable, if any thing foil

1'»: your parts.

There remains one thing to be recommended to you, which may much

conduce to the King’s service, by the satisfaction it may probably give to

the minds of the seamen, which is the settling to public satisfaction the

business of the Chest, and taking care that those accounts be truly stated .
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and the arrears brought from any hands in which they lie. You are not

ignorant, that some attempts have been made for doing this vi orlt. by a

commission out of the Chancery, which hath hitherto been ineffectual. I

hope your endeavours may have better success; I am ~ure it is more

desirable (becausa more honorable to the navy), that it should he rectified

by yourselves, than by any other way; and at this time the doingnfit

would be matter of use as well as reputation.

After having said thus much to you, it remains only, that I again re

commend to you the redonbling your care and diligence in this season,

when the honour of the King, and the welfare of this nation, depends so

much upon you ; which though they are the most weighty considerations

imaginable, and therefore nothing can he supposed to add to them, yet I

promise myself so much from your affection to myself, that your diligence

will not be lessened, by the consideration of my being entrusted by his

Majesty with the conduct of his fleet abroad. Upon all these grounds,

relying upon your utmost care herein, I bid you heartily farewell.

I am, your affectionate friend,

67

. am“.

[To be continued.]
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Ramsgate Pier, Deal, and the Down.

THE annexed plate will present to most of our readersa familiar scene,

to which thousands annually resort for health and pleasure, and are

rirely disappointed. So far as the small scale to which we are confined

will admit of representation, we trust it will be found correct; and for a

verbal description of it, and the parts adjacent, we shall extract the follow

ing from PutLLiPs’s Guide :—

“ Ramsgate, a hamlet belonging to the parish of St. Lawrence, is situated

about five miles to the south of Margate, in a valley opening to the south

east, and commands a delightful prospect ofthe British Channel. Aiicicntly

it was a poor fishing town, containing a few mean houses; but about some

what more than a century ago, its inhabitants participating largely in the

trade to Russia and the east country, it began to emerge from its original

insignificance; and since it became known and frequented as a bathing

place‘ the old houses have not only heen improved, but many new and

handsome buildings hateheen erected, particularly in Albion-place, Church

place, Prospect-rtiw. and on Sion-hill. In short, a spacious new street,

and many large and elegant detached edifices, have sprung up here within

a few years, for the accommodation of summer visitors. But though it

may he considered as the rival of Margate, and certainly is filled with very

respectable and even more select company, it is never likely to supplant

,-_Uil~i£_' '1'“—>‘,_ 4‘ _,i n
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I

that favourite place ; especially as the point of land betvieen'them is some

times weathered with difliculty, and, in consequence; three-fourths of the

people \Ii'ho visit Margnte, coming by the boy, they are induced to stop

where the voyage ends. It should be noticed, however, that Ramsgate has

its boy as well as Margate ; but it is much less crowded with live stock;

and the place itself~ wants many of those attractions which draw the young

and the gay to its neighbour.

“ Ramsgnte lies within the liberty of the Cinquc Ports, being an ancient

appendage to Sandwich, the mayor of_which appoints his deputy or consta

ble here.

“ The pier of ansgate is one of the roost magnificent structures in the

kingdom, and the greatest beauty of the place.- It is built of Portland and

Purheclt stone, at the expense of some hundred thousand pounds.

“ This great work was begun in 174-9 ; it extends abou' 800 feet into the

see before it forms an angle, and i5 twenty-six l'cet broad at the top,

including the parapet The south-front is a polygon, its angles live on a

side, each 450 feet, with octagon! of sixty feet at the ends, and the

entrance of 200 feet. The harbour contains an area of forty-six acres,

which, after this great work was finished according to the first design,

becoming chonked up with mud, for want of a back water, the celebrated

engineer, Mr. Smeaton, was called in, who, by erecting a (,l'uSS wall in the

uppermost part of the harbour, filled with sluices, and extending the Pier

400 feet from the extremity of the last head, efl'ected all that was wanted,

and facilitated the entrance of ships in hard gnlcs of wind; (or whose

reception and safety on this exposed coast the whole was originally undu

taken. _

“ A dry dock has also been formed, and store-houses erected for

every necessary purpose. '

“In addition to these improvements,within the last ten years, a new stone

light-house has been built on the west head, furnished with Argnnd lamps

and reflectors, a handsome house for the harbour-master, a watch house,

and other appropriate appendages to this immense national work : and, itil

said, that the trustees have it farther in contemplation to (mm a spacious

net-dock. ‘

“ This lint-hour. though originally intended for ships of 500 tons burden

and under, has been so much improvedhthat it is now capable of receiving

vessels of 4 and even 500 tons. During a dreadful gale in 1791, upwards '

of130 sail tonk shelter here; and since that time 300 ships at once hare

sought this asylum. ‘

“ When we have mentioned the vast length and breadth of the Pier, it is

almost unnecessary to observe, that it forms the favorite wall: for company;

and tainly none can be more delightful, or more saluhrihus. t cmm

mands views of the Down , the coast of' France, the towns of Deal and

Sandwich, and many oflh; hills and rel'tilc vallies of Fast‘KPut. while the

sea-breezes can be equally enjoyed here, as if a person were floating on'the

bosom of the deep. ' - ‘

“ The bathing-place lies in front of a long line of high chalky rocks at

the back of the Pier, and is composed of a reddish Bind, soft and pleasant

~ ‘ H__~_.V‘___-_..-/ \ ~Mn~__ ~ ~\ ‘
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to the feet. Machines ply here in the same manner as at Margnte, though

they are not so numerous. The rooms for the accommodation of batherl

are commodious ; and Dyason, ofthe Bath-house, has erected four warm

salt-water baths, also a plunging and shower-bath, to which are attached

convenient waiting and dressing-rooms. This ingenious and useful erection

deserves every encouragement."

The town of Deal is supposed to be the Dale of Nennius; it lies between

Dover and Sandwich, and is situated on a flat and level coast. Dr. llallcy

has proved, in the third volume of Miscellanea Curiosa, that Julius Cmsnr

landed at this place, August 26th, in the 55th year preceding the Birth

of Christ.

This town ll the principal place on the Downs, our well known road for

ships, extending along the Eastern Coast of the County of Kent, from Dover

to the North Forelnnd, the rendezvous of our shipping homewnrd and out.

ward-bound, and for squadrons of men ofwar in war time.

Q

SHIPWRECK.

*—

LOSS OF THE FRANCES CHARLOTTE TRANSPORT:

T is our duty to record meritorious actions ; and we have great pleasure

in selecting from the Calcutta Papers the following highly flattering

testimony, borne by Government and individuals in India, to the gallant

and humane conduct of Captain Weathrall, commanding the Blucher, who

on her voyage from China to Bengal, saved from impending destruction,

near 400 men of H. M. 78th regiment, including women and children, who

were cut away on the Preparis, an uninhabited island, on the 5th of

November, 1816. Eighty-four soldiers being left on a barren rock, on

which the ship struck. nearly overflowed at high tide, were without fresh

water or provisions of any kind, for four days, and all in the greatest dis

tress and debility, from fatigue and fasting.

It appears that the Frances Charlotte transport, on which the regiment

embarked at Yurva, was wrecked on her passage to Bengal, on the night

of the 5th November, and went down too suddenly to admit of their saving

provisions or necessaries of any kind ; and but. for the fortunate circum

stance of Captain Wenthrnll falling in with a part of the wreck recently

broke off, which induced him to Search the islands, to give succour to those

who might have escaped, tail of those on the rock must have perished, and

most of the women and children who had got to the island, on which no

subsistence was to be found. '

A severe gale of wind, by which Captain Weathrall was nearly wrecked

himself on the some rocks, and the loss of his foremost and boats, prevented
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his taking the whole of the aufl'erers on board ; but he fortunately landed:

Iniall quantity of rice on the first day, and had succeeded, with great (lifl'i-i

eulty and exertions, through a heavy surf, in getting on board all the women

and children, amounting to above 50, and 278 men of the regiment, and

many native followers and seamen, before the gale commenced; and, sub

sequently, from the prompt measures of the Bengal Government, all the

remainder were taken off alive; but, as may be supposed, in estate of

great wretchedness, from deprivations of all kinds ; for 80 days subsisting

on a very few shell-fish found among the rocks. We cannot better express

our feelings on this occasion, than by giving publicity to those of the Govern

ment and Communities on the spot, as detailed in the subjoined correspon

dence. We understand Captain \Veathrall has brought all the 78th

, regiment to England, without losing one man, in a passage of four months.

To Commodore Joli}: Hayes, M'aster Attendant.

Int,

1 have the honor to state to you, for the information of Government, that,

on my passage from China to Bengal on the 10th instant, we fell in with

’ some pieces of wreck, and soon after perceived smoke on the Preparis,

which induced me to suppose some vessel was stranded on the reef of that

island. In consequence of which, we tacked and stood in for it till even

ing, when we picked up seventy or eighty soldiers of the 78th regiment, who

had been landed on a rock, without provisions or water, for four days, and

nearly exhausted, being pnrt of the troops embarked on board the Frances

Charlotte at Batnvia, and lost on the reef above-named, on the 5th of

November; the remainder being on the island. 7

As we had a strong current to contend with, it tool: the whole night to

' work up to the island, when at 4 A.M. we sent all the boats on shore, to

bring the women and children on board, under charge of my chief officer,

which was attended with great difficulty, on account of the reef surrounding

the west side, and no anchorage for the ship. In the course of the 11th,

12th, 18th, and 14th, sending and getting on board 207 soldiers, with

women, children, and sick; also, about 40 Lascars, Captain Acres, and

his oflicers. .

We were unfortunately prevented getting near the island again, from l

severe gale of wind at south-west, in which we carried away our fore-mast,

and lost three boats and an anchor, and ultimately driven too far up the

bay to attempt further relief to the poor people on shore, without endan

gering the lives of all, as we had but ten days water, at one pint per min,

and our provisions would have been expended in the same time.

I beg you to believe, that nothing was left undone on my part, or on the

part of my otlicers and creW, to save the whole ; and we should, lphope,

have succeeded, had not the gale came on too suddenly to provide for it,

we“ “*~ - -_-... on
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and by which we were nearly lost on the same spot ; we, however, stood to

the southward, to fetch in again with the island, when the loss of our masts

and hUalSIIbligt'd us, very unwillingly, to bear up.

We are out of every thing; but every exertion will be made to supply

the regiment and crew, until we receive the directions or supplies from

Government.

I am given to understand, there are ninety soldiers left, with five officer!

and forty Lascars, on the island, with only two bagspfriee I supplied them

with the first day. _

We have been hecalmed for five days to the eastward of the reef, which

has equally added to our dislresses; but I have great pleasure in bearing

testimony to the good order and behaviour of the troops. who have sufl'ercd

without complaint. I have the honor to be, &c

M. T. WEATHRALL

Saugur Roads, Sunday 2411:, Nov. 1816,

on board the Prime Blocker.

Tu Capt. 1H. T. Weathrall, commanding the Blur/m:

nun sta,

We have observed with much pleasure, the handsome manner your ser

vices have been deservedly noticed by the European part of our commu

nity; and we, your native friends, also beg to otTer you this tribute of their

public approbation of your humane and active exertions in saving the lives

of your fellow-creatures, both European and Natives; to the latter of

whom. your conduct was equally praise-Worthy and meritorious; for you

made no distinction when called upon to save : all was then equally your

care.

We have long known, and as long esteemed you, for honorable conduct‘

under misfortune; and now beg to offer you, in testimony ofuur regard, a

piece of plate, on which the services you have rendered shall be recorded.

We are, dear Sir, your friends and well-wishers,

RAMDALOLL DAY,

And 40 Native Merchants. ‘

To C. IV. Gardiner, Esq. Secretary to Government in the lfililary

Department.

eta,

I am directed by his Excellency the Commander-in-chief, to transmit the

lccompanying copy of a letter from Lieutenant-colonel Forbes, command

ing his Majesty’s 78th regiment, and its enclosure, detailing the loss of the

transport ship Frances Charlotte, on the island of Preparis, which you are ‘

requested to lay before the Right Honorable the Governor-General in

Council.

His Excellency had been induced to this step, with a view of drawing

the attention of government to the humane and gallant exertions made by

Captain Weathrall. the otficers and crew of the ship Prince Blncher, to

“save the unhappy soldiers who had escaped from the wreck ; and his Lord

ship trusts he shall be excused, when he humbly, but anxiously, solicits
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Government to extend to them some public mark of its approbation at

their meritorious conduct. I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

. C. J. DOYLE, LieuL-col. M.S.'

Commander-in-cltief's Office, Head Quarters,

Calcutta, 28th November, 1816.

To the Commander-in-chigf’s Mililary Secretary, Head Quarters,

Calcutta.

5m,

I have the honor of' forwarding the accompanying letter from Major

M‘Pherson, reporting the unfortunate loss of the transport Frances

Charlotte, on the island of Preparis, 5th instant. I am truly happy to find,

by the accompanying statement, that there were so few men lost on this

melancholy occasion, considering the great number of souls on board. I

request you will lay both before his Excellency the Right Honorable the

Commander-in-chief- l have, &c.

D. FORBES,

Lieot.-co|. commanding the 78th regiment.‘

Fort William, 27!]: November, 1816.

“ I beg to call your attention to the meritorious and humane conduct of

Captain \Veathrnll and his officers. Suffice it to say, that I believe it is the

heartfelt sentiments of every individual (and that which many of all ranks

have expressed), that they could not have met with greater friendship, had

they each met with a father. His endeavour has been unceasing, in trying

to discover how he could contribute, in any way, to the comfort of every

individual. Indeed, we all feel more than can be expressed, and only wish

we had the power, in any way, to mark our sense of his conduct; but

having lost our all, we shall be unable to show what I trust is imprinted on

every heart, and will ever remain fixed there; and we hope the Governor

Genernl and Council will be pleased to take his merits into consideration,

and weigh them with the feelings of shipwrecked unfortunatcs ; and may

those who do not consider them in their true light, be shipwrecked, and

relieved by Captain Wenthrall, or such another character—if there is such

another to be met with." ' ' ‘

To the above we are happily enabled to publish the following answer :—

ll'l Dent MAJOR,

No words can express with what feelings of pleasurel perused your

Report to Colonel Forbes, wherein you make such honourable mention of

the little services I was so fortunate as to render you, and the 78th

regiment. It was no more than my duty; and no more than any other

would have done, in the same situation; yet, though l claim no merit in

the act, I have a grateful satisfaction in being the accidental instrument

of your relief; and I would not exchange those sensations your feeling and

grateful expressions have taught me to indulge in, for any other con—

sideration whatever.

fiat. Qibruu votxxxvut. 1
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It was my good fortune to have rendered a service to abody of men, what

would honour any country. Their sober, uncornplaiuing conduct, under

misf'ortunes and deprivations, taught all who appreciated their behaviour,

to seek a pleasure in affording them all the relief that, under circumstances,

was within reach. This, therefore, is the cause of a mutual satisfaction

that will, I dare believe, be remembered on both sides with equal delight.

I beg you to present my best regards to all the officers and ladies, and

assure the men of his Majesty’s 78th regiment, that I consider their conduct

on board the Blucher, under my command, as an honour to themselves,

their country, and their oficers.

I am, my dear Major, your's, very truly,

M. T. WEATHRALL

[raou 'ruz CALCUTTA 1mm]

Tuesday, December 31, 1816.

“'e have republished here below from the Calcutta Gazette, a paragraph

respecting Captain Weathrall. We are besides given to understand, that

on the piece of Plate which is to be offered to him, the following inscrip

tion is intended to be engraved :—

“ Presented to Captain M. T. eraruu, by the Merchants of Calcutta,

in testimony of their sense of his meritorious and very eminent exertions

in the cause of humanity, in having, whilst in command of the ship

Prince Blucher, rendered every practicable aid in saving the lives of a

majority of n detachment of his Majesty's 78th regiment, who were

wrecked on board the Frances Charlotte, on the island of Preparis, on

the night of the 51h November, 1816."

We understand that 1he Supreme Government, impressed with ajust

sense of Captain Weathrall‘s signal humanity, in rescuing the persons ship

wrecked on the Preparis, have resolved on presenting 5,000 rupees to that

Gentleman. It.is, we also believe, the intention of the various Insurance

Societies of this city, to offer to Captain Weathrall's acceptance, a piece

of Plate, with an Address, testifying their admiration of his very generous

conduct on this distressing occasion. ‘

[EXTRACT PROM THE ORIENTAL MAIL]

Saturday, 28% December, 1816.

We are happy to learn that Government has resolved on presenting 5,000

rupees to Captain Weathrnll, in testimony of the sense it entertains of his

distinguished humanity, in rescuing the persons shipwrecked on the Pre

paris, from their perilous situation. It is also reported, that the several

Insurance Offices at Calcutta intend further to remunerate this Gentleman,

by presenting him with a piece of Plate, accompanied by an Address, ex~,

pressive of their admiration of his henevolent conduct. We are gratified

with these instances of public acknowledgment, not merely on account of

the just tribute afl'orded by them to individual merit, but because they may.

animate others, to follow, when occasion, presents itself, the. laudable exam

ple, and call a blush into the cheek of those selfish and unfeeling wretchos,.
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'if any such there he, who, in a similar case, v‘muld turn it deaf ear to the

'voice of humanity, and eonsign over their unfortunate fellow—creatures to

'0" the horrors attendant upon shipWreek on an uninhabited island.

Captain M. T. Weathrall, Commander of the Ship Prince Blacker.

womuY 518, Fort I‘Villiam, 21:! December, 18l6.

We the Uncommissioned Officers and Privates of his Majesty‘s 78th

Regiment, beg leave to approach you with their most grateful and humble

thanks for your humane and fatherly conduct to us, our wives, and chil

dren, whose lives you saved, when cast away on the island Preparis, not

only by your gallant and wonderful exertions, but also by a fatherly atten

tion in supplying our wants, when like hungry children, from long fasting,

we claimed what you knew would injure us, and by which you not only

saved, but preserved, the lives of 'three hundred persons, men, women,

and children, of the 78th Regiment.

Our prayers are all we have to offer you in return; and that Captain

Weathrall and the officers of the Blucher may ever prosper, in whatever

clime or region of the globe they are employed in, is the must fervent wish

and prayer of your affectionate subscribers,

~' And obliged humble servants,

J. CAMPBELL,

Serjeant-Major, his Majesty’s 78th Regiment,

And 231 Signatures.

[EXTRACTS rttou 'rne arson. utmqu

‘ Dated Qfillt January, 1817.

We have great pleasure in submitting to the public the following cor

respondence. Though the gratification Captain Westhrall must feel, in the

_ recollection of having rescued by his active humanity so many of his

conntrymen, must to him prove ample recompense, yet we announce with

lively satisfaction, the honourable distinction conferred on him by the mer

chants of Calcutta, with their characteristic alacrity and generosity.

One good deed dying longneles daughters thousands.

To Captain M. 1'. Weathrall.

DEAR srrt,

Called upon as we frequently are to express our approbation ofthe con

duct of individuals, connected with the commercial interests of Calcutta.

never have we assembled on any occasion more truly grateful 'to our feelihgs

than the present; your meritorious exertions, kindness, and humanity,

when in command of the Blucher, have rescued from all the horrors of

famine and impending destruction 286 men, women, and children, of his

.Majesty's 78th regiment, together with the commander, and 48 native sea

men and officers of the Frances Charlotte, unfortunately wrecked on the

l’repdris on the night of the 5th of November ; and you have, no doubt,

been instrumental in saving the lives of the remainder of the people, who

were, through necessity, left on the island, by giving such early informal

tion, as enabled the Government to sll'ord them timely assistance; the]

s
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have all now arrived, and live to offer you the soldier’s best gift, and the

good man’s best reward—their gratelul and heartfelt blessings. With us

it remains to endeavour to express and to record our feelings in a ma'nner

suitable to the occasion ; and we know of no method more liker to answer

that and than in presenting you with a piece of Plate, on which the testi

monial of your humanity shall he engraven.

We are, dear Sir, your obedient servants,

PALMER & CO.

COLVINS, BAZET, 8: CO.

ALEXANDER 8: CO.

FAIRLY, FERGUSSON, 8: CO.

CRU'I'I‘ENDEN 6: MACKILLOP.

ROGUE, DAVIDSON, & ROBERTSON.

MACKINTOSH, FULTON, & M'CLINTOCK.

JOSEPH BARRETTO 6: SONS.

STEWART 62 ROBERTSON.

JAMES SCO'I'Y & CO.

BECHER 5: CO.

THOMAS DE SOUZA, 8: CO.

ANTONIO LAURENCO BARRETTO 6: CO.

JOHN SMALL & CO

A. WILSON.

HENRY MATHEW.

ROBERLI' CAMPBELL.

Agent Ganges Insurance Qfice.

GEORGE MERCER.

S. BEAUFORT.

JOHN C. BURTON.

JAMES CALDER.

R. B. LLOYD.

JOHN COOKE.

FRANCIS VRIGNON.

GAB. VRIGNON.

J. HERBERT.

C. BLANEY.

The following is the inscription engraved on the Plate :-

“ Presenter] to Captain M. T. Weathrall, by the Merchant: ofCalcutta,

in testimony of their sense of his meritorious and very eminent eitertions in

the cause of humanity ; in having, whilst in command of the ship Prince

Blucher, rendered every practicable aid in saving the lives of n mnjorily of

a detachment of his Majesty's 78:h Regiment, who were wrecked on board

the Frances Charlotte, on the island of Preparis, on the night of the 5th

November, 1816."
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ANSWER.

To Mcsm. Palmer and Co. ; Colm'm, Bazett, and C0; Alexander and Co. ,

Fairlil', Fergurson, and Co; Crultenden and Jllorkil/op; Hague,

Davidson, and Robertson; lllarkinlosh, Fulton, and BI‘Clintock;

Joseph Borrelto and Sons ; Stewart and Robertson ; James Scott and

Cu.,- Berller and Co.; De 801120 and Sons : Antonio Laurent-o Bar

ret/o and Co.; John Small and C0. ,- Alexander W’i/son; Henry

Mathew; Robert Campbell: George Mercer; S. Bean/int,- J. C.

Burton : J. Calder ,- R. B. Lloyd; Jolm Cooke ,- Francis Vrigmm ;

Gabriel Vrignon ,- John Herbert ; and John Blaney, Enquirer.

otx'tteueu,

To have merited the unqualified approbation of so highly respectable a

body as the Merchants of Calcutta, shall ever be'my proudest boast ', and

'whtttever services, in the humble and zealous discharge of my duty, I may

have performed, are more than amply repaid by your kind and flattering

letter of this date, the receipt of which I have the honour to acknowledge.

The piece of Plate, with the inscription, which you have been pleased to

vote me, shall be treasured up with no common care, as a record more

valuable to me than all that wealth could bestow,

Saving the life of a citizen has ever been duly appreciated : what, then,

must have been my sensations, in being instrumental, under Providence,

in preserving the lives of so many of his Majesty’s 78th regiment, whose

(exemplary conduct, fortitude, and forbearance, under the most trying

circumstances, prove them a credit to their corps, and an ornament to their

country.

I beg to conclude, by assuring you, Gentlemen, that the reward you have

now bestowed upon tne shall act as a stimulus to my future exertions, if

ever an opportunity should occur; and I shall hand it down to my children,

in confident hope that they may yet deserve, and learn to appreciate the

value of a gift rendered inestimable, by being expressive of your applause.

I am, Gentlemen, with respect and esteem,

Your most obedient, and obliged servant,

M. T. WEATHRALL,

January Q], 1817. Commanding the' Prince Blucher.

[exraac-rs rams 'rne mun GAZETTE, or nu: 23o or FEBRUARY, 1817.]

\Ve are persuaded that our readers will derive as much gratification as

ourselves from the perusal ofthe following letter addressed by Mr. Secretary

Trotter to Captain Weathrall.-The handsome manner in which the meri

torious conduct of Captain Weathrall and his officers has been distinguished

and rewarded, must be particularly satisfactory to the officers and men of

the 78th regiment; and we are happy to learn that they are about to pro

ceed to England in the Blucher, under the command of the gentleman to

whom the following proud testimonial is addressed :—

_ \m A “x
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[ensue DEPARTMERTJ

To Captain Watt/troll, of the private Ship Prince Blucher. A;

Int,

The Right Honorable the Governor-General in Council has received from

his Excellency the Commander-in-chief, copy ofa despatch from Lieutenant

colonel Forbes, of his Majesty’s 78th regiment, and of its enclosure from

Major M’Pherson, detailing the circumstances attending the loss of the

transport Frances Charlotte, on the Preparis, and reporting the arrival at

this port, on the Prince Blucher, of a number of the oflicers and men of

that regiment, who had been wrecked on the island. Copies of these

papers, and of the letter received with them from the secretary to his

Excellency the Commanderin-chief, I have the pleasure to forward to you

for your information.

2. The Governor-General in Council has perused with the highest

satisfaction, the testimony borne by Major M‘Pherson to your humane,

animated, and meritorious exertions on this occasion. The efforts made by

you to save the men wrecked on the Preparis, must be considered no less

creditable to your professional abilities and knowledge, than honorable to

your feelings ; and while they must afl‘ortl sincere satisfaction to yourself,

his Lordship in Council has no doubt that they will ever be remembered by

the unfortunate sufierers themselves with sentiments of the most lively

gratitude.

3. In testimony of the sense entertained by the Governor-General in

Council of your spirited conduct, his Lordship in Council is pleased to pre

sent you with the sum of 5,000 Sicca rupees, for Plate. His Excellency in

Council has also directed, that the undermentioned sums be granted to the

clients and,crew of the Prince Blucher, and to Mr. Ramsay, chief mate of

the Po, as a marl: of the approbation of Government, of their exertions on

'the occasion alluded to.

A Sn. Rs.

To the chief mate of the Blucher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -, 1,500

Second ditto . . . . . . . . . . . ...........-...._.__-_. 1,900

Third ditto .............. .................... .. 1,000

To the other officers and crew of the ship two tuonths' pay

To Mr. Ramsay, chief mate of the Po, who was left by that ship

at Preparis, and must subsequently, it is understood, have expe

rienced loss of pay . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... .... .. ...-.. .... 2,000

4. You are requested to grant a certificate to the officers and crew of

the Prince Blueber, to enable the marine pay-master, by whom the Burns

awarded to them will be paid, to identify their persons. '

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. TROTTER,

Acting Sec. to Governmentt

Fort William, the '28”: December, 1816.

v M ,,_;_-/--- <
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um SIB, Fort William, 14!): Feb. 1817.

With feelings of sincere pleasure we congratulate you on the deservedly

handsome manner in which your conduct in our relief has been publicly

noticed by the different: Honorable Departments here, and we beg your

acceptance of our mite accompanying this.--We further beg to assure you,

that one and all of us shall ever feel the most lively interest in your prospe
rity and welfare ; and believe us, dear Sir, your faithful friends, i

D. MACPHERSON, Major 78!!! Regt.

M. MACQUEEN, Captain 78th Regt.

F. MACRAE, Lieut. 78th Regt.

JOHN MACLEOD, Lieut. 78th Regt.

JOS. MACKENZIE, Lieut- 78th Regt.

A. BRODIE, Lieut. 78th Regt.

D. E. MACQUEEN, Lieut. 78th Regt.

J. W. CRL'MMEN, Lieut. 18th cht.

' J. SMITH, Lieut. rant Regt.

T. C. BROWN, M.D. Asst. Sur. BE.

ANSWER

Ta Illqjor Macpherson, Captain Macqueen, Lieutenant Mat-roe, Lieutenant

Maclma', Lieutenant .Mackenzie, Lieutenant Mat-queen, Lieutenant

Brodie, Lieutenant Waters, Lieutenant Crummen, Lieutenant

J. Smith, and T. Brawn, Sur. H. C. Service.

I" nun eenrneunn,

The sentiments of affection and regard expressed in your letter of the

14th instant, and shewn tawards me on all occasions, will ever obtain from

me a like return ; and it shall be my best endeavour to evince it, on out

voyage home, and after. '

I feel for you an esteem that I am convinced will be aslnsting as life,

and an affection the more ardent, arising perhaps from having been the

r‘ery fortunate instrument of rendering you the service you have so hand

somely noticed. In doing so, I did no more than my duty. Your being

satisfied with the manner in which that duty was fulfilled, forms my greatest

pleasure; and I would not exchange those feelings your kind and flattering,

conduct has given birth to in my breast, for all that this world can hold out

If bestow.

Your valuable present shall be ever dear to me, as a memorial nfyour

neg-1rd; and I shall follow in the pages of history the names engraven on it

with the anxiety of a brother, and with the proud hope of seeing them at

he top of their profession, engaged again in their country's cause, with

hat success and honor the 78th Regimeuthas been long esteemed for.

I remain, Gentlemen,

Your obedient and sincere friend,

M. T. WEATHRALL.

ulcutld, the 18th Feb. 1817.
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HYDROGRAPHY, PILOTAGE, 8w.

—.n

mt. nvnnocnnnsn, Calcutta, Dec. 28, 1816.

THE following memorandum from the Blucher's log on her passage.

from China, may be of use to such of your nautical readers as are

not constant navigators in the China Seas, as pointing out the current they

are likely to meet with, and must, in their run at night, guard against and

allow for. It may he of use also in showing the preference of an inner

passage at that time of year, which my run from Macao in 212 hours

must clearly prove. I will therefore beg a place for it in your valuable

worlr.

At 4 P.M. on the 15th October, passed Macao, and at sunset tool: bear

ings of the Grand Ladrone, which gave us in latitude 21“ 50' N. longitude

113° 31' E. Steered S.S.W. and S. by'W. till 9 A.M. on the 18th, when

we saw Cape Verella, bearing S.S.W. 16 miles. During this run expe

rienced little or no current, but from the time of making the land till sun

set, found a strong sea to the Southward. The wind fresh and nights

dark, continued to steer South, and pass to the Eastward of Sapata, bear-‘

ing from the land a-beam of us S.S.W. 109 miles, at 6 P.M.—At 2 A.M_

0n the 19th, having run by log 64 miles, saw the island Sapnta right a-hend,

distance 3 miles; hauled up 8.15. to clear it, which we did with great diffi

culty, as the current in 20 minutes set us down among the breakers sur

rounding it, and not 200 yards from the rock itself. After clearing-it:

hove-to, and at day-light found we were drifted by n S.W. current out

of sight of the rock, though we had a clear horizon around us. Steering

SJV. by S. till noon, when we observed in Int. 8° 47’ long. by chronometer

107° 44/ 30' having made from noon yesterday, difl'erence of lnt.2-'27 miles,

difference oflong. 110, on a direct coursu 249 miles but by log only 187,

being 62 miles, current S.W. in 24 hours. Continued to steer S.W. by S.

till noon, on the 20th, when in 116 hours, we had made in a direct course ‘

by observation and chronometer 1270 miles. -

The wind having drawn to South, kept the larboard tacks on board till

we made Poolu Verellzt, and crossed the shonl laid down by llorsburgh, in

13 fnthotus; and at midnight, on the let. anchored in 8 fothoms. At

day-light weighed with n laud wind, and run through the Archipelago of

islands to the westward ol'Timonn. A fine clear passage, with 8 fathotns

water, regular soundings.

On the 23d at Q A.M. passed the southern extremity of the reefs and

Islots of Ponlo Tingee. It being hazy during the forenoou, could not dis

tinguish the land about Burbuset, though in 12 fathoms, but being sure of

our situation, run for Pedro Branco, which we made, bearing south, at

noon.

Now the advantage of this inner passage must be evident at this time of

the year, for the land winds will carry you through during the night; and

being in good anchoring ground, no danger of being set away in calms,
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which pnvail tothe eastward of Timonn; as also southerly winds, which

Iliave known delay ships for 15 or 20 days after making that island.

Besides the uncertainty of your situation in thick weather, renders your

run into the Straits precarious. In this, on the contrary, you may run

with perfect security and safety at all times; and Horsburg’s Charts and

Directions is a safe and sure guide.

I am, Mr. Editor, Your's, Szc.

t/fl. eatdra/Z

m

PLATE CCCCXC. -- ‘ - 4

'1'."_

City if Dicppe.

IEPPE is a sen-port town of France, in Upper Normandy, in the ter

ritol'y of Cauz‘, and seated at the mouth ofthe river Argues. It'llai a

good harbour, on old castle, and two handsome moles. The parish church

ofSt. James is an elegant structure, and there is a tower, from which, in

fine weather, the coast ofEnglund may be seen. -

This town is remarkable for its fidelity to Henry IV. when persecuted by

the Guisenn faction; he was driven from Paris, and other cities of Fritnce,

and [led to Dieppe, with the intention of embarking thence for England.

He was, in derision, called by this faction the King of Dieppe. It is rarely

that such differences between the sovereign and the subject are ever recon
ciled ; in form of reconciliation took place, but on the 23d of December of

the same year, 1587, the King caused the Duke of Guise to be stabbed by

his guards as he was approaching his presence ; and on the first of August

in the following year, 1588, the King himself was stabbed by ojucobin

monk, and died the next morning.

In the year 1694, the town of Dieppe was bombarded by an English

KILIQdI'On, commanded by Lord Berkeley, on the 12th of July. The bom

aardment continued from nine in the morning until nine at night; about

rleven on attempt was made to burn the pier, by one of those machines

oiled infernals, but several vessels filled with stones having been stink he- _

'nre it, rendered the project inefi'ectual. The bombardment was afterward!

enewed, and the town almost entirely reduced to ashes.

The principal trade of Dicppe consists, in berrings, whitingr, mackarel,»

“OW, toys, and laces.

North latitude, 49° 55’, east longitude, 1° 9'.

man. Ql’bmn. Vol. XXXVIII. a
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NAVAL LITERATURE.

*—

A fall and correct Arrount qfthe ChiefNav/Il Occurrence: qfthe late War

between Great Britain and the United States of America ; preceded by a

Cariory Examination of the American Accounts of their Naval Action:

fought previous to that Period : to which is added an Appendix, with

Plates. By \VILLIAK James. Egerton, Whitehall: 1817.

T HE martial character of a nation is so important, so necessary to its

defence from foreign insult and invasion, that instant danger must.

follow the degradation of it. The ambition of power, or the meaner cupi

dity of wealth, are always on the watch for weakness, which, whenever

found, is made their certain prey. The martial character of Britain has

been too long known, by sensible experience, easily to sutTer by mere verw

bal detraction ; but as in our late left-handed parryings of American blows,

we were in some instances unsuccessful, and obliged to yield to superior

strength, which our antagonists wish very much to be interpreted superior

spirit, we are much gratified by the very laudable labours of Mr. James

to expose the real character of their victories; and when we speak of our

own gratification, we feel assured of that which must result to every British

reader from a perusal of his volume.
I The author has veryjudiciously dedicated the work to Sir Philip Bowel

Vere Broke, the naval hero of the war which is the subject of it, whose

action alone might be sufficient to assert the superiority of British spirit.

In his preface, Mr. James tells his readers, that the volume he now pre

sents them is a greatly improved edition, or rather an entirely new work,

on the subject of a pamphlet published with extraordinary success at

Halifax, under the title of “ An Inquiry into the Merits of the principal

Naval Actions between Great Britain and the United States,” &c. which

pamphlet was an enlarged edition of the Letters published in our QIlJrcnidg

under the signature of “ Boxsit."

Such were the small beginnings which Mr. James has now amplified to a

volume of 5‘18 pages, with an Appendix of 216 additional pages, exclusive

of a preface and index ; and affording certainly the most complete view at

present extent of the Naval Transactions of the late American War. Nor

is it merely a narrative of naval actions; the main design, as we have

before observed, being to rescue the martial character of Britain from the

unwarranted assumptions of the Americans, tending to depreciate it, the

scientific remarks of the author, necessarily incident, in the prosecution

ofhis design, constitute a very valuable portion of the work, and prove

him perfectly competent to the task he has undertaken.

One entire chapter is occupied by an account oftheever-memorable action

henvcen the Shannon and Chesapeake, in which Mr. James maintains the

honour justly due to the gallant cuptors, against the unfounded and incon.

sisient representations of the American writers on the subject, in a manner
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that can leave no doubt in the mind of an impartial and candid reader,

that the victory was won by a superiority of skill and courage, although the

conduct of the American commander was not marked by any deficiency of

either.

Much industry of research is evident throughout, and particularly in the

author’s acquiring data for his respective calculations of force, in men and

guns, and of size in tons. It is impossible for us to follow Mr. James

through the series of actions which make up his very interesting history, nor

can we extract to any purpose of probable gratification to our readers; the

narrative of the actions being so interwoven with the observations ofthe

author in reply to the misrepresentations of the American writers_: we

shall, however, cull a few of the author's concluding remarks, in which

the reader will have a fair specimen of Mr. James's style and general mode

of argument; a style very appropriate to his subject, and a mode of arguing

which evinces the honest zeal of the author for the honour of his country.

“ When we reflect upon the immense losses which our navy annually

sustains, by shipwreck, and by that most destructive enemy, the dry-mt,

the loss of'British national cruizers to the Americans, sinks into compara

tive insignificance. It is the question—Which party was most “ trium

phant?"-—that a Briton requires to have answered. Mr. Thomson boasts,

that the “ naval arms of the United States were fifteen times triumphant."

He must here include all our unsuccessful actions with American national

t'essels, and, no doubt, that in which “ a large sloop of oar" was cap

tured by an American privateer; but, as the conquerors, in the latter

instance, were Frenchmen, Americans can have no triumph to claim.

How came Mr. Thomson to omit the cases of the Landrail and Syren, and

St. Lawrence and Chassenr i—Thosc actions were not less “ triumphant to

the naval arms of the United States," than any of the fourteen he has

recorded. Let us, now, submit each of these boasted “triumphs,” to a

simple arithmetical calculation. One action, however—the Levanttand

Cynne’s with the Constitution—cannot well be tried by that test because,

there, carronndes were opposed to long guns, together with the weather

gage. Taking from the comparative statement of force in each of the

remaining fifteen actions, the sum~t0tal of the broadside-metal in pounds

and complement,(size in tons omitted, because not so generally applicable),

on each side, and comparing them together, we obtain—giving up all frac

tions to the Americans--the following results :—

I

American: “ triumphant " over the British,

once, 18.

once, _ I 10'.

three tunes, t4.

gtgcg’me?’ b when superior in force as 19 to <once, i l 10

once, i L 7.

once, V J t 5!
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“ These are the “ victories,"-these the “ unparallvled exploits," that-I

have turned the brains of the American people, and made “ heroes”

(prostituted word !) more plentiful in the United States, than in the oldest

nation of Europe; and these are the “ victories,” too, which form the

basis of that extraordinary discovery—“ the moral and physical superiority

of the American over the British tar. "! !

“ It is admitted by the American editor, that the “ naval arms ofGreat

Britain have been four times triumphant." One of the instances alluded

to—that of the Endymion and President—shall be excepted; because,

although the action was fought exclusively between those ships, the final

surrender was made to a squadron. Had the Americans on hoard the cor

vette Frolic, felt the same regard for the honor of the flag, as the British

in the Reindeer, of similar inferiority of force, we might still have been

“ four times triumphant." As it is, we must be contented; and, pursuing

'the same method of extracting the relative force, as done in the American

" triumphs," here follow the results of our three successful actions.

British “ triumphant" over the Americans,

once, - - '17.
once, when superior in force as 19 to { u.

once, when inferior in force as 17 to 19.

“ As respects arithmetical proportion, two of these cases are allied to

some of the American " triumphs;" but, in the first, the British had an

inferiority in complement; which was never the case on the part of the

Americans. The two first cases in their list, approach nearest in point of

proportion, to the first case in our'e ; but, when we reflect upon the hrig

Frolic's previous disabled state—-the Penguin‘s inefiicient crew—the gallant

defences made by both vessels—the numerical superiority of the Argus's

crew—her easy capture, and whole-masted state—we have nothing to re

gret, but that these important circumstances cannot be 'expressed in

figures

“ The second case of proportions, in the British, has four numerical

parallels in the American list; yet it was the capture ofthe Essex which
the editor of the “ New Annual Register "I brought forward. to support his

humiliating position, “ that, when we were victorious over the Americans

by sea, we were generally indebted for our success, to a greater superiority

than even they had when they were successful.’

“ The last case in the British list—and that which, to the increased

shame of what has just been quoted, was the first in point of date—ranks

by itself.--Docs any one believe, that the American government, than the

whole fifteen triumphs, would not rather have had to record one such tri

umph as the Shannon's over the Chesapeake P—Then, might Americans

have boasted, with reason, of ‘ the moral and physical superiority' of

their seamen; and invented, if possible, new forms oflanguagc, to express

‘ the ecstacy of their feelings. So completely, however, has the American

public been deluded, by the letters of the officers, the speeches of the pub

lic orators, and the stories of the naval-history and newspaper editors, that

it is a question if any alteration in their list of ‘ triumphs,’ except increase

he _ P” _>V

' l
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of number, could give to the American people a higher opinion of them.

selves than they now entertain."

Mr. James goes on to ask how it happened that, considering the

number of British ships despatched to the American coast, we had so few

victorious actions to record; and solves the question, by stating instances

in proof of the unwillingness of the Americans to face the English; and

thus he concludes :—

“ The chief credit due to the Americans in the naval conduct of the late

war, is for the high state of preparation in which their few ships were, at

its commencement; especially, when compared with the generality of our

own, at the same period. Considering the opinion which the Americans

then entertained of a British frigate, Captain Hull deserved credit for

hearing down upon the Guerriere : so would Captain Jones for attacking

the Frolic, as the first sloop, had the latter not been visibly disabled. But,

upon the whole, there does not appear to be one American triumph de.

tailed in these pages, in which the Americans would not have been charge

able with cowardice, had they declined to engage.

“ In which of those triumphs were the British not the assailants ?--In

how many of them had they, from the moment they could distinguish the

force of their opponent, any reasonable hopes of success ?——To attack, than,

is the mark of true intrepidity-—Next, come the boarding-assault, and the

repulse of boarders : when did Americans attempt the former, till, by re

peated vollies of great guns and musketry, the number oftheir enemies had

dwindled to amere handful? How American seamen shine in repelling

boarders, the respective surrenders of the Chesapeake and Argus stand as

lasting monuments—How British seamen behave, as well in boarding, as

in repelling boarders, let the fate of the two last-named vessels, and the

blood-stained decks of the Reindeer and Dominica, tell: there, indeed,

was bottOm.-—-ln proof of which party holds most sacred the honor ofthc

flag, take the surrender of the American ship Frolic, as a prominent (though

not the only) example, on one side; on the other—the seven killed, and

four wounded commanders—the slaughtered crews, and the shattered hulls,

of our captured ships.

“ To conclude: the naval actions between Great Britain and the United

States, being now freed from American dross, and brought fairly to the

light of day, no events recorded in the naval annals of our country, reflect

a brighter lustre upon the character of British seamen: and, though our

losses may have been severe, we have this consolation, that no American

\ship of war has, after all, captured a British ship of war, of the same

force; but that the reverse has occurred. and might have occurred, again,

and again—had Americans been as willing to tight, as they still are to

boast."

The Appendix consists of letters from naval commanders of both

countries, containing contra statements of the actions fought, and conse

quently atl'urding a fair view of the respective merits of the opposing par

ties. There can he no doubt that much of the credit attached to the Ame-v
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rican victories resulted from the misnomer of their frigates—under a minor

denomination, they availed themselves of'rt major force; this is an unworthy

species of trickery ; but, once known and exposed, the furtive honour is

lost, and a due estimation takes place of the superiority thus assumed.

The true patriotism of Mr. James in this candid and able vindication of

his country’s honour, we trust will not be left to him merely as its own

reward. Nor‘is it our peculiar obligations to him, that induce us to be

thus warm in his praise : he honored our Chronicle, by rendering it in the

first instance the vehicle of those Letters on which his work is founded ;

but he has claims, from the intrinsic value of it, to afar more extended

and beneficial acknowledgment of his merits, than can result from any

principle of gratitude in us.

The embellishments to the Volume are three illustrative plates: the 1st,

shewing the various kinds of shot used by the Americans; the 2d, repre

senting plans of the quarter-deck and tbrccastle of the President frigate, and

of a frigate built from the same draught as the Macedonian; the 3d, enables

the reader to ascertain the comparative lengths of the Epervier and Peacock.

The plates are very neatly executed ; and we have no doubt that. the labour

and expense which have attended the production of this excellent publica

tion, will be remunerated by a very general patronage. The patriotism

which professes itself by the exclusive praise of our enemies, is surely not

that which should be the best rewarded.
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THE WELCOME.

or HRS. m‘uuuan.

’ IS swect'tn hail the breeze of morn,

'Tis sweet to hear the hunter‘s born,

"I‘is glorious sport to chase the deer,

On swiftest steed, unknown to fear;

'Tis sweet o’er hill, through vale, to roam—

But sweeter far the Welcome home 1

When breathed by Love and thee, Mary!

The flock to guard, the plough to guide,

In l'owler’s bark to skim the tide,

\Vith sportslnan's eye to mark the game,

Or in the shift to fish for fame;

Though sports, or labour, know not gloom—

th sweet to hear the Welcome home !

In tones of Love from thee, Mary !

In glory‘s path, supremely brave,

The British Sailor rules the wave,

From sea to sea, from shore to shore,

His country‘s conq‘ring cannons roar

-I.-¢ " "- ,‘Pnl' - -~ : - V
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He saves his foe !—’tis mercy’s doom—

And then enjoys the Welcome home!

If met by one like thee, Mary !

The veteran Soldier from the field,

Whose arm has made the boasting yield,

Glory’s bright star illumes his name,

And rescued nations sing his fame——

As ancient chiefs of Greece and Rome,

His patriot pride is, Welcome home!

For Peace e'er smiles like thee, Mary !

From festive scene, from war's career,

From sportsman’s haunt, from labour's sphere,

From musing on the mountain-side,

From watching the receding tide,

The sounds of gladnessjoyful come,

And faithful hearts feel Welcome home !

,For Truth e’er looks like thee, Mary

The high may shine in glitt'ring state,

The low must bend to humble fate;

The great may boast ot'sov’reign sway,

The little tremble and obey—

Butjoy’s elixir still must come,

In simple sound of Welcome home !

Such as I hear from thee, Mary !

When days are flown of song and youth,

Time still will bless our conscious truth,

And every smile thy lips impart, ’ ~ '

Renew the rapture of the heart

Then age comes not a dreary gloom,

If yet thy voice speak Welcome home .'

And mine can welcome thee, Mary !

‘0ur faith may look beyond the skies,

May on the wing of cherub rise; '

May be increased in other orbs,

Where perfect love the soul absorbs—

Hear, springing from the conquer’d tomb,

The blissful, final Welcome home 1

United still to thee, Mary!

\l‘ufufl

A TRUE BILL.

WHO is it knocks so gently at my door?

That looks so way-worn, desolate, and poor;

A paid-oi? Sailor, once his Country's pride,

But now a wanderer on the highway's side;

i . \ -
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Whose haggard looks real misery bespeak,

Famine, and care, o‘er-spread his sun-burnt cheek;

“ Help a poor Seaman," is his suppliant cry,

“ Grant me a pittance, lest for want I die—

“ At Trafalgar, l play'd a Briton’s part;

“ Strength in my limbs, and courage in my heart :

“ But now a-drift, distress has brought me low,

“ As this poor wasted form will plainly shew.

“ I little thought, the day great Nelson fell,

“ That I should live so and a tale to tell:

“ Far betterI had died that glorious morn,

“ Than lived a wretch so miserably forlorn.”

ome in, my friend, and share a poor man’s meal,

Curse on the catifi', with a heart of steel, }

That cannot for your fate some pity feel.

13!]: June. 56
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HOUSE OF LORDS, SATURDAY, Jun 12.

His being the day of the Prorogation, the doors of the House were

opened at an early hour, and nearly the whole of the Peers' benchel

were filled with Ladies, elegantly dressed, to witness the ceremony.

The Lord Chancellor entered the House soon after one o’clock, when pray

ers were read. , e

The Duchess of Cumberland entered the House soon afterwards. There

were several of the Foreign Ministers present.

At half~past two the discharge of cannon announced the arrival of the

Prince Regent, and soon afterwards his Royal Highness entered the House,

with his usual state, the Sword of State carried by the Earl of Liverpool, and

attended also by the Marquis of Cholmondeley, the Marquis of Winchester,

Lord Gwydir, &c. -

His Royal Highness being seated, in his robes, on the Throne, Sir Thomas

'l‘yrwhitt, the Gentleman'Usher of the Black llod, was sent to command the

attendance of the Home of Commons.

Shortly afterwards the Speaker, in his dress robe,~accompanied by a great

number of Members, came to the Bar, when the Speaker,” usual, addressed

his Royal Highness, taking a retrospect of the chief business that has occupied

the attention of Parliament during the Session ; he then presented two Bills

for the Royal Assent, which having been given, his Royal Highness read his

Speech, of which the following is a copy :—

“ My Lords and Gentlemen,

“ I cannot close this Session of Parliament, without renewing my express

lions of deep regret sit the continuance of his Majesty‘s lamented indispu

sition.

Wm&__‘

*l
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“ The diligence with which you have applied yourselves to the Consideration

ofthedid‘ereut objects which I recommended to youratlention at the commence

ment of the Session, demands my warmest acknowledgments; and lhave no

doubt that the favourable change which is happily taking place in our internal

situation, is to be mainly ascribed to the salutary measures which you have

adopted for preserving the public tranquility, and to your steady adherence to

those principles by which the Constitution, resources, and credit of the country

have been hitherto preserved and maintained. Notwithstanding the art and

industry which have been too successfully exerted, in some parts of the

country, to alienate the afi'ections of his Majesty’s subjects, and to stimulate

them to acts of violence and insurrection, I have had the satisfaction of re—

ceiving the most decisive proofs of the loyalty and public spirit of the great

body of the people; and the patience with which they have sustained the most

severe temporary distress cannot be too highly commended. I am fully sensi

ble of the confidence which you have manifested towards me by the extraordi

nary powers which you have placed in my hands: the necessity which has

t'ilill'd for them is to me a matter of deep regret; and you may rely on my

making a. temperate but etl‘cctual use of them, for the protection and security

of his Majesty's loyal subjects.

“ Gentlemen of the House of Commons,

“ I thank you for the supplies which you have granted to me; and for tho

laborious investigation, which, at my recommendation, you have made into

the state of the Income and Expenditure of the country. It has given me sin

cere pleasure to find that you have been enabled to provide for every branch

ofthe public service without any addition to the burtbens of the people. The

state of public credit ati‘ords a decisive proof of the wisdom and expediency,

under all the present circumstances, of those financial arrangements which you

love adopted. I have every reason to believe that the deficiency in the

[{evenue is, in a. great degree, to be ascribed to the unfavourable state of the

nst season ; and I look forward with sanguine hopes to its gradual improve~

nent.

“ My Lords and Gentlemen,

" The measures which were in progress at the commencement of the

ession, for the issue ofa new Silver Coinage, have been carried into exectl

on in a manner which has given universal satisfaction ; and to complete the

‘stem which has been sanctioned by Parliament, a Gold Coinage ofa new

‘nornination has been provided for the convenience of the public.

“ I continue to receive from Foreign Powers the strongest assurance of

eir friendly disposition towards this country, and of their desire to preserve

e general tranquility. ~

“ The prospect of an abundant harvest throughout a considerable part of the

mtinent is in the highest degree satisfactory. This happy dispensation of

‘ovidence cannot fail to mitigate, if not wholly to remove, that pressure

der which so many of the nations of Europe have been sufl‘ering in the course

the last year ; and I trust that we may look forward in consequence to im

ivement in the commercial relations of this and all other countries

‘ I cannot allow you to separate without recommending to you, that upon

1r return to your several counties you should use your utmost endeavours to

eat all attempts to corrupt and mislead the lower classes of the community,

I that you should lose no opportunity of inculcating amongst them that

Dan. Q‘Lbrnn. Vol. XXXVIII. r.
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spirit of cgpcord and obedience to the laws, which is not less essential to their

happiness as individuals, than it is indispensable to the general welfare and

prosperity of the kingdom."

Parliament was then prorogued to the 25th of August. It is not expected to

meet for business before January.
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Copied verbatim from the Lounoiv GAZETTE.

' (mom 1793 to 1798.)

[Continued from page 435.]

WHITEHALL, auncn 11, 1794.

Sin, Fortitude. February 9, 1794.

N obedience to your orders, I went yesterday in his Majesty's ship For

titude, which I command, against the tower of Mortella, where I re

mained two hours and a half; when finding that neither the fire of the For

titude, nor that of the Juno (who was extremely well placed to hatter the

tower), had made any material impression, and the main~mast of the ship

'being much wounded, many of the shrowds cut away, three of the lower

'deck guns dismounted, several hot shot in the ltull, and a great many men

‘blown up by the explosion of powder from a powder-box that was struck

by a hot shot, and being so near the tower and the rocks, that il'the wind

should die away it would be ditlicult, and if it should change so as to blow

on shore it might be impossible, to get away, I thought it prudent to haul

off. Soon after I had done so, the ship was perceived to be on fire, from

the main-deck to the upper part of the quick-work on the quartersdeck,

occasioned by a hot shot that had lodged in the side; but after cutting out

the shot, and opening the side in diHerettt places, the fire was extinguished

without having done any material damage.

I had infinite pleasure in observing, during the whole of the action, the

most cool intrepid courage in all the oliicers and men of the Fortitude; and

I am particularly pleased to have this opportunity of doing them justice,

by saying, that I do not think any men could do their duty better; and I

have only to regret, with them, that their exertions were not attended with

better success.

And if Captain Woodley will allow me, I shall be happy also in having

this opportunity of thanking him for the very great assistance I received in

placing the ship from his knowledge of the place, and from the coolness

and clearness with which he gave his directions, as well as for the advan

tages l reaped from his skill and presence of mind during the whole of the

action.

I enclose a report of the state of the ship, and of the killed and

wounded ; and am, Sir, &c.'

Commodore Robert Linzee. @1027,

Report of the State of his Majesty's Ship Fortitude, Feb. 9, 1794.

Two 18-pound shot through the centre of the main-must, and nine main

shrouds shot away. One of the lower-deck port timbers cut through, and

all the cell of the port carried away; one of the quarter-deck ports cut

down to the deck 5 the heel of the fore-top-gallant-niast, fore-top-ntast, cap

mflr’xf.’ ._:_,.-_. dd~chfl “Tram-A_

l
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and cross trees shot away; the spare main-top-mast and jib~boom shot ;

some shot in the hull, but none under water; a great part of the running

rigging and blocks shot away; and tnost of the top-mast backstays, and

three loner-deck guns, disabled.

Report of the Killed and ll'ounded.

Killed, 6 ,- wounded, 56. Ot' whom 8 are very dangerously wounded.

Woo... you”?

ant, Victory, of SLFiarenzo, Feb. 9, 1794.

I have received your letter of this day's date, accompanied by one from

Captain Young to you, with an account of the Fortitude‘s defects, and of

the killed and wounded in the attack of Mortello-Tower yesterday.

I desire you will express to Captain Young, and, through him, to his

officers and Ship's company, the very high satisfaction their cool and intro

pid conduct has given me, and request they will accept my warmest

thnnlts. You will be pleased also to make my grateful acknowledgments to

Captain Woodley, for placing the Fortitude with so much judgment, as well

as for the very able assistance he gave to Captain Young: and I cannot‘

omit to desire you will signify to Captain Hood how much I was delighted

to see the Juno sojudiciously stationed; and I was no less so in observing

the ships withdrawn in so officer-like a manner, for one would not have

imagined that either had received the smallest damage, which must clearly‘

manifest the strictest attention of the ofiicers and men to the orders oftheit'

captains.

The general has made a further demand for sand-bags; you will there

fore direct the respective captains with you to have as many made as they

can out of any unserviceahlc sails they may have on board, and also sup

vily any planks they can spare for platforms. I am, 6m.

Commodore Linzce. PM

MY Lotto, BIurtclIo-Bay, Feb. 8, 1794-.

I now have the honor to inform you, that, after establishing batteries on

to rocky mountains that overlook the enemy's posts at. Fornelli, and alter

severe cannonading for two days, which dismounted guns, and greatly

mmaged his works, we last night, just at the rising of the moon, made a

imbined attack, under the command of Lieutenant-colonel Moore. Our

55 was moderate ; that of the enemy considerable. We were completely

ccessl'ul ; gained all the heights and posts of Fornelli, and have thereby

cored the undisturbed possession of Mortello-Bay, and of this side of the

lph of Fiorenzo.

Without the wonderful efl'orts of the oflicers and men of Commodore

nzee's squadron, we had no reasonable prospect ol'success ' and my best

tnowledgments are due to Captain Dickson, Captain Cook, Captain

ung, Captain \Vohclcy, Captain Hood, and Captain Woodley, and to

other otiicers and sailors who acted under them, and whose zeal, ability,

1 exertions I shall always with gratitude recollect and acknowledge.

1 out, &6

Quote 27mm

DIP-AIL sin, Marielle-Bay, Feb. 18, 1794.

be; leave to congratulate you no the success with which our united

its were crowned last night in the attack on the enemy’s advanced and

{lit Ilon. Lord Hood, 4e. (S‘C- t5r.
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principal work, and on the subsequent evacuation of the posts of Fornelli.

and the retreat ofthe enemy to l-‘iorenzo, which perfectly secures to us the

undisturbed possession of Mortello-Bay.

Accept rny warmest acknowledgments for the effectual and unlimited aid

you have on every occasion given us. Without the wonderful efl'orts of the

officers and men under your command, we had no reasonable prospect of

success; and I am to beg, through you, to offer my best thanks to Captain

Dickson, Captain Cook, Captain Young, Captain “’olseley, Captain Hood,

and Captain Woodley, and to all the olficers and sailors who acted under

them, and whose zeal, ability, and exertion [shall always, with surprise

and gratitude, recollect and acknowledge. I have the honor to be, &c.

i gum—<1 gum/ad.

sra, St. Fiorenzo, February 21, 1794.

I had the honor of informing you from Porto Ferrara, on the 4th instant,

of our intention to sail for the gulph of St. Fiorenzo in Corsica. The dis

lodging of the French from Bastia, St. Fiorenzo, and Calvi, the three prin

cipal posts they held in Corsica, and the attaining of so secure a harbour as

St. Fiorenzo for our own fleet, appeared so important an object, that

lllhough our military force was but small, deficient in many of the most

essential points of equipment, and the season of the year was far from

encouraging, l was induced to acquiesce in any attempt that should appear

to promise the most distant hopes of success. Two intelligent and expe

rienced otiicers were sent to confer with General Pauli, to examine local

situations, and to report on the whole of circumstances, which they did

favourably; the fleet therefore sailed from the Bay oflliercs (where we

had lain since the 19th of December) on the 24th of Jandary, and pro

ceedcd towards St. Fiorenzo ; but the following day a very violent gale of

wind (which lasted for three days) dispersed and endangered the fleet, and

obliged us, with great difliculty, to gain Porto Ferraro, in the river Elba,

where we remained some days making preparation.

On the 5th of February we again sailed ; but as the three-decked ships

were not so well qualified for these narrow seas and dangerous coasts at this

season of the year, Commodore Linzee, with three ships of the line and

two frigates, was detached with the troops in transports; and on the 7th,

in the morning, we anchored in an open and exposed bay adjoining to that

of Mortello, which we wished to oct‘upy, as it afl‘ords the best anchorage in

the gulph of Fiorenzo. The same evening the troops were landed, consist

ing ofthe 2d battalion of the Royals, 11th, 25th, 30th, 50th, 515t, and

69th regiments, amounting to about 1400 men bearing arms.

' As the enemy, beside the town of Fiorenzo, possessed several heights and

points, in order to command the anchorage of the, west side of the gulph it

was necessary to dislodge them before the squadron could anchor in secu

rity; and these'points in succession, or. entering the gulph, were the tower

of Mortello, the itdouht and batteries of the Convention, and the tower of

Fornelli, with two considerable sea-batteries dependent upon it.

‘ Expecting little opposition from Mortello Tower, and trusting from intel

ligche that we could approach near enough to that of Fornelli to attack it.

with light artillery. Lieutenant-colonel _Moore was detached on the 8th with

the Royal and Eilst regiments, a small howitzer, and a six-pounder, to

effect this purpose; but after a march of seven or eight miles, through a

rocky, desert, and mountainous country, destitute of roads, and where the

artillery was carried by a detachment of sailors, under Captain Cook ; he

arrived on the heightsimmediately above Fornelli, and then found that the

distance was too great to hope for any etl'ect from his small guns. The

Commodore Lin sec.
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time day we began from a commanding height, within 150 yards, to batter

the tower of Mortello; but it was not till the 10th, after the attack made

by the Fortitude and Juno, and after establishing an lB-pounder, two

9-p0unders, and a carronade against it, that we were enabled to reduce it,

and take an oflicer and thirty-two men prisoners.

During this time, having been enabled to examine the mountains that

skirted the western part of the gnlph, and which overlooked the enemy’s

posts (particularly the principal one, the redoubt of the Convention, which

originally was, and by us was expected to be found, an open battery, but

Which, by indefatigable labour, they had now converted into a close work,

mounted with twenty-one pieces of heavy ordnance, and which, from inter

cepted letters, they considered as the key of the whole, and of great

strength), it appeared, that if heavy cannon could be established on points

where the enemy had deemed it impossible to place them, that their works

might be ruined, and then attacked to advantage.

This operation the officers of the navy cheerfully undertook; and, by the

most surprising exertions of science and labour, from the 12th to the 16th,

placed four lS-pounders, a large howitzer, and a ten-inch mortar in bat

terv, on ground elevated at least 700 feet above the son, and where every

dithcnlty of ascent and surface had opposed the undertaking.

' On the 16th, in the morning, we opened with two batteries of three

pieces of artillery each. One of these, at the distance of 1000 yards, enfi

laded the redonbt of the Convention, and the other, at the distance of 800

yards, took it in reverse. The redoubt itself was of a long narrow form,

occupying the summit of a detached height, and about 250 feet above

the sea.

Our fire was heavy and unremitting during the 16th and 17th; and, not.

withstanding the gallantry of the enemy, both in serving their guns and in

repairing their works, their fire was nearly overpowered. ()n the evening

ofthe 17th, a fifth 18-pounder was brought up by the seamen, and a sixth

was also placed on an advanced point near the shore, to prevent the two

French frigates in the Bay from placing themselves in a situation to enfilade

our proposed attack.

On the 17th, measures having been concerted, the 9d battalion of the

Royals, 25th, 50th, and filst regiments, under the command of Lieutenant:

colonel Moore, were destined for the attempt ; while the 11th, 80th, and

and 69th remained in reserve. The troops marched in three columns, and

having nearly equal distance: to go over, moved at the same hour (half-past:

eight o'clock) in order to arrive at the enemy's works a little after the rising

of the moon. Lieutenant-colonel Moore, on the right, with the 2d batta

lion of the Royals, commanded by Captain M‘Kcnzie, and the Slst regi

ment, came down on the advanced point of the reduubt; Lieutenant-colonel

Wauchope, with the 50th, advanced towards its centre; and Captain Stew

art, with the 25th, keeping close to the sea-shore, was directed to enter on

the left and most commanding part of the work.

Notwithstanding the “hole of the ground over which the troops marched

Was rocky, rough, and covered with thick myrtle-bushes, they approached

the redoubt without the enemy being certain of their progress; and, under

a very heavy fire, they arrived nearly at the same time at their points,

rushed into their works, prevented more than two or three discharges of

cannon' being given, and, with their bayonets, drove the enemy down the

stee bill which formed the rear of the work.

ie judicious fire kept up from our batteries by Captain Wilkes and

Lieutenant Duncan, jun. of the Royal Artillery, till the very moment of

the attack, facilitated much the approach of the troops; and a false attack

made by the Corsicans on Lieutenant-colonel Moore’s right served also to

engage and distract the attention of the enemy, who were not aware of the

extent of their danger.
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The loss of the enemy on the 16th and 17th amount to upwards of 100

men killed and wounded, and 10 officers (amongst whom was the com

mandant) and 60 men made prisoners, out of 550 men that occupied the

work.

The conduct of Lieutenant-colonel Moore, of the several commanding

oflicers, and of all the. oficers and soldiers under his orders, was firm and

judicious, and merits every commendation.

The enemy being now reduced to their last post on the height of For

nelli, at about 400 yards distance, from which we were separated by a

strong and deep ravine, fearing that their retreat would be cdt off, abun

doned them about midnight, crossed over to Fiorenzo, hauled off their fri

gates, and left us in possession of the tower and batteries of Fornelli.

against which we otherwise must have placed cannon, and, in a delay of

two or three days, probably have lost a number ofmen.

On the 18th the squadron anchored in perfect security in Mortello-Bay.

On the 19th, after taking measures for the march of tlic troops to the

other side of the town, to cut oi? the enemy's communication with Bastia,

a summons was sent to Fiorenzo to surrepder. In the afternoon a negative

answer was received ; but, during the day, strong symptoms of a speedv

evacuation were perceived. '

One of the frigatca having been sunk by our shot, the other was set on

fire about four in the afternoon, when n boat came ofl'to announce that the

enemy had quitted the town. It was immediately taken possession of.

On the 20th, by a party sent out, we found that the enemy had evacuated

several strong posts with cannon, which kept up their communications with

Bustia, towards which place they have retired as far as the tower of

Tichime, on a very high mountain, halfway to that place, under which the

road passes, and where they have cannon.

In this manner are we now masters of the fortress and gulph of Fiorenzo,

which is the most important station in Corsica, divides the French posts,

affords a safe harbour for a numerous fleet, and, from its commanding

situation, with respect to the coast of France and Italy, is at this moment

of peculiar importance. The weather during the whole time has been most

remarkably propitious ; had it been otherwise we could not have accom-'

plished our undertaking. ,

The perseverance, spirit, and gallantry of the officers and men of every

denomination, merit the highest praise. Unprovided as we are with many

necessary articles of preparation, the service, at this season of the year',

has been severe, but undergone with the greatest cheerfulncss and good

will. To Sir James S. Erskine, and all the officers of the stud, I am IUUClt

indebted.

On this occasion, success has crowned the joint endeavours of the

British arms. From the nary we have received the most etfectunl and

essential assistance; their exertions have been wonderful and unparalleled.

Commodore Linzee alTorded us every support ; and to the Captains Dick

son, Young, Wolseley, Hood, Wondley, and Cook, and to the othcers and

men who so zealously acted under their command, we feel every sense of

their efficacious aid

In the course oft 1e service we have derived essential assistance from the

Corsicans assembled near us by General Pauli, to the number of about

1200. They have occupied advanced posts, and covered our flanks.

I have the honor to enclose returns of the killed and wounded (the loss

has fallen chiefly on the brave grenadiers and light infantry of the Royal

and Slst regiment, who were the first that entered the enemy’s works) ;

and also returns of the ordnance and stores tdken'in the town and several

out-posts. , 4

v This letter will be delivered by Captain Hislop, deputy adjutant-gencral,

“M, ii_
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an 'oflicer from whom I have received the most essential assistance, and

whumlhuvubly beg leave to recommend as peculiarly deserving of any

marlt of the royal favour which his Majesty may be graciously pleased to

I have the honour to remain, 3:0.confer upon him.

271. SQZ‘W/M,

Right Hon. Henry Dundas, 4'6. 41‘. (51:. Lien-gen.

[To be continued]

a

_ HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE BRITISH NAVY,

mom 1793 1-0 'rm: 2qu or 1814. '

*

II‘IIE Proprietor of the fiabal (Ebronirlt, in presenting the first portion

of An Historical List of the British Navy, from the year 1793 to the

end of 1814, agreeably to his prc-announced intention, deems it but an

act of duejustice to himself to state, that neither time, labour, nor ex

pense have been spared, to render the List as complete and correct as pos—

sible; but he is nevertheless aware, that in an undertaking of so complicated

annture, a higher character for it cannot be assumed than that of an

approximation to the truth, and should therefore feel extremely obliged by

the correction of better authorities, in such instances of error as may have

occurred through a deficiency of information in the circle of his research.

On a subject so intimately connected with the glory of the British Empire,

he trusts that such gentlemen as may have it in their power to contribute

any information respecting the yards where ships have been built, their

tonnage, &c.—-loss, captures, or being broken up, &c. which may have

escaped us, will readily transmit all such documents to the NAVAL

CHRONICLE OFFICE, Shoe Lane, and they will be subsequently arranged as

a Supplement.

ATLAS, 98.—Built ntChatham, 1782: length of gun-deck, 177 feet

7 inches ; keel, 145 feet, 8} inches; breadth, 50 feet 2 inches; depth of

hold, 21 feet; tons, 1950.-Cummandera—Edmund Dud, 1795; Matthew

Squire, Blarch, 1797 ; Shuldlmm Peard, January, 1199‘, Theophilus Jones,

April, 1799 ; reduced in 1802 to a 74; William Jobnstone llope, May,

1803 ; Samuel Pym (acting), July, 1804; William Brown, 1805: in Sir

J. Duckworth’s action, Feb. 6, 1806; (see Superb, and N.C. vol. xv.

p. 254); present at; the capture of l'Alexander, 84; le Jupiter, 74; la

Brave, 74 ; and the destruction of the I‘lmperial, 120, and the Diomede, 84-:

James Sanders, January, 1808; Admiral Purvis, and James Sanders, April

1808 ; James Sanders, June, 1809.

A LEX ANDRE, BO, F.—Takeu by Superb, Feb. 6, 1306. See Superb,

vol. xv. p. 254.

—-~mun tZPMM‘MMA -. \ A warm-wt A‘s-Arm“!
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AJAX, 80.—Built at Randall's Yard, Rotherhithe, 1798.—-C0mmumler.v.

James Hawkins Whitshed, January, 1798; John Holloway, June, 1798 ;

John Pakenhnm, July, 1798; John Osborn, April, 1799; Hon. Alexander

Forrester Cochrane, May, 1799 : captured 9th Jan. 1800, the Avantageux,

French privateer: John Bradhy, March, 1802 ; Lnrd Garlies, June, 1804;

Christopher Laroche (acting), March, 1805; William Brown, May, 1805:

In Sir R. Calder's action, 22d July, 1805; see Prince of Wales, and vol. xiv.

p. 163, and 168; present at the capture ofSan Rafael, 84, and la Firmc,74:

Lieutenant John Pilford (acting), October, 1805 : in Lord Nelson's action

ofi~ Trafalgar, October 21, 1805; see Victory, and vol.xiv. p. 407, 422,

429, and 433 ; present at the capture of the Bucentaur, 80; Achille, 74 ;

Swiftsure, 74; Fougenx,74; Indomptnble, 74; Berwick, 74; Aigle, 74;

Intrepitle, 74; Redoubtahle, 74; Algezirus, 74; Bahama, 74; San Ildc

fonso, 74 ; San Juan Nepnmucino, 74; Monarca, 74 ; Francisco de Asis,

74; El Rnyo, 100; Neptuno, 84; San Augustin,74; Santissima Trinidadn,

140; Argonauta, 74: Hon. Henry Blackwood, Jan. 1806; burnt Feb.

1807, by accident; see vol. Jtvii. p. 3‘20; court martial, vol. xvii. p. 378. '

AJAX (2d), 74.—Built by Wells, Blackwnll, May, 1809; length of

gnu-deck, 176 feet, 3 inches; keel, 144 feet, 11 inches; breadth, 47 feet,

9 inches; depth, 21 feet; tons, 1761.—C0mmandcrs-—Robert Waller

Otway, June, 1809; vol. xxiv. p. 4’29; Destroyed, in company with Kent,

Cambrian, Sparrowhawk, and Minstrel, a French ketch, (name unknown),

14 guns, 60 men; 2 xebecs, 3 guns each, and 30 men ; \‘ol. xxv. p. 155 ;

captured, in company with the Unite, the Dromedaire, French frigatc~

built ship, vol. xxv. p. 427 : James Brisbane, April, 1811; Sir Robert

Laurie, October, 1811; Robert \Valler Otway, June, 1818: captured

l'Alcyon, French national brig, 16 guns, 120 men; volntxxi. p. 348 :

George Mundy, October, 1814.

ABERCROMBIE, 74, F. (former name, HAUTPOULT).—Taken April

17, 1809, by Neptune, Pompée, Castor, Latona, Recruit, and Hazard;

see vol. xxi, p. 435. She is a very beautiful ship, the cells of her lower

deck ports are 6 feet 2 inches from the water’s edge, being a greater height

than any other ship in the navy; tons, 1908; vol. xxiv. p. 108.—Com

wanders—Charles Napier, Jtine, 1809; John Richards, September, 1809;

Commodore William Charles Fahic, December, 1809; destroyed, 18th

December, 1809, in companyiwith the Pumpée, Sceptre, Alfred, Alcmenc,

Blondc, Perlen, Thetis, Cantor, Freija, Pultuck, Observateur, Cygnet,

Kingdom, and Hazard, the Loire, 40, and la Seine, 40; vol. xxiii.

p. 168 and 481. ' _

ABOUKIR, 74, F. (formerly onrtox.)—Taken August- 151, 1793, by

Vanguard; \‘01. i. p. ~11 and 84,-(Jummandc’r—Thomas Bowen, 1798:

broken up.

ABOUKIR. (2d), 74.--Built at Brindloy’s, Frinsbury, in l808.-C0m

mnnders—George Cockburn, March, 1808; Percy Frazer, April, 1808.;

George Parker, May, 1808; Norbmn Thomst'm, September, 1813; cap

tured at Genoa, April 18, 1814, in company with America, Caledonia,

'14» -wsm»_(rr—~
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Edinburgh, Boyne, Union, Prince of Wales, Pembroke, Berwick, Curacoa,

Rainbow, Pylades, Iphigenia, Furieuae, Cephalus, and Swallow, the

Brilliant, 74; Coureur, 18; Renard, 18; Sphynx, 18; and Endymion, 16;

and a 74 unnamed on the stocks; vol. xsxi. p. 502.

[To be centinuedJ

xilflt ars'ronr or can PRESENT man, 1817‘

_. 

NAVAL HISTORY OF THE PRESENT YEAR 1817.

(June—July.) _

RETROSPECTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS.

N the subject of Barbaric faith, our sentiments have been delivered

in terms sufficiently explicit. It is reported, and perhaps truly, that

the Pasha of Tripoli ordered summaryjuStice to he executed on the cap

tain of a corsair, who had violated the treaty in the capture of a British

vessel; but this does not lessen the necessity of an imposing naval force

to prevent the recurrence of such acts of aggression and punishmenn The

other powers, however, look to the co-operation of England, to head the

confederacy, who, disgusted by the general exclusion of her manufactures,

is, we are told, indifferent to the protection of foreign Commerce front

Earharic piracy—while her 0th is thus excluded. This indifl'erence, it

appears from the following statement, is particularly directed toward the

German States :—

“ It is said to be the intention of the German kingdoms and principali

ties to apply to Great Britain, that the English Navy may put down the

African piracies which every where destroy German navigation. It is no

torious, that the manufacturers of that empire have been eittremely

zealous, in order to prevent the introduction of British manufactures into

their territories. Under these circumstances, we are told that ministers

have determined not tointerfcre for the protection of German navigation,

until some commercial treaty be arranged, by which all prohibitions will be

withdrawn with regard to our manufactures.”

A long extract of the New Naval Regulations has appeared in the Times,

which so far as they go, heara character ofjudgment and equity—they will

be inserted in our next Number.

It is with much regret we state the truly unfortunate termination of thd

Embassy to China, by the loss of his Majesty‘s ship Alcesté, Captaid

Murray Maxwell, shortly after she had left Canton, on her retnrn homes

The following letter from an otlicer who belonged to her, has been

obligingly sent to us :—

“ Bata'via, Blurrh 3, 1817.

“ The Alceste was lost on the 18th of February, on a sunken rock, near

Pulo Leat, or Middle Island, in the Straits of Gaspar—every person saved:

0n the following day the Embassy left Middle lsland, in a barge and cow

ter, and got safe here on Sunday the 236. Two ships left this on Monda]

flab. fibrin. Vol. XXXVI“. I!

ah“
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morning the 24th, and, accompanied by our two boats, are gone to bring

Captain Maxwell, the other otiiccrs, and crew, to this place. We (who

have arrived here) have saved only a small parcel each; but some things

are saved on the island, which is uninhabitable. For the sake ofthooe ~

friends in England, put into the Telegraph, that all are saved, and were

pretty well on the 24th ult. when we left them : we expect them here the

day after to-morrow. An American takes this, bound to Holland. The

remaining English at this place, and Dutch Governor, make it very pleasant

to us unfortunates. Lord Amherst and all, are well here, consisting of 18

persons: the other 29 that arrived, are gone back in the boats, as before

stated."—(Pl_ymoullt Tclrgrapb.)

The ship Dowson, M'Donaltl, from Bengal, touched at Ascension on

the 23d of May, and learnt, that the American ship mentioned in the

above letter, had called there, and reported, that the Alceste was run upon

a coral rock, at day-light, when going at the rate of seven knots, which

occasioned her almost immediately to sink, and prevented the possibility

of saving scarcely a single article. We hope, however, from the tenor of

the letter, that, at least, the records of the Embassy have been preserved.

Accounts received from America represent trade to be in a most

deplorable state, and that the failures have been so extensive, as to cause

a general gloom to prevail throughout the United States—Mr. Cobbett,

however, finds America a very comfortable country, and provisions cheap

and plentiful.—Audi ullcrum portem :—

A letter to a respectable merchant of Birmingham, dated Boston, June 4,

says—“ I am sorry to hear the distress you have in England, but I assure

you, though I know the people in your country will not believe it, that most

of the provisions are a third part dearer in the sea-ports of America than

in London, eaccpt flour, and that was 15 dollars a barrel nearly all the

winter, and bread one-fourth dearer than in London. Provisions were

never known so dear as they were last season. We have scarcely had any

good beef; and, bad as it has been,- the average price was 10d. per lb. and

mutton halfa dollar, or Qs.3d.v which, when I was in Birmingham, was

only 6d. per lb.-—But here they never complain, for fear the world should

not think them happier than in any other country. Many mechanics have

lately comet'rnm England, and numbers of them are in a wretched state, as

they cannot get employ. I thinl: your government ought to put a stop to

emigration, or take means to inform the public of the state of this

country, which. at this time, is more over-stocked with manufacturers than

preat Britain." “

The South American Insurgent privateers, alias pirates, make wise ex.

_ceptions in their predatory course, and only attack the ships of those

countries who are unable to protect them. The flags excepted are those of

North American, British, Swedish, Russian, French, and Danish.

An article from Berlin mentions, that in spite of the associations against

the use of English manufactures, they have a considerable sale, in comic.

‘quence of the lowness of their prices.
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' A METEOROLOGICAL JOURN AL, 1,,

‘ _ KEPT ATHTHB OBSERVATORY OF THE NAVAL AOADE‘IY, GOSPORT' I
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17 w.1\'.w.ms.w. 30-05 30-0030 025 68 5‘2 60 -.0 r

'18 >N.wN.w. 30-0429 “129 9m? 61 46 56-!) ~40 113 i

19 N.N.W.10W.b.‘1. 30-14;:30-1 “0-130 67 49 58 ‘

_ . 20 ' -_W.w S.W.. 3u'16I 1430150 69 55 62 —-—

21 S.b.W. mW.S.W. 30-0729-0550-015 72 5? 64'5 4.5 10 p i

" ‘ 22' s.w; 29-9929 29-900 70 55 62'5—— \
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found less thn that In our last Meteorologital lkblc. ' - ‘ ‘ -
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REMARKS ON THE WEATHER.

June ‘25. A low thick mist, from 7 till 10 A.M.: when it was dispersed

by a light breeze from the N.W. : the remainder of the day and night

fine, with cumuh' capped, and cirrocumuli : some distant flashes of light

nmg at 10 P.M. '

96- Overcast till 9 A.M. when cumult' appeared in the North and East:

P.M. dense cirroslrutu: below cirrocumulus, followed by rain and lightning

through the night.

‘27- A fine morning: P.M. as the preceding, except the lightning.

QB. A.M. Cumuli and riyrostrati below ramified and plumose cirrus:

P.M. a clear sky, and a strong westerly breeze.

29- Cumuli and cirrocumulus, and a brisk wind: at 2 P.M. haze in the

upper medium, upon which a solar halo 44° in diameter was well formed,

and a corona within it till 4, when the vapour descended in large sheets of

cirrastratus, followed by rain.

30. A.M. as the preceding: P.M. cirrostrati and a fresh breeze: a

fine sun-set, and a copious fall of dew in the night.

JULY ly- At7 A.M. rain, followed by large nimbi: at 3 P.M. a strong
gale of wind from the S.W. and a tempestuoua night. i

2- Overcast till 10 A.M., when cumuli and cirroslratn: appeared: the

gale continued till after sun-set.

3- Cmnu/ostratus early, and at 11 A.M. nimbi and rain: from 5 till IQ

P.M. low denise electric clouds, and reverse winds, with an appearance for

thunder. ‘

4- Overcast with low rirroslrafns, and a strong breeze: at 11 A.M,

cumuloslratu: below rirrocumulur, and a light gale from the Sin: a fine
afternoon, and rain in the night. ' v i

5- Overcast and-rain early: at 11 A.M. cumuli and cirrostrqlu: below

tin-us ,- and at 12, large ni/nbi with'emart thunder showers: the afternoon
and night turned out fine. i i

6- A.M. as the preceding: P.M. fine, with cumuli and rirroslruli,

and a strong breeze from the S.W. -

7- Cumulnsqutns till 11 A.M.: in the afternoon, lofty cloud-capped
clouds stretphing East arid West, and a fresh breeze from'lthe $.W. : a line

day. - i ' ' j

8- An inosculation of cumuli and rirroatrali at 8 A.M. and at 11, linear

cirrus.- l’.M. cirracumulut : at 7, the upper part of a large §0lflrillfll0 ap

peared on a thin haze, the lower part was hid, on account ofthe Sun‘s being

[within 18° of the horizon: some pasting clouds and much dew in the night.

9. arms early; at A. M. calm, and distant cumuli: and at 12. mt.

dulated cirrostratux: P.M. fine, with much cirrocumulus and an increased

temperature.

10- A.M. Cirrocumulua and rumuIt', and a brisk wind from the S.E.:

P.M. cirroslratus and nimlu', with frequent showers, and sumhine at in.

tervals-a ft“' flashes of lightning from the East in the evening. '4
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l 1- Cumulostralus below cirrus, and a light breeze: RM. cumuli and

A strong breeze: at 10, a meteor darted from under a large cirrmtratus

cloud through a space of about 40° westward of the zenith; it appeared to

beof the size of Jupiter, had an inclination to the horizon of about 15°, and

left a long train behind it resembling the sparks of fire from a squib in

motion.

IQ- A.M. as the preceding: RM. rumuli capped in all quarters; af

terwards nimbi and showers: at 11, the Via Larlea, or Milky Way, very

bright with telescopic stars from the N.N.E. to the SSW. horizon: a clear

night.

l3- Cirrorumulus, rirrostratus, and cumuli till 10 A.M.; afterwards a

close vaporous air till 3 P.M., followed by distant thunder, nimbi, and

driving showers.

14- Overcast and rain till 8 A.M., then sunshine and various modifi

cations of clouds: RM. as the preceding, with light gales of wind.

15. Frequent showers and a strong westerly breeze, with sunshine at

intervals: P.M. nimbi and other modifications of clouds, with smart

showers, rainbows, and a stiff breeze from the North; also a rapid depres

sion and a quick return of the mercury in the barometer.

16- A blue sky, and windy till 8 A.M.: at 9, attenuated cirroslrah'

from the North: at 11, cumulostmtus: RM. fine, with cumuli capped, and

a light shower at 5: a fine sun-set, when the crescent of the new moon ap

peared in the West: a clear night and much dew.

17- A fine morning: at IQ, an electric compound appearance of the

clouds, and two currents of wind crossing each other at right angles: RM.

short showers of rain,and sunshine at intervals.

18- A.M. overcast with cumuloslralus: P.M. large lofty nimlu', with

showers, but fine at intervals: last night the thermometer sunk to 46°, the

lowest temperature since the |4th ultimo.

19. Attenuated and undulated rirroitratus, below cirrus, with faint

sunshine, and a brisk wind in the afternoon: a fine night.

QO- A.M. fine, with cirrus and cirroslrnti : P.M. overcast with cumu

Ioslrulus: a light shower at 10 o’clock.

21- Overcast [ill 10 A.M., when cirrortrah' appeared: at 1 RM. cirri

from the S.W., the southern edges of which, on approaching the sun, ex

hibited many prismatic colours as bright as those of the rainbow; when in

the zenith, they passed to cirrocumuli in an nzurc sky: rain and wind in

the night.

22. As yesterday morning till 9 AM. : the remainder of the day fine,

with cirroslralus below linear and plumose cirri, and a succession of large
nimbi, with distant showers, and a light gale from the IS.W.: at 9 P.M. a

shewer, and a cloudy night.

23- Low close cumulostr-nlus till l2 A.M., and distant thunder: RM.

heavy showers from large nimbi, and a perfect rainbow in the East at

5 o’clock: the night as the preceding.

-n_|,_
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24' A fine serene day, with various modifications of clouds from cirrus

to cumulastratut: the night as the preceding.

The Wheat in and about this neighbourhood lOOliS plentiful, and re

markahly large in the ear; the Barley also looks fine, and is filling very

fast. Our Farmers now only want about three weelts of settled sunny wea

ther to enable them to commence the corn harvest.

The good crops ol‘ Hay have been got in favourably between the showers.

Every description of fruit is far more abundant than we could possibly have

anticipated from the appearance of blights at the latter end of May.

”’

A Reply to the Suggestion of the Clerk of the Weather-Oflicc.

MR. EDITOR,

FROM the suggestion of A Clerk of the l'l’cuthew-Oflire, in your last

Number, of representing the various modifications of clouds on a copper

plate, we beg leave to say that we will give it a thought. We agree with

him that it is somewhat difficult to understand the bare explanation of the

Nomenclature of Clouds, especially from a single glance, or a cursory view

of the definitions alluded to in vol. 37, p. I74, of the Naval Chronicle; for

it requires some practice in observing their formation,heights, and densities,

before an observer can readily and correctly register their distinct appella

lations. We will quote the reply of one of our Igreatest Meteorologists on,

this subject, which is as follows: “ Iprqfer that a Student in this science

should matte hirnse_lt'n1asterlgflhe principles by the definitions, and apply them to

aahat he sees in notarefor a while, rather than be guided byfm-ms, which admit

of to great latitude, that it is not possible to ,gua'rd hint by drawing: against mis

{dkt'n'g linefrom the other at first.” Hence we doubt that a simple Engrav

ing of each Modification would he of much assistance to young Meteorolo

gists. The dilhcul'ty, however, may soon he surmounted by frequently ob

serving, atid vlitt’t'antively perusing Mr. Luke Howard’s Essay on the Clouds,

published on the 30th vol. of Nicholson‘s Philosophical Journal, for Sep~

tember, I811 ; “or in Rees‘s Cyclopmtlia, under the article Cloud.

' N. A. G.

 

lDtnmntinnn anti appointments.

Captains, 81¢. appointed.
I * - Y- . i . .

:kight Hon. George Rose is appointed one of the Directors of Green

Met- Hospital.

Licut. J. P. Perkin, Robert R. Felix, and J. C. Heaslop, are prombted

w the respeczite rank of Commanders. .

' Liéiit. Moore, late of the Royal goi'ercign yacht, who so gallnnvly saved

the lives of several Frenchmen at the entrance of Calais lnnlmur, as

particularly detailed in the Moniteur, is promoted to the rank of Com

mander.

_ Captain Miller Worle is appointed Inspecting Ofiicer of Preventative.

Boats in the Isle of Wight, vice Samuel Grove, duct-used. __

For the Prince's order for Capt. Bentham to wear the Sardinian Order of

St. Lazarus, are. See Gazette. ' ' ‘ ' '
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Edward Pownoll, Esq. late Storekeeper at Gibraltar, to be Clerk of' the

Survey at Plymouth, vice Edgeeumbe removed to Norwich

Lieutenanls, &c. appointed.

Lient. Samuel Mottley is appointed to command the Hardwickp Revel

nue Cruiser; Lieut. John Bowie, to the Minerva Revenue Cutter : John

Morrell to the Richmond; John Eveleigh, to the Whitworth; and John

Pearce, to the Wickham. '

Lieut. G. G. Stewart, to the Ramillies; B. Bnyntum, to the Salisbury;

E. B. Stewart, to the Saracen; Vlr'. G. Martin, to the Bulwark ; S. King,

to the Heron; Allen Field, to the Ister; Charles B. Louis, to the Impreg

nable. o

B. Bonifant, to he Flag Lieutenant to Vice-Admiral Pickmore in the Sir

Francis Drake; W. C. Courtney, to the Tigris; Thomas Sherwin, to the

Starling; Charles G. Griflin, to the Swan; Lieutenant Appleby, to the

Queen Charlotte.

Lieutenant Busby has been left in command of the vessels on Lake

Erie, in Canada; Lieut. Kent, of those on Lake Huron; Captain Montre

ior, of those on Lake Champlain; and Commodore Sir Robert Hall, and

Lieuts. Stevensonantl Hanby, to the command of H.M. ships and vcsSels on

Lake Ontario.

Mr. Josiah Oak is appointed Master of the Royal George yacht.

James Ruddall, to be Purser of the Blossom; and George Wallis, to the

Brazen.

Mr. E. Wilkes is appointed Surgeon of the Florida; and Charles Carter

to the Britomart.

John Gilchrist to be Assistant-surgeon of the Alban.

Chaplains appointed.

Rev. Thomas Morgan, late Chaplain of the Royal Hospital at llaslar, is

appointed Chaplain of the Dock-yard at Portsmouth, vice Dr. Scott, dis-v

missed.

Rev. Wm. Jones, of the Llandevey, is appointed Chaplain of the Royal

Hospital at Greenwich, vice Cooke, retired.

Rev. Charles Arthur Sago, to be Chaplain of ILMS. Albion.

Rev. Robert Willis to he Chaplain of the Pactolus.

Rev. W. J. R. Harwell, to be Chaplain of the Pique.

 

Captain Blnchford, of H.171. sloop Jalouse, is dismissed the naval ser

vice.
 

_ MARRIAGES.

Lately, S. Mitchell, RN. to Charlotte Jane, only daughter of the Rev.

Digby Smith, of Worcester.

Lately, at Edinburgh, Count Flahanlt, Aide-de-Camp to Buonapnrte at

the Battle of Waterloo, to the Hon. Miss Elphinstone Mercer, of Aldie,

daughter to Admiral Right Hon. Lord Keith.

Lately, at Plymouth, Lieut. Lapidge, RN. to Miss Elliot, of Kingsand.

Lately, Robert Ackland, Esq. to Caroline, daughter of Vice-Admiral

Sir CharlesTylcr, K.C.B. of North Down, Pembroke.
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May 2. At Halifax, Nova Scotia, Charles Martyr, Esq. 'of Halifax, Ncivgv

Scotia, to Miss M‘Lcan, daughter of Major M‘Lean.

June 22. Lieutenant Joseph Luddington, R.N. to Mary, second daughter of

the late Joseph Brown Bunce, Esq. of Stonehouse.

‘_ 24-. At Tewkeibury, Lieutenant Spalding Mitchell, R.N. to Charlottl

Jane, only daughter of the Rev. Digby Smith, of Worcester.

26. Edward Knowle, Esq. of the Navy Office, to Esther, daughter

of -—— Stone, Esq. of Hall-Place, near Dartford, in Kent.

30. At Titchfield, Lieutenant. Walter Leslie, RN. to Miss Elizabeth

Danford, of the same place.

— Captain Wilson, R.N. son of the late Judge Wilson, of Stow, near

Kendal, to Dorothy, daughter of Charles Gibson, Esq. of Queremcre

Park. .

July 12. At St. George’s. Hanover-square, the Hon. Orlando Bridgman,

second son of the Earl of Bradford, and Aide-de~(‘.nmp to Lord Hill, and'

Brother of Captain Hon. C. O. Bridgman; of thclcarus, to Selina, fourth

daughter of the lion. General Needhatu, of Waverly Park, Huntingdotr

shire.

17. Lieutenant P. Godfrey. RN. sonof Major Godfi‘ey, to'Augustc

Maria, second daughter of J. March, Esq.

20. At Alverstoke, hy the Rev. Mr. h'lorgan, Chaplain of H.M. Duck

yard at Portsmouth, Captain Burney, of the 44th Itegt. to Miss Diana Bi

Somerville, yountlest daughter of Hugh Sumerville, Esq. Purser, RN. of

Mount Pleasant, Devon. 4 -

 

. DEATHS.

Lately, Mr, Reeves, late gunner with Lord Nelson in the Victory.

Lately, at Saltash, near Plymouth, aged 91 years, Mr. Tucker, father of

Benjamin Tucker, Esq. late Secretary to the Admiralty. and at present Sur

veyor-General of the Duchy of Cornwall, and of J . Tucker, Esq. one of

the Surveyors of ILM. navy. '

Dec. 9. In India, Mr. R. B. Sanderson, surgeon of H.M.S. Orlando.

Date of Commission, April I], 1811. _ ' '

April 16. At Buckland, Devon, Mr. Charles Frederick Gordon, late

surgeon of the Royal Hospital at liaslar, at the advanced age of 97 years.

17. At Plymouth, Lieut. Samuel Grant, R.N.‘ aged 25 years.

20. At Brampton, Eliza, the wife of Captain W. C. Fahie, R.N.

- On board the Royal Sovereign, at Plymouth, Lieutenant J. H.

Talbot, R.N. employed in the service of the Ordinary at that Port. Com‘

mission dated 4th of April, 1796.

21. At Poole, Dorset, Captain Matthews, of the Royal Marines. Date

of Commission, 13th of April, 1809. .

May 5. At the house of her father in Somerset-place, aged 25 yea

Susan Boone, daughter of J. D. Thompson, one of the Commissioners of

ILM. navy. _

16. In the 33d year of his age, off Cape Finisterre, Captain Robert

Preston, of H.l\I.S. Euphrates. Date of Commission, 27th of Jan. 1810..

25. At Chelsea, Mrs. Mary Wainwright, aged 80 years, relict of thc’

late Captain 'Wainwright, R.N. and mother of the present Captain Waring"

wright.
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(Concluded from page 18.)

APTAIN LAYMAN’s attention and research having been

engaged both at home and abroad to the means of supporting

the material of the navy, ever since the elaborate Report of the

Commissioners of Woods and Forests, &c. printed by order of

Parliament, in 179-2, stating—“ That such is the present state of

the growing timber, and the prospect of future supply, that this

country will in all probability experience afalul want of great oak

timber, and become dependent on other powers for the means of

supporting her navy, if care be not taken to provide a supply in

future, and to reduce the consumption of it, by the utmost care

and frugality in the expenditure." In 1797, when the scarcity

attracted the attention of the best informed men, Captain Layman

presented to his Majesty's ministers his observations, in a memoir

on the subject of supply ; and in 1799, when the well-grounded

apprehension of a want of good naval timber began to be realized,

he was desired to state more particularly the superiority of Malabar

teak to any other ship timber. In the following year, when the

inferior quality of foreign timber used in our ships of war foretold

speedy decay, Captain Layman endeavoured to show the impolicy

and weakness of such dependence on other nations, when we had

the power to obtain in our Eastern Provinces the best ship timber

in the world ; and as our ships of war were then getting very do.

fectivc, and as supply was absolutely necessary, he submitted a

Plan to Earl St. Vincent, in 180”, for build.ng ships of war of

Malabar Teak, to commence by constructing not only a frigate,

but a line-of-battle ship, of 2000 tons, at Bombay; Captain

Layman having gone upwards of 500 miles in one instance to

ascertain the means. Mr. Philip Dundas, then superintendant of

fish. {prom Vol. XXXVI". N
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the marine at. Bombay, having reported the measure impracticable.

Willi this Plan, Lord St. Vincent was so well pleased, that he

sent it to Bad Spcncer._ As from the badness of the crop in the

season 1800, great distress was created in the country from a

scarcity of bread, and the apprehended rupture with the Northern

Powers had not only raised naval stores to a great price, but ren

dered them difficult to get, Captain Layman suggested to Lord St.

Vincent, and by his Lordship’s desire submitted in writing, the

propriety of restricting ships of war and Indiamen to their receiv

ing on board more bread, flour, or naval stores, than was ne

cessary for the passage out, as they could be supplied in India with

better bread, at a much cheaper rate. Lord St. Vincent having

sent the suggestions to Earl Spencer, then at the head of the

Admiralty, his Lordship forwarded it to the late Lord Melville,

who having shown it to a friend of his, Captain Layman received

the following communication, dated 20th February, 1801 :—

“ I saw a letter some time ago, which you wrote Earl St. Vincent, and '

it was by him transmitted to Lord Spencer, on the subject of the unneces

sary stores and provisions carried out to India. Your friends “ho had the'

perusal of it, thought it did you great credit." l

“ I trust that now Lord St. Vincent is at the head of the Admiralty, the

plan of building ships at Bombay, according to your ideas, will speedily be

put in practice, for surely it is much wanted."

_ Some time after, Lord St. Vincent having seen the Chairman and

Deputy Chairman of the East India Company, orders were sent:

Out to build ships of war at Bombay, and the country has already

obtained a small squadron of durable ships : that the ships first

built did not possess the essential properties for ships of war, docs.

not take from any merit of the projrct, as it was the cll'ect of

wroug-hcadt-d direction in the execution; as when Captain Layman

mentioned what was necessary for the completion of the plan to

Lord ,St. Vincent, at the Admiralty, his Lordship observed,

“ I believe you know more about the subject than any other per

son.” And as farther proof of the obduracy pursued, when Cap

tain Layman went one morning to breakfast with Lord Nelson,

his Lordship said, jocosely—“ Well, what have you bccn about,

letting other people suck your brains, to get all the credit."—

“ Why, my Lord, I do not think they are disposed to give me

more than 1 dcscrvc.”—“ But, seriously," says his Lordship,
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"‘ as I do not think you have been well treated, I went yesterday

to the Admiralty about you.”—-“ I am much obliged, my Lord,”

“ Indeed you are not: before going to the Earl, I thought it

better to speak to * * ii * * * * * 1* * upon the subject; and on

my observing to him, that from the conversation I had had with

you, I thought you should be farther consulted, or the plan might

be marred, he flew out in hialway, and said,-—‘ where did you get

your knowledge, he knew more than you did ?’—ln fact, as I

found he would not let any body know any thing but himself, and

I knew he would upset whatever I might say to the Earl on the

subject, I came away in disgust; so you are not obliged to me.”

On Captain Layman’s saying, “ I am equally obliged by the

intention," Lord Nelson shook his head, significantly, and ob

served, “ Ah, never mind, I may be at the head of the Admiralty

some time or other, and if eier I am, I will try your plan of

building ships at Bombay, as the fittest person to execute a plan is

the man that made it ; ” which declaration was afterwards publicly

repeated to Captain Layman at Merton. This perversity was the

more to be regretted, as its efl‘ect appears by a. letter from Sir

Samuel Hood to Captain Layman, dated from the Minden, the

first line-of-battle ship built at Bombay, from the Cnllodeu, of

1655 tons :—

“ DEAR 51R, “ Jilinden, M'udras Roads, 95!}: Sept. 1814-;

“ On my return from the Eastern Sens, I had the honor to receive your

letter, and the Precursor to an exposé on forest trees, &c. as connected

with the maritime strength 6f Great Britain, dtc. which accompanied it, I

thank you for the same.

- “ I am lunch gratified at the perusal ofyour hints on naval improvements.

1 hope to be in England the latter end of next year, when I shall be happy

to inspect your improvements on ship timber.

“ lfl had my ’will, I would burn every ship that has already been built

at Bombay for his Majesty's service; they neither can escape or catch an

enemy, and certainly are not fit for men of war, and only a burlheu to

We country. The Salselte chased an American privateer three days.

fi-rcn Gleudowe: caught her in 10 hours the very next day. '

“ Your’s, faithfully,

Mf

“ ('Irpfat'n I'm/mm, R. N."

' ‘ lllL' country was shortly after dcprivr-d of Sn Suiuml Hood’s valuable ser

v.et>, he (in-d at Madras, 'J-lt'u DLLL'iuulIl', Hill.
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Such was the general defective state of our ships of war in 1804,

that Lord Nelson observed with great concern to Captain Lay

man, that without better ships the navy would be ruined, and

pointed out from the stern gallery of the Victory, several in the

squadron, thit but for the spirit and skill of their commanders,

would be obliged to be sent home, although the force could ill

admit it, adding, “ I should break my heart if the French were to

come out, and l was not able to pursue them.”

In May, 1805, it was stated in the House of Peers, by the late

Lord Melville, that when he entered on his office at the Admiralty,

and desired a return might be made of the state and condition of

the ships of the line, it appeared, there were

37 which probably might last 5 years.

27 .... .............. 8ditto.

17 as fit only for home or limited service.

81 total ships ofthe line in commission, or at all sea-worthy.

Adding, this report (made by the Surveyors of the Navy) was

drawn up in rather too favorable a manner, as those put into com

mission only sufiiced to replace those which had been put out of

commission,’ in consequence of being unfit for farther service.

In May, 1806, it was stated in the House of Commons by Lord

Grey, then [at the head of the Admiralty, “ That the present state

of the navy was by no means such as could be desired.”

This defective state of the ships composing the navy went on

from bad to worse; as several lined-battle ships, built between

that period and 1811, proved in a state of decay in two or three

years; amongst which, the two that had made the greatest pro

gress were built in the King’s yards, and when the acmé of the

system was exemplified, in the building of the Queen Charlotte at

Dcptford, which ship was in a state of great rottenness in less than

twelve months after launching. Captain Layman extended his ex

periments from timber to forest trees when standing, on the prin

ciple, that the juices or blood of a tree being, like the blood of

an animal, essential to vitality, but tending to corruption imme

diately after dissolution ; and having succeeded, by actual echri

meat, in removing the cause of premature decay, as well as having

increased the strength of the timber, Captain Layman considered

it' his duty to ofi'er tothe First Lord of the Admiralty a commu'ni;
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ration of s diseoVery so important in its consequence as the means

of increasing the duration and strength of ships of war; but as in

one instance an attem- t had been made to deprive Captain Layman

of any merit of his plan for building line-of-batlle ships of Mala

bar 't'eak ; and in another case an endeavour made. to rob him of

his suggestion for snb~titutiug industrious free labourers instead of

slaves. it was incumbent on him to guard against any misuse being

made of the disclosure of his discovery. This proposal will be

best understood by the following correspondence :—

Copy of Correspondence 0n the Discovery relative to preparing Forts!

Trees for immediate use, and increasing the Strength and Duration of

limber.

No. I.

MY LORD, .

The late Lord Melville, when at the head of the Admiralty, having been

pleased to encoumge a Plan I had suugested for arming cruisers in the

Straits tiiliibrnltar, by ordertng the Raven to be fitted for that service in

the manner 1 had propos~ d. fitted with circular traversing fl mk guns, and

Chinese sculls. and appointing me to the command: Willctl vessel having

been unl'ortunatelv lust, and the circumstance attending the loSs not i'airl;v

brtlught bet'ort- the court martial. a very harsh sentence was passed upon

me ; l this. the ltbervv of enclosing to your Lordship the copy ofa letter

from the eonnunndcr-in chief, the late Lord Nelson, to whom the mis

statement was fully hon-n; trusting that it will not be considered an

unfavorable introduction of me to your Lordship.

" Wimbledon, 16M June, 1806.

“ Lord Melville presents his compliments to Captain Layman, and has

great pleasure in sending him the enclosed letter, in compliance with his

vequest." '

The pnrticulnr object of my present application is to represent to your

Lordship, that I had frequent confidential conversations with the late Lord

Nelson on naval matters, particularly the evils which arose from the short.

duration of our ships of “or. null the desirable object of obtaining an

ample supply of more durable timber: it was intended by his Lordship that

I should communicate with the lute Lord Melville on these points, and on

the means of hrinninn the resources of Malabar into action ; being subjects

which It is well known the active mind of that distinguished character “as

most ardently engaged ; l-ut nsthe late Lord Melville was not in office when

I reachen England, the intention was frustrated. The subject, howevcr,

must be admitted to he of the greatest national importance, both in

point of maritime Strength and finance. 1 have therefore been preparing n

memoir, with a view oflmving the subject brought before Parliament; hnr
 

' See page 15.
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us your Lordship may perhaps deem the matter deserving of previous inves

tigation, I beg leave to state, that if proper encouragement is given, I shall

be happy to lay before your Lordship the most valuable and important

information; having, from observation and actual experiments, ascertained

a mode by which the strength of all timber may be much augmented and

presched from decay, and thereby the duration of ships much increased,

which may be readily proved, by the building of a frigate as a test.

at (aw.To Robert Viscount iUelville, Firs! Lord

oft/1e Admiralty.

Answer to No. I.

'51", Admirally, HUI April, 1812.

I have received your letter of the Oth instant, enclosing it most satisfac

tory one from the late Lord Nelson, and I shall be happy to receive nny com

munication you may have to make on the subject of your experiments on

timber. v -' -

To Captain Layman. (Signed)

N0. II.

in LORD, April 18, 1812

1 was honoured with your Lordship's letter on the 14th instant, inviting

me to comfltuniCatc my experiments on increasing the strength and duration

of timber, and in consequence beg leave to enclose a Pgospgcrm,‘ con

taining the heads of the information I shall be enabled to lay before your

Lordship.

This subject has been the principal object of my ruearch, both at home

and abroad, for many you ; and all the knowledge I have acquired, from

observation and study, of a matter so Closely combined with the maritime

strength and finances of the United Kingdom, I am ready to communicate

freely for the benefit of my country; and which I should pi-eferto any gain

I might derive from an exclusive patent, or by imparting the invention to

other nations. But as every one has a fair and just claim to eitpect thnthis

talents or his industry should be rewarded, in proportion to the advantages

which the public or individuals derive from them, I trust it will not be con

sidered by your Lordship as improper on my part to premise, that before

I make any disclosure of this discovery, I shall hope to receive some

assurance, that if the principle of the plan proposed is approved, I may

rely upon receiving public recompense by promotion, and such suitable

employment, as under the direction of the Lords Commissioners of the

Admiralty, may successfully effect the great and desirable object of extri'.

eating the country from dependence on foreign powers for the means of

supporting our navy, by reducing the consumption of timber to the least

 

_ ' The substance of this Prospectus is inserted in Nicholson's Philosophical

Journal, for May, 181.3; and the accompanying piper, No. II.
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possible expenditure, andlby increasingits duration,&c. ; as well as providing

within ourselves a future permanent supply, equal to such expenditure. -.

ofiyfllfifl.
To Robert Viscount Melville.

, .' J Answer to No. Il.

SIR, Admiral/y, 21:! April, 1812.

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 18th inst. enclosing

a Prospectus on the improvement of Forest Trees.

[am much obliged to you for laying before me the general outline 0F

your plan, and perfectly agree with you, that every individual is entitled

to reward, in proportion to the advantage which the public may derive

from his talents or industry ; but as I do not feel myself at liberty to hold

out to you any expectations of promotion or employment, as a recompense

for your discoveries, I should suppose you would prefer melting application

for an exclusive patent, or pecuniary reward.

To Caplain Layman. (Signed)No. III.

In Loan, April 98th, 1812.

I deeply lament that your Lordship should not feel yourself at liberty to

hold out any expectation to me ofpromotion and employment.

However, as the door appears to be shut against the claims I might pro

duce to that rank and situation which I should have preferred to any pecu

niary reward ; and as l am desirous of communicuting my discovery for thg

public good, instead of reserving the benefit of it to myself, by an' exclu.

sive patent, [ beg leave to represent to your Lordship, that if the general

outline should he considered by government as deserving of attention, I

am ready to submit all my information and experiments on the subject to

the investigation of a competent committee; it being understood, tbat'if

upon investigation the principle of the plan proposed should be approved,

and considered of national utility, I shall be entitled to an adequate

remuneration. ‘ '

I beg leave to add, that it would be most agreeable to my feelings as the

inventor, and I should hope most consistent uith the public advantage, that

Such remuneration should be derit ed from my being nominated to an

honourable station in the superintendzrnce of the execution.

“7%? of?» W";To Ralert Viscount llIelril/e.

Answer to No. III.

513, Admiral/y, 1st May, 1812.

l have received your letter of the 28th ult. requesting that your informa

tion respecting the improvement of timber should be submitted to the inves

tigation ot'a competent committee; and l have to inform you, that the

b
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Board of Admiralty, although obliged by the readiness you have ahewn to

make known the details of your experiments, do not conceive that they are

likely to be of that public advantage as to make it advisable to adopt the

measure you suggest.

J/Jéw'f/e.

N0. IV.

snr Loan, 9!]: July. 1812.

Although your Lordship's reception of the Plan which I had the honor to

submit to you, for the improvement of timber, &c. might induce me to

apprehend that any farther application on that subject may be. deemed

intrusive; yet having since that time demonstrated the reality of my dis

covery before the Board of Agriculture, and several members of both

Houses of Parliament, I beg leave to enclose the result of the experiments,

as recorded in the Minutes of that Board, for your Lordship's consideration,

as a subject connected with the welfare of the Navy and the State :—

To Captain Layman.

MINUTE.

BOARD 0s Acumen-use, June 2, 1812.

The Board adjourned, to examine some experiments made by Captain

Layman, on the preparation of forest trees for immediate use on being

felled, by which the specific gravity is reduced, and the sap (or embryo)

\vood rendered useful, as well as the strength and duration of the timber

considerably increased. The following is the result:—

7 1. Poplar (Lombardy), cut from a tree in a growing State, broke with

33015.

2. Poplar (Lombardy), counterpart piece of ditto, prepared, in three

hours,-bore 368 lb.‘

3. Seasoned English onlt broke with 7841b.

4. Seasoned English oak, prepared, bore, 902111.

“ This piece, when broken, proved to be naturally defective internally;

but a sound piece, prepared by Cnptnin Layman, appeared to have sus

tained 1007 lb."

5. Sup or embryo wood of oak prrpared and preserved, bore 930]!)

. 6. Counter-part piece of ditto in its natural state, broke with 5861/).

7. Common white deal, in its natural state, broke with 3391b.

8. Counter-part piece prepared and preserved, bore 5081b.

Note. Specimens were produced by Captain Layman to the Board, of

the matter composing the decomposition of wood.

The rapid decay of our ships of war, particularly exemplified in the

recent instance of the Queen Charlotte (which was in a state of rottenness
 

' This echrimcnt was made to show in how short a time wood could be pre

pared for use from a growing tree; but a young standing Weytuonth pine, which

was experimented upon with a view to muting timber, and which was three days

in preparing, had not-only all its corruptihlejuiccs withdrawn, by which its Weight

was l‘l'dllCCtl, but its strength inClCnht'tl from 5'13 to 43'".
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in less than twelve months), having become a matter of serious eonse~

quence, l have ascertained a mode by which not only the cause of such

premature decay may be remotcd, but the progrPSs of dry rot prevented ;

which I am prepared to prove, should your Lordship think‘proper to direct

a piece of the most decayed, and a piece of the soundest timber of the

Queen Charlotte to be delivered to me. I have been induced to trouble

your Lordship with this letter, from feeling strongly imnressed with the

great advantages that would result by increasing the duration of ships, and

decreasing the consumption of timber; but should my plan not be thought

deserving the attention of the executive naval government, I cannot satisfy

my own mind that it should he lust to the public) and shall therefore have

it. subtnitted to the consideration of Parliament. ‘ 4

W agityman.

Answer.

sttt, Admiral/y, 101]: July, 1812

I have received your letter of yesterday's date, and l have transmitted it

to the Board for consideration.

Jleflw'f/ .

sm, ‘ Admiralty-Qljire, 11th July. 1812.

The Viscount Melville having laid before my Lords Commissioners of the

Admiralty, your letter to his Lordship of the 9th inst. detailing the result

of certazn txpt-ritnents which had been made with the preparation invented

by yourself for increasing the strength of timber, and preventing the appear

ance or progress of the dry rot therein ; I am commanded by their Lord

ships to acquaint you, that they have given directions to the Navy Board,

for two pieces of the wood of his Majesty’s ship the Queen Charlotte, the

one in the soundcst, and the other in the most decayed state, to be fur

nished to you, as you have desired, in order to its being subjected to the

trial that you propose to make.

To Robert Viscount filelvillc.

Captain Layman. ' (Signed)

My Lords have, however, directed me to add, that having given direc

tions for making experiments with regard to this matter upon certain plans

that have been olfered to them, with a reasonable prospect of success, their

Lordships see no reason to give you any trouble upon the subject in ques

tion; especially as your statements do not. materially differ from those

which they have already received, and upon which the experiménts are‘

founded; but, with reference to the last paragraph of your letter, my

Lords have directed me to inform you, that they have not any objection to

your laying your plan before Parliament.

(Signed) _ g'o/ter

This letter requires no comment, as the fallacy of the experi.

meats carrying on, and the truth or falsity of the assertion of

Rab. ‘Ebrun. Vat. XXXVI“. 0

To Captain Layman, R.N.

ws _ .‘_~.,__\...,__‘_‘_ \W‘UM _» \. -
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Captain Laymau's discovery (which at the time he had never dis

closed to anyone living) being founded on those experiments, will

appear hereafter.

GENTLENEN,

The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty having informed me by letter

of the 11th instant, that they had given directions to the Navy Board for a

piece of the roost decayed, and a piece of the soundest timber of the Queen

Charlotte to be delivered to me, that the progress of dry rot may be

stopped, and sound timber so prepared, as not only to resist its efi'ects, but

to be considerably increased in strength, as demonstrated by me before the

Board of Agriculture, and several Members of both Houses of Parliament,

when the cause of premature decay was removed from the wood, and heart

of English oak increased in strength in the proportion of 784 to WW, and

the sap from 536 to 930. Since which, l have ascertained by experiments,

that other species of timber, naturalized t0 the s'rg/iarior soils of Great

Britain, may be rendered superior to the timber we import, which may be

also much improved; durability having been given to fir by the preparation,

and its strength increased from 471 to 695, Which is a greater proportion

than most foreign oak ; of which I am ready to produce instances.

The principal Ofiirers and Commissioner: _ 5%; man,

qf the Navy. y

sin, Navy Oflice, 218! July, 1817.

Mr. Nelson having laid before us your letter to him of yesterday’s date,

respecting the mode discovered by you to prevent dry rot in timber, we

acquaint you, we shall be ready to see you on Thursday next, at one

o'clock, on the subject.

We are, Sir, your afl‘eclionate friends, -

g %artme/li

(WW. flue.

Captain Layman, KN.

gm, Brampton, August 14, 181’).

Having demonstrated before the Navy Board the facts annexed, as proofs

of preserving timber from decay, increasing its strength, and also submitted

specimens to show the practicability of preparing forest trees, so as to re

move the cause ofpremature decay, 'and thereby render them fit for imme

diate conversion on being felled ; as well as a mode of giving to wood the

pliability required in naval architecture for thick stud and plank, without

the evil consequences which accelerate decomposition when the timbers are

covered in with boiled plank, or the injury received by burning; I was

desirous to establish the fact upon a more enlarged scale, by the building

as
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of a frigate or any other ship, as a test of increased strength and duration :

but as the Navy Board informed me, “that if they had the inclination they

had not the power," I am induced to request you will submit the circum

stances to the determination of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty;

as, should their Lordships think proper, ships may not only be built of

increased strength and duration, but I am ready to prove, that other

English timber, as well as oak, may be rendered superior to what is pre

cariously obtained at great expense from foreign countrie5.

I am, Sir, &c. &c.

J. W. Croker, Esq. (S'C.é‘c- 41'. fiyman,

Answer.

sin, Admiralty-Office, 22d August, 1812.

Having laid before my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, a report

from the Navy Board of yesterday’s date, upon your letter of the 14th inst.

relative to your plan for the preservation of timber, I am commanded to

acquaint you, that their Lordsliips do not think it necessary that you should

give yourself any farther trouble on the subject. ‘

To Captain Layman, RJV. $61770”).

cssrtemmt, August 96, 18l2.

The evils which arise from the rapid decay of our ship! of war, cannot but

occasion me to regret, that my endeavours to verify the facts upon a more

enlarged scale—of the practicability of preparing forest trees for immediate

conversion, as well as increasing the strength and durability of all timber,

by the building ofa ship as a test of duration, shonH not have been consi

dered as a proper object for the oflicers in that department to recommend,

when the subject was referred from the Admiralty to the Navyfiiiard ; par

ticularly, as exclusive of the premature decay that l observed to have cnm

menred on the outer side of the timbers of the Queen Charlotte, next to

the boiled plank; which being excluded from light and air, accelerated fer

mentation and putrefaction, thereby promoting decomposition, I was

forcibly struck with the pernicious ell'ect which the uallic acid contained in

the oak, and acting upuii an iron bolt, had produced on the timber in

little more than two years. This corrosion, although different in its action,

and not so rapid in its progress as the rot, is equally destructive to the

timber, and a great cause of the frequent and large repairs our fleet re

quires; as iron from its strength is in many parts of a ship ll}tll>PEflSBl)l€-'

I exerted myself to discover a mode by which this evil consequence

might be prevented, by preserving iron from corrosion, and was proceeding

with every prospect of success, as two of my experiments had not con

 

' The whole security of the masts, and consequently the safety in asliip,

depends upon iron; copper, exclusive of the exptnse. is little more than halfthc

strength, and would, consequently, require a hole of nearly double the size to

be made in the wood.
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tracted any rust whatever. although one had been immersed in a liquid

much more acrimonious than is contained even in the timber of Brazil

which it appears is about to be introduced : but. great. was my disappoint

ment; and lcaonot but lament that all mylabours and expense for 29 years

to acquire the means of increasing the duration of our navy, so obviously

important in its consequences, by materially decreasing the consumption of

timber and demand for ships, should have been rendered abortive by

opinion only, without test by coumarisou. I um, die.

, Q ,
Principal Oflirrrs and Commissioners _ 0%;1 man.

qf H. M. Navy.

In December, 1812, the experiments on timber carried on in

Woolvvich by Mr. Lukin, under the immediate direction of the

Admiralty and- Navy Boards, as stated in the letter dated Admiralty

Oflice, llth July, 18l2, “ with a reasonable prospect of success,”

was rendered conclusive, as the timber exploded, the building and

part of the dock-yard wall was blown up, and several men killed

and wounded.

During the then Session of Parliament, in 1813, the rotten cou~

dition of our navy was stated in the House ol'Peers by Earl

Darnlcy, who noticed the neglect of Captain Layman's proposal

to prevent the evil in future, and hoped the Noble Lord (Robert

Viscount Melville) at the head of the Admiralty would pay due

attention to the subject, intimating, that otherwise he should

bring the matter before their Lordships. Lord Melville, in reply,

stated, that the Admiralty were at all times disposed to attend to

this subject. But as no notice whatever was taken by the next

Session, Captain Layman thus addressed Lord Melville :—

mv LORD, May 8, 1813.

I have the honor to inform your Lordship, that having completed a

series of experiments on improving the timber of Great Britain, as well as

what is produced in the provinces, I am about to solicit Parliament for a

Committee to inquire into the practicability and advantages of my disco

very. in augmenting the strength and duration of' timber; thereby decreas

ing the consumption, and preventing the rapid decay of our ships of war.

With this view, I am desirous to have the subject introduced upon its

own bottom, totally distinct from party; and which having solely for its

objrct the support of our naval power, I earnestly hope and "list will have

the sanction of the marine minister.

0.

Robert Viscount llIelville. . 0%! man.
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am, ‘ Admiralty, GUI May, 18$.

1 have received your letter of the 3d inst. acquainting me of your inteu~

tion of bringing the subject oi'your experiments on the impmvement of tim

ber for the navy under the consideration of Parliflmfilll; and such steps

will no doubt be taken in regard to the objects you have inview, as may be

thought expedient by the House to which you may address your Petition.

filial/2.

MY LORD, Illa]; 26, 1814.

I have now the honor to enclose an address in the Form of a Petition, as

mentioned by your Lordship, and which I beg leave to state will be pre

sented. ‘

As the nature of the discovery has for its object great public advantages,

and is particularly applicable to increase the duration of ships of war, I

trust 1 may be allowed a well-founded hope, that an enlightened govern~

ment will not oppose, but, without prejudice, support a fair and full

inquiry, by experiments, on a sufficient scale to verify and render the dil

covery of utility to the nation in general, and the navy in particular.

To the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, in Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of

T0 Captain Layman, R.N.

T0 Robert Viscount Melville.

Captain \VILLLAM LAYMItN, of the Royal Navy,

SHEWETII,

That your Petitioner has discovered a short and simple process of pre

paring forest trees for immediate service, infinitely superior to the loss of

time and waste of wood by the usual seasoning; and of increasing the

strength and duration of all timber, so as elfectually to prevent premature

decay. '

That your Petitioner has already demonstrated the reality of his disco

very before the. Board of Agriculture, in a series of. experiments made in

the presence of several members of both Houses of Parliament, which ex

periments are recorded in the minutes of that Board.

That these experiments, however, fall considerably short of what your

Petitioner, by subsequent improvement of the process, is now able to

effect; as well as to prevent iron from being oxydated.

That this discovery, besides its natural utility for general purposes, is of

the greatest importance to the support of the maritime strength of the

Kingdom; and therefore your Petitioner humbly presumes to solicit this

llonnurabl'e House, that their Lordships would be pleased to adopt such

means as they may think proper, for the complete verification of so great a

n,|u‘0n,.l] .ct

y
lifay 21, 1814.

. __.__ __._,_v.__‘_ in ‘ _ l __
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Which Petition vvas presented to the House of Lords on the

29th of June, 1814, by Earl Daruley ; who oLserved, that as to

the importance of the object there could be no doubt, and hoped

the Noble Viscount at the head of the Admiralty would now pay

the attention to the subject.

The First Lord of the Admiralty (Robert Viscount Melville)

said, that the Board of Admiralty “ was always disposed to see to

these things;” and that both the present and former Board had

turned their attention to this subject, in order to counteract the

evils (from the rapid and premature decay of our ships of war) to

which the Petition alludes ; but one of these experiments, which

had been committed to the charge of the inventor (Mr. Lukin),

failed, from inaccuracy, he believed, in its management. Earl

Stanhope attached great disingenuousness to Lord Melville’s state.

ment, in having coupled the account of an unfortunate experiment

which had been carried on under the immediate direction and eye

or the Admiralty and Navy Boards, hilt which failed from igno.

rance, with the object of the present Petition, thereby leaving it

to be understood, that they were the same thing, whereas nothing

could be more distinct; the Petitioner (Captain Layman) being

desirous to have his discovery for preparing forest trees for imme.

diate use; and to increase the strength and duration of timber,

fully and fairly verified, before these competent to investigate such

matters, which the Admiralty and Navy Boards did not under.

stand ; and that justice would never be done to the public in the

naval department, unless men of science were called in; for if

even those Boards did know, they had too much to do with the

routine of olficc to attend to real improvements.” The First Lord

did not attempt any reply to Lord Stanhope.

Captain Layman next addressed the Admiralty on the inadequacy

of our frigates to contend with the Americans.

(nurucnn)

No answer being returned to the original.

sin, April 1011!, 1818.

The successes lately obtained by American frigates call upon every man

who has the honor and welfare ot'the British navy at. heart, to compare the

force of their ships with ours. and to endeavour to suggest some means of

turning the tide of victory into her accustomed channels. With these views,

permit me to request you will submit to the Lords Commissioners of the

Admiralty the following comparison and proposal :
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The large American frigates, of 1630 tons, with a complement of 478 I

picked men, mount

82 guns, of 24~pounders, discharging 768 lb. of shot.

22 carronades, 42 ditto. ditto. 924 lb. do.

travelling and hoaitzers (not particularized)

say 4,discharging......... . - . . - ........ 721b. do.

making58 guns, discharging . . .. . _ . . . . . . . . . . l764lb. of shot.

At a momentum of 2.575.000,

exclusive of the earronadcs in the American marine being better mounted,

and the vessels superiorly equipped to those in the British navy.

The effective force of English ships of war of similar tonnage, which are

the small 74’s, is as per old establishment, 600 men and boys, carrying

011 the lower deck .. "28 guns, of 32-pndrs. discharging 896 lb. of shot

Upper do. 2.-. ‘28 do. .. 18 do. do. 504lb. do.

Quarter-deck 18 do. .. 9 do.

& forecastle 2 carton. 32 do. do. 3841b. do.

Poop .-.... 6 do. .- 18 do.

making 82 gnns, weighing (with carriages, Etc.) about 194 tons, but dis

charging only 1184“). of shot, at a momentum of 2.482.800.

Most oftht‘se ships, their Lordships know, from the great weight of the

ordnance, with lofty sides and poop, require to be so heavily ballasted,

that when the fresh water, provisions, and stores, are added, the draught

is 23 feet, and the midship ports within 4 feet 3 inches of the sea, making

the displacement of the body by immersion equal to 3000 tons.

Such ships cannot, therefore, be expected, even in moderate weather, to

sail as well as the American vessels, and should it blow hard, with a heavy

sea, so as to prevent the lower-deck ports from being opened, such a ship

would, if opposed to a large American frigate, with ports twice the height

from the sea, be rendered hots de combat, notwithstanding the nominal

superiority in the number of guns and hands. But if the same British ships

were converted, by being cut down for: and qft to the upper deck ports,

and differently turned, the superiority would be reversed, although the

number of guns was reduced to 58, and the complement to 478 tier-live

men—if mounted on the main-deck with 28 guns, 24-pounders, discharging

672lb. of shot; upper deck, 28 carronades, of 68-pounders (properly

mounted) discharging 1904 lb. of shot ; circular traversing flank guns, 2, of

24-pounders, discharging 48lb. of shot; weighing (with carriages) only

140 tons, but discharging 2624 lb. of shot, at a momentum oi'3.741.600.

For although with a full charge of powder, the velocity ofa shot 5.040

inches in diameter, fired from an 18-pounder gun 9;} feet in length, nd

weighing 42 CM. is equal to 1700 feet in a second, and will be projected

farther at a great elevation than a shot from a 68-pounder carronadc

5 feet 3 inthes in length, weighing only 36 c=\'t.; yet the gun does not

appear to possess that advantage at the low degrees generally fired in naval

engagements ; as with the same charge as the :6 pounder gun, a 63.

pounder carronade will, if properly cast and fitted (as to chamber and

wit-adage), discharge an 8-inch shot at the velocity of 1400 feet in a second

\ww \
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(which is greater than required to cannonade a ship with the best effect) :

and at 5° elevation will throw a shot nearly i of a mile, at a momentum

compared to the gun as 91 to 29, besides admitting of quicker repetition in

firing; therefore, the great superiority of the 68-pounder carronatle against

the masts, as well as the hull of a ship, is obvious.

By the proposed conversion with the same masts and yards, but not half

the quantity of ballast, great part of which should be in the shape of iron

tanks, not only from stowing more water, but as the ballast in such ships

would require to be particularly winged up the sides, or the oscillation

would be so quick and jerking, and the ship so Iaboursotne, as to be in

danger of being dismastcd. The body of the ship would also, by such

reduction of weight in top sides, artillery, ballast, men, and provisions,

&c. emerge 3 feet, and the draught of water be lessened to 20 feet. by

which the lower ports would be upwards of 7 feet above the level of the

sea, and the rate of sailing would not only be increased in proportion to

the decrease of resistance between the old and new line of floatation, but

would be farther augmented by admitting an additional reef to the

courses. I

This emerge would farther admit of the tiller traversing under the main

deck, in which position there would be less rislt from shot, and a great

reduction might be made in the rudder-head, which should always be

cylindrical, in order to do away the necessity and risk of a 'canvass coat;

and as the axis of rotation would be changed, the stress and wring upon

the stern-post (an object of great consideration, particularly in an old ship)

and strain upon the tiller would be less, and the ship more easily steered,

as well as the lower battery left clear, as the orlop would become the

’tween-dcclts.

The cutting down of ships, I am aware, was not a new idea, when I men.

tioned it four or five months since, as it was successfully performed on the

Sovereign of the Seas upwards of a century and a hall'ngo; and it is as

Well known that the Brutus, French razée, proved a very efiicicnt ship on

the 1st ofJuue, 1794 ; as that afterwards three English 64's were cut down

to deep-waisted poop frigatcs, which being done at random, for want of

understanding the principle, were so untler-mastcd, and over-ballasted,

that they would have worked themselves to pieces, as well as been bad

sailors, had not they been ditferently arranged; and as some 74’s are now

ordered to be cut down,‘ I hope and trust the mode of conversion and

arming I have suggested, may be deemed deserving of attention, from the

principle upon which it is founded, having for its authority the original

English naval constructor, the ingenious Phineas Petr, with the father of

British gunnery, the scientific Robins, corroborated by the mathematical

Hutton ; and by the adoption of which we may have fast sailing ships of

the same size, with the same number of guns and men, ready to contend

against the largest American frigates, in one month.

A ship of the above description, if not otherwise defective, may, I am

I

‘* The first of thrse ships taken in hand (for 3 feet of 6 proved too decayed)

was three months before she was ready for sea.

I
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convinced, he converted in the bull in one spring; and I have no hesita.

tion in stating, that if furnished with the means, I will undertake that such

a ship shall be fitted in the way I have described, and got ready for sca in

thirty days, from the time of being taken in hand.

I have the honor to be, &c.

W ogyma72 .J. W. Crokcr, Esq. é-c. é-c. .51.

Answer.

SIR, Admiralty-Oflice, 27th April, 1813.

I have received your duplicate letter of the 10th inst. suggesting a plan

for the constructionof certain ships in the royal navy 3 and I have commu

nicated the same to my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty.

I am, Sir, your very humble servant,

; £77072)

Although in nine days after this answer was written, orders

were sent from the Admiralty to the Navy Board, to build two

flush ships, to mount 24-pounder guns and carronades, yet the

Navy Board, or rather the Surveyors of the Navy, ruled and

peaked all the other frigates to be built as those which had been

captured by the Americans ; to mount on the

Captain W. Layman, R.N.

Main-deck, 28 guns, 18-pndrs. discharging 504 lb. of shot.

Qunrter-deck ‘2 do. 12 do. do. 24 lb. do.

& forecastle 16 do. 32 carron. do. 5121b. do.

Total No. of guns 46 discharging 1040 lb. of shot.

At a momentum of 1.562.400,

'which Were to contend with ships mounting 58 guns, and dis

charging 176415. of shot, at a momentum of 2575.000, the

absurdity»! ~this is too obvious to need farther exposure.

To render this absurdity more absurd, it was proposed to build

such ships with fir, the fallacy of which, in waste of timber, and

increase of expense, Captain Layman thus shewcd, by comparison,

in his Precursor:—

nan.mu. 1v... xxxvm. ,
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In 1796, the-Shannon frigate, of 32 guns, and

796 tons, was built' with fir, in the King's

yard at Deptl'ord, Which, at 161. 103. per

ton, ist'orthehull .... ..........-... £13,134

Interest on ditto for 5 years, at 5 per cent... 8,283

In 1801, the Shannon was decayed, and sold

early in the followin‘g year for - . . . . . -. . . £l,830* -

In 1802, another fir ship must be rmdy built

to replace the one worn out, which, at only

 

16!. 10s.perton, is .-.-.-..-...-..-. 13,134

Brought l'orWa'rd . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . £99,551

Sale of the hull brought forward . . . . ._ . . £1,830

Interest‘t on 29,55“. for 5 years . _ _ _ _. . . . . . . . . . . 7,388

Interest on the sale of the first hull for 5 years 457

Sale ofthe second hull.-........._..... 1,330

In 1806, a third hull must be ready built to -

replace the second, which, at the advanced

price ol'211.pcr ton, is ....-. . . . . . ... ........ 16,716

Interest on 52,0941. for 5 years. ... .. .. .... . . . . . . 13,414

Cost of building the hull of a fir frigate of 32

guns in 15 years ..-. .... ...-.... .... ...... 67,069

Interest for 5 years on the amount of the two

 

 

 

'deCayedhulls .-.......... . . . . . . .... 1,029

Value of the third hull in 1811 . . ... . . . . . . 3,245

Amount of decayed hulls deducted . _ . . . . .. 7,391

Leaves the actual cost of a fir frigate's hull of

796 tons in 15 years .. .... .... .... .... "a..." .... £59,678

To which should be added the interest of the

monies advanced for building hulls to re

place those worn out.
 

' The following may shew the weight to be attached to Navy Estimates :—

In March, 1802, the Shannon w as surveyed by what are termed the proper

qfliccrs, and the hull valued at .. . ... ............... £4,416 10

Copper ........................... 300 0

Making ..........-.... *- 4,716 10:.

Although she was actually sold altogether for 1,830L

+ If it is said, that interest ought not to be included in naval accounts. it may

be asked, if taxes to an immense amount are not raised to pay the interest on

that part ofthe public debt incurred by the expense of the navy, which has been

greatly increased from the neglect to build durable hips? Is it should be recol

lt-cled, that not only the principal, but the interest, unpaid becomes part of

the sunk capital. 7 '
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The Alcmene frigate, of 82 guns. and 796

tons, was launched in 1794, but built with

English oak, by contract at llarwich, for

161.103.perton .. . . . . . ..._._......-.-....

On which sum add interest for 15 years, as in

the 16th year she was wrecked . . - . - - . . -- - - . . .. 9,850

And allowing repairs to have been half the

original cost ._-__... _ _ . _ . . _ . . _ . _...-.....- 6,567

13,8}

 

Makes £29,551

But as the Alcmene was a serviceable ship

. when wrecked, the value of her hull, at

’51. 10s per ton must be deducted . _ . . . . . . 3,980

Leaves the cost of an oak frigatc's hull, in 15

-———— 25,57 1

years ......-...-......-.--..-....

Loss on a fir frigate 0(796 tons in 15years, exclusive of expending

treble the quantity of‘timber.... ..-. .--- ..-. .... .-.. .. £34,107

which, on the frigates new building with foreign fir, at 24!. per ton, will

amount to near half a million sterling, and the ships be only two-thirds as

strong, and one-third as durable, although the market-price of fir is 13!.

per load, when only 81. 10s. per load is given for the oak of our own growth:

but lhave heard it remarked, that such management serves the builders

and timber merchants who contract, which is a system of eitpenditure that;

may be deserving of inquiry, as it is certainly must prejudicial, not only to

the growers of English oak, but to the nation at large. » Another remark

made by those intrusted with these matters is, that expense is no object,

and that. such ships are only built on the spur of the occasion, which is the

strongest proof ol'improvitlence. Why not build ships that would be ready

at all times for any service, and last from 12 to 20 years without requiring

repair from decay P it can be done, and surely it ought to be done.

When the PRECURSOR' to Captain Layman’s maritime work

was published in January, 1813, strong testimonials Were given

in its favor :—

“ This work abounds with very rational observations upon facts which

are of the highest interest to the empire, and every individual in it."—

Joumal of Philosophy and Cliemislry. . _

“ Tbinamphlet contains a great deal of valuable information relative to

the present state and future preservation of our marine establishment, on

which the most vital interest of this country essentially depend. The pre

sent work of Captain Layman merits the must serious attention of the

menu-Laud particularly of governmentfr—Critical Review.

“ The'subjectoi' his pamphlet is deeply interesting to the national feel~

ings of our cotton-y‘as it relates to the preservation of that naval superiority

which has long prescrvul and exalted it. The subject demands the :crious
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and impartial attention of all who would preserve with trembling anxiety

our honors unspotted, and our liberties and happiness unclouded and

uns'naken."_—1Vew Review.

An ofiicer of the highest rank in the navy, who had been twice

a Lord of the Admiralty, and who had full opportunity to be

well acquainted, not only with the scarcity, but the bad quality of

the timber used in our dock-yards, as well as the mismanagement

of the material of our navy, expressed himself “ obliged by the

perusal of the Precursor, which he had felt much interest in read

ing ; ” and stated, “ he was aware of the melancholy deficiency

of good oak timber in our arsenals, and hopes he is mistaken in

his belief, that more than one half of the line-of-battle ships now

afloat are in a most rotten state.”

Earl Darnley stated in the House of Lords the defective state of

NAVAL [HUGH-A l‘llY.

our navy, owing to the ignorance and obstinacy of those intrustcd

with the construction of our ships of war ; and said, if any one

wished for information on the7 subject, he should read the

Precursor.

Earl Stanhope said, “ he had found the Navy Board (1'. e. those

to whom the construction of shipswas left), an ignorant set, when

he had any thing to do with them ; but he was happy to hear his

testimony to the merits of the Precursor ; it was evident to him

that Captain Layman possessed a strong mind and sound judgment,

with great industry, and who was deserving of encouragement,

not discouragement; but this he would tell the Noble Lord

(Robert Viscount Melville), that something must be done to

remedy the defective state of our navy, and that soon; let the

Noble Lord institute an inquiry, and I will search the matter with

the torch of science.”

Lastly, the intelligent and luminous-minded Geographer of the

East, whose name is a host, says, in a letter to Captain Layman,

“ I trust that your arguments will have their weight; but I am

grown old in the knowledge, that a certain class of men will

not make improvements but for the sake of their own convenience,

interest, or patronage, when either of those, but particularly

either of the last, falls in with the proposal, it may be adopted."

In opposition to these testimonials, we have the attempts made

at the Admiralty and at the Navy Board. When the work was

7 ‘HV_.-a__——‘—~4
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introduced at the Navy Board, a member, to whose dock-yard prs.

judices, contnmacy, and false assertions, is to be attributed, the'

discovery not having been verified, thought at once to put it down,

by saying, be supposed it was some mad scheme; but, on perusal,

observed, that the statements were all facts : he Wondered where

he (Captain Layman) got: his information ; the answer to which

was, “ he had sailed for it.”

Although no allusion was made in the Precursor to individuals,

but errors exposed of the system which had taken place many

years before the present managers came into oflice, and gave rise

to Earl St. Vincent’s observing, when at the head of the Admiralty,

that “ the Naval Department was rotten to the very core; ” and

to a meritorious officer, when appointed Comptroller, conscien

ciously resigning his situation, as he found things too far goncfor

him to amend—It was determined at the Admiralty to write the

Precursor down ; an article was accordingly invested in the

Quarterly Review, for September, 1814, but not published

till January, 1815, in which, without any endeavour to disprove

the facts therein stated, it was attempted, by a sneering mis

statement, to turn the Precursor into contempt, by laughing at it ;

which, as has been justly remarked, the faculties of an ideot could

have accomplished. It was therefore not considered deserving of

farther notice, than by inserting the following remark in the

Times :—

“ Thefutile critique on the Precursor, &c. which was quoted and highly

commended in the House of Lords, in May, 1813, is no otherwise deserv

ing of attention, but for its perverting facts, and being brought forward two

years after the publication, for the seeming purpose of misleading the

judgment, now the discovery of preparing forest trees for immediate use, as

well as increasing the strength and duration of all timber, is about to be

submitted to Parliament.

“ Notwithstanding the Sub-secretary, covered in the double garb of a

Reviewer, and an anonymous character, in opposing innovation and im

provement. says, ‘ it is a practice which, in our opinion, cannot be too

severely reprobaled ;’ against those he is pleased to term ‘ disappointed

projectors :’ amongst whom he may place Sir Walter Raleigh, who, when

he proposed Plymouth harbour as a naval port, bad, like Captain Layman'a

object to increase the duration of the navy, a ‘ dcal'enr’ turned to the

project by the naval administration, although the plan was adopted after

_ _ _a~w\~~_‘~> \-. ___-.\~__.-V_ “v\_
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Sir Walter was disgracefully sacrificed. And even Columbus himself 'migbt'

have been put in this class, if,- when his proposals were rejected by his,

own country, as also by France and England, his perseverance had not led

him to farther application, and the strength of his mind surmounted the

procrastination, insults, and the presumption of ignorance with whi'chvhe

was assailed."

The subject of this discovery, with a viewlto increase the'du‘ra

tion of our ships of war, was brought before the House of Com

mons on the [st April, 1816, by Mr. Charles Forbes, 'who ex

Presscd his firm conviction of Captain ‘ Layman’s ability to

accomplish the object, from the personal knowledge of ‘his

capacity for upwards of 20 years; and he could not but be

astonished at the apathy shewn by the Admiralty to aidiscovery so

important in its consequences. ' ' ' '

'A puisne‘ Lord of the Admiralty, it is said, observed,”that'as

the Admiralty had tried 100 experiments, and they had all failed,

they did not suppose the vpresent scheme was I better‘ than any

other. ' ' '

Mr. Barham said, in substance, that'the present prayer of Cap

tain Layman, to have the discovery publicly and fairly verified,

did not rest upon supposition, as the principle had been" proved.

When Captain Layman, who was introduced to him by Mr.

Windham, mentioned his discovery, and shewed specimens-of the

wood on which the process‘had been performed, he said it was an

object of such importance, that Captain Layman should apply to

the Admiralty ; Captain Layman said it would be of no use, for he

could not get an answer as a gentleman ; - and that to expect they

would take any trouble about it was out of the question. If from

a sense of public duty they should be disposed to-giveita fair

trial, as the principle was chymical, he did not see it could be any

reflection on them, as members of a Naval Board, to consultsucl!

men as SirHumphry Davy. Or if, as was done on the apprehen.

sion respecting timber under the naval administration of James Duke

of York, who had the most able assistant, Mr. Secretary Pepys,

would they refer the subject to the investigation of a committee of

the most intelligent members of the Royal Society. Mr. Barham

remarked, that as in the present stage it might be treated as a mere

scheme, he recommended Captain Layman to ascertain the fact by

experiment; and if the Admiralty, whose business it was to have
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it tried, would not do it, he would undertake to have it done

before the' Board of Agriculture.

That on Captain Layman explaining at that Board the cause of

decay in timber, and the principle on which it could be prevented,

the description appeared so satisfactory, that Captain Layman was

desired by the President to prepare his apparatus for the experi

ment; at which he, with several other members of Parliament,

attended, and Captain Layman astonished them all, not only in

rendering in a few hours the common Lombardy poplar tree

stronger and better than foreign white deal, but that he made the

sap wood of oalt stronger and of greater durity than the heart

itself. The indifl'erence of the Admiralty to the subject after such

(proof was unpardonable. However, no reply was then made;

‘but Captain Layman was tartly told by a Lord of the Admiralty,

_“ that they did not want to be set right.”

Soon after this, Captain Layman’s attention was drawn to the

folly of what was termed an extraordinary experiment, of sinking

a new ship, to ascertain the efl'ect of salt water on a vessel, in

preventing the dry rot.

About the same period, some of the fir frigates before men

tioned, were so rotten in two years after launching, as to be sold

~for fire-wood; and it having lately appeared that they are all in a

state of decay, Captain Layman’s duty to his country so far sur

mounted his private feclings, that he addressed the following letter

to the head of the Admiralty :—

mr LORD,

I take the liberty to state, that having had occasion to examine my

papers, I was induced to re-peruse a letter with which I was honored by

the late Lord Melville; the substance of which I beg leave to enclose to

your Lordship :

“ srn, “ Duncin, 12th December, 1807.

" Perfectly recollecting the favorable recommendation of your exertions

at Gibraltar, which'came to me from Lord Nelson, I have looked out for

' it amongst my papers, and have sent a copy ofit to the Board ofAdmirolty,

mgetber with the letter and enclosure l have first received from you.

“ Captain Layman, R.N. Built." (Signed) 1%étb-f/6,"

Whether this circumstance, with other strong testimonials in my favor,

were known to your Lordship, when it was signified to me by letter, dated
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the 21st April, 1812, that your Lordship “ did not feel yourself at liberty

to hold out to me any expectations of promotion or employment,” I cannOt

presume to judge; but I trust I may be allowed a well-grounded expecta

tion, that as the papers alluded to were made official documents, by being

transmitted to the Board qf/idmt'ralty ; that an officer having such testi

monials in his favor from such illustrious characters, together with his

suggestions therein contained for establishing a port on the coast of Bar

bary, having been adopted, and attended with great public advantages

during the war, it will be considered as entitling him to attention, and a

fair trial, by actual experiment, in any measure which he may suggest or

discover for the good of the public service.

As since my discovery of the preparation of forest trees for immediate

use, and increasing the strength and duration of timber, the rapid decay of

ships has increased, I have, to the best of my ability, pursued the object,

and having lately had an opportunity to try the process on a large tree on

' my own premises, and thereby ascertained beyond a doubt that the cause

of premature decay in timber may be removed, and the duration of ships

increased, with a considerable saving in public expense. I earnestly hope

your Lordship, ns the marine minister of this country, will enable me to

render this discovery of public benefit, by in the first instance directing that.

two trees may be selected, as nearly similar as possible, and that the one

operated upon by me shall be fairly tried by comparison in Woolwich Yard,

with the other worked in the usual way ; trusting, that should the great

advantages of the prepared tree be made obvious, your Lordship will pro

ceed to have it verified on a more extended scale, from the building ofa

small vessel to a large ship. r

I am, my Lord, &c. &c. dtc.

afiymzm.

To this letter no answer was given.

\Vc have now to the extent of the documentsin our possession,

given a candid statement of the various services of Captain Lay.

man, in which is evident a series of laborious exertions to benefit

his country, and a consequent claim to a grateful consideration

of them. In his naval career, he was always aimarked object of

esteem under the eye of our great Nelson, at man not likely to

have been duped by mere professions either of skill or courage.—

And as a projector, there is a character of information and in

genuity in his plans and suggestions, that we think entitles

them to a more effective consideration than they have hitherto

~ obtained.
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, The active mind of Captain Layman is now occupied in the com.

position of a work which he terms, “ Outlines of Maritime His.

tory, with General Events connected therewith, from the

Creation of the World to the termination of the French Revolu.

tionary war, 18l4-15,” 850.; and we are authorised to say, that

Captain Layman, impressed, as an Englishman, with the im

portance of his discovery of the means of increasing the strength

and duration of timber to be used in building the ships of the

royal navy, will, in 2. Supplement to that Work, make the expo

sure of it front the purely patriotic motive of rendering it available

to his country, when the existing prejudices which militate against

its present adoption, shall give place to a more due consideration

of its value, I
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LAUNCH OF THE ROYAL GEORGE YACHT.

N the 17th July, was launched from the King’s dock-yard, at Deptford,

a new yacht, named the Royal George. The Board of Admiralty,

Comptroller, and Commissioners of the Navy, were present, as also a large

assemblage of persons, who filled the several booths erected for witnessing

the ceremony. This vessel is one of the most elegant ever seen. The

cabin doors are of mahogany, with gilt mouldings, and the windova of

plate glass. Ornamental devices, in abundance, are placed in various

parts, all highly gilt, and producing a superb appearance. The following

are the dimensions of this vessel, which is the largest yacht ever con

structed :—

Fccl 111.

Length of the deck . . . . . . . . . . -. 103 0

Length nflteel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 88 5

Breadth.-.-...........-.....- 96 6

Depth of the hold . . . . . . 7.-.... 11 6

Burden, 380 tons.

Guns—Eight brass swivels, of 11h. each.

Manned with 67 men.

The Duke of York, accompanied by Viscount Melville, inspected her.

The following officers are already appointed to this vessel :—S|r Edwurd

Berry, captain; Mr. J. Porteus, master; Thomas Goddart, purser. It is

said that this yacht is to be exclusively employed in attending the Prince

Regent, and is to be prepared for proceeding to Brighton, where his Royal

Highness the Prince Regent is to be taken on board, and to be conveyed to

Plymouth, where he will inspect the works at the Breakwater. The Royal

32am flbrnu Vol-XXXVI“. Q
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Sovereign and Royal Charlotte pleasure yachts were lying in the River,

opposite the Dock, filled with spectators.

RUSSIAN EMPIRE.

So vast is the extent of this Empire, that when it is noon-day in its

Western parts, on its eastern confines it is nearly mid-night. Exclusive of

all its acquisitions from the Turks, and from Poland, it formsa square,

every side of which measures more than two I/toumnd English miles ! Some

geographers make each side of the square from llu'rly tofurly miles more.

Be this as it may, it is certain that it is of lwelre times the dimensions of

any other kingdom in Europe, and far exceeds the territories of the Roman

Empire, even in the zenith of its glory. In the immense tract of this

country, it is well known that hitherto thlcre have been no coal-mines. An

attemPt to raise coal, that prime article of fuel, is now about to he made.

under the immediate patronage of the Emperor. The spot fixed upon for

this purpose is in the vicinity of Tula—Tula, celebrated for its extensive

iron-works, and especially recollected at thistirne from the circumstance of

Buonaparte’s defeated intention of destroying them. Tale is the capital of

the government of that name, distant from Moscow one hundred and

fifteen miles, and situate on the river Upha, in long.37° 24’ east, and

lat, 54° 10’ north. This undertaking (the success of which will form an

epocha never to be forgotten in the annals ofthe Russian Empire) is under

the immediate patronage, we might hare added, .and at the instance ofthe

truly patriotic and enlightened Alexander. All the measures were con.

eerted in London, with his Excellency Count Lieven, the Russian Ambas

sador; and on the 20th ult. Mr. Longmire, of Whitehaven (the director

and actuary in this important concern) proceeded from thence to London,

with an assistant draftsman, and four pitmen, belonging to Whitehaven,

and two horses, previously engaged at Newcastle. They sailed from

Gravesend for St. Petershurgh on the lst instant, all their equipments for

the voyage being on the most liberal scale. We understand they are to

winter at Moscow, excepting a few occasional visits to Tula, as the season

may allow, and to commence operations as early after that as the climate

will permit. '

ERECTIONHOF A BEACON ON THE CARR ROCK.

A Beacon, 50 feet high, is now erecting on the Carr Rock, att‘the

entrance of the Firth of Forth. From the smallness of the rock, it has

been found impossible to erect any building upon it of sufiicient height to

benbove the reach even of very weighty seas, nhich would at once be fatal

to the effect and apparatus of a light—house. The building is therefore to

be covered with a large hell, in the form ofa culea; this hell is to be'

tolled night and day, to warn mariners of impending danger. But as the

beacon is too small, and is otherwise quite inadequate for the habitation

of a man, it is none of the least interesting parts of this design, to devise

how this is to he produced without the regular attendance of a person to

wind up the machinery of the hell apparatus. This is provided for in the

following manner :-Iu the centre of the building there is a kind of cham
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bar, or cavity, into which the tidal waters are admitted, by means of a

small conduit or perforation in the walls, and as the tide rises on the exte

rior of the building, it also rises in the chamber, and elevates a metalic

that or tank, which is connected with a rod communicating with the train

of machinery to which the perpendicular rise of the tide gives motion ; and

in this manner the large bell is tolled. A weight is also at the same time

raised, and as the tank or flat is elevated to the height of nenp titles, to

which the train ofinachinery is calculated, when the tide has flowed to its

height, the weight begins to operate by its tendency to descend, and it;

keeps the machine in motion till the flood returns again to lift the float and

raise the weight, or, in other words, to wind up the machine. In this

manner the bell is to be tolled without intermission.

EXPLOSION 0F ANOTHER AMERICAN STEAM BOAT.

A Philadelphia paper of the 5th ult. says:—“ From a gentleman who

arrived in town last evening, we learn that the Steam-boat intended to ply

between Norwich and New London, having proceeded a few miles on her

way from the formt'r place, the boiler burst, and several persons were dan

gerously scalded. It seems some alarm was given, when all the passengers

ran on deck, where they had scarcely arrived when the explosion took

place, and nearly destroyed the cabin and furniture. Had they remained

in the cabin, many of them probably would have lost their lives.”

EXTRAORDINARY PASSAGE.

Tris Pacific, Williams, arrived at Liverpool from New York, sailed 6th

June, and made the coast of Ireland in IQ days. find not the wind then

become contrary, she would have made her passage in 14 days.

THE AMERICAN FLAG

Ooa. nautical readers are not aware, perhaps, that by a recent Act of

Congress, a modification has taken place in the Flag ‘of the United States.

The following is the Report of the Committee on which the Bill was

founded. It is a curious historical document.

Rrporl on the National Flag.

The Committee of the House of Representatives of the United States,

appointed to inquire into the expediency of altering the flag of the United

States, beg leave to report—That they have maturely examined the subject

submitted for their consideration, and are well aware that any proposition

essentially to alter the flag of the United States, either in its general form

or in the distribution of its parts, would be as unacceptable to the Legisla

ture and to the people, as it Would be uncongenial with the views of the

Committee.

Fully persuaded that the form selected for the American flag was truly

emblematical of our origin and existence as an independent nation, and

that, as such, it has received the approbation and support of the citizens

of the Union, it ought to undergo no change that would decrease its con

spicuity, or-tend to deprive it of its representative character. The Com
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mittee, however, believe, that a change in the number of States in the

Union snlliciently indicates the propriety of such a change in the arrange

ment of the flag, as shall best accord with the reasons that led to its adop

tion, and sufliciently point to important periods of our history.

The original flag of the United States was composed of thirteen stripes

and thirteen stars, and was adopted by a resolution of the Continental

Congress, on the 14th of June, 1777. On the 13th of January, 1794, after

two new States had been admitted into the Union, the NationaLLegislature

passed an Act, that the stripes and stars should, on a day fixed, be

increased to fifteen each, to comport with the then independent States

The accession of new States since that alteration, and the certain prospect

that at no distant period the number of States will be considerably multit

plied, render it, in the opinion of the Committee, highly inexpedient to

increase the number of stripes, as every flag must, in some measure, be

limited in its size, from the circumstance of convenience to the place on

which it is to be displayed, while such an increase would necessarily

decrease their magnitude, and render them proportionath less distinct to

distant obsel'yatioa. This consideration has induced many to retain only

the general form of the flag, while there actually exists a great want of

uniformity in its adjustment, particularly when used on small private

vessels. ‘

The national flag being in general use by vessels of almost every descrip

tion, it appears to the Committee of considerable importance to adopt some

arrangement calculated to prevent, in future, great or extensive alterations.

Under these impressions they are led to believe, no alteration could be

made, more emblematical of our origin and present existence, as composed

ofa numberofindependent and united States, than to reduce the stripes

to the original thirteen, representing the number of States then contending

for, and happily achieving, their independence—and to increase the stars

to correspond with the number of States now in the Union—and hereafter

to add one star to the flag whenever a new State shall be fully admitted. "

These slight alterations will, in the opinion of the Committee, meet the

general approbation, as well of those who may hare regretted a former

departure from the original flag, as of such as are solicitous to see in it a

representation of every state in the Union. I

The Committee cannot believe that, in retaining only 13 stripes, it

necessarily follows they should be distinctly considered in reference to cer.’

taiu individual States, inasmuch as nearly all the new States were a com

ponent part of, and represented in, the original; and inasmuch, also, as

the flag is intended to signify numbers, and not local and particular sec

tions of the Union.

The Committee respectfully report a Bill accordingly.

DISTRESS OF THE MONTREAL ON HER PASSAGE TO QUaaec.

[From the Quebec Gazette]

BETWEEN 20 and 80 vessels were to sail from _London for Canada in

April, as many from Liverpool, and 10 or 12 from the Clyde, besides great

____‘_~-——_H‘ ._.r--—->
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numbers from the out-ports; of these only eight have arrived. Several of

them have been 15 or 16 days in the ice. One, the first from the Clyde,

has sustained considerable injury, and was only saved from sinking by the

judicious exertions of the master and ship’s company, in throwing about 40

tons of the most weighty articles of her cargo overboard. This ship, the

Montreal, Wm. Rayside, master, sailed from Greenock on the 9th of

April, in company with the Cherub, Stevenson, for Montreal, and parted

from her at? Loch Ryan, the Cherub bearing away for the South Channel,

and the Montreal beating up for the North. On the 15th the Montreal

was olf Tory, from whence she was driven by southerly winds to lat. 57° 9'

in the long. of Rockol. On the Ist of May, in lat. by reckoning 49“ 5'

long. 46° 50' she fell in with islands ofice. In the evening of the Qd, lat.

by observation at noon 42° 12’ long 46° 14', she met with quantities of

broken ice, and sailed along a field of it during the night, and finally got a

passage through it. At four o'clock on the morning of the 3d, she had

soundings on the outer edge of the great bank. Islands of ice were occas

sioually seen till the 6th, when she made St. Peter’s island, then completer

covered with snow. 1 The same afternoon, 52 miles to the westward of St.

Peter's, the whole horizon to the southward and westward was discovered

to be covered with ice ; after beating in different directions, to discover a

passage, several fields which shewed clear water beyond them were passed,

The next day she got completely entangled in the ice, and it was finally de

termined to push through it. She was generally favoured with fair winds, ‘

but the ice was almost constantly covered with a fog, which prevented any

observation from being made; besides, it was impossible to calculate the

distance or courses to any certainty. At 12 at noon, on the 19th, the fog

clearing up, Cape Ray was discovered, bearing N.E. distant three miles.

On the 14th and 15th she was entirely stationary in the ice, lying alongside

of the Isabella, M‘Vicar, for Merimichie, Which sailed on the same day

from Greenock, and passed through the South Channel. On Sunday the

18th, at norm, all the sails on the main and mizen most being furled or

backed at the time, the point of an apparently thin piece of ice, and of

about 3 or 400 feet in superficies, struck the larboard port, knocked the

ends of the staucheons into the timbers, and broke and drove in the lower

edge of an oak plank of three inches and a half thick, about two feet under

water. The water gained fast on the pump, and the carpenter reported

that the port could not be secured without getting to the leak outside ; un

der these circumstances the passengers were stationed at the pump, and

the crew were employed in removing aft the weighty articles on the deck,

clearing away the main hatch, and throwing the m’bst weighty articles of

the cargo overboard. At this time a ship was discovered coming out of the

haze astern, and entering the ice. A signal of distress was immediately

hoisted ; but not sending her boat on board, Captain M‘Coll, late oftho

Cossack, and a boy and one man, all that could be spared, were sent on

board of her, to ask the assistance of their carpenter, and any hands the

ship could spare. This assistance was refused, under the pretext that it

was blowing too fresh. Captain M‘Coll returned to the ship; the master

of the stranger promised to stay by the Montreal, unless she hauled' dowa'

_.---b, __ __V
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her signal of distress. He however shot a~head ; at four RM. he hoisted

his top-gallant-sails, and was soon out of sight; the Montreal's signal of

distress was still flying. At eight P.M. boards were got over the outside of

the port, and next morning it was finally secured. At this time the ship

was supposed to be about 40 or 50 miles south of the east point of

Anticusti. On the 19th, at noon, the ship was again in acondition to

carry sail. The next day she was out of the ice, and made Anticosti, to

the westward of South Point. This morning she arrived at Quebec, with

out having seen any more ice, excepting on the shores near the mouth of

the River. Some pieces of ice, among which the Montreal passed, were

about fifty feet under water, and about six or eight above it. The

weather was generally very cold, ice forming every night, and the decks

frequently covered with snow. About a dozen vessels in all were seen in

the ice from the Montreal. The captain of the Isabella counted 12 outstde

of Cape Ray, ten of which he said he saw yrithin the Cape. He was nearly

a-sbore on Cape Ray; he spoke outside of the Cape the lsis, from London,

and saw the Alexander, Vickers, from Liverpool.

NE‘V-l NVENTED GA!

A oeansrnu at Hull has recently ascertained, by experiment, that the

common refuse whale-blubher, hitherto considered useless, will actually

efi'ord a most copious supply of gas, at an expense much below that of coal

gas, and ofa nature less noxious and unpleasant.

waecit or THE ROYAL onoacr: asattnostan.

Ttu’. Resolute, diving-bell vessel, has gone into Portsmouth harbour.

The project of dissevcring the wreck of the Royal George has been aban

doned, and the buoys which were moored upon the bearings of it have been

taken up.
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On our North American Timber Trade.

an. canon, 16!]: June, 1817.

I HAVE had occasion to see the official answer from the Treasury to the

petition of the merchants and ship-owners engaged in the timber trade

with our American colonies; and am sorry to observe, that the idea of

imposing a duty on timber, the produce of these colonies, is still retained,

and intimation given of its being intended to be imposed during the next

session of Parliament. Whether this duty can be nfi'orded by the trier-

chants and ship~owners, I shall leave For the consideration of all impartial

men, interested in the prosperity of their country, only observing, that

during the last year not less than five hundred sail went to British America

to load timber; that the price of their cargoes may be estimated fairly at

lialfa million; and that owing to the depressed state of trade, and the
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reduced price of timber (which had fallen to less than one-half its value

“no years before), I do not believe the profits arising from its sale amounted

on an average to five per cent.: indeed I know that many ships lost money

by the voyage- As, therefore, no improvement has yet arisen in the price

of timber, or in the rise of freights, it surely requires great consideration,

whether the imposition of a duty on timber from North America, at the

rate of 20:. per load, is calculated to augment and invigorate this branch

of trade, or the contrary. I conceive, myself, that the ship-owner at pre.

sent deserves (as he requires) assistance and encouragement; and as during

last year timber ciirgoes paid no freight, and only five per cent. on the

prime cost, I am really at a loss to find out the policy oflaying on such a

duty. I shall, however, be happy to find it is beneficial, both to him and

I0 government, but I am apprehensive, that instead of proving so, it will

have it directly contrary etfect, and bring all concerned to the resolution of

rather laying their vessels up, and allowing the seamen to remain out of

employ, than to continue fitting them out, and sending them on voyages,

promising no other result than that ofa certain and considerable loss.

var.» @7107}

On Change of Titles in the British Navy.

rm. nnrroa, 161/; June, I817.

BELIEVE there is some idea at present of making some alteration.

(intended no doubt as an improvement) in the title and appellation

of dilTerent ranks of oflicers in the navy. l have heard it suggested, that:

the post captains should he styled commodores, and the commanders cap

tains; for my own part, I feel little desire to see any such trifling

alterations attended tn, whilst others of far more consequence and

importance are neglected, or deferred ; but as it possibly may be deter

mined to gratify the wishes of particular individuals in making this change

of name, instead ot'systcm, I beg leavejust to hint, that I think if the post

captains retained their present title, and commanders were called captain

lieutenants, all would be done which is necessary; it might, perhaps, be

also proper to give the rank and title of commodore to twenty of the senior

post captains commanding three deckers; but I have great objection to

any change, and would much rather observe the Board of Admiralty and

Navy Board anxious to promote and encourage other improvements and

alterations in the serrice, which are much wanted, to render it fully

eflicient, titan employed in making silly changes of this nature. I Would

rather see it patronizing the scientific and zealous officers of the navy, who

are devoting their hours of leisure to useful science, and to professional

improvements, and who are new laying these before the public. I have only

to mention the works of Captain Beaufort, Licutenants Chappel and

Blacquiere, Mr. Bain, on the variation of the compass, Captain Layman,

in the course of preparation, on forest timber, and naval history, to shew

how becoming it would be in those at the Admiralty Board to encourage

the useful labour of such men; yet I blush to say that these, and many

s__ A____,__
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others like them, are neglected, and left to cold forgetfulncss and chilling

scorn. Our navy, Sir, is very far from being eflicient; and if again

required to act on a great scale, would require able hands to guide the helm:

let, therefore, our alterations be real improvements ; our attention unwea

tied to make them so ; and to bind up the wounds which foster and corode

the hearts of many gallant oflicets and men, who were, and would be still

its ornaments.

Jig/Lamar.

\

UNI,

On Neglected M'crt't.

mt. EDITOR, 24th June, 1817.

KNOW you are the brave man's friend, and that you doth confine

your biographical memoirs to the great and fortunate alone, but are

equally willing to open your pages to those who may be no less deserving,

but far less the children of fortune, and of interest: biography would

indeed lose a considerable portion of its utility and agreeable variety, if

alone confined to men of rank, however distinguished, and of ofiicers who

rise to the highest honors; it is equally necessary, and just, to diversify the

scene, and to hold up men of virtue and talent, who have been unfortunate

in their professional career, to the sympathy and respect of their country

men, who will be willing to applaud, as well as to sympathize with‘men

who have served their country well, yet have been left to ttntnerited neg

lect, and have been passed unheeded by, wholly unable to surmount (how

ever it may lncerate their manly hearts) those obstacles which too much

abound in all professions, to the great detriment of merit which has no

patron. Allow me to entreat your attention, Mr. Editor, to these facts ;

and to request, if you can procure-the proper materials, that you would lay

before the readers of your Chronicle the professional services of a gallant,

although neglected, oflicer, Captain Boorder, who has long been permitted,

(I know not why) to languish on the list of commanders, although during

the revolutionary war no captain of n sloop of war exceeded him in activity

or brnvery; his name is repeatedly to be found mentioned with the highest

panegyric in the gazettes, and his services being under the eye ofa very

gallant commander, the late Lord Duncan, were often recommended to

the Board of Admiralty, as entitled to reward and promotion; yet, not

withstanding all this, and although decidedly one of the best oflicers in the

navy, this excellent man, and distinguished commander, both by his gallant

actions and his proper feeling, is now lost for ever to the service.

I should be happy to see it correct statement of his various services, as I

know they would he perused with interest by professional men, who respect

and value him. I hope some of your correspondents will procure them for

you, and also those of other oflicers in a similar situation to Captain

Boorder.

flgrime! to i/i/Zoa/ Jaw}.
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On the Inciolabilty if the British Funds.

mt. antroa, May 28th, 1817.

AVAL men, as well as all other classes of the community, being

interested in the present state of the country, it may not be deemed

altogether foreign to the design of the i'avnlChronicle, for its pages to con

tain some observations on subjects to which the attention of the nation

in general has been directed.

Those who, amidst the toils and perils of war, escaped the attacks of

hostile clinics and dangers of battle, and who having had an opportunity of

gathering something from the spoils of the enemy, and the prudence to save

it, looking forward to the pinching days of half pay; and who have entrusted

it to the hands of the nation, under the guarantee of her honour and faith,

must feel surprise and indignation, at the proposition of some pretended

patriots, that the nation should sully her honour, by breaking her faith with

individuals, of whom she borrowcd in the day of her necessity.

Some men are glad to seize every opportunity of clamouring, and making

a noise upon subjects which are likely to attract the notice of the public ;.

but what would any one, who has the least sense of justice, say of that

man, who borrowed of his neighbour in the day of his need, and when

this was over, endeavoured to violate his plighted faith, and cheat his

creditors P

Shall the public hurthens be made a pretence for the violation of public

faith i' Shall those who have entrusted their all into the hands of the

nation, upon the faith of her veracity, be less secure than those who have

trusted individuals? Shall the faith of the nation he held less sacred than

that between man and man? Who are the men that would have it so i

What are their personal sacrifices for. the public good ? Let them be set

forth in array, that we may behold them might, and duly appreciate their

value. Shall we listen to such doctrine from those who have disgraced

themselves by stock-jobbing, and would attempt to wipe it off by thus

assuming a tone of patriotism P Shall we listen to those whose rent-rolls

have been doubled within the last lwenty~fitte years, and who now desire to

maintain the enormous and preposterous value that land had attained in

this island? From such quarters, the proposition brings its condemnation

along with it.

A man of landed property says, let the fund-holders pay the income tax,

because the same stock will purchase more land than it would some time

ago, Qtop, Sir, be not so hasty in your conclusions, as few words upon this

suhject, ifyou please, as you appear to be looking only through the medium'

of self-interest. Previous to the war of the French Revolution, the three

per cents were upwards of 90, at one time 96, and all other stock in pro

portion ; who then had the temerity to say, tax the fund-holders only,

because stock, if sold out, will purchase so much land, wheat being then

ahoutfi/Iy shillings the quarter. Did not he who then purchased into the

funds do it at his own risk, as in all other transactions, whether public or

private? What other property in the kingdom was to be made answerahle

for the lessening of his principal, by the falling of the funds? Into whose

Estt. emu. Vol. XXXVIII. a
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brain could such an extravagant self-interested thought have entered P But

what better is it, that because land has fallen from the dangerous height it

had attained, that its owners are to be remunerated by the plunder of their

fellow-subjects, the fund-holders ; many of whom would have been far

more wealthy, had their capital been turned into land at a favourable

time. '

But in order more clearly to discern with what justice men of landed

property have thrown out such unjust insinuations against the fund-holder,

iet us step back to 1792, and look at one of the'lntter having 5001. per

annum from the three per cents, and a land-holder having the same

income. The three per cents, taken at. 90, the fund-holder’s capital was

worth 15,0001. ; and the land-holder’s, taken at thirty years' purchase, was

ofthe same value; but if taken at twenty~tive yenrs’ value, was only worth

12,5001. In a few years, what is the situation of these two men? The

produce of land being doubled, his income is one thousand pounds per

annum, and his capital, at thirty years' purchase, worth thirty thousand

pounds ; at twenty-five years’ purchase, worth twentyjive thousand

pounds.

What is the situation of the fund-holder P llis income is still 5001. per

annum ; but the three per cents having fallen to 56, his capital is reduced

to the value of little more than nine thousand pounds. What would the

land-holders have said, had the fund-holders insinuated, that because land

had increased one-half in value, while funded property had decreased near

far-lg per cent. the former only ought to pay the income-tax. Are not all

kinds of property liable to fluctuation in value .3 Even gold and silver are

In; what selfish reasoning must it then be, to insinuate, that because the

enormous value of land has fallen in this island, the nation ought to deal

unjmtly with her creditors, that the interest of land-owners may be pro

Iloted by this act ofinjustice. If the entertaining of such an idea prove

the contamination of the heart, by the darkening, contracting, and defiling

influence of selfish feelings and thoughts; how much more must that heart

be contaminated and blinded, and estranged to every sense of justice, to

every liberal sentiment, that has not only entertained the idea transiently,

but has made it a constant guest, dined with it, snpped with it, slept

with,it, and risen with it in the morning: thathas had the consummate

efl'rontery to introduce it, where its appearance ought to have aroused the

indignation of every honourable sentiment that can he found in the breast

of man. To place the land-owner and the Fund-holder on the same footing

a in 1799, wheat ought to be at fifty shillings the quarter, and all the, other

produce of land in proportion; the three per cents at ninety, and all other

stock in a corresponding ratio.

lfa laud-owner of 5001- per annum in 1792, had, in eight or nine years

afterwards, disposed of his estate, worth one thousand pounds per annum

by the rise of the produce of land, at thirty years’ purchase, it would ban

been worth 30,0001. and this would have purchased an annuity in the three

per cents (at 56) of sixteen hundred poundr per annum, while the fund.

holder of an equal income in 1792, was stationary in that respect; and his

capital reduced more than one-third by the falling of the funds ; and which,
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if turned into land, at thirty years‘ purchase, would only have given him on

income of 2701. per unnum ; lessening his income almost one-half, by turn

ing his funded capital into land ; while the land-owner, by turning his

landed capital into funded property, advanced his income above one-third,

and to above three times that of a stock holder whose capital equalled that

of his land, at thirty years' purchase, in 1792.

These brief observations, on a subject of notorious fact, will clearly show

with what justice any man, or men, have insinuated a violation of the

nation's faith towards her creditors. He who purchased into the funds

when they were so high in 1792, did it at his own risk: he who purchased

land when the land mania was at its height, did it at his own rislt. What

other property does the selfish creature imagine is to be violated for his

want of sagacity and common sense, to discover, that land could not main

tain the dangerous and preposterous height it had attained, any more than

the nation is to he left in the hands of corn-jobbers and factors, as at the

present day, who make the markets what they please. It is much to be

desired, that our legislators would look into this subject with the eyes of

political wisdom, and consider how much the future commercial prosperity

of the nation depends upon the moderate price of the necessaries of life' ;

how much our resources depend upon the extension ofour commerce; how

much the interest of the landed property depends upon the success of the

commerce of the nation. ‘

Nothing can discover greater political blindness and error, than burthen

ing every commodity for the advantage of the landed interest; than severe

and stupid prohibitions against the importation of the necessaries and com

forts of life, that the landed-interest may well its rent-rolls, and ride over

all other classes of the community.

Ah, blind legislators, will ye not consider by what means your wealth

increased so enormously ? When Gré'nt Britain was involved in a tremen

dous war, when she had all the navies of Europe to contend with, her own

invested every coast, and carried her commerce at the mouth of its cannon;

it commanded every shore, and under its guardian wing and protection the

commerce of the nation flourished to a degree never contemplated by the

most sagacious statesman, never imagined by the most sanguine calculator.

Now the thunders ofthat navy have ceased to command the gates and doors

of commerce, its usual channels are barred up; now that the cannon of the

British navy cease to command the shores of Europe, her nations demand

e reciprocation of interests. How in this to be attained ? By impolitic

'restrictions upon the exuberance of their productions? Will not, and has

not this provoked retaliation ? The corn-bill, the seed-hill, wool-bills, and

all bills for fencing and guarding, and screwing up the produce of land, are

only so many weights and fetters on the commerce of the notion; so many

obstacles to its extension. '

Whatever the landed-interest of these kingdoms may think; however

erroneously it may judge of its uncxampled profits; the extended com

merce of the country was the cause, joined to the peculiar situation of

Great Britain, during a conflict so long and arduous.

The cause having ceased, so have the effects: and as the extension of
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commerce increased the value of land in this island, by the curtailment of

the former; a diminution of the latter must follow as anatural conse

quence. Extinguish the commerce of the country, and the value of land

will become insignificant to what it is at present. Wherefore? Because

more than half the wealth of the nation would soon vanish; more than half

her present resources would be soon dried up.

How narrow, selfish, and mistaken, must the policy of those men he,

who imagine, that by restrictive laws, calculated to enhance the price of

all the necessaries of life, and make the inhabitants of this land eat their

loaf at near double the price it costs the neighbouring nations, that by those

means they are promoting the interests of the nation. Such a thought,

surely, cannot enter the mind of any man, but him who is enveloped in

the obscuring fog gendered by selfishness; and while he imagines he sees

the way to increase his own wealth, he is altogether blind ; and sees

nothing but a phantom, created by the partial workings of his own mind.

If the landed interest of Great Britain imagine it can enrich itself at the

expense of the commerce of the country, it is grievoust mistaken. Ifit

think it can enrich itself by attempting a monopoly of all the necessaries of

life, it is grievoust mistaken. Oppress and impoverish the nation for its

benefit, and this will in due time bring down its lofty assumptions, and

humble it to a corresponding level with all other ranks in the community.

The body politic to be in full health and vigour, must have all its mem

bers impartially attended to ; no one oppressed for the benefit of another;

much less all dealt hardly with, that the head might be benefited. This

could only be effected for a short time, as its very efl'ects would be to

paralize the head ; throw it into morbosity, and languishing consumption.

Should the operation of the sinking fund be proved inadequate to make

head against the national debt, and to eradicate its present grievous effects,

justice would demand that the whole nation, without distinction or per

tiality, should be called upon to assist in lessening the weight, and not to

deal unjustly with one part for the benefit of another.

Thus were a mighty efl'ort judged necessary to extinguish a certain por

tion of the national debt, this ought to be done proportionally by all pro

perty, of whatever denomination, whether land, houses, merchandise of

every denomination, cattle of all kinds, vessels of all descriptions; then,

but not till then, might it be just to take a proportional part from the

nation's creditors.

Instead of the creditors of the nation being answerable for the dete

rioration of any species of property, justice might think, that all was

answerable to them. The man who holds an estate, has not committed its

,value to" the faith of the nation; the man who possesses houses, has not

committed their value to the faith of the nation; the merchant has not

committed the contents of his stores and warehouses to the faith of the

nation ; nor have any other who hold their property in possession, of what.

ever kind it may be, committed it to the faith of the nation ; but the fund

' holder has : perhaps his all. And for this reason is his property to he held

less inviolnble than that of any other description ? Thatwhich ought tothe most inviolable, shall it be the [int violated?

t|:' . i > ..| t .
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Having already exceeded the length of the observations I intended making

on this part ol‘ the subject, I can only add, that the case is so plain, that

the man whose mind is impressed with the least sense of justice can have

no doubt; however pretended patriots and reformers, out of the dark

recesses of their unjust conceptions, may endeavour to produce an ignis~

fatuus, in the shape of reason, to lead the multitude astray. '

e%‘wn.NI

Oriental Irgformation rcqucsled.

Mn. EDITOR,

S I clearly perceive, from the nature at“ some ol'your communications,

that some learned gentleman, particularly well versed in oriental

knowledge, takes aconsiderahle interest in your work, l beg to submit to

him, whether he might not. give a communication on the present extent of

Turkey, and what part of the ancient world is comprehended in that

Empire.

, I should also like to see from him a speculation on the ancient naviga

tions; where he considers the ports of Ophir and Tarshish were situated 2

and the knowledge ofthe ancients in India; the voyage of Nearchus; the

circumnavigation of Africa, in the reign of Nccho; the Periplus of the

Erythrean Sea, (Ste. I am, Sir, &c.

.

On Marine Surveying, and Nautical Discovery.

0",

llR-‘EDITOB, June SM, 1817.

[NCE I sent you a former communication on this subject, I am happy

to observe, that surveying vessels have sailed in different directions,

for the purpose of re-surveying our own coasts; and as it appears the Board

are alive to the importance of this object, I need only express to you my

own gratification at perceiving this to be the case, and farther to suggest

the utility of continuing our nautical researches on foreign stations, and in

the Southern Pacific Ocean, where an Anson, a Byron, a Cooke, and Van

couver, have already been the great and unwearied precursors in the tract of

discovery. If it is said, that the field is exhausted,l cannot easily accede to

this declaration, we know that both the Russians and French have fitted

out vessels to prosecute such researches, and to establish settlements ; and

in time of peace Britain ought to continue them, were it only to train her

young and rising naval ofiicers to such researches, and lead them to the

love of science and discovery. I have already mentioned, that many of our

best oflicers have been bred in the school of these eminent circumavigators,

and I hope such a school will not be laid aside; it surely will not be said,

that the expense must at present prevent any new undertaking of this kind ;

it“ England is indeed fallen so low, then I despair of her fleets and armiel

being any longer her impregnahle hulwarlrs. We are, perhaps, exhausted;

butstill our glorious constitution remains, and we shall yet triumph over

    n. er~~-'
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every difficulty: a few thousand pounds employed in promoting useful dis.

coveries cannot be an object, when its end is at once so noble, and so

Worthy of the first maritime country in Europe. I would therefore pro

pose, that government should fit out a ship of 350 or 400 tons, under a

post captain, three lieutenants, four mates, and ten midshipmen; and a

brig of 250 tons, under a commander, two lieutenants, three mates, and

eight midshipmen, to sail in cmnpany to the Pacific Ocean, and then each

to take a separate route, but to meet again at a particular rendezvous every

twelve months, during their absence of three years. We know how well

equipped and prepared Captain Vancouver’s vessels were; and how well

they answered the purpose of their voyage; and we know what valuable

and important objects that voyage of discovery ascertained. I should there

fore be glad to see a similar undertaking soon set on foot, and there are

several eminent and able olficers who sailed with Vancouver still alive, and

able, I presume, to follow in the same glorious track : Captain Madge is

one, and Baker another. I think Captains Barry and Swaine were also

with him. ,

N-fl glitON I

Albion’s Ezplanalion, in conscqucnceqf “J. C.’s" Observation: relative to

Merchant Builders.

mt. cor-r012, 12th August, 1817.

‘5 it is the noblest part of honour to acknowledge an error when con

J vinced of it, I have no hesitation whatever in candidly acknowledging

to “ J. C." and the readers of the N. C. that g0vernment furnished the

materials, and appointed constant overseen, whose only business was to

superintend the building of these ships, which have undoubtedly cost so

much money to the nation, and done so little service to the country, the

merchant builders are not responsible for their deficiency ,- and that my ob~

servatious respecting their conduct were made without any knowledp

whatever of this certainly highly important circumstance. I regret there

fore, having attached blame, where it seems, from “ J. C.’s" statement,

so little was due. I have, however, this important fact on my side, that

at no very remote period, the assertions I made use of were used, and

never contradicted; and it is very certain that large fortunes were the

result to the builders, at that time, of their exertions in preparing a navy,

for this country; whether the ships they built were or were not durable, I

leave to “ J. C." to determine; hutI think the fact of government having

entirely abandoned the system of building in private yards (although we

should, in the event of war, be greatly in want of ships, and the King's

yards must be many years in replacing those lately sold and broke up)

speak volumes on the subject. As “J. C.” appears to be on the spot, and

to possess ample information on this most important subject to the country,

I am very hopeful he will contribute his knowledge to the rutders of your

work, in an enlarged comlnanication, relative to ship-building.

l have only further to remark, that whether the system of buildinl il
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private yards allowed government to be cheated or not, it is undeniable,

that it was execrated by every one as a most ruinousij ; and that the

country was taken in by it, there is not the least doubt. “ J. C." professel

reluctance to enter into another paper war; and I mean to decline it, as

productive of no good to your work, or the interest of the navy. I shall

always be open to conviction, and when in error, ready, as now, to retract

any really injurious observation, where incantiously used. Having said

thus much, I hope this very useful Correspondent, whose communications

to you occasionally are very valuable, will take my hint, and give the

public more information on the momentous subject of the causes and conse

quences of the early and ruinous decay oi'our men of war; telling us can

didly when it was the fault of the builder, and when it arose from the

unavoidable use of unseasoned wood. I think he is fairly called on to do

to; and of its utility there can be no doubt.

Vol/zen.
”’

On Improvement: in the Navy.

III» eor'roa. June 161b, 1817.

' MONGST your numerous Correspondents who have zealously devoted

their time and attention to forward those measures which they con

ceived calculated to produce beneficial consequences to the naval service,

I observe of late a new and no less active writer, Mr. Urquhart, who, in

order to do away the impression of being an anonymous correspondent,

boldly puts his name to his opinions. Many gentlemen withhold theirs,

only from delicacy and modesty; but real signatures are no doubt of con

sequence, in order to prove to the profession, that the writers are really

men who have had access to know and understand the subject on which

they treat. I have perused this gentleman‘s letters in your last Volume

with attention, as well as his letters addressed to Lord Melville and

Mr. Wilberforce, on very important subjects; viz. the better manning of

the navy, by abolishing impressmenl ,- these are creditable to hisjudgment,

and to his heart; and holding the some opinions, they have my com lete

approbation. Nor do I think the observations in your number for April last,“t

less worthy of notice 3 they no doubt accuse the Admiralty Board of a dis

inclination to attend to or forward any naval improvements, suggestions,

or discoveries pointed out to them ; and of course will not perhaps be well

received by that Board; yet his language is, I fear, that of truth; and if

this is the case, I would only ask, and I do it with deference and respect, is

our navy yet arrived at the highest possible pitch of improvement? Are

all new plans or suggestions useless, and unworthy of notice or con

sideration ? Are our otlicets and seamen Slile and contented? Have

their claims or their rights been admitted and granted to the utmost .P

Have our ships yet attained that unrivalled excellence in model, durability,

and capability, as to render no improvements, no new system necessary?

Is it improper new to encourage and protect such men as Admiral Knowles
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was, as Admiral Schanlt is, and as many ' able and scientific oflicers would

be, if their useful labours were not damped by neglect, and rendered

unavailing by official arrogancy and repelling hauteur.

Iask these questions of professional men, and I am not ignorant, Sir,

of their answer; it is this: that if much is not done, and that very soon, to

render our naval system more perfect, and our force more eflicient, our

navy must and will, at the commencement of a new war, sufl'er grievously

from the neglect, which is the more unaccountable, as there are unques

tionably very able men at the Board, men who are highly regarded and

respected throughout the service, and who are not only excellent judges of

maritime subjects themselves, but have constant access to the opinions and

advice of their brother oflicers, when they choose to consult them. How

much then is it to he lamented, that every sugestion should not be at least

well received, and maturely considered and reported on. I am convinced

much good to the service would follow such a mode of procedure, which is

always followed in France and other countries : the same opportunities for

discussion, the same time and leisure, may not always be ours; we know

that war leaves little time at the Admiralty for such investigations ; it is a

time of hustle and hurry, and constant preparation a but now is the season

for improvements,- and as l believe, in my conscience, that much is yet

wanted, I would l'ain hope these measures will not be delayed. Lord

Cochrane has told us, “ that the sun of our maritime greatness is set for

ever." I regret that this saying should so nearly apply to himself, but to

the nation it does not yet hold good; let us do all in our power to prevent

its doing so in our time: to this we are bound by every tie, and by the

highest duties; and the Board of Admiralty which shall endeavour to set up

the rigging (four gallant, although weather-beaten ship, will deserve and

receive the gratitude and admiration of every true-hearted scamnn, and of

every well-wisher of the country; this is done at sea on a long voyage,

or after a storm, for fear of another; and shall we be less wise or prudent

in the management of such a grand and important charge as the navy of

Britain. If these are truths, they will be read with attention, as they are

oli'ered with respect ; if they are only the suggestions offant‘y, then away

with them to oblivion; but let our naval helmsmen recollect the mag

nitude of their trust, and what their country expects at their hands; it is

no less than to preserve our navy unimpaired; by which is meant, that

wherein it has been injured by time or otherwise, proper means should he

used to repair the mischief.

N.» 'fl

Reply to Clerirm'.

mt. EDITOR, London, August 150;, 1817.

N the Naval Chronicle of July last, you have inserted a letter, under

the signature of " Clericus," in which certain observations are made

on the Naval Asylum at Greenwich, which, as a friend to truth and jus
 

" Sir H. Popham is, I admit, an exception.
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lice, I cannot sutler to pass unnoticed; nor, I am persuaded, will your

impartiality deny to me an opportunity of refuting, through the same

medium, what I conceive to be an illiberal attack on that Institution.

“ Clericus" is not content with proposing a new establishment in favor

of the sons of officers of his Majesty's navy (a subject which I understand

has been for a long time in contemplation of his Majesty’s ministers), but:

is desirous to annihilate at; old established Institution, designed for the

maintenance and educatiop of the children of warrant, petty otlicers, sea

men, and marines; and this subversion he purposes under the specious

but false pretext, that the majority of those admitted into the Asylum are

not the sons ofseamen or marines, and that the benefits to be derived from

this establishment, are far overbalanced by its “ enormous etgpense."

_ As the building is open at all times to the inspection of the public, it is a

pity that “ Clericus" did not follow my example, in visiting the establish

ment, before he ventured assertions, which are wholly unfounded.w As a

real friend to the navy, I have taken great. pains to ascertain whether there

was any truth in the different reports that were in circulation to the preju

dice of this Institution, and the result of my inquiry is, in my humble opi

nion, completely satisfactory. -

The evil reports that were abroad found their way into the House of

Commons; and in the session of 1816, a Committee was ordered to inves

tigate the management of the Naval Asylum. Their report distinctly states,

that there is no fault whatever in the interior management of the Institu

tion; and a second Committee of the last Session puts the matter at rest,

as they not only confirm the first report, but add

.“ That due care has been taken, and proper attention paid to an econo

mical management of the Naval Asylum. Thnt every thing has been fur

nished by contract that could be supplied in that. manner; and that no

blame is imputable to any one; and that no undue influence has been

exerted, or favor shewn, in the admission of the children."

By way of elucidating the subject, I will explain what I know to be a

fact. Children are admitted into this Institution, not by patronage, but_

acpording to specific claims, under the following ctassifications :—

lst. Orphans of warrant, petty officers, seamen, and marines, “hose

_ fathers have fallen in his Majesty's service, and have no

mothers.

2d. Children of ditto, whose fathers have fallen in his Majesty's service,

[and have mothers.

3d. Children ofditto, whose fathers having been wounded or maimed

on hoard his Majesty's fleet, who are incapable of further service,

and whose families are numerous and indigent.

4th. Children of ditto, whose fathers are actually employed in his

Majesty's fleet on distant stations, and whose mothers have died

during their fathers’ absence.

5th. Children of ditto, whose fathers are actually employed in his

Majesty's service, attd whose families are numerous.

nab. (than. Vol. \XXXVIII. s
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This is the order ofclaims—the scale of preference agreeably to which

applicants are admitted into this Institution. That these regulations are

founded injustice and humanity is a truth too evident to require any proof;

and it redonntis to the credit of'the parties that have the control of the

Institution, that, from the order of admission here established, not a single

deviation can be produced, Is it not then unpardonable‘ ignorance, I will

not say maligm'ly, in “ Clericns," to affirm, that few seamen's children are

benefited by the Institution; and that “ a 'host of those who possess as

much claim on a naval institution as the porter at the Admiralty door has

to be created Lord ChiefJustice, compose the majority of the Establish

ment." '

The average expense of each child annually, including clothing, provi

sions, washing, the payment of nfiicers, masters, and other classes of every

denomination, does not exceed 18!. ; where then is the enormous expense

incurred—and what can be the patronage of' such an establishment? When

I further state, that the officers are only live in number, and il'you add the

head master, and an assistant for every hundred boys, and a nurse for

every fifty, and the same calculation for the girls, you have a general view

of the Institution. ' ': ‘ >

By the regulations of this establishment, every ollicer and assistant must

have faithfully and meritorioust discharged their respective duties in his

Majesty’s naval or marine service; and the females are the wives or nidows

of oliicers,-seamen, or marines, of similar descriplion. Indeed, the Com

mittee of the House of Commons state, in their Report, “ That I. the

Establishment is strictly Naval.” ' i

“you were to witness, as I have done, the zeal and attention of the dif

ferent oflicers of this Establishment, you would be satisfied that it does not,

as “ (.‘lericus " says, abound in “ Sinecurists; ” on the. contrary, you would

find that all of thorn have important duties to perform; duties which

demand and have incessant attention, and are necessarilyaccompaniedwith

no small degree of solicitude, trouble, and responsibility.

I have the honor to he, Sir, fee. 8:0. 8:0.

(3%‘tenz/ to grad) am/ italics.

"’

“ He should obtain all his desires,

\Vho ofl'ers more than he reqntrt's."

Sir THOMAS Uaounstt-r‘s Tracts,

page 12, published 1651.

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE VISCOUN‘T MELVILLE.

MY LOP-D,

‘1 ERE l to draw conclusions from certain circumstances which have

taken place, ] perhaps might presume that my note to your

Lordship, ol' the ‘13d tilt. "my have contributed in some degree to the

Publication, at this time, entitled, “ Proposals and Regulntions relative to

'vr‘lr -
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the Royal Navy, made by the Board of Admiralty, and sanctioned by an

Order in Council, on the 15: January, 1817.“

Among the various documents on public afi'airs presented to a British

public, perhaps this is' the most extratordinary, where it professes to be a

scheme For manning the royal nav'y of these realms. So far as regards num

bers, and arrangement for uflicers, it may be correct, but certainly it does

not contain any efl'icients scheme or proposal for raising or acquiring the

strong arm of its power, regular-bred British seamen, of which it was so

deficient during the latter part of the late war, that many of our ships were

not half elfectively manned, It must be acknowledged, however, that

this document exhibits a marked attention to the marine corps.

Reflect, my Lord, that when the French navy had merely theoretic and

scientific oficers, without practical experience, and was principally manned

with French artillery, called cannoniers, at that time deemed the best in

Europe, the superiority of regular-bred British seamen, both officers and

men, was fully proved, by the victories obtained over them. The mode by

which you are now proposing to man the British navy will only lead on to

the old French system, but will never prove effectual.

It also should be had in consideration, that America is inhabited by a

people like ourselves, and is a rising nation in naval power. From parti

cular circumstances attached to her situation, she will have, ere long, It

greater number of regular-bred seamen and shipwrights than any nation in

Europe, perhaps this country not excepted : these men are only to be con

quered by regular-bred British seamen. As a practical seaman, of long

experience, and possessing a general knowledge of the seamen of this

'countryJ feel no hesitation in saying, that your present plan commences

at the wrong end.

As your Board have taken the hint from the suggestions of the American

exposé on naval afiairs to assimilate our ships of war of the same rate in

their fittings, allow me once more publicly to solicit your Lordship's

attention to what I have already suggested, and which no man has yet

ofl'erctl to refute, on manning the navy in time of war with regular-bred

volunteer seamen, and offering them a retaining protection in time ot'peace.

My sugestions are founded on what ought to be the true principles of

the maritime policy of these kingdoms, as regards the raising and training

of seamen, by an improvement of our marine system generally; the Naval

College for oflicers at Portsmouth not excepted.

Although it has hitherto bafiled the powers of other men, even Nelson

himself, to accomplish this object, and do away the evils of impressment,

for the honor of my country, and my profession, and to prove that we need

not have recourse to France or America for their nautical genius, or first

suggestions upon this subject, as on many other occasions, through the

want of attention in the proper department to the representations of prac

tical nautical men, 1 will pledge my character to my country, and on which

no man sets a higher value, that if allowed to offer my opinions on this sub

ject in the way 1 deem most t-fi'ectual, to lay before nautical men (as l have

already represented to your Lordship). capable of forming a correct
 

'v‘l'idc page 138.
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opinion of what I shall offer, a plan in which I have no doubt of proving

by what means it may be acquired, and at a much less expense, than

under the present system.

The peculiar object to which my attention is drawn at this time, is

already known to your Lordship, and it prevents me new enlarging

on the Subject. On the allusions of the Finance Committee to the

pension and registry of seamen, mathematical demonstration, in due time,

I hope, will convince them, that they have misconceived, through wrong

in "ormation, what are the principles by which the eficctually manning the

navy is to be obtained.

The Courier of the 291h ult. after many flattering observations upon the

penetration and judgment of the framers of this document before-men

tioned, remarks, that “ the reasons for all the changes are fairly and

clearly stated, and the whole of the arrangements are beneficial to the cha

- ra ’er of the navy, and highly liberal in their operation on the othcers."

The writer of this paragraph might have added, but with a total disregard

of the means whereby to obtain the strong arm of its power—regular-bred

Volunteer British Seamcn.

I beg leaVe once more to repeat, that I wish to act in unison with your

Lordship on this great question, by aiding your powers with my ideas,

founded on practical experience; in ofi'ering my opinions in this public

manner, he assured it is contrary to my inclination; therefore hope

your Lordship will not attach any blame to my conduct, so long as I have

no other means, in thus casting a seaman's eye, and offering a seaman's

'opinion, in a senman-like manner, for the good of my country, and my

profession, respecting such means as I may deem necessary to obtain this

great object; viz. the manning of the British Navy eflectively, without

having recourse to the Impressment of British Seamen.‘

_1 am, with much respect,

Your Lordship's most obedient humble Servant,

Lin/w; c017“- House, %) .JWm

4th August, 1817.

slIt,

On the Qualification: of Lieutenant: and lfaslers of the Royal Navy.

MR. sbr-rmt, _ 21“ June, 1817.

AMONGST the numerous improvements which of late years have taken

place in the navy, not a few of them under the direction of the present

First Lord, I am glad to observe, that since the termination of the war, the

examination of the mates and midshipmen previous to passing for

llt'lllElllllllS, is made much more strict and serious than was formerly the

case. When “e consider the great value of a ship of war, the lives of the

 

"I 'l'tn~ ardent zeal of Mr. Urquhart is warranted by its object; and we sincerely

hope be null be able to effect Ins benevolent and patriotic purpose. _

-._~..._____
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ortw, and the importance of the service she may be going on; and also

that all this is, and must be, for many hours ofthe twenty-four, in charge,

and under the direction ofa lieutenant, the importance of his being in all

respects competent, must strike every one. During the war, it was, I be

lieve, found ditiicult to get a sufiicient number of properly qualified

master: for the navy, on account of the low rate of pay compared with the

merchant service: surely, economy in such a case must be impolitic, and

occasion great inconvenience and loss to the service ; and considering the

attention which the Board has bestowed already, and is no doubt continu—

ing, in order to improve the service, as far as possible, and to bring it to

greater perfection, I would venture to suggest, that their attention to pro

viding well qualified masters, and to the appointment of no incompetent

lieutenants, would be doing no small good to the best interests of the navy

and the country : the examinations of both cannot be too rigid or exact,

considering their very responsible and heavy charge. In time of peace it

may also be matter for consideration, whether some schools a-float,' for the

education of masters as well as Inidshipmen, would not be practicable, as

it certainly would be desirable ,- it being matter of regret, that these ofliccrs

are not acquainted with every sea, and every coast. Many may be good

masters in the Channel and Baltic, who know nothing of the navigation of

the Mediterranean or East Indies. I think it also admits of doubt, whether

the plan of having sailing masters in the royal navy at all is a good one. I

confess it occurs to me, that lieutenants, so long as there are masters, will

always have more dependence on them, and less on themselves, than they

ought; were they to be henceforth obliged to pass for masters, undergoing

at the same time a lieutenant's examination, I am of opinion there would

be fewer ships lost, and our naval ofiicers decidedly made better navigators.

The masters under 40 might be early incorporated with the lieutenants ,

tbe seniors receiving superannuation. Your‘s, &c.

‘ @rton.

0",

Memoirs of Fi/sl Lords.

ma. ant'rort, June 30th, 1817.

OF the many memoirs of worthy men and gallant olficers, recorded in

the pages of the N. C. I do not recollect to have met with those ofa

distinguished and respected nobleman, who long presided at the Admiralty

Board, during, I believe, the whole of the revolutionary war. You will

readily perceive it is Earl Spencer to whom l allude; who, during a period

of unexampled difficulty, guided the naval helm with such uncommon skill

and ability, and who retired at last from his hiin station, carrying with him

 

' Ian) happy to observe surveying vessels have been fitted out; they are,

however, on too narrow a scale of equipment, to allow many young officers lo be

employed ; and it is a pity the complaints of Leo and Triton (side vol. xxxvli.

pp.!06.405.) on this head should be unattended to. Surveys ought to be made

on foreign stations as well as at home.
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the good-will and universal approbation of the naval service, and ofthe

country at large. I".an Spencer's meritorious services at the Board htth

been, I believe, exceeded by none, and it is Well known how anxiously his

return to it was looked for in the year 18i’6, during the short administration

of Mr. Fox : his conduct in private life is that of an enlightened and digni

fied British Noblcmtm, at once the scholar and man of rank. lsllvllld

therefore think it desirable, Mr. Editor, to procure a memoir of the public

services of his Lordship, as well as those of other First Lords 'who have

presided at the Admiralty Board, and under whom solid and real improve

ments have been made in the conduct of our naval afi'ttirs. I need scarcely

tidd, that the present naval hehnsman, as well as his father, is well entitiefl

to a niche in this temple of naval fatne.‘

' graccgud.

in. EDITOR, 16”: June, 1811!

OUR. pages being open to the communications of those M10 desire to

offer their opinions, either on naval or commercial matters, lam

anxious to raise my feeble voice, along with others, against the present

prevailing mania for paying 06' our men of war, and reducing our military

Establishment to the lowest rate possible. '

"’

On the Peace Establishment.

It is my decided opinion, that although the state of the finances ofthis

country may make reductions necessary, yet, neither the internal situation

of it, considering the present public feeling, and the tendency to change;

which has manifested itself amongst us, can by any metmsjustify the com

plete and entire dis-armament which we are t'vorking hard to effect. Ifit

is not justified from our intcrnal tranquillity, I fancy it will scarcely be

maintained that our relative situation with foreign powers is such as to

admit of our being Completely at ease with respect to them; if we look

around and consider what has been going on in South America for months

past, and what has recently taken place at-the Brazils, in Portugal, and at

Algiers; and if We also hear in our minds the anxiety betrayed by the

American government to form establishments in the Mediterranean, the

Baltic, and the Pacific Oceans, and the powerful squadrons cruising,

or preparing to attain, if possible, these favorite objects ; Iain sure it will

not be found to be good policy on the part 'of Great Britain to keep her'

pence establishment so very low as it has lately been reduced. Orion has

stated his opinion in a former number, of the necessity of havingn few men

of war on the South American coast, for more effectually carrying on and'

protecting a lucrative intercourse with these colonies (about to become

independent, I conceive). I certainly think an addition to our force there

indispensany necessary, and I regret therefore to find that government

have no such object in view, but that the orders for reduction continue.

 

" We shall be happy to find the observations of GRACCHU! attended with

correspondent communications.
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Mqun opinion is, that on every station our force is too small, and inade

quate even for a peace establishment; and certainly ministers themselves

originally intended it should have been higher, but they now say it is

pcressity/ which obliges them to give up their own judgment in favour of

retrenchment and economy; as until the eitpenditure suits our income, they

dare not put the country to any expense which can possibly be saved.

Under these circumstances, Mr. Editor, I am afraid there is little chance

of our keeping up our national dignity and importance by the respectable

'state of our peace establishments.“ Let us trust, then, that the victories of

the Nile and Trq/iilgar will be remembered long after our ships of war have

bccn dismantled and our seamcn paid 03': the former in any thing but an

efficient or sea worthy state, and the latter to encounter distress of

various descriptions; when we consider that these men have fought so

often,'and served their country so long, certainly every feeling mind must

cordially enter 'into the sentiments of J. C. on the subject; viz. “ making

some cfl'ectual effort to provide for disabled or worn-out seamen.” I cannot

omit stating'also my great anxiety at observing the shockng state of our

ships, many "of them have proved, on survey, utterly unfit for service,

being in a state 'of rapid decay, from dry rot. Surely, Mr. EditorVit is

time to devise Some remedy for this evil, big with ruin to [be state. Would

it not be well to setin earnest about constructing our ships of teak and

mahogany? although originally they might cost more money, in the end

We should be infinite gainers. I trust, erc long, to see this plan followed

up; at present, the British navy is far from complete; and it ought to be

made so as quickly as possible: on it rests, mainly, our consequence and

waMt

. importance vs a great nation.

ft,

Cirrular to Naval Qflicers.

mt. EDITOR,

AMONG the many valuable suggestions recorded in your Chronicle, in

I that department of it appropriated to your Correspondents, are some

from “ A Friend to Naval Merit," page 125, of Vol. XXXVIJ' I hand you

the enclosed circular to naval officers, and think your Correspondent,

whoever he may he, may assume to himselF, in some degree, the merit of

its production. llis suggestions are offered in respectful language ; and

I perfectly agree with you, Sir, in the opinion, that Suclt only should be

adopted as the means of obtaining redress, whatever may he the grievance.

' I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

iofd.’

‘ I scarcely need therefore to speult of fitting out ships for voyages of

discovery or surveying. _ ‘

+I Vidz also vol. xxxvii. pages" 49. 117. 199. 201.
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am, Admiralty-QM“, 30th July, 1817

11 being frequent y found necessary to ascertain in who ships individual

pflice ‘s have been at different times serving, my Lords Cammissioners of

the Admiralt have commanded mp ,to desire that. you will be so good as to

fill up the incloped form, as accurately as your recollection may enable you

to do, from your original entrance into the service up to the present time.

It “probable that many ofiicers may not be able to recollect the precise

day of their goveral entries or discharges; in such cases it will he suflicient

to state the year, and, where it ig possiblo, the rnonth.

,It will be oonyenient thnt one of the forty: herewith scntjao returned to

me; a second form is added, lest any accident should happen to render one

unfit to he returned ; and you will find on the other side hereof a specimen

of the manner in ‘hich the form is to be filled up.

You ill please to §ign your mime at full length at foot of the return.

I am, sir, your rpry humble servant,

. 89%”!I In nun-

'

-___

'Memm-andum of Hip :Sgrpt'cgs 9f Chglgin Jame: qu‘csf

\
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' In the e em of your not having been promoted for rank, but'at once to a ship in

gommifsion, either as Lieutenant or Commander, the blanks are to be filled up

accordingly. ' ' '
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PLATE CCCCXCL

+

Bumcranua, Lough Swilly. ‘ i

I ' HF. varied views of a meandering River, nlthoueh affording an ample

source of gratification to the spectator, admits but to a small extent of

verbal illustration or dr-scription,uulessit be a River like the Thames, bearing

on its bosom the ships of all nations and the trade of the whole world, and

where there is scarcely a town on its banks that is not distinguished by some

historical event recorded (0 its honour.

The subject of the annexed Plate is truly picturesque in all its points, and

that of Burncrnnna by no means the least so; yet as it is but finOlllljl'

portion of Lough Snilly, of which river we have already given an aceount

in vol. xxxvii- p. 216, we refer the reader thither for such information as be

may require in the way of general description.

 

HYDROGRAPHY, PILOTAGE, Ste.

*

East India House,

’ ma. BYDROGRAPKER, 161k Aliglltt, 1817.

AS the dangerous rock, or reef, on which his Majesty’s ship Alceste was

lately wrecked in entering the Strnits of Gaspar, is a new dl'bCOUL'I‘j'I,

and situated in the hitherto supposed lair track, I will thank you to assist

in pointing out its situation to navigators, by inserting the following descrip

tion of it in your valuzihle Chronicle, which has been transmitted to are

from Butnria, by ‘an officer of that ship. '

' Your's, obedientlyf ‘

i»! )ZMZZV/

sin, _ , Bulimia, flfw'cll 11th, 1817.

As the unfortunate losn of his Majesty’s ship Alceste, by striking on a

sunken rock when entering the Straits of Gaspar, on the 18th of lntt

month, may, when communicated to you, prove of infinite utility in pre—

serving future navigators of those Straits from the danger, I embrace the

earliest opportunity of informing yon, that the “Te! side of Gaspar islnntl

bore from the wreck N. 6° E. north end of Pulo Lent S. 40° E. ; and the

small island on the west side of Pulo Lent {called by the Malnvs, Polo

Clticnlla, or Saddle islnnd), 3. 5° W. dierance from the nearest port of

Pulo Lent between 3 and 4 miles. The rock, or rather small coral “14', is

Eat. dlhrun. Vol. XXXVI“. T

*flnVE '1“
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steep-to; the cast of the lead just before the ship struck was 17 fathomi,

which was about the depth we had by both hand, and patent. leads, kept

constantly going from passing Gasper island.

By the above bearings, you will perceive we were steering in the fair

open channel, as laid down in all the charts for passing about mid-way be

tween Pulo Lent and the Three Feet Rock discovered by Lieutenant Ross,

and perfectly clear of all indicated dangers. It is very probable the look

out man at the mast-head would have, seen and given notice of the rock

time enough for us to have passed on either side ofit, but the sea had the

whole morning been discoloured by fish spawn upon its surface.

During the fortnight we remained on Pulo Lent, we had opportunities of

observing how very inadequately these Straits have as yet been surveyed

and how much is still wanting to render them securely navigable; upon

which interesting subject, I shall take an early opportunity of communi

cating with you, on my return to England.

Captain ‘Hoasnuaca.

East India House, London.

 

PROPOSALS AND REGULATIONS RELATIVE TO

THE ROYAL NAVY.

suns BY rue BOARD or ADMIRALTY, no sancrroutn BY oansn xx

COUNCIL, cosmaacnsc on 'rni; 1st“ or JANUARY, 1817.

*—

IT was to be expected, that, in the natural lapse ol'time, and still more,

in the course of a war, unexampled in duration and extent, several

variations from the old establishment and regulations of the Royal Navy

should have taken place; and however desirable, in the view either of

economy or convenience, uniformity may be, it was impossible, during the

pressure of war, either to resist the innovations which temporary circum

stances rendered necessary, or to remould and reform the whole system of

the navy, on every occasion on whichsome alteration was introduced.

\Ve therefore find that there have grown up several inconsistencies, irre

gularities, and departures from' the establishments, in particular articles

of the naval service ; and as we think this a favourable occasion for endea

vouring to remedy the inconvenience which arises from these irregularities,

and to reduce, as far as may be practicable, the several alterations which

have been made, into one regular system, we most humbly beg leave to

submit to your Royal Iligbness's gracious consideration, the following oh

lervations and propositions, on the rates, classification, and schemes of

arming and manning his Majesty’s ships; and on the pay, ratings, and

numbers of the officers and warrant and petty and non-commissioned
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cliiccrs of his Majesty’s Navy and Royal Marines, and the establishment

of the companies of Royal Marine Artillery.

I. The post-ships of the royal navy are divided into six rota,- besides

which, there are the various classes of sluops, fire~ships, bombs, gun-ves

sels, yachts, schooners, and cutters.

The division of the royal navy into six rates took place in the reign of

King Charles the First, and at that period, and for several years after

wards, these rates included the whole navy.

In the reign of King Charles the Second, the sloops, fire-ships, and

yachts, became distinguished from the sixth rates. ‘

At the Revolution, the rates comprised nearly the same classes of ships

which they now do, except that the sixth rate still included vessels of a less

number of guns than twenty.

In the year 1719, ageneral establishment for building was adopted,

which, however, was not long adhered to.

In 1733, a scheme of manning and armament, or gunning, as it was

called, was proposed, hilt the latter was not adopted till theyear 1742, and

then only as applying to ships built; since 1740.

In 1742, the ships of 20 guns, of the sixth rate, were increased to '24.

guns, and 160 men, and this become for the time the lowest class of post

ships, -

In the year 1745, the Board of Admiralty, observing that “ no establish

ment or regulation for building ships had been made since the year 1719,

which had been long discontinued; that instead thereof ships had been

built according to particular schemes and proportions, without any standard

or uniformity; those of the same rate being often of unequaldimensions, so

that the stores and furniture of one would not suit another of the some

class,—-a matter ofinfinite inconvenience in point of service, as well as the

occasion of extravagance in point of expense, 6m." ; directed a committee

composed of all fiag-ofiicers unemployed, of the commissioners of the navy

who were sen officers, under the presidency of Sir John Norris, admiral of
the fleet, and assisted by inll the master-shipwrighrs, to consider and pro

pose proper establishments of guns, men, scantling ol‘ timbers, masts, yards,

stores, (its. for each rate and class of his Majesty's ships.

This committee made a very elaborate report, and the whole was

established by order in council of his Majesty King George the Second, on

the 27th of March, 1746.

By this establishment, the rates, armament, and complements, of his

Majesty's ships, were to he as follow :—

Rule. Guns. ' IlIen. Rate. Guns. lllcn.

1 .-.. 100 .... 850 Ol‘ 750 4i---.{60 -.,. 4201" 380

Q .... 90 ...-- 750 or 660 L.-.. 50 .._- 350 or 280

3{-.-. 80 .--. 650 or 600 5 .... 44- --.. Q80!" 220

.... 70 -... 5‘20 or 400 0 .... 24 .... 160 or 140

On this establishment, it is to he observed, that the 80-gun ships of the

third rate were on three decks, and that the Board of Admiralty had

suggested to the committee the expediency of substituting, instead of this
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class, ships of 74 guns on two decks and a half, a proposition decidedly re

jected by the committee.

A short period only had however elapsed, before a very striking instance

was given, both of the way in which innovations are produced, and of the

impossibility of resisting them ; for, on the 8d of February, 1747, the Board

of Admiralty acquainted his Majesty, that, “ the French ship Invincible,

lately captured, was found to be larger than his Majesty's ships of 90 guns

and 750 men; and suggested that this ship, and all other prizes of the like

class, and also his Majesty's ships of 90 guns, when reduced to two decks

and a half, and 74 guns, should be allowed a complement of 700 men;"

and, in 1748, the Board represented to the King in Council, that the ships

built according to the representations of the committee had not answered

their expectations, and they therefore prayed his Majesty's sanction for

departing, in new ships about to be built, from the forms and models so

lately established. This was granted, but not till the Board had been

Called upon by the Council, to lay before it a particular account of the

alterations and variations designed; and on several subsequent occasions,

in which the said establishment was departed from, a minute detail of the

variation was previously submitted for the approbation of his Majesty in

Council. We the rather notice these particulars, to show the difficulty, not

to say the impossibility, ofestablishing and adhering to any fixed forms and

scantlings; on which subject we shall humbly submit some observations

hereafter.

Subsequent to this period, the introduction of 74's appears to have gra

dually advanced, as well as of frigatcs of intermediate sizes, between 44's

and 24's ; for, in the latter end of the reign of King George the Second, the

Classes of ships comprised in the several rates were as follow; viz.

lst Rate .... .9... 100 guns. 5th Rate .._...___.-.. 44 guns.

2d Rate..-....... 90 — 38—

3d Rate.--.....,. 80 — 86-—

74 —- 32 ——

70 -- 61h Rate ...-........ 30 —

64 —- 28 —

4th Rate ........ 60 — 534 ~—

50 —- ‘20 -—

During the whole of the period herein-before referred to. and indeed

down to 1798, the force of the Ships was stated from the actual number of

guns they really carried ; but the introduction of carronadcs, which began

partially in 1779, and which was finally adopted, on the present extended

scale in the navy, during the course of the first revolutionary war,‘ increased

the armament of the vessels, as they were found able to carry a greater

number of carronndes than the guns in whose stead they were adopted, so

that the real force of theships has no longer corresponded with their nomi

nal force; and that principle ofvariation being once admitted, ships have

since that time received denominations as to their number of guns, often,

we believe, capriciously, and in one or two classes only, of the whole

nary, agreeing with their real force.

A few instances will show your Royal Highness the inconsistencies into

which this deviation from the old rules of the service has led.
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The Caledonia, rated 120 guns, carries 1‘10 guns; while the Hibernia,

a ship ofnearly the same dimensions, which carries exactly the some num

ber of guns, is rated only at 110 guns, being a less number by 4- than that

at which the San Joseph is rated, though the former has in fact 10 guns

more titan the latter.

All ships of the second rate, though rated at 98, carry upwards of 100

guns, and they have all more guns than the St. George, a first rate, which

is rated and carries 100 guns; and they ought all, therefore, according to

the established regulations, to be included in the first rate, and there are

in fact no real second rates; viz. three-docket: of between 90 and 100

guns, at present existing in the royal navy, in a sea-going condition.

In the third rate, some of the ships rated at 80 guns carry near 90, and

others as 74 carry 80 guns, but the majority of the same denomination

carry 74, and this is one of the very few cases in which the real and nomi

nal force agree.

In the fourth rate, of the ships rated at 50 guns, one class (that on

two decks) carries 58 guns, another (that on one deck) carries 60 and

upwards.

In the fifth rate there are three frigates rated as of40 guns; namely, the

sybille, taken from the French, which carries 48 guns; the Lavinia, built

after her, which carries 50 guns; and the late American ship President,

the guns mounted in which, on the day of her capture, were 54, besides

one 42-poundcr howitzer.

The frigates rated at 40 guns carry 50, and those rated at 38 carry ~16

and upwards.

The majority of those rated at 36 guns carry 44, and some ofthose

rated at 32 carry 46 and 48, being more than others that are rated at

38 and 36.

Similar differences between the real and the nominal amount of force

exist in the fifth rate, but it is unnecessary to specify the details. _

We trust we shall be excused for observing to your Royal Highness, that

it is wholly unworthy the character of the royal nary of this kingdom to

maintain this system, which, though introduced by the accidental cause

we have mentioned, and without any design of deception, yet may give

occasion to foreign nations to accuse us of misrepresentation, when we

state that a British frigate of 38 guns has taken a foreign frigate of 44,

when, in fact, the British frigate was of equal, if not superior, force.

We therefore humbly recommend, that your Royal Highness will be

pleased to order, that the rule for stating the force of his Majesty's ships,

which prevailed prior to the year 1793, and which, in fact, never was for

mally abrogated, should be revived and established; and that in future all

his Majesty‘s ships should be rated at the number of guns and carronadel

which thcy actually carry, on their decks, quarter-decks, and forecastles.

The recurrence to this ancient practice of the service “ill render some

slight variation, as to the limits of some of the rates themselves, necessary;

and we therefore humbly propose that the following scale of rates be

adopted:—
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The first rate to include all 3—dcclcers, inasmuch as all sea-going ships of

that description carry 100 guns and upwards.

The second rate to include all ships of 80 guns and upwards, on two

decks.

The third rate to include all ships of 70 or upwards, and less than 80

guns.

The fourth rate to include all ships of 50 and upwards, but less than

70 guns.

The fifth rate to include all ships’from 36 to 50 guns.

The sixth rate to include all ships from 24 to 36 guns.

Though, by this regulation, no ship under 24 guns will hereafter be a

post-ship, we, in pursuance of the ancient practice of the service, propose

that all his Majesty‘s yachts should be considered as post-ships, and should

be rated, one as n second rate, and the rest as third rates, but with such

complements as we may appoint.

It is necessary here to state, that several sloops are now rated as post

ships, and vice verso,- and as much inconvenience to the otiicer who may

be in the command of such ships, and much embarrassment to the public

service, would arise, if the present rates of such vessels were to he imme

diately changed, we submit to your Royal Highness, that with regard to any

such vessels at present in commission, this new arrangement shall run,

apply, until they shall he paid ad, or until some other favourable opportu

nity shall ofl'er ofplaciug them in their proper rates.

Your Royal Highness will olrserre, that this scheme differs verylittle from

that which has grown into use, and still less from the last establishment

(that of 1746), which had the sanction of his Majesty in Council, and

which, strictly speaking, may be said to he stillin force.

We beg leave farther to represent to your Royal Highness, that the

schemes for manning his Majesty’s ships have, from the causes already

referred to with regard to the guns, and from accidental and temporary cir

cumstances, become so very various, that though these six rates “ere

originally intended to regulate, amongst other things, the amount of the

respective complements, there exist at this moment not fewer than twenty

niue different scales for manning the ships of the six rates; the third rate

alone including seven distinct Complements.

It were to be desired that all this variety and irregularity should be

abolished; but we have seen that, so early as the year 1746, there were

sixteen schemes ofmauuiug, and the variety of ships which have been from

I time to time built or captured (which though they may fall under the same

rate, are yet of very diti'ereut sizes), render perfect uniformity in this

point impracticable: we are, however, of opinion, on mature consideration,

that this variety may he very much diminished, and that two, and, in one

or two rates, three schemes of manning, in each rate, will he found to

answer all the practical purposes ufthe service, and will tend to simplify

the system, by thus reducing the twenty-nine schemes before-mentioned t0

thirteen or fourteen. '

We therefore submit for your Royal Highness's gracious approbation,
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that the following he the only complements to be hereafter allowed to the

several rates of his Majesty’s ships and vessels :—

_1st Rate .. 900, 850, or 800 Men. 4th Rate. . .. .. 450, or 350 Men.

2d do. ...... 700, or 650 -- 5th do. ...... 300, or 280 -

8d do. ....-. 650, or 600 — |6th do. .. 175, 145, or 125 -—

Of sloops there are so many varieties, that we cannot propose to reduce

the eight schemes of complement now existing, to less than four, as follow ;

viz. sloops, 135, 125, 95, and 75 men. '

Brigs (not sloops), cutters, schooners, and bombs, we propose to reduce

from ten schemes of complement to two, namely, 60 or 50 men.

And we also propose that for small craft, which may not require so large

a complement as 50 men, we may be authorized to assign such a complc-'

ment as we may deem necessary.

As there are no longer any regular fire-ships iu the service, we humbly

propose that, whenever it may become necessary to fit out any vessels of

this description, we may be authorized to assign to them such complement

of oflicers and men, together with the pay of such rate or class, as the size

of the vessel employed, or the nature of the particular service, may render

expedient.

We further propose, that when it shall be necessary to fit out troop-ships,

we may be authorised to assign to them such rates and complements as may

seem proper.

By these regulations, the forty-seven varieties of complements, now in

use in the navy, will be reduced to twenty.

Having thus submitted to your Royal Highness our propositions for the

rating and manning of his Majesty‘s ships, it is next our duty to state, that

the varieties in the rigging and arming of ships are at least as great as in the

complements; the irregularities and deviation from establishment in regard

to the form, scantling, &c. of his Majesty's ships, complained of in 1745,

are now exceedingly increased, and are of much more serious injury to the

service, both in respect to convenience and economy.

It is obvious, that the extra expense of providing masts, yards, rigging,

and stores of various dimensions, for ships of the same actual force, must

be very great ; because, if not required for the particular ship for which

they were orignally prepared, they are either useless, or must be altered to

fit some other ship, at a great loss oflahour, time, and materials; and, in

case of accidents or urgency, this variety disables the ships from assisting

each other: and it requires that the naval arsenals, both at home and

abroad, should be furnished, at a very great expense, with a much larger

assortment of these articles than would be necessary, if they could be made

more generally applicable to the probable wants of the “hole fleet; this

will he explained to your Royal Highness more forcibly, by stating that for

the single class of ships of the thitd rute, called 74’s, there were lately not less

than seven different schemes of mating and rigging; and that a squadron

might be composed ofseven vessels of this force, which could not properly

employ one another's spare spars and soils, and for each of which the duck.

yards must necessarily have their individual gear.

It is in this particular, above all others, that uniformity would be

w“
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desirable ; but the experience of what occurred immediately after the

establishment of 1746, as we have already stated, and of all subsequent

times, shows that it is unfortunately unattainable: the varieties of ships

produced by successive endeavours to improve our models, and still more

the great numbers of ships of all classes which have been captured from the

various enemies with whom we have been at war, render any scheme of

perfect uniformity impracticable; but this very important subject has not

escaped our consideration.

We have, in conjunction with the Navy Board, and with the assistance

ofa committee ofexperieneed sea-officers, taken measures for pushing this

principle of uniformity as far as the nature of the case would allow ; and

though the ekperience of what has occurred on former occasions dissuades

us from attempting to establish, by the approbation and sanction of your

Royal Highness in Council, minute details of the forms, lines, and scant

lings of his Majesty's ships, we have the satisfaction of stating, that a syg.

tem of gradual assimilation is in progress, and that we hope to see it every

day become of more extensive Operation, and more practical utility ; and

we beg leave humbly to assure your Royal Highness, that no elTorts shall

be spared, on our parts, to prevent, for the future, any unnecessary

deviation from the establishments of rigging and armament, and to reduce

the variations which exist to as few classes as possible.

\Ve now Proceed to submit to your Royal Highness some observations on

the present mode of calculating the sea-pay of the officers and men of

the fleet. ‘

The pay of all classes in the service is liable to certain permanent deduc

tions ; and the pay of commissioned and warrant othcers receives a very

considerable addition, under the name of compensation; so that the rates

of pay stated in the pay table would give a very erroneous idea of the actual

pay of the several classes.

But the present system is also liable to other and more serious objections;

' for these deductions, from causes which are now become obsolete, afi‘ect

the different classes very irregularly.

Thus, the deduction from the pay of a post captain, commanding a ship

whore complement may be 215 men, is 45. 3d. per mensem; while that

from the pay of all captains of smaller post-ships, and of all commanders,

is 4:. 911.; while the deduction from the still inferior pay of lieutenants

and masters, is as much as from 6s. to 7:. 9d. per mensem; and while the

deductions from a gunner or hoatswaiu of a first-rate are 5:. 9d. those from

the carpenter are 6:.

The addition, by way ofcmnpeusation, has an equally irregular efi'ect.

The nominal pay of post captains is the same for all ships of the same

rate; and yet in the third rate, for instance, for which the pay in the pay

table is 231. 2:. per mensem, there are, in fact, six rates of pay; namely :—

£ s. d. =6 0. d

40 5 9 42 0 9

43 15 9 per mensem. 45 10 0

47 5 9 48 3 8

It is obvious that this system of alternate deduction and addition, must
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Occasion great trouble and perplexity in the mode of keeping the accounts;

and it will be evident to your Royal Highness, how inconvenient this con

fusion must be, to all branches of the public service concerned with this

matter; which is increased by the circumstance, that the olficers who are

entitled to draw for their pay by bill, can only draw for their personal pay,

from which the several deductions are previously to be made:

We have therefore humbly to recommend to your Royal Highness, that

the pay of all officers and men he established, and stated in the pay-table,

at a rate of net pay, including all additions, and exclusive of all

deductions.

s

The efl'ect of this, as it regards all classes, will be stated in a general pay

tnble, hereunto annexed ; but as the change of system obliges us to propose

an average rate of pay for officers of the same rate, who now receive various

compensations; and as we have also to propose some increase of pay to

some other classes, we think it proper, in this case, to lay before your

Royal Highness a view of the several rates of pay, or of pay and compensa

tion united, as they now stand, and the annual rates of net pay which we

propose to establish in lieu thereof, to which we shall subjoin some expla- ‘

nation ol'several points of alteration; viz.—

FLAG OFFICERS.

ADMIRAL sun couumnsa-m-cmzr or rat: near.

Present. Proposed.

 

Net pay and compensa- Net pay, 61. per diem . . . . £2,190

tion . . . . . . . . . . . . "£2,663 12 As communder-in-chief, 31.

As commander—in-chief . . 547 10 per diem . - . . . . . . - - . . 1,095

1——

Totnl £3,211 ‘2 Total £3,285

ADMIRAL comma-muo-m-cmrr. ‘

Net pay and compensa- Net pay 51. per diem. . -. .. £1,885

tion. . . . .. .. - . ,C l,788 11 9 As commander-in-chief, 3L

‘—

'l‘otal £2,980

 

As comaiander-in-chief 547 10 0‘ per diem . . . . . 7-. . - . . 1,095

Total £2,336 1 9

NOT COXHANDHN'G-XN-CHIEF.

Net pay and compensa- I Net pay 51. per diem . .. . . . £1,885

tion -.........£1,788 11 9

VICE-ADMIRAL COMMANDING-IN-CIIIEF

Net pay and compensa- I Net pay 41. per diem_ . . .2 £1,450

tion . . . . . . . . . . . . - .£l,25l 19 As cornmander-tn-chlef, 3!.

As commander-in-chiel' 547 10 per diem . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,095

Total £1,799 9 Total £2,555

nor COMMANDING~!N-CBIEP

Net pay and compensa- ‘ Net pay 41. per diem . . - . . {1360

tion, . . . . . -..... £1,95119

Ran. flbrun Vol.XXXVIl_I. u
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BEAR-ADMIRAL COMMANDING'I N-CHIIF.

 

- Present. Proposed.

Net pay and compensa- Net pay, SI. per diem . . . . £1,095

lien . . . . . - - . . - - . £881 5 1 As Commander-in-chief, 8!.

As commander-in-chief 547 10 0 per diem . . . . . . . - . . . . 1,095

Total £1,428 15 1 Total {2,190

NOT COMMAND! NG-IN'CHIEF

Ne? pay and compensa- Net pay, 31. per dicm .. .._ £1,005

 

t10n..'. ..... --_. £881 1

CAPIAINS.

125th ..........£812 6 0

-80018 6}lstRate ..-...-...-..¢-.£800

2d do...---....... 683 6 O ' '

8d d0..-.......-.. 62618 8

6l510 9 2d do. ----'--l-------- 700

59215 9 '

570 0 9 ' , 7

547 5 9 3d do. .._........‘.... dog

52410 9

4tl|d0..--.~....... 461 9 3

43815 3
404 9 9 4tth. .--....-........ 500

‘ 393 4. 2

5lhdo............. 36810

857 3 3

345 15 9

334 8 8 5tth. ................ 400

323 0 9|

- 300 5 9

6Lhd0....-.....-.. 30618 9

20511 a filhdo. 350

984 3 6

comunnzns.

Various rates from .._ 368 10 9 300‘
l0-------.---... 901. 8 9 ' ' ' ' ' ' “"“nn'f‘nn

LIEUTENANTS

Commanding ._-... 148 1210

__ 130 12 4 _ ‘. 150

15: Of hne Orbfl'. Ship 4 2 --.---------.-.---.--

if of 7 years' standing ;

MAST£RS

OftheFIeet.'....... 17212 8 -............. . . . - -... 200

ISLRatC--. . . . - - . -_ 172 12 8

2d don-"nun" 159 2 2}1stRat.e............,... 170

2d do. -............... 160
ad do..-.......... 1451111{8dd0_ 150

4thdo.. ......... ._ 132 1 a 140

5Lhd0. - - . . . . . . _ . .. 11811 ‘3 ...-...-....-.-....,...- 120

mh do. . . . . . . _ _ _ . _. 105 1110 . . . _ . . . _ _.'. . . . . ....... 110

Sloop ......-..... 9110 8 ...................... 100
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SECOND MASTERS.

Present. ‘ Proposed.

9 3 .QQIDOOI-IIII...........In5thRatesandinfra .. 67 9 3 .0. . - . . “.- . - - - - --.-.... 60

_ PURSERS. _ " _ .

Q Q q Q Q Q .0... 4 4 1' .

2d . . . . --. - . . . - . .

III-Ii...--..I-_

. , . er do. . . . . . . .-._,....... 60

3d do...-.’--—-----.- .59 6 do. . ' . . . . . ......_.‘..I 60

4th and 5th . . . . . . . . .- 52 18 3 4th and 5th Rate -. .-.. .---. . . 55

6th, and Sloop........ 49 13 10 6th, and Sloop -_.. .>...._---. 50

CHAPLAINS.

8 8 I.........I..-.-----II..unis WHO HAVE msssn. '» '

 

lst Rate n... . . . . . . .. 48 17 9 " ‘
2d do.____ - - _ . -.-.-. QQQQUQQQQI-b-una2d d0. III-DIOO‘I-‘li-I-I, (100-7... a I c I I I a an. 9 6 do. . . . - - - -1'-“-.‘--_-‘.. 55‘

hdo. ---.' . . . . . ... 37 10 0 4thdo. .....--_;..-';..-.;._50

n all others . . . . . . . . .. 83 4 10 In all others .......... .2... 45

MIDSHIPMEN nssnn. " ”

ist Rate ............ 35 3 ‘10 ‘
2d do.‘..-.....:..-. 9}]stRate-I.....--...I.I._-.3d do. . . . ... . . . . -... 30 6 2 2d and 3d Rate.........'.'-.* 45

d0'._l- Q I O I . . I -... 3 . . . ' . ‘ 9;,

All others . . . . -..... 25 8 5}In allomem """' ' ' ' ' “9"1' .4-0

' CLERKS.

1stRate......-..... 55 14. 71

2d do. .-... . . . . . .. 5119 10

3d do. -. . . . . . . . . .. 48 11 2 - -'

4thdo. .......--.... 41 12 8 1st Rate ' .... .-,.......... 60

All others . . . . . . . . .. 37 3 1 ‘Zd do. . . . . . . . . . . . .;...... 55

scnoonmtsrnns. }3d do. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55 ’

15lR8t6-.-‘ u a g u I - I. 8 do. .QQQQOOQo-nnq'om'n'o‘.2d do. .. . . . . . . . . .. 31 18 9 5th and 6th . . . . . . ....._...,. 45

3d do. .... ...... .. so 6 2 '“ ‘

4flld0. . . . . . . . . . . -. Q? 17 3

All others .. . . . . . n. ‘25 8 5] "

Your Royal Highness will observe in this table, that the most considerable

alteration has been made in favour of flag ofiicers ; and of this we beg to

submit the following explanations :— '

So long ago as the year 1693, the pay of the flag-ofiieers of the‘fleet'was

at a higher rate than it stands at present, as will appear on a comparison of

the rates established by Order in Council of \llQ‘Qd of February of that

year, with the present rates :—

1693. 1816.

(I. s. d. ,5. s. d.

Admiral of the Fleet .-.... o 0 O - 5 10 0 3'

Admiral-............... 4 0 0 317 0 .2

Vice-Admiral............ 3 0 0 215 o '2

RBRI-Adlllll'tll...--.u.--. 2 0 0 1 6 8‘
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By the said Order in Council of the 22d of February, 1693, the extras

gant number of servants previously allowed was abolished, and the officers

were allowed a number about equal to the present establishment.

This wise and salutary plan, which excluded all profits on servants, and

assigned an adequate rate of net pay, was, however, rescinded by Order in

Council of the 18th of April, 1700, which established the following rates

of pay, and res-established the following extravagant number of servants :—

Pay. Servants.

1:. s. d.

Admiral of the Fleet "a..." 5 0 0 50

Admiral....---------..... 310 0' 30

Vice-Admiral..........-.-. 2 10 0 20

Rear-Admiral . . . . . . .....,.. 1 15 0 15

And at these rates the pay of the flag-officers remained for upwards of

100 years, till, by Order in Council of the 23d ofv April, 1806, his

Majesty was pleased, by a small addition, to make the pay what it at pre

sent is.

It is not easy to determine what, besides their pay, were the advantage‘

that those officers made by their servants; but itis computed, in the appeni

dix to the Order in Council of the 22d of February, 1698, that the annual

saving tothe public, on the reduction of the servants, would be on each

ofioer as follows :— I

L s. d.

Admiraloftha Fleet ,...-...--.,.. 1,014 0 0

Kdmiral...-.- .... 55714 0

Vice-Admiral.................... 304 4 0

Rear-Admiral.............-...... 177 9 0

Whether, therefore, these sums, or the sums granted as compensation,

be added to the ofiicers’ pay, it will be apparent to your Royal Highness,

that even on the reduced scale of 1700, the pecuniary advantages of the

fiag-oflicers of his Majesty’s fleet were as great as they were for upwards of

1_00 years after, and very inconsiderably, if at all, less than they are at

present.

We trust, therefore, on a review of these circumstances, and 'ol' the

increase which has taken place in other parts of his Majesty’s service, that

the addition which we propose, of about 1501. per annum to admirals,

1901. to viceadmirals, and 210/. to rear-admirals, will appear moderate

and reasonable. ,

With regard to the latter class of olioers, it is worthy of observation,

that it's rear-admiral should be serving in a first-rate, his whole pay and

compensation amount to but 8811. while his captain, who lives at his table,

and who is comparatively at no expense, receives 8121. We notice this,

not as thinking the captain‘s pay too much, as we propose only to reduce

it to 8001. but as showing the inconsistency of the present arrangement, and

the necessity of making some addition to the flag ofiiccrs’ pay.

Your Royal Highness will farther observe, that we propose to double the

allowance at. present granted to commanders-iu-chiel', under the name of

~--_ ,m '--__.' 4

__.._"";: ¢——e>-_7 » he -'"‘-“ _“' '— Hy
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table-money. We have done so, on a very mature consideration of the

situation of officers of this rank ; and your Royal Highness must be aware

of the necessity of this increase, from the circumstance which has been fre

quently communicated to your Royal Highness, of the difficulty of inducing

oflicers to accept, particularly in times of peace, this command ; and your

Royal Highness is aware, that of six rear-admirals, now commnding~in

chief on foreign stations, we have been obliged to recommend that your

Royal Highness should be pleased to allow three of them to receive the

emoluments of full admirals; and we should, if the measure we now pro

pose should not be adopted, find ourselves under the necessity ofproposing

to your Royal Highness to extend the some indulgence to the other three

commandersein-ehief abroad.

We have also not been inattentive to the rates of pay allevved to the

Oficers of his Majesty's army of corresponding ranks. A military com

mander of the forces, whose situation is equivalent to that of a naval com

minder-in-chief, receives, in addition to his unattached pay, 91. 9:. 6d.

per diem ; whereas we propose for the naval commander-in-chief, an addi-,

tion of only 81. per diem; but as the sea-pay of the flag-oflicer is greater

than the unattached pay of the general, it is necessary, in order to give

your Royal Highness a fair comparative view of the subject, to submit the
following table :— I

COMMANDER-IN-CIIIEF. t COMMANDER of the FORCES.

ADMIRAL. omens!“

Sea pay .. .. .... -. . - .. £1,835 Unattached pay.. ....£693 10 0

Ascommander-in-chief.... 1,095 As com. ot‘ the forces 8,458 0 0

  

  

 

  

2,930 4,151 10 0

VICE-ADMIRAL. LI!UT.-GENERAL.

Sea pay . - . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,460 Unattached pay . . .. .. 593 0 0

As commander-in-chiet'. . . . 1,095 As com. of torces .. 3,458 0 0

2,555 4,051 o o

neau-ansttm L. sums-omen“.

Sea pay ..-....-...... 1,095 Unattached pay -..- 446 0 0

As cummander-iu-chief. - .. 1,095 As com. of forces . . . . 3,458 0 0

2,190 £3,004. 0 0

Your Royal Highness will perceive that the military oflicer's pay is, in

every case, nearly one-third more than we propose for the naval oflicer ;

but there are circumstances peculiar to the naval service, which, in our

opinion, counterbalance this superiority.

In times of peace, the number of officers having commissions as com

manders of the forces, is, we are informed, very limited; whereas the com

manders-in-chiet' in the navy are almost as numerous in peace as in war :

the number, therefore, of flag-oflicers who will receive this advantage, and

the narrower sphere of their duties must be set 05' against the inferiority of

the sum received.

In times of war, the number of commandersin-chief, if not greater, is

not less than that of commanders of the force" but we consider that the
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superior advantages to be derived by the flag-officer, from his share of prize

money, will generally afford an ample compensation for the proposed infe

riority of pay.

Upon the whole, then, of this part of the subject, we trust that your

Royal Highness will agree with us, that the proposed rates of pay are just

and equitable, us well with regard to the officers themselves,as to the public

service at large; and that, however they may nominally differ from fire

rates allowed to the general ofiicers of his Majesty’s army, they will be found

to cstuhlish as much real equality as the difference of the two services will

admit of.

We have presumed to enter into this comparison with the pay of the

army, lost it should be hereafter supposed that we had not considered the

subject in reference to the military service; and in order to show that,

although a perfect similarity cannot be effected, we have endeavoured, as

far as it was possible, to attain a real equaility, and to obviate any com

plaints on the score of the apparent difl'erences.

\Ve think it further necessary to propose, that commanderrin-chief shall

be entitled to this allowance of31. per diem, only while their flags are flying

within the limits of their respective stations, and that, on their decease, or

during their absence, the said sum shall be paid, as is at present provided,

to the oflicer who shall succeed to the command, if he be a flag-officer; but

if he be a captain, that he shall be entitled to the sum of 11. per diem

during the time his broad pendant may be hoisted as commanding on the

station.

And we farther propose that all flag-officers, whether commanders-in

chief or otherwise, shall he allowed to draw for the whole of their sea pay

and cornmander-ili-cliief‘s pay, without distiuction.

We farther beg leave to observe to your Royal Highness, that the ad

vance of three months' pay now made to flag-officers on their appointments,

is so inadequate to the necessary expenses of their outfit, that it has been.

the custom to grant to flag-oflicers, appointed commanders-iu-chief on

certain 'i'oreign stations, on imprest of one thousand pounds by way ofout

fit ;--but we think it better that, in lieu nl'this occasional indulgence, every

fiag-otficer appointed to .the chief command of a foreign slation, should be

entitled to receive an advance of six inouths’ pay, which would obviate the

necessity oftlie occasional imprcsts we have hitherto been obliged to grant.

The pay of the other classes has been computed, not with a view to any

considerable increase, but at a sum calculated upon the averages of the

present rates. . -

It will at first sight appear, that the pay proposed for captains and com

manders is considerably more than the average of the several rate: now

established: but upon this we have to observe, that the difference is not so

great as it appears to he :—

Firstly, because the lower rates of pay are attached to ships of the

' smallest size in each rate, which are gradually disappearing from the navy,

so that the majority of officers now employed receive the higher rates of

"pay; and secondly, because captains of flag-ships are at present entitled to

a considerable addition of pay, which comes highest in the lowest ratel,

t' .F-':_-_- .
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and in peace affects a greater proportional number than in war. The value

of this addition we have calculated in the amount of net pay before pro

posed, and these circumstances render the real increase of expense, on this

head less than it appears. 7

We have proposed that the pay of first lieutenants of line-of-battle ships

shall be increased from 119l. 3d. per annum, which they now receive in

common with all other lieutenants, to 1501. per annurn, provided they shall

be of seven years’ standing; and we recommend that lieutenants command

ing small vessels should be raised to the same sum; and we trust that your

Royal Highness, considering the important duties and high responsibility

of the senior lieutenants of line-of-batlle ships, will be of opinion that this

increase is just and expedient: and the increase of 18/. per annum to

lieutenants, who may be subjected to the expense and responsibility of a

separate command, will not, we trust, be considered too great.

It is proper to add, that the principle of making a distinction in favour

of first lieutenants of line-of-battle ships, is not new to the service: as at

the first establishment of half-pay, in 1693, this advantage was extended

only to first lieutenant of 1st, 2d, and 8d rates, who had served as such for

a certain period. - '

Though we have, for the reasons before stated, recommended the dis

continuance of the flag-pay to captains (having provided an equivalent

therefore), we do not propose to withdraw the allowance of 6d. per dicm

allowed to lieutenants of flag-ships, by his Majesty's Order in Council of the

21st September, 1796, having made no addition to the pay of this class of

ofiicers except in the single instance before mentioned.

W'e have farther taken into consideration the pay at present granted to

young gentlemen, mates or midshipmcn in his Majesty’s service, the

average of which, (for it varies in different rates) mny be taken of the

former at 401. and of the latter at 801. per annum. We do not feel it

necessary to propose an increase of these rates, with regard to young men

who have not passed their examination for, lieutenants; but we hope that

your Royal Highness will be of opinion, that those who have passed that

examination, and whose responsibility and usefulness, as well as their

necessary expenses, increase with their age, are entitled to a higher remu

aeration than young persons who may have lately entered his Majesty‘s

service. We therefore have proposed an increase of pay to all mates and

midshipmen who may have passed their examination.

We have to observe that the examination of young gentlemen for the

rank of lieutenant has been lately made more strict, as, besides the usual

examination in seamanship before naval officers, they are now obliged to

undergo another at the Naval College, as to their proficiency in the

scientific branches of their profession. We cannot but hope that the dis

tinction, which we propose to establish in favour of those who shall have

passed the prescribed examination (though it is new in his Majesty’s service),

cannot be considered as objectionable, either in principle or amount.

Connected with this part of the subject is the situation of schoolmaster

on board his Majesty's ships, which is at present so ill remunerated (namly,

at the same rate as the youngest midshipmcn) that it is found impossible to

;‘;df:m f it,
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obtain persons of adequate acquirements to undertake this duty; we how

ever feel so strongly the importance of the subject of the education of

young persons in his Majesty's navy, as well of the upper ranks as the lower,

that we have felt ourselves bound to propose to your Royal Highness an

addition to the pay of the schoolmasters in the fleet; and if the chaplain

should perform the duty of schoolmaster, which is highly desirable, we

prepose that he should receive the pay of both oflices: this regulation, we

think, will have the double tendency of improving both the condition and

respectability of the chaplain and the schoolmaster; and our desire to en

courage persons to undertake this duty induces us to recommend that the

allowance to the schoolmaster, called Queen Ann's bounty, of 201. per

annum, and the remuneration to the chaplain for the tuition of young

gentlemen, granted by the Orders in Council of the 4th March, 1812, and

4th March, 1818, may be continued.

The arrangements respecting warrant and petty officers we shall state

distinctly in subsequent sections of this memorial.

i it C Q . l‘ * I

. The rest of this section relates to the drawing of bills for pay, but.

III. This section, after stating the inconsistencies in the existing rates

of pay for boatswains, gunners, carpenters, &c. proposes the following

regulations :—

Jst. The pay and superannuation of gunners, boatswains, and carpenters,

shall be regulated by the same scale.

2d. The scale of sea and ordinary pay shall be as follows, in the several

rates :—

Rate .... .... lst 2d 8d 4th 5th 61h et infra.

Sea .... .... £100 90 80 7O 65 00

Ordinary .... ,f 85 75 65 55 50 45

3d. The above pay is to be personal and net, and no deductions or com

pensations are to be made.

4th. No warrant oflicer shall be appointed to a fifth-rate, who shall not

have served two years either in a sixth-rate or sloop in commission; nor to

a fourth-rate, who shall not have served two years in a fifth-rate in com

mission; nor to a third-rate, who shall not have served one year in a

fourth-rate in commission, or three years in a fourth or fifth-rate in com

mission; nor to a second-rate, who shall not have Served two years in a

third~ratein commission; nor to a first-rate, who shall not have served

three years in a second or third-rate in commission. But as in times of

peace it may not be possible for ofiicers to serve the required time in com

mission, we submit, that in cases of vacancy, when there happens to be no

man who has served the required time for an appointment, it may be given

to the person who may be, in our opinion,in other respects the best qualified

for and entitled to the situation.

5th. In the event of any warrant officer being put out of his ship by her

being lost, broken up, or otherwise, he shall be placed as supcrnutuerary in

one of his Majesty's ships in ordinary of the same rate, until wemay have

. an opportunity of giving him another appointment.

\
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6th. The rates of superannuation of warrant otficers shall be according

to the following scale, formed on a consideration of the total length of ser

vice as warrant ofiicer, with the length of service in commission :-—

Total Service. Commissioned Service. Pensions.

so years............ QOyears ...... -.....,£85

30 -..'.---.‘ . . . . . . .. 15 ......... . . . . . .. 75

~80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 .._-".._..."u 65

80 . . . . . . ...~...... 5 .......-..---... 55

20 --_-.......-.... ‘20 ----.._. . . . . - - -- 75

20 . . . _ . . . . . . _ .._-.15 .._.._.......... 65

20 -._...“ . . . . . . .- 10 ..........-..-.. 55

20 .._. . . . . . . . ..... 5 .....-.......... 45

15 ..-..-.......-.-15 .-........-..--. 60

15 .....-... . . . . . -- 10 ---......-...... 50

15 .._...........-. 5 . . . . . . .......-.. 40

10 10 4s

10 .-........--._._. 5 .-_...-.....---. 85

7th. Oflicers whose length of service may happen not to fall exactly under

any of the preceding numbers, shall he pensioncd agreeably to the rate

which may come nearest to their length of service.

8th. Officers having a shorter period of service than the lowest of the

foregoing, shall receive either the pension to which their services would

entitle them from Greenwich hospital, or such other sum, not exceeding

80!. per annum, as we, on a view of the individual case, may appoint.

9th. No warrant officer shall reckon as service, either for promotion or

superannuation, any time for which he shall not have a certificate of good

conduct from the captains or commanders of the ships in which he may

have served; and if the certificate should not state the good and meritorious

conduct of the officer for the specified period, such time is to be disallowed

him; but if the warrant officer thinks he has any reason to complain

thereof, he may address his complaint to our secretary, for our inquiry and

final decision; and in this case, we submit that we be authorized to allow

the time or not, as we mnyjudge proper.

If your Royal Highness shall be graciously pleased to sanction the fore

phig propositions on this branch of the subject, we shall be enabled to

snperannuate several hundreds of worn-out and disabled olficers, who are

at present on the ordinary, and of whom we cannot clear the list (which

ought to be ellective) with justice and humanity to these old servants of the

public, while the present partial and inadequate rates of superannuation

exist; but we have further the satisfaction of stating to your Royal High

ness, that this benefit to the naval service will not create any additional

expense to the country ; as the saving of the cost now incurred for victunl

ling and keeping in full pay so large a number of incfiicient persons, “ill

not only compensate the whole additional expense of the arrangement

relative to warrant oflicers, which we thus humbly submit to your llnynl

lltghness's gracious consideration, but mll even diminish consultinth the

fist: (bruit. Vol-XXXVIU. x
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expcnse which, on the peace establishment, may arise from the other prov

positions which we have submitted.

IV. We now beg leave humbly to represent to your Royal Highness, that

having had under consideration the numbers and ratings of the petty

officers of his Majesty’s fleet, we have found that there are several useful

duties for which no proper ratings are provided; while, on the other hand,

several ratings are preserved in the table which have become obsolete, and

which have no duties now attached to them, and which are now, we have

reason to thinlr, given to men whom the several captains think deserving of

higher pay, and for whom they have no appropriate ratings.

With a view, therefore, of remedying these irregularities, and of giving

fair encouragement to that class of men, the petty officers, we humbly sub

mit that your Royal Highness may be pleased to sanction the establishment

of the following additional ratings, the effective duties of which are now

' performed without any other corresponding rating :—

Adrniral's Coxswain,

' Coxswain of the Launch,

of the Pinnace,

Captain of the "old,

Yeoman of the Signals,

COopcr's Mate,

Crew,

.—
 

 

Twn of these ratings have been already established by Order in Council, ‘

but we have nevertheless included them in the above list, because they are '

Gunner’s Yeoman,

Carpenter’s Yeoman,

Captain's Steward,

 

 

Cook,

Ward or Gun-room Steward,

Cook,

Ship’s Tailor.

not in the general table of ratings, and in order to lay before your Royal

Highness, at one view, the whole of this part of the subject:

And we farther submit to your Royal Highness, to be pleased to sanction

‘ the abolition of the following obsolete or unnecessary ratings :—

royal navy, only 1'2]. Ts. permcnsrn.

by late regulations, given much more activity and employment to this (125- '

Yeoman of the Po\vder-room,

of the Sheets,

Quarter-Master's Mates,

Trumpeter-s,

Gun Smiths,

Midshipmen Ordinary,

 

Coxswaiu's Mates,

Swabhers,

Ordinary Trumpeter,

Shifter,

Gunner's Tailor.

The expense to be occasioned by the establishment of the former ratings

will, after deducting that of the ratings proposed to be abolished, be very

inconsiderable; namely, 31. 2s. per nzemem in a first- rate, and less in prof

portion in the others; being in the whole, on one ship of each class in the

\Ve beg leave farther to state, that, as the carpenters and carpenter's

mates and carpenter’s crews find their own tools, and are alone, of all the

classes in the ship, liable to this species of extra expense; and as we have,

oription of persons, to the great benefit of the service, we propose to allow

to each person of these classes 7:. per men-tam, in addition to their pay, to

supply themselves with tools; this allowance being, in fact, already, though

partittlly, made. '

-._um
__‘____ t t L‘uA 7“ .,_ _
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V. We mw beg leave to call the attention ofyour Royal Highness to the

companies of Royal Marine Artillery.

These companies were formed, one at each division, in the year 1804,

for the purpose, in the first instance, of supplying the service of his

Majesty's bomb-vessels, before that time perfortned by the Royal Artillery;

but it was also intended that these companies should, particularly in time

of peace, be employed at the respective divisions, in drilling the whole of

the marines to gunnery.

We are so well satisfied of the great utility of having a considerable body

of marines trained to gunnery, that We are induced to recommend that the

Royal Marine Artillery be increased to eight companies, as well for the

purpose of encouraging and training the other marines, as to enable us, on

occasions, to embark a certain number of well-trained artillery-men in

others of his Majesty‘s ships as well as in the bombs; experience having

proved the great advantages to be derived to the service from this practice,

yvhich has been of late tried to a small extent.

We therefore humbly propose to your Royal Highness, to be pleased to

sanction the establishment of eight companies of Royal Marine Artillery;

but in order that the whole establishment may not exceed what your Royal

Highness has been pleased to declare to be a fit peace establishment of

inarincs, we humbly propose to transfer a certain number of officers and

menfrom the ordinary marines to the artillery, and we hereunto subjoin

schemes of the establishment of Royal Marines and Royal Marine Artil

lery, respectively, which we think proper for the present period, by which

‘the corps will consist of eighty companies, ofwhich eight will be artillery.

This measure, which will give great efficiency to the corps of marines,

and, to use the expression ofthc Ol‘lgllHl promoters of the marine artillery;

tlouhlc its utility hoth a-shore and a-tloat, will he a very inconsiderahle, if

with any, expense to the public; because we have proposed to reduce an

equivalent number of ordinary marines, and shall farther suhniit some

reductions in the numhcr of officers attached to the artillery companies :

and in time of war, a farther diminution of expense from what it would be

under the present system, will, it'your Royal Highness shall be pleased to

adopt our suggestions, arise from the following circumstances:—

The Royal Artillery, when embarked in bombs, had certain advantages

grapted to them, in Consideration, we presume, of their being taken out of

their natural course of shore service: these advantages the Royal Marine

~‘At'tillery have claimed, and hitherto enjoyed, under, we think, an erroneous

Construction of his Majesty's Order in Council establishing the pay and

allowances of these companies.

It is evident that, hmvever just it was to grant such advantages to the

Royal Artillery, when removed from their ordinary duties, it was certainly

unnecessary to give them to the Marine Artillery, whose natural course of

service it was to embark, and which, in fact, was formed for this especial

purpose. We trust, therefore, that your Royal Highness will see the expo

tliency of correcting this error, at this favourable opportunity, when it can

he done without any inuncdiatc injury to individuals, because at. present

none of the Marine Artillery arc embarked, nor, according to the original

-— " v" --_-‘_
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regulations, would they have been embarked, in time of peace; “ltllC'WC

therefore propose to continue the increased shore pay, and to encourage

the artillery and the corps in general, by doubling the numbers who will

receive this increased pay, we think we may fairly propose to abolish the

distant and contingent advantage of the extra sea pay, to which, in fact,

we doubt that any other right has hitherto existed, than an erroneous con;

struction of his Majesty's Order in Council.‘ ‘

We therefore propose, that when the Royal Marine Artillery shall em

bark, the sea pay of all ranks shall bear to their pay a—shore the same pro

portion that the sea pay ofthe marines in general bears to their shore pay.

For all these purposes herein before-mentioned, we beg leave to suhjoin

to this memorial a table of the rates of his Majsety’s ships, and the force

and complements of each rate, and also of the pays, numbers, and ratings
of all the oflicers and meniin the fleet, both seamen and marines: and we

humbly recommend to your Royal Highness, to be pleased to recall and

unnul the table now in force under his Majesty's Order in Council of the

31stDeccmber, 1806, and to sanction and establish in lieu thereof, the

table hereunto annexed, on which, for the salsa of pei'spicuity and con;

venience, we have distinguished the several classes for sharing the produce,

ofseizures, agreeably to your Royal Highness's Order in council of the 14th
October last. ' ' i ' i

We now have to submit to your Royal Highness, in order that the funds

of the Chest and Hospital at Greenwich, and of the Widows' Charity, to

which the deductions, herein before proposed to be abolished, are applied,

may not suffer by this arrangement, that your Royal Highness may be'

pleased to direct that the calculated'amount of the said deductions, on the

number of officers and men respectively employed, shall be paid over by

the Navy Board to the funds ofthe said institutions, under such regulations

and checks as we may think necessary, for ensuring the full and equitable

arrangement of this matter between these different branches of the service,

which, we have no doubt, can be attained with great convenience to all the

officers concerned, and without any increase of establishment, or any

expense whatsoever to the public. Aod,fiitally, we have to submit that the

whole of'this arrangement :shall‘ he carried‘in'to execution from and after

the 1stofJanuary next, or as soon after as conveniently may be.

I In proposing alterations in the present practice of the naval establish

ments, so important as those herein before submitted to your Royal High-j

ness, we have thought it right to enter into a detail of the matives and

principles by which we have been guided. We have, ourselves, in tth

investigation which has led'to this memorial, found considerable inconve

nience from the want of explanation as to the precise views on which

former arrangements wen- made; and we therefore humbly hope that your

Royal Highness will he graciously pleased to excuse the length of detail into

which, on the present occasion, we have presumed to enter. ‘
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anre dc Grace.

F this well-known sea-port we have given an account in vol. xxxiv,

p. 187. The town is seated in the province of Normandy, at the

mouth of the river Seine. It is a small fortified town, nearly of a square

figure, divided into two parts by the harbour, surrounded with a wall and

other works, and defended by a strong citadel. Its foreign trade and

convenient harbour have rendered it one of the most important places in

France. It was delivered up to Queen Elizabeth by the Hugonots in 1562,

and lost the following year. In 1694, in was bombarded by an English

squadron, under the command of Lord Berkeley; and also, in the year

1758, by Admiral Rodney, of which bombardment we give the following

account from Smollett: .

“ Intelligence having been received that the enemy meditated an inva

sion upon someof the British territories, and that a number of fiat-bottomed

boats were prepared at Havre de Grace, for the purpose of embarking

troops, Rear-admiral Rodney was, in the beginning of July, detached with

a small squadron of ships and bombs to annoy and over-awe that part of the

coast of France. He accordingly anchored in the road of Havre, and made

a disposition to execute the instructions he had received. The bomb

vessels being placed in the narrow channel of the river leading to llonfleur,

began to throw their shells, and continued the bombardment for two~and~

fifty hours, without intermission, during which a numerous body of French

troops was employed in throwing up intrenchments, erecting new batteries,

and firing both with shot and shells upon the assailants. The town was set

Y on fire in several places, and burned with great fury; some of the boats

were overturned,and a few of them reduced to ashes, while the inhabitants

forsook the place in the utmost consternation: nevertheless, the damage

done to the enemy was too inconsiderable to make amends for the expense

of the armament, and the loss of nineteen hundred shells and eleven hun

dred carcasses which were expended in this expedition. Bombardments

of this kind are at best but expensive and unprofitable operations, and may

be deemed a barbarous method of prosecuting war, inasmuch as the

damage falls upon the wretched inhabitants, who have given no cause of

offence, and who are generally spared by a humane enemy, unless they

have committed some particular act of provocation."

SHIPWRECK.

_-._

LOSS OF THE AMERICAN SHIP GOVERNOR STRONG.
I [From In American Paper.]

APTAIN A. SCOTT, late commander of the American ship Governor

Strong, has furnished the following account of that valuable ship :—

“ The Governor Strung, under my command, sailed from Portsmouth,

ywk'" I --—
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England, on the 12th of January, 1817, in excellent trim and condition,

bound toCanton. On the 9th of February, wind east, and weather hazy,

ran for, and at 2 RM. made the island Sal, one of the Cape de Verds; it

being my intention to go through the channel between Mayo and St. Jago,

and, if a good opportunity offered, to fill up my water-cmsks at Port Praya.

In order to have a short and sure run, I hovered under the lee of Sal till

six o’clock.—-Bird Island, near the west side ofSal, then bore E.S.E. about

three miles distant. I directed such courses as would lead the ship well to

leeward of Leton Rock, and enter the above channel about midway be

tween Mayo and St. Jago, inclining a little towards Mayo, it being to wind~

award; and I had experienced the current to set south-westerly. The

breeze was just sufficient to carry all sail, and the water smooth, which

indicated a current setting to leeward. At midnight sail was reduced.

The wind about the same time veered to E.N.E. and the haze had cleared

considerable away. At 3 A.M. sail was further reduced, by hauling up

the courses, lowering and slightly furling the mizen, and bracing the main

top-mast sail sharp by, reducing the velocity to the rate of five miles per

hour. I had been walking the deck from two o'clock, except afew minutes

whilst marking 06' the ship's place; and though every allowanCe was made

for deviation, her situation appeared to be far from dangerous. It was my

intention at four o'clock to lay her head to the northward, and delay the

time till day-light, which would naturally come on at or before six o'clock.

The moon had been up from an hour after midnight, and shone bright,

except at times when her rays were intercepted by flying clouds. At; four

o’clock, land and breakers were discovered a-bead. The ship was wore

instantly, and lay upon the starboard, or opposite tack, within three points

of the tack which led her on, going at the rate of four or live knots. I

had not any doubt but the land and breakers were about the north part of

Mayo; but it was out of all calculation that the ship should be so far to the

eastward as to be in danger with a N. by W. course. I was, therefore,

perfectly easy after wearing, when, at ten minutes past four, she struck the

ground—first gently, and instantly harder. The wind had increased, and

the sea risen, so that breakers which did not show themselves a few minutes

before, were now seen on both bews. The ship striking frequent and hard,

Iwas soon fatally convinced she was entangled in a labyrinth from which

no human skill or exertion could extricate her.

“ She soon' lost her way by being, as it were, wedged among the rocks—

nearly still at short intervals, but in general beating, wallowing and grind

ing, with such violence that I feared she would go to pieces before any of

the valuable property could be placed above high-water-mark. I directed

the specie to be got up immediately, and whilst the first-officer, who was

very active, with part of the crew, were engaged in that important service,

a boat was lowered from the starboard quarter, with a boatswain and three

others in her, to sound round the ship. A current of two knots setting

E.S.E carried the boat clear of the sea, which was breaking over, and she

was conducted into three fatbnms at 100 fathoms W. by S. and two fathoms

S.W. the same distance. The boat, on coming alongside, was shattered to

pieces, and two of the men narrowly escaped drowning. The boat was

then veered a-stern, and lay well clear on the starboard quarter by the

_ ,.¢-__,,.v,-.,.-,~4 r,
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strenght of the current. A little wine was now given to each man, and a

strong remonstrance against the use of liquors, except when given them for

refreshment. Encouragement was held out to them for exertion, and the

danger they were in of losing life pointed out, in case of relaxation. By

five o'clock all the specie was lodged on the cabin-floor; and whilst the

other boats, with every possible safeguard were preparing, a good break

fast was ready; and, as nourishment strengthens both body and mind,

every man was in a condition to'perform his task, by the time day-light gave

a chance to act deliberately. The ship bilged at half-past five o‘clock, and

filled nearly up to the lower deck. The long-boat, about six o'clock, was

suspended alongside, nearly the height of the _rail. A small anchor and

warp were put in her to moor by, and one end of another line made fast

to her, the other end being fast to the ship as a hauling line. Some

provisions were also put in her. The second officer and four men were

,then placed in her, with orders to pull quick into three fathoms, and let go

the anchor, and there wait for further orders. A smooth interval was

watched, and the long-boat got safe to her moorings. The shattered boat

was then hoisted in, and the carpenter, with the assistance of one man,

employed in repairing her. The stern-boat was lowered, and safely sus

pended by the same tackles which held the long-boat, between the fore and

mom rtgmg.

“ The sea by this time was breaking over both sides, and in at the stern

of the ship, and no boat could lay alongside for ten seconds, the smooth

intervals being so very short. The boat was then loaded with specie,

provisions, and some clothing. The crew were directed to send some of

their clothes each turn. A smooth time was watched. Kneeland Curtis,

the boatswain, a very faithful active man, and four others, were lowered in

her. She got safe to the long-boat, was unloaded and returned. The

same process was repeated six times. The hauling line was calculated for

a double purpose, as every man in the passing boat could get hold ofit had

she been overwhelmed, (which was often nearly the case) ; and might have

saved themselves by hauling either to the ship or long-boat. Acask of

water had with dill’iculty been hoisted out of the hold, and some kegs

filled from it, which were also sent to the long boat. The 10th, by one

o'clock P.M. the long boat was sufficiently deep. All the specie, and

many other necessary articles, were on board 'of her. The passing-boat

was so much shattered, thatI considered it dangerous to let her come

again. My instruments and some charts were sent in the last boat,

together with three compasses and some arms. I directed the boatswain

to keep her about half way between the ship and long-boat till he saw

us all clear of the wreck. The qnarter-boat by this time was partially

repaired and suspended the same as the other boats. Tlte'masts which had

been the only means of saving so much, were tottering, and I feared

annoyance from the top-mast had they been cut away.

“ A low rocky coast, with a Clltlllt of breakersextending some distance

from every part of it, stretched on to leeward; the distance to the road

or harbour uncertain. 1 then, before leaving the ship, directed a fine cow

and calf (that I had taken on board in England, and intended for Ilonqua,
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the Hang merchant) to be knocked in the head, not being willing to leave

them in a state of torture. The sheep, pigs, and poultry, we left alive.

I conceived there was a chance of finding some vessel at the anchorage,

which I might engage to return with me to the wreck, that the live stock

might be preserved, with other articles of more value.

“At two, the remainder of the crew, myself the last, got into the boat,

and at a great hazard lowered her mfloat. She was soon alongside of the

long-boat, though in a sinking condition; but by clearing her of a part df

the men, and a quantit of clothing, she could be kept free. Thus was

the Governor Strong le t to her fate, with all stores, public and private,

except such private stores and provisions as were distributed in the boats,

sufficient to serve the crew a few days. About four o'clock, the boats in

company, got under the lee of the N.W. point of the island, near which a

tent and three men were seen. llanded in a cove, and engaged one of

the men to conduct the boat to the port, well knowing that we could not

reach it till long after dark set in. After some sailing and a great deal of

hard rowing, reached the anchorage at nine o'clock, and were received on

board the ship Delphina with great kindness and hospitality. The brig

Unity, of Baltimore, Thomas Thompson commander, lay at the anchorage,

with whom I engaged to ship the specie. The moment the specie was

ship , I engaged the only craft that could be procured (a decked long

hoat and embarked with the principal part of the crew at four RM. on'

the 11th, in hopes of reaching the wreck early in the morning, and saving

some of her valuable articles. After a trial of 20 hours, gave up the

attempt as fruitless, owing to astrong adverse wind and current. On

returning to the port, I directed that the wreck and such articles of her

apparel as had been saved, should be sold at public auction for the benefit

of those concerned, which on the 12th was done accordingly. Protests,

and such documents as it was ossihle to obtain, were furnished on the

13th; and on the 14th, at 2 P311. the Unity was under way, with twelve

of the crew on board, myself included. The remainder Were distributed

as followsz—C. Harrison and G. Hawley, on board the Dolphin; J.

Whiting and J. Wallas, on board the Adeline, of George-town, Woodside,

master; S. Hyatt, B. Page, J. Rankin, and J. Walker, on board the brig

Abby, of Salem, Potter master.—-Capt. P. having taken two more

than. the United States’ law points out, on condition of my finding a

water-cask for them. Water at the Isle of Mayo, being of a poisonous

nature, Capt. Thompson steered for Port Praya, in St. Jago, where we

arrived about five o'clock. On landing, lfonnd the United States’ Con

sul for the islands, who annexed his certificate, and sealed the protests.

The watering was completed by noon. The Unity Was soon after under

weigh for her port of destination.

“I now remark, that on the most careful and accurate inspetuions and

allowing the extent of variation, (16 degrees westerly), the courses steered

and distance made from the west ‘side of Sal, ought to have led the ship

Strong seven degrees west, nearly 79 miles; whereas, reality proved

that she was forced into a course of six degrees east 82 miles to

where she was lost, (in a run of ten hours.) The calamity may he a

beacon to others.

“Great credit is due to my crew for the zeal they displayed in saving

so much valuable property; and though liquors of many kinds were

among their hands, there was not one case of inebriety occurred whilst

they were about the ship, and only one case after the boats left her."

“Jilm/rem tfiot . ”
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HE subject of the following Poem, being military, is not, strictly,

within the plan of our publication. But as to the victory here cele

brated. not only this country, but all Europe, is indebted for the termina

tion of one ofthe most sanguinary and expensive wars that ever afflicted

the world. and evinced at the same time the vanity and wickedness of inor

dinate_ ambition, find as both the Poet, and the Hero who gained the vic

tory he celebrates, are Genii of extraordinary character, we hope in their

excellence to find our apology.

In the Latin lines the same smoothness of structure, and the same

affinity of sound to sense, that adorned the former poem of our young

bard, prevail in this. The line describing the clash and glitter of the

swords is very happily expressed in the words

“ Fu entes resonant crehris tinnitibus ensas "’
I

and the description of Bellona inspiring the soldiers is equally good

“ Horrida sanguineum torquet Bellona flagellum,

Ardoreni iticendeus bellantis pectore sasvum;

Ctede madent vestes, angues tlant sihila torti,

Distillat nigri dum guttas hasta cruoris."

One circumstance, however, rather surprises us—in neither the English

nor the Latin is the name of Wellington mentioned ; nor, indeed, is there

any allusion to him distinct from that of the general conduct of the army

(if we except that mentioned in the note, page 166). In the English lines

the name of Blucher does once occur— and in the Latin lines he is also dis

tinctly mentioned as the Gallic terror—the Prussian hero—and with honora—

hle mention of his fair-earned fame—hut We look in vain for any personal

distinction of our English Hero. We by so much more regret the

omission, as the powers of the Poet, we have no doubt, would have enabled

him to have rendered an acceptable tribute even to a character of such

high and due exaltation—a general who, with the exception of Marlbo

rough, stands alone, as hitherto in‘t'intible—But like a true poet he has

been the captive of Fancy, she has borne him into the tnidst of the battle,

and in the contemplation of a galaxy of heroes, he seems to have lost the

pewer of a discriminative vision—a failing which, though it. renders the

poem less perfect than itwould otherwise have been—still leaves a surprising

portion of merit—and he must be confidered as a ram avis in leri-is,

who, at the age of eleven years and five months, produces a poem cum

hining the spirit of Homer with the numbers of Pope;

machinivoixxxvth ' w
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THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO;

A row :

In Latin and English Vene

Bv ROBERT CHARLES DALLAS.

wax-run n In: AGE or maven YEAR! um nvz your”.

i 1816. '

At nunc horrenlia Martis,

Arma cano. VIRG.
 

NC precnr, O Muse voa surgile numinn. bell

Quus funeblajuvnnt, semper gnudeutia pugnas

Dicere crudelz-s, queis cordi Mama l'acba.

Liuquite Purllasai (Asting summa sacrati,

O vos irarum (lamina: mentisque virorum;

Inspirule animum cerlamen dicere savum,

Cinxit qund declare aterno fmnique perenni

Arma Britannnrum, claris et tempora lauril

Leta cornnavit, nulln marcentibus mvo.

Tu qlmque, carn-inibus, precor, ingens Cynthia, nostril

Aficr opem, memique novas, pater, incute vii-es.

Dum cuno pernic:em dum damnum trisle tyranni,

Qui quundum Eurupnn turbavil aims in armis

Infesus lolam, cuplensqne adjungere regna

Hispuna lmperio, pulchros crudeliter agroa

Vaslavil, perdens huminumque boumque labores;

anus nun unquam cmdis sarianda libido

Purpuream l'usu tellurem sanguine tinxit.

Inque plagas, nrmis cupiens superare, remotu

Agmiua qui duxit, Boreali frigore vinctas,

Quns enema legit nix, quns et hrumn recondit;

Qué. nunquam radios ardens emitlit Apollo

Clams, qui campos nutrit fervure benigno,

Atque facit segetes messemque atmllere pulcliram.

Armorum sonitus caelo Germunia misit

Martin sublimi, belluque perhorruit omnis.

Austria‘tunc prnprio tremel'acm cruore madebat,

Viribus et smvi tandem devicm tyranni,

Auducem es: frustri connla repellere Gallum.

Eridani multo fluctus lstrique rubentes

Sanguine, pnlluto maculflrunt gurgite Pontum.

At tu blanda modum nunc Musa resume priorem,

Dic tu certnmen sawum, dic nubile bellum,

Quod, quamvis magno nimis i1 victoribus emptull

Magnnnimis pretin, dilionem perdidiv~ omnem,

Eripuil. sceplrum diadcmaque Napolcontis.

.._----,. __
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Hand certk bello pugne trinive parata,

Mersa at lmtilifl, dubiiquc ignara pericli,

Anglica tom cohora; fidibus cirhnrisque canori.

Atria tom sonant penilus; choreaq; lumullul

Imhelli strepilu rebmntia mmnia replet.

Non belliprasaga ruanu~, lililve net'andz,

Ludit, inups cum, clndis mnrlisque futurae

Immemor ; hiuc Mmmrs proCul hinc l'ugrsse vidotur,

E: solus rurbas hilures moderulur Jacclrus.

Sed memes quid lam sulmo siupel‘ecit et omnil.

Convenlfls lexi! vultus pallure lrememea P

Buccina vicinol Mavortia punciuil ho>tes

Anonitasq; minus horrenda accersit ad arma:

Omnia devasrans properal velociler alro:

Nnorzun, minirans muria e1 lurribus ignes.

Haud mum, nunc omnis diris aocingilur urmii

Miles, et impaliens hosles lemare femccs,

Meme tuba: Alma-i exaudii liluumque uunorum.

Jam jam Iota cohors propere diacedlt, ex ntra

Ad densas acies prompié sub nocte propinquut,

Dum voce; hominum, strepitusq; horre-iduo equoruln,

Permixto vicos turban: clamnre frequemes.

Cum tandem orta dies, primumque Aurora rubcm

Quadrupedes thhi conjunxil curnbus acres,

Flebile cerlamen cmptum ; describere pugnarn

Islam quis poluit, funesifi clade cruentarn?

Si vel pulumnes arali, ferrea si vux, \

Orsi decum, linguaa vel hi cui mille fuerunt;

Si vol Lalouaa proles, inaignis Apollo,

Inspiret versus, at. memi rubnra dunet.

Agmina nunc ambo occurrunt, hurrendus et ingcnl

Conflictus ! mulli tunc quuru cecidere, rubramquo

Corporibus (‘BsiS tcxere, er sanguine, rerram.

Ecce ferus vigilurn curril. bellatur in hustem,

Adverse et cupiens coutingere pectore l'errum

Ardel lionore mori, famflve repellere mortem.

Exstimulalus equus, pedibus slimulnque prementi,

Irruit in turban: armatarn densa~q; phulungas ;

Ardore invicto per lela per agmrna raprus

Fania, l'ert equilem in pugnam, litemque nefnndam,

Dum gaudens hello, leluaque in cmde cruentQ,

Unguihus exercet rerram, vellitq; trementem,

Flamminan rulilos emiueus murrbus lgnes.

Fulgentes resonant crehris linmlibus ensas,

El gladii lmsrili crudeles mnguiue Ilncn;

Clarescuut souilus nrmorum alque nera complenl.

Diversus clamor szupcl‘nctas percum aures,

Funesti luctuu, wnnui'lituique tubaeque,
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Vincenthm lam voces gemitusque cadentfifl.

Qudcumque aspicias apparel mortis imngo,

Ommhus horribilis terroribus, arraque cades.

Undique cmsorum campi velantur acervis,

Alq; aquor I‘umal. lepef'ncmln strnge recenti.

Horridn sanguaneum mrquet Bellnna flagellum,

Ardorem incendens bellamis pectore saevum;

Caede madent wastes, angu’es dam sibila torti,

Disrillm nigri dum gultas hasta cruoris.

Victm-em hic parirer. pariler more atra rrucidat

Devictum, hic timidua Fugiens, hic 'Iecidit heros.

Millia mulm cndnm, lllrhz, Inlzq; rnhorles;

Dum mini dominis occisis \‘ulnere sevo

Exanimes vnlvunmr equi, qui rohnrc quondlln

Immensn mlili leuinnes rumpere densaw,

Armams equilos dursn per tela gereuum;

Formosi sivut tenvro fl‘lm genuine flares

Vere cadum crocei, prmique Honor nccidit omnis,

Cum durus mesaur curvatfi l'alce tremendua

Ictibus assiduis nascentia gramina scindit.

Sic pereunt multi, mnrtis quns atrn lremenda

Dextera corripuit primavu flare vircntes.

NAPOLEON residens procul silm colle. cruentul,

Succr ssumq; videns, nnimo lmtosq; triumphos,

lncitat ad pngnmn turmal stragelnq: novatam.

Audacem sncii deperdite furtizer hustem, ‘

Parcite ne Isak, illisveubslnntihus, inquit;Corruite in turmas, occidité, qui men tanto'

Agmina pulsirum, qunmvis numerosa, vigore.

Sic ferus emittil crudeliajussa tyrannus,

Exhnrlans bellum et marleln renovare ferocem;

Maurimis iterum bellum (remit, atq; mndentem

Cam legunt. l'erro perdemi, corpora terram.

Quis mmen insoluus clamor pervenit ud aures?

Qua»: vexilln nilent, fuluemiaq; arma per umbras?

Gallicus is (error, succedit Prussius horns, A

Tam fama: notus, hello memoramlus et armil.

Gallnrum nubilb memes terrore replunur,

Ex dames sua terga fugw. vicliq; timore,

Turpilrr arms solo jzlctaut, cmupumque relinquunt;

Ille etiam in prinfis fiugiens, qui multa regehat

Mlllia Inandum nuper, sceplrumq; tenehat,

Nun-c mmvr impmlo et laslu dejcctus ab omni

Cmmlur SulLIS' lllorlem rilare sequentem.

En, qua: Farm mam-m illum qui mmnlbus alts

Infixu [Hus fluilamia signa Vienna. '

Qui lulil iu m-yllua: deserra extrema remota

Arum, suamq; iauifuulo inflammavérakurbellh
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Cui quondalit insignia totoque illustria in orbe

Roma tremem jusau portas aperibat uhemm,

Vincentes aquilas cdm fixit in arce suprenii,

Pontificem vinclia crudeli er. carcere net-tent

Sed Fortune fuit, Fuit ingenl gloria helli

Nunc veluti soman ditio siln fugit inanis.

Traditur infelix hosti mptivus, et exul

Expulsus patrifi peregrine in regna ; remotus

Que concursu hominum reputet sua crimina, luctu

Percitlts, el cuuctum mmrcns quem dextra cruorell

Perfudit hello, tristi sun lumina vultu

Erigat ad ctelum, clementem et pectore toto

Obtestnns patrem, supple: ignolct-re priscum

Implornns crimen, juatam permulceat iram.

 

WAKE, Mtnes, wake; Oh, sacred Nine, urine,

Ye powers celntinl of the starry skies.

Who love to sing the hard-contested fight,

Whom tales of war and martial deeds delight:

Leave, leave l‘arnnssus’ double cloud topt brow,

0 ye whom all adore, to whom all how;

To me your vot'ry prulfer heavenly fire,

Afl'ord your succour, and my mind inspire,

To sing the contest that eternal fame

And Intuiuik honour gnve Britumuu’s name;

Gave her bold Sons the weed lifjust renown,

A wreath oflaurel—un unfailing crown !

And thou, O Phcehus, clement God of day,

Thy aid impart, assist benign my lay;

String thou my lyre with heavenly art to tell,

HOW Gallia's base usurping tyrant l'ell;

Who girt with war, and fierce in hostile arma,

Afl'righted Eur0pe shook with dire alarms :

Whom, when ambition prompted to obtain,

The t'ertile realms of far-extending Spain;

Laidweste the fieldsi, with grassy verdure fair,

The oxen's labour, and the rustic's care.

‘ Still seeking slaughter, his inhuman mind,

Scourge of the world! and foe to all mankind !

With human gore dcfil'd the reeking plain,

The crimson Earth with numerous heaps of slain :

Who led his daring and ferocious bands,
T00 sure of conquest, into ldlStfin! lunda,

Where winter reigns, and where eternal snowa

Block up the pass. and e'en an host oppose;

Where never Phcbm darts his sunny ray!

And all his beauties to the world displayl,
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But hides in mists his glittering head, and shrouds

His radiant glories in a veil ofclouds;

Who cheers the verdant fields with genial heat,

Fruitful with corn, and rich with plenteous wheat.

Germania's regions sent to heaven from far

The clang of arms, the deep-ton'd noise of war,

Reeking with gore, unable to withstand

Th' itnpetuous force of his all-conquering hand,

Unhappy Austria strove, but strove in vain,

His lawless force with vitluur to restrain:

The rapid P0 with sanguine hue was dyed,

And rolled its waters in a purple tide:

The swelling lster foamed with warrior's blood,

lAnd stuin'd the Euxiue With a crimson flood.

But now resume, hind Muse, thy former song,

, No more the tule ofdi-taut woes prolong:

Tell thou the contest. fierce uith mortal strife,

Which, bought, though dearly, hy so many a life

By the brave victors, yet the Gallic Crown

Snatch’d from th' usurper, threw the tyrant down,

Dnsh’d the hright sceptre from his ltlonrl-staiu'd hand,

And hutl'd him guilty from his native land.

Far from the toils and lahours ot' the war,

The British host, forgotten every care,

Injoyous pleasure passed the festive day,

Anti sweetly lull'tl the tedious hours away ;'

The sltilt'ul minstrcls all their art employ,

The circling dance fills every heart with joy,

Whilst well-strungl hnrps resound through spacious halll,

And tuneful clamour fills re-echoing walls.

Alas ! how little that gay scene foresaw,

The dreadful issue of th’ approaching war !

Far from the place the prince of battles fled,

Who loads the reelting plain with heaps of dead,

Thy sovereign sway was there, 0 Bacchus, thine,

Thine, joyful Bacchus, dyed with ruddy wine.

But why hath mirth to terror given place?

Why sits that paleness upon every face?

The martial trumpet's sound each heart appals,

In deep-ton‘d notes, to arms! it loudly calls:

Th’ astonish'd bands the reason quickly know,

Th’ impending danger, and th’ approaching foe:

NAPOLEON comes ! nor comes with tame intent,

On war, and slaughter, all his thoughts are bent;

 

* This slludes to the Duke of Wellington receiving, at a ball, the account of

Boonlplrte’s advance upon-Brussels.
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And now advancing leads the Gallic power:

To lay in dust the city’s cloud-capt towers.

Now every warrior nrms without delay,

For danger brooks not e’en the slightest stay;

Eager to rush amidst the hattle's rage,

The haughty foes impatient to engage,

With joyful mind the bugle shrill he hears,

The warlike clarion with enrnptur'd ears.

Now all depart amidst the sable night,

In haste repairing to the fields of fight;

Whilst the stern voices of the martial cmwd

Disturb the air with clamour hoarse and loud;

Whilst cluttering steeds the echoing pavement beat,

And various noise resonnds through every street.

When first Aurora left her early bed,

Tingin! th' horizon with a crimson red,

And yoked the coursers unto Phtebus' car,

Burnish'd with gold refulgent from afar,

The bloody fight, the desperate strife began,

Describ‘d by no such feeble wretch as man ;

Not ifhe had ten mouths, or brazen lungs,

A voice ofiron. or a thousand tongues :

Not e'en if Phcebns should his verse inspire,

And to his mind should give poetic lire.

Now France and England, both with hostile rage,

Rush to the charge, a dire contention wage:

Fierce was the onset, Oh ! could any tell

How many thousands on that instant fell ;

Fell, bravely fighting, and with bodies slain,

And mingled carnage, filled the gore-dy'd plain.

Each warrior draws his fulchion from the sheath,

Confronts the danger'in thejaws of death;

Seeks to acquire a conq‘ring hero's name,

Or, nubly falling. gain immortal fame.

The spurs are hidden in the charger’s flanlts,

Ile rushes onward to th’ embattled ranks,

Breaks through, impetunus, though e'en hosts oppose,

The serried phalanx and ten thousand foes,

Bears through the deadly fray his urging lord,

Nor fears beholding, every lance and sword;

But at the scene his joy appears confest;

“'ith martial ardour pants his noble breast,

Snorting he rears, and with an active bound,

Springs o'er the plain, and paws the trembling ground,

Whilst from his nostrils, fierce with generous ire,

He pours forth clouds of all-terrific fire.

In circles whirled, the flashing sabres shone;

The glitt’ring falcltions sparkled iu the sun,

’\

I"
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The clamour loud disturbs th’ afi'righted air,

The clash of arms, the dreadful din of war;

Whilst sanguine Mars his arms extlltlng wields,

And pours a deluge o'er the reeking fields.

Nought midst the direful scene oftleath is heard,

But to their pitch the victors' voices rear‘d,

Lameuting shrieks, the hugle’s brazen throat,

The martial trumpet’s'war-denouncing note,

The groans of those, who, pass'd neglected by,

\Vith wounds disabled, unassisted lie.

His horrid form here Death gigantic rears,

With every horror murder-clad appears ;

The fuming plain grows red with crimson dew,

The fields defiling with a purple hue.

Bellona now each chieftain's breast incites ;

With double ardour every warrior fights;

Around her hair, in snalty tresses curl’d,

And Gorgon's head, her direful scourge she whirl’d ;

Her horrid arms a bloody torrent pour,

Her yet warm javelin reeks with human gore.

The vanquish’d dies, who death through shame desires,

The victor's self in vict’ry's arms expires !

The hero falls who danger, death, defies ;

Nor ’scapes the dastard, who destruction flies ;

E'en thousands perish, but with glory crown'd,

In tlettth still honour'd, still in death rennwn'd.

Mix'd with their lords, who draw their parting breath,

Press’d with the cold, the icy hand of death,

The coursers lie, who once, with gen'rous might,

Broke the thiclt legions, and the ranks of fight,

Convey’d their ridcrs through the deadly war,

And hure them 05 triumphant from afar.

As fall the flowers with saffron colours gay,

Which smile; aduru'd with all the gifts of May,

When the hard rustic, at his lord's comm-sud,

by: waste the meadows with unsparing hand,

Arm'd with the scythe, he lays at ever blow,

Their blooming beauty, and their fragrance low :

So perish those, whom death in youth’s first bloom,

Cut olf untimely with an early doom :

Death, which destroys the youths with vigour blest,

And sends the aged to eternal rest.

From danger far th’ usurping wretch dcscries

The deathful contest with observing eyes;

Sure of success, Withjoyful mind he stands,
And urges on [Oifigllli his drooping bands :

“ On, my brave troops, against the British host,

They cannot stand, their chiefs,‘ their leaders, lost 3
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Spare none, not those who fainting with a wound,

O'erthrown, disabled, bite the bloody ground ;

Upon them, charge; your valour, friends, display,

And win the glorious hard-contested day; ‘

Yon troops o’erwhelm, who have my force withstood,

_And drench’d their weapons in my bravests' blood.”

Thus speaks the tyrant, and with savage joy,

The Gnuls incites to slaughter, kill, destroy.

Fierce at the word, they rush to desperate fight,

And thousands sink to everlasting night. ,

Buthnrk l what troubl'd clamour rentls the skies,

W'hat distant gleam is that which meets the eyes?

What glittering arms are those, that through the shade

Resplendent shine, what banners those display'd l

Yon hostile flags no friend approaching show,

'Tis Btvcuca's standard—'tis the cominu fee: 'I

That word knells death in every Frenchman's ears,

NAPOLEON listens, and Nitrome fears.

With sudden fears now stand the Gnuls possest,

A thrilling panic strikes their trembling breast,

Nor longer can their weak and yielding band,

The pressing foe with equal force withstand ;

W'ith trembling step their tear-struck host withdrew,

Receding back away their arms they threw.

Then, then, at last, Oh base unseeme sight!

They turn their backs to seek disgraceful flight :

Ht.- 'midst the first, to save his wretched life,

Spurr'd swift his courser from the desperate strife: 1

Yes he, who lately thousands could command,

Who rnl'd, the sovereign prince of Gallin’s land;

Whose brow, ndorn’d, the crown imperial grac’d,

And in whose hand the sceptre bright was plztc‘tl ;

Now from that summit by ambition thrown,

Is, abject, l'orc'd to sue for life alone.

Thus falls‘the man, whom fortune‘s angry frown,

Though fuvor'd once, now casts rejected down ;

\\ Lose streaming standards far resplendent shone

1n 5,12le conquest o’er Vienna’s town: ‘

Who, though by hosts oppos'd, triumphant bore

l’lis conq'ring arms to Scythin‘s dreary shore,

Whilst flaming Moscow, once for wealth renown'd,

Laid one wide ruin on the smoaking ground. -

Ilia haughty summons fear-struck Rome nhey'd,

Wide op'd hcr gates, her inmost streets displuy'd,

mt]. firm. Yul. XXXVIH, ' z
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\Vhen Jove’s proud bird's own semblance tovvr‘d on high,

And mock‘d the splendor ofth' efl'ulgent sky;

When his stern hand the Puntiff’s self secur'd,

Amidst a dungeon’s nuisume depths immur’d. _

This once was so, his once illustrious name -

Emblazon’d glory crown’d with martial fame,v ‘

And now, his transient course of vict'ry run,

At length the thread of all his power is spun;

By hostile arms, by adverse fate o’erthrown,

He, wretched, vents his unavailing moan :

For ever doum'd to quit his native shore,

A fallen captive 'midst th’ Atlantic roar:

There pierc’d by conscience's resistless dart,

His crimes ahhorring with repentant heart,

There may he curse that dire destructive hand,

Which desolation spread through Europe's land ;

And prostrate, bending, there be taught to lmovv,v

'Tvvas lienven's dire wrath that laid his glory low:

With humbl'd awe th’ Almighty King implore,

W'ith eyes uplifted, pray, to sin no more;

Avert his anger, with repentance late,

And shun the danger ofimpending fate.

a:

NAVAL HISTORY OF THE PRESENT YEAR 1817.

(July—August.)

RE'I'ROSPECTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS.

THE revival of commerce proceeds with favorable prognosticntions of

prtmperity and continued peace to all nations, with the exception of

Spain, who is reduced to the necessity of purchasing foreign aid in the

subjection of the South American insurgents. By a treaty said to have

been signed on the 7th of May, the island of ll’Iinorcn, and the Californias,

are to be the price of a Russian squadron of five ships of the line, four

frigates, and 16,000 troops. It is stated, however, that the Ottoman

Porte refuses n passage through the Bosphorus to this auxiliary force.

The Grand Siguior is, perhaps, not very well pleased with the terms of the

bargain, so far as relates to Miuorca.

The interference of Russia, it appears from accounts received from

Rio de Juneiro, has commenced by a. quarrel with Portugal espousing, it

rssttpposetl, the Spanish cause against the Portuguese aggression on the
Monterititun territory, Ian aggression which is defended by the alleged

necessity of it, as a means of guarding the Portuguese possessions in

that quarter. The misunderstanding between the Russian minister Count

do Built. and the Portuguese Cabinet, has terminated in the former

demanding his passports for himself and suite.

\
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' ‘Our court preserves a wise neutrality, and considering the conduct of

Spain towards this country, in the nfiitir with her own North American

colonies, it may be termed a generous neutrality—the lex talionis would

warrant a very different line of proceeding—however, both France and

'Spain have experienced a respective retribution. What may be the efi'edt

Of'this mercenary force if brought into action, time will show, but it is

not to be eXpected that the Russians will fight against the independents in

South America, with that zeal and ardour which characterised their

hostility against the French at Moscow.

As an instance of reviving trade, the number of vessels which sailed

“from the port of Havre in the course oflastmonthfivas 137, six. 55 French,

11 American, 53 English, one Danish, one Hamburgh, two Dutch, sit

Norwegian, two Prussian, and six Swedish.

‘In the course of last week, 16,000 barrels of flour, 20,000 bushels, 3000

bags, and I700 barrels of wheat, were imported in Liverpool. ,

The accounts from the manufacturing districts are highly pleasing“, the

demand for labour is increasing; and this, coupled with the diminished

price in the articles of of subsistence, will soon restore good order and con~

tentment. In the stocking trade at Leicester, few, if any, frames are now

unemployed; and the workmen there, in a public advertisement, have de

clared, that they “ now earn wages that will enable them, by honest indus

try, to maintain themselves and families, without having recurrence to the

assistance of parochial relief." In the large parish of Wigston only, where

there are many stocking-makers, there is not one now unemployed. This

cheering and consolatory prospect—consolatory, not merely as affecting the

general interests of the empire, but as indicative ofamelioration in the con

dition of an industrious and suffering population, is not confined to any par

ticular district, but more or less extends throughout the country. The

liar-iron trade, in Wales, Shropshire, and Stall'ordshire, is in so flourishing

a condition, that the iron masters would rather decline'orders, even at the

advanced prices, for they cannot execute the demands so fast as they re

ceive them. The nail trade, likewise. is so much on the advance, that

the manufacturers again employ those men who, during the winter months,

were compelled to seek a scanty support by labouring on the highways.

The same aetirity prevails in the clothing towns of Bradford and Tram

bridge, where trade is much ht'islter than has been ltnOwn for several

months.

From the 29th ult. to the 7th inst. there arrived at Calais, from Dover,

8| packet-boats, with 804 passengers, carriages and baggage. There sailed

for Dover, during the period, four English transports, with 8 officers, '18

soldiers, 2 women, ‘2 children, and 70 troop horses; and 83 packet-boats,

with 600 passengers, 18 horses, baggage, and carriages.

Rosin, July 24- -—-Three American ships of war, the Washington, of 86

g'IHS; the Constellation frigate, 36; the United States, 44; and a brig

anchored a few days since in the harbour of Ciwita Vecchia, coming From

Leghorn.
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The vessels from the northern ports, so long detained, may immediately

be looked for. We understand 5 to 600 sail are expected. The number

of vessels that passed the Sound, laden with grain, only between the 25th of

July and the 9th inst. was 97 sail.

Better late than never—The Captors of St. Eostatia, on the 3d July,

1781, (under the late Lord Rodney and General Vaughan), will beglwl

to hear that Greenwich Hospital has received 20,0001. for them, which

will be distributed among the claimants.

The Duke of Kent packet, lately arrived at Falmouth from Lisbon, brings

no new intelligence from the Brazils nor any further particulars respecting

the Lisbon conspirators. Previous to her sailing a Russian brig arrived at

Lisbon, which stated the following particulars. Some days before her

arrival, when off the port, she was boarded by a Tunisian pirate, who took

out all her crew except four, and put on board ten of the Barbarians, with

Orders to make for an African port. Soon after losing sight of the pirate,

the four Russians took an opportunity of rising on the Africans whilst some

of them were on deck and some below, and after a severe struggle, suc

ceeded in ‘thrmving every one of them overboard; They then put the

vessel about and steered for Lisbon, where they arrived in safety, as before

stated. A Barbary pirate was captured and brought into Lisbon, by a

Portuguese frigate, before the packet sailed ;—one of her crew has Stated

that they had captured a Spanish mcrchantman and put all the crew to

death, a littlc before they fell in with the Portuguese frigate. It was

reported in Lisbon that two Portuguese homeward-bound East Indiamcn

have been captured by some South American privateers.

Mr. Smith, Secretary to the Navy Board, is about to depart for Fiume,

accompanied by a scientific person belonging to Dcptford dock-yard, to

examine a quantity of timber obtained in the Adriatic in 1802 and 1803,

and which, from the hostilities that took place, could never be sent to

England.

Lord Amherst, whose arrival has been so long expected, has atlengtli

reached his native shores after a protracted and perilous voyage. The

Caesar, the ship in which hislordship was a passenger is arrived at Spithead.

The Royal Sovereign yacht, Captain Sir Edward Owen, has sailed

from Deplfol'd to Brighton. The new yacht, the Royal George, lion.

Capt. Puget, has already sailed for the same place.

All the British Government vessels on Lakes Erie and Ontario have been

ordered to be scuttled and sunk, and their crews to return to England.

There will, also, it is said, be but one regiment of troops stationed at all the

posts above Kingston.

 

\Ve are much gratified by finding "the opinion of the Lords of. the

Admiralty, the Navy Board, and that ofthe East India Company, respect

ing MnJames‘s publication (reviewed in our last number), in accordance

with our own I we understand that they have testified their approbation of

Mr.Jumes's labours, by taking each as many copies of his Work as

altogether amount to 100. '
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II”! AT 13 0" BVATORY OF THE ILVAI, ACADEMY, GOSPORT,

From the 24th qu ly, to 'he 24th quugust, 1817.

' BAROMETBB. Hummus-run. Evapjnam

aw. Winds. Mm Mimi Med. Max. Min. Med. il'cl.“'i12i“'

‘ i _1

In. In. In. a c or

May 25 S. ms.w. 3018301530165 69 56 62-5

26 S.toS.W. 50-0929 8429'940 as 53 59-5 — .5:

27 S.W. 10w. ‘9'94‘29'8329'885 66 53 59-5 25-13

. 29 w.10 S.W. 14 50-0 50-100 68 5-1 01 --Q

‘ 29 s. |30~1°‘30-05‘so-115 70 56 63 — -1

so sw. 10w. 995129-950 10 52 51 1

s1 S.W.ww. 999-23991 9-915 as 51 5951.June 1 W. 10 W.b.N. 30'031‘29'98 30005 70 47 5 '5 '05‘

z W.N.Www.s.w.so151301930135 10 54 59

3 S.W.to W. 90-00129-9999711 09 52 60. '60 -02

4 w.s.w. w W. -00 29'96 29-9 50 51 59-9 ,—_

5 W.N.W.m S.b.E. 9130-1030: 72 5'4- 63 '(_

V 6 85.15.105.12. 2,30-1730-205 68 55 61-5 '60—

7 12.10 9.5.2. I 199929-995 74 58 55 —_
a $.10 w. 995129-71 9-7 v 66 54 50 -i 9?
9 w. m S.W. 'M-M 29-9 I 09 55 62 19

10 W.N.W.loS.b.W. ,, :30 68 50 59 --~- '67

11 . 2905;291 99-905 69 54- 61'5 ——.- “21

12 $.10 s.s.w. 29 '2 5129-500 as 55 51-5 -‘9- -9

1s ' w. w w.s.w. 9-0 1,99 , I 67 57 69 07. I

14 3.10 S.W. 99- ’99- 99-8 79 5? 64'5 ~05

15 W.S.W. m S.W. 10-00;29-92i99-990 67 53 so 250—

15 5. 50-03297 199-850 71 5': 61-5 —3 -so

17- w. 30-03599-esie9-955 66 52 59 -—-‘-

1:: Wm» S.W. sci-13391013005, 07 57 62 -40, ~49

19 s.w. 99999990199945 51 56 61'5 -—i 14 D

20 s.w. 99-19199-7729790 ea 13 00-5 -- ~09

- 21 11.10 N.W. 91-15‘29-9050-015- c4 44 54 ~20; -01

22 19.1512. b.N. "265301430150 '64 47 55----—

23 E.w $.15. 30-14;.30-01’50-075 60 56 01 ~-—-—

24 15.11.1019. 99-09-29-51‘99-715 ca 56 09 no 91;

" '- ' ' ‘ 5096194499953 74' 44- 60-8 1110' “mi -

 

 

 

  
 

 

The observations in each line of this table are far a period of 2-1- hours, be

  

  

 

ginning a! 8 A.M.

Radon-s.

Inches. d E h E

Maximum. . 30% Au . 2‘36, Win '- '. .

Bl noun-"n 3 Minimum . . 2944 Do‘.; 131.11, Ditto West.

Menu barometrical pressure 29-958 ‘

Greatest vnrialion in 24- hours '39

Range ......,....... ... '82

Number of Changes. . . . .'. . . ‘20

Maximum. . 74° Au . 7th, Ditto S.S.F..
Talkuox‘flm 3 Minimum . . 441 Dog. in, Ditto North.

Mean temperature of the AP 608

rnosphere . . . . . . . ...

Greatest variation in 24 hour! 23

Rauge-...-...... 0"...“ 30

Evaporation during the period 4'65 Inc it].

Rain, 4

Prevailing winds, waster-Iv. with tome little deviation; ; they brought up frequent heavy rain

and variable \vmrher, tlll

mum-nu not in.

ditto

die first

4'06 D0.

of the prenn Moon, when dry flflfliK‘flV and easterly

Nozniihamnding the low diurnal temperature of thin period, iheiw heal hurmt

liar commenced gcngmllyjn hi» neighbourhood, llld will be finished (Willi dry Wflllhtl') in a

tonmgln, to rhe nulfacuon of the former: 5 u (h: crop: or: remarkably fine and luxur'nnt.
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REMARKS ON THE WEATHER.

JUIY'QS- Ovtncas'r early: MB, 1.31. light: rain and at 11,5unshine, and

cumuli near the North horizon : RM. plumose, and ramified cirrus from

the West: from 6 till 7, a large solar halo; {hethin vapour opnnwhich it

was formed descended, and passed off in long narrow sheets of cit-rostru

tut : the night cloudy and hazy.

26- An overcast sky; rain and wind nearly all day and night.

27- A perfect rainbow, with its proper colours, on a large nimbur in

the lVest : at 8 plumose cirrus, cirrottralus, and irregular hemispherical

piles of cumuli in all quarters: nimbi, with short showers, a high wind, and

sunshine between the passing clouds through the day: the night cloudy and

fine.

Q8. A.M. various modifications of clouds: a fine display of cirrocu

min from 1 till 4, P.M.: a fine dny,and moderate gale from the West: the

night. as the preceding, and much dew.

29. Cirrus, followedby cumulostrulus, and agentlc breeze: at 2, RM.

a few drops of rain from a passing nimbus; then a hollow wind from the

South, followed by rain.

30- A fine day : cumuli, rirrorumuli, and several small luminous me

teors in the upper atmosphere in the evening: rain at midnight.

3i. Cumulnslratus: at 9, All]. a shower; then fine: RM. nimbi,

“itll showers, and lofty cmnuli below linear rim-i, and distant thunder and

lightning : aclear sky after 10 o’clock ; all the modifications of clouds, ex

cept the stratus, have appeared to-dny.

Ave. 1- Cumuli capped, and a gentle breeze from the West, with

showers and distant thunder at noon : P.M. cirrocumulus, and a fine sun

set: the night clear, and a copious fall of dew.

2- A.M. cumuli and linear cirri, and light airs: RM. cirrocumuli: 8

fine day: the night overcast.

3. Small rain and high wind till 11, A.M., afterwards-fine, with cirro

cumulus and cirrostrutus: P.M. as the preceding.

4. A.M. cunmlostratur and nimbi: RM. fine, with attenuated cirrasfra~

tus below linear cirrus, and a strong breeze: at 5, RM. alight shower, the
night calm and clear. ' . l

5- A.M. overcast with cumulotlratus: RM. fine, with cirrocumulus,

and several small meteors darted in various directio'ttsl'ront the upper at

mosphere. v

6- AA“. cirrocumuli: RM. avclear sky, and much rumuli near the

horizon: several small meteors were again seen in the upper atmosphere

this evening.

7. A.M. overcast with undulatecl cirroslratus, and a thin haze below :

at noon, rirrocumulus in beds at a great elevation : RM. :1 close air, and

dark electric clouds, whose edges before sun-set were of a dusky colour.

‘ 8.‘ Al“. wind and rain : RM. fine, with cirrostratus and tumult.
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9- A strong westerly breeze, and fine, with various modifications of

clouds: a cloudy night. '

10- A.M. heavy rain, with intervals of sunshine: RM. fine, with

cumuli and cirrocumuli: the Sun set red and beautiful under a large cirro

llratux cloud, which was near to, and parallel with, the horizon, to adistance

pf 120°.

1 1- The sky overcast with cirreltralus in the morning, and a sinking

Barometer: t‘umulnstralus till 4, P.M., then wind and rain.

12- A fine day, with cirrus, and cirrocumulus: nimbi, and rain at

night.

13- As the preceding, and a strong westerly breeze.

14; Overcast till 9, A.M., when much cirrocumulus appeared, with an

increased temperature: P.M. wind and showers, and sunshine at intervals.

1-5- Cirrostralul and lofty cumuli, with a moderate gale till 5,P.M.;

the crescent of the New Moon appeared immediately after sun-set: I

,clear calm starlight night, and much dew.

16- Fine, with cirrus, cirrocumuli, cumuli, and light airs, till 3, P.M.;

afterwards heavy rain: at 8, AM. a faint solar halo appeared on a thick

cirrus cloud, that was passing slowly to the North.

17- Cumulostratus, or an inosculation of rumuli and cirrortrati by 8,

A.M. : a fine day, and a light gale from the West: the night cloudy.

18- Fine till noon ; afterwards cumu/ostralus, nimbi, and heavy rain.

19. Drizzling rain till 4-, P.M., and showers in the night.

90- A fine morning: at noon several nimbi passed over and produced

a short shower: RM. cumulostratus.

21- Overcast till 9, AM;v the remainder of the day fine, and a strong

breeze from the North, which is the first wind we have observed from that

quarter since the 23d. ultimo: the night clear, and much dew.

29. Fine, with ramified, linear, and plumose cirrus, cumuli, and (irra

ttratul: a corona round the Moon for a short time at 10, P.M., when

Saturn was about 90° distant from Jupiter : a calm clear night.

Q3. A stratus on the Harbour, at 6, 5.1“. : a fine day: overcast with

cumulostratus at night.

24- Nimbi, with wind and small rain till 11, A.M.; the afternoon fine,

with cumuli and cirrocumulr': successive showers through the night.

Ennan.—-In the first column of the Illetcorologiral Table, page 83, for

May 25th, read Junefith; and for June lst, reud July 1st.

 

 

{promotions an‘o appointments.

Captains, 81c. appointed. >

Captain Hon. Charles Puget is appointed to act in the Royal George

yacht during the attendance of the yacht on his Royal Highness the Prince

Regent 05‘ Brighton.

‘ Lieot; Wm. Anderson (a) to be a snperaunuated Commander.
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Lieutenants, &c. appointed.

Lieut. C. Cochrane, to the Blossom; W. J. Mingay, to the Royal

George yacht; Hon. William Waldegra've, to (10;; W. West, to the Blos

som ; Edward Hibbert, to the Ganymede; Thomas Hastings, to the Icarus;

Thos. Marshall, to the Spencer; J. F. Appleby, to the Queen Charlotte._

Messrs. J. Wildey, and Wm. Neville, Midshipmen, are promoted to

the rank of Lieutenants. '

fl ‘ 1 v , Masters appointed. "

Mr. JOSial'l‘Otihe is appointed to act as Master of the Royal George,

yacht,; Robert Thompson (2), to be Master of the Blossom; Edward

llawkin, to be Master of the 'Icar'us.

_ _ i . Surgeons appointed. '

.' James Wilson (’2), t0 the Blossom; M. Burnside, to the Tyne.

_ _ Chaplains appointed. ~ ‘ i

3 Rev. Robert Willis, to be Chaplain of the Firth; Rev. R. Brownyto'tbe

'Flmander. _ I
 

MARRIAGES.

. Lately, Captain Charles Giddy, R.N. to Miss Scobell, daughter of the

lateRev. G. P. Scobell, Vicar of Sancreed and St. Just, Cornwall. . . ;

JUNE 9. ALMalta, Captain Mainwaring, of the 10th foot, Deputy-as—

-ei'stant Quarter-tnaster-general, to Charlotte Murray, 2d daughter of R‘enl'e

admiral Sir Charles Penrose, K.C.B. Commander-in-cltiel' in the M'editer-'

ranean. . - , . .- '

Ana. 6. Frederick Johnstone, Esq. only surviving grandson of the late

General and Lady Cecelia Johnstone, to Elizabeth, eldest daughter of

Captain and Lady Elizabeth Halliday, R.N.

. . . DEATHS. ,, .

Lists-1y, aged 70 years, Qir W. P. Ache aCourt, Bart, of Heytenbur'yv

House, Wilts, Father of Captain Edward it Court, RN. ~

' Lately, at Portsmouth, Mr. John Farlow, Captain‘s Clerk at H.M.St'

Dolphin. . - .

Lately, aged 26, years, Lieutenant George Lander, Royal Marines.

-Dnte of commission January, 15, 1810. .

Lately, Return. Ryt'es, Curate of'L0wer Wallop, brother of Captain‘

_ G. F. Ryves, R.Ni of Shroton House, Dorset, ' '

Just-1 1. George Robert Pane Balfour, son of the late Captain Bal~

four, ll..\'. _ ~ - > " '

' 6. At 'l-Tdiribnrgh Lieut. John Thompson, RN. Date of Commission,

7th ofJnne, 1306.“ '

 
a,

9. At lllS mother's house, in Plymouth, Captain John Laml‘en Manley,

H.N. son of the late Admiral Manley. Capt. M. fell a victim at so early

an age as 3’2 years, of water in the chest. Commislion dated 529th Ang.’

13H?- '

13. At Minehead, in Somersetshire, of obstruction of the liver, aged 59

years, Major-General George Dyer, RoyalMariues. Date of Commission,

15th of AnguSt, 1805.

Am). 5. Lieut. Charles Forth \Vintour, RN. aged 6'2. lie was Lieute

nant of the Brunswick in Lord Howe‘s Action of the 1st of June: and in

tltehlontague, olT Camperdotvnrunder'Lord Duncan. Commission datedr,

lat of March, 179‘}. ~

18. At. \‘t'hitewell Paul's Walden, Herts, Captain William Iiotliet'gi-ll,A

RN. Date ofC-itntnisdon, May 1, 1801.
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ROBERT HENDERSON, Esq;

cumin IN THE. ROYAL NAVY. . -' -'-‘ '
f. . r. .l - .. V. l I. . _. I

.1 I .___ . -‘ ‘ lzfl _

In spite of Factioii’s_blindInhrnhnnér‘d rage, ' t ' " _'

‘- 1va various fortune ind destructire age; ’ ‘ ' “a "‘ ' z " '_“ I" ‘ '

I . .' l Fair Scotland’chonours yet unchang’rl arccqen! ., . l. '- ' " . ‘

Her palms stillbloominglnndlrerlhorels grcgil; _: a: H; 1m“; . ,

. A . . L'wonmmxé~'-~

' ' ' .‘ ~~ - . J '-, 3': -'|..-,!-l._4fir.;;.'~

N proportion to the danger and difficrlltreg rattlenglan'ton 1115;“de ’

enterprise must _be _the _stim'ulns"to onennnter the-ml,“ his;
- l ~-.--~. 1",“, f‘r". , .‘r t.)'..l,....-- _

therefore, that the trump of'inartial fame rs soloud, a__nd hc_r grin;

's'o strong—that her '_fligh‘t'is‘ bounded only by the lirnits'ol' the '

. worm, and that her blast is beard.inits"itp'fagi'fé'dfieksf,'f'r§ ,

obtain"'thi1i “honorable, publicity, ’the ' qun'bt I armament:16 _ _
countr)", home,x laindrcrl, a'n'd: }hon§énd'.con1fort's filiilch'alone can supply, are broken, and the severi'tics of marfla‘ldufifl _

. mg extremities of’hent pnd cold—the riskspl"rnéing'el'ehtents

are preferred. To obtain this éloi-ioiii Illazonjdeiith in 'vnrioha ~

__ _terr0rs,is_ vi’eir‘éd'vwith it fi_rmne§§ lb(_'s§ul flesh

and blood, unaided by this noble aspiration to"'a rénovrn rlrhicl;_

fihzill'prtiscrv‘e the name with the sissocia‘tcd "chziriz_ctor'ot' the' hero,

When the name and the character shall be 3111 tbdt'rcmhihs of bin}; I

But amidst the host of gallant naval officers wh'g‘gjc candidates
for this gratifying glory, it ié obvious that alllilannotlbe edunlly

fortunate in opportunities of'distingnishing thénisélvcs. The'most

. hrdent 'may\p£_iss’ through 'jparé ol'"an§ion's"' vig‘il'anc‘eluan'd £55m": =

. _ - _ _ ' . . .t \.

ldih'genct‘,‘ without the occurrence of any hostile "encounternnder

'clrcn'msténces iriductive of ruerEonal disitinption. Therefore; to

' -_fmnous'is the lot of few“ The minor reward of an. honornble

' nl'a'intlenanc'c;L has been, "hoi'v'evpr; and is éépecially on the pres-cut '

. . . \ A , .4 - l . ~ .

'systénl'of naval administration; generally assigned to thejutinoe't out

'w‘hétt‘ihé‘linances ofjt'hc' cottnEijcah afford“. I '

. . r .

' 'Yet,notwithstanding thallib'eral scheme of promotiont' MEL-11 .

ha's“ 615 late ‘ycz'u‘s h'eéit acted on; thc‘ré are' manjr‘ hral'e'old "cil'li'.v

mat. fibrnn. Vol. XXXVHI. A A
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cers who still consider themselves neglected, and entitled to a

higher grade on the ladder of promotion, than has been yet allotted

them: we shall not here enter into the question, whether their

complaints are well or ill founded, as the gentleman who is the

subject of the present memoir is not one of them, but we trust due

justice will be done to all.

Captain Robert Henderson is the second son of the late Captain

Henderson, of Newton, a small property on the banks of the

Dec, in the vicinity of Aberdeen, whither he had retired at the

close of the American war, having faithfully and gallantly served

his king and country as an oflicer in the army many years, in

difi'erent parts of the world. He married (although at what

period we have not ascertained) Miss Catherine Seton, of Monnie,

who is still living; the captain died at an advanced age in 1806,

leaving three sons and a daughter.

Patrick, the eldest of his sons, after serving as ensign, lieute

nant, and captain in the 29th regiment, through a. long course of

severe and arduous duty with that distinguished Corps, was, in

1809, appointed major of the R. W. I. Rangers, which he com

manded at the capture of Guadeloupe, under that gallant veteran,

Sir George Beckwith; and had an opportunity of highly distin.

guishing himself and the newly-raised corps under his command,

by attacking and carrying at the point of the bayonet a fortified

hill, possessed by a strong column of the enemy. In this action

he was severely wounded.» From the effects of his wound he reco.

vered; but it was, alas! only to fall a victim a short time after to

the climate, having previously received the thanks of his corn.

mander, and the approbation of his king testified in his promo

tion to the rank of lieutenant-colonel. He died at Guadeloupe a

few weeks after its surrender, universally regretted, as an officer

of the highest promise, and as a man of sterling worth.

George, the youngest son, is a major of engineers, and has

repeatedly distinguished himself on the Peninsula, particularly at

the siege of St. Sebastian’s. He is now serving in Canada,

Having said thus much of Captain Henderson’s family, and

enough it is presumed to show that the country is in no small

degree its debtor, we shall proceed to a brief relation of his own

services, regretting our want of ability, from the paucity of our

documents, to render it so copious and circumstantial, as by a
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more liberal communication of direct facts and collateral incidents

we might have done. i

This gentleman was born in the year 1778, and, as it appears

to have been the intention of his father that his sons should trace

his steps in the path of glory, and devote their lives to their

country’s service, there can be no doubt that their education was

adapted to their destined course of life.

At the age of sixteen, and in the year 1794, Mr. Henderson

commenced his career as a naval officer on board the Southampton

frigate. At this period, the rapid and astonishing success of the

French arms demanded the most vigorous opposition, both by sea

and land, and the Southampton frigate was for several years em

ployed, with others, off the coast of France, and in the North

Seas. Thus employed, Mr. Henderson saw a. variety of active, if

not brilliant service, and under the Hon. Captain R. Forbes, and

other captains who succeeded to the command of the Southampton,

he became an expert seaman, and a diligent and attentive ofiicer.

In 1799, he passed his examination as lieutenant, and was soon

afterwards appointed to the Osprey sloop of war, in which ship

he proceeded, under Captain Younghusband, with a convoy to

the West Indies, and continued in her until the peace of Amiens,

when they expected to be ordered home : retirement, however,

whether to a naval or military oflicer, is not favourable to the

advancement of a young man’s fortune ; employment was wisely

preferred; and luckily allowed them, and they remained on the

Leeward Island station, Mr. Henderson being then first, and the

present Captain F. A. Collier (son of the late Sir George Collier)“i

'second lieutenant of the Osprey.

The history of this peace may be thus briefly stated :--Toward

the middle of the year 1801, Great Britain having seen her allies

forced into terms by Buonaparte, then First Consul of France,

entered into negociations for peace, which were suspended by the

inflexible determination of Buonaparte to retain possession of

Egypt, a possession which it was impossible for the British

This dilliculty was, however, soon

obviated, by the arrival of dcspatehcs announcing the evacuation

 

' Fnr a portrait and mt’mull‘ of Sir George Collier, wide 19,. QI. vol. xuii.
VI]. 255;
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of Egypt by the French army: indeed, from the state in which

Buonaparte had left it, he could have had but little reason to sup

pose himself in possession of that which he stipulated so obstinatcly

to retain.

On the 1st of October, the preliminary articles were signed at

London ; and on the 2211 March, 1802, the treaty was concluded ;

between which periods Buouaparte contrived to violate the spirit

of the treaty, by getting possession of Elba, the place to which

he was consigned as its mock emperor on his first fall, and abdi

cation of the sovereignty of France. This act was ofilsclfsufiicicnt

to show the wily character of the man we had treated with, and

must have rendered the peace thus efl'ected, in the minds of reflect

ing men, of very doubtful duration ; it was in fact soon seen that

he was only availing himself of the facilities the peace afl'orded him,

to renew, with improved powers of action, his attempts to sub,

jugate this country to his proud dominion.

'On the 8th of March, 1803, a message was brought down to the

House of Commons by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, inform

ing the House, “ that as very considerable military preparations

were carrying on in the ports of France and Holland, his Majesty

had judged it expedient to adopt additional measures of precaution

for the security of his dominiops,”

On the 16th of May, hgeneral rcprisals against the ships, goods,

and subjects of the French Republic were by order of council

granted ; and on the 18th was issued a declaration of war, stating

the grounds on which it was renewed, and which constituted a full

justification of the measures adopted to repel the insulting aggrcs.

sions of the French goyernment.

Thus was the peace of this country, and shortly after that of

all Europe, again broken; the course of martial enterprise was

again opened to our gallant countrymen; and Mr. Henderson, who'

was still in tho OSprey, on the Leeward Island station, and who

had given up all thoughts of farther promotion in the idea of

la durable peace, was excited by the prospect of an honorable

advancement to exertions of renewed zeal and ardour.

In the spring of the year 1803, an expedition was planned

against the island of St. Lucia, the command of the naval force

\
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being given to Commodore Hood,it consisting of the Centaur,

Couragcux, Argo, Chichester, Hornet, and Cyane. On the

arrival of Commodore Hood at Barbadoes on the 17th of June,

she immediately consulted with Lieutenant-general Grintield, to

whom the command of the land forces was assigned, on the plan of

co-operation; and measures for the prevention of supplies to

St. Lucia having been taken, the troops, artillery, and stores, were

embarked by the 20th, and the whole force put to sea. On the

let, in the morning, they were joined by the Emerald and the

Osprey, with Brigadier-general Prevost on board, and soon after

anchored in Choe Bay. The first division of the army, com

manded by General Brcreton, was landed by the boats of the

squadron, under the able direction of Captain lIallowell, about

a RM. and the remainder of the forces soon after, when an

arrangement was instantly made for an attack on the strong post of

Morne Fortunée. The summons of surrender being rejected, the

post was carried by storm, and proved decisive of the capture of

the colony.

In the passage of the Osprey to join the expedition, Lieutenant

Henderson had obtained the notice of Sir George Provost, who

strongly recommended him to the Commodore, and a vacancy

occurring, he took him into his own ship, the Centaur.-l~ It is,

however, proper to observe, that the recommendation of Sir George

Prevost, was supported by a brilliant act of service previously per.

formed by Mr. Henderson, be having, in one of the Osprey’s

boats, with only sixteen brave fellows, captured a French prira.

tecr, of 8 guns, and 40 men, himself and two men being wounded

in boarding.

 

' Vida 39.. (L. vol. xxii. p. t, for an excellently engraved portrait, and memoir

of Commodore Hood.

1- It may be worthy of remark, that during the years 1803, 4, and 5, when
I the Centaur bore the broad pendant of Commodoresflood, in- the West Indies,

she had three several sets of lieutenants, of whom there are now living,

Captains Nourse, Henderson, the two Woolconibes, F. A. Collier, Maurice (who

so bravely defended the Diamond Rock and Anholl), and Sibley—Captains

Shipley, Reynolds, and Bcttesworth, have since fallen in the srrvice of their

country, all were ornaments to their profession. Lieutenants Neville and Smith

were killed on service, when belonging to the Centaur; Howard and Dale died

in the West Indies, the latter having been appointed to the Morne Fortunée

schooner. Lieutenant Domettwns blown up in atcndcr oE Martinico, and two

others died on the station. whose names we cannot state.
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Soon after Mr. Henderson’s appointment in the Centaur, an

expedition against Surinam was projected ; on the sailing of which,

Mr. Henderson was appointed to the marine brigade, under those

distinguished oliicers, Captains Murray Maxwell, Kennett, Mac

kenzie, and H. Waring."E

On the 5th of April, 1804, Commodore Hood sailed from Bar.

badocs‘in the Centaur, with the Pandour, Serapis, Alligator,

Ilippomcncs, Drake, Unique armed schooner, and transports,

having on board near two thousand troops, under Major-general

Sir Charles Green ; and on the 25th of the same month they arrived

in Surinam river, when Captain Shipley, of the Ilippomenes,

assisted by Captain Mackenzie, of the Guachapin sloop, was

ordered to land a division of the army, consisting of about seven

hundred men, commanded by Brigadier-general Maitland, at

Warapa creek, which was efi'ected on the night of the 30th.

Braam’s point was the next object of attack, and Brigadien

general Hughes was appointed to carry it into execution on the

night of the 26th. The general and his troops were accordingly

received on board the Pandour, and orders were sent to Captain

O’Brien, of the Emerald, then lying off the Bar, to aid in the

attack, who pushed in over the bar with the tide, and anchored

close to the battery, followed by Captains Nash and Ferris, in the

Pandour and Drake. A brisk fire from seven 18-pounders was

poured in on the Emerald ; which was silenced by a few broadsides

from the ships, and the fort was captured, with forty-three

. oflicers and men, of whom three were wounded.

The next morning Commodore Hood and Sir Charles Green

removed from the Centaur into the Emerald, and summoned the

colony; the terms were, however, refused. After considerable

exertions, from the great difficulty of getting up the river, owing

to its shallowness, the Emerald made its way to a station near the

forts. On the morning of the 30th, a detachment of troops, com.

manded by Brigadier-general Hughes, was landed in the boats,

conduetcd by Captain Maxwell, of the Centaur, and Captains

Ferris and Richardson, at Plantation Resolution; and after a

tedious march through woods and swamps, accompanied by Cap

tains Maxwell and Ferris, with some officers, of whom Mr. Hen

 

' This gentleman is, we believe, still a wmmauder.
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derson was one, and about 31 seamen, the battery of Frederici

was carried, and soon afterwards the redoubt of Leyden. The

capture of this battery and redonbt led the way to a capituhtion,

l’tlld a surrender of the colony was made on the 5th of May. -

In the attack of the battery of Frederici, Mr. Henderson was

Severely wounded, with several others, by the explosion of a ma.

gazine, which was blown up by the enemy. His conduct on this,

as on every occasion, was firm and spirited ; and he was, immedi

ately after the capture, promoted to the rank of commander, and

appointed to succeed Captain Mackenzie in the command of the

Guachapin brig, of 14 guns, that gallant ofliccr having been

appointed to the Pylades sloop, of 18 guns, one of the captured

Ships. 4

‘ In this small vessel, Captain Henderson did not remain long,

being successively appointed to the Alligator troop-ship, and

Pheasant sloop, of 18 guns, in which he continued to serve on the

same station until the arrival of Lord Nelson’s fleet in pursuit of

Villeneuve and Gravina, commanding the combined French and

Spanish fleets in lSO5.*

 

* The following anecdote of Captain Henderson is not unworthy of mention :—

then commanding the Pheasant, on the Leeward Island station, he was engaged

ina very singular afl'air of honour, which fortunately, however, he managed

in such a way, as to incur no risk of either life, or reputation: by a conduct less

firm and decided, he would most probably have lost the former, but those who

know him, will nor be ready to believe he could have forfeited the latter.

Whilst the Pheasant, with some other men of war, were at anchor in Carlisle bay,

Barbadoes, Captain Henderson, with a large party, and several other naval

officers, were dining at the hospitable house of Mr. Maxwell, of Bridgetown;

after dinner, an unexpected visitor arrived. it man of the name of Blair, well

known in the West indies at that period, and who went by the name of the Little

Devil, being a notorious duelimt, and dead shot, having killed not his man, but

his dozen offer better men than himself. Blair, taking his seat at table, imme

diately gave the news from Guadeloupe, from whence he had just come up, in a

merchant vessel, having landed a cargo there from St. Thomas: he told them, .

there was a large ship privatcer, fitting out there, to carry 20 guns, and 200

men, which would drive any British sloop of war all" the station, or carry her into

Bassetcrre in triumph ; the company neither could, nor would, assent to the truth

of this last assertion; but as he maintained it in a manner very injurious to the

feelings of the naval part of the company, who had hitherto been silent, Captain

Henderson at last thought himself called on to notice it. and briefly told this well

known hero ofthe trigger, that if he repeated his assertion, he would throw him

out of the window : on which Blair quilted the company, and in a few minutes

sent the captain a challenge, who accepted it, intimating, at the some time, to

Mr. Blair's friend, through his own, lli'l'. Maxwell, that, as he was the person
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From incorrect intelligence received by Lord Nelson, he was

induced to seek the enemy in the West Indies ; and conceiving that‘’

they had gone to attack Trinidad, his Lordship was desirous of

having an officer well acquainted with the navigation on that coast,

.which is diilicult. The Pheasant being then at Barbadoes, Cap

.tain Henderson was immediately selected to lead the fleet. This

service he executed with so much skilfulness, and so much to his

Lordship's satisfaction, that he obtained his warmest approbation.

We are informed that Captain Henderson isin possession of several

letters from Lord Nelson to the above efl'ect, and containing the .

most flattering professions of personal esteem. Had the enemy

been found in those seas, his Lordship had declared his intention

of posting Captain Henderson, and giving the Pheasant as an

acceptable present* to one of his lieutenants. This desirable

advance was, however, not long delayed. The glorious victory

of Trafalgar led to a general promotion in the following year, and

Captain Henderson was included, his commission bearing date the

22d January, 1806. Thus did promotion keep pace with his me.

ritorious exertions, and he obtained that rank in the service which

opens the way to its highest honours.

Captain Henderson, now, for the first time since he left home

in 1794, returned to it, and spent two years with his family. An

absence of twelve years, it may be supposed, would render his

return gratifying in the highest degree; but there was still an invc.

terate enemy to be opposed, and he used his utmost endeavours to

obtain an appointment to active service. llis endeavours were at

length efl'ectual, and he was commissioned to act in the Agincourt,

of 64 guns, in which ship he remained but a short time, when he

was appointed to command the Champion, of 24 guns, then in the
 

challenged, he should choose his own ground, and that he meant to fight Blair

across a handkerchief, each Folding an end, and the antagonists/but tofnnt, A: the

appointed hour next morning, Mr, Maxwell and the captain went [0 the ground,

where Blair's second soon after joined them, alone, and said he was desired by

Blair to make an apology for not meeting them, as urgent business compelled him

to leave the island, and proceed to leeward; and that he regretted having hurt

the feelings of Captain ll. : thus ended his extraordinary affair of honour with

this notorious ducllist, who both before and afterwards had been but too success

ful in destroying men of worth and respectability; if we mistakenot, the last who

fell by his hand, was an ollicer ol'high ranlr, at Dcincrara. Blair is now dead.

‘ The Pheasant was a favorite ship of her class.
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Baltic, commanded by Captain Crawford, for whom he took out

the Venus, of 38 guns, and exchanged into his own. But he

found the Champion so much worn and unfit for service, that

on his return to port at the end of the year, she was declared

incapable of going to sea again without a thorough repair. ‘ The

ship was accordingly paid 011‘, and Captain Henderson again out

of employ, rejoined his friends in the North, where he remained

two years'more ; he then got an acting order to fit out the Dub

lin, a new 74, until a frigate was got ready. In this ship, which

proved a miserably defective one, being completely destroyed by

dry rot, he did go to sea, we believe, but in 1813 he was

appointed to the Tigris, one of the new 36-gnn frigates, with

which he was in every respect extremely well pleased ; un

fortunately, from a great want of men, especially seamen,

it was many months before he got his crew complete—the new

fifties and forty-fours being invariably preferred, as they were

so much wanted for the American station. At last, however, he

sailed, in the month of February, 1814, for the coast of Ireland,

a station which is in general a favorite one with naval men, but to

Captain Henderson it proved an uninteresting one, as he made no

captures of any value or consequence, although he had time and

opportunity to get his ship into fine order, and which he accom

plished so as to obtain the approbation of his commanding otlicer,

Admiral Sawyer, and also the good opinion of his own officers

and ship’s company, being a strict commander, but very attentive

to the comfort of his men 3 unfortunately a bad fever broke out in

the ship, by which he lost some of his men, and was obliged to

return to port.

At this period the peace took place— the Tigris was then paid.

ofi','but re-commissioned for the Leeward Island station, to which,

without hesitation, he immediately prepared to proceed. It was

a considerable time before he got a new ship’s company of volun

teers, but when that was effected, he sailed for his destination with

some transports, having the id or Queen’s regiment on board for

Barbadoes; on which station Captain Henderson still remains,'under

the orders of Rear-admiral John Harvey, a name well known and

respected in the West Indies, and by the navy in general.

Hail. fibula. Vol. XXXVIII. a a .
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\Ve regret to observe, that the Tigris has not escaped the banefnl

effects of the climate, which has proved falal to several, both

oflicers and men. \Ve hope, however, the life of Captain Ilen

derson will be long preserved, confident as we are, that in the

event of another war taking place, he would only want opportu.

nities, to add fresh laurels to those he has already obtained, and

in a course of time become eminent in the British Navy.

=75

NAUTICAL ANECDOTES AND SELECTIONS.

-—*

LORD AMHERST AND DUONAPABTE

llE Caesar, which in consequence of the loss of the Alceste frigate,

recently brought borne Lord Amherst and his suite from Batavia, is

the bearer of the latest intelligence from St. llelena relative to the health

and manner of living of the ex-Emperor of France. The Caesar having oc

casion to touch at St. Helena, Lord Amherst expressed n desire to be intro.

duced to Buonaparte,u|id in spite of some obstacles which presented them

selves, his Lordship, with Captain Maxwell, and Mr. Lynn, surgeon ofthe

Alcestc, was allowed to wait upon him. On the 3d July, Lord Amherst was

ushered into Buonnparte's presence at Loegwood, whilst Captain Maxwell

and the surgeon waited in an anti-chamber. It was not long before these

oflicers were desired to join. There was nothing in the appearance nfl

Buonnparte which in the least indicated ill-health ; on the contrary, he

looked well, and less bloated than ordinary. In his conversation with the

party, his questions were put with his usual rapidity; indeed they followed

each other in such quick succession, that answers could only be given to

those. which appeared most marked and important. With his general

curiosity, Buonaparte inquired of the officers what stations they filled on

board the ship, and on learning Mr. Lynn was the surgeon, he inquired

what system of pharmacy ,hc pursued ?--“ That depends upon circum

stances," replied the surgeon.--“ I hope," rejoined the General, “ it is any

other than that practised on this island ; for here we have the some thing

over and over again—bleeding and cnlomel for ever."--The conversation

taking a turn on the mission of Lord Amherst to China, his Lordship related

the cause of its failure ; which he ascribed to the necessity imposed upon

him by the Emperor, of smiting the ground nineteen times with his fore

head ; an indignity which his Lordship intimated could not be submitted to.

Here Bnonaparte’s answer showed the man—“ ludeetl l Now had it suited

my policy to send an ambassador to the Emperor of China, I should have

instructed him to kiss his great toe; and it' that would not do, he might, if

required, have saluted a more ofi'ensive part, provided my object could be

attained." -

1n the course of conversation, Buonaparte said he knew of no law which
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gave the powers of Europe the right of detaining him a prisoner at St. He

lena, or elsewhere; and stroneg urged the propriety of his present situation

being taken into consideration by the crowned heads of Europe. Notwith

standing his disappointments, he still adects great reliance on the justice of

the Prince Regent of England, when unconnected with national policy,and

the influence of ministers; and, with this impression on his mind, he ex

pressed an anxious wish that Lord Amherst would be the bearer of: letter

from him to his Royal Highness, which had been prepared some time, with

the intention of forwarding it to England. We have reason to believe we

are correct in stating, that his Lordship undertook to deliver the letter in

question. It is said to be couched in the most reSpectl'ul terms; but dist

covers a soreness throughout, on acoount of the unnecessary restraints he

alleges that he is made to undergo. The officers of the late Alceste found

that he can have the range of the whole island in his exercise of riding,

driving, or walking, provided he will allow a British oliicer to attend him;

but to this he objects. As it is, he may extend his walks about twelve

miles; but then he is liable to meet in his perambulations British sentinele

at various points, who never fail to present arms to him. Madame Ber

trand was seen by the British ofliccrs, and the impression made upon them

was, that she was a- very handsome and clever woman. ‘ "

ADMIRABLF. METHOD OF PUMPING SHIPS.

[Er-om the New York Guzette.]

' Win: a desire to lessen the dangers of the sea, and to relieve seamen on

hoard ofleaky vessels from one of the most distressing situations to which

they are exposed, the writer of this communication requests the Editors of

the Gazette to insert the following description of mi invention, made and

put into successful operation, by Captain David Leslie, of the ship George

and Susan, on a voyage from Stockholm to New Bedfotd, in the month of

dune last. On her passage, that vessel sprung a leak; which required the

constant labour of the crew at the pumps to prevent her from sinking, and

obliged the captain to change his course for a port in Ireland. The strength

of the men was exhausted, by incessant pumping, before Captain, Leslie

commenced his experiment, the success of which exceeded his expectations,

and in three or four hours discharged all the water from the hold of his

ship. He placed a block or pnlly ten or twelve feet perpendicularly over

the top of the pump, and another block at the outer end of a spar, which

projected from the stern of the vessel, a rope with one end fastened to the

upper end of the pump-spear, passed through the first hlock, and thence

extended to the other block, through which it descended to the surface of

the ocean, where it was fastened to a Cash, measuring about 110, and con

taining between sixty and seventy gallons of water.

When the stern of the ship descended, or when a sea or any agitation

of the water raised the cask, the spear descended into the pump, and the

contrarymotions of the stern and water raised the spear and pump box, and

,the water in the pump flowed out.

The rising and falling of the spear (to which about 100 pounds weight

H _ __..V__t.-_~ _
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were attached) was more frequent than had been anticipated, and the

water was discharged with greater rapidity than it could ossiny have been

pumped by the whole crew, who, by this fortunate invention, were relieved

from that laborious duty. A stopper should be fixed to the spear, to pre—

vent the upper box from touching the lower one, and also to prevent the

box from being drawn out of the pump by any extraordinary motion of the

cash, and each end of the cask must be tapered to a point, with wood

fastened on the heads for that purpose, from the forward end of which two

lines abound lead to the sides of the ship (one on each side), to keep it in

its place. Should the vessel have no head-way, as in a calm, the spear

may be placed over the quarter, or run out one side, and her rolling will

then work the pumps. If the length from the lower box to the upper end

0f the pump be about six feet, it will be best that the box and spear rise

and fall that distance. The little tim and labour, with which the pumps

can be ,tled in this way, are u greatrecommendation of the invention and,

together with the certainty of its success, entitle Captain Leslie to the

praise, and the reward, of a valuable discovery.

NAVAL PETE.

Tn: following account of an entertainment given by the officers of the

naval establishment at the grand rivor of Canada on the 17th of February,

1817, is taken from a Quebec paper :—

“ A very numerous assemblage of risitors had reached the naval dép6t

by four o’clock RM. and were received by the commandant, Captain

Pring, and his Lady, in the most afl'able and hospitable manner. 'A sump
tuous dinner was prepared in the oti’icers’yrness-room, to which the com

pany, upwards of sixty in number, sat down, and where they remained till

the play was announced as ready to commence. The ladies Were conveyed

'to the theatre in sledges, which those good humoured lads, the sailors,

insisted on drawing themselv, , a distance of a quarter of a mile. The

Mould Loft had been fitted up for the occ sion. The entrance was through

an avenue of evergreens, illuminated with lamps. The scenery and dccora- .

tious' of the theatre, painted by the joint efl'or of the officers, were

executed in a very superior style. An appropriate prologue was spoken

in a masterly manner, and ihe lebrated comedy, Site Stoops to C nquer,

was performed by the naval amateurs, in a style for above mediocrity.

Between the acts a. comic song was given with much humour and stage

effect, which was encored by the audience. The comedy over at 10 RM.

the company returned, much delighted with the performance, to the mess

room, and partoo of refreshments.

An agreeable summons was now received, thatthe ball- om was ready;

and on returning to the Motl‘ld Loft, all were au‘rpri cd to find the theatre

vanish d—the boxes, pit, scenery and all had disappea: d, and, like some

pantomimic trick, the vrh le was changed into a ball-room, seventy feet in

length, well illuminated, and decorated with flags—Twenty-five and thirty '

couple at times occupied the floor till five in the morning, when“ the com

p ny again retired to Captain Pring’s quarters, wlw'e an elegant nepast was

"1
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prepared for them, and where mirth and good humour prevailed until day

light gave its intrusive warning.

If the visitors were really well pleased with the cordial reception they met

with, both from Captain Pring, his amiable Lady, and all the Otiicers, they

no doubt must have been equally gratified in seeing so numerous an assem

blage of all the respectable part of the country visiting them—from York,

from Long Point, and from the Niagara frontier. Upwards of thirty Ladies

were present. -

The following morning the company set out on their return home,

pleased with the amusements, and highly gratified with the alTability and

politeness with which they had been received and entertained by the Oflicers

of the Naval Establishment.

INVENTION OF AN IMPROVED BINXACLE,

Ax inhabitant of Boston, in North America, has exhibited a newly

constructed binnacle, with converging mirrors, which, from the light of a

lamp, diffuses upon the compass a clear and conspicuous light, the rays of

which are at pleasure tinged with a green shnde, which has, upon the eyes

of the helmsman, a good effect in looking out, and prevents the binnacle

from sheiving light abroad, so that vessels cannot be traced by it in the

night. The lamp is placed in the upper part of the binnncle, near the

illuminator, and has, attached, a trimming apparatus, which, by asimple

operation, eli‘ectually, and with perfect safety, trims itself. The binnacle

is made to carry but one compass, and is so calculated, that all the broom

veniences of smoke arising from the lamp, and of blowing out in squally

weather, are avoided. The whole is simply constructed with amanit'est

saving of expense.

EXPEDITIOUS NAVIGATION

TUE recent arrival from China, at Corves, of an American merchant

'\'cs:cl, in one hundred and eight days; and, a little while back, of another

large American schooner from the isle of France, in sixty days, areinstances

of celerity and of nautical skill and facility, deserving our notice and emu

lation. We have had two similar and nearly equal of late: a transport

from Ceylon, “llll troops and passengers, in 77 days, and the arrival of

13 large heavy laden ships of the East India Company from China to our

'Channel in 109 days; the last a triumph of mercantile navigation, a com.

binatinn ot‘ nnnticnl skill with good fortune, of which there is no record of

an equal exertion; to cut through 15,000 miles of ocean in that short time,

is, with so many \‘GSSGlr, without example in marine experience. With

similar passages we ought to communicate with our Asiatic Presidency at

Calcutta within si.r months, instead of once in 12 Gr 15 months, as is now

the loitering and dilatory habit of that important intercourse. The Ameri

cans of New York and Washington will soon exchange letters and products

with Bengal in five months ! The only early account we had of the victory

of Waterloo being heard of at Calcutta was from New York.
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IONIAN ISLES.

Corfu, BIuy 4, 1817

(Extract of a private Letter.)

7 In the territory ofLa Parga, a fortress elevated above the sea, in the

ancient Continent of Tesprosia, every thing is in a state of consternation,

because a report prevails that it is to be ceded to the Pacha ofJanina. The

inhabitants, who for more than an age enjoyed a sort ofindependence, have

for some time paSt been particularly distinguished for the prudence and

generous efforts with which they defended themselves against the attacks

of this Pacha. That powerful and crafty chief in vain tried to seize upon

a port so important for its situation, and so well calculated to enable him

to annoy the neighbouring islands, and consolidate his power on the Conti

nent. And this is done because the brave Parganiots preserved their terri

wry with a constancy and courage worthy of the ancient defenders of

Thermopylze. Destined by the treaty concluded on the 21st of March,

1800, at Constantinople, between Russia and the Porte, together with

other Venetian possessions on the Continent, to the latter power, they still

followed the fate of Corfu, and are still occupied by an English garrison,

to which they gave a good reception. It is not credible that the English,

who so often promised liberty and peace to all Europe, who abolished the

commerce in Negroes, and the slavery of Christians in Barbary, would

abandon so brave and free a people. It is still more incredible that they

would give up innocent Christians to their cruel enemy,_ who would seek to

(be revengcd for the blood of his ancestor who fell a victim before the tree

of liberty at Parga. And lastly, it is not credible that the wisdom of the

English Government. would not recognize the great importance of keeping

possession OfParga, which was called the eye and ear of Corfu. That

place could, from its situation, preserve and defend itself with few mean;

on the sea side, and is inaccessible on the land side. In the possession of

Ali-Pacba it would become a source of insults and attacks against Corfu,

Paxo, and Leucadiao. The islands, obliged to procure much of their pro

,visions from the Continent, have too often experienced injurious treatment

from their neighbours. Ali-Pacha, after once becoming master of Parga,

would endeavour for some time to conceal his vengeance, by dissimulation

and cunning; but it would break out in the end, although slow it would

not be the less terrible. Then innocent families would become destitute,

and be obliged to seek an asylum in foreign countries,v after being routed

from their paternal homes. Such a result as this would be contrary to

justice, religion, and policy, and unworthy of the magnanitnous character

of the English, who know better than any other people how to honour the

name of Greeks. Suppose the Ottoman Porte should insist on the fulfil

ment of the treaty of March 1800; Parga and other places must then enjoy

all the privileges granted them by that treaty; namely—the free exercise

of their religion, moderate taxation, and their antient customs; together

with a prohibition against Mahotnetans possessing any property, or residing

in the place. But if, in opposition to solemn treaties, a system injurious to

the Greeks should be established at Prevesa, Vonissa, and Butrino, Parga‘
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should remain either as It guaranty for the fulfilment of the treaty, or as an

indemnity to be required by the government of the seven islands, in case it

should not be fulfilled.

EXPEDITION TO THE 111ch cone-o. _

Eztract from “An original and inleruling Narrative of the Voyage to

_ the Congo.”

THE temperature of the sea at this time (April 26) was at the depth

of 220 fathoms, 64; that of the surface, 80; and of the air,8l. The

vessels were then in latitude 6. 10. N. longitude 16. 45. W. The currents

from their leaving Port Prayo, till they reached 6. 00. N. longitude 15. W.

set S. and S. E. They then ium N. E. and E. N. E. from 8 to 40 miles a

day, and continued in this direction till May 5, when the expedition was

in sight of Princess Island. On that day they crossed the meridian of

Cape Palrnas, at the distance of 15 leagues from the Cape, the wind

varying from S. to S. W. The greatest heat of the atmosphere was 85, in

a clear calm, at 2 p. m.; and the least 74-, after heavy rain; the rain as it

fell being at 75. A large shoal of bottle-nosed porpoises, or dolphins,

was seen. They were intended by numerous tropic and men-of-war

birds. The former, it was observed, fish in the manner of the common

gull, while the latter ascend very high, dart perpendicularly down on their

prey, and, diving into the sea, will snatch from their own element the

largest flying-fish, and carry them oil” in their beaks, soaring high as

before.

Light breezes from the S. S. W. and S. W. carried the vessels close

hauled over the Gulf of Guinea. The weather was cloudy, with some

rain. The thermometer sunk to 78. Many of the albicore and bonitos

were now taken. The albicore was found to have fourteen rays in the

first dorsal fin, and the same number on the under side. The dorsal, anal,

and false fins are stroneg tinged with an orange colour. Whitish trans

verse stripes mark the lower part of the sides of the fish; the palate'n

studded with bony points. The bonito is distinguished from the albicore

by the foremost dorsal fin having sixteen rays, eight false fins on the back,

and seven beneath, the under sides being marked longitudinally with four
black stripes, and the palate quite smooth. 'l'hellargest albicore taken

weighed 160lb.; the common weight was from 30 to 40lb. This fish has

been supposed to be the tunny-fish of the Mediterranean. If the suppo

sition be correct, the enormous disparity between them in size and weight

is most remarkable, as the tunny frequently weighs from 8 to 12 cwt'.

At this time, the bird called the booby was frequently seen, and several

of them were submitted to the inspection of the scientific gentlemen who

accompanied the expedition. To them it appearedfthat this creature had

been erroneously described to be of the pelican genus. Of two taken'

at the same time, the larger one measured 18 inches from the point of

the bill to the extremity of the tail, and weighed seven ounces. These

birds usually fly in pairs, just above the surface of the water, the neck‘

out-stretched, and the tail expanded. As the species is not‘ unknown, a

minute description may be spared, ' - ‘
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From their entering the Gulph of Guinea the sea had appeared white,

and on their approach to Princess Island they seemed to be sailing on a

vast ocean of milk. This wasjudged to proceed from the immense num

ber of the pechid salpa, and of the scyllarus genus, which were found in

those parts. Thirteen difl‘erent species of cancers were here taken; five

of these, ln form, resembled shrimps, the others were lilte crabs, but all

were exceedingly small, none of them being found to be above a quarter

of an inch in length. One of these creatures, viewed through the

microscope by candle-light, displayed what appeared to be a most brilliant

amethyst, of tlte size of a pin's-head. This was ascertained to be the

brain, and from this, when the animal moved, flashes of brilliant light

were darted in all directions.~ The albicores were now plentiful, some

$20 a day being regularly taken with a hook and a line. The flying-fish

found in them served for bait. Favoured by the wind, this creature is

capable of a considerable flight; but. when it attempts to make way

against the wind, it drops almost immediately. Many flights of these

Were seen endeavouring to escape their cruel enemy the albicore. They

sometimes described an extended curve, unassisted by the wing after the

first fluttering on their emerging from the water, borne wholly on the

wind. The vicinity of land was denoted by the numbers in which these

creatures, and various fishingbirds, apparently gulls,- were seen, and

Princess Island was made on the mm at day-light. ‘

In addition to those which have been mentioned, many luminous

animals were here caught; and it was the general opinion that some in

teresting additions to natural history might have been madeI had it been

possible to preserve those which were taken. This, however, from their

delicate organization, was in vain attempted, as most of them dissolved

in spirit: of wine, or lost or changed their colour; and little was in con

sequence made of them from the \\ ant of a person properly qualified to

draw and describe them as seen in the microscope.

HUMANITY _SUP£RIOR TO DANGER

.

In the year 1811, lieutenant Somerville, thenla master‘s mate, was prize

master of a Danish schooner called the Nortnandine, while on his voyage

to England, he was chased and narrowly escaped capture from an enemy‘s

privateer: in the must arduous part of the chase, the enemy gaining that

upon him, a man named Joseph Comlis, in lowering one of the sails fell

from aloft into the sea, in defiance of capture and imprisonment the vessel

was put about, and every endeavour made to saw him but in vain.

The consequences of this attempt would have been capture, had not '

the wind increased towards evening to a perfect hurricane, in the course

of which, the enemy by carrying too much sail lost her top and foremasts,

signal guns of distress were fired by her, and she shortly afterwards went

down. With the hopes of saving some of her crew, lieutenant Somerville '

Stood towards the spot, but their instantaneous destruction rendered it

impossible. '
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't'nt: Pntxca neonm’s AQUATIC TRIPS.

Tin Prince Regent left Carlton llouse late on Friday Sept. the 5th, for

Brighton-—-On Monday the 8th, about ten o'cloek, his Royal Hit: ess,

accompanied by the two Admirals, Sir George Campbell and Sir Edmund

Eagle, left the Pavilion, passing down the Steyne to the water'sedge,

and embarked on board the six-cared cutter ol' the Tigris frigate, where

the Royal standard was immediately hoisted. At this instant Royal

solutes were fired from the Tigris, the Grecian, a brig of war, and the sloop

yacht ol'Aldermnn Sir William Curtis, which, with Sir William came in the

day before. The cutter proceeded to the Royal George yacht, on boarding

which the Royal standard was again hoisted at the main, and the yacht,

with the whole of the vessels of war, then stood to the westward. At:

half-past eight in the evening the Regent disenibatlted amidst the accla

mations of the populace, whose greetings he returned by bowing as he

passed. On Wednesday the Tiber frigate, Captain Dacres, arrived in

Brighton roads. At eleven o'clock the Prince Regent, accompanied by the

whole retinnc of the nobility at the Pavilion, fur'the second time went on

board the Royal George yacht, which was lying at the distance of about

three miles from the shore. As his Royal Highness stepped into the barge,

discharges of cannon took place from the Inconstant and the Tiber

frigates, and the several’gun brigs in the roads. These solutes were re

newed when the Prince Regent arrived on board the yacht. After his

Royal Highness hnd stepped into the barge, he condescendineg waved his

band to the numerous assemblage that lined the bench and cliffs. The

whole of the vessels sailed t the eastward of the town, and at half-past:

one, the frigates and sloops were ranged in line of battle, and exhibited all

the manoeuvres of an engagement, which were visible from the shore. By

two o'clock the firing had ceased, and a general chase commenced to the

westward. Sir William Curtis embarked on bourd his yacht, which had

been previously provisioned for a voyage to For ,outh. As the worthy

Alderman was in the secret of the intended sham-light, he danntlessly

approached the scene of action, and nohly resigning himself to his fate,

was captured, and sent esa prisoner on board the Royal yacht. His Rovnl

Highness remained at sea all Wednesday night, when a boat landed letters

from his Royal Highness for the friends to whom he is accustomed to n rite;

but another host, ordered to carry supplies to his Royal Highness, missed

the course of the yacht, yhich was out of sight from shore, on Thursday

morning, and remained so at two in the afternoon. It is said to have been

the first night the Prince ever slept at sea.

I Brighton, 19

The weather this morning was hazy, intermixed with drinling rain. and

numerous were the visits to the cliE to discover the ptlsllllltl of the Royal

George; but this vessel, and her armed companions, lmd disappeared,;and

rumour was soon current that his Royal Highness had sailed for Ports

mouth,with the intention of \lSlllllg the Isle of Wight.' This rumour as

generally believed until after mid-day, “hen the yacht and the armed

vessels hove in sight from the S. B. At five p. m. the Royal squadron h

passed the town, and proceeded a considerable distance westward, 'when

a naval officer, one of the royal Pages, and some servants belonging to the

Royal establishment, were put on shore from the Royal George, in a heat.

This party brought the inforniatiOn that the Regent intended to continue at

sen another night; and the common opinion now is, that his Royal High

ness intends to visit the Isle of Wight before he returns to the Pavilion. '

fiat. flown VQLXXXVIII. c 0
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CORRESPONDENCE.

-—.-

On I/te Eligibility qualmuul/t a: a Put/tel Station. 4'

ma. EDITOR, Bristol, 61/: May, t8t7.

FROM what has been already said, it must he evident to every impar

tial reader, that Plymouth has not even the shadow of an advantage

over Falmotttlt, were the packets employed in the Atlantic to be incorpo

rated with the navy; and when the experience of above an hundred and

hunt}; yon-s of security at Falruouth, is fairly opposed to interested cun

jccturc, and selfish prognostications of the future, applied to Plymouth,

there is a decided preponderance in favour of the former harbour. For,

who, in the exercise of an unhiassed understanding, would sacrifice the

Substantial and decisive testimony of near an liundrrrl and lln'rty yeurs’ ex

perience, to more assumptions of the future, did they even come from an

impartial quarter? But when they issue putting from the steam engine of

self-interest, how must they appear? and with what cautious prudence

Ought they to he approached?

i come new to another argument advanced by the Plymouth advocates,

and which has been already slightly noticed; that is, the arrival of the

mail nine or ten hours sooner at that port than at Falmouth.—llcre the

Plymouthiaus think themselves intrenchcd to the chin, and altogether

invulncrnble. But a push with one simple question dcmolishes this imagined

impenetrable fortification, and lays them bare to the toes. lf this be an

argument in favour of Plymouth over Fahnouth, is it not equally so in

favour of any place to the eastward of the former, where the mail may

arrive an equal uumher of hours sooner? And is it not more especially so

in favour of Portsmouth, where it arrives twenty-four hours before it does

at Plymouth?

The application of this question appears to convulsc the Plymouth ndvo

cates, and to put their chief champion into a wondrous bustle, as appears

from the provincial paper mentioned, where he tries to evade its force, by

a mere legcrdemnin‘ shuffle. In truth, there can he only one claim opposed to

this priority of time in receiving the mail, and that is,_ the advanced posi

tion of Plymouth towards the Atlantic. But aware how formidable this

must appear on the side of Falmouth, the Plymouth advocate endeavours

to avert the eyes of'our understanding from heliolding it, and even has the

temerity to make the eastern situation of that port an argument in favour

of it, over one situated nearer to the Western Ocean; as during westerly

winds the homca'ard-bound mails can be sooner sent forward than from a

more westerly situation. What can more clearly evince the shift: to which

Plymouth is driven to find a colouring for her pretensions? A claim,

founded on such reasoning, opposes itself to all nautical knowledge; and

sets up its empty assumptions against the testimony of [acts deduced from

the incontrovertible records of experience.

During strong westerly winds, if homeward-bound packets pushed direct

 

' Vide also N. C. vol. xxxvii. pp, 196. 296.
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for Portsmouth, the mails could be forwarded thence to London, by the

time they left Exeter, when from Plymouth.—This undeniable fact makes

it evident, beyond all reasonable dispute, however self-interest may carp

and quibble, that a proper situation for any packet station ought to be

chosen by an impartial consideration of all circumstances connected with

the general promotion of the services they are appointed to perform; and

not from a partial view of parlit‘ulur circumstances in favour of one place

over another; as must be evident to every navigator who calmly and

impartially reflects. that the latter would lead to the adoption of culpable

error and absurdity.

W'bo can deny that a mail from London may not be embarked twenty

four hours sooner at Portsmouth than at Plymouth i and during an easterly

wind, that it may not be out of the Channel from the former port, before

out of the Sound from the latter i—Or, that during strong westerly winds»

It homeward-bound mail might not be thirty hours sooner in London from

a packet that made direct for Portsmouth, than if she had landed the same

at Plymouth? But notwithstanding these undeniable facts, who, for these

particular reasons, will venture to affirm, that Portsmouth is a more eligible

situation for the packets employed in the Atlantic than PlynioutliP—Would

not every impartial and experienced navigator treat such an assertion with

the indignant contempt it would deserve .P—Yet, what better is the assertion

now obtruded upon the public, in a provincial paper published in Exeter,‘

that Plymouth is a situation preferable to Falmouth, for the purlirulur rea

sons that have been noticed ; and which, considered unconnected with‘

other circumstances, for more important in their consequences, give to

Portsmouth a more decisive claim over Plymouth, than to the latter over

Falmouth. It may be answered, that Portsmouth is above three times the

longitude east from Plymouth, that the latter is from the western harbour;

and therefore the advantage of position towards the Atlantic must. be

reduced in an equal ratio.

This may be true in some degree; but the particular situation of Fal

mouth harbour gives it a much greater advantage than the comparative

distance may, on a cursory view, appear to admit. Ifa vessel from this

most advanced harbour on the south-west coast of England, make but two

league: of wasting, with a wind afterwards, any where from the westwart'l,v

that will permit her to make good a due sou/,h course, she will make her

passage into the ocean. How stands the case of a vessel from Plymouth P

She must make EIGHT TIMES as much WZS‘I‘ING before she can he placed in

a position so favourable for weathering Ushant by a due south courSe;

Now, when the prevalency of the winds from the western quarters, in the

entrance of the Engli'sh Channel, their fluctuations, and short duration'

from any point, are connected with a fact that must be evident to every'

one who chooses to look at it with his eyes cleared of the mist of prejudice

and the film of ignorance, what importance ought sucha situation to assume'

in the eyes of the nation P Yet, wonderful to tell, how has she suti'ered the

eyes of her understanding to be covered by the searcloth of interest, the.

sackcloth ofignorance, and the blinding hood of prejudice ; and then to

be persuaded, that thus bound up, she could see. Bolt with what eyes
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must she have seen, when setting at nought, and neglecting,r a harbour so

situated for the promotion of interests that ought to be dear to her? those

of her marine. How has she suffered her attention to be directed every

where upon her coast but here P—Alas, what perversene_ss l—Be it from

whatever cause it may, the success of misrepresenmtion, as far as respected

the navy, has induced another effort to be made for the removing of the

packet establishment from Falmouth to Plymouth. Upon what pretences,

has been seen. Shall the records of experience and fact be sacrificed at

the shrine ‘of' misrepresentation? Yes they may be, as they have often

been. It too often requires the calm and unbiassed inquiries of others

to unravel the errors of the present actors in the affairs of nations, when

astonishment is excited by the manifest departure from the path of wisdom,

knowledge, and duty. '

However trivial the difference of situation of the ports of Plymouth and

Talmouth may appear to the uninformed ; to milk and water navigators; to

those who'tnay have ploughed the briny deep for many long years, without

gleaning a handful of accurate and useful experience, even on the shores of

rheir native country; but who have accumulated store oflocal partinlities, dis

like, and prejudice; who have dosed and slumbered in situations where active

observation might have made discoveries ofimportnnce ; however such, from

the pride of rank, may assume a tone ofdecision to which their experimental

knowledge can give no just pretensions; every experienced and impartial

navigator must know the great diflerence of chances in getting into the

Ocean westward. from the two harbours mentioned. The one being on

the meridian of Ushant, vessels sailing thence having made only six or eight

miles of departure, will effect it by a due south course, besides having the

chance, when near the parallel of Ushant, should the wind veer far to the

southward, ofclearing the Scilly islands on a course between the north and

west. But, as has already been shewn, a vessel from the more eastern

harbour, that is from Plymouth, must make EIGHT TIMES the departure

before she can be placed in a situation equally favourable for effecting a

passage into the Ocean. This being an undeniable fact, and evident to

every one capable of understanding the subject, what is the inference to

be deduced from the not? That during variable minds, so prevalent on

the south-west coast of England, vessels from the most western harbour

must stand EIGHT TIMES the chance of clearing the Channel, as those from

the great arsenal of Plymouth. But even allowing, that after ingenuity

shall have ransacked all the stores of probabilities; after interest shall have

weatied itselfin running to and fro to pick up plausibilities; after ignorance,

perplexed itself, shall have perplexed others; after prejudice shall have

vended her thousand calumnies and misrepresentations; and njoint stock

has been made ofall their collections, by which they may, apparently, re

duce the fearful preponderance in favour of Falmouth one half; still it

would have on its side POUR T0 on c.

This being the case, would it not be highly commendable in the First

Lord of the Admiralty, when on his necessary visits to different dock-yards,

to take such a harbour into his circuit, and to assemble before him, on the

spot, those who have represented it as altogether unworthy of national cont
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sideration, and those officers whose testimony is of a Contrary description ;

and there let. their knowledge he put to the test. What can he more rea

sonable or just, on a question where the country has so great a claim for

the more to be discovered? There, let his Lordship look around him

'with the impartial eyes of true patriotism; let him spread out a chart of

the south and the west coast of England, including the Scilly Islands ; let

him reflect that he is above a oceans and a HALF south of Porter Yard,

in Milford Haven, and the ease with which he could push a fleet or

squadron into the Bay of Biscay, from his present situation ; would not his.

surprise he called forth? Would he not ask himself, wherefore should

this be ? Wherefore, indeed l—This deserves serious and impartial con

sideration, retired from the men who have brought it about, and in ClOsC

consultation with the truth Only.

Who can doubt the inclination of Lord Melville to promote the interests

ofhis country to the utmost of his abilities and power? But he himself

knows, that the tire of his patriotism, however pure and ardent it may

burn, must often be under the guidance of others. And who, that has

seen much of the transactions of men, who has had opportunities ofscrn

tinizing their motives, but has reason for fearing, that in public measures,

the passions which assail human nature, the weakness to which it is sub

ject, may induce individuals to give false colourings to difl‘erent objects,

when drawing the picture before the eyes of government. How far his

Lordship may have been in this manner deceived, is not for the writer to

say; but surely his Lordship requires no director to discover, hmv

differently Milford Haven and Falmouth Harbour are situated with respect

tovthe continent of Europe washed by the Atlantic Ocean._ His Lordship

can easily perceive the Scilly Islands, with all their numerous surrounding

dangers, intervening between St. George's Channel and the coast of France.

Ile can perceive that Milford Haven is as far from Brest as Portsmouth t

and that the course from the latter has not the dangers to encounter as

from the former. Ilis Lordship can easily imagine, in what situation a

squadron of ships of war must he in, on the coast of Wales, during a hazy

south-west gale. lle is informed, in this letter, how the advanced position

of Fallnouth harbour towards the Atlantic preponderntes in experimental

navigation, when compared with that of Plymouth; and his Lordship will

find h()\\' this truth is corroborated by the facts recorded in the Letters

addressed to the late Right Hon. Mr. Perceval, which render all specious

theoretical rt-asonings and representations of no value when compared with

experimental facts that most decidedly hear testimony to the truth.

It must be supposed that a Plymouth advocate alludes to those letters

when he makes use oftlie expression, “ the Captain Champion qualmouHi,

being committed in unqualified hostility against Plymouth.” What is the

matter of fact? A naval officer, in the course of his professional services.

had opportunities of witnessing the easy ingress and egress of- Falmonth

harbour; its advantageous situation for communicating with the Western

~Qccan; the refuge it afliirded to ships of war when labouring, often in

vain, to clear the Channel from more eastern anchorages; also to nu

memos-convoys, many of them near, and above two hundred sail. His

1
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surprise was naturally called into action, by those circumstances, why the

country had not derived any benefit from a situation so advantageous for

the operations of her marine, but in the casual instances of refuge that

have been mentioned. This induced him, as he had opportunity, to

examine its capacity, and how far it might be capable of improvement, and

so rendered more efficient, by containing a larger number of ships of war

than its present state would admit.

Being no stranger to the vast expenditure in different dock-yards, nor to

the little advantage the nation could derive from some of the projects that

had been adopted ; it appeared to hisjudgment, that if a small part of this

expenditure were applied to the improvement ofa harbour, the nearest, on

the south-west coast of the island of Great Britain, to the Atlantic Ocean,

it would enable the country to send ships of war into that sea, in a manner

far more expeditious, than the situation ofher present naval establishments

would admit of. _

Having connected his observations, these were laid before the govern

ment during the administration of the late Right Ilon. William Pitt; a man

who certainly understood the true interests of his country as well as most:

who had preceded, or who have followed him ; and whose patriotism and

firmness were of no common sort ; and these will long outlive the

envenomed representations of envy, slander, and malice.

The observations mentioned, came under his inspection, without the re

commendation, or support, of one landholder, copyholder, leaseholder, or

inhabitant of Cornwall. The writer having nothing in view, but the pro

motion of the interests of his country, never imagined that such aid was

necessary to convince a patriotic minister; t hutjudged, that the merits of

the case was sntiicient to engage his attention. In this he was not de

ceived ; but miserably so with respect to many, whom he imagined ought

to be guided by the same motives as himself. After the minister‘s death,

which also gave a death-blow to the service in which he was engaged in

Falmouth harbour, must he not have been astonished to behold misrepre

sentation lift her head on high? and to hear her trumpets of alarm sounding

from the mouth of the Plym to the inmost recesses of the Thames ? To

find her declarnations and insinuations flying in clouds, like locusts, and

darkening the hemispheres of Charing Cross and Downing-street; that by

thus obscuring and perplexing a question, wherein the interests of the

nation were essentially involved, she might hope to triumph ; and did

triumph. I

Was an officer so circumstaneed and overborne, if he had the ability to

vindicate himself, and those men, eminent in their profession, who had

espoused the cause of their country, in an undertaking, from which they

could derive no personal advantage; was he to shrink before opposition,

and retire into oblivion like aeonvicted impostor? Was he not called

upon to appear before the public, and produce those reasons, which had

induced such a minister as the late Mr. Pitt to give them a favourable

reception.

Does it then \vell‘become any Plymouth advocate, to call the represen

tation of the truth, hostility to that place, because its testimony may be in

‘l
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favour of another more favourably situated for communicating with the

Ocean westward? Do such imagine, that the experience of any otlicer,

which may be serviceable to the general interests of his country, ought to

be derided and despised, because it may interfere with the interests of a

local community? Who has controverted the facts recorded in the letters

to Mr. Perceval P Because they may not have been attended to, does this

invalidate the truths they contain? Is it therefore to be assumed, that

these truths are unworthy ofthe attention: of government?

It has been reported, that since being at the Board of Admiralty, Sir

G. Warrender has been in the vicinity of Falmouth. What a favourable

opportunity for gaining correct information, if any impartial and capable

informant could be found. It may be supposed, that Sir George would

have investigated the matter impartially, as he cannot have imbibed par

tialitics from habits and local residence.

Every well-wisher to his country must lament, that many circumstances

connected with her maritime power, are so little studied and uuderstOod ;

are left to be decided by contingencies and fortuitous circumstances that

bring them into notice; or to the arbitrary and partial decision of a

biassed understanding ; or to the specious representations of self-interest.

Can the nation require a stronger proof than the claims Plymouth now

puts forth, as being more favourably situated for communicating with the

Atlantic than a safe harbour on the MERIDIAN of Usnaxr?
  

5'",

0n Lord Rudstock's Benevolence.

am. gnu-0n. July 16th, 1817.

T occurs to me; that at a time of such unexampled distress as the pre

sent, when all classes of the community, with lbw exceptions, indeed,

are suffering so severely from the sudden transition from war on the grand

est and greatest scale, to a state of peace, and reduction of all public

departments, I cannot render a greater service to the profession, of

which he is so great an ornament, or to that subordinate, but most important

class of the community, whose interests he has ever delighted to attend to,

and forward (I mean the British seamen), than by bringing to their recol

lection and notice the great (and they are glorious and noble) exertions of

my Lord Radstock, in using his best eflhrts, in this hour of adversity, to

increase the fund of that highly benevolent, and most useful Institution,

“ The Naval Charitable Society," of which he has the honour and the hop.

piness to be President. The professional services of the gallantadmit'al

have been already laid before your readers, in a preceding Volume of the

N.C.' and it will no doubt be remembered, that as captain ofthe La Pru

dente frigate, and as a flag-ofiicer in the battle of St. Vincent, he dis

charged his duty well; few oflicers in the profession have served with

higher honour; fewer still, Ibelieve, have surpassed the subject of these

 

' Vida vol. x. p. 265, where is also given a highly finished engraved portrait of

the noble Admiral. '
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observations, in the estimation, r.,;ard, and affection of his brother oflicer!

and ships' companies : he was ever the senman’s friend, as well as his com

mander; and ofhitn, it might be truly said, that his men, honouring and

loving him in their hearts, obeyed his orders willingly, watching each look

and motion of their captain, in order to fulfil his wishes and to obey his

commands, almost before they were issued: he has all his life been the

seatnan's friend and father, and the brother ofhis ufiicers; and although he

served under a St. Vincent, he neither adopted his rigidity, nor imitated

his disgusting hauteur. But, my present object is to set forth his amiable

and praiseworthy conduct as President of this charitable Society, at this

titne of need : his professional services have ceased, and perhaps may not

again ever be required ; but his philanthropic actions have risen iuto

brighter lustre, from the sad scenes of misery, destitution, and calamity,

which a return of peace has brought on many a gallant sailor and his

family. It has been, and now is, the earnest and anxious desire and aim

of this truly great and good man, to give relief to these unfortunates; and

it is delightful to record the great success of his noble exertions; the funds

have greatly increased within the last year, but the demands upon them

have increased in a double ratio; and therefore, however great may have

been the liberality of the superior ofiicers of the navy, and of the public,

their contributions will, it is hoped, he generously coiitinued, in order to

meet, and to relieve as far as pessible, the many claimant cases of distress,

which, in times like the present, must be expected to appear before them.

These remake will, it is hoped, give no otTence to any, but induce those

who have not yet come forward in behalf of this noble charity, and who

can afford to do so, not to lose the luxury of doing good : let them follow

the bright example of the worthy President, whose exertions merit every

praise, and whose actions are the theme of universal approbation; his

name, and his sons' name, who are worthy of their Sire, “ill descend to

posterity as the seaman’s friend, and the sulferer's stay. This tribute of

applause flows from an unbiassed mind, and independent heart, which loves

to record the actions of the good, and to turn away the gay from the scenes

of dissipation and extravagance, to sooth and relieve, as far as possible,

the less fortunate, although not less deserving, of their fellow men.

flan”.
or”

On the Importance of the British Fisherirs.

in. znt'ron, 241/: June, 1817.

N times like the present, it is the duty of individuals, as well as ofthe

government, to step forward zealously and promptly, as they would in

the day of battle, or hour of danger, to defend their country from the

enemy—this enemy, I need not say now is, “ the change qf‘limcs.” Great

Britain has fought long, and bravely, and at length conquered her old

enemy; but a new one has arisen, which threatens no less to overwhelm

her with destruction. Government feels the necessity of making every

efiort to remove the present torpor, which pervades from one and lo lite
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other the walks and channels of our commerce; knowing well, that until

the impclus shall be effectually given, the trade of the country must lan

guish, and, ere long, must die; for a long continuance of things in their

present state is not to be expected, it is in fact impossible. I trust the eyes of

government will continue to be eagerly and anxiously directed to this grand

and most important object; let them but obtain this one point, the

re-establislnnent of active commerce, and Britain will still continue the first:

of European powers. I observe with satisfaction, therefore, the loan of

money by government in the present Session, for ‘the completion of public

works, and extension of our fisheries, thereby giving employment and sub

sistence to many unemployed hands, and desfitute seamen. I think much

might be done by companies formed in our sea-coast towns, for the pur

pose of prosecuting the white fishery on our own and the Dutch coasts; and

I trust this trade will be entered into with spirit. The towns onarmnuth,

Lowestofl'e, llarwich, Whitby, Scarborough, and in fact every town along

that coast, might be expected to enter into this new branch of trade with

alacrity and eagerness; their situation points them out as its natural

possessors and proprietors, and government is now ready to lend them

capitals, where these are wanting, to commence with. I shall be greatly

disappointed if this source of riches, and of'employment For our brave sea

men, is still neglected, and allowed to pass again into the hands of our

I opposite neighbours, when our own advantages are so superior, and the

London and Mediterranean markets so completely within our reach, for

the disposal and consumption of the fish with which it is well known our

poasts abound. Trusting that British commerce only sleeps, but is not

dead, I remain, bro.

071073.

On the Necessity qfrcguluting Parochial Relief.

26th June, 1817.

N mylast' I made a few observations on the notions ofsome men respect

ing funded property, whose imaginations are so warped by the heat of

self, that hither they turn, until the idol is encircled, and all other consi

derations are eitcluded from the circumference ; also of those, who to court

popularity, and to be thought patriots, proposed an act, which, ifestecuted,

must tread upon every principle of justice, and brand, fuilltlrss, on the

character ofthe nation.

I come now to another subject, of the last importance to the country;

an evil that has grown under the patronage of power ; that has had its

enormities sanctioned by legality.

That man must be altogether ignorant of the internal state of' the

country, who is not convinced, that the poor-rates, by trial-administration,

is now become “ the abomination of desolation ” in this land ; the hydro

that is preying upon the vitals of the nation; and if the united wisdom and

energy of all ranks make not head against the pest, like a destroying pesti

lence it will lay waste the whole land, over which it has already made

"’

1m. EDITOR,
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fearful strides. My opinion on the subject is hinted at, in a letter to Lord

Mehille.‘ The evil has been aggravated since that time, and threatens to

cover the land with gloom and dismay.

The nation ought to retrace the steps she has talten under the guidance

of“ mistaken and misplaced charity; under the direction of ignorant parish

ofiicars, and others of higher rank, courting popularity at the expense of

the public, and shutting their ears against the voice of discriminating

justice.

The mass of society must become interested in the distribution of

parochial rates raised for the relief of the poor; every inhabitant ought to

become a guardian of this public purse ; by which, every one who has any

sense of shame, will feel a far greater degree of reluctance, than at pre

sent,_ to feed his idleness on the industry of his neighbour; and the indus

trious and temperate will become vigilant sentinels, and checks upon the

idle and profligate.

In the present day, all feeling of shame, in becoming parish paupers,

seems to be nearly gone; but what remains, ought to be cherished by every

mean that can be devised ; and there are many descriptions of parish pau

pers, both male and female, who ought to be obliged to wear a badge of

notorious discrimination, which might perhaps bring a blush upon the face,

that'with bold impudence now dons a vestry, and beards a parish ofiicer.

Parishes appear to be regarded by the idle and profligate as their lawful

prey ; as their natural inheritance. What a broad way have parochial

rates, and the mill-administration 0f the poor laws, paved to the devour

ing abyss of. immorality: how fearfully has it been crowded of late years :

behold how it is now thronged : see what gin-shops and pot-houses

gwarm upon its borders: hear the songs of drunhards and the noise of vio

lence coming‘thoncc : see what numbers issue from those haunts of vice,

hurrying on to the abyss; mark the sottish indifi'ereuce and stupidity of

thousands ; the impudt'nt perverseness and lawless demeanour of thousands

more: observe their wives and children feeding on the industrious and

Ember: cursed effect of the arbitrary imposition of poor-rates, and their

worse than ignorant" appliCation.

Awake, ye British Legislators; and ye who direct the councils of the

nation, it is high time for all to awake. Is not the practical edecte of the

present system of'poor-laws before you Instead of being, as at first dc~

signed, the beneficent protectors of the innocent, helpless, and dcslilule

only; through their trial-administration, they are become the parents of

profligacy and vice ; the encouragers of thoughtless extravagance and,v

immorality ; the plague of the nation ; the rioters upon her industry ; and

the continual infesters of her prosperity and peace.

Until this system (become highly disgraceful and iniquitous) shall be

changed, what has the nation to look to, but-oppression from that quarteri.

~ Until profiignte and idle pauperism shall have SHAME branded, upon its forc

head, and the door of: mistaken and misnamed charity be shut against it,.

what: hope can the virtuous and industrious entertain of being secured

a;ai ".st its depred'atinns?

’ E. i. vol. awn. p.116,
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Let all ranks open their eyes and look upon this alarming national evil,

that they may behold it aright. Let all denominations of Reforniers here

cry out mightin for reform. Here is a tangible subject, obvious to every

one who chooses to look on it ; not covered with obscurity and darkness ;

no dream of the imagination; but a pest that visits every decent habitation

with its exorbitant demands. 15 it not then time for all the property in the

nation to arise and make a stand against the destroying inroads of idle and

ragabond pauperism ? Is it not time for the wisdom of the nation to de

vise, and execute without delay, plans that shall raise an impassable bar

rier between idleness, profligacy, heedless extravagance; and the gains of

industry, the property acquired by toil and virtuous habits.

The mania of paupetism has extended its baneful influences so widely,

that while the sword of justice has been slumbering, and the laws ofthe

land enacted to prevent the epidemic from spreading, have, for this rea

son, in a great degree become obsolete, that it has not only unresisted,

trodden upon some parishes, and more or less oppressed all, but has also

covered the land with its usurpations, its swindling tales and unhlushing

falsehoods; and has even infected some of those who are pensioned by

their country for disabilities received in her service.

In a county, some distance from the metropolis, a soldier who had lost

his eye-sight in ‘wypt, and received a pension for the same, was strolling

about as a rogue and vngnbond, singing a doleful story along the streets,

while his wife, as busy as a bee, was gathering contributions from door to

door; and when remonstr-ated with on the idleness and injustice of the

act, pretended they were only going to Iris parish. So great was their suc

cess, that in one smnll town they levied fifteen shillings in the course of the

day, and in the evening the son of Mars got so drunk, that he was carried

from a public house to his lodgings, and half a gallon of beer sent after him,

that he and his spouse might have the other bout before resigning them

selves into the arms of Morpheus. But who may not have witnessed scenes

of a similar description in various parts of the kingdom? How many im

postors have been suffered to stroll about the country, under the characters

of soldiers and sailors, who have pretended to be wounded in bottles that

they never saw, and even that never were feught ; and who ought to have

been arrested in their career, and sent to the House of Correction, had the

magistrncy of the land been diligent in the execution ofitsduty. But there

is no occasion to go out of the metropolis to give examples of impostors

being suffered to range at large and practise their arts of fraud and decep-‘

tion; not many years have passed, since one of the number, arrayed in a

lieutenant of the navy'sfilll dress uniform, with it green shade over his eyes,

and something in his mouth to give his spittle the appearance of being

mixed with blood, used to levy considerable contributions in the neighbour

hood of Portland-square, where he was encountered by one ofthe cloth,

and mode his escape while the real odicer was in search of a constable to

have him apprehended. The police of the country is certainly In a very

low state, and calls aloud for organization and energy.

These receptacles and nurscrlcs of vice and profligacy, called publib

houses and g'nnshops, ought to be put under another kind of discipline than
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at present; and more than one-half of them swept away for ever. Nor

ought it to he in the power of the magistracy of the land to increase their

number at pleasure; which ought to be limited to acertnin number ofinhtt

bitants. Thus in a town containing two thousand inhabitants, where

perhaps twenty may he found at present, tlte interests of society, the die

tates of sound policy, and tlte precepts of religion, might deem four quite

suthcient for every reasonable accommodation, by being properly situated

ivith respect to the population. If through the land one were only allowed

to every-five hundred inhabitants, where the population was in some degree

scattered, and one to every thousand or fifteen hundred, in crowded cities,

what a blessing might not the reduction of so many haunts of profligncy

prove'to the country?

Surely no one will step forward and say, this would affect the revenue.

What revenue ?-—\Vhat minister could desire a source of revenue from the

profligacy of the inhabitants of the land 2 What minister would desire to

sanction so dangerous it contamination of morals? One that must lead to a

deterioration of the revenue, by encouraging immorality, and thus becoming

a burthen upon the resources of industry.

Can the blessing of God be eitpected to accompany any revenue drawn

from the contempt and violation of his laws F

The subject is so copious and interesting, that, were it not, in some

degree, foreign to the spirit of the Naval Chronicle, I certainly should be

inclined to take a wider range in this field of political confusion; where

evil and immoral customs, where ignorance, under the sanction of law,

have been sudcred to deface the fairest institutions; and to disgrace the

trot-ks of beneficence and mercy. _

The termination of a long anti arduous contest, by which the energies of

the British nation were called forth to a degree hitherto unparalleled, it»

order to resist and repel the attacks of an inveterate and formidable enemy,

(dated by conquest, impatient of control, thirsti'ng for universal dominion,

and ardently desiring the overthrow and subjugation of these realms: the

termination of this fearful conflict, while it has covered the British arms

with unfading glory, and borne her fame to the remotes: regions of the

earth, must necessarily have thrown out of employ great numbers of those

engaged in a warfare 5-) extended and ardent; not only of those in arms,

whether- on sea or land; but also those employed in Various ways, pre

paring for the calls of a war that made Europe tremble through all her

tcgions, and agitated the rctnntcst quarters of the globe.

The number discharged from the army and navy cannot be reckoned less

than three hundred thousand, nor those discharged from other employment,

furnished by government, at a less number ; making together six hundred

thousand men. When to this is added the stagnation of commerce, by the

channels open during the war being suddcnly stopped, or dried up; any

mind that dispassinnalcly reflects on these things, will perceive cause

enough for the exhausted and intricate state ofthp country, without finding.

the least ncc'cssity of resorting to factitious aster-lions, and false conclth

stone, founded on a partial view of the subject.

To dispose of the excess of population tn such a manner as may prove:
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beneficial to the country, and open a door of hope to those willing to labour,

but can find no employment, certainly demands the serious and immediaté

lttention of government, and ofthe legislative assemblies of the nation.

It has long been agreed, by men of information and of sound judgment,

that the shoals of fish by which the island of Great Britain is surrounded,

undoubtedly might be made, under proper management, an inexhaustible

source of national wealth.

The wonder is, how the nation and her government lmva been so long

indifi'erent to this important fact ; apparently, because at our own doors ;

while they have been indefatigable in searching for ditl'erent sources of

commerce, the advantages of which might be very doubtful ; or might lead

to national controversy and resentment. ,

Is not the present a proper time P a time highly favourable for entering

upon an undertaking that offers such national advantages? How many

inured to a seafaring life wouldgladly embrace the opportunity of devoting

themselves to this employment? And their ofl'spring, under a proper sys.

' tem of encouragement, would become one grand source for manning the

British navy with her home-born sons, accustomed to toils, tempests, and

waves, from their infancy. If ever this should be the case, and why should

it not? 0, make them feel they are dear to their country; that she is more

sensible of their deserts than the hapless generations who have gone before

them; who, covering themselves and their country with glory, have been

left to perish unassisted in the blaze ; or have been compelled to flee from

I9 it, to seek a piece of bread ; perhaps amongst the nations whose arms they

had sullied in deeds of war. And can the Lords of the soil of this island

grudge assistance to those who have preserved to them and their posterity

immense patrimonies in Britain P—If not; why the continual goading of

government to reduce and disbmd that force by which they have been

preserved, even to an alarming degree, and expose the country to insult?

If not; why that hurry of emigration to a land whose inhabitants would

have destroyed them, and swallmved up their inheritance? Because they

can live cheaper, and evade paying (an: to suppan that government under

whose paternal wings they were protectedfrum utter destruction. And do

such lay claim to the name of Patriot? 0 yes, in words. Let them then

prove this by deeds : or let their inheritance ansu'erfur them in support of

the county that produces to the ovvners such large revenues. This is but

just and equitable.

There is wealth enough in the country to establish different fisheries in

the most eligible situations, according to their nature, which, under propett

management and regulations, might prove highly advantageous to those

engaged. If the Dutch reaped such advantages, why may not this country P

A proper system appears to be all that is wanting. _

Another resource offers itself for a redundancy of population, and that

is emigration. But this, to prove a lasting benefit to the country, might to

be formed and consolidated under a wise system of legislation, that looked

into the probabilities of futurity, through the aid of the reflector of past.

events. Into this colony, on no account whatever ought entrance to he

given to transported convicts; or suspicious characters, that might tamper

h_,___',-----1l.v ~§ is .A. e M ‘
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with their fidelity and morals; no disafl'ectcd characters, that carry in theirv

hearts the fire of sedition, and long to set all around them in a blaze. No

visionary Reformers, who have not taken “ the beam out of their own.

eyes,” therefore cannot see “to take the mote out of their neighbours

eyes; " whose visions, the offspring of intolerable pride and conceit, setting

all experience at defiance, would break asunder the frame of society, and

plunge the nation into the raging gulph of anarchy and confusion ; where,

even they and their visions would perish.

No such characters ought to be admitted into a colony, whose basis is to

be industry, peace, and contentment. The parent state ought to nurse them

with tender care; provide duly for their moral wants; be solicitous in

having them guided in the way that leads to the mansions of eternal peace;

and as such a colony grew up, it would amply repay the mother country for

all her parental care.

She ought to be particularly anxious to form their code of legislation notv

only simple, but consonant to common sense ; and in no manner opposing

its magisterial front to the principles of eternaljustice.

The scale of right and wrong ought therefore to be defined, so as to be

perceptible to every common capacity; nor ought it in any manner to be

left to opinion; so that it may be this to-day, and that to-mcrrow.

Her own experience will easily make her perceive the imperious necessiry

of making the door ofjustice accessible to the meanest inhabitant ; in no

manner barred up by the expense of process; but inviting the oppressed to

come and find redress.

The courts assembled to administer justice, ought to be taught to blush,

and to be filled with indignation, at any attempt of flippancyand efi‘rontery,

to pervert, or hoodwink, the cause of truth, and to acquit the guilty.

It may 'be asked, where is the region in which Great Britain can establish

a colony without transgressing upon the rights of the natives, without ex-'

posingit to the violence and aggression of its neighbours? Where is the

happy region in which part of her population can find an asylum, where the'

balmy air of peace may breathe upon its inhabitants; where noisy strife

and contention shall find no place of rest; but where brotherly kindness '

shall dwell, and offices of friendship shall shed their benign influences, re

freshing as the genial dews of heaven? It has frequently of late been

named in different periodical publications: that region where the thinly

spread tribes have wandered about in miserable stupidity, amidst an uncul

tivatad soil; but to which, men have dirrcted their course, whose hearts

were warmed with the genuine principles of the Gospel of Peace : in these

dreary regions of ignorance and misery, they have displayed the standard

of the Cross, and sounded the trumpet of invitation to the inhabitants

perishing for want of spiritual knowledge and instruction; covered with.

dreary darkness and the shadow of death ; ignorant as the beasts of the

field. Yet to the sound these miserable turned and gave car; they drew

near and listened; a ray of light front on high penetrated the mind ; the

heathen has hecomeaChristian; the savage has become civilized. The

face of nature has put on another appearance. Where nothing could he

sten but wilds and thickets and forests, the comfortable dwelling has
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arisen, and cultivation spread around. Where nothing could be heard but

the howlings of savages, and beasts of pray, the song of industry, the hum

of society, spreads around ; and the voice of thanksgiving and praise

ascends to Him who sits on the throne of the universe; to the Saviour who

came to redeem the perishing and miserable sons of men.

Here is the region, within the Empire of Britain, that invites her to

strengthen her dominion by prudent emigration and wise legislation. Here

the roaming tribes invite her to come with instructors in the art of civiliza

tion, in the ways of righteousness and peace. Here the uncultivated soil

ofi'ers itself to the hands of industry; here thousands of acres can be ob

tnined at n trifling expense, without violating the rights or desires of the

natives.‘

The strengthening and extending of the colony of the Cape of Good

Hope, offers incalculnble advantages to GreatBritain. There the vine

might be cultivated to any extent; and no doubt a proper soil found for all

r kinds desirable for the sick and afflicted, as well as for the comforts of those

in health; and even for the banquets ofthe luxurious.

Is not this fact worthy of the attention of government? Is it worthy 6f

the meditation of the most sngncious politicans, and the wisest legislators?

\Vhat a view does it open of reciprocal advantages? The manufactures of

Great Britain exchanged, within her own empire, for the wholesome,

unadulterated, and grateful juice of the vine; obtained at an easy rate;

and not at a price that becomes a prohibition, not only to the poor and

afl‘iicted, but also to thousands in more decent circumstances.

Could a million and a half be better applied by government, than in laying

the foundation for obtaining an object, not only highly desirable to the

nation, but also fraught with the most important political consequences?

It would not only relieve from much present national embarrassment, occa

sioned by an excess of population that can obtain no employment; but

would also gradually increase the strength and independence of the British

Empire. The mutual wants of its distant parts maintaining an extended

and important commerce, independent of all foreign nations.

But, Sir, I have already so far exceeded my first intentions in this

letter, that I must here close.

1%607l.

 

' The Rev. Campbell says, that he could have had a grant of thou

sands of acres for a hogsht-ad of tobacco. The Missionaries in the South of

Africa have not only opened a door for the extending of Christianity and civiliza

tion, in regions hitherto covered with ignorance, darkness, and wretchedness,

but also for extending the British Empire; this might pr0vc a reciprocal blessing

between llN.‘ southern region: of Africa and Great Britain. ‘
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On .Sir Charles Pole's Merits.

mt. entroa, June 511:, 1817.

‘ N a former letter,‘ I adverted to the unmerited neglect which had been

allowed to drive into retirement, and to continue there, one of the

greatest naval officers Britain's glorious annals can boast of; I allude to that

gallant and veteran son of the ocean, Admiral William Cornwallis, who

has certainly not received from his country, or its government, the some

measure of reward as many oflicers whom I could name, who are far infe

rior to him in the great qualifications of a naval commander. My present

object (and I think it is a proper one), is to lay before your naval readers

the great andan less modest meritsof a worthy naval Baronet, Sir Charles

Pole,f whose various professional and public services well entitle him to that

high and respectable character which he so justly bears in the world; and

whose indefatigable and zealous efforts in supporting the rights, and re.

dressing the grievances still existing in the naval system, deserve the grati

tude and thanks of his professional brethren of all ranks.

This gallant otficer had once the honour ofa seat at the Admiralty Board,

under the present Earl Grey, where unfortunately he continued for a few

months only ; but during that period, he had the gratification of suggesting,

and seeing those wise and judicious measure adopted ; viz. the increasing

the petty ofiicers of the navy; of procuring a small addition to the pay of

all ranks; and of increasing the superannuation lists (still, I think,_too

limited). During the period he was Chairman of the Board of Naval

Inquiry, it is well known his services were of the most etninently_ useful

description ; and that the admirable reports of that Board were, and Ihope

will continue to be, attended with the heat efi'ects to the naval service : it

pointed out a multitude of abuses, many of which have been redressed, at

least in part ; I believe, however, much still remains to he done, relative

to the proper and more efl'ective constitution of our Prize Courts ; but this

is not the fault of Sir Charles Pole; for all who read the reports of the

Board of Naval Inquiry, must be satisfied, that these events must. sooner

or later, be put upon an entirely new footin ' ; and I think that Board of

Admiralty which shallclear out this Augean Stable, will deserve well of the

navy, and well of its country. What better time than the present can arise?

It has been often matter of iust surprise and regret to the people of

England, that when a change of administration took place, instantly the

“hole subordinate officers, Lords of the Treasury, Admiralty, &c. were all

at once invariably swept oil", and a new generation arose in their stead.

Such changes were in general attended with the worst possible consequences

to the respective services, as the new men of ofiice must for some time have

been entire strangers to the duties of their oflices; and in the Admiralty,

especially, this deficiency of oflicinl information and knowledge, must, in

times of war and dilliculty, ever be attended with the most prejudicial

ctlects. It unquestionably requires time, and attention, for u member of

 

" Tide page 35 ofthe present Volume.

~- 1 For a portrait and memoir of Sir Charles Pole, ride vol. xxi. p. 265.
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that Board to be able to discharge his duty to the country, and to the ser

vice, in an efficient manner. It is, therefore, I conceive, matter of deep

regret, indeed, that Sir Charles has not again been called to preside, or to

assist, at that Board; high as the characters of several uaval members pre

sently compOsing it, stand, they must at least yield to this worthy man in

experience ; for the constant object of his labours has been to improve the

service, and to do all in his power to promote its good; in this most

honorable and most useful walk of life, he has not trodden a turnpike road;

has he scrambled over hedges and ditches, through brambles and briers;

yet he has never deviated from the object of his anxiety ; he has kept the

improvement of the navy, and of our naval system, uniformly in view ; and.

up to the present hour remains indefatigable and persevering at his post.

To Sir' Charles Pole, then, the naval profession, no less than his country,

owes much ; he has not, it is true, been always successful, but he has been,

in general, right in his opinions; and the naval debates in they Ilouse of

Commons relative to Greenwich Hospital, the Naval Asylum, naval lords

of the Admiralty, widows' pensions, payment of Greenwich pensioners at

their own homes, &c. Bic. testify what he wished to have done, and what

unquestionably ought to have been done, at his suggestion, as frequently

has been done soon afterwards by the Board itself, through its secretary,

Mr. Croker; although at the time Sir Charles brought his motions forward,

they resisted them, as unnecessary. I have here in my eye his recommen

dation of putting the pensions to officers’ widows, who lost their husbands

in the beginning of the revolutionary war, on the same footing as those who

lost them during the last. Mrs. Captain Harvey is the lady he particularly

instanced, and a stronger and clearer case could not be mentioned. 1 am

happy to observe the secretary is convinced, after taking twelve months to

think ofit, that Sir Charlc-s's recommendation was right.

I would therefore beg leave to hold up the example of this excellent man,

and independent officer and member of Parliament, as a safe and lit one

for all young oflicers possessing seats in the House of Commons: let them,

like him, devote their time and their talents to promote, as far as they can,

the good of that service to which they belong, and of that country which

they serve; they can do so equally in the House, as on board ship, and

prove themselves the friends of their brethren of the ocean, of those gallant

men, who have, like themselves, fought the battles of their country, and

who rely on their exertions in Parliament to defend their common rights,

and to advocate their humble claims. Such, then, has been the exertions

of Sir Charles Pole in behalf of Seamen, and of the naval service; and

although my opinion has not always entirely coincided with his, on

professional improvements, 1 am quite satisfied that great experience,

and the most pure motives, have invariably influenced hisjudgment; and

that my own, although equally disinterested, are only in general more

ardent and sanguine. Of him, I will say no more, than that “ Virtus solo

uubilitas." I am, 81c. '

$0650”. 7
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Historical Account of the Rise of the British Navy to the Command of

the Ocean.

LETTER I.

ma. snr'ron,

II‘HE history of the whole world offers no example of any maritime

power capable of being compared with that of Great Britain. Long

before England, have we seen other nations covering both neighbouring and

distant oceans with their fleets; and she has only succeeded, after a long

and obstinate contest, and after incredible efforts, kept up for more than

two centuries, in establishing that pre-eminence, which she at present

possesses on the vast empire of the ocean.

. From the accounts of the earliest historians we learn, that navigation

made its first efforts in the Mediterranean, and the Arabian Sea, under the

Greeks, Phcenicians, Egyptians, and Arabs; the latter of whose navigation

was by far the most extensive. The Normans about this time had the

command of the Northern Seas; they spread terror over the Baltic, and

German Ocean, and their commercial rapacity carried them as far even as

the Atlantic and Frozen Oceans. The Crusades, however, gave a different

turn to naval affairs. The maritime states of Italy, Venice, and Genoa,

soon took precedence of the Arabs, whom the Turks had lately very much

weakened. These two republics well knew how to take advantage of the

opportunity which the passage of the Crusades afl'orded them, to increase

their commerce. The Venetians and Genoese having assisted at the taking

of Constantinople in 1904', they were not remiss in acquiring great pns.

sessions, and in forming considerable establishments in Greece as well as

in the Archipelago. The Genoese established themselves also in the

peninsula of the Kriruen: they possessed one of the suburbs near Constan

tinople, named Péra. During a short time, these two powers found a

great rival in Pisa. Venice was about this time blockadcd by n Genoesc

fleet of 70 gallies, with 20,000 men on board; but Pisani came to the

assistance of his country, and reduced his enemies to the greatest distress.

From this period Venice became the most considerable naval power in the

Mediterranean. From 13m, it was she who furnished all Europe with the

produce of India, which she transported across Egypt and Syria. During

the 15“: century, the Venetians employed 3,000 vessels, manned by

17,000 men, besides 300 men of war, including 145 gallies: their land and

naval forces amounted to 90,000 men : their wisc administration protected

them for a long time against the civil hroils which their ancient rivals the

Genoese were constantly fomenting amongst them, in order to induce them

to seelr the protection of France, which protection proved in the end more

oppressive and destructive, than their intestine divisions.

But both the Genoese and Venetinns soon perceived, that the whole of

their commerce was now destroyed, by the difi'erent channels which navi—

gation had lately taken on account of the new route to India, which had

then been discovered by the Portuguese.

It was for this purpose that Prince Henry of Portugal sent so many ships

of discovery on the western coast of Africa, between the years 1432 and
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1403. These researches ended by leading the Portuguese as far as the

Cape of Good Hope, and from thence up the Eastern coast as far

as Zanquebar. Some Arabian navigators taught them the route ofthe

Malabar coast; and the Portuguese extended their knowledge with so

much success over the southern parts of the East Indies, that they reached

not only the Molucens, but penetrated also as far as China and Japan. It

was then for the Portuguese to furnish Europe with Indian commodities.

By establishing themselves in Brazil, they completely secured their mari

time power. Their rivals were the Spaniards, to whom navigation, by the

discovery of America, owed a far greater sphere of activity. The cities of

Lower Germany had already taken a part, important to the Venetiaus;

German and Dutch fieets sailing from the coasts of the Northern Seas, had

crossed the Atlantic and Mediterranean, in transporting German crusades

into Syria. Nevertheless, the naval superiority of the Venetians and

Genoese confined them to the Baltic and German Ocean, all that remained

to them were the commissions of merchandise which the Italians left them.

This became an abundant source of riches for several cities of Brabant and

Germany; namely, Nuremberg, Augsburg, Brunswick, Cologne, Ant

werp, and Bruges. The maritime towns of the Baltic and German Sen

carried on also a considerable trade in the exportation of grain, and their

manufactures. Towards 1250, two of them; viz. Lubeck and Hamburgh,

formed an alliance with several other commercial places, under the name

of the Hanseatic Confederacy, in order to protect themselves against

pirates, banditti, Bze. Brunswick, Bremen, and Rostock, were the first

towns which acceded to it. The Hanseatic Confederacy, in the short space

of 25 years, included all the commercial cities from Livonia t0 the Lower

Rhine. The 85 cities which composed this society were divided into four

parts : lst, that of the Baltic; 2d, of Prussia; 8d, of Saxony; 4th, of the

\Vest. The capitals of which were, Lubeclt, Dantzic, Brunswick, and

Cologne. The company also had establishments for the management of

their foreign alfnirs, at N0wogorod, Bergen, London, and Brugcs.

The Hanseatic Confederacy eiiercised a most despotic power; for

instance—One of the articles of their constitution prohibited all Hanseatic

merchants from selling ships to foreigners, that no goods or merchandise

should be imported on board any vessel which did not appertain to the

Confederacy; and that all foreign vessels in the corn trade should be shut

out from the Baltic, the Elbe, and the Wcser. The Hans Towns had suc

ceeded in procuring most important privileges, not only in Russia, Den

mark, and Sweden, but also in England. Their merchants became the

corn merchants and factors of the Northern Powers; and they were on

many instances observed to take advantage of this circumstance, in order

to take a part in the political all'airs ofthose countries, where their influence

was so great, that they may be said to have held Sweden and Denmark in

dependence. In short, they were then, what the English are at present.

But those prosperous days at length forsook the Confederacy, never more

to return. As this union had been formed during the time when princes

possessed but a very limited and dubious authority over their states, the

Confederacy was soon weakened when these princes increased their

.me%.-7
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power; on which occasion they separated those towns'situated within their

respective territories from the union. Independent of the defection of a

great number of towns, the new course of commerce, occasioned by the

discovery of a new passage to the East Indies, and also by the discovery

of America, soon excluded the towns on the Baltic from the advantage of

being able to participate in the navigation of the Atlantic and Mediterra

nean. Whilst, on the contrary, the cities of the Low Countries then

under the Spanish dominion, tools a very active and profitable part in it.

Antwerp, situated on the Scheld, with a population of upwards of 100,000

inhabitants, was for the space of more than fifty years the most considerable

town in all Europe, as far as regarded trade and commerce. It was there

that all the precious productions of Arabia, Persia, and the East and

West Indies, were exchanged for the merchandise of Brahant, Flanders,

and the Hans Towns. It was by no means uncommon to see from 200 to

250 ships in its harbOur at once. And who could believe, that the impo

]_itie and merciless conduct of the Spaniards gave the death-blow to so ex

tensive and flourishing a commerce? Here, then, is another commercial

city, of the first class, totally sunk into obscurity, after such very great

successes ! Every person must remember the insurrection of Brabant

against the oppressive Philip II. On the 4th November, 1576, the garrison

of the citadel of Antwerp, driven to extremities by the want of money and

provision, began to plunder and insult the inhabitants. To add to the mis~

fortune, a fire burnt to ashes the superb town-house, together with 4 or

.500 houses. The Scheltlt was shut up, and the first houses of commerce

determined to quit Antwerp, and to_ seek an asylum against the Spaniards,

at Amsterdam. The Dutch then, in their turn, possessed the navigation

of the Scheldt in the place of their brethren of the Catholic Low Countries.

The Spanish government had continued for too long a time the re

opening of the Scheldt. The Dutch took advantage of this, in order to

wrest from Antwerp the free navigation of that river. At last the Spanish

government found out her fault, and exerted all her efforts to diminish the

evil, but was prevented by the jealousy of the English; for at the treaty

of peace of Westphalia, Spain was forced to grant to the United Provinces

the shutting of the Scheldt.

The East India Company belonging to this Republic, took advantage of

the union of Spain and Portugal, to take from her the islands in the Sound,

and especially Java. The Dutch also contributed to drive the Portuguese

from Japan. It was thus that the Portuguese, having become Subject to

Spain, lost the empire of the sea, which they had held for 150 years ; they
were obliged to surrender it to Holland, who, in her turn, saw England I

disputing with her this tyrannical dominion. The English suffered for];

long time from the superiority of the Hans Towns : they were fora length

of time unavoidably compelled to receive certain necessaries from these

towns. It is true, that since 1382, a period at which a great number of

clothiers having left Loewen, a town in Brahant, on account ofdiscontent

ment, had found a very favorable reception front the English: there had

been a great quantity of cloth manufactured in England, who, however, as

yet, could not dispense with the iron and steel of Germany. Their know.
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ledge in navigation was then so very limited, that they were obliged to

learn the art of ship-building from other nations, especially from the

Italians and Dutch. -During the reign of Henry VII. the English navy was

under the direction of the Cabots, Venetians by birth, and who had disco

vered the N.E. coast of North America. It was only in the reign of the

illustrious Elizabeth, that the naval forces of Britain began to distinguish

themselves. Their navy amounted then only to 28 sail, the largest of

which were, hawever, not larger than the present frigates, employing

14,000 men. How were they to contend, with this small force, against

the formidable power of Philip II. 2 Elizabeth had furnished the Low

Countries both with men and money, in their insurrection against the King

of Spain. Her admiral, the celebrated Francis Drake}? had destroyed the

Spanish settlements in America. In 1586, he burnt upwards of 100 ships

at Cadiz, loaded with sea and land stores ; during which time, Cavendish

was also employed in cruising on the Spanish coasts of Peru, Chili, and

Mexico, where he took 19 Spanish vessels. The haughty Philip was not

willing to let these insults, from a contemptihle maritime power, pass away

with impunity; in consequence of which he equipped a fleet, which he

called the Invincible ! it was composed of 180 ships of war, and 80 trans

ports, mounting 2630 large cannon, and upwards of 30,000 sailors and

soldiers : this armament cost him 60,000,000 ofdollars. Where new were

the means to oppose this formidable fleet? The maritime towns Wllitll

Elizabeth called out to the defence of the country, evinced so great a zeal,

that, amongst others, the City of London equipped 30 vessels, instead of

15, with which she had engaged to furnish goiernment.

(To be continued.)

\IN
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Q On Promotion.

inn. EDITOR, 16th June, 1817.

AMONGST the many excellent remarks of your Correspondents, none

have pleased me more (as none can be more just) than those of

“ A Friend to Naval Merit," relative to the promotion of old and IIICIil0-\

rious officers in the navy. I hope, indeed, this subject will be now pro

perly considered by the Board of Admiralty. Allow me, therefore, to

observe, that it appears to me not not only a very neglect/ill, but quite an

astonishing omission, that at this very day, many ofiicers who fought in tiur

great naval actions, still remain unpromoted; it is true thefirst lieutenants

were made, but the others 1- did their duty, and contributed to the victory,

as well as they. Why, lash, were these allowed to remain until now,

unnoticed and unknown} were their annual promotions, in honour of Tra

falgar’s proud day, and other glorious actions, perhaps as brilliant,

although on a less scale, so many meritorious officers would not now com
 

” For portrait of Sir Francis Drake, and his memoir, is written by Dr. Samuel

Johnson, sec 18.6. vol. xxix, p. I.

t Who should have then been noted for promotion, as soon afterwards as

possible.
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plain of neglect unmerited, and hard to bear. Even after Trafalgar, the

second lieutenants of the Mars and Bellerophon, who lost their captains,

Duff and Cooke, were not included, although the first were posted ; it was

years after before the second of the Bellerophon, the present Captain

D. Scott, got his rank, and the other is perhaps still a lieutenant. These

things surely require to be overhauled.—Again—l believe there was no pro

motion whatever after Sir Robert Calder’s virlory—such it is now allowed

to be; ought not the promotion to follow! I throw out these hints, in

hopes they may meet the eyes of our naval members of the Admiralty

Board. W

up; grown! to Q/a/our.

”’

On our Civil and .Marinc Laws.

'rna svnsrarvce or A Lsrrzn.

TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE SIR. WILLIAM SCO'lT.

SIB, -

I TAKE the liberty to send you the enclosed ; and [0 solicit your atten

tion to what I have published on the subject of impressment, and on

our marine system generally, but particularly to the postcript attached to

my second letter addressed to Lord Melville, as also my remarks on the

Trinity Corporation. . ‘

A cause was lately before you at the Old Bailey, in which I prosecuted a

man of the name of Langshaw, for deserting, and taking away a boat from

the ship Dominica, lying at Roseau, in Dominica, and for selling her at

the island of St. Vincent’s, for 50 dollars; yet, although perfectly con

vinced of this fact, I could not bring forward evidence to prove it. I was

induced to prosecute this man for the public good, and as an example to

others ; believing that his guilt was so clear, that he would have undergone

some punishment for the otTence. The decision of the jury, however just,

I am sorry to say, not only hereafter renders insecure the property of the

ship owner, but subjects the vessel and cargo to all the evils that may arise

from the want of boats, where they cannot be replaced; but it will also

tend to injure the moral conduct of our seamen towards their employers.

I hope you will excuse my presumption in offering to you an opinion on

the laws of our country, which I cannot refrain to make on this occasion.

It is a reflection on ourjurisprudence, that the first maritime nation in the

world should have no code of laws and regulations particularly adapted for

the guidance and good rule of merchant seamen, although they are, and

ever have been, the foundation of all our maritime greatness. To this

deficiency may be attributed the want of good morals and regularity in the

conduct of our seamen, as well as many of those evils too often brought

before you in yourjutiicial capacity.

The improvements in our civil and military laws, by which they have

acquired the perfection they now possess, have been suggested from time

A“ JiA- —‘ ‘,_A i < ‘ ~ A»_‘_ -—V._~*¢__4\-A
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to time by civil and military men ; and hence may we not fairly suppose,

that if the same attention was given to nautical affairs, that there are nau

tical men to be found capable of proposing wise and salutary regulations for

the benefit of the moral conduct and good order of seamen, in an equal

degree with those who have framed laws for other purposes.

I am even tempted to believe that my practical experience in nautical

concerns, and with that class of men, would enable me to offer some re

marks that you might deem worthy your attention, and when combined with

your profound judgment, might enable you to lay the foundation of a code

of marine law, that will not only tend to improve the moral conduct and

regularity of our seamen, but prove of the very first utility to this country

in all its maritime concerns.

Whenever you may please to listen, I am ready to suggest ; but whether

you may incline to listen to me or not, I will venture to assert, that the

desirable object to which I have alluded can only be accomplished by con.

suiting men of superior talent, and long experience in nautical affairs.

Be assured, Sir, I have no selfish object in view by addressing you in this

manner; the good of my country, and the welfare of British seamen, is my

only desire; and the best referenceI can offer you to form an opinion how

farl may be equal to what I propose, are the remarks I have made on nau

tical discipline in my two first letters, a subject which you perhaps never

before saw defined in the same manner; and although of the very first

importance in command, I am sorry to say, has never yet been considered

a necessary study for young men intended to act as officers. What evils

have arisen from the want of proper attention towards it!

With much respect, I am, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

\%0.’%7wéwo

On a Fired System of Command.

us. nor-r011, 14th June, 1817.

IN former letters, I have endeavoured to point out the evident necessity

which appears to exist, for the Board of Admiralty turning its serious

attention to this subject; viz. that gfafired system of command throughout

the navy ,- and I trust my former arguments in support of such a system,

have not entirely failed of producing conviction on the minds of those with

whom the adoption of such an highly important, and I humbly conceive

useful, measure rests. Since my first suggestion on this subject was given,

you have, Mr. Editor, received many communications, and inserted not a

few, detailing and reprobating in the strongest terms the infliction of punish

ments, at the order of men, very frequently, of great inexperience, and of

no humanity. Several of these; viz. Mentor, Candidus, Triton, Vet-ins,"

&c_ have pointed out, in the strongest and most forcible terms also, the

Lloyd’s Cofl'ee-House,

301/; November, 1816.

 

' Yule vol.‘ sxxvi. pp. 33, 21:, 219, 384, 387, 468.
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inexpediency as well as the cruelty of many practices carried on and per-l

sisted in, in our men of war, at which humanity revolts; and it becomes

naturally a question~Are these things practised in every ship? The

answer is, certainly not ; in many ships, commanded by our very best

qflicers (known to be such, although not Martin“), the discipline and

duty is maintained and carried on in a very different manner; with little

severity, no unnecessary punishment, and that weighed out in proportion

to the offence, and the character of the delinquent, after due consideration

and inquiry. If this is the case (and it is undeniably so), Iaslt, if it is

not the duty qfour naval rulers to take care that men of less principle and

Immunity should not possess the power of being tyrants ; and that by intro

ducinga fixed and permanent system, from which they could not deviate

without risk ofn court martial, men of such dispositions should be com

pelled to adopt a better, and wiser system, by which their crews would be

far more happy, become more attached to their officers, better and more

active seamen, and much more ready to serve their country zealously and

faithfully; by which, authority would be perfectly maintained, without

tyranny, and the service be carried on and promoted by all parties, with

much more satisfaction and alacrity. At present, every two captains have

different systems, and different methods of carrying on duty; and a man

accustomed to serve under one, finds, in being placed under another com

mander, that he must do every thing ditferenily, and that he has anew

system to learn : this, in my opinion, might also be easily remedied by a

fixed system, and would do away the many evil consequences which arise

from our present variety; they are sufiiciently obvious, and having been

already stated by other writers, I need not enlarge further on them now.

Sutfice it to observe, that from all I have heard and read on this important

subject, 1 am more and more confirmed in my opinion of its necessity, and

confident of the good and beneficial effects which would result from its

adoption; it would go very far to do away those almost insurmountable

oljections, those inveterate habits of aversion, which are well known to

prevail amongst. our seamen, against serving voluntarily in the royal navy.

My humble opinion, Sir, is, that they are alone to be reclaimed, and

restored when necessary, by nowv adopting a mild but firm system of

government, which, if once generally established, would, I am persuaded,

in ordinary wars, henceforth render the hateful system of impressment
almost unnecessary, and I should rejoice to see it done away for ever. I

N.» ’ Jl/eiator.

ON THE UNDUE PREFERENCE OF THE ARMY TO THE NAVY.

Mn. zor'ron, London, 18th August, 1817.

N canvassing the conduct of those in power, I hope I shall by no means

he thought an enemy to social order, the Welfare of my country, or

even, as taking a decidedly hostile part against the administration. Human

nature is liable to err, too frequently with the best intentions! As it is

more charitable to suppose another to be in the wrong through accident,
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than by design ; and as it is also more charitable, under such circut‘nstances,

to point out errors in a friendly way, than to attack the weaknesses of

mankind, inrthe first instance, by rcprooi'; so, upon this principle, allow

me to say, that the interests of England, in as far at least as the navy is

concerned, appears to me of late to have been somewhat neglected. Under

this impression, I hope it is not too much for so humble an individual as

myself, whose duty it is toJudge of the future state of the weather, by the

present, and former condition of the atmosphere, to give our maritime

rulers and statesmen my opinion and amicable advice, with respect to the

present system of naval administration. The neglect of naval interests has

not only grown imperceptibly, I believe, upon the government of the

country, but also, I am sorry to say, upon the people of the united empire,

and even upon the oficers of the navy themselves. For were not this

the case, is it reasonable to suppose that ministers who, no doubt, must

have the good of the three kingdoms at heart, and who conducted the

nation, with no small ability, through along, arduous, and triumphant

war, would ever think of appointing, Some time back, as First Lord of the

Admiralty (and here I beg it may be considered, that I mean no disrespect

either to the public or- private character of the noble and distinguished

individual alluded to), a Lieutenant-general of the Army .9 Were not

this the case, would they not endeavour to fall upon some more appropriate

method of rewarding the services and abilities of a noble lieutenant of

dragnons, than by placing him over all the admirals of the navy P What

would he thought ifa vice-admiral, or a lieutenant of the navy, was made

commander-in-chief of the army? Indeed, Sir, without supposing that

such things had grown imperceptibly on the government, it would he difii

cult. to account for the reason of not distributing medals to all naval oflicers

who had deserved them; especially when we see that the very privates in

the sister-service have some of them two and three; and that there are none

of them but what have something to show for what they have done for the

country; none of them who cannot show the honours they have reaped in

the field ; none of them who are not more ennuhled than any one of Olll.‘

lieutenants, and, indeed, than many of our admirals. Or how shall we,

otherwise, account for the Waterloo monument costing two hundred thou_

sand pounds, while that of Trafalgar only cost one hundred thousand;

although the parliament voted, Ibelieve, an equal sum for both? By

what other means shall we find out the reason of the Strand Bridge receiv

ing the_name of Waterloo, when, according to the Times newspaper, it

was originally intended for the busts of naval oflicers? Nothing else than

that, _0__r very great partiality, can be given for placing one monument in

London, and the other out of town. It may be said, however, that

Greenwich is a more appropriate place for the navy, than London. Upon

the same principle, Chelsea would be better for the other. But, as I said

before, without an imperceptible-and gradual change had taken place, not

qnly in the Cabinet, but also in the minds of the people of England, and

the officers of the service itself; I am persuaded that the ministers would

' fiat. Elbmn.Vol.'XXXVIII. FE;

\
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never have thought of altering the maritime part of English policy, which

has always been to give an ascendancy to the marine.

Let me ask, if, in the Scale of nations, the British Empire be a military,

or a naval power ? Can she enter into the field with the immense armies

of Russia, Prussia, Austria, or those which France will, no doubt, be

again able to raise? Does military policy not subject us to more useless ill

will amongst our neighbours, than that of our maritime superiority? And

does the welfare of England depend upon that ltind of warfare? The

proudest title that Englishmen ever received was, perhaps, that of “ Lords

of the Sea.” We have certainly conquered the whole world on that

element, can we do so on land P What army, or what general; nay, what

nation, with all her armies, with all her generals, ever conquered one half

of the globe? I strongly doubt whether allied EurOpe, with all its wondel

ful science and military tactics, with all its great learning and experience,

with all its new-invented Congreve-rocltets, and instruments of terror, so

familiar to the times we live in, would be able to carry fire and sword,

death and destruction, over every other part of the habitable world. This \

much, at least, we may safely say, that it could never be accomplished

without the assistance and active co-operation of a naval force. I cannot

help, therefore, upon these grounds, maintaining, that if either side he

entitled to superior consideration, it is that service, of late, so ill rewarded,

with so few friends, and which stands so much in need of them; but which

claims no superiority, which asks nothing but equality. And to this it

'seems to be entitled, when we consider, that even our battles on land de- (

pend upon those of the sea, which alone require the assistance of God, and

the encouragement of the country. When we consider that every ship of

war is ujevrel in the crown of England, and a key to the door of every ‘

land. A fleet better to the King than a thousand Roman eagles- For

while we possess the sovereignty of the ocean unimpaired, we hold the

sceptre of the universe. “ Le Trident de Neptune est le Sceptre du llaride."

When we lose it we may be conquered, but never while it remains. If we

wish, then, to keep the glory of our, arms entire, we must give the navy

more encouragement. We must never allow any new favour to be given to

one service, without allowing the same to the other. By which means,

many requests will be obviated, much discontent avoided, and many

pounds saved to the nation. For when it is once known, that no alteration

can possibly take place without an enlargement of the whole scale, or

establishment by sea and land, it will put a stop to those continual and

tormenting demands for increase of pay, because one service is paid better

or worse than the other. But I shall enlarge on this another time.

It only now remains for me to say a few words on another subject, still,

however, connected With the navy; which is, that I am happy to perceive,

by your last number, that my suggestion with respect to the clouds wu

thought, by your indefatigable, and let me add valuable Correspondent,

N. A. G. worthy of consideration. Your Correspondent is indisputably a

man of science ; and were he intending the information for men of science

only, his reference, as given in Volume anvii, page 174, would be
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perfectly comprehensible to such a class of readers. But it must be re

collecled, that young gentlemen educated for the sea, have too qflm but

little acquaintance with the sciences ; are but little acquainted with hard

names; and have, when on board, but little time for studying ; that action

alone is considered by many of them more necessary than latin; and that

to make your Correspondent's nomenclature of the clouds of real service to

the navy, nothing would, in my mind, answer better for adapting it to the

capacities and understandings of the rising part (which I conceive to be

the most important of the profession), than a copper-plate. Your Cor

respondent might, by this means, greatly assist in making the young gentle

men of the navy Meteorologist: (or, as we should call it in our Otlice, in

making them “ weather-wise "), and thence lead to a more correct descrip

tion of'the weather in the logs andjournala of men of war, thereby intro

ducing more knowledge on the subject, which appears to me of such

important consequences, as not to be disregarded.

l have given these reasons, to show that my last letter was not for the

Billy purpose of subscribing myself

on 6M ,4 to Whom/fa.

of,"

On the New Naval Regulations.

mt. eon-0a, 61b September, 1817.‘

I HAVE perused with infinite satisfaction the New Naval Regulations,

as contained in the Order of Council, recorded at page 138 of the pre

sent Volume ; and I lose no time in bestowing that approbation on them

to which I think they are entitled: in this approval, I am very hopeful I

shall be cordially joined by most of the profession ; for although I agree

with Mr. Urquhart, that they embrace only a part of the defective system,

yet what they have done appears to me to he so well and ably done, and

the reasons for the change (which was indeed greatly wanted) have been

so fully stated, that I do consider the conduct of the Admiralty and Navy

Boards as entitled to the highest praise. Nor am I very much disap

pointed, that neither the manning of ourfleet by volunteers, nor a new and

fired system of command, have yet been made public, as part of the new

naval regulations, being quite aware of the dificulty, as well as importance,

of altering the present ones, defective as they certainly are ;' but, Sir, that

they must be altered, admits, I believe, of very little doubt, and I am truly

happy to observe, that in framing the new regulations, the advice and _

opinions of eminent officers unconnected with the Board were asked, and

acted upon. Whilst] certainly remain convinced, that the regulations now

issued are incomplete, until accompanied by others relative to a fixed sys

tem of command, and to impressment, yet I think it will require a little

time to bring this second part of the New Regulations to the same maturity us

the first, now so happily completed : the Admiralty Board have given good

earnest of what may be expected from them 5 and, in due time, 1 do hope

~_-~’—-—--\_- \ 7. _-» ‘ _
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most sincerely to see our naval regulations amply revised, completed, and

made as perfect as possible, to go hand in hand with the establishment of

a new_and durable navy—both will then remain the wonder, the admira

tion, and envy, of the world, which feels and knows that England’s best

bulwarks are her wooden walls.

M41507;

HYDROGRAPHY, PILOTAGE, s6." ,_

rr l

 

MR. rn'nnocnarnsn, Perlhshire, 21st August, 1817.

N perusing the Naval Chronicle for March last, I observed under the

head of anaoonarnr, PILOTAGE, &c. some general remarks onv

winds, Ste. Your friend who makes those remarks snys,‘ “ whirlwinds are

sometimes occasioned byhigh uneven lands, when the wind is blowing

strong, gusts from the mountains desend sometimes with a spiral or

whirling motion upon the surface of the contiguous sea. But, the phe

nomenon generally known hy the name of whirlwind, when seen upon

land, and called a water-spout when it appears at sea, is generally attri

buted to an electrical eflk-ct; as it happens mostly in warm climates, when

black clouds appear low in the atmosphere, which being highly charged

with electric fluid, thunder or lightning is generally experienced with a

whirlwind; and at sea, it is almost invariably accompanied by rain

or hail. . .

“ When a whirlwind or water-spout is observed forming at a small

distance, a cone may be perceived to desend from a dense cloud in the

form of a trumpet, with the small end downward; at the same time, the '

surface of the sea under it, ascends a little way in the form of steam or‘

white vapour, from the centre of which, a small cone proceeds upwards,

unites with that which projected from the cloud, and then the water-spout

is completely formed," &C.

From perusing the above‘paragraphs, and those that immediately follow

them, in your publication alluded to above, I see that the person making

these remarks has been a traveller by sea; and that he takes as an hypo

thesis, that a \Vhirlwind and Water-spout is the same thing.

I have also been a traveller by sea, and have passed through most of

the different climates on the globe, and often seen both phenomenons, for

I take them tqbe very different in their nature and effects, as I shall state

hereafter.

The Whirlwind; the appearance and efl'ects of which, I recollect to

have observed from an early age. Your friend says above, “ that they

mostly happen in warm climates, when black dense clouds appear low in

the atmosphere." .

I have been a gond deal in warm climates, but I do not recollect ever

to have seen a whirlwind in such a state of weather as he describes.‘

 

. Vida Vol. xxxvii. p- 2'25.
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They occur very frequently in this country, particularly in the months of

March, April, and May, when the clouds are high, the sun shining, and

the wind light. Ihave often seen in these months, three or four width

as many hundred yards of each other, and did so this last spring. Their

effects are, to raise up any light substance they may come in contact with

on the surface of the ground, and to carry it up in a spiral motion, till it

pass without its influence, then it falls to theground again. I have also

seen whirlwinds on the water, the most remarkable of which, occurred in

the north of Ireland in the year 1786, and to the best of my recollection,

in the latter end of April or beginning of May. The ship I belonged to

(which was a thirty-six gun frigate), lay at anchor in Belfast Lough, off

Banger-bay, the wind was blowing strong from the southward, the clouds

were high and in quick motion, the sun shining through them at intervals,

and the ship was.ridiug to the flood tide with her side to the wind. The

officers who were on deck said, when they first observed it over the land of

the county of Down, it had the appearance of a huge pillar of dust, and

on its approaching nearer, which it did with a rapid motion, they observed

it to carry up to a considerable height many things it came in contact

with. When it came on the water, it carried it up with such violence,

that it seemed to be a pillar of spray. Its direction was towards our

ship, its approach so rapid, and its appearance so terrific, 'that the oflicera >- ~

stood in awful astonishment, doubtful of what might happen. It struck

the ship exactly on the main—mast with such a force, that though the sails

were all furled, and the yards pointing towards it, she heeled over about

three strokes. The shock was so instantaneous, and the noise so tremen

dous, that every individual who was below run on deck immediately,

among whom I was. When Igot on the quarter-deck i: was about two

hundred yards to leeward, its appearance was that above described, about

two hundred feet high, nearly of the same thickness all the height, say,

about six or eight feet in diameter, but totally unconnected with the

clouds above. It continued its course and appearance till it passed over

the Lough, (which at that place is from eight to ten miles broad) and till

it disappeared in the distance, over the land of the Isle of Mayo, which

it did in a few minutes.

As to the cheats of wind blowing over or round high land, I know- of

no place where they are moresensihly felt than in Gibraltar-bay when

the wind- is easterly, or in Table-bay, at the Cape of Good Hope, when

the wind‘is off the Table mountain; but, I do not think they,hn\'e the

smallest adinity to a whirlwind.

The Water-spout: 1 shall now give the remarks I have made on the

water-spout; but, that I must do with great difiidence, as I know these

remarks, and the ideas I have formed of that phenomenon, are at variance

with the generally-received theory, of its carrying the water up from the

sea to the cloud; but I trust,I shall be able to state such facts, and from

them to draw such conclusions, as will (if they do not convince any of

your readers) at least induce some of the more scientific and liberal

minded, to set about investigating the causes that produce that wonderful
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phenomenon, and thereby ascertain its nature which I do not think is yet

rightly understood.

-‘ Your friend says, “that when a water-spout is observed forming at. a

small distance, a cone may be perceived to descend from a dense cloud in

.the form of a trumpet with the small end downwards." Thus far he is

correct, but what follows, according to the remarks I have made, is cer

tainly not the true state of the case. I have seen many half formed

water-spouts both at sea and on land, even in this country I have observed

them three or four times, and were it the case that the water ascends,

they never could happen on the land.

I shall now describe two which I saw in the West Indies from the

same cloud, in the year 1796. I at that time belonged to a frigate, and

was cruising to windward of the Saints Islands. The day had been cloudy

with some showers of rain and light winds, in the afternoon a very heavy

cloud collected over the island of Guadeloupe, about four o'clock a light

breeze sprung up, which drew the cloud 06' the island, it at the same time

falling very low, and becoming exceeding dense; soon after, two or three

flashes of lightning were seen in the cloud, after which rain began to fall,

and two water-spouts began to form from the cloud as described in the

paragraph quoted above; but without any appearance of a whirlwind, or

circular motion in the water as mentioned by your friend. On the con'

trary, the water of the sea remained perfectly undisturbed, till the water

from the cloud, through the forming water-spouts, began to fall, which I

distinctly observed to commence in heavy rain, then in large detached

masses such as bucket fulls; and, immediately after, the spouts in a body

from five to six feet in diameter, came in contact with the surface of the

sea, when they were both completely formed. .

Our ship at this time was not more than a quarter of a mile from

them, I distinctly saw the water falling, heard the noise it made in the

sea, and saw the effect produced on the surface by it; of which any

person may form a correct idea by taking a vessel containing any given

quantity of water, let them hold the vessel about five or six feet high, and

pour the water out of it into a river, a lake, or even a washing tub full of

water, beginning by pouring so gently as to let the water fall only in

detached particles, then increase the current till it forms one continued

stream between the vessel poured from, and the surface on which it is

falling; he will then see a water-spout in miniature, with this difl'erence

that from such a large body of water falling through such a space of

atmospheric air, there are a number of small particles necessarily detached

from the falling body; and these by the re-action of the atmospheric air,

form a kind of thick haze or atmosphere round it, which has the appear

ance of a curling and an ascending motion; and the transparent appear

ance in the centre, which your friend calls the vacant space, and likens to

to a column of water seen at a distance, is in fact the water falling.

That water-spouts fall on the land, will,l think, he admitted, when the

most. extraordinary and partial floods that occur in the West India

Islands, and other parts of the world, are considered. Instances of which,

have happened in this country, that I am convinced could not be accounted
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fpr otherwise, than by supposing them the effects of water-spouts; and to

shew you that there are other people of the same opinion, I copy the

following paragraph from the Dundee, Perth, and Cupar Advertiser, of the

eighth instant. Cupar Fife.-“ On Friday last, (the first instant) between

two and three in the afternoon, this town was visited by a thunder storm

of about an hour's continuance. It was attended by the singular pheno

menon of a water-spout, which discharged itself on Tarvet-hill, over the

north side of which it descended in a torrent on the adjacent fields, and

these to a considerable extent were flooded. The violence of the torrent

was such, that large stones were rolled along, deep trenches were formed,

and from the ground over which it passed, every tt ace of vegetation has

fled." Fnrvet-hill, is one of those dry eminences (of which there are

many in Fife), from which in ordinary times there is no other current of

water flowing, than what may arise from a casual spring on the Side of

the hill, and the north side of it is of such afurm, Is to renderit im

possible, that rain after having fallen on it, could be collected into such a

body of water, as to produce the effects above described.

In stating the above facts, I have no other motive in view, than that of

promoting the truth. If you think them worth a place in your Naval

Chronicle it will gratify

fin (flay/57'.

0,. We hope an old Singer will continue to favor as with his hydrogra

phical remarks.

"I

an. nrnaonaarnna. East India House, 12!): Svpt. 1817.

ERMIT me to present to you, a copy of a variation chart of the

navigable globe between latitude 60° north and south, constructed

on a new principle with much labour, by Mr. Thomas Yeates,of Crane<

court, Fleet-street, who is well qualified for such an undertaking although

he has never been at sea. _

I think you will agree me, that it is a work which will be peculiarly

useful and interesting to navigators, as well as to those who devote part

of their time to the study of navigation; and it certainly reflects honour

on its author, as well as on Mr. Walker the engraver, and is deserving

of the patronage of a great maritime country like this, which I am happy to

say it has been already honoured with, as the corporation of Trinity-house

took 60 copies, and subscribed 100 guineas to defray in part the expense

of engraving and publication; and the Court of East India Directors

subscribed for 40 copies. I am decidedly of opinion, that no navigators

(who have the charge of the lives and property of persons committed to

them) ought to venture to sea without being in possession of one of these

charts, the price of which is only 10:. 6d.
I -

Your's very faithfully,

224W
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PLATE CCCCXCIII.

+

Pencross Castle, Ayrshire, Scotland;

{118' Castle is situated nearly opposite the Little Cambrnes, in the
I Frith ofClyde, and is rendered remarkable by being the place where

One of the ships of the Spanish Armada was wrecked in 1588.

Tradition reports this vessel to have been visited by a diver, and nu

merous are the stories of the riches he there saw; but preferring bulk to

quality, he only succeeded in bringing up some of the guns belonging to the

vessel, and one of which was lately to be seen lying in the spot as repre

sented in the drawing; it is now removed farther up, but still remains in

the vicinity, an object of attention to the curious. I

In the distance is a representation of one of the steam-boats which

during the summer months ply between Glasgow and Ardrosson.

 

OFFICIAL LETTERS OF JAMES DUKE OF YORK,

LORD HIGH ADMIRAL IN THE REIGN OF CHARLES II.

[Continued from page .52.]

*

GENTLEMEN, St. James’s, August 25M, 1666. I

AM informed, that the slop-sellers of his Majesty‘s navy, by reason of

their not having timely received such moneys as have been due unto

them for clothes by them supplied to his Majesty’s fleet, have not been able

to furnish the seamen with clothes in so plentiful a manner from time to

time, as their necessities have required, whereby his Majesty’s 'service hath

been prejudiced, and the health of the fleet much endangered : to the end

that for the future, the seamen may be seasonably and sufficiently supplied

with clothes, and the slop-sellers may be enabled to do it, by the timely re

ceiving such moneys as shall grow due unto them, or in default thereof be

left without excuse; I desire you will take care, that hereafter, upon the

payment of his Majesty’s ships, such moneys as shall appear upon the books

to be due to the slop-sellers for clothes (being within the time to which

such ships shall he paid), may be laid by. as the pay, in such manner as I

directed the moneys due to the Chest should be laid by, and duly paid unto

the slop-sellers, or to such as they shall appoint to receive the same.

I am, ‘ your affectionate friend,

t i _

To the principal Oflicers, $6. ism“.
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GENTLBIEI, December 161k, 1666.

Having a. little before the beginning of the present year, sent you several

rules and directions concerning the signing ofhills and payments of moneys,

and being desirous to see what etlects the method directed e V Iproduced‘ in

this first year, wherein it hath been practised , I desire you will prepare and

present unto me in the first week of Janna ‘ treat, an account of what bills

of the several sorts mentitmed in your weekly accounts shall be e been

Signed betwixt-the first of January, 1665, and the first of ' unuary, 1666,

and which of them appear to have been paid ; us also an account of such

returns as have been sent you from the treasurer of the navy, of moneys

received and paid by him, within the time aforesaid {to the end thatl'may

have a view of the debts of the navy, as far as such accounts can shew it.

And in case in this year’sexperieuce, you have round any inconveniencies in

the method 7 rected for signing and payment of bills, hich you judge fitting

to be remedied, or that you can think of any farther supplement to the

rules given, which may render them more conduciug to the ends for which

they were designed, I desire to receive your opinion therein, lien you pre—

sent me ith the- aforesaid accounts. I cannot omit also, upon this occad

siou, to remind you of putting in execution my late' directions to you for

passing the victuallers’ and pursers' accounts, the speedy adjusting of whic

I believe, may be of good advantage to the King' service.~ > a

I am, your alfectionate friend,

jam”.

GlNTLBNEN, February Ist, 1666'.

For the better and more efl‘ectually enabling the Lord Brounker to per

form that part of the coeeptroller's ofiice, which he is required by his

ajesty’s' order, sitting in ,ouncil, to execute, I desire you to give direc

tions to the treasurer of the navy (in case you do not judge it to be sufli

cien y provided for by the rul s for paying in course), that no hills be

hereafter paid, until they ha e been first entered into the Lord Brounker’s

office, that so there y be no mistake in the treasurers’ and comptroller?)

accounts ;' and also, that the debt‘of the navy may thereby always appear in

the booksof the ,rt‘fice. I am, your affectionate friend, _ '

0'/amea.

oznrtnitan, March 25 b, i667.

Having lately directed that the safety of his Majesty’s ships in the River

Medway should be taken into consideration upon the place, by some per

sons sent do n to that purpose, upon the'report which they ha 1! since

ma e, I desire that you would give order, that the Unity may have twenty

sea en added to the forty already allowed; and that besides the Dolphin

fire-ship already about Sheernes , one other of those first ready (except

those appointed for the West Indies) may be sent thither, and two others

to lie within the chain at Chutlmm, to be ready for any occubion; that the

mu. @bttm Votxxxvm. G G

To the principal Oficers, 6'6.

To the principal Ofiicers, 8c.

 

JJI“.
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Unity, Dolphin lire-ship, and two ketches now attending there, may be

forthwith cleaned, that each ship and the ketches may have their hooks,

chains, and grapnels furnished them, with each a good pinnace, with ten

ders, with a small grapnel and chain. This is what I have at present to

direct you for Sheerness : as for the upper part of the river of Medway, I

desire you to take care that all his Majesty’s ships may be moored in the

safest places you can, especially the first and second rate ships; and that

besides the completing the chain for their further security, the ships

Charles the Fifth, and Matthias, may be moored within the chain in such

manner, as that upon occasion they may bring their broadsides to bear

upon the chain, allowed to be borne on them ; that thirty good pinnaces,

well fitted with ears, grapnels, and chains, may be provided in readiness.

I desire you to give order for the discharging the men from all other his

Majesty’s prize-ships, not already fitted and ordered to sea ; and that for

the better manning the fleet intended to the West Indies, the men dis

charged from them may be put on board such ships bound thither, as shall

be found to want them. Amongst the ships, whose men are to be dis

charged, I reckon the Sophia, which I mention particularly, lest her

having been lately fitted for the sen, might cause you to mistake; as on the

other hand [would not have the Elias stopped, in regard lam informed she

sails well, and may be fit for service abroad.

I am, your affectionate friend,

To the principal OIu‘crs, é-c- _ _ ilfllw.

censuses, Whitehall, March 3131, 1668.

You having lately moved me for a warrant for your allowance of wages

to such extraordinary clerks as you have entertained, pursuant to my direc

tions given you to that purpose by my letter of 22d of March, 166;, in order

to the better enabling you to carry on his Majesty’s service under you! care

daring the war, I did then direct that you should each ofyou for himself

give me an account under your hands what clerks you have emplode extra

ordinary during the late war.

In pursuance hereof, the Lord Brounkerhath informed me, that since the

16th of January last, at. which time he was ordered to exercise that part

of the Comptroller's duty and ofiice,‘ which concerns the keeping the

cltccques and counter-books upon the treasurer of his Majesty's navy, and

Comptrolling the same ; he has been obliged to entertain two extraordinary

clerks, for which he pays an allowance of 501. per annum for the one, and

the usual salary of 301. per nlmum for the other, to continue until the

business occasioned by the late war shall cease, or that I shall think fit to

order otherwise. I do desire you to make an allowance from the said 16th of

January until this time, and to continue it until the future shall receive

directions to the contrary.

It is also represented unto me, that Sir John Manners hath been

necessitated to make’use of one clerk extraordinary for twelve months, to

assist in the dcspatch of business under his care ; for which I desire you to

make him an allowance of thirty pounds.
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Sir William Penn being by order of the council dated 16th of January,

1666, directed to take upon him the management of that part of the.

Comptroller‘s office, which concerned the victuallers’ and pursers’ accounts,

informs me, that he was constrained to entertain one clerk extraordinary

at the ordinary salary, and to promise the addition of twenty pounds per

annum to another; both which ldesire you to make allowance of, from the

Said 16th of January, 1666. '

I have received an account from Mr. Pepys, that for the executing of

the particular office, as clerk of the acts, he has been forced to employ two

clerks extraordinary from the beginning of the war, one whereof being

employed in the Victualliug Ofiice, then under his inspection, assisted in

both by the same salary, until November last ; at which time his victualling

employment determined, and he satisfied till then for one of these clerks,

he desires that there may be allowed the ordinary salary of 501. per annum

from October, 1664, and 501. per annum for the other, from November

last; and both to continue until such time as the remains of the work occa'
sioned by the war, and the new increase of work brought upon his oliicev

by the Parliament, shall give way to their discharge, which I think fit to

consent to, and desire the same may he done accordingly.

I am, your affectionate friend,

jam“.

Given under my hand at Whitehall, October 12th, 1662.

You are hereby required, with the first opportunity of wind and weather,

to sail with his Majesty's ship under your command, and repair into Yar

mouth Road; and to continue plying at Yarmouth, for protection and

security of the fishery of his Majesty’s subjects in those parts; and you are

to take care that no prejudice be done unto them, either by one to another,

or_by foreigners, in sailing over amongst their nets, or by any other volun

tary or unnecessary disturbance to their fishery ; and you are to require and

oblige all foreigners to keep at a convenient distance from the English

shore, that so there may be room for his Majesty’s said subjects to follow

their fishing without molestation of strangers; and from time to time, as '

occasion ofi‘crs, you are to give me an account of your proceedings.

To the principal Oflicers, é-c.

To Captain Humphrj/ Conningsby,

Captain of his lifujt'sl_|/’8 Ship Slrolings.

Given under my hand at Whitehall, October 30th, 1669.

Whereas by two former warrants, I directed you [0 cause Richard

Fletcher and Simon Henvis to be entered as measurers of the timber in his

Majesty’s yards of Deptford and Woolwich respectively; by virtue whereof,

they being constantly employed to measure such timber as is served into his

Majesty’s said yards, upon any contract made, his Majesty’s service may

be much prejudiced, the store-keeper holding himself unconcerned in that

part of his Majesty's stores, since there is another oflicer appointed by war!

rant for the doing thereof; whereby the trust of that store depcndctb
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wholly on the care, integrity, and ability of a person much inferior to the

store-keeper. Upon due consideration thereof, although I have not heard

any complaint of the persons now employed there, yet I have thought fit to

direct, that you recall those orders, whereby the said Richard Fletcher and

Simon Henvis are entered timber measurers in the yards of Deptford and

Woolwich, and that the respective store-keeper remain charged with that

trust, as formerly they have done; as also, that you consider of some

rules, whereby that sort of provision may be more carefully received for the

future (as well in the other yards, as those above-mentioned) that hitherto

they have been.

firms.
Given, &c. October llth, 1662.

. Whereas I am informed, that it is a usual and frequent practice of

several persons, being strangers, and having no relation to his Majesty's

yards and ships, to go on board the said ships without any notice given unto,

or consent obtained from the master-attendants of the said yards, which it

is probable doth, and may tend to the damage and detriment of his Majes

ty’s service: these are therefore to will and require you, for the prevention

of that inconvenience for the futureL to give speedy order, that no strangers

may be received on board his Majesty’s ships in harbour, without per

mission first obtained from the master-attendant of the yard, where the

said ship shall be.

’ 0'

/ame4.

Given under my hand, at Whitehall, November Qch, 1662.

As soon as his Majesty’s ship under your command is ready to put to sea,

you are to sail for Dover Road, and there receive on board * * i ’l‘ * *,

with such Portuguese and such goods as he shall direct ; and with the first

opportunity of wind and weather, to transport them unto the island of

Jamaica, in America, and to land there, according as you shall receive

directions for the said * * '1

You are to continue no longer at Jamaica, than your victuals will be

sufficient to bring you back, but to hasten home for England, and bring the

ship into the Downs; and during your stay at Jamaica, you are to follow

such orders as you shall receive from the governor of that island.

In your way to Jamaica, you are to touch at Barbadoes; and in case

any passenger shall be willing to go from thence to Jamaica, you are to

accommodate them with a passage in your ship (they find their own provi

sions) ; and to that purpose you are to stay ten or fifteen days, in expecta

tion of such as are desirous to go. And whereas I am informed of a great

abuse committed by some of the captains of the King's ships who usually

take in passengers at the Windward Islands, and either make them pay for

their passage, or in lieu thereof, force them to serve so much time as they

think lit; you are hereby strictly charged and required, not to do, not

To the principal Oflicers, 41'.

To the principal Oflicert, 8c.
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when to he done any such thing in your ship, but to give all encouragement

to such passengers as shall be willing to go ; and the more of them you

shall carry down, the greater the advantage will be to the King's service.

In case you shall have any stores or provisions on board you, for supply

of the island of Jamaica, you are to cause them to bedelivered to such

persons as the governor shall appoint to receive them.

You are upon all occasions to endeavour to maintain his Majesty's honour

abroad, give protection to his subjects, and not injure any of the subjects

of his friends or allies. -

‘ You are hereby strictly charged and required, in case you meet with any

foreign ships or vessel: trading to, or from, or with any of the lands,

islands, plantations, or territories in Asia, Africa, or America, under the

dominions of the King, my Sovereign lord and Brother, that you seize on

the said ships and vessels, in pursuance ofan Act of Parliament, entituled,

“ An Act for the encouraging and increasing of shipping and navigation,“

and send the same as a prize for England.

To Captain George Barnard Captain of

- In. Majesty's ship tM'Gifr_ 41/164

Giveu under my hand, at Whitehall, the 16th of July, 1660.

In pursuance of his Majesty's order, sitting in council, dated 4th of

July, 1660, directing that I should give order for the allowance and pay

ment out of the Treasury of his Majesty‘s Navy, of the yearly sum of five

hundred pounds, unto the Comptroller of his Majesty’s Navy (comprising

therein the fee anciently paid to the comptroller, out of his Majesty's

Exchequer), the said five hundred pounds per annum, to be paid by

quarterly payments: you are hereby authorised and required, as often as

the same shall become due, to make out bills for the quarterly payment of

the said salary unto the Comptroller of his Majesty‘s Navy for the time

being accordingly, and this shall warrant your so doing. ‘

1'0 the principal Oflirerr and 22¢"1e4_

Comptroller 13/11. M]: Navy.

' The like order to the principal officers, &c. to make out bills quarterly.

to the Surveyor of his Majesty’s Navy, for the payment of 490 pounds,

comprising therein the fee annually paid to him out of the Exchequer.

Dated at supra.

The like order to the principal ofiiccrs, Ste. to make out hills'quarterly

to the Clerk of the Acts of his Majesty’s Navy, for the payment of 350

pounds per annum, comprising therein the fee anciently paid to him out of

his Majesty's Exchequer. Dated as on the other side.

Given under my hand at Whitehall, the 5th of January, 1662.

The King my Sovereign Lord and Brother, having formerly thought fit to

constitute and appoint certain commissioners to join with and assist the

principal officers of his Majesty's navy in the management of the afl'airs

~~au--___A~__._. _____,_..-\___. - -_ _ _______ --__ _-_.....___ _.
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thereof: his Majesty now taking into his serious consideration, how im~

portant it is to his Majesty's service, that the oflice of Comptroller of his

Majesty's Navy be fully and punctually executed; and likewise considering,

that us well through the increase of the navy, as the extent of the duty of

the said place of Comptroller, it is impossible it should be exactly per

formed by one person ; as also that without farther charge to his Majesty,

one of the said commissioners being authorised more particularly to join and

assist in the execution of the said office of Comptroller, the duty thereof

may be better discharged, and his Majesty's service be thereby much

advantaged, continuing to the said Commissioner the salary formerly given

him as Commissioner, without farther allowance either for himselfor clerks;

his Majesty, for these and other considerations, hath thought fit, that Sir

William Penn, Knight, at present one of the Commissioners of his

Majesty’s Navy, be authorised accordingly, to assist andjoin with Sir John

Mannes, Knight, Comptroller of his Majesty's Navy, in the execution of

the said office of Comptroller. In pursuance whereof, his Majesty's plea

sure is, that you prepare a bill fit for his royal signature, authorising the

said William Penn to join with, and assist Sir John Marines, Knt. Comp

troller of his'Majesty's Navy, in the execution of the said oliioe, with such

powers and clauses as shall be fit and necessary for enabling him, the said

Sir \Villiam Penn, to perform the same; and continuing unto the said Sir

William Penn, the salary and allowance formerly given him for himself,

and clerks, to be paid as by his former patent. And this shall warrant

your so doing. I run, &c.

To Sir Gsorrtziw PALMER, Knt. his Majesty's Attorney-General, or to

’ Sir Haynes: chn, his qualy's Solicitor-General.

Whereas I am informed, that Philip Gardner, a bailifl' of the Tower, hath

lately arrested Robert Swnn, purser of his Majesty's ship the Signet, at the ‘

suit of Robert Burgess, without first having obtained leave from myself for

so doing, which being in contempt of my power, and contrary to the usual

privileges of the ofiicers of his Majesty's navy, these are therefore to will

and require you forthwith to apprehend the persons of the said Philip

Gardner and Robert Burgess, and to bring them before me to answer their

said contempt: and all mayors, sheriffs, bailiffs, and constables, head

boroughs, and all other officers whom it may concern, are hereby required

to he aiding and assisting unto you, in the due execution of this warrant, as

they will answer to the contrary at their utmost perils. Given under my

hand atWhitehall, the 6th of January, 1662.

220772“.

[To be continued.]
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SIXTH REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE,

ON FINANCE.

N AVY.
 

Ordered, by The House of Commons, 23d June, 1817.

Tu: SELECT COMMl'I'I‘EE, appointed to inquire into, and state, the

150031; and EXPENDITURE of the United Kingdom, for the Year ended

the 5th of January, 1817 ; and also to consider and state the probable

Income and Expenditure (so far as the same can now be estimated), for

the Years ending the 5th of January, 1818, and the 5th ofJanuary,‘1819,

respectively; and to report the same, together with their observations

thereupon, from time to time, to the House; and also to consider what

further measures may be adopted for the relief of the Country from any

part of the said Expenditure, without detriment to the public interest ;-—

have proceeded to take into consideration the Estimates for the NAVAL

Stavros for the current year.

ESTEEMING the naval superiority of this country as the principle on

which its external power, internal safety, and general prosperity, in

the highest degree depend, your Committee are of opinion, that the sense

which they entertain of the necessity for economy, cannot, with a due

regard to the interest of the State, he allowed to interfere with the support

of such a maritime force as may be deemed necessary in time of peace, nor

with the preparations for its adequate augmentation in the event of war,

And as naval expenditure in time of peace is principally connected with

the purchase and preparation of materials for future exigency, there is no

part of the public service in which an ill-judged temporary. economy might

be ultimately productive of such considerable expenset

Your Committee will proceed to state to the House, in as clear a manner

as the variety of the subjects connected with the naval service will permit ;

first, A general view of the great heads under which the Estimates are pree‘.

pared, and afterwards some examination of the more detailed items com

posing each general head. '

Before they enter upon this subject, they think it proper to recall to the

recollection of the House, that, prior to the year 1810, the naval estimates

were not printed. In that year the measure was adopted of printing them

in full detail, previous to their being voted; a measure which tends at

once to make this important and intricate part of the annual supplies more

familiar to the public, and to afl'ord the most efl'ectual means that can be

devised, of enabling the House to examine and control the various services

to which the estimates refer. Each succeeding year, since 1810, has pro

duced some improvement in the form of the estimates ; and yourCommittee
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will, in the course of this Report, have occasion to sugest, what they hope

will be considered as further improvements.

Our general naval expenditure may be divided into the four following

heads =

1. Ta: Von: or Smuen, commonly called the Want and TEAR

Estimate; being the expense of the wages and victunls of the men voted for

the service of the year, and the wear and tear, and ordnance of the ships

in which they serve ; or, in short, the military branch of the service.

II. Tar: Oanmaav ESTIMATE; being the expense of the offices and

dock-yards, the care of the ships in ordinary, the wages and victuals of the

men employed in taking care of the ships in ordinary; also the half-pay, and

the various classes ofsuperaunuations and pensions; comprising what may

be called the Civil Service of the Navy.

III. Tn: Exraaonnmaav Es'rmne; which includes the expense of

building and repairing his Majesty’s ships, and of all new works in the

dock-yards or naval establishments at home. _

IV. Tar: fineness or THE Tnausroar DEPARTMENT, though not

altogether, or strictly speaking, a naval service, having been hitherto

included in the Navy Estimates, and being new placed specifically under

the Navy Board, must be considered as belonging to this Department.

 

I.—THE WEAR AND TEAR.

This charge is not brought before the House in the annual printed

Estimate; but constitutes what is called the Vote of Seamen for the service

of the year, and is computed at the rate of expense which each man is sup

posed to incur.

It will therefore be diminished on the return of pence, in proportion to

the diminution in the number of men.

The rate per man sufi‘ers little or no variation in peace or war, for the

following reasons :—

First. The rate of pay is rather higher in peace than in war, because

the number of oliicers in peace is greater in proportion to the number of

seamen than in war, and the seamen also are of the highest classes, and of

Course of the highest rate of wages. Thus the expense of pay for 1,000

able seamen must be greater than for 1,000 men, of whom 500 only should

be able seamen, and the other 500 ordinary seamen and landmen. The

pay of the latter classes being considerably lower, would of course pro

portionubly lower the average at which the pay of the whole is calculated;

4 the rate of pay consequently might be expected to increase on the Peace

Estimate, but it is counterbalanced by some other circumstances, which

will be mentioned presently.

Secondly. The expense of the victuals must depend on the price of pro.

visions; and as that is generally lower in peace than in war, some diminu

tioa on this head may be expected, sufficient probably to counterbalance

the excess on the head of Wages. ‘ '
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'Thirdly. The wear and tear of the ships themselves nhich m-ty he em

ployed is naturally less than in war; because they are less exposed at scn,

and are liable to no risk from the enemy; besides, the price of stores are

geneinlly diminished by a peace; but against these considerations must he

put the diminished number of men upon whom the rate is taken; for the

peace complements of the King's ships are in some instances one-lnllf', in

others one-third, and in none less than one-fourth smaller than the War

complements; therefore the wear and tear for any individual ship, when

apparently at the same rate as during the war, is in fact one-half, one

third, or one-fourth less ; so that it is not to be expected, upon the whole,

that peace or war can make any considerable difference in the rate per man

of the wear and tear Estimate

Accordingly your Committee find, from an inspection of the Naval

Estimates, that, from the beginning of the last century to the year 1797,

the rate per man remained in all vicissitudes of peace and war the same;

namely, 41. per man per month. This sum, towards the latter years of

this period, was so inadequate to the expense, that the navy debt, not.

withsta'nding frequent and large grants made to diminishit, often amounted

to a sum of from eight to fifteen millions. ‘

In the year 1798, the rate per man was voted at what appears to have

been then thought the real expense, namely 71. a month, and so it re.

mained till 1807, when it was taken at --. . .. 7!. 20.

In 1810, it Wasnn --..-- _--...-- 81. 6s. 9d. and

In 1814, 6!. 158. 9d.

And your Committee, under all the circumstances of the case, and with

reference to their preceding observations, cannot but express their Satis

faction, that it has for the present year been thought safe to reduce it to

6!. 6;! i

This diminution, they understand, is to be attributed in a great degree

to a resolution, which, even on other grounds, they cannot too much

applaud, of maintaining a greater proportionate number of Royal Marines

than in any former peace estalllishtnent;--the expense of the marine while

on shore, where the surplus number is usefully employed, being considerably

less than that of the seamen or marine a-fl.»at.

Another cause of this diminution your Committee understand to have

arisen from lowering the rate of estimate for ordnance and ordnance stores

for the fleet. The immense accumulation of those supplies in the arsenals

during the war, and the great decrease in their consumption since the

peace, having enabled the Naval Department to propose a considerable

reduction in this item of the annual vote.
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Having thus stated what has occurred to them on the rate per man, your

Committee nest proceed to consider the number of men voted. After the

American war, from the year 1785 to 1788, the number was 18,000 men.

In 1789 and 1790, it was 20,000 men.

In 1701, 24,000 men; but in 1792 it was considered likely that the

number might be reduced to 16,000 men, which had been the establish

ment during the peace which had succeeded the seven years’ war. It

appears, however, that in point of fact the force in 1799 was never brought

down to the number voted. And your Committee are therefore of opinion,

—particularly under some considerations which they will state presently—

that the number of 10,000 men, proposed for the present year, is as low as

Could fairly have been expected. The war numbers, which were reduced

in 1764 to a peace establishment of 16,000 men, never exceeded 70,000

men :--the peace establishment voted in 1785, of 18,000 men, was a re

duction from a war establishment of not more than 105,000 men, in the

'year of the greatest exertion :—while the present vote of 19,000 men is a

reduction from a war establishment of so enormous an amount as 145,000

men. The highest number of seamen actually borne and mustered on the

books of the navy at any period of the American war appears to have been,

in the year 1782, 105,154 men; and the highest number in the last war,

ln'the year 1813, 145,187 men. The number in 1792 was 47,361, and

the number at present'borne and mustered may be stated at about 19,800.

It is obvious that the extension of our colonial empire has been so con

siderable, as might have led us to expects greater naval establishment than

at any former peace; and if the force intended to be employed a-float shall

answer the general wants, your Committee see no reason to apprehend that

it will in any degree exceed them. There is another consideration also,

which, even il‘ the same extent of duties only existed, would account for

the employment of a somewhat greater number of men than on fmmer

occasions. The other maritime nations have, during the last 25 years, gone

on increasing the size of their ships, which has of course obliged this

country to act upon a corresponding system. The class of 64 and 50 gun

ships have almost disappeared, and have been replaced in other maritime

countries by ships 0174 guns. Their frigates and sloops have been enlarged

on a similar scale; and it must be obvious, that. to enable our ships of war

to command due respect in foreign parts, it is advisable that (they should

not he in any degree inferior to the ships of other Powers which they may

meet. This'invoh'es,‘ as a necessary consequence, some increase in the

complements of the ships in commission, which cannot be counterbalanced

by a diminution of their number, without depriring the commerce oftlie

country ofa degree ol'countenance and protection to which, even in times

of peace, it veryanxiously looks. ‘

Your Committee do not consider it to be within their province to give any

specific opinion with regard to the amount of force a-lloat, which the poli

tical and commercial relations of the country" may require; but they con

ceive, that they would not be justified in withholding from the House the

foregoing general considerations, tending to show that th. amount of that

'\

. '1
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force proposed for this year, is, with reference to former periods and present

circumstances, as much reduced as could be rflsonably expectcd.

 

IL—THE ORDINARY ESTIMATE.

The Ordinary Estimate of the Navy has been invariably found to increase

at the conclusion ofa war; because, though the number of officers and

clerks employed in conducting the military branches of business are

reduced, that saving is greatly exceeded by the additional expense of putting

the ships lately employed at sea into a state of ordinary ;—by the moorings

and other charges of that nature, which are proportioned to the number of _

ships thus put into the ordinary ;—and by the pay and \‘ictuals of the offi.

cers and men who are employed to take care ,of them; to which mttst be

added, that the half-pay and superannuation lists are greatly swelled on

every peace.

After a few years of peace, however, the diminution of current business,

and the gradual extinction of arrears, will occasion a further reduction of

clerks and artificers ;—the half-pay and pension lists will gradually dimi

nish ;+the materials and workmanship of what are called ordinary repairs,

may be expected to become cheaper; and all these causes will tend to pro

duce a ditninution in the Estimate of the Ordinary.

One general remark, which, as it applies to all the heads of Estimate,

may be here, not improperly, introduced, is, that in considering the present

naval expenditure as contrasted" with that of the last peace, the great

increase of price in all articles of naval stores ought to be taken into the

account. Your Committee subjoin a statement, which will show, that

since the year 1192, all the principal articles have risen to prices, which
may, ,upon the average, be reckoned nearly double; and therefore, evenl

upon the same scale of exertion, all those branches which depend on the

expenditure of materials would be greatly increased in amount.

But while the Committee are thus ready to admit that an increase ofthe

total charge of the Ordinary is to be expected, especially in the first

years of a peace, they are far from thinking that reductions ought not to

take place in many of the items which compose this great mass. They have

accordingly felt it to be their duty to inquire particularly into the several

heads of which the Estimate is composed; and they submit to the House

the following observations :— '

ADMIRALrv-orrice. , I,

The number and salary of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty,

seem to your Committee to be removed from their examination, by the late

vote of the House on that point.

The emoluments of the Secretaries appear not to go beyond the

importance of their situations, and of the ability required for filling them,

with the exception only of an increased allowance during war. This, in the

opinion of your Committee, is founded on an erroneous principle, and

leads to ditficulty and inconvenience in practice. It can hardly be sup

posed that persons, in the situation of Secretaries of the Admiralty, can

‘ \pWM0- _
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turn any occasional leisure which a state of peace may all'ord to them, to

any purpose profitable in a pecuniary sense; and the great difl'erence which

may exist in the extent and nature of the wars in which this country may be

engaged, renders that which, in one case, would be inadequate (if the

mere scale of labour is to he the measure of salary), in other instances,

excessive. Your Committee therefore concur with the opinion expressed in

former Reports, and upon which the House and the Government have acted

'in almost every other instance, that this distinction is highly objectionable

nnd\ought to be abolished.

On‘ the subject ofthe Clerks of the Admiralty-Office, in 18l3, a period

of full war, and the year of the greatest naval expenditure, there were,

including the Keeper of the Records, 37' regular clerks in the Admiralty

Ofiice, of which number 14 were described as extra clerks; but the whole

of these were on the permanent establishment of the othce, and equally

entitled to succeed by seniority to vacancies in the higher classes, as well

as to superannuation, and all the other advantages of established clerks.

The aggregate amountol' their salaries was 18,360!. By the Prince Regent's

Order in Council, of the 30th of January, 1816,“ the designation oftbe

extra clerks, which appears'l'or a long course of time to have grown into

use for the lowest class of established clerks, was changed, and they are

now more accurately described as a third class. Including this class, there

are now on the establishment 29 regular clerks, whose salaries amount to

12,5801. This diminution of only eight clerks, with so very small a dimi

nution of total expense, would seem at first sight inadequate to what might

have been expected ; but your Committee understand, that it has been the

practice of the Naval Department, to employ during the pressure of war

an additional number of persons, as what might properly be called extra or

temporary clerks, the expense of whose services, at the Admiralty, were

included in the contingent charge of the oflice, instead of their appearing

on the Estimates of the permanent establishment to which they did not

belong. Your Committee have ascertained, that including this temporary

assistance, the whole number of clerks employed in the Admiralty-Odice in

the before-mentioned year 1813, was in fact 57, and that therefore a re

duction of very nearly one-half has actually taken place, notwithstanding the

addition of business which the direction of all the Revenue cruisers lately

transferred to that department must occasion. It is impossible for your

Committee to enter into the minute details oi the business transacted in the

rldmiralty-Ofiice; but they have been assured, and they see no reason to

doubt the assertion, that hitherto the diminution in the number of clerks

has ltept pace with the diminution oflabbur in that department.

[To be continued

 

* Printed by order of the House, 15th March, 1816,
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A Treatise on the Science of Ship-Building ,- with Observations on Me British

Nary ,- the extraordinary Decay oft/1e M'en of War ,- and on the Causes,

Efl'ects, and Prevention of the Dry Rot ; also, on the Growth and

llfanagement of Timber Trees ; the whole, with a view to improve the Con

struclion and Durabilil_1/ quhips. By Isaac Bucxsonn, Ship-Builder,

Plymouth. 4to. pp. 200. James Aspcrne, Cornhill, 1817.

THE ingenuity and industry of our Transatlantic Rivals, both in the

building and the use of ships, have become, and duly, objects of serious

consideration to this country. Surprising instances of superior sailing have

recently occurred, and have been recorded by us ;’ a kind of superiority

so important both in peace and war, as should not be viewed with indif

ference, or indeed without an active anxiety to obviate and surpass, .by a

country whose maritime superiority in every other respect must be generally

acknowledged. The advantage here alluded to, it must he confessed, has

long, although to us unaccountahly, existed, not only will] respect to the

ships of America, but also those of Frunce; and to this superior power of

flight in war, and expedition in peace, we may ascribe in no inconsiderable

degree a loss of both martial honour, and mercantile profit. The question

uhy this difference should exist is difi'icult ofsolution; we have undoubtedly

had the assistance not only of the able theorists of this country, but of

those also under whose direction we are thus excelled; and where is the

nation whose opportunities of experiment exceed oursin number or variety,

or from whose industry and ingenuity more might be expected in any art or

science. We have the mathematical principles of Newton, and other

eminent examiners of the laws of Nature; and we have the mechanical

contrivances ot'a Sir William Petty, Gordon, Schanli, Hutchinson, 66c. Szc.

of our own country, exclusive of the many ingenious writers of France and

other countries on this most usent and necessary Art of Ship-building; and

we have had the Burns: On for our mnterial,-perhaps better qualified

to stand the blows of our enemies than to escape from them. The

advantages, lmwevcr, of a fast-sailing ship are evident; and it is equally

so, that England is now 50 circumstanced as to need not only all the

advantages she possesses herself, but to look with ajcnlous eye on those

of the many nations who, although they have been protected by her power,

yet envy her glory.

 

' Vida page 115, and 189.
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In this her day of need, Mr. Blackburn has laudably come forward, and

evinced his patriotism, in the publication of his thoughts, and prac

tical experience as a ship-builder, toward the improvement ofour Navy, an

object undoubtedly of the first political importance to this country—our

natural and best defence in war, and the parent of our prosperity in the days

of peace.

On the scientific merits of the work we cannot profess ourselves compe

tentjddges; but as in the List of Subscribers we see a patronage of the

most respectable Merchants and Ship-Builders, we have no doubt that the

previous reputation of Mr. Blackburn was an ample warrant of its value.‘

The language is perspicuous, and as far as our judgment goes, his theory

appears reasonable. His inferences seem drawn from a long course of

minute observations, and a candid comparison of them with the observa

tions of others. The whole of which is accompanied with tabular and

figural illustrations, and is divided into two Books, the second of which is

appropriated to the consideration of the no less true than alarming decay of

our men qfwur_!

We shall make a few extracts as samples of Mr. Blackburn's clearness of

style and cogency of argument, although from the absence of the figurative

illustrations in some parts the latter will be pro kmlo imperfect.

Mr. Blackburn commences his work by a philosophical account of the

nature of water :—

“ Water is considered a pure and perfect fluid, and not elastic. Some,

however, suppose the particles do not touch each other, and that it is a

little elastic. This, however, it is difficult to determine. It would appear

that the particles are extremely near, if not quite close to each other, since

water canth be compressed into but a very little, if any smaller space than

it naturally occupies; still, as steam cannot be confined, nor the expansion

of water by frost be restrained, and as this power of expansion of water

depends on the degree of heat or cold, it can only be in a particular state

oftemperature that the particles of water do touch. And since, when

water is expanded in steam, and the particles do not touch each other, it

cannot be confined; so also the particles of water, in their natural state,

may not quite touch, and yet be incompressible. That there is a vacuity

between the particles, is reasonable to suppose; and it is asserted, that a

certain portion of salt, sugar, and allum, can be dissolved in water, one

after the other, without at all enlarging the bulk of the water, but only

adding to its weight; and that perfumes and spirits also insinuate between

the particles, and occupy the place of purer essence. Admitting each par

ticle of water to be round, there would certainly be a vacuity between

them, even if they did touch each other; for two round surfaces will not

join, but only touch at one place. And, therefore, if the particles do

touch each other, they do so only at certain points; and where they (lo

not touch, there will be a vacuity. And, hence, when all these vacuitics

are filled up, the water must lose its fluidity; And supposing, as has been

_‘*
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asserted, that a certain portion of sugar, salt, and allum, could be dis

solved, and would penetrate and fill up all the vacuities without adding to

its bulk, if it be so (which some doubt), then, after as much have been

dissolved in a portion of water as it will possibly take without enlarging its

bulk, the difference in the weight of the water then, and in its natural state

(whether the particles do or do not touch), will be equal to the weight of so

much water as would occupy a space equal to the dimensions of all the

vacuitics in the portion of water in its natural state. Whether, however,

the particles of water do or do not touch each other, is a question by no

means cleared up; in either case it is reasonable to conclude, there may

be a vacuity between the particles; and hence, probably, light penetrates

to, and sound is heard at, such great depths in water. And as the state of

the temperature of the atmosphere atl'ects the water, so probably the par

ticles may be regulated in their proximity to each other.

“ Water is extensively susceptible of any impression or obstruction ;

witness the impulse of wind on its surface, or of a stone thrown into the

water, how for the undulations will extend. A large stone at the bottom

of a running stream will make a swell over it, the undulations of which will

be perceived even at the surface, unless it lies deep ; the water glides past

it, and is deflected every way, over it as well as on each side ofit.”

Mr. Blackburn then proceeds to some axiometical observations on the

_ progress of bodies through a stream :—

“ By resistance is meant, that power which opposes a body in its motion;

and as it applies to the subject before us, every impediment which a body

meets with in passing through the water, from any cause whatever.

“ Some are of opinion, that the resistance and impulsion of water on

similar bodies are alike; and that the force which is necessary for keeping

a body imrnoveable in a stream ofwnter, flowing witlra certain velocity, is

the same with that required for moving the body with the same velocity

through stagnant water; while others are of opinion, that the pleasure of

the stream againsta fixed body, is less than the resistance of the water

against a body moving through stagnant water with the same velocity. It is

difficult to conceive there can be any difl'erence. ‘

“ A body, moving in a stream, will go faster than the stream itself, and

large bodies will move faster than smaller ones; -a log of wood will outstrip

achip, and a chip move faster than saw-dust. Il'a body he opposed to a

Tunning stream, and a hole be made through that body, the water will pass

through the hole quicker than the stream runs—sonic are of Opinion with

near double the velocity. .

“ Again : Water flowing through a hole in a thin plate will be increased in

quantity full one-third, by adding a tube whose length is about twice the

diameter of the hole.

“ Moreover, water running out ofa hole from one side of an open vessel,

will cause a recoil against the opposite side.

“ The velocity of a stream is very dichrent in different parts of it—

swil'tcst of all in the middle towards the surface, and diminishing towards
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the sides and bottom; hence, water in rivers runs the slowest near the

banks, because the current receives a check in passing over the ground

which forms its bed and banks.

  

 

 

  

“ Suppose a body of the above Figure to be impelled through the water,~

' the first particles struck by the body will have a tendency to rebound

against those immediately next to them; _and some are of opinion that there

would be a body of dead water forced before the body, against the water

contiguous to it, similar to what is described by Figure A ; and that the

resistance of the water in such cases arises from the action of the dead

water against that immediately next to it; and which is partly the case'

when a body is moved with great velocity. Others are of opinion there is

no stagnant water; but that, owing to its tenacity and friction, it has a

whirling motion. Others again affirm (which is partly the case when a

body is moved at slow velocities), that the water parts in the middle, and

passes 05' each way, as described by Figure B; for it is known that, when

water is obstructed by a flat surface, it will take a turn when it comes

within a few inches of the surface, as it were by a centrifugal force, ano

move parallel with the obstructing surface. And when a body is passing

through the water, the water not only parts and yields side-ways, but also

upward and downward—it yields in every direction with the same facility;

and the water is partly divided by the body, and partly pushed forward by

it, in such degree and proportion, depending on the form of the body, and

also upon the velocity of the body, as will be shewn. ‘

“ It may be proper to elucidate a few of the technical terms which are

now about to be introduced :—-by the bow-end of a body, is meant that

end which is moved against the water,- by the stern-end, is meant the

binder end; and the midship-parl, that part in the midway between

the ends.

“ It has been asserted us a physical truth, that the perpendicular

resistance to the motion of a plain surface, through water, when wholly

immersed, is equal to the weight of a column of water, having the surface

for its base, and for its height the fall producing the velocity of the mo

tion; and by the theory of the motion of bodies, it is twice the fall pro

ducing the velocity of the motion.
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“ But neither ofthese positions coincide with experiment: a body, having

one foot area of surface of resistance, immersed close below the surface

of the water, and having a flat or square bow-end, requires 183 lbs.

weight to obtain a velocity of? miles per hour, or 11,83 feet per second.

This body, therefore, having one foot base, displaces 11,83 feet of water

per second, and 11,83 cubic feet of water by falling 2.13.5?t feet, obtains the

velocity of 11,88 feet per second; and the weight ofe column of water of

one foot base and 21,157,, feet in height is only 138lbs. whereas the actual

weight of the force by experiment is 188]bs.; and, therefore, what has

been asserted as a physical truth, is 45 lbs. less than per experiment. Now

the theory states it to be equal to the weight of a column of water twice the

height of the fall producing the velocity of the body ; this, therefore, Would

give a column of water ofl foot base and 4,3643 feet high, the weight of

which, supposing a cubic foot of water to weigh 64lbs. would be ‘277 lbs.

and therefore the theory is 94lbs. more than per experiment. And it will

be seen that neither of these positions correspond with the experiments in

hardly any case ; but the theory is much the nearest at greater velocities

particularly to the resistance of the body when moved at six feet depth.

“ Some are of opinion, that every time a body ofany figure moves its

length in water, it divides as much water as it occupies ; but it is evident

this cannot be the case ; for the quantum of water divided depends alone

on the length of the body. and the area of the mitlship-section; and two

bodies being alike in respect to midship-section and to length, but one

having tapering b0w and stem-ends, and the other square or flat ones, both

will divide the same quantity of water in moving their lengths, but the body

with the tapering bow and stern-end will occupy much less water, or have

less capacity, than the other body. And here it may be observed, that the

weight of any floating body, and of all it contains, is precisely equal

to the weight of the water which the body occupies, or displaces when

n-float.

“ When different formed bodies, having the same area of surface of

midship-sections, are drawn through water at the same rate of velocity by

force, power, or weights, it follows, that the force or weight required to

give each body such velocity, must exactly counterbalance, or be equiva

lent to, the resistance of the water against each of them respectively. And

the area of the surface of resistance of the midship-sections of such bodies

being equal, and requiring different weights or powers, to obtain the same

velocity through the water, it follows, that such difl'erence in the weights

or force required, must arise from the resistance of the water being either

lessened or increased by the difference in the form of the bodies”

On the Suction, as it applies to the form of ships, Mr. Blackburn makes

the following observations :—

“ The extremity of the Stern-end of vessels being fuller toward the sur—

face of the water than at any other part, the suction becomes more con

siderable there than any‘where else; for the directionof the water in closing

there, becomes at right angles with the line of motion, because of the water

Mahi tibttn, Vol. XXXVIII. l I
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line being terminated in that direction from the fulness of the stern-end.

It is, therefore, hardly possible for the closing water even to come in con‘

tact with that part of the body when in motion, and particularly as the

clusing water moves slower toward the surface than at greater d-pths.

“ The water toward the surface is, therefore, obliged to close at some

little distance beyond the stern; and, between the closing water and the

stern, a body of dead water accumulates in consequence, and which is

drawn after the vessel by the suction. And this occasions an additional

pressure on the mitiship-bndy of the vessel, equal in weight to that of the

bullt of the dead water ; and it occasions also an impediment to its velo

city, equal to the increase of velocity, which the vessel would derive from

I power to impel it forwards equal to the weight of the dead water,

“ The velocity of the water in closing at 2 feet depth, is 11 feet per

second ; and when vessels in general are moving through the water at 9 or

10 feet per second, one begins to perceive the broken and eddy water under

their stems, and to feel perceptibly the edects of the suction. This bulk

of dead water is frequently so considerable, when vessels have very full

stern~ends, as to extend behind the stern beyond the rudder; insomuch,

that a large portion of the rudder being enveloped with the dead water, the

rudder has not sufficient power to steer the vessel, particularly when tacking

about in working to-windward. But, then, this body of dead water does

not extend to any great depth (except when vessels are very full at the

stem-end, and that the fuluess is continued down some depth below the

surface of the water), the velocity of the water in closing being rapid even

at a small depth, and the stem-end of vessels generally beginning to taper

»-at a little distance below the surface of the water. What appears like bro

ken water at a more considerable depth, is nothing more than the con

cus ion of the closing particles from each side of the vessel-one. body dash

ing against the other. This dead water is very visible ; and nothing is more

common than to see particles of rubbish floating on its surface, close under

the stern ofthe vessel, accompanying her in her course for a long time.

“ Besides this dead water, it commonly happens that there is a depres

sion of the water, upon its surface, at the rudder, or at It little distance

beyond it—the water at the quarters of the vessel being higher than at mid

way between them, forms a volley ; for the water closing from each side in

a lateral direction, is restored last to its former level at where it meets;

and, last ofall, at the midway at the surface to restore itself to a level.

And the velocity of water in closing near the surface is so very slow, that

it takes some time to form a level; so that at a little distance beyond the

dead water it is usually depressed, and it leaves an impression along the

surface of the water which may be observed for a considerable distance

after the vessel—commonly called by seamen the wake."

We shall in our next conclude with some extracts from Mr. Blackburn’s

observations on the present decay of our ships of war.

[To be continued.]
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Da. FRANKLIN’S OBSERVATIONS ON THE SUBJECT

OF IMPRESSMENT.

—“_

Notes copiedfrom Dr. Franklin's Writing in pencil in the margin of Judge

Fortlzr': celebrated argument infavour ofthe Imprersing of Seaman (pub

It's/led in lhcfolio ediliun of his works),

UDGE FORSTER. p. 148. “ Every man.”—The conclusion here,

from the whole to a par-I, does not seem to be good logic. If the

alphabet should say, Let us all fight for the defence of the whole, that is

equal, and may therefore bejust. But if they should say, let A, B, C, and

D, go out and fight for us. while we stay at home and sleep in whole, skins,

that is not equal, and therefore cannot be just.

lh. “ Elnploy."~- If you please. The word signifies engaging aman to

work for me, by ofl'ering him such wages as are sufficient to induce himto

prefer my service. This is very different from compelling him to work on

such terms as I think proper.

1h. “ This service and employment,” &c.—These are false facts. His

employments and service are not the same. Under the-merchant he goes

ill an unarmed vessel, not obliged to fight, but to transport merchandize.

In the king‘s service he is obliged to fight, and to hazard all the dangers of

battle. Sickness on board of king's ships is also more common and more

.mortal. The merchant‘s service too he can quit at the end of the voyage,

not the king's. Also, the merchant’s wages are much higher.

Ib. “ I am very sensible,” (Sim—Here are two things put in comparison

that are not comparable; viz. injury to seamen and inconvenience to trade.

Inconvenience to the whole trade of a nation will not justify injustice to

a-single seamen. Iflhe trade would suffer without his service, it is able

and ought to be willing to offer him such wages as may induce him to afford

his service voluntary.

Page 159. “ Private mischief must be borne with patience For pre

venting a national calamity."-—Wht-re is this maxim in law and good

policy to be found? And how can that be a maxim, which is not consis

rent with common sense? If the maxim had been, that private mischief;

which prevent a national calamity, ought. to he generously compensated by

the nation, we might understand it: but that such private inischiefs are

only to be borne with patience, is absurd!

lb. “ The expedient, 8:0. And, &c. (Paragraphs 2 and 3).—Twenty

ineffectual or inconvenient schemes will not justify one that is unjust.”

lb. “ Upon the foot of" &c.—Your reasoning, indeed, like a lie, stands

but on one foot, truth upon two.

Page 160. “ Full “ages”—Prohnbly the same they had in the mer

chant’s service.

Page 174. “I hardly admit,”&c. (Paragraph 5). When this author-speaks

of impressing, page 158, he diminishes the horror of the practice as much as

possible, by presenting to the mind one sailor only suffering a “ hardship"

(as he tenderly calls it) in some “particular cases" only, and he places

  _—-“ *ruML'ILfl‘I'c.‘M'ay,1"—
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against this private mischief the inconvenience to the trade of.the king

data, But if, as he supposes is often the case, the sailor who is pressed,

and obliged to serve for the defence of trade, at the rate of twenty-five

shillings a month. could get three pounds fifteen shillings in the merchant

service, you take from him fifty shillings a month: and if you h-tve 100,000

in your service, you rob this honestindustriuus part of society anal their poor

families of 250.0001. per month, or three millions a year, and at the Same

time oblige them to hazard their lives in fighting for the defence of your

trade, to the defence of which all ought indeed to contribute (and sailors

among the rest) in proportion to their profits by it: but this three millions

is more than their share, if they did not pay with their persons; but when

you force that, methinks you should excuse the other.

But it may be said, to give the King's seamen merchant’s wages would

cost the nation too much, and call for more taxes. The question then will

amount to this, whether it he just in a community, that the richer part

should compel the poorer to fight in defence of them and their properties,

for such wages as they thinlt fit to allow; and punish them if they refuse?

Our author tells us it is “legal.” 1 have not law enough to dispute his

authorities, but I cannot persuade myself that it isequitable. I will,however,

Own for the present, that it may be lawful when necessary; but then I con

tend, that it may be used so as to produce the same good etfects, the public

security, without doing so much intolerable injustice as attends the im

pressing common seamen. In order to be better understood, I would pre

mise two things: first, that voluntary seamen may he had for the service,

if they were suflicienlly paid. The proof is, that to serve in the same ship

and incur the same dangers, you have no occasion to impress captains, lieu

tenants, second lieutenants, midshipmcn, pursers, nor many other oflicers.

\Vhy, but that the profits of their places, or the emoluments expected are

sufi'icient inducements? The business then is, to find money, by impressing

sufficient to make the sailors all volunteers, as well as their oflicers, and

this without any fresh burtlten upon trade. The second of my premises

is, that twenty-five shillings a month, with his share of salt-beef, pork, and

pease pudding, being found suflicient for the subsistence of a hardy working

seaman, it will certainly be so for a sedentary scholar or gentleman. I will

then propose to form a treasury, out of which cncouragcutents to seamen

should be paid. To fill this treasury, I would impress a number of civil

oflicers, who at present have great salaries, oblige them to serve in their

respective uflices for twenty-five shillings a month, with their shares of

mess-provisions, and throw the rest of their salaries into the leaman's

ti’easury. If such a press-warrant were given me to execute, the first

I would press should be a recorder of Bristol, or a Mr. Justice Forster, be

cause I might have need of his edit'ying example, to show how much im

pression ought to be bortte with; for lie would certainly find, that though to

be reduced to twenty-fire shillings a month might be a “ private misc/lief,"

{it that, agreeable to his maxim of law and good policy, it “ ought to be

me with patience” for preventing a national calamity. Then I would

press the rest. of the judges; and, opening the red-book, I would press every

civil ofiicer of government, from 50!. a year salary, up to 50,0001. which
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would throw an immense sum into our treasury; and these gentlemen could

not complain, since they would receive twenty-five shillings per month, and

their rations; and this without being obliged to fight. Lastly, I think I

would impress '"

a

1mm.

ON THE DEATH OF AN UNFORTUNATE SEAMAN.

KNEW him well.

His form was tall and graceful :—On his brow

Sat conscious worth: his eyes mute eloquence,

Look'd a long tale of sorrow. I heard him tell

Once to a messmate whom he lov'd, how, sad

He left his native land ;-how his dear Wife

Hung on his neck with agonizing grasp,

And shriek'd, and fell,-when by the rufl-inn hand

Of barb'rous force he to the beach was led,

Hard struggling to be free. “ Unfeeling friends!”

His brave heart labouring the while, he cried,—

“ They tore me from my Wife, whose angel face

“ I had not seen for twelve long, painful months,

“ Far voyaging to India‘s noxious clime.

“ Two days,-t00 short, alas ! to say ‘ How fare ye? !’

“ Two days were given me to be hlest,

“ When 'neath the cover of night's sable cloak,

“ They seized me.-—Intreaty, force, was vain—

“ They dragg'd me from my home ! O God of Heav’n !”

And here his utt’rance ceased :—the burning tear

f Gush'd down his sea-worn cheek,—his ample chest

Swell'd high with sorrow and revengeful ire.—

One gloomy morn, when through the misty sky

The Sun forebore to shoot one tepid ray ;

The sweeping blast howl'd dreadful, and the sea

In “ undulation vast " its bosom heav‘d.

I saw him in the yard, where duty call'd

To reef the o’erpress'd sail. Hi9 sunken eye

.And faded cheek proclaim’d th' increasing grief

That prey'd upon his heart. His Wife had died l

Forlorn she griev‘d her absent Husband‘s lot,

Till nature sunk, and all her woes were o’er.

The mouruful news had reach‘d him, and he felt

A pang unknown before. He saw the storm

That call’d him to his post, look'd drear around,
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Sad emblem ol'his fate l—In silent pray'r

I saw him raise his grief-charg'd loolr to Heav'n,

Then from the yard plunged in the yawning wave,

And rose no more.— %

.

DESCRIPTION OF A CALM AFTER A STORM.

(most uooat’s “ Fire lVarsbippers.")

OW calm, how beautifuleomes on

The stilly hour, when storms are gone !

When warring winds have died away,

And clouds, beneath the glancing ray,

Melt 06', and leave the land and sea ‘

Sleeping in bright tranquillity,—

Fresh as if day again were born,

Again upon the lap of morn !

When the light blossoms, rudely torn

And scatter'd at the whirlwind's will,

Hang floating in the pure air, still,

Filling it all with precious balm, 1

In gratitude for this sweet calm ;

And every drop the thunder-showers

Have lel't upon the grass and flowers,

Sparkles as ’twere that lightning gem 4‘

Whose liquid flame is born of them .7 -

When, stead of one unchanging breeze,

There blow a thousand gentle airs,

And each a difi‘erent perfume bears,—

As if the loveliest plants and trees,

Had vassal breezes of their own,

To watch and wait on them alone,

And wait no other breath than theirs!

“’hen the blue waters rise and fall,

In sleepy sunshine mantling all;

And even that swell the tempest leaves

Is like the full and silent heaves

()f lovers' hearts when newly blest—

Too newly to be quite at rest.

 

" A precious ltone of the Indies, called by the ancients Ocraunium, hectich

it was supposed to be Iouud in places where thunder had fallen.
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“’2 make the following extract from PHROSYNE, n Grecian Tale, from the

elegant pen of H.GALLY Kstonr, Esq. just published, and wish our

limits would permit us to give one also from ALASHTAR, an Arabian

Tale, contained in the same volume, and equally interesting.

PHROSYNE—A GRECIAN TALE.

RECIA ! though on thy heav'n-deserted shore

The virtues rest, and Freedom smiles no more;

From Paphian groves, and Pindus' beech-clad head,

Though ev‘ry muse, and ev'ry grace he fled

Still glow the embers of thy fun'ral pyre

With fitf'ul heat and momentary fire ;

Still from the ashes springs a passing flame,

Proof and memorial of thine earlier fame:

Last sacred rays ! that grace thee once again,

And teach the muse to 'wake the living strain.

Thron'd on a height, above th’ Albanian lands,

The Grecian city, Callirete, stands

Parent of hardy sons! who long withstood

The rushing progress of the Othman flood;

And still, protected by their rocks, retain

Blessings unknown to Greciana of the plain.

No turban’d soldier, with insulting frown,

Stalks through their streets, nor awes the trembling town :

Respected still, th’ unviolated right,

Greciuns alone possess the Grecian height :

Still their own Archuns rule the little State,

Improve the laws, and guard the city's fate ;

Still the loud bell, resounding through the air,

Proclaims the worship, and invites to pray’r ;

And Liberty’s and Pleasure’s ev’ning ray

Still on the favour‘d mountain lov’d to play.

Yearly the youthful of that hardy band,

At Summer’s call, desert their native land ;

Traders, or Sailors, o'er the neighb'ring main

They rove, and brave the danger for the gain.

Hence wealth is theirs, to other Greeks unltnonn;

Hence ampler minds, enlarged by these alone.
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LINES ADDRESSED TO A BROTHER, WRITTEN AT SEA.

ANY the wonders I this day have seen; -i ..

The Sun when first he kist away the tears

That fill'd the eyes of morn ;—the laurell’d peers

Who from the feathery gold of evening lean;—

The ocean with its vastness, its blue green,

Its ships, its roclts, its waves, its hopes and fears—

lts voice mysterious, which whoso hears

Must thinlt on what will be, and what has been,

E'n now dear George, while thus for you I write,

Cynthia is from her silken curtain peeping

So scantly, that it seems her bridal night,

And she her half discover'd revels keeping.

But what without the social thought of thee,

Would he the wonders of the sky and sea.

===a==a=

~ PLATE CCCCXCIV.

*—

Road 1f .Marseilles.

ARSEILLES is an ancient and well-known town and sen-port of Pro

vence, in France. It was first built by the Phocians, a Greek

nation of Asia Minor, who in the reign ofTarq'uiu the Proud, last King of

Rome, being banished their country, came and settled here. It was only

aconfederate city of the Romans, and being molested by the Salii and

others of the neighbouring nations, the Roman legions first entered Gaul

in their defence. In the civil wars of Caesar and Pompey, the Marsilians

sided with the latter, or were at least desirous to be neutral, but it was

forced by Caesar, and made a Roman Colony.

It is now divided into the Old and New Town, which are separated by

a street bordered with trees on each side. There is a good harbour, the

entrance of which is extremely narrow, and surrounded by lofty mountains,

affording excellent shelter to vessels during the most violent storms. With

out the walls is the castle of Notre Dame, which is well fortified. In 1660,

Louis the Fourteenth built the citadel and Fort St. John, to keep the inha

bitants in awe, because they pretended to be free. In the year 1793 it was

taken bya. Republican force under General Carteaux. The surrounding

country is rocky and barren, but covered for several miles on all sides with

villas and summer-houses, which commerce has erected. Marseilles is

situated in east longitude, 4° 27'. North latitude, 43’ 18’. I...Jn."
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PARLIAMENTARY PAPER.

—._

A! Relurn of the M'ode of Election adopted by the Elder Brethren of the

l'rinity-boure, on admitting Pensioners to the Benefit of the Funds of

the Corporation applicable to Charitable Purposes.

HE Corporation of Trinity-house, in obedience to the Order of the

Hon. House of Commons, to lay before them, "A Return of the

Mode of Election adopted by the Elder Brethren of the Trinity-house, on

admitting Pensioners to the Benefit of the Funds of the Corporation

applicable to Charitable Purposes," are desirous of giving the Hon. House

the fullest information in their power; in order to which it. will be neces

sary to enter into some detail.

There is no trace in the records of the Corporation when the present

usage respecting the mode of the distribution of its funds, as applicable

to charitable purposes, had commencement, the most ancient records of

the Corporation having been burned with their house in Water-lane, above

a century past.

The origin of the Charity appears to date prior to the reign of King

Henry VIII. at which period an association of maritime characters existed

for the purposes of conducting ships and vessels belonging to the Crown,

as well as all descriptions of merchant vessels; when they maintained

their own poor, or those of the fellowship: but they were not incorporated

until that reign. In the eighth year of it a Royal Charter was granted,

with very extensive authority over shipmen and mariners—with powers to

make laws, ordinances, and statutes l'or the relief, increase, and augmen

tation of the shipping of the realm—and with authority to levy pains,

subsidies, amerciuments, and forfeitures on oticnders, &c.—to enable them

to perform, amongst other lhings, acts of piety or charity, as may be seen

in the exemplification of that Charter.

The Act of the 8th of' Queen Elizabeth recognizes the Corporation 50

constituted; and in the 36th year of her reign the Lord Iliin Admiral

surrendered to her Majesty the lmllastnge, buoyage, and beaconageI which

appertained to his utftce, requesting her Majesty to confer them on the

Trinity-house; which her Mnjtsty did accordingly, granting those rights to

the Master, Warden, andv Assistants, and their successors, for ever, to use,

exercise, execute, and enjoy, without any stipulation as to the appropria

tion of the revenue arising therefrom. V '

King Charles II. in the 17th year of his reign, did, notwithstanding, give'

the ballastagc to Colonel Carlos; but, upon the rrpresentation of the

Trinity-house, his Majesty re-granted it to them, with a provision that the

profits should go to the poor of the Corporation; and King James II. under

whose Charter the present Constitution exists of 31 Elder Brethren, rati

fied to them all ancient dues, profits, 6:0. for the better maintenance and

preservation of the Corporation, without any account to be made or ren

dered; stipulating, that the uses of the monies arising from fines, forfei

tores, Ben. shall be appropriated to charitable uses, as expressed in the said

Charter; with a protecting clause for the Corporation, manifesting the high

confidence placed in them. -

The Corporation have thus traced, as well as they are able, the funds

which have been appropriated towards the support of the poor who had

been in their own immediate employ, and of decayed acumen, their wire!

ms. Ql'ljtfll'l- Vol. XXXVHI. x x
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and widows, which, as the trade and navigation of the country became

extended, multiplied beyond the means afi'orded.

In the beginning of the 17th century (1607 a 1609) the Corporation

established three light-houses on the east coast of England, which aug

mented, in a small degree, these resources. Notwithstanding these bene

fits, however, to the Corporation, Queen Elizabeth granted to individuals

the ower of levying tolls for some light-houses for their owa immediate

pro t and benefit, which to this day remains in private hands; nor was it

until the end of that century, and the commencement of the 18th (1680

d' see.) that the Corporation were possessed of any light-houses from

which a revenue was derivable to extend the principle of the charity.

Having thus explained the sources of the revenue derived from the

Public towards the relief of the poor, which have been greatly augmented

during the last twenty years, from the influx of foreign vessels einployed

in the trade to this country, which paid double duties, it will appear from

the account laid before your Hun. House, in the last Session of Parliament,

what the increase has been, and how appropriated; but the continuance

of such a revenue cannot be expected, because, even if the trade shonid

revive to its former eit'tent, its being carried on in British bottoms would

necessarily occasion a considerable reduction.

The mode of election of the objects, and distribution of these funds,

may be shortly explained, as follows:— I ‘

All poor decayed merchant seamen, wherever resident, in whatever port

or place in the United Kingdom, together With their wives, widows, and

children, are equally eligible for admission to the Trinity-house Charity,

being qualified, and having their qualifications certified, according to the

rules and forms of admission and petition hereto annexed.

Petitions of objects, so qualified and certified, are presented to the Board

by one of the Elder Brethren, and on being examined and approved by

the Board (which is certified by the Deputy Master’s signature on each

petition), are numbered and entertd by him, as presented on every Board

day, in a book; thence are transferred to the general register of petitions,

where they remain, until put on one of the monthly books, to receive the

regular pension, according to the station the party served in at sea.

The whole of the ordinary monthly pensioners are divided and distri

buted among eight distinct books, which are, for the convenience of the

poor people receiving their allowances as _ near home, and as

frequently as may be, paid in eight distinct parishes or districts in and

near the metropolis. Each of these eight books is under the care and

superintendance of two of the Elder Brethren, who attend personally, and

pay the pensioners residing in and near London their pensions, the first

Monday in every second month, at the following places; 'viz.--St. Cathe

rine's. Wapping, Shadwell, ltiitclifl', Limehouse, Southwarlt, Rotherhithc,

and Deptfurd.‘

The vacancies, as they occur in these books, by death or otherwise, are

filled up by the two Elder Brethren who pay each book, who select the

objects from a list which is kept, and regularly filled up, of all petitions

resented and recommended by them to the Board, from time to time, as

before mentioned, being qualified according to the aforesaid rules, and

previously approved by the Board. _ I _

The objects so selected may be either resident in London, or at any out

orts or places in the United Kingdom: there is no distinction or limitation

in this respect. I

I When these books were first instituted, the greater part of the pension

ers, (then inconsiderahle in number, in comparison with what they are at

present) were resident in the several parishes and places where the monthly

books were paid; but at present the greater part on each monthly boob
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is resident at the out ports: but these have their pensions regularly re

mitted and paid to them, at their residences, twice or thrice in every year,

by agents appointed for the purpose, but without any expense to the parties.

Besides these eight books, there is another paid at the Trinity-house,

Tower-hill, the vacancies on which are reserved, and filled up with objects

recommended generally by any of the Elder Brethren, or persons connected

with, or known to the Corporation.

There are also several books; viz. the House Book, for decayed pilots,

their wives and widows; one for the wounded seamen and their wives, and

the widows of such killed in the several great naval battles of the last war;

viz. of the 4th of June, 1794; St. Vincent's, the Nile, Camperdown,

Trafalgar, Copenhagen, Algiers; also for these lost in the St. George,

Defence, Hero, 2510. &c.; for decayed prisoners of war in France, their

wives and widows; for decayed seamen employed in the blockships sta

tioned for defence of the Thames against invasion :—r\lso a casualty hook

for poor fishermen or seamen, or others lost or disabled by shipwreck or

accident from storms in assisting ships in distress.

It is not possible the Brethren should have personal knowledge, in all

cases, of the parties. They are taken up upon the testimony and recom

mendation of respectable characters, and generally selected according to

their age, infirmities, or other circumstances that are represented by the

parties recommending.

There is no exclusion of any port or place, or partiality intended toward

any; although it may be supposed the Brother may be open to applications

most where he is best known; but where any Substantial ground had

occurred to call for a deviation from these general rules, the Corporation

have invariably departed from them, as in the cases before mentioned of

the wounded seamen in the several great naval actions of the last war, their

wives and children; the wives of prisoners of war; particular casualties by

storms or accidents, &c.; and lastly, by taking 60 persons on the list at

once from the port of Liverpool, on account of the representation of the

distress of the sea- faring class there, and in consideration that so few had

ever before ap lied from thence.

These are t e principles that have guided the Corporation in their

adoption of pensioners generally to partake of the charity.

The parties benefiting thereby, and their respective stated monthly

allowances, are as follow: viz.

Masters of ships 65. per month, to them, their wives, and widows, and

25. for each child under 12 years of age. ' ’

Mates.-.. ..._......--.._._ .L.. ..._ 4s. 6d. ditto ditto

Boatswains, gunners or carpenters ..-. .. 4s. 0d. ditto ditto

PettyOfiicers ..._ .._..___.-.. ..._.. 3s. 6d. ditto ditto

Seamen ..._-.-. ....-... ....-.-... 35. 0d. ditto ditto

And at the commencement of the year, each has a bounty of one month’s

additional pension, to meet the severity of the season.

There are besides, for the decayed masters and their wives and widows,

120 almshouses at Deptford and Mile-end, with an allowance of two chal

drons of coals, and a suitable dress for each person. The single person

(whether man or woman) has 385. per month, the married 605. per month ;

and also an annual bounty of one month in January every year; fl!l(l,'flS

it was found that medical assistance too much exhausted this stipend, a

regular practitioner has been some time since engaged to attend the sick

and infirm; and where surgical assistance is wanted, Sir W. Blizard has

uniformly rendered his ex perience and talent serviceable towards their relief.

There are, both at Deptford and Mile-end, Chapels for the pensioners,

where Divine Service is regularly performed by Chaplains appointed and

paid by the Corporation, who, when required, attend their pensioners at

their houses.
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The preceding statement applies to pensions granted to decayednersin general, :ho have not been in any employ under the Corporation;

to. which may be added pilots, and those who have been immediately in

the Corporation’s service, c0nsisting\of I llast-men, atermen, light.

keepers, and other officers and members of the establishment; ho are

superannuated and fallen into decay, to whom pensions are granted in

proportion to their services. Provision is made for the pilots by the late

Act- (which controlled and regulated their demand), by the creation of a

fund for the maintenance of. themselves, their wives, widows, and children

(under age), extending to those in the out-ports, as well as in LondoL, who

have 10:. per month; their wives or widows the same; and children 2s.

per month. There have been of late years also twenty almshouses ected

and'estahlished for those who are superannuated, and whose good conduct

in their office as pilots e titled them to the consideration of the Court.

The- appointments to, these houses are under no individual patronage;

although. to. the-other houses- appropriated to decayed masters of 5 ip:

every Elder Brother in rotation presents an object; and the parties (being,

eligible- under. the- rules) appear at the Board, and pass in revie before

’the'Bret ren, previousto their being admitted.

The pilot's allowance in the house is the same as to decayed masters.

There- are also twenty, houses- built couformahly to the will of a Mrs,

' Grigg, placed under the management and direction of the Corporation, hy

a- Decree of the Court of Chancery; the allowances in-which are inferior,

and: the: objects not exactly the same as those before named; These are

presentedby the Elder. Brethren also in rotation, as they become vacant,

in a. manner to» extend' the benefit thereof as faras possible, consistent

with the will of- the testatrix.

Among the poor infirm persons, that inhabit the C rporatto 7’s alms

Bouses,,many, are helpless,sand unfit to be left to themselves; in such casei

of extreme infirmity an, allowance is not only made for nurses, buttth

Have not additional allowance of 59. per week; but this can only be given

upon the- express: recommendation. of the Brethren who pay and inspect

the aims-people.

-ln tlit: distribution of this extensive charity, as much care and precau

tion him been. taken to guard against misappropriation of the funds as

psaihle, which is. followed up by, every regulation that can promote the

benefih of: the. pensioners. '

The Brethren trust: it. will appear that the distribution of these funds,

hnsbeen, and? is, perfectly disinterested on their part. The crit ion is, the

petitioners-being proper objects of the Charity; and due care has.been

takentoascertainthey hare been such. ‘

TboBrethren: have great: trouble in conducting this part of their duty,

which; is often at very painful one, and Open to invidioos remark and

ohsarnation; and nothing but: the gratification of dispensing such benefits

witho worthiestohjects could induce them to persevere in it.

All'whi'ch is. humbly submitted: to the Honourable House,. whose goodv

opinion- they. are very. desirous of- meriting;

‘ _ had in: any instance; misconducted themselves, the harter might

lanebaen» resorted to; which, While on the one hand it affords them ample

_ anon-,pmvides, at the Same time, a. summary. remedy to parties cont

plhining; by application, to- the Privy Council.--The Corporation trust,

however, they-have préserved invariably, the character for integrity, as well.

as usel'uh exertion, when. called for,v which hasv been handed to them,

by‘ their pmdheessors,

\

frothy, more, Eamon, Irate 19‘, 1612'.

4

lgourt, Secretary.

1

lo
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letters on biotin,

Copied verbatim from the Loxoozv Gains.

(more 1798 to 1798.)

[Continued from page 79.]

WHITEHALL, MARCH 11, 1794.

Return q' Ordnance, 50. found in the Tower of Llortello, taken ant/1c

10th othbr-uary, 1794.

RON.—2 l8-pounders, with carriages on Windlass rollers, mounted on

traversing platforms.-1 carriage rendered unservicenble by the

cannonade from the 8th to the 10th; 1 6-pounder.

Shot—141 18-p0unders; 45 6-pounders.

Filled cartridges of powder.—185 18-pounders; 40 6-pounders: l fur

nace for heating shot.

Abstract of Ordnance, Ammunition, and Stores, found in the Convention.

Redoubt, and Redmtbt and Tower ofvaelli, carried by Assault in the

flight qft/te 17th quel/ruary, 1794

1r0n-—6 24-pounders, with carriages on Windlass rollers, mounted on

traversing platforms.—1 gun and 2carriages rendered unservicenble by

shot and shells from the batteries.

8 18-pounders, on ship carriages; 2 guns and 3 carriages unserviceable

from ditto. ‘

5 12-pounders, on ditto; 1 carriage unserviceable from ditto.

2 6~pounders, on ditto.

2 4-pounders, on ditto.

Brass.—1 10-pounder, long ; gun and carriage rendered unserviceable by

shot and shells from the batteries. .

_ 4 4-pounders, field-pieces, on travelling carriages; 2 guns and 2 car

riages unserviceable from ditto. ' '

5 1-pounders; 1 gun 9nd 1 carriage unserviceahle from ditto.

4 6-inch carronnde howitzers ; 1 howitzer and carriage unserviceable

from ditto.

1 12-inch mortnr, a la Gumer, on an iron bed.

_3 12-inch mortars of an old construction, on wooden beds; 2 mortars,

wtth their beds, unserviceahle from ditto.

Round shot.-455 24-pounders ; 334 lB-pounders; 667 12-poundcrs;

45‘2 10-pounders ; 105 6-pounders; 157 4-pounders; 80 1-pounders.

Double-headed shah—105 18-pounders.

Grape shot.—129 18-p0unders.

Grape shot.—9‘2 lQ-pounders; 4’2 6-pnnnder8.

Case shop—209 4-ponnders; 54 6-inch cnrronade howitzers.

Sltells.—‘Z 12-inch, fixed; 6-2 12-inch, empty. P

6 18-pounders fixed ammunition in boxes.

90 musket-hall cartridges, in boxes.

2 furnaces for heating shot; one in the tetlouht of the Convention, the

other in the redoubt beneath the tower of Fornelli.

1033 cartridges of different natures, filled with yowder.

14 barrels of powder. >

Abstract ofOrdmmce, Ammunition, 11an Slores, taken in the Town of Sun

Filn'enzo, the 191/] g‘ February, 1794.

Iron—7 24-pnuntlers, with carriages, on Windlass rollers, and mounted
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on traversing platforms ; 2 18-pounders, on ship carriages; 6 lQ-pouuders,

on ditto ; 2 6~pounders, on ditto.

Brass—2 Sit-poundera, with carrigges, mounted on traversing platforms;

1 lfl-poutider, long; 2 8-pounders, field-pieces; 2 4-pounders, ditto; 5,

1-pounders; 2 12-inch mortars, it In Comer, on iron beds; 1 12-inch

mortar, of an old construction.

Round shot—310 thirty-two-pounders; 4411 24-pounders; 202 18

pounders; 1742 12-p0unders; 1005 8-pounders; 267 6-pounders; 2140

4-pounders; 63 1-pounders; 1005 1-pound leaden balls.

I Shells.—-31 12-ino‘h, fixed; 260 1‘1'inch, empty.

Unfixed ammunition in boxes.—7 1’2»ponnders, case; 25 4-pounders,.

ditto; 5 1-pounders, 6 1-pounders, grape.

Fixed ammunition, in boxes—14 18-pounders, case; 6 12-pounders,

ditto; 812-ponnders, grape; 9 4-pounders, case; 21 'boxes ball car

Ridges; 2 barrels of ditto ; 10 boxes musket-balls; 3 furnaces for heating

shot; 125% cartridges of different natures, filled with powder.

A small magazine containing a quantity of powder, found, on inspection,

to be mixed with lime. _

W 67/4...

89 barrels of powder in another magazine.

Captain, commanding the Royal Artillery.

Sun Fiorcuzo, February 21, 1794.

Return of French Prisoners taken and put on board lu's Mijesly’s Ships of

War, between the 10th and 18!]: q" February, 1794.

At Mortello Tower.—1 ensign, 2 non-commissioned officers, 928 privates,

and 4 seamen.

At the Convention Redoubt.—2 lieutenant-colonels, 4- captains, 4i

lieutenants, 55 privates, and 2 seamen.

Ofl’icers' Names.

Lieutenant-colonels Taviel and Villautrois, of the Artillery.

Captains Desportes and Renls, or" the ‘26th Regiment.

Captains Rumidon and Deluge, of the 5‘2d ditto.

Lieutenant Chavarin, of the Artillery.

' Lieutenants Piraldy and Deal, of the 26th Regiment.

Lieutenant Jacque Dijour.

26/5. 1%. gél'r fiat/“.7118.

Ensign Thomas Le Tellier.

Adjutant-general.

Relbrn oft/1e Killed and Wounded of the British Troops in the difli'rent

Attacks upon the Frenrh Posts near San Fiorenco, from the 7th to the

18111 of February, 1794-.

Royal Artificers.—1 rnnlt and file, killed.

Royal Artillery—3 rank and tile. wounded.

2d Battalion of Royals.--5 rank and file, killed; 1 lieutenant, 1 serjcnnt,

16 rank and file, wounded.

11th Regiment.--l ranl.~ and file, killed.

25th ditto.—Q rank and file, wounded.

SOIh ditt0.—-l rank and file, killed; 1 e-erjennt, '2 rank and file, wounded.

.30th ditt0.—l rank and file, killed,- .5 rank and file, wounded.
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‘lst ditto—4 rank and file, killed; 8 rank and file, wounded.

Oflicer’: Name.

Lieutenant Alexander M‘Donell, of the 2d Battalion of Royals, wounded.

;z. ($445726.

Adj utant-general

ADMIRALTY-OFFICE, names 15, 1794.

The following is an extract of a letter received on Thursday hut, from

Commodore Ford, commander-in-chief of his Majesty’s ships at Jamaica,

to Mr.Stephens, dated Mole SL Nicholas, the 22d of January, 1794 :—

I have the honor to acquaint you, for the information of the Lords Com

missioners ot' the Admiralty, that the parishes of Jean Rabel, St. Marc,

Arcnhaye, and Boucassin, on the north, and Leognne on the south side of

the Bight, are in our possession, by capitulation, and the British flag flying

therein ; and, as our post at Boucassin is within twelve or fourteen miles of

Port-au-Prince, I proceeded, without loss of time, with the squadron un.

der my command, to the neighbourhood thereof, in order to give counte

nance and protection according to the exigency of the case ; and finding,

on my arrival there, that the Spaniards had taken possession of Borgne,

Gonohives, Petite Rivierre nnd Verrette, I proceeded oi? Port-au-l’rince,

in order to induce a capitulation t0 the King my master, and accordingly

sent Captain Rowley, of the Penelope, on the Qd instant, with a flag of

truce, to the Civil Commissary Santhonax, ottering the same Capitulation

which the inhabitants of St. Marc had voluntarily accepted, but which he

refused in toto. As I found that intreaty had no effect. 1 determined to

establish a blockade, which has continued ever since, and not a vessel of

any description entered. -

murmur-creme, seen. 2!, 1794-.

Captain Henry Powlet arrived this morning with despatches from Vireu

admiral Sir John Jervis, KB. commander-in-chief of his Majesty's ships and

vessels at Barbadocs and the Leeward Islands, to Mr. Stephens, of which

the following are extracts and copy :—

Boyrte, For! Roi/(ll Buy. Blarlinique,

SIR, Illurt'lt 25, 1794.

My letter to you or the 16th, by the Roebuck pocket. a duplicate of

which is enclosed, has made the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty

acquainted with the operations of the siege until that date; lhare the

pleasure to communicate, for their Lordships’ further information. that the

battery on Point Carriere, which forms the east side of the entrance of the

Careehage, opened at day-light on the 17th, and, with the gun-bouts, kept

an incessant lire on Fort St. Louis, while the gun and mortar-batteries on

the heights played on Fort Bourbon; Lieutenant Bowen, ol' the Buy-he,

who had commanded the night-guard and gun-boats for a considerable time,

perceiving a favourable moment, pushed into the Careennge with the row

J'ng-boats of the guard, boarded the Bien Venu French l‘l‘lg‘nte, and brought

oi? the captain, lieutenant, and about twenty men who were on board her,

under a smart tire of grape-shot and musketry from the ramparts and pain

pct of the fun. The success of this gallant action dctennined the genera}
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and me to attempt the fort and town of Fort Royal by assault, and!

directed forty sca ing ladders to be made of bamboo and small stretched

cordnge, from twenty to thirty-six feet long, and ordered the Asia and

Zebra to be held in readiness to enter the'Carcenage, in order to batter the

Fort, and to cover the flat-boats, barges, and pinnnces. under the com

mand ofCommodore ThompsonI supported by Captains Nugent and Riou,

while the grenadiers and light infantryfrom the camp at Soururie advanced

with field-pieces along the side of the hill under Fort Bourbon, towards the

bridge over the canal at the back of Fort Royal. This combination suc

ceeded in every part excrpt the entrance of the Asia, which failed for the

want of precision in the ancient lieutenant of the Fort, Monsieur de

Tourelles, who had undertaken to pilot the Asia. Captain Faulknor ob

serving that ship baflled in her attempts, and the Zebra having been under

a shower of grapeshot for a great length of time (which be, his officers, had

sloop's company stood with a firmness not to be described), be determined

to undertake the service alone, and he executed it with matchless intrepi

dity and conduct, running the Zebra close to the wall of the Fort, and

leaping overboard, at the head of his sloop's company, assailed and took

this important post before the boats could get on shore, although they

rowed with all the force and animation which characterises English'seamen

in the face of an enemy. No language of mine can express the merit of

Captain Faulknor upon this occasion; but as every officer and man in the

army and squadron bears testimony to it, this incomparable action cannot

fail of being recorded in the page of history. The grenadich and light

infantry made good use of their field-pieces and muskcts, and soon after

the surrender of the Fort, took possession of the town, by the bridge over

the canal at the back of it, while a strong detachment from the naval bat

talions at Point Negro, under the command of Captains Rogers, Scott, and

Bayntun, in flat boats, barges, and pinnnces, approached the beach in

front. Mons. Rochambeau did not lose a moment in requesting that com

missioners might be appointed to consider of terms ofsurrender; and the

general and I named Commodore Thompson, Colonel 'Symes, and Captain

Conyngbam, to meet three persons named by him at Dillon’s Plantation,

at nine o’clock on the let, and on the 22d the terms were concluded.

The rapid success of his Majesty’s arms had been produced by the high

courage and perseverance of his ofi‘icers, soldiers, and seamen, in the most

difficult and toilsome labours, which nothing short ofthe perfect unanimity

and affection between them and their chiefs could have surmounted.

Commodore Thompson conducted the enterprise on the side of La

Trinite like an able and judicious ofiicer. Captain Henry carried on the

business at Ance d’Arlet with great energy, and has been indefatigable in .

forwarding all the operations he has had a share in. To Captains Brown,

Nugent, Harve , Markham, Faulknor, Sawyer, Carpenter, and Scott, I

am greatly inde ted, for the manner in which.they conducted the attack

against St. Pierre. Captains Harvey, Kelly, R ers, Salisbury, Incledon,

ltiou, Lord Garlies, Carpenter, Scott, and Bayn on, have gained great

reputation in the army by the conduct of the naval battalions, and work

ing parties under their command. ' Captain Berkeley (since the arrival of

the Assurance) has furnished a powerful reinforcement of men front that

ship. Captain Pierre-point has been very active in the services allotted to

the Seal-lower. In Captain Grey 1 have found the experience of age, joined

to the vigour of youth. The captains of the 44-gun ships armed en flute,

ofthe store~ship and hospital-ship, have done well.

For other particulars I beg leave to refer their Lordship: to Captain

Powlet, who carries this despatch, and to Captain Markham, of the

Blonds, who conveys him. They served with Commodore Thompson as

. .I -‘.-w-- ' - 4"” ’—-- _--— 4;, xi
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La Trinite, and arrived on the south side of the island in time to haven

share in mosvn~ the transactions there.

I have the honor to be, Sir, dtc.

PS. l'nclosed also is a list of the killed and wounded belonging to the

squndron under my command, also a letter 1 received from Commodore

Thompson.

An Account if the Number of Ojficen and Seamea Killed and "’oumlc‘d.

Boyne.—1 lieutenant and 5 foremost men, wounded.

Vengeance—Q foremast men killed; 2 ditto wounded.

lrreaistible.—l foremest man killed ; 5 ditto wounded.

Asia.-—8 foremost men killed; 5 ditto wounded.

Veteran.-l foremm man killed; 1 lieutenmt and 3 forenmst men

wounded.

Winchelsea.-l foremast man killed.

Quebec.-—l foremost man killed ;

wounded.

Dromednry.—2 foremost men killed; 1 ceptnin and l fort-mast man

wounded.

Nautilus.—2 foremost men killed.

Avenger sloop—1 captain killed.

Zebra sloop—1 foremast man wounded.

Name of (he Oflicer Killed.

Captain James Milne, of the Avenger.

Names of the Oflicer: Wounded.

I. surgeon and 2 foremost men _

Captain Sandford Talham, of the Dromedary; LieutenmtThomas llenry

Wilson ofthe Boyne; LieutenantThomas Clark, ofthe Veteran; Mr. Robert

Lindsay, surgeon of the Quebec.

aux, Fort Royal, Mart-It 20, 1794.

I have the pleasure to acquaint you, that the only loss we have sustained

in the capture of Fort Royal, is the pilot of the Zebra killed, and four sea- _

men belonging to the same ship wounded. So soon asI perceived she cOuld

fetch in, I gave orders to Captlins .Tugent and Riou, who commanded the

flat-boats, which, with the men embarked in them, were laying upon their -

oars, to push in, and mount the walls; when every exertion was made, and '

the boats ueemc-d to fly towards the Fort. Captain Faulknor, in the mean

time, in a most spirited and gallant manner, entered the harbour through

the fire of all their batteries, and laid his sloop alongside the walls, there

being deep water time to; when the enemy, terrified at his audacity, the

flat-boats full of seamen pulling towards them, and the appearance of the

troops from all quarters, struck their colours to the Zebra. A well-dilecletl

and steady fire from the gun-boats under Lieutenant Bowen, as also from '

our batteries, wns ol'grcnt service. The alacrity and steadiness ofthe nlii

cers and seamen in general under my command was such, that I had not the '

least doubt of success ngeinst,the whole force of theenctuy, had they ilis- -

puted our entrance. '

flail. lElJEOII. Vol. XXXVIII. LL
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The Port is full of ammunition and stores of all sorts, but 'the buildings

are in a miserable condition from the efiectsof our bombs, the gun-boats,

and batteries. 1 have the bonorto bc, Sir, Ste. '

@- idiom/won.

Vice-admiral Sir John Jervis, 1.8.

Cormnanderbin-chiq‘, 4-0. 4 c. 4c.

[To be continued]

 

NAVAL HISTORY OF THE PRESENT YEAR 1817.

‘ (August—September.) "

RETROSPECTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS.

E have, in our Nautical Selections, given an account of' the

embarhation of the Prince Regent on board the Royal Yacht, with

the early proceedings of his Aquatic Trip. We hope the result will be in

every respect satisfactory—that his Royal Highness will have derived both

health and pleasure, and that the Navy in general .will become an object

more consonant with the feelings, and more obvious to the favour of

Royalty, than for some years past it seems to have been. This apparent

slight may perhaps be in some degree attributed to the comparatively early

close of its services, nothing on the grand scalehaving been efi'ected since

the year 1805, nine years before the termination of the war. Our truly

Noble Nelson had then completed the'destruction ot' the fleets of our

enemies—and the Navy left to our nrmies the advantage of later services—

services increasing in hrillqiancy to the final victory, of Waterloo: But let

it be at the some time remembered, that great and important as were our

victories in the field, our naval victories, and especially that of Trafalgar,

were ot'a character neverhefore equalled.

'We understand it is the intention of the Prince Regent to appoint several

ofiicers as his naval aid-de-eamps. In whatever way it may please his

Royal Highness to countenance the Navy, we hope it will be worthy of her

character, which is certainly that of Britain’s Right Arm. I-‘ar be it from

us to wish the existence of the smallest ground of jealousy on the part of

the Army—be the two services equally respected, as in their merits equal.

It appears that Denmark, in her present reduced, condition, in point of

territory and revenue, limits her views with respect to the new Navy, which

is in the course of building, to eight sail of the line.

A letter from Captain Aston, of the Alligator West Indiaman, states,

the} on his voyage to the West Indies, he was grossly insulted, and had his

cargo plunderedhy the Porpoise, Buenos Ayres privateer ; and some of the

privateer’s crew confessed that they had a few days before plundered

another English vessel, and, what is yet more horrible, sunk her, with all

her crew. We regret to have to add, that several of the actors of these

euormities were British subjects; and one of them was fully identified by a

seamen of the Alligator, who had served along with him in a British man

of war !
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A METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL,

KEPT AT THE OBSERVATORY OP TII NAVAL ACADIIY, GOIPORT,

From the 24th quuguat, to the 20th (fSeplembcr, 1817.

BAROMEIBR'. ' THILRMOIIETER. pup. Bah

1817. Winds. Main! Min.‘ Med. Max. Min. Med. Emil!“

In. l, In. ; 1n. 0 a o '

Aug. 95 $.15 w.s.w. 29-44 99-25 29-350 5-1 55- 58-5 -— -51

- 25 S.toS.W. 29-17 25 99-29 080, 54 51 57-5 -_l .630

r w. est-502950129450 57 50 58-5 55 -2a

95 W.to s. 99-11929-5029055- 59 55 52 —-l -07

W. 15 W.s.W. 29972978129575 55 55 50-5 --‘—

30 W.S.W.wS.S.E. 30052993150015 57 54 505 -] -17

31 w.s.w. 50-10500 50-050 55 4s 57 - _

st-pi. 1 w. to 5.5.3. 5020501015050 55 49 57-5 ~_i_

2 E. 30-15130-0550105 71 59 55 -—,-

5 11.15 W.b.S. 5010300250050 71 51, 51 00—4

4 N.W. 15w. 50-11250-2350275 57 50 50-5 —'-—

5 w. to s. 50-53430-3130525 59 50 59-5 -~l-_

5 W. to 8.5.13. 30-27 30-27 50-270 68 49 53-5 '80 -01

r - 5,-E. 502530-20 50-230 68 52 50 _'__

a E.N.E. 10W. 3013501930125 72 53 52-5 __f_-_

9 E. to N.E. 30-21550-2030905 71 5s 55 -75._

10 E.N.E.10N.W. 30-17130-1530155 70 52 51 _.___

11 N. :55. memo-11130190 70 52 61 .

1-2 S.\V.toN.VV. so-oa'so-oa 30-050 59 47 58 ~30 g

15 N.E.mE. 30-10550-1050190 5s 52 50 ~80’

14 NE. 5005900050025 55 5a 55 -05

15 ENE. 158.5.1'2. 5019801080140 76 58 57 35——

15 15.5.1315 E. 302030-17 30-185 71 57 54 —_

17 E. m E.N.E. 50135301030055 70 57 53-5 _ -- 1;.

10 N. 10 N.E. 2955290029515 55 5-1 59-5 -so -05 .

19 N.N.W. to W. 301530-03 30-090 68 48 5820 N.W. to N.E. 50-20‘50-19‘30-195 68 4a 5a_ 50

5054959960020 75 47 5-0-4 14-55%

   

 

 

 

The observations in each line of this table are for a period of 24 hours, 'be

ginning at 8 AM.

Rssuu-s.

Inches.

Maximum. . 30-34 Sept. 5th, Wind S.
Bnonn-In Minimum .. 28-99 Aug. 261b, Ditto S.W.

Range .............. ... 1'35

\ Mean barometrieal pressure 30'020

Greatest variation in 24- hour] '61

Number of Changes. . . . . . . . 15

- Minimum" 76° Sept. 15th, Ditto S.S.E.
T“"“°“"“ D0. 110., Ditto N.W.

Minimum . . 47

9Range....................

Mean thermometrical hent . . 6047

Greatest variation in 24 llOl-ll’l 2‘2

Evaporation during the period 4'35 Inchel.

Rain, ditto 2‘58 D0.

\Vinds variable, but for the most part Easterly.

On the lat hm. the Wind veered round from the Westward, from whence it had blown for

many weekl, to the oppotite point, and, happily for the Hulbandman, line dry weather followtq

{except on the nth, and part of the nth and lath.) which has enabled those In this County to

get in very favourath their luxuriant trope of Corn. On the 70th ultimo the barometrical

column we: under 29 inches, which in lower than we have teen it since the |9th ol January Int;

but from the 50th ultimo to the nth instant the_Mercury kept up above 30 inches, thereby indi

cating the light and leasonable slate of the almospherc. We have experienced summer-heat

Only once the (tbtlt instant) since the hot weather in June last; and had it not been for the

almost unprecedented heat at the latter end of that Month, the Com harvest would undoubt

edly have been four or ttve wchs luur.

> h—w“1-1‘ .
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REMARKS ON THE WEATHER.

Auc- Q5- A.M. heavy rain and wind: the afternoon fine, with tin-o

cunmlus and mom“, large crowned nimbi, and showers after sun-set. At

Q past 8 o'clock, a perfect lunar Iris, or Rainbow, appeared about 10 mi

nutes on alarge nimbus, or rain-cloud, in the N\V. the Moon being nearly

full in the SE. : the prismatic colours of this rare phenomenon were dis

tinctly seen, but they were much fainter than those which formed the solar

Rainbow on the following afternoon. The lunar Iris is apparently of the

some exent as the solar, whose exterior bow makes a semicircle of 101°

24', and the interior 174° 34', when the Sun is of a proper altitude to pro

duce the widest haw. The lunar interior bow is also formed like the solar

interior bow ; viz. by two refractions of the Moon's rays, and n reflection

in the round drops of rain about the axis of vision, or in the line of or

pect.

26- An overcast sky and a low Barometer: at noon astorm of bail

and rain, with lightning and thunder: P.M. showers and sun-shine, after

wards cumuli capped with cirrostralus, below ramified and lunar cirrus.

27- A.M. fine, with cirrostralus and eumuli: at Q past 19. o'clock a.

sudden storm of rain sprang up from the West, accompanied with many

vivid flashes of red lightning, and tremendous claps of thunder; the first

peal with us was in the zenith, thence a great dilcliarge of atmospherical

electricity descended perpendicularly from the tail or windward side of a

nimbut: P. M. fine and calm, with cirrocumulus in large beds.

Q8- A summer-like day: an overcast slty and rain at night.

Q9. A fair day and night, with westerly breezes, and various strata of

clouds, the lighter modifications prevailing.

30. Overcast, with cumulostralus and nimbi: drizzling rain in the day,

and showers by night.

_ 3 l . A fine day, with cirrus and eumuli, and a strong breeze from the

SW. a clear night and much dew.

SIZPT. l- A stratus on the Harbour and at Spithead : all the modifica

tions of clouds have ,pppcared 10-day, yet the sky has not been completely

overcast, nor has there been any appearance of rain : a fine day : the night

as the preceding. .

2‘ A gentle breeze from the East, with linear cirrus: then cumult' : a

solar halo, 44°. in diameter, from noon till 9 P.M.on a thick veil of cirrus,

which afterwards passed to attenuated rirrwlralus .- a fine day and night.

3- A.M. a transparent atmosphere, and distant cumuli in the Western

horizon : P.M. cirrus, cirrostratus, and much dew in'thc night.

4- A hrillinnt and cloudlesa day: at 9 P.M. a meteor descended from

an altitude of about 50°in a S\V._direetion, and left along sparkling train

behind it: a clear night and much dew.

5. A; the precedipg day and night, with the addition of distant cu.

null.

6- Calm, with thick linear cirrus, and a stratus on the Harbour: at

poor: we observed about nodules, or small round brilliant spots, and

‘___‘__ Q ___‘ N
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four small opaque bodies on the Sun’s disc: a fine day : the Sun set fiery

red, and gave a red tint to the prevailing cirrus : a tbiclt fog from 8 till

midnight—the fog and dew produced ,3, of an inch in depth of water.

_ 7- A.M. as the preceding: at noon broad bands of fleecy cirrus, point

ing to the North and SW. ; this cloud, and a rirrostratm under it, passed

through several colours at sun‘set, and the Western sky immediately above

them displayed a blush, or rose0colour, to a considerable altitude: a fair

day: at9 P.M. the Via Larteu,orMilky Way, was very bright from NNE.

to SSW. passing through the constellations Perseus, Cassioped, Cygnus,

' Aquila, and Sagittarius: a clear night.

.8- A.M. a clear slty : at 3 P.M. plumose cirrus from the South, which,

on its descending into the lower medium, passed to cirrocumulus, and was

forced back by an opposite current from the North : a calm fair day, and a

clear night, with much dew.

9. A fine day and night, and a gentle breeze from the E. and NE.

10- At 8 AM. a solar halo 44° in diameter: the day and night as the

preceding.

11- Al“. the sky overcast, and misty below: P.M. rirrostrntus and

tumuli: a clear night, and a copious fall of dew.

12- Cirrortratut early, and a fresh breeze: at 52 P.M. a solar halo

44° in diameter, formed on a thick veil ofcirrus : afine day : the Sun set

very red under a large cumulwlratus, whose under edge was tinged with se

veral colours: some light rain in the night.

13- A.M. fine, with cirrus, cirrattrati, and rumuli: P.M. an over

cast slty and heavy rain.

14- A.M. nimbi, with wind and showers from the NE: P.M. cloudy

and fine: at ll o'clock several flashes of lightning.

15- Fine, with cumuli and rirrot-umuli above cirrostrati: this is the

lirst day of summer-heat that we have had since the hot weather in June

last: a rose-blush both in the eastern and western sky near the horizon

'efter sun-set: a clear night, and much dew.

16. A strain: on the Harbour and at Spithead at 6 A.M., afterwards

cirrostratus sweeping the ground, and distant cumnh' .- PJI' . as the pre

seeding.

17. 'A clear slty till 9 A.M., then tirrarlrali, nimbi, and a fresh breeze

from the NE. : P.M. sunshine and light clouds.

18. A.M. cirrostrntus below tirrot‘umulus, and a breeze from the

North, followed by rain: P.M. fine, with a strain of cloud.

19. A fine day, with cirrorumulus and rrmmloslrntm: a clear night, and

much dew. Last evening, from Q past 8 till 9 o'clock, we observed the

Aurora Borealis, or Northern Lights, between the NW. by N. and the N.

by E. point: there was onlyn low rirroslralu: cloud near the northern

horizon at the time, above which the Aurora ascended in the form of thick

and slender pillars of light, or like the inverted columns of electric fluid

from metallic points ; for they sometimes terminated like-the top ofa cone,

and at others like the long flame of u candle. Iiight perpendicular columns
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of lightappcared at intervals, nearly equidistant from each other; the highest

rose about 40° above the horizon, under Stella Polaris, and the thickest

directly under Benetnasclt, in the tail of Ursa Major. At len tb the whole

space between the above points seemed completely illuminate to a certain

height, when it gradually diminished in splendour, and were 05. Had not

the Moon been so brilliant in the opposite hemisphere, the Aurora would

have appeared still more beautiful: the medium through which the lights

passed being transparent, they did not exhibita variety of colours, like

:hose which we observed on the evenings of the 8th and 9th of February

BSC.

20. A cleariky till 11A.M., afterwards fine, with cirrocumu lur, above

dense sheets of cirroslralus: a clear moonlight night

Eaaan.—Fur 4'06 inches of evaporation in the last line of the last

filclcorological Table, read 4'65 inches: and for May and June in the first

column of that Table, reud July and August.

=====

o

. . DEATHS.

On Sunday morning the Slst of August last, departed this life at the

Admiralty-house, on Mount Wise, Plymouth-dock, Admiral Sir John Thtr

inns Duckworth, G.C.B. Comniander-in-chiet' at that port.

In the eighteenth Volume of our Chronicle, we gave ti portrait of the

gallant Admiral, and a memoir of his public services to the period of his

expedition to Constantinople in the spring of the year 1807, an expedition

which failed, but under circumstances which rather increased, than

diminished, the lustre of his professional character. On his return from

the Mediterranean, the Admiral served as second in command of the

channel fleet, and in January 1810, was appointed governor and common;

der-in-chief at Newfoundland, an appointment which regularly terminated

in 1813, at which time he was honoured with it baronetcy.

On the 9th of January, 1815, having assumed the chief command at

Plymouth, he removed from his mansion-house at Wear, near Exeter, to

the Admiralty-house at Plymouth-dock, where he entered upon his final

course of service, and of his conduct in it we find the following account in

the Plymouth Telegraph, which as the testimony of those who were eye

witnesses of it, we shall extract as it final addendum to our farmer notice

of this brave officer and worthy man. _

Plymouth-dock was now his home. And let us view him supporting the

dignity of his rank and station, exercising the virtues of good neighbour

hood and hospitality, and mingling with the dignity of a commander, the
ease and good humour of the open-hearted host at the table and fire-side.v

Fi'ankness and good nature gave it zest to the banquet; and the guests

departed with sentiments of esteem increased by familiarity, and of friend

ship, sweetened and confirmed by convivial intercourse.

Thus he appeared at his ofiicial residence at Plymouth; and perhaps

there may be no less fallible criterion of an amiable and useful character,

than the opinion of a vicinity. Every ear is attentive, and every eye opeir

to observe rt superior who is constantly n‘car._ Let then the opinion of the

vicinity he the test of our Adinirnl's social virtue. He lived beloved and

died lamented by all ranks of the people of Plymouth—the daily, hourly

witnesses of all his transactions and deportment. And how were the

people interested during his illness? Every tongue was'husied in anxious

enquiries respecting the vicissttudea of his Sickness heture he departed;

and when he was no more, every countenance displayed a gloom and

dejection. There was indeed a general mourning independent of the

outward garb; a mourning of the heart, which diti'oscd over the whole

neighbouihnod an air of melancholy. His deathseenied to leave a dismal'

void, and an aspect of desolation, in a place thly from its wonderful

population and industry, and guy from the beaut.cs of its natural and

cheerful scenery.
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As he lived so he died, a splendid example of active and passive forti

tude. He suffered much, but he bore it with patience. Note sigh or a.

groan burst from his bosom. To the very last he fulfilled his official

duties, his unconquerahle spirit supporting him under the painful effort

which they required. '

Such was the man whose loss we deplore. The kindest feelings were so

blended with the energies of his manly character, that formed as he was

for decisive action, he had talents for active heneficence, and delighted in

doing good. His understanding seconded the propensities of his heart,

and tended to render his benevolent purposes speedily efficient. His pur

poses of service were followed by an alacrity and perseverance which

paused not till the purpose was accomplished. It is an ancient observa

tion, that a good man is a public good. In the instance of the Admiral, a

good man was also a private and positive good, to most of the individuals

with whom he was connected. lie was a friend, not in word, but in

deed; and many respectable persons now living, are able, and without

doubt, willing to testify, that they and their families have cause to remem

ber him with gratitude, for substantial benefits which he procured for them,

by a zealous, indefatigable, and judicious promotion of their advancement

and prosperity.

On Monday morning the 8th of September, the funeral procession of

Sir John Duckworth commenced in the following order: ‘

Cavalry

Royal Artillery

Marine band of Music

Royal Marines with Colours _

Chaplain of the Chaplain of the

Spencer Superb o

Admiral's Bargemen (two and two) 1

Midshipmen of the Ships in Port (two and two)

Lieutenants of the Ships in Port (two and two)

Commanders of the Ships in Port (two and two)

Captains of the Ships in Port (two and two)

Gbe mates

Mourning Coaches

First containing

Commodore Broughton, Senior Officer

Captain of the Impregnable

Commissioner

Governor of the Royal Naval Hospital.

Second

Private Friends kind the Admiral's Secretary.

Third ,

Private Friends.

Fonrlh _

Mr. Ilnmmick, Surgeon of the Hospital

Surgeon nflthe Impregnnble

Flag Lieutenant

Chaplain of the lmprcgnable.

90th Band of Music

90th Regiment with Colours

64th Band of Music

64th Regiment with Colours

Major-General Browne and Staff ‘

Major-General Strickland and Staff

Junior Officers of the Army and Navy

Field Officers, and Captains of the Navy.

' General and Flag Officers

Other Friends 7

Private Carriages.

t

_ _.__,_.‘._ _.__ _.__,._ . .~ .._~-- J—
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,The procession accompanied the funeral as. far as the turnpikeygaté,

NAVAL utsroav or THE rasssnr van, 1817.

beyond Plymouth, during,which minute guns were fired from the battery", '

on Mount Wise, the Citadel, and from the Impregnahle, and the -0thet

ships in the Hamoaze. No public spectacle in the West of England ever ,

drcw together such a multitude of spectators. The hearse, followed by,

five mourning coaches,'and' twenty-five gentlemen'a carriages, arrived a:

the lodge gate of Wear house, the seat of the deceased, at two o'clock on

Tuesday, and from thence proceeded to Topsham church, where the

funeral service Illperformed by the Rev. J. Carrington, and the corpse

deposited in the family vault in the church.

The coffin was covered with crimson silk velvet, and studded with 2,500

silvered nails. On the fid was a large silver'platc, on which were engraved

the armorial bearings‘ of the deceased, and the following inscription—

“ Admiral Sir, John Thomas .Ducltworth, Bart. G.C.B. oblit August 31,

1817, Aim. 69." -

September 4. At Sandwich, after a long illness, the consequence of a

severe paralytic attack which she had eleven years since, and from which

she never recovered, Mrs. Judith Harvey, aged 74 years, relict of the late \

Captain John Harvey, who fell on the memorable first of June, 1794,‘

whilst gallantly commanding his Majesty's ship Brunswick, in the honoun

able postof Second to Admiral Earl Howe, and the mother of Rear Admi

ral John llarvey, commander-in-chief at the Leeward Islands, and of

Captain Edward Harvey, ILN. When -Sir Charles Pole, much to the cre

dit-of his honor and humanity, brought before Parliament acomparative

scale of pensions to the widows of naval and military officers, to. show

how unequally the two services had been considered, be particularly in-

stanced the case of Mrs. Harvey, and a stronger he could not have selected

—-for at the time the pension was granted, it was generally and justly

deemed inadequate, not only to the eminent services her husband had

rendered to the country, but to his rank, he having obtained on his death- '

bed, an assurance from authority that the pmmotiou .of flags which was

about to talte place, would Extend to him—in fact, that he was an admiral.

The information was received by Captain Harvey with the most heartfelt

satisfaction; declaring, that havmg attained the hononr he had so long

aspired to, he should the happy. 0n the 80th ofJune, this gallant officer

died; and the promotion having been delayed until the 4th of July, he

was not included l This disrespect to his memory, independent of the

pecuniary loss to his widow, which attended it, was severely felt by her

and his family. Surely the posthumous honours and emolumeut of such

a man should not have been afl'ectcd by the mere delays of ofiice.

12. After a short but severe illness, at the Royal Hospital, Greenwich,

Capt. Nathaniel Portlock, RN. whose loss will be most truly.regretted by

all who have the happiness of his acquaintance, either in his duties as an

officer, or as a most affectionate and much esteemed friend in private life.

Mildness and benevolence were at all times displayed on his countenance,

and his actions accorded with those endearing expressions, for he was a

friend to all. In the relative duties of husband and parent, few, if any,

could excel him; and deeply to be lamented is the 'heavy affliction, thus

suddenly brought on an amiable family, with whose sorrows the writer (who

had the happiness of serving under his command when a youth) mingles

the tear of sympathy, and otfers this small tribute of respect to the memory

of his departed and valuable friend, whose loss he shall ever most deeply

de lore.

gorrigeadum.—Page 181, for “ and offering them a retaining protection

in time of peace," read, “ and to protect them In time of peace from that

poverty and disgrace which has lately befallen them." .

Erratu.-Page 104 (note), for 3 feet of 6, read 3 out offi. Page 109,

line 15. for invested. read inserted. Page 112, line 7, for port, read post,

 

' Vidr Vol. xviii. page 27.
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Unbounded courage and compassion joined,

'l‘empering each other in the victor's rmnd,

Allernalely proelaimed him good and great, ‘ i

And made the Hero and the Man complete.

Dnvnrs.‘ ' '

HE following unadorned Narrative of the Public Services of

this Gentleman, we_in, compliance with the wishes of the

-writer give as we received it. The character of them does not need

the aid of literary embellishment to_ recommend it to those who

knew him. The numerous friends who enjoyed his society both

in public and private life, can bear testimony to the brilliant and

amiable qualities which he possessed and exerted in those respective

stations, 7

His conduct when commanding the W'indsor Castle, in the

action of the 22d July, 1805, under Sir Robert Calder, with the

combined French and Spanish fleets, would be alone sullicient to

establish the credit of his public character; but when it is consi.

dered that he passed nearly half a. century in' the naval service of

his country, and in every stage of it evinced his title to the suc

cessive gradations of honour which he obtained, it must be inferred

that the series of his professional exertions were such as to claim

the lasting gratitude of his countrymen. ~ ,

Vice-admiral Boyles was the son of Charles Boyles, Esq. Col:

lector of the'Customs at W'ells, in Norfolk. In the year 1771,

at the age of fifteen, he embarked with the late laord Nelsonfi on

board his Majesty’s ship Ruisonuble, of :64 guns, commanded by

Captain Snehling,+ to Whom he was recommended by Marquis

Townshend, and afterwards served the principal part of his time

as midshipman and master’s mate, with Captain Sir Thomas Rich,

' Vida vol. iii. p. 1:37, for permit and memoir of Lord Nelson; and for

qddenda to the memoir, lee vol. xiv. 586‘ _

1‘ A portrait-and memoir of Captain SnclJzng are given in vol. aiv. p. “26:3,

Bab. quron. Vol. XXXVI". M u

_ _ fl.-_t _.\ __‘,__ _
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in the Enterprize frigate, on the Mediterranean station. He was

afterwards promoted, and served as lieutenant of the Duke, of 98

guns, commanded by Captain (afterwards Lord) Gardner,* in

the memOrable defeat of Count de Grasse, by the fleet under

Lord Rodney,+ on the 12th of April, in the West Indiesd; He

remained on that station until he was promoted to the rank of

Commander, and appointed to the Barbadoes sloop of war, in

which ship he returned to England. The Zebra sloop having been

selected to be stationed on the coast of Ireland, Captain Boyles

was appointed to her, and continued in the command of her for

three years, when she was paid of. He then commissioned the

Vulcan fireship, and out of that ship he was madea post captainf

In 1792, Captain Boyles married Mary Dorothea, daughter of

the late Captain James llawker, of the royal navy. On the

breaking out of the war in 1793, Captain Boyles was appointed

to the Pegasus frigate, of ‘28 guns, and shortly after, at the par

ticular request of Admiral Kingsmill,§ to the Swiftsnre, of 74

NAVAL BIOGRAPHY

guns, bearing his flag, and stationed on the coast of Ireland ; the

Admiral’s residence being on shore at Cork, the Swiftsure usually

cruised at sea, and being ordered to see a convoy, under the

St. Alban’s, a certain distance on their passage to the \Vest Indies,

the 5th of May, 1794, fell in with two French frigates, one of

which, the Atalante, of 38 guns, was captured by the Swiftsure,

after a chase of 38 hours.

In May, 1795, the Swiftsurc, with the Hannibal, was put under

the orders of the Leviathan, Captain Duckworth," and sailed for

St. Domingo, and the Jamaica station. On their arrival, the

commander-in-chief, Admiral Parker, having his flag in' the

Raisonable, of 64 guns, obtained leave of the Admiralty to

remove it to the Swiftsurc, as a superior ship, by which arrange.

 

' At page 177 of vol. viii. will be found a portrait and memoir ofLord Gardner;

and at page 191 an account of his appointment lo command- the Dulre.

T For memoir of Lord Rodney, ride vol. i. page 349; and for n porlrait,
vol. xxv. p. 401. I I

3 For an account of this memorable action, see vol. i. p. 389.

§ Vide vol. I. p. 189, for portrait and memoir of Admiral Sir Robert King’

mill, Bart.

- A portrait and memoir of Sir J. T. Duchwmlh-arc given in vol. xviii. pi];

and for an account of his death and funeral sulcnmitit-a, vide page 262 0‘ 11;:

present volume.

____.,- N'.._-.,___ ‘
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ment Captain Boyle's became commander of the Raisonable, the

ship he first entered when be commenced his career in the navy, and

remained on this station until the month of September, 1797, when

he was sent home_ by Commodore Duckworth, and refitted, after

one cruise with Lord Bridport,“P in quest of the French fleet, which

attempted a descent upon Ireland.

She sailed in March following, with an India convoy, to the

Cape of Geod H-ope, being intended to join asquadron under

Lord Hugh Seymour, on an expedition to the South Seas, but

from its not taking place, she remained on the Cape of Good

Hope station, occasionally cruising ofi‘ the Isle of France, and

Madagascar, till July, 1799, when she convoyed a fleet of India

men to England, and then joined the Channel fleet under Lord

Bridport. '

In 1800, the Raisonable was repaired at Chatham, and then

ordered to the North Sea, under the late Admiral Sir Archibald

Dickson.

In 1801, Captain Boyles was appointed to command the

Saturn, of 74 guns ; and before he joined her, to the Belleisle, ofv

74. In August he was removed into the Captain (74), all em_ '

ployed in the Channel Fleet. After the peace took place in

October, the Captain was sent, with several other ships, to

Jamaica, under Sir J. T. Duckworth, where she remained until‘

January, 1802. She then came home, and was paid cfl‘. After

the war recommeneed, Captain Boylcs was appointed, in April,

l804, to the Couragenx, 74-, and proceeded with an India conroy

to St. Helena, bringing another convoy back in October. The

Conragenx afterwards joined the Channel Fleet. _

In January, 1805, Captain Boylcs was appointed to the \Vind.

sm' Castle, of 98 guns, and cruised with a detached squadron in the

Bay of Biscay. Iliaviug joined Sir Robert Calder‘s + fleet in July,

the \Vindsor Castle was particularly engaged in the action with the

combined French and Spanish fleet on the 22d, when she had six

oflicers and fifty men killed and wotinded, and was so disabled as

to be obliged to return to England with the two line-of-battle‘

ships, prizes. Being repaired, the \Vindsor Castle joined the

  

' For mcnioir of Lord Eridpurt, ride vol~ i. page 965.

i in vol. xvii. p. 8?, are gnu-n a portrait and memoir of Sir Robert Calder.

'1)ofl.
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Channel Fleet under Admiral Cornwallis,* and was detached with

a squadron under Sir Samuel Hood,+ ofl' Rochfort, on the 26th

of September, when a squadron of French frigatcs, with troops

for their colonies, were chased, and four taken.

The Windsor Castle, in November, was ordered under Lord

Collingwood,1 ofi'Cadiz, and soon after to the Mediterranean,

where Captain Boyles was for some time senior otiiceriu Sicily and

Malta. In April, 1808, the Windsor Castle joined the squadron

under Sir J. T. Duckworth, which passed up the Dardanellcs, and

in the arduous contest of repa5sing, and engaging the Turkish bat

teries, besides other material damage which she sustained, her main

mast was shot two-thirds through, by one of the extraordinary

masses of stone, which weighed upwards of 800 pounds, and was

25 inches in diameter, that were fired at, and struck the ships of

the squadron, and was in the possession of the late Sir J. T.

Duckworth. '

On the 28th of April following, Captain Boyles was appointed

a Colonel of Marines, and the Windsor Castle was paid ed“ in

November, 1808.

In the month of October, 1809, Captain Boyles was promoted

to the rank of Rear-admiral of the Blue; and in May following

received an appointment as commanding Admiral at Malta. On

his arrival of that Island, on board the Lively frigate (in which

ship he had taken his passage from Gibraltar), on the 10th of

August, at two in the morning, she unfortunately struck on a reef

of rocks, and was lost, the crew saving themselves by the masts

which were cut away for that purpose. Admiral Boyles’s flag

remained on board the Trident in Vallette harbour until Septem

ber, when he was ordered to relieve Rear-admiral George Martin,

in command of the squadron at Sicily, and hoisted his flag in the

Canopus, at Mcssina. In February, 1811, Admiral Boy lcs

received an offer from the commander-in-chief, Sir Charles Cot.

tnu,§ to he Captain of the Mediterranean Fleet (Sir Charles

having communicated with the Admiralty on the subject), uhieh

 

*' I'idc vul. vii. p. 1, for portrait and memoir of Admiral Cornwallis.

-|- Fm- portrait and memoir of Sir Samuel Hood, vide vnl. xvii. p. l.

1 Vida vol. xv_ p. 353, for portrait and memoir of the late Lord Collingwood_

§ For portrait and biographical memoir ot' Sir Charles Cotton, age vehnvli.

page 5.53
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he declined, preferring the active command at Sicily. In Septem

her, being again ordered to Malta, and finding it did not agree

with his health, he applied to be superseded, returned to England

in the Pearl frigate, and struck his flag in February, 1812. He

was promoted to the rank of Vice-Admiral on the 4th of June,

1814, and died on the 9th of November, 1816, leaving a widow

and an only son, having served with honour and reputation in his

Majesty’s navy, principally at sea, in most countries and climates,

for forty-five years.
 

NAUTICAL ANECDOTES AND SELECTIONS.

-.—

CAPTAIN RIDD

HE case of Captain Kidd, while in agitation, engaged the attention of

the public in a very eminent degree, though the man himself was one

of the most contemptible of the human race. The town of Greenoclt, in

Scotland, gave birth to Captain Kidd, who was bred to the sea, and having

quilted his native country, he resided at New York, where he became

owner ofn small vessel, with which he traded among the pirates, obtained

n thorough knowledge of their haunts, and could give a better account of

them than any other person whatever. He was neither remarkable for the

excess of his courage, nor for his want ofit. \In a word, his ruling passion

appeared to be avarice, and to this was owing his connection with the

pirates. When Kidd was in company with these abandoned people, he

used to converse anti act as they did ; yet at other times he would make

singular professions of honesty, and intimate how easy a matter it would be

to cxtirpate these people, and prevent their making future depredatious.

His frequent remarks of this kind engaged the notice of several con

siderable planters, who, forming a more favourable idea of him than his

true character would warrant, procured him the patronage with which he

was afterwards honoured. Before we enter into further particulars

respecting this man, it will be proper to say something of the situation of

public atfairs, previous to, and at the time he began to grow con

spicuous.

Great complaints had been made, for years past, of the piracies com

mittcd in the “fest Indies, which had been greatly encouraged by some of

the inhabitants of North America, on account of the advantage that could

be made by the purchase of effects thus fraudulently obtained. This

coming to the knowledge of King William ill. he, in the year 1695,

bestowed the government of New England and New York on the Earl of

Bellamont, an Irish Nobleman, of distinguished character and abilities.

Soon after his Majesty had conferred this honour on Lord Bellamont, his

Lordship began to consider of the most effectual method to redress the

evils complained of, and he represented to Colonel Lei'ingston, a gentleman

W‘\v ’5 aWm“
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who had great property in New York, that some proper steps should be

taken to obviate the evils so long complained of. Just at this juncture,

Captain Kidd was arrived from New York, in a sloop of his Ono: him,

therefore, the colonel mentioned to Lord Bellamont, as a bold and daring

man, who was very fit to be employed against the pirates, as he was per

fectly well acquainted with the places they frequented. This plan met with

the fullest approbation of his Lordship, who knowing how desirous the

King was that this nest of pirates should be destroyed, mentioned the afl'air

to his Majesty, who greatly applauded the design, and recommended it to

the notice of the Board of Admiralty. The commissionersliltewise approved

it; but such was then the hurry and confusion of public afi'airs, that though

the design was approved, no steps were taken towards carrying it into

execution.

All that passed on this occasion being known to Colonel Levingston, he

made an application to Lord Bellamont, and informed him, that as the

affair would out well admit of delay, it was worthy (though it had not met

with public encouragement) of being undertaken by some private persons

of rank and distinction, and carried into execution at their own expense.

llis Lordship approved of this project, but it was attended with considerable

difficulty: at length, however, the Lord Chancellor Somers, the Duke of

Shrewsbury, the Earl of Romney, the Earl of Oxford, and some other per

sons, with Colonel Levingston and Captain Kidd, agreed to raise 6000!.'

for the expense of the voyage; and the colonel and captain were to have a

fifth of the profits of the whole undertaking. King William approved of

this plan so highly, and thought it would produce such great advantages to

his subjects, that he promised to cmitribute to its success ; and therefore a

reserve was agreed to be made ofn tenth part of the efl'ects seized from the

pirates, for the use of his Majesty : but after the contract was concluded,

the King could not spare his share of the money, and therefore the whole

was advanced by the persons above mentioned. Matters being thus far

adjusted, a commission in the usual form was granted to Captain Kidd, to

take and seize pirates, and bring them to justice; but there was no special

clause or proviso to restrain his conduct, or regulate the mode of his pro-'

ceeding. Kidd was known to Lord Beilnmout, who once introduced him

to the Earl of Oxford, and another gentleman presented him to Lord Rom

ney. With regard to the other parties concerned, he was wholly unac

qnainted with them: and so ill was the affair conducted, that he had no

private instructions how to act, but received his sailing orders from Lord

Bellamont, the purport of which were, that he should act agreeable to the

letter of his commission. A vessel was purchased and manned, and re

ceived the name of the Adventure galley; and in this Captain Kidd sailed

for New York, towards the close of the year 1695, and in his passage made

prize ofn French ship. I-‘rom l'ew York, he sailed to the Madeira Islands,

thence to Bonn, Nisto, and St. Jago, and from this last place to Madagas

car. He now began to cruise at the entrance of the Red Sea, but not being

successful in those latitudes, he sailed to Calicut, and there took a ship of

one hundred and fifty tons burthen, which he carried to Madagascar, and

there sold,
1
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His prize disposed of, he again put to sea, and at the expiration of five

weeks, tool: the Quednh Merchant, a ship of above four hundred tons hur

then, the master of which was an Englishman, named Wright, who had two

Dutch mates on board, and a French gunner, but. the crew, near ninety in

number, consisted of Moors. This ship he carried to St. Mary’s,' near

Madagascar, where he burnt the Adventure galley, belonging to his owners,

and divided the lading of the Quedah Merchant with his crew, taking forty

shares to himself. They then went on board the last mentioned ship, and

sailed for the West Indies. It is uncertain whether the inhabitants of the

West India Isles lrnew that Kidd was a pirate; but he was refused refresh

ments at Anguilla and St.Thomns’s, and therefore sailed to Mona, betwin

Porto Rico and Hispaniola, where, through the management of an

Englishman named Bolton, he obtained a supply of provisions from

Curaqna. He now bought asloop of Bolton, in which he stowed great

part of his ill-gotten efl'ects, and left the Quedah Merchant, with eighteen

of his ship’s company, in Bolton's care.

Kidd now sailed in the sloop, and touched at several places, where he

disposed of a great part of his cargo, and then steered for Boston, in New

England. In the interim, Bolton sold the Quedah Merchant to the Spa

niards, and immediately sailed as a passenger in a ship for Boston, where

she arrived a considerable time before Kidd, and gave information to Lord

‘Bellamont, then the resident Governor, of what had happened. On Kidd's

arrival, therefore, he was seized by order of his Lordship; when all he had

to urge in his defence was, that he thought the Quednh Merchant was a

lawful prize, as she was manned with Moors; though there was no kind of

proof that this vessel had committed any act of piracy. Hereupon the Earl

of Bellamont immediately despatchcd an account to England of the circum

stances that had arisen, and requested that a ship might be sent for Kidd,

who had committed several other notorious acts of piracy. On this the

ship Rochester was sent to bring him to England ; but this vessel, hoppen~

ing to be disabled, was obliged to return; a circumstance which greatly

incrensed a public clamour which had for some time subsisted respecting

this business. There is not the least doubt but that this clamour took its

rise from party prejudice ; yet it was carried to such a height, that the

members of parliament for several places were instructed to move the House

for an inquiry into the aEair ; and accordingly it was moved in the House

of Commons, that “ The letters patent, granted to the Earl of Bellamont

and others, respecting the goods taken from pirates, were dishonourable to

the King, against the law of nations, contrary to the laws and statutes of

this realm, an invasion of property, and destructivcto commerce.” Though

a negative was put on this motion, yet the enemies of Lord Sinners and the

Earl of Oxford continued to charge those noblcmen with giving countenance

to pirates; and it was even insinuated that the Earl of Bellamont was not

less culpable than his associates. Accordingly, another motion was made

in the House of Commons, to address his Majesty, that “ Kidd might not

 

' At this place 90 of Kidd's crew left him. and went on board the Mocha

'Merchant, an East India ship, irhlch had just then commenced pirate.
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he tried till the next sessions of parliament, and that the Earl of Bellamont

might be directed to send home all examinations and other papers relative

to the affair." This motion was carried, and the King complied with the

request. On Kidd's arrival in England, he was sent for, and examined at

the bar of the House ofCommons, with a view to fix part of his guilt on the

plrties who had been concerned in sending him on the expedition; but

nothing arose to criminate any of those distinguished persons. Kidd, who

was in some degree intoxicated, made a very contemptible appearance at

the bar of the House; on which a member, who had been one of the most

earnest to have him examined, violently exclaimed, “ D—n this fellow, I

thought he had been only a knave; but, unfortunately, he happens to be a

fool likewise."

At length Kidd was tried at the Old Bailey, and was convicted on the

clearest evidence; but neither at that time, nor afterwards, charged any

of his employers with being privy to his infamous transactions.

Kidd was hanged at Execution Dock on the 23d of May, 1701 ; but a

circumstance happened at his execution that will be worthy of recital.

After he had been tied up to the gallows, the rope broke, and he fell to the

ground; but being immediately tied up again, the ordinary, who had before

exhorted him, desired to speak with him once more; and on this second

application, entreuted him to make the most careful use of the few farther

moments thus providentially nllotted him for final preparation of his soul to

meet its important change. These exhortations appeared to have the

wished-for efl'ect; and he was left, professing his charity to all the world,

and his hopes of salvation through the merits of his Redeemer. Thus ended

the life ofCaptain Kidd, a man, who, if he had entertained a proper regard

to the welfare of the public, or even to his own advantage, might have

become an useful member of society, instead of a disgrace to it. The

opportunities he had obtained of acquiring a complete knowledge of the

haunts of the pirates, rendered him one of the most proper men in the

world to have extirpnted this nest of villains; but his own avarice defeated

the generous views of some of the greatest and most distinguished men of

the age in which he lived. Hence we may learn the destructive nature of

avarice, which generally counteracts its own purposes. Captain Kidd

might have acquired a fortune, and rendered a capital service to his

country, in a point the most essential to its interests ;' but he appeared to

be dead to all those generous sensations which do honour to humanity, and

materially injured his country, while he was bringing final disgrace on him

self. The story of this wretched malct'acror will cflectually impress on the

mind of the render the truth of the old observation, that “Honesty is the

best policy."—(llfal<fltrtor's Regislcr, printed for A. liogg, 16, Pater

noster Row, 1798.)

UNION OF SEA AND INLAND NAVIGATION

Nbrwtrnsmnnmo the line canal from Glasgow to Grangemouth, and

the advantages afforded by the Frith of Forth from the latter place to Leith,

ll. is atL-nowlt-dged that, for the last twenty years, goods have in general
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been conveyed with greater regularity and despatch between Leith and,

London, than between Leith and Glasgow, though the distance between the

former places is above 400 miles, and between the latter not much more

than forty. This has been occasioned, it appears, by the vessels employed

in the trade between the rivers Forth and Clyde being so constructed, that

such ofthem as were rigged in a manner suitable for the working up and

down rivers, were totally unfit: for the purpose of tracking with despatch

along the canal; while, on the other hand, the vessels best adapted for

tracking were, from their peculiar construction, totally unfit to navigate the

rivers against contrary winds. ,

To obviate these difficulties, the vessels now about to be employed in the

carrying trade between the Forth and Clyde, and which will be eight in.

number, and of the burthcn, each of fifty tons, are to be peculiarly adapted.

for tracking through the canal i but in Order that they may pass with equal

regularity through the Frith of Forth, which is from two to seven miles

wide; they are to he towed between the harbour of Leith and the entrance

ofthe canal, is distance of more than 20 miles, by the Tvc already men

tioned. This DRAGGEB, as it is called, or STEAM Boar, is of considerable

dimensions and force, having two engines, of16 horse power each, which

are so constructed as to act separately or together, as occasion may

require.

From experiments already made, a sanguine expectation is entertained

that the traffic between Glasgow and Leil'h, through the mediuln proposed,

will, ul'ter these arrangements are completed, he daily carried on, as

quickly as that by the carriers on land, and a: only half the expense. So

promising are the appearances of the project, lhnt, though its origin be

Owing chiefly to the spirit of competition, it is likely to meetwith ~and

merit the public encouragement; and it is certainly, entitled, from

the judgment and spirit it manifests, to a considerable degree of

praise. If it obtain the success expected, the example it , is setting

will doubtless speedily be followed in every case in whichlthe application

is admissible.

AN AFRICAN PRINCE.

A xannrrrvc of the voyage of the Congo, says—“ In, the forenoon,

while waiting for the sea breeze, the Mat'ooka of Shark Point did this

adventurers the honour ofpnying them it visit. In ordtr [0 give them some

idea of his importance, he made his appearance, attended by half a dozen

miserable wretchcs, who had the felicity to be attached to his person. This

fellow, though as dirty and as ragged a ruflian as could well be conceived,

expected to be treated with all'the respect due to a Prince. The side-ropes

(covered with canvas), were not good enough for a person of his rank;

superior accommodation he held to be due to his condescension; and act

ing on his persuasion, he demanded that a chair with a cushion should be

provided for him on the quarter-deck. In the last-mentioned particular, it

was impossible for them to comply with his wishes, and he was obliged to

be satisfied with an ensign spread over it. Ilis appearance, seated at the

fist. tt'brun. Vol.XXXVIII. n N
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tefi'rail, his otherwise naked body, hfllllled in an old worn~0ut pellssc of

red velvet, edged with gold lace, a green silk umhrellu held over his head,

though the sun was not out, and his silver-headed stick of office in his hand,

was most ludicrous; and furnished as farcical a specimen of poverty and

pomp, as that presented to our view in the gnrlick-fed Mandarin of Robin-'

son Crusoe. This exhibition took place at the Captain's breakfast hour;

and this august personage did not full to make it known that he had no

objection on such an occasion to be asked into the cabin. But his desire

to partake ofa meal with his new friends was not attended to, as the odours

of his person, added to a cutaneous disorder with which he was covered,

operated to his exclusion. Captain 'l'uckey's politeness (as he expressed

himself) on this occasion, gave way to his stomach, and his guest was

left to amuse himself on deck in the best way he could. lie was not a

little chagrincd at being thus treated, but was subsequently brought into

good humour by a salute from a solve], and plentiful allowance of brandy.

It did not appear that he had any object in coming on board, but that of

getting a few glasses of liquor, and that given to him pleased him so much,

that the voyagers were favoured with his company all that night, and the

fire following days. He informed them that there were three schooners

and four pinnaces, all Portuguese, at Emhomtna, traflicking for slavesr

He further told them, that at that season of the year, the transport could

not get higher than Tall-Tree Island, about. 40 miles up the river, on

account of the shallowness of the water." '

A PLAN TO PREVENT SMALL VESSELS, SUCH AS SLOOPS, SPRINGIXG A

LEAK, AND THERIZBY SINIUNG'

' In small decked vessels, such as sloops, there are seldom more than

three or four men to navigate them; so that if they spring a leak, the

fatigue becomes so great at the pumps that the men are soon exhausted.

When a sloup or small vessel is building, and before planking the bottom

and sides, let the outside of the timbers be rubbed over with a mixture of

pitch, tar, cow-hair and powdered charcoal made hot, and which, when '

' cold, is of the consistency of shoemn kers' wax; after rubbing the timbers on

the outside with this composition, plank the bottom and sides; when the

planks are eaulked, fill all the spaces up between the timbers with this

mixture, and also over the inside of the timbers, then nail on the ceiling or

lining planks. It is impossible, if the seams of the outer planks are ever

so open, for the vessel to leak: nor can either rats or mice penetrate be

tween the timbers, because they will not touch this composition. TwO

small brass rollers, with friction wheels, fuedon the Opposite sides of the

pump spear, at the valve, will keep the pump-spear upright, and make

the pump work easier.

ADMIRAL CRO‘VN.

A PRIVATE letter from Cronstadt states, that the RIDPGX‘OI‘ Alexander

has lately visited his squadron in that port, and expressed his perfect satis

faction ntthe appearance and hiin order of the ships. Admiral Crown,

who commands the Russian squadron, is a native of Scotland. He was
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Four‘yenrs an acting lieutenant in the British service, when, finding he had

to contend with bad fortune, and, perhaps, personal prejudice, he forsook

the service, and went to Russia, where he soon obtained the command of

a cutter, in which he shortly after captured a small Swedhh frigate. He

was thereupon promoted to a frigate, and soon he had the good fortune to

Capture a Swedish 64-gun ship. For this dnshing enterprise he was pro.

moted to the rank of Admiral, and, after only 15 years' service, he

now stands the second Admiral upon the list of the Russian Navy. This

Admiral had the command of the fleet that transported the Russian con—~

tingent, in June last, from Calais to Petershurgh. On his arrival with hie

squadron in Calais Roads, he sent large orders for pro isions, good porter

in particular, to various contractors on the opposite coast, who had supplied

him, while lying in the Downs, in the year 1814. The contractors, not.

forgetting the handsome manner in which, on that occasion, they had been

paid, were not tardy in executing his orders; and, according], , a flotilla,

consisting of almost every description of small craft, was soon collected to

convey the pttOvisions to the Admiral'a fleet, and they arrived 05 the flee:

the day on which the orders were given ; but as the weather was equally,

they could not that night venture along the respective ships, and, conse

quently, as was naturally to be expected, took shelter in Calais harbour.

In the morning, as soon as the tide served, they weighed anchor in order

to depart, when they were immediately surrounded by a great number of

Custom-house boats; and notice was given them, that not one of them

would be allowed to leave the port without first paying the duties on the

cargoes, the same as if they had been landed. This unexpected 6 round

created amongst the victuallers the greatest consternation 5 ‘hey, however,

contrived to despatch a six~oar cutter to the Admiral, to whom they coni

mnnicated the intelligence, and requested his interference. Ad iral

Crown instantaneously despatcltctl an othcer on shore, with a. letter to the

Governor, demanding the immediate liberation of his victuallers, threaten

ivg, in the event of-a refusal, to bombard the town ; and gave. the Gover

nnr one quarter of an hour to consider of it. The Governor requested an

hour, in order to Send a telegraphic despatch to _Paris, for instructions how

to act on so novel an occasion ; to this the Admiral could not agree, and

instantly made (clapping springs on his cables), preparations for bpmbard~

\in‘g the town; the Government perceiving this, ordered the vicluallel‘s

to be released. Th' 1 information was communicated to us by _a gentleman

who w , t Calais at. the time.

. nut new: cunt.

BY, an ordinance of the King of France, the several Yachts belonging to

the Noblemen and Gentlemen, forming the Yacht Club, established in the

year 1815 (ol'which the following is a list), are exempted in the ports of

France, from the tonnage and revenue duties, chargeable on vessels hired.

_ to convey passengers and carrying good; on freight; viz.

_—-m \ d
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Owners. Names. Tons.

Anglesey, Marquis ol'-......... Liberty, cutter .... ..-.---. 42

Ashbruoif, Viscount . . . _ . . . . . _ _

Aylmcr, Charle‘s, Esq. . . . . . . .- Maria Ann, ditto . . . . . . . . - . 34

Baring, W. Esq. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sylph, ditto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52

Belmour, Earl of ..........-. Osprey, brig . . . . . . --...... 224

Berkeley, Capt. F. . . . . . . .. .. . . Phaedra, cutter . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

Capper, Rev. G. . . . . . . . . . . - . Halcyon, schooner . . . . . . . . .. 21

Challen, S. Esq. -.... . - . . - . . .. Ruttler,lu-;ger ...-.......- . 90

' Craven, Earl of.... . . . . .... .. Louisa, ship .. . . . _ _ . . . . . .. 325

Curtis, Sir William, Bart. . . . . . . Rebeccn Maria, cutter .... . . 76

Curtis, Wm. Esq. . . _ _ _ . . . . . . . Georgiana, ditto . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

Deerhurst, Viscount . . . . . . . . . . Mary, lugger .... . . . _ . . . .. . 20

Fazakerley, l. N. Esq. . . . . . . - . Cygnet, cutter .. . . - - - - . - .. 57

Fitzge'rald,.i. Esq . . . . . . . . . . . .. Atalanta, ditto . . . . . . . . . . .. 116

Gaven, W. Esq. . . . . . . -- .... Wellington, ditto .. .. ..... .. 26

Gordon, J. Esq. .._-.... .-.... Syren, ditto . . . . . . . . . . .... 31

Gritntliam, Lord . _ . . . . . . . - . . Mermaid, ditto . . . . . . . . . . .. 4O

Halifax, T. Esq. . . . . - . . . . . . . . . All'rctl, ditto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46

Hare, HOU-W'..-......-.-... Adelaide, ditto .--......... 18

Herbert, H. A. Esq. ..-_--.--. Coquette, ditto -- "-- -.-.--‘ 18

Hippisley, Sir J.C. Bart. ..-..- Polly, ditto ......--..---- 25

Kirkwall, Viscount . . . . . . . . . . .. Lively, ditto -.. .-- - - - - ..n- 30

LeWin,T.Esq. --.._.---.-...

Lindegren,J.Esq.-.-...-....- Dove, ditto .............. 55

 

 

 

 

Melville, Viscount . _ . . . . . . . . . . Admiralty yacht —

North, Rev. C. A . . . . . . . _ . . . . . Lord Nelson, cutter . . . . u .. 75

Peach, S. P. Esq. . . . . . . . . . . -. Harrier, schooner . . . . . . . . . . 36

Pelham, Hon. C. A- . . . . . . . . . . Falcon, brig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155

Pullcston, Sir R. Bart. . . . . . . - . Nancy, cutter . . . . . . . - . . . . . 60

Shakespeare, J. Esq. . . . . . . . . - . Fanny, schooner . . . . . . . . . . 21

Shedden, Colonel . . . . . . . . . . . - Sylph, cutter . . . . . . . . . . . . - . 20

Smith,T. A.J'un. Esq. . . . . . . .. Elizabeth, ditto .. .... ....'.. 66

Symonds,J.C. Esq. .....-.... Henrietta, ditto ......---..- 13

Thomas, Sir G. Bart. . . . . - . . - . . Eliza, lugger . . U... - . , . - . .. 30

Thomcnd, Marquis of . . . . . _ . - ~2
Wardell, B. Eiiq.v. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eclipse, yawl . . . . . . - - .. . . . . 10

Weld, Joseph, Esq. .- . . .c» . . Charlotte, cutter . . . . . . . . . . 60

Whatley, Colonel . . . - . . . . . - . . —

Weld, James, Esq. . . . . . . . . . . -

Williams, 0. Esq. .... ..-. .--. Blue Eyed Maid, ditto .... .. 30

Vernon, Hon. G. . . . . . . . . . . . . Nereide, ditto . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61

Honorary lllembers.-,-Captain T. Alexander, R. N. ; Hun. Courtnay

Boyle, R..N.; Captain M. Bradhy, [LN- ; Hon. Captain C. Bridgman,Hon. Captain T. B. Capcl, R.N. ; Captain T. F. Chapman, R.N.; Captain

A. Corry, R.N.E Captain John Dick; Viscount Fitzharris ; Rear AdmiralSir

J. Gore,K.C.B. ; Vice Adm.Sir C. Hamilton, Barn; Capt. F. Halliday, KN,
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Captain Sir T. Hardy, Bart.K.C.B.; Captain T. Herbert, RN'J Rear

Admiral \V. Lock; Captain W. Love, R.N.; Captain J. Lyons, R.N.;

Hon. Captain A. Maitland, R.N.; Captain J. Nourse, R.N.; Captain

J. S. Peyton, RN-; Rear Admiral Sir H. Popham, Bart. K-C.B.;

Captain G. F. Seymour, RN. ; and Vice Admiral Sir J. Yorke, K.C.B.

DINNER. 'ro CAPTAIN BARBIE, R-N.

[Extracted from the Preston Chronicle, December 23, 1815.] _

THE following account of this gratifying compliment to a meritorious

officer, has been sent us, with a particular desire for its insertion; and as

it is at all times our inclination to devote the pages of the JB-abat Olhnntitlc

to the record of testimonies honorable to the officers of the British Navy,

we most willingly comply with the wishes of our friend, although the date

is somewhat too distant :—

On Thursday, the let of Dec. 1815, a public dinner was given, at the

Bull Inn, to this distinguished character, ih commemoration of his pro

fessional services; and more especially those which he has recently ren

dered to his country on the coast of America. The company, almut‘140

in number, was honoured by the presence of several gallant officers, who

had served under Captain Barrie, and whose attachment had induced them

to travel several hundred miles to join in this tribute of gratitude conferred

upon their favourite commander. The room was decorated Willi naval tro~

pbies, and several flags, taken from the enemy by Captain Barrie, were

hung against the walls. The dinner was provided with every requisite for

such an entertainment; and when we state that 'I‘. S. SllUTTLEWUItTH, Esq.

presided, it is unnecessary to say that good humour and hilarity was

painted on every countenance.

After the cloth was removed, Non nobis Domine was given by Messrs.

Barton, llngg, Hindle, and Dodgson.

The President then gave in succession the following toasts, all of which

were drunk with the accompaniment of three times t/lrce.

His Majesty, Duke of Lancaster.

The Prinee Regent.

The Queen and Royal Family.

. Mr. Snurruzvvonm —-Though it has often fallen to my lot, on'public

occasions, to hold the situation which I have now the honour to fill, I never

rose under feelings of so much anxiety as at present; an anxiety, lest the

great cause in which we are engaged, should suffer in my hands; lest, as

your President, I should fail in conveying to the breast of tny gallant friend,

those emotions which all around me should this day feel. In soliciting the

honour of his company, we have been desirous of publicly testifying the

high sense we entertain of his long and laborious services. I know my

gallant friend too well, to all0w myself, even on this occasion, to indulge

in any lengthened enumeration of his public services. I know you too well,

my friends,to consider such an enumeration necessary ; you have, by your

presence, acknowledged them. They have been admitted and honoured,
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though inadequately, by his Prince ; they have been stamped on the bright

and illustrio l5 annals of his country. Still I should not do justice to my

own feelings, or satisfy the expectations of those who have placed me here,

were [to propose the toast, which I shall shortly ofi'er, unaccompanied by

c few obser tions.

Captain Barrie entered, early in life, into the service of his country ;‘

rom that moment to the present he has been unceasin ly employed in its

service. It wold be a delightful task, were my abilities equal to it, to

foll0w my gallant friend, prosecuting, under at Vancouver, researches which

‘were to add to'the public stock of British science. It would be a delightful

task to me, to contemplate him wounded, yet still carrying, on the deck of

'the Bordelm's, the sword of vengeance and of ictory; and, in every quarter

.of the globe, nobly ustaining the honour of hieco ntry’sfiag, watching the

ports of the enemy, crippling his commerce, and protecting our Own. It

would he delight ul to trace him to the shores ol'Corsiczt, hurling vengeance

upon the enemy. And, again, in the tremendous trial of shipwreck, and

all its attendant horrors ( ‘hich his warning voice in vain foretold), under

the conduct of rovidence, SaVll 3 his brittle companions for future scenes

of danger and of glory.

1 must now carry you to the last scene of his splendid achievements. It

“is well ltnown, that in the late contest with the Americans, 5mm: occur

rehees took place which filled every British bosom with feelings of sorrow.

_Butl am happy it is not my province to dwell upon these melancholy facts.

In them my gallant friend has ho share. His has been one uninterrupted

, course of victory.* All will recollect, that the winter before the ln5t was

r markable for its uncommon severity :’in this comparatively mild climate,

we can form no adequate conception of the extreme horrors of that season

in North America. During all that season, from September I believe to

May, did my gallant friend, aided by his breve officers, so successfully

maintain the blockade of the Chésupenk, under every privation, shortness

of provisions, with only one sound anchor'in the ship; that not a vessel

of the enemy made its escape, one only excepted, the Adams frigate, which,

under his immediate orders, was afterwards totally destroyed. His com

mander-in-chief so appreciated his professional knowledge, that he conti

nued him on his station, notwithstanding orders from home to the con

trary; and fortunate was it for his country that he did so. It ,is a fact

'which cannot be too generally known, that to his p eviousl discovered

information, communicated to the commander on the tation, are we

indebted for those signal successes under the brave and lamented General

Ross, which ended in the capture of the American capital, and zl’struction

of the squadron, 150 soil of the enemy's navy, including many ships bearing

the enemy’s flag, fitting out for the express purpose of at noying our trade.

' This is a service which demands a nation's praise, and a country’s gratitude_

The highest reward to which he and his brave associates have aspired, is

their country" approbation. Long, long may they live to receive it.

 

' V'idc 3H. floral. “xiii. p. 371, for a singular capture me e by one of hi!

othccn. . \'
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In offering, this day, to my gallant friend, this our humble tribute of

gratitude, humble as it is, I know it is valuable to him, as it is founded on

sincerity and truthI and comes from the heart. To honour this entertain

ment, we invited the Lord Lieutenant of the County, the Members for the

County, the Members of this Borough, and most of the leading Gentlemen

in the County; but it has so happened, from the season of the year, the

extraordinary severity of the weather, distance of place, and accidents of

didewnt descriptions, that but few of these distinguished characters are

here to day. We also invited all those valiant men who have so ably

seconded my gallant friend in his public services that were known to be in

the country. Some have done us the honour of accepting the invitation ;

to them I beg leave to convey the cordial thanks of this company, and to

express to them how highly we deem the honour received. \Vhether it may

be reserved to my gallant friend to enjoy in security and peace, the delight

ful intercourse of social life, or again to be called to vindicate the rights of

his country. and to chastise the insolence of America, he will carry with him

our best wishes for his health and prosperity-he will carry our well

grounded assurance, that in no hands can be more safely placed the honor

and dignity of our country. I will no longer detain you from that expression

ofyour feelings, which you long to give vent to. I therefore propose to you

the health of Captain Barrie, with three times three.

Captain Banana—Gentlemen—I rise to return you my most grateful

thanks for the honour that you have done me. I lahour under feelings to

which no language of mine can give utterance; I hope, however, you will

accept the will for the deed. I trust that if hereafter 1 be called to draw

my sword in defence of my country's interests, that you will not have

cause to blush for having thus distinguished me. My friend has pursued

me too closely, and we highly estimated my merits; I was fortunately

situated; I was surrounded by oflicers second to none in the navy, and I

declare, that next to the assistance of God, every success was owing to their

efforts. Iwill indulge myself in one pleasing sensation, at least, I will

propose the health of Mr. Shuttleworth.

Mr. SnurrLew0arn.—Gentlemen—I have already occupied so much of

your time, that I fear to trespass upon you. But I cannot but express the

high sense which I entertain of the distinguished honour you have done me.

I am particularly grateful to my honoured friend. My best energies will

never be more heartin exerted than when he is the object of them.

A song, written for the occasion, was then sung by Mr. Hugg.

Air, “ Lochinvar."

When the tidings of victory burst on the World

From the loud peuling cannon and banner unfurl’d,

che friend whom we love drew his sword in the fight,

The tale of his glory we read with delight,

And the eye of Atfection grows dim with a tear,

When Fame thus emblazons a name that is dear.

Let us welcome the Chieftain from Ocean’s wild wave, '.

On her bosom she ne’er bore a warrior more brave !
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His friends—his companions—may hail him with pride,

For in storm and in battle his worth has been tried :

The Clicrapuuk trembled, her boosters grew pale,

When his conquering pennant rude high on the gale.

Fair Queen of the Islands ! though bright thy career,

Some spots on the sun of tin glory appear;

Thy long-honour'd banner has bent to the foe,

The Atlantic indignant has seen thy flag low :—

But when BARRIE commanded, at sea or on strand,

Hus Victory followed, still true to his brand.

St. Mary's has witness'tl his slrill in the fight ;

Alqumnberland Island has heard of his might ;

Thy shorcs Rappahanuck.’ remember the day

When thy soldiers before him retired in dismay;

Pcnobrt-ot! thy sons stood aghast in surprise,
I \Vhen the Adams in homes had tllumin’d the shit-1.

The Baa-it’s blushing ensign will glow on his breast,

The thanks of our country will hollow his rest ;

His trophies of conquest shall hang on the wall,

The song ofhis triumph resound in the hull,

“is deeds live in story, recorded by fame,

And the bright liquid ruby long flow to his name.

Tomb-Lord Melville and the Navy. ‘

Glee—The Mighty Conqueror.

Toma—The Hon. Captain Gardner, RN.

Captain Ganousa returned thanks.

Mr. Sno'r-rtswotrra.—Gentlemen.—l beg leave to state, that there are

here some gallant oflicers, whom no consideration of distance or inclemeucy

of season could prevent from attending, to testify the value which they'set.

upon Captain Barric's friendship, and those days of glory which they have

spent in his company. I give you the health ot'Captaiu Gabriel.

Captain Ganmr-zn.—Gentlemen.-I cannot express my gratitude for the

honor which you have done me, but I conceive it to be my duty, and feel

it to be nty highest pleasure, to testify to thejustice ol' the approbation you

have bestowed upon the gallant servrces of my old commander. You are

well acquainted with his merit. Nothing can equal his conduct in warlike

achievements; but his private character is no less worthy your applause

than his public services. This you will acknowletlgo, when I give you a

recital of his generous actions. On board he was at much more expense in

support of the sick, than in the maintenance of his own table. When we

have put into a port where the rate of exchange was against us, he has told

the midshiptnen‘not to draw bills upon home, but come into his cabin,

where there was a bag of dollars at their service. Frequently, when the

ship was putting to sea, and the sailors’ wives were ordered out of her, has

he directed his steward to give to them a guinea each. 0n alloccasions he

has sacrificed his own interests to those of his otlicers and crew. To Cap

tain Barrie I am indebted for my promotion ; and so attached did I feel to

him, that I have frequently desired he would not make application to the
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Admiralty for my promotion, in order that I might continue to have the

pleasure of serving under his command.

The President then gave Lieutenant Hoare, and stated to the company,

that this young oflicer had come all the way from Sheerness, purposely to

attend this meeting.

Lieutenant Home returned thanks, expressing the delight it gave him to

be present on such an occasion, and his wish, in case of another war, to

serve again under Captain Barrie ; considering that the surest road to honor

and distinction in his profession, was to fight under his banners.

Team—Captain Sir John Hilton, R.N.

Sir Joan returned thanks.

Glee—Rule Britannia.

The President, on proposing the health of the I-Ircn Snemrr of this

County, stated, that a severe domestic calamity, which occurred only on

Monday, prevented his attendance.

Toast—The Mayor and Corporation, and success to the Borough of

Preston, proposed by Captain BARRIE

The Mayor, on behalf of the Body Corporate, returned thanks for the

honor done them.

Toast.—Lieutenant CBIRIE, R.N.

Lieutenant Camre.—-Gentlemen,—I return you my most sincere thanks

for the high honor that has been done me. If there be any merit in my

services, I must attribute it all to the benefit of the examples of Captain

Barrie, and Captain.Gahriel, who served as first lieutenant when I was his

junior oflicer. I shall ever retain a most grateful sense of the high honor

which you this day have done me, and I hope no future act of my pro

fessional life will give you cause to regret it.

Toast.—-The absent Ofiicers of the Dragon, late under the command of

Captain Barrie.

Glee.-“ England’s best bulwark are her W'ooden Walls.”

Toast—The Lord Lieutenant of the County.

Sung by Mr. N. Griinshaw, “ To Anacreon in Heaven."

Q'oasLL—Major-general Fletcher.

Song by Mr. Fitton, “ Ben Cable."

Toast.-—His Grace the Duke of Wellington.

Tush—Captain Langton.

Toast—Captain Wingfield Yates.

The two latter were given as ofi'icers who had fought and bled under the

Duke of Wellington, and they severally returned thanks.

The President then proposed to be drnnlt, standing, and in solemn

silence, “ Repose to the ashes of those brave spirits who have filler: in their

country’s service.”

Clea—Peace to the souls of the heroes.

Song by Mr. Blanchard, “ England Europe's Glory.”

Team—Lieutenant Sr. CLARE. ‘ '

Tomb—The Members of the County.

Sung by Mr. Barton, “ England thou Land of Liberty,"

fian- QIth" Vol-XXXVIII. o o
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Team—The Members of the Borough.

[bash—Captain Barrie's mother, Mrs. Gnome CLAYTON

ToasL—Mr. GEORGE CLAYTON.

Song by the Rev. E. Law, “ Und snve the King.”

Toast.—-Oltl Blucher.

Torah—The Militia of the United Kingdom.

Torah—The Deputy Lieutenants of Lnncashire.

Toalf--EDWARD Boone Wrusaiin/m, Esq. and thanks for his venison.

TOGSI-—PETEB Pnrzu Bonn, Esq.

Song by the Rev. Mr. Morris, “ British Sailors have a ltnaclt."

Lieutenant Jones, late of the Dragon, being prevented by his duty from

attending, requested, by letter to the President, that the following toast

might be given as his substitute:—“ May the honor and interests of the

British Navy ever he confided to such brave, humane, and honorable

otficers as Captain HARRIS."

The following glee, written for the occasion, was sung by Messrs. Barton,

IIOgg, and Dodgsou :—

Air, “ Ye Gentlemen qungland."

Our tars the frigates tow,

Thunders roar—round the shore—

We near the running foe.

Erect, 'midst fallen nations,

Securi- from all alarms,

Old Englmrl bids defiunco

To all the world in arms ;

Her seamen wreak in thunder

Her vengeance on the foe— Ale blown aloft in air,

O‘er the wave—perils brave— Our grape strikes home, the flames

When the stormy tempest: blow. ascend,

Their ships the ruin shire;

By reddening light the Corsican!

Behold the gallant show,

Streams of blood—tinge the flood-—

And with fire the billows glow.

Their batteries, their tower,

Our Country‘s noblest bulwark

Has been her wooden walls ;

Her flag, the badge of'glury,

The bravest fne appals.

Then if at home we greet our tors,

The song, the wine shall flow,

When no more—breakers rout—

Nor the stormy tempest: blow.

The Warrior of the Ocean

On shore shall welcome find,

-Ruugh as the storm in battle,

In peace his heart is kind.

Long live in honour’s annals, To Bsarus, Hos-rs, and HORNBY,

By Glory crowned, the day ! then,

When Frenchmen saw the red-cross flag Qur gratitude shall glow ;

\‘nge in Sagone Bay; 1 Fill the glass—let it pass—

The wind'was SCtil'll, but gallantly Bid the frequent bumper flow.

 

' Harsh—Captain SHARPE, RN.

Team—Captain CHAMBERLAIN}:

Song by Mr. Forsliaw, “ The Wooden Leg.”

Toasl.—Lieutenant Wzs'rmoae, our townsman, who fought and bled in

the Battle of Waterloo.

In silcncc.—The immortal memory of Lord NELSON.

Team—Mr. H. Witrnawoarn.

Song by Mr. N. Grimsbaw, “ When generous wine expands the soul.”
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Toasl-—Licutenant-colnnel Gamsnaw.

ToasL—Mrs. Snu-rru-zwnmn, proposed by Captain Barrie.

Tomb—Ships, Colonies, and Commerce.

ToasL—The Rev. E. Law.

Toast—The Rev. R. HARRIS

Toast.—-Lieutenant-colonel Yarns.

Tomb—All the Officers who have served under Captain Barrie.

Team—The Father of the Borough, Mr. Gnmsuaw.

Torah—Mr. Fanmcrou.

The Wardron ()flicers of H. M. S. Dragon, on that ship's being paid

off, asa testimony of their sincere attachment to their Captain, Robert

Barrie, an officer well known in the service, presented him with a hand

some piece of Plate, value 100 guineas, made by Ruudell and Bridge.

“'ATEB. SPOUTS»

ON the 20th of August, one of those phenomena called water spouts,

occurred, principally on the mountains Heckbarrow, or Heckbarley, and

Blucklow, adjoining the vale of Ennerdalc, in Cumberland. The atmos

phere being unusually dark, the impending clouds burst, discharging

the surrounding vapours, with incredible fury and noise, upon their sum

mits, whereby their whole surface was covered toa considerable depth

in one vast sheet or expanse of water, forming a most singular and pic

turesque appearance, which was distinctly seen at above two miles distance,

and its tremendous noise obstructed the hearing of people at above half

that space. Filling the glens of the mountains, it descended with incredible

velocity, till it came to the wall adjoining the inclosed ground (which it

was supposed to be level with), and burst it in two places. It descended

rapidly into the vale below it: inundated and filled with gravel a quantity

of hay ground, and finally discharged itself into the river Ehen, which it

raised to an astonishing height. At Ennerdale Bridge, a man narrowly

escaped being drowned whilst viewing it, and leaning against a wall, which

it washed down.

FISHERIES.

Tan foll0wing may be stated to be the result of' the fishing this season:

-About 150 vessels were engaged; of these, five were lost, and the

remainder have from 750 to 800 fish, which, at a moderate computation,

may yield 11,000 tons of oil. Last season the quantity was 12,500 tuns.

A great advance has consequently taken place in the prices; Greenland oil

(chiefly, if not entirely, from speculation) has advanced rapidly from 27!,

to 451. per tun. Last year the prices began at about 281.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

_._

Historical Account of the Rise of the British Navy to the Commentde

the Ocean.

Len-en II.

MR. EDITOR,

HE Nobility of England fitted out, at their own expense, 48 ships,

which increased the British naval forces to 140 sail, which, thanks

to the talents and bravery of its commanders, successfully opposed the

Invincible Armada. The Spaniards had the misfortune to lose two oftheir

best ndmirals, before they left Lisbon, in 1588. It was necessary, to

replace them immediately; the lot fell on the Duke of Medina Sidoniu, a

:man who possessed neither the talents nor experience necessary for the high

situation he was called upon to fill. To add to the disaster, the fleet had

scarcely been 24- hours at Sea, when they were assailed by a violent storm,

which destroyed and injured most oftheir ships. Six weeks were necessary

to repair their damages. The English, on the other hand, took advantage

of this delay, in order to finish and augment their armament. Medina

Sidonia, notwithstanding his utmost endeavours, could not succeed in

;destroying the English fleet, under the orders of Effingham, in the port of

Plymouth; the British admiral being informed of it, by a Scotch privateer,

made his escape from it. The Spanish fleet formed itself into a large half

circle, for the purpose of surrounding their enemy, but Eflinghnm so cle

verly avoided coming to action with Medina Sidonia (from whom Drake'

had already captured some ships), that the Spaniard thought proper to

retire to the Flemish const, where he was followed by the English; some

fire-ships were sent in the midst of the SpnnlSh fleet. "lIlCh l-hl'e" Such 60"“

fusion amongst their enemies, that they immediately put out to sea again.

The English, who had the advantage of both wind and tide, pursued them

with such determination, thathad it not been forthe too great precipitation

of Vice-admiral Drake, their whole fleet might have been destroyed.

Upon which Sidonia doubled Scotland, in order to return to Spain. The

English still, however, continued to harass them. A storm off the Orkneys

completed their destruction.+ This success inspired the English with such

rconfidence in their naval forces, that they wished for nothing more than an

' opportunity'to renew the contest with Spain. ‘

In 1597 they fitted out 170 ships, to which were added 20 Dutch ships

With this force they took and pillaged Cadiz, the centre of the Spanish

commerce ; the Spaniards burnt their own ships to prevent their falling into

the hands of the enemy. Such was the beginning of the British Navy.

This force, however, was more the effect of patriotism, than of the power

of the State, for the national force amounted only to 42 sail, the largest of

which mounted only 40 guns.
 

' For portrait and memoir of Sir Francis Drake. ville vol. nix. p. 1.]

i See a more particular account of this memorable action, vol. xlxxvn. p. 13.
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Elizabeth well deserved the support of her subjects, in her plan of

increasing their maritime power, as all her efforts had been directed

towards the prosperity of their commerce. She abolished the two great

privileges of the Hans Towns; and the emigrants from France and Flander'-,

who were well received in her dominionsI taught the English to dispense

with the industrious activity of other nations. The navigators of Great

Britain had then discovered a new channel for their commerce, by

Archangel, [\stracan, and the Caspian Sea, to reach Persia, Turkey, and

the East Indies. A company of merchants, who traded with India,

obtained from Elizabeth a number of privileges and concessions. The

English about this time began to establish themselves on the eastern coast

of North America.

James I. successor to Elizabeth, shewetl, as well as all the Stewarts, the

greatest zeal for the advancement of this nation’s naval power: he built 10

ships, the largest of which mounted 64 guns. The sum voted for support

of the navy amounted to 86,0001. per annum. It is true that the English

had three times a less number of ships than their rivals the Dutch, but

then their ships were infinitely largera When Charles I. equipped a fleet

against Spain, the maritime towns undertook the armament of those ships

which were to be added to the royal navy. The City of London alone fur

nished 20 ships. Nevertheless, the Dutch still'maintained, for halfa cen

tury longer, their superiority on the ocean. It was owing to the efforts

they made to keep up their naval forces, that they kept their possessions

in the East and West Indies, and their commerce, but principally their

monopolies of cotton, sugar, and spices. Their admiral, Pierre-Hein,

took, in 1628, aSpanish fleet loaded with money, to the value of 20,000,000

florins, and Martin Van Tromp' destroyed, in 1639, a Spanish fleet, nearly

as strong as the invincible armada. But the naval forces of the haughty

Dutchman split against the steady energies of Cromwell, who was offended

at their refusing to join themselves to the Republic he had formed. His

ambassador, St. John, whom they had insulted, only increased the

desire of the Protector for vengeance. Up to this time the Dutch had

imported into England a considerable quantity of foreign merchandise;

this lucrative branch of commerce was now suddenly taken from them.

The navigation act which had just passed prohibited all foreigners from the

importation of any thing which was not the produce of their soil or industry.

After this hostile disposition, the Dutch ships were pursued by the English

privateers, and war was the inevitable consequence of the mutual animosity

ofthe two nations. The Dutch increased the number of their ships to

150. Their admiral, Trmnp, on the 19th May, 1652, met the English

admiral, Blake,+ who told the former that he must salute the British flag.

Tromp refused, and a heavy cannonade was the consequence. Though

each party denied having been the aggressors, war was nevertheless decided

‘u on. Trom hoisted a broom at his to -mast-head, as a mark of his
P P P

going to sweep the Atlantic from all tyrants which might infest it. Yet

 

' Vida portrait and memoir of this famous Admiral, vol. "xvii. p. 89,

1* For portrait and memoir of Admiral Blake, vidc vol. xxxi. p. 1.
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notwithstandiug the bravery and skill of a Trump, :1 Rnyter, &c. the Dutch

could make no impression upon the English, who now not only blockaded

their enemies, but interrupted their commerce in the Baltic, and their herh

ring fishery. Tromp died the death of Nelson, in the action fought ofl‘

Schveneningen, July 26, 1653; and the Dutch, by the treaty ol'1654, were

forced to yield to the English the honor of the flag.

If not the military, yet the commercial superiority of the Dutch still

remained, on account of their being able to undersell their competitors.

Their jealous rivals were induced from resentment to renew the naval war

with Holland, for the purpose of destroying, or at least weakening, hcr

commerce. Nothing will better prove the popularity of this war, than by

mentioning, that the Parliament immediately voted two millions for the

expenses of it: 800,0001. were spent in the equipment of the fleet, which

amounted to 114 ships, excluding hrigs, schooners, fire-ships, &c. The

Dutch had 103, without counting their smaller vessels; but they had now

no longer any brave or patriotic commanders. Their high admiral was

Count de Wassenaar. The English fleet was commanded by the Duke of

York, brother of Charles II. Wassenaar and his council of war, thought

it advisable to decline coming to action. De Witt having sent him an

express order to begin the attaclt, Wassenaar answered “ to-morrow I

shall either be crowned with laurels or cypress." This was on the 14th

June, 1665. The wind was unfavourable to the Dutch, and many of their

captains, partizans ofthe Prince ol'Orange, ill performed their duty towards

their country. Wassenaar, as unfortunate as he was brave, was blown

up with his ship; his companions preserved the life of Cornelius Trump,

son of the illustrious admiral. After this det'ent, De Witt took the com

mand of the Dutch forces, and thisclevermnn soon made himselfacquainted

with the necessary duties of an admiral. The French and the Dancsjoined

themselves to the Dutch, which alliance greatly encouraged them. Ruyter

and Tromp, with a fleet of 76 sail, defeated Albemarle, who had dared to

oppose them with 54 ships: they ought to have stopped here, and not

endeavoured to force the entrance of the Thames, an attempt which proved

so unsuccessful, that the English in their turn were enabled to brave them

in their own ports. Some years after, in the month of June, 1667, the

Dutch fleet broke through the chain which protected the mouth of

the Thames, burnt many ships, and carried terror and desolation up to

London. [To be continued]

2606"(l-Z
in"

TO THE RIGHT HON. EARL SPENCER.

ltY Loan,

T has been my fate, after many years of early life passed in sea service,

to cast nnchor alongside ol'a residence of your Lordship, on a spotu

in these realms, most conspicuous to the views of British mercantile seamen

generally; and from which Nelson‘s monument is a particular object in

 

1' I allude to this, because it is a link of a chain of singular circumstances,

attached to my conduct on the subject ot'lmpressmcnt, on which 1 shall more fully

enlarge at some future period. ‘
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view. When I reflect that your Lor‘dship held the first naval situation in

this kingdom, with honour to yourself, and advantage to your country,‘

through your discrimination in the selection of nautical advisers; and that

you also proved yourself a friend to British seamen. When I reflectin like

manner that the monument before mentioned, was erected to the memory

ofa British seaman, for the signal victories he obtained over the enemies of

his country; as well as to excite emulation, and to inspire in the mind of

every seamen, a love ofthnt country, which in so distinguished a manner,

rewards every eminent instance of public duty.—From the circumstances

I havejust noticed, as well as from those of my early life, it can excite no

surprise that [ should feel a strong desire to render a service to my country,

by shewing how to add to the strength of the strong arm of its power, and

by so doing, to restore to British seamen that freedom they formerly

possessed. Were any man to aspire to exceed or equal the victories

achieved by Nelson, he would probably pursue a chimerical object, for the

opportunity may never recur which the rare circumstances of his time

presented. _

Yet, my Lord, there is an act remains to be accomplished in nautical

affairs, that when performed, will surpass all the acts of our great naval

hero, as far as the true interests of the country are concerned. I do not

hesitate to Say, that the vital power of the nation depends upon its accom

plishment, and though it has hitherto baflied the ingenuity of all who have

attempted it, this is no reason to abandon the object as impracticable.

The plan of which I am speaking embraces the following objects: The

liberty of the subject—economy in the expenses of the state—and the

ready means of combining the strong arm of our power when required. In

a word, it would embrace the most prompt and effectual means of manning

the British navy in time of war, with regular-bred volunteer seamen

This great object can only be effected by a general improvement of our

marine system; and, above all, by insuring to our seamen who shall fight

the battles of their country, protection from poverty and disgrace in time

of peace.

I have mentioned in my letter to Lord Melville,+ that to obtain this ob

ject, it would be necessary to institute a fair and full investigation into

every thing, as at present connected with our maritime system. This!

consider as a preliminary step, without which, no effectual improvement

can possibly take place. [ hope the object of that letter will be sufficient

apology to your Lordship for my addressing you in this public manner, as

well as justify my motives in presuming to ofl'er opinions on the Trinity

Corporation, of which you are a Member. When I allude to this body, I

hope no individual will attach any of my remarks peculiarly to himself;

but when I throw a cap in a crowd, it is impossible to say whose head it

may fit; or what person may conceive that it is suited for himself. This

causes me to declare as my opinion, that the actual Members of this Cor

poration do not act in any manner that does not conform to the example
 

' At that time the navy was principally manned with regular-bred seamen.

t Letter to Lord Melville, dated November 26, 1816.
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and instructions they received from their predecessors ; I have even heard

that some improvements have been within these few years brought about in

the Financial Concerns ofthis Corporation ; but which I do not ascribe so

much to public spirit, as to prudential motives, and to a fear of Parliamen

tary Inquiry. That they, however, like most other men in ofiice, make the

most of their situation, I believe will not be denied.

My intention at this time is to offer a few brief remarks on the foundu~

tion, the constitution, the principles, and the intention of this Corpora

tion, agreeable to charter, granted to them at different times; but lnore

particularly on that part of it which regards the seamen of these realms.

I shall endeavour to shew what it was under its original constitution—what

it now is—and what it ought to be, for the purpose of promoting the true

interests of the country, and the welfare of British seamen ; and in a word,

the design of its original founder, and early Patron.

The secresy which has been manifested in the concerns of this Corpora

tion (somewhat similar to Freemasonry), would be scarcely worth com

menting upon, were it ttot for a book published, as there is reason to sup

pose, by the Corporation itself, in the year 1763, containing the Charters,

Oaths, Bye-laws, &c. of the Corporation, and fora pamphlet, published

in 1768, with the calculation of the lights, 8.20.810.

Before the Charter of King Henry VIII. as exemplified by George II. in

the third year of his reign, it appears, by the pamphlet before mentioned,

that “ The Trinity-llouse, before Henry VI“ '5. time, was a kind of

College at Deptford, belonging to a Company of Seamen only, with

authority by King's Charter, to take knowledge of those that destroyed sea

marks". When Henry VIII. conceived that it was necessary to increase

his naval power, at which time, or perhaps it may be said in the precedin

reign, was laid the first foundation of our present naval system, be granted

a Charter to the Society at Deptford, to erect themselves into a Corporate

Body, to consist of all the seamen of the realm. “ And that the Brethren

of that Guild or Fraternity, and their successors, shall and may be able,

every year, of themselves, to elect, ordain, and successively constitute, one

Master, four Wardens. and eight Assistants, to govern and oversee the said

Guild or Fraternity," &c. &c.—“ And that the said Master, Wardens, and

Assistants, and the Brethren and Sisters aforesaid, and their successors.

may meet at days, places, and times, as often and when they please, to

communicate, treat, and conclude, among themselves, and with other

persons, upon all and singular articles concerning the science or art of

mariners. And that they may have power and authority for ever, of

granting and making laws, ordinances. and statutes, among themselves, for

the relief, increase, and augmentation of the shipping, of this our realm

of England". By which to add to the number of our seamrn; “ that they

may have and enjoy all and singular the liberties, franchises, and privileges,

which their predecessors, the shipnien and mariners, of this our realm of

England, ever had, used or enjoyed by them". &c- &c.

Queen Elizabeth, Act 8, grants further privileges to enable “ the Master.

Wardens, and Assistants, of the Trinity House at Deptford Strond, being
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a Company of'the chiefest and most expert masters and governors of.

ships, incorporate within themselves, charged with the conduction of the:

Queen's Matiesty's navy royal, are botind to foresee the good increase and.

maintenance of ships, and of all kind of men, traded and brought up by

water-craft, most meet for her Majesty's service—” To enable them to'

erect scamurks, &c.; also to have mariners 'etttpluyetl—“ Between their_

voyages 0n the river Thames, the better to keep and restrain them from

folly, idleness, and had company," &c. in the 36th year of her reign, the

further grants the ballastage, hexrcortage, and huoyage, to the Trinity Cor

poration, surrendered by the Lord High Admiral, to erect lights, 6w.

Charles II. appears to have taken away, and granted the ballast of the

Thames to a Colonel Carlos, in the 1ch year of his reign, and to hare=

re-granted it, after a prosecution on the part of the Corporation, against the

sairl Col. Carlos, in the 17th year of his reign, but declared the profits

arising from it to be, for the relief of “decayed seamen, their wives;

widows, and orphans”. This, I' presume, is what is now acted upon.

The next Act appears to be a further confirmation of their Charter by

James ll. as to all their former rights and privileges, for the some purposes,

and with the same intentions, but with a total subversion of the grand'

principle of its constitution: for instead of having one Master, four

“'ardens, and eight Assistants, chosen annually by a general election 05

the Corporation, he ordained that there should be one Master, Your

Wardens, eight Assistants, eighteen Elder Brethren, and one Clerk, undee

certain regulations; from this number were chosen, a Deputy Master,

Deputy Wardens, and Deputy Assistants. The first Corporation after

this confirmation was named by himself; after which time Elder

Brethren were to be elected among themselves, From Younger Brethren,

a name given by James II. to Brethren of the Guild generally;

who are also to be selected and approved by this self-elected b'ody,‘

leaving only to them and the Corporation generally, a vote in the'

choice of a Master, from among the Elder Brethren, on Trinity Monday

annually. He also reserved power to himself and his successors

“ to remove or displace, by order of our or their Privy Council, any

Master, Warden, Assistants, Elder Brethren, or Clerk, of the said Guild

or Fraternity". This, no doubt, was with a view to answer his arbitrary

intentions, and to render them entirely subservient to his will. This

constitution ought to have been restored to its original form after the

glorious Revolution of 1688; but it probably escaped the notice of the

great men who brought about that important event.

The folloning explanations, as a title to their bye-laws by the first

Corporation, after the confimmtion ot' the Charter by James H. Fully

proves what was at that time conceived to he the duties they had to

perform, as they regarded seamen; “touching the conversation,'pood

estate, wholesome government, maintenance, and increase of the naviga

tion of this kingdom ; and of the mariners, and seafaring men within the

same”. After this explanation, the true meaning of the Charters, as

they regard seamen, cannot be mistaken. But with respect to the change

Hith- (bran. Vol. XX XVIII. r P
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efl'ected at that time, in the Constitution of this Corporation, they were

totally silent; and I presume it has ever since been a leading point _in

the policy of this Corporate Body, to promote their own purposes.

When Henry VI". founded the Corporation, it appears by the Charter,

that the seamen of this realm had particular rights and privileges peculiar

to themselves, and which he granted to them for ever. At that time

navigation was extending to all parts of the globe, and the natural powers

of this kingdom first became known to the rulers of those days. It was

then deemed necessary, as it now ought to be, to give every encourage

ment to the seamen of this realm.

The government at that time did not pretend to frame laws and regula

tions for the management of nautical atTairs, particularly as regarding

seamen. The naval and mercantile services were blended together, and

the opinions of all classes of experienced seamen were attended to by

government, in the management of nautical afl'airs. To that principle, I

conceive, may be traced the foundation of the Trinity Corporation, in

order to unite all the seamen of this kingdom into one corporate body,

from which were to be elected annually, one Master, four Wardens, and

eight Assistants, not only with a view to the proper government of the

Corporation, but to draw together men of the first-rate ability and

experience in their profession; who might suggest such plans or improve

ments, and make such laws, as should best advance the nautical concerns

of this kingdom: “ So always, that the said laws, ordinances, statutes, or

any of them, he not contrary or repugnant to the laws, statutes, rights, or

customs, of this our realm of England, or derogatory to the jurisdiction

and pre-eminence of the Lord High Admiral of England, for the time

being, or to the Court of Admiralty of England, or to the Judge, Register,

0r Marshall of' that Court, for the time being, or any 0‘ them". They

were also bound to examine into all arts, sciences, discoveries, and sug

gestiuns of other persons, that might tend to extend the bounds of

navigation and commerce. They were, however, more particularly to

attend to the increase of shipping and the raising, training, and manage

ment of seamen, by such methods, and in such manner, that the royal

navy could be manned with expert volunteer seamen; their duty also, was

to provide means for employing and supporting, alter hostilities, such as

having been raised during the time of war, might exceed the number

required by the exigencies of the State. Such, my Lord, I conceive to

have been the principal intention of Henry VIII. when he founded the

Corporation, at a time when naval and mercantile seamen were one

and the same body.

It does not appear from any thing I can trace, that any alteration took

place between the reigns of King Henry VIII. and James II. respecting

this Corporation, except such as was to the advantage of seamen; at

least, during that interval, nothing took place which would countenance

the exercise of those powers which the self-elected part of the Corpora

tion claim as a right, under the Charter of James II. When that arbitrary

monarch confirmed their Charter, it was to enjoy, as expressed “ Sundry

4*A-N' “as.
, I

x4“,
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grants, liberties, privileges, and immunities, by force of divers Charters,

and letters patent, heretofore made unto them by several Kings and

Queens of this realm".

When this Corporation was first founded, it was certainly on the true

principles of the British Constitution, elective. It was likewise ordained

at the same time, that seamen should enjoy such rights and privileges, as

Were peculiar to their profession; and at that time they always elected

from among themselves, those persons whom they deemed most competent

to promote the true interests of the service, as well as to guard the particu

lar rights and privileges of their profession. They also had power to

remove any person within the year whose conduct was not correct, and to

elect anOther in his Stead. At that time it does not appear that any

pecuniary advantage, directly, or indirectly, accrued to the persons per

forming the duties of officers in the Corporation.

When James ll. confirmed their Charter, it certainly appears that his

grand object was, to deprive the Corporation of those rights and privileges

which they possessed as a free and independent body; as also to deprive

the seamen of this kingdom of thOse rights and privileges attached to their

profession, as mentioned by Henry VI". in his Charter; which innora~

lions he no doubt made, ' as conforming to the general principles and prac

tice of his despotic government.

I have now taken a brief, though general review of this Corporation,

to the time of the confirmation of their Charter by James II. with respect

to their foundation, as well as the intentions of their first founder. I have

also pointed out the great innovation made by that Sovereign in their

Constitution; and I propose, hereafter, to offer some remarks upon the

affairs of the Corporation, particularly for the last thirty years, which shall

embrace the following heads :—

1st. What has been the consequence of the alteration of the constitu

tion of this Corporation, with respect to the objects for which it was

originally instituted, and which were no other than for the public good,

and the welfare of British seamen?

2. Do the present Corporation perform those duties they owe to their

country, and to seamen, as prescribed by Charter?

8. llave the financial concerns of this Corporation been managed with

economy, and the surplus applied to the purposes for which it was

granted P

4. What was intended by the secresy recommended in the oath of

Elder Brethren; and, if it has not been applied to purposes very different

from the original intention?

5. What is the patronage and influence of this Corporation; to what

purposes are they applied; and what effect have they to the prejudice of

the true interest of the country and individuals?

6. What is necessary at this time to become aYonnger Brother—1a

Candidate—and an Elder Brother; and by what means are they to he

obtained?
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7. Why are Nohlcinen, and Ministers of the day, who are not nautical

men, elected Members of this Corporation !

I am, with much respect,

Your Lordship's most obedient servant,

Iloyd's Cofl'ec-Houre,
June, 1817. 'J

N.B The outlines of the foregoing letter were written in the month

of June, since which time the Corporation have published a statement that

wns laid before the llouse of Commons,‘ nnd has appeared in some public

prints. As soon as l have oli'ered my original opinions to the public on

this Corporation, I shall publish a few remarks upon that statement. In

the mean time I could wish the public to compare the remarks published

by the Corporation with those contained in this letter.

10”: Oc/ol/er, 18l7.

tr,»

0n the Oppr'cssi'uc and 'IIi/runnical Conduct of Ojjicer: commanding Ships in

the British Navy. I

MR. EDITOR, 18th Illuy. 1817.

AM aware of the delicacy necessary to be obscrved in making any

observations on the conduct of officers commanding ships ol' war;

but, when that conduct becomes disgraceful to themselves as men, and‘

not only so to the service to which they belong, but also most injurious to

‘its best interests, I conceive it the duty of those possessed of the means

of checking it, to use every endeavour to do so. You have already

“received a variety of communications (m'any of them entitled to attentioii)~

on the subject of navnl punishment, and I now have no hesitation to

forward to you, the following information received from a very correct and

deserving oflicer, who actually served in this ill-fated ship.

After Buonapnrte's removal to Elba, the sloop of war sailed for India,

under the command of Capt. , when ufi' Madeira, he sent his bouts

a-shore nnd pressed men out of two South Senmen lying in the roads, on

\\ hich the masters went ()5 tothe---in their ships‘ boats, with theirnppren

ticc boys rowing them; on coming along-side they Were asked what they

wanted, and on answering, the boys were told to come up the side, the

painter was then cast 06'; the brig made mil with the pressed men and

boys. and the masters being thus cast a-drit't, would have been inevitably

drit'en to sea, hnd not boats from the shore taken them up. During his

command of the , he confined both his lieutenants, one for il!,'tltl:

other for nine months, and the latter lost his health in consequence, null

nearly his life: the gunner actually died in t'onfinemcnl, although the

surgeon ulrno~t tlniiy represented the consequences which would ensue, and

addressed many letters on service to the same effect to llllw bztrharian; we

shall cull him Captain, as he still retains his rank III a service to which he

appears a disgrace. llis punishment to the crew were equally urbilrary.

 

 

 

' For" this Parliamentary document, see p. 24‘).
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mm, and capricious ,- if he saw a man less active than adother', although

his exertion mightbe altogether unnecessary, he instantly ordered him to

be tied up or put into irons, and during his command, such a crew of

heartless zwelclies c0nld be scarcely pictured. Yet this ruthless tyrant

was himself a coward nnd trembled at his shadow; happy, then, was it for

his ship’s company when he got promotion, and they a new commander,

one of his country’s real defenders, a gallant skilnt othcer, and the

woman's friend; of this gentleman, l have a picture to draw exactly

the reverse of his predecessor. I fear there are similar instances

of tyrannical and oppressive conduct which could be easily re

corded ; I do not wish to draw them forth, but I do anxiously wish some

fixed system of command to be established, which may in some degree he

expected to remedy such great and shameful evils, such heavy grievances,

for while these exist, how can we expect our men of war to be

manned with volunteers.

W" (37 '
Man.

On Lord Ermonth's and Sir S. Smith’s professional ZiIeritr.

mt. EDITOR, 18M June, 1817.

AVING in former letters made some passing observations on the

particular merits of three or four highly distinguished oflicers; viz.

Sir W. Cornwallis, Sir Charles Pole, and Lord Radstock, I now bq;

leave to call the attention of your readers to those of Lord Exmouth' and

Sir Sidney Smithj whose honoured and distinguished names I place

together, for this reason, that what Sir Sidney counselled and advised to

he done, hi5 lordship at the voice of his country, successfully and

gloriously performed. I mean the suppression of Algerine piracy; that

.it should have continued so long, must form matter of great astonishment

to every reflecting mind; but that a subject so interesting to liumfltlll)‘, and

to that Chiralrous and ardent disposition which he is known to possess,

Sllould have at the conclusion of a long and arduous contest, taken full

‘posscssion of Sir Sidney's mind, all who know him will readily be con

vinced, was perfectly in unison with his noble character. To him, then,

is due the praise of having suggested the abolition of Algerine piracy, itot

only to his own government, but to those of every European power; and

whilst to Lord Ettmouth belongs the merit of having bravely nnd skilfully

attacked and destroyed. the fleet and city of Algiers; to him must be

inscribed that of having pointed out. its necessity.

Should these services be the last, which these distinguished officers may

have opportunities of rendering to their country and to mankind, they

will be worthy of their former lives, which, from earliest youth, have been

devoted to the pursuit of fame and honour: of these, both have reaped a

noble harvest; they have fought and bled for their King and country in

every seat and in every clime; the one, was the first to show to wondering

  

' See Vol. II. for memoir of this ollicer. '

1- In Vol. III. is given the portrait and memoir of Sir Sidney Smith.

M W_ M ~-xmww
-_‘_-_T5W_ ‘ _ W
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Europe that the once mighty Emperor of the French, now an humble

individual on an isolated rock, was not invincible—the siege of Acre

proclaimed this fact, and the field of Waterloo has attested its truth: the

other was also the first to strike a blow against republican colours, which

he soon hauled down, and at the close of a mighty warfare, after having

a share in all its perils, he returned from a most honourable and important

command of our mediterranean fleet to abolish white slavery. Sweet will

be the impression arising from such noble and heroic actions to those who

performed them, nor will their country be slow to recognise the merit of

such defenders, not only of their own rights and safety, but of those of

Europe at large. Lord Exmouth then, and Sir Sidney Smith, have deserved I

well, indeed, of their country; their career (I hope it will yet be long)

has been strongly and continually marked by a succession of eminent

services, which, although they have not led them to participate in, or to

gain any laurel in general actions with the fleets of the enemy, have

nevertheless secured them the approbation land admiration of their

countrymen. Having rendered such services heretofore, I am very hopeful

that the active minds of such men will now be directed to those objects

which are calculated to improve and to elevate the naval profession; itis

certain, that although our navy has done well, and succeeded eminently in

its operations against the enemy, that it requires much attention and care

now that peace has taken place, and I trust, I shall be forgiven for hinting

that this attention ought to be directed mainly to two leading points; viz

the conciliation, preservation, and employment of our men and oflicers, and

the speedy- repairs and replacement of our worn-out men of "'31" 0f Wthll

there is a very great proportion: other able writers have been urgent on

this subject, and every Number of your Chronicle abounds with their

patriotic suggestions for bettering our naval system; thatit requires and

admits of improvement, no man versant in naval matters will deny, and

our ofiicers feel the necessity so strongly, that I am astonished their

opinions (notwithstanding the ol’ficiul mystery and reserve maintained

within the precinct of the Ad y), have not yet been so publicly

reported as to have reached their ears through other channels, as those of

respectful representation, which the officers ut‘the navy have before resorted

to were in vain. It appears to me, that another board of revision“ of

professional men, for the sole purpose of considering and reporting our

existing grievances, and intended alterations and improvements, would be

attended with beneficial consequences to the navy. It is very certain, that

it is our best bulwark, and, therefore, to preserve it entire and unimpaired,

is obviously our policy as well as our duty.

 

Your’s, 8m.

val/£65”.

 

“ I point out Sir Charles Pole, Lord Exmouth, Lord Galloway, Sir S. Smith.

and Completion: Owen, with three or four junior Admirals or Captains.

‘vu

\
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On the State of the British Navy.

1‘ Britain’s best bulwark are her Wooden Walls."

 

TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD MELVILLE.

MY LORD, 6th July, 1817.

FEELING the most lively interest in all that relates to the welfare,

prosperity, and greatness of my native country, [cannot think that I

am trespassing needlessly on your Lordship’s attention (should any portion

ofit be given to the following observations), by respectfully reminding your

Lordship of the magnitude, the importance, and the value of the charge

which at present is committed to your Lordship’s care. To keep the British

navy in such a state of preparation and efficiency, as to be capable of

meeting every emergency, however unforeseen and unlooked for, is no less

your Lordship's imperious duty, than it must be your highest ambition.

Yet, my Lord, although the Finance Committee have reported to the

nation, that considerable exertions are making both in building and repair

ing our men of war, I fear it will excite considerable wonder and disap

pointment, when I mention, that during this present year, no more than

four line of battle ships and six frigntcs will he launched; and ten soil of

the line, and as many frigates, repaired. If, my Lord, we consider that

the number of our men of war have been reduced (being quite unservice

able) from twelve hundred to less than six; and that in time of war we

often had seven or eight hundred pendants flying: also how many line-of

battle ships now on our lists are infected with dry rot to such a degree, as

to be almost unworthy of repair (I instance the Scarborough, Sterling

Castle, and Devonshire), and how many fir frigates are worn out. \Vhen,

my Lord, we take all these things into consideration, Inm much inclined

to believe, that the country, instead of thinking considerable, or any thing

like adequate, exertions are making to replace our worn-out ships, will be

mortified and disappointed, that so little is doing to keep our navy even

efi‘ective to its present amount ; for as to any increase of numbers whilst

this scourge ofour navy, the dry rot, continues to destroy our ships, it is

in vain to contemplate it.

Now, my Lord, I am quite aware that it only lays with you to execute.

but with the Cabinet to propose, and Parliament to order the amount of

expense to be annually incurred for the navy. I am very sure, that

however much economy may he the order of the day, this economy may

become ruinous to our navy, and to our maritime supremacy, if too strictly

carried into effect in the naval department. I am well aware that the

expense of our navy, during war, was altogether unexnmplcd, and thata

great deal of money was unprolitnhly squandered on ships which, when

built, were good for nothing, which, in many instances, did not go to sea

until they had got a complete repair, I may say been rebuilt: such waSthe

nature of this horrid enemy, the dry rot, against which I have yet heard of

no certain safeguard.
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I consider it, however, as your Lordship’s bounden duty to submit a

correct and faithful state of the navy under your charge (and for which

weighty charge you are responsible to your country) to thc Cnbinet, and to

urge, with all your powers, the necessity of proceeding to re-build, and t0

re-model it, as quickly 'lS possible. If, my Lord, your representations are

made in win, you will have done your duty; but however much retrench.

men; may he desired, however much the state of our finances may even

require it, still I maintain, that it is the wish and expectation of every man

interested in the glory and prosperity of his country, to see the interests of

the navy strictly attended to, and our ships kept in such a state, as to be

ready and fit to cope with any enemy. if, my Lord, we turn our eyes to"

other nations, we shall see them eagerly devoted to the acquisition, or to

the extension of their naval forces Surely, then, it becomes us, who

consider ourselves, with justice, as the masters of the ocean, to be on our

guard, and not to be idle, whilst all around us the bustle of preparation

and of activity is to he heard without intermission. During peace, we'

ought to use every endeavour to replace our worn-out navy; and instead of

paying 08' workmen at the dock-yards, it is obvious we ought to increase

our number of shipwrights, and to give an additional impetus to the work

carrying on. 1

Avnluable Correspondent, J. C. has anticipated me in much which I

had to say on this important subject ; and I therefore now beg leave to

address a few words to your Lordship on the subject of dry rot. If, my

Lord, this dreadful scourge still continues unchecked,- ifno way of prevent

ing its fatal effects has yet been discovered (and if it has, the discovery

has never reached my ears), I think there can no longer be any doubt, it

can no longer be a question, whether government ought not to give orders

to construct all our large ships of leak and mahogany ,' the loss the country

has already sustained from the dry rot. is incalculnble ; and although the‘

original cost of ships built in England of teak might be greater than if built

of oak, yet when it is considered, that these ships will last, as has been

proved, for fifteen or even twenty years, without requiring any very large

repair. and when the teak ships have been foundso completely eliicientand

serviceable in every way, I Cannot doubt, that by resorting to the use of

the teak wood in constructing our men of war, government would not only

provide an efiicient and durable navy, but in the end it would be the

means of saving a vt'ist deal of money to the country.

Nor, my Lord, ought it to be lost sight of, that in this time ofdepression,

when freiglits are so low, and ship-owners snlleriiig so much, the employ

ment of large ships to lning home teak and mahogany, would give etl'ectual

relief to the shipping interest; for i do not mean that these ships should be

built in India; we have one or two annually built there now, but beyond

that [see no occasion to go. Ship-building ought not to be transferred

from England to her Colonies; a more pernicious line of policy could not

be adopted, and the man who transfers our dock-yards from Portsmouth

and Plymouth, to the Ganges or the lloogly, will have much to answer for“.

During the period of distress and misery which has followed the termination

(f a war of twenty years, government have been utterly at a loss how to
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apply any effectual remedy to the disease ; they have been anxious lockers

on, but still were obliged to leave the suffering patient to the care of old

Dr. 'fime, who is sure either to kill or cure. I am very sure, my Lord,

that the employment 'of large ships to carry home teak wood, would give

iqfim'te relief to the ship-owners; and I am inclined to think, that if strict

inquiry was made, other palliatites mightalso he found, even more efl'ectual

than the issue of Exchequer Bills, which, however well meant, I fear will

produce little effect. My Lord, I trust theirnportance of Britain’s Wooden

Walls will never be forgotten; they ought to be our chief care, they are

our greatest glory. In your Lordship’s hands I trust they will never suffer

damage, nor be allowed to fall into decay.

I am, your Lordship’s obedient servant,

"to M41072

On the Word “Cums.”

am. EDITOR,

[TH your leave a few words on the above subject.-——“ What

claims has he?” is the common interrogation when an officer

applies for any shore employment in the gift of the Admiralty. The

officer‘s reply must frequently be, “ my claims are, very long servitude, and

that in such climates as are not friendly to the preservation of health ;" or,

“I was, most unfortunately, wrecked on the French coast, and kept in

captivity so long, that any presumed chances of acquiring higher rank, or

any advantage in the service, were thereby annihilated.”

The misfortune is consoled immediately by the interrogator referring him

to the advantage of his half-pay ! Very frequently the whole conversation

is anticipated by the short questions, “ What actions haVe you been in?

How many wounds have you received i" Alas ! mortifying to relate, that

many a brave and zealous oflicer has never been so fortunate as to have

an opportunity of being wounded. But from one or other of the cause;

first mentioned, his “ Claims" for notice are deemed of no weight;

when, had he sustained a severe wound, both promotion and pension

would have been, and most properly, awarded to him. If a slight wound,

and his rank high, a good story and a little interest would have compen_

sated the scratch. Luckless, indeed, are those brave men, who have only

to boast long services in every tropic—they must daily be under the

necessity of seeing juniors, who have any borough interest, placed in

situations of profit, to the exclusion of their “ Claims ;" which word, when

fairly explained, amounts at last to nothing more than having a vote, or a

vote's recommendation; and if, by chance, you come into the world, or

into the service, which is pretty much the same thing, before your mother

recollected the marriage articles, and obliged a great man by her forget

fulness; then ’tis all well, and your “ Claims” are indisputable.

. i . .fi‘ flaw”;

~ mt. coma-v01. xxxvm. ‘ QQ
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Respecting M'r. Uiguharl‘s laudable Ezertions for the Abolition of

' Imprestment.

MR. notron, 11th August, 1817.

V HE truly patriotic, honorable, and very pble, exertions of that genuine

'friend to his country and humanity, Mr. Urquhart, for the abolition

ofimpressment, cannot fail to call forth the heart-felt approbation of every

intelligent. and unprejudiced mind throughout the British dominions, and

niost elnbalm his memory with posterity for very many nee-st ‘

But, Sir, by thus humbly venturing to intrude myself on the valuable,

and much-sought pages of the Naval Chronicle, my desire is to suggest to

lifr. Urquhart, and others who think and feel as he docs, and who, from

their situation in society, tony be enabled to give Cfifftfl to his disinterested

\nd humane exertions, that l have, at some pains, ascertained from very intel

ligent men, that it. is a prevalent opinion, the most eligible means whereby

to attain success, would be to procure the appointment ofn Commillec of

either House of Parliament, to examine into, and report upon the subject,

in all its bearings, with reference .to practical results: the friends of aboli

tion having their proofs and documents ready to adduce when necessary.

Meanwhile that. the commercial and shipping interests, &c. generally

(whose sympathies towards the invaluable race of British seamen have never

been wanting when duly culled forth), should he invited to contribute their

powerful influence towards the proposed end. Also, that the public mind

should be truly (and without exaggeration) informed as to the horrors of

impressment, and of the present system of naval “discipline,” as it is

absurdly called.

Let it be remembered, public opinion, nurtured by a free press, contri

buted perhaps more than any one thing else, to the eventual abolition of the

excel-able Slave Trade,- nnd hy parity of reasoning, public opinion is no

less essential, and must alike morally ensure success, in this no less

interesting and sacred cause; seeing that it manifestly has justice, huma

nity, policy, and I may safely ndd expediency, all arrayed on its side.

I am, Sir, your most obedient humble servant,

we”.0",

Naval: Charitable Institutions.

"3- EDITOR, 23d June, 1817.

HAVE to congratulate you, on the great increase of your pro

fessional Correspondence, since the peace. 1 nm decidedly ofopinion,

that such communications will produce the most excellent ell'ecta, as

many of them enumerate abuses, and point out improvements, which

were befOre unknown to the Board, who during a time of war had [in]:

leisure to enter into the proper consideration of them, etc" when brought

to their notice. Now, however, the case is completely different, as such

inquiries constitute almost their sole occupation; and it is hoped and
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believed, that‘at this very time a strict scrutiny and examination is making

into every part of our naval discipline and practice, with a view to rc-modrl

and improve the system, and to bring it to the utrnost possible perfection.

It is not to be expected, far less desired, that a business of such vast mos

ment and importance to the service, and to the country, should be raskly

gone about; this is not, I am convinced, either the wish or expectation of

those numerous and able writers, most of them evidently professional men,‘

who have laboured so zealously and indefatigahly to point out errors, and

to suggest remedies; all they want is inquiry without prejudice. Most sin-'

cerely, Mr. Editor, do 1 hope that their patriotic labours will not be

ln \‘fllll.

I wish now to notice, with great approbation, the letter of a new Cor

respondent (CLt-zaicus), which appeared lately,1- on the subject of

Widows‘ Pensions; and promising a continuation relative to our Naval

Cltm‘i/ab/e Institutimu- l have long been anxious to see this ruly'ert taheu'

serioust up by some person who had access to know the real state of these

matters. I mean not to anticipate the farther communications of this

writer, but to express my hope that they may lead to ultimate good and

advantage to these excellent Institutions.

. I may here also remarkmy surprise, that so few of your valuable pages

are filled by Medical Correspondents, who, I think, should embrace such

an easy and obvious method of making their practice on foreign stations,

whenever it comprehended any thing new or remarkable, a little bettel:

known to the world, and their medical brethren of the navy.

m fifth».

Lieutenant William Somrruille, R. N. and the Citizen: if Dublin

,

mt. canon,

N attempt was lately made by the Commissioners of Paving and

Lighting in Dublin, to supersede, by an act of the legislature, the

lighting with oil, and introducing a gas illumination. Estimates were laid

before the Irish administration, of the probable expenses; a Bill was there~'

fete introduced into the House, vesting in the commissioners an uncon

trollable power, not only of the purses, but even the personal liberties of

the inhabitants: the public generally, ignorant of the subject, remained

totally passive, until they were roused to resistance by several spirited

communications in the Freeman's Journal, and a pamphlet written and pub

lished by Lieutenant William Somei-ville, R.N. which obtained an extensive

circulation. This oflicer was induced to this measure from professional

considerations, as to its probable injury to the fishery, and fears that the

heavy pressure of its local expense would deteriorate the collection of the

State revenue. ‘ I

Early in the last session, a motion was made in the Common Council, by

Mr. Sherifl' Nugent, that a letter should be written to the representatives}

 

’ Who will. it is hoped, continue their efforts. 1' Sec vol. xuvii. page 387.
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in Parliament, requesting the stoppage of any farther proceedings, and a

copy of the Bill. On its receipt, a day was appointed for its con

sideration.

The different acts of Parliament relative to the lighting of London and

Exeter, with the official estimate of the Paving Board, were procured by

P. W. Harvey, Esq. and handed to Lieutenant Somerville, who immediately

drew up an exposé, not only of their variance, but also a general history of

the lighting the city for many preceding years. By an admeasureincnt of

the city, on the authority of the best charts, and the opinions of several

able engineers, he succeeded in forming an estimate of a more correct

nature.

On the lst of April, the Port Assembly of the Aldermen and Common

Council met. Mr. Nugeut moved, that Lieutenant Somerville, RN. who

had made thevproposed measure of Dublin Gas Lights a subject of investi

gation and inquiry, and who had supplied him with important documents,

be admitted to the honors ofa sitting. Mr. Sutton seconded the motion,

which was unanimously allowed- Lieutenant Somerville was then intro

duced by a deputation of members, and took his seat‘in the body of the

House. A spirited debate ensued, and several resolutions against the

Bill unanimously passed. Mr. Nugent again moved, seconded by Mr.

Sherifl' Git'fard—

“ That the thanks of the Sheriffs and Commons be, and are, hereby

returned to Lieutenant William Somerville, of the royal navy, for his kind

ness in furnishing them with copies of several acts of Parliament relative to

the gas light, and for his very able and useful communication thereon."

A requisition was addressed to the different parishes t similar resolutions

were adopted in almost all. In St. Andrews Lieutenant Somerville entered

into calculations of expense, 810. Ste. At St. Michan’s, he distinguished

himself by a speech of one hour and a half, taking a chemical, political,

and professional view of the question.

James Dillon, Esq. in a highly complimentary speech, moved—

“ That the thanks of this meeting be, and are, hereby returned to

Lieutenant William Somerville, R.N. for his very full, accurate, and able

statements of the excessive expenses, and pernicious consequences which

would be the result of the Gas Light Bill, if it should be passed intoa

law.”-This passed unanimously.

Early in the following month, the Sherifl's received an official communi

cation from Mr. Secretory Peel, that in consequence of the objections

stated by so respectable a body of citizens, the Bill was withdrawn.

0n the 8d of July, 1817, the Corporation ofCutlers, Stationers, &0.

passed the following resolution, unanimously, and by acclamstion:

Resolved, That Lieutenant William Somerville, R.N. do pass this Hall,

by birth being the great grandson of Adam Somerville, grandson of William

Somerville, and son of Adam Somerville, deceased, Ftecmen of this Cor

poration, and that said Freedom be presented him gratis, in the most

respectful manner, for his‘very gallant conduct on several occasions, and
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for his many important services to his King and Country for a period or

eleven years.

Resolved, That our representative in the Common Council be instructed

to recommend to the City a similar mark of respect, for his gallant conduct

displayed while acting in the service and defence of his King and Country.

On the 19th of July, his Freedom having passed the Aldermen, Messrs.

Yeates, Porter, and Smith, moved similar resolutions in the Common

Council ; Mr. Sheriff Gifl'ard seconded it, with great eulogy on his

character. >

Mr. Nugent said, there was no man deserved it better; for he had, when

he came home in time of peace, done essential service to his Fellow-citizens,

by the information which he furnished upon the Gas Light Bill, which

information greatly served to produce the happy effect of that infamous

measure being withdrawn from the House of Commons.

The resolutions passed unanimously. On the 24th August, Lieutenant

Somerville, having been previouly sworn in free of the City, was elected,

unanimously, senior Warden of the Guihl of St. Luke; the Corporation

thus bestowing the highest honor in their power.

Lieutenant Somcrville has been honored for his public services with the

freedom of the second city in the empire, in the same manner as his great

grandfather, an officer of dragoons, received it one hundred and fourteen

years since, for his gallantry in the service of William Ill. at the siege of

Loudonderry, battles against Mac Carthy, the Boyne, and Augheim.

gilll.de 72a -
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On the Decay of our ZlIen of War.

MR. run-on, Hitchin, Her", September 30, 1817. '

IT afl'ords me great pleasure to be able to bear testimony to the candid

and manly ackn0wledgment which Albion has made in your last number,

that he was misinformed respecting ships built at the merchant yards. I

trust that so good an example will not be thrown away; but on the con

trary, that it may prevent any of us from advancing positions, and still 1“,

from raising arguments upon them, without due consideration.

I cannot so readily concede to the truth of his observation, that I am

upon the spot, and am possessed of information upon the subject of our

decayed ships, 50 as to be able to point out the causes of such decay; wiser

heads than mine have been foiled in the attempt, and as I achct no profes

sional knowledge, Icon say with truth that [am out ofthe way of acquiring

an insight into it: he must not be disappointed if it is not in my power to

afford him any thing new upon this interesting topic. I have turned my

attention certainly that way oflate, but am sorry to say I have by no means

satisfied myself, nor have I been able to come to any conclusion beyond

this, that more causes than one appear to me to have been the means of

producing the disastrous eEects which we have so much reason to deplore.
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My attainments in this business are indeed so limited, that I feel some re-'

pugnance at the submitting my ideas to the public, when there are somauy'

much better qualified than myself to undertake the task. I can only recou

cile myselfto the so doing, under the impression, that it is the duty of

every man to contribute what little information he may have gleaned to the

general stock, in the hope that some more able head may so class and

arrange the whole, as ultimately to becotne master of the secret. Should

the following hints at all conduce to that end, it. will afford me great_

pleasure.

The first thing on the list, as being the cause usually assigned of dry rot,

is the using unseasoned timber; and I think it very possible, and very

likely, that this may have something considerable to (In with it, in the wood

not. having had the proper time to get rid of the superfluous moisture, by

evaporation, or some other process of nature with which we are unac

quaiuted, previous to its being placed in situations where such moisture or

juices, being confined to a putrid and stagnant air, become highly corro

sive, and destroy the fibre of the wood. Mr. Blackburn, in his Work,

mentions this as being in his opinion one of the causes '

The next circumstance which occurs to me as being likely to be another

assisting cause, is the using timber felled in the spring, after the sap has

risen. lbelieve some attempts have been made to counteract this, by'

stripping the trees of their bark, and not cutting down the timber until the:

following year: this I am inclined to think is fallacious, as the tree is still

destroyed or killed whilst full of sap, and it is of little consequence whe-i

ther it is cut down then or not. In support of my opinion as to the pro

priety ofusing winter-felled timber, I have an instance to produce which

must carry great. weight with it: I have _it from a source that never yet

deceit-ed me, it is, that the Montague, 74, was built at Chatham in the

vear 1779, of timber entirely cut down in the winter, and that she has

Always been considered as one ofthe best ships in the service, and was even

in commiSsion up the Mediterranean so late as April, 18l6, being in a good,

state after nearly forty years' service, of the most active period of our

naval history; and as far as i can learn, she is likely to support the opi

nion of the pro-eminence of winter-felled timber for some time longer} If

this statement respecting the Montague be correct, surely it deserves our‘

most serious attention ; and it would be worth the expense to build two

sloops of war, one of timber cut down between the 25th of December and

 

' Vida our Review of this Work infra, for extract of many valuable observe-

tions by Mr. Blackburn on this subject.

+ A celebrated we'll—known work has the following passage :—-“ It has lately

been contended, that the difi‘erent sorts of fungus which are met with upon

decaying wood, are the production of the remaining powers oflife in the sae of

urpeasoned wood, and that the same sort of living orgauiaahle matter, which

whilst its powers continued perfect would have generated the branch of an oak,

wtll when debilitated and unl'eehlcd, give existence to a certain kind of fungusI

and become the cause of this dimse.”—'Ibe Quarterly Review also expresses a

similar opinion.
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-the 85th of January, and the-other of timber felled at the usual season, by

way of experiment. ‘ - p .

There is another circumst connected with this inquiry, which must

not helm-556d over, and whichl must put-tin the shape'of‘ a question.

Why is it the d yrot is confin generally to men of war, and that merifl

chant ships (built almost all of them by contract) should he so free from it?

From what I can learn, foreign Ships are but little subject to it also. >

It may be u" rth while to mention, that it is consid d by some prac

tical intelligent men, the process of steaming or oiling the plank may in

some measure be on assisting can : his plan was adopted to render the

plunk'more supple and pliable, that it might bend to the form or outline of

tbqship ith less difficulty; and in its application,tit is laid on et and hot,

and all means used to force it to fit as closely as possible those parts with

which it comes in contact : thus a great quantity of heat and damp are

necessarily enclosed in situations from which it cannot escape, and hich

must tend, one ould thinlt, very much to hasten the decomposition hich

is so fatal : the wood in this state fits so very close, that any thingl e cir

culation of air is completely prevented; and there can, I think, be little

doubt, that the exclusionof the air promotes the end in question, mm the

fact, that ships are usually most decayed in those parts the most , eluded,

namely, the after hold; at least I knew this to have been the casein

several men ofwar lately sold out of the service, and afterwalds opened

and repaired. 'Would not charring Or burning, although nv more tedioml

and expensive business, be more likely to ensure durability, in consequenoe

of its tending rather to expel or destroy the damp or vegetable matter still

remaining. '

I throw out these hints, Mr. Editor, with all proper deference to tho

whose inquiries‘upott the subject, or professional ltltowledge,‘entitle them

to consideration ; but, after all, I cannot help saying it. appears surprising,

that the cause of the hasty decaylof our ships, from whateve source it

arises, should continue so long to bafile our researches: are there not

documents in existence,areference to which would amply repay the trouble,

by acquainting us with the mode of ship-building urmerlyI pursued i from

whence the timber came ?_ at what season felled? how l0' allowed tosea

son ? whether so mut h young timber was used as in thepresent day R (also

whether when seasoning it was exposed to the eathcr on not? together

with many other circumstances, which will readily occur to every man at all

conversant with the minutiae of ship-building. I recommend this inquiry,

because I cannot help thinking there must be a considerable (Inference

either in the materials employed, or in the method of appl ‘ing them, to

account for our ships uotlbeingin‘su good a tate generally after seven

years service now, as they -\'~_-ere_t'ormerly after twenty; >and-I should

Imagine this might be ascertuined by the scrutiny above alluded to, ‘andric

would he a most desirable point attained, could. we “Hive .a; thpgngh

sion, that the method formerly pursued has been deviated fi-omyas it is

mtmme to suppose that-a return to the old plan might brinbr umrreturn

or the some endurance .in our ship. . ."~Tlicse"obscrrutiotis, Mr. Editor, will perhaps be considered as mere
,_,_

A
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common place; and I have not the vanity to think them deserving a higher

title: avocations very different from any thing connected with this inquiry,

prevent my acquiring the necessary information ; and with nothing to boast

of but an ardent seal for the best interests of the service, '

I remain, &c.

m ya

Launch of the Orwell, Indiaman.

" Go, gallant Orwell l Sulfollt's naval boast !

Unfurl thy sails for India’s distant coast;

The flag of Commerce hoist on Asia‘s shore,

Nor dread the billows' roll, the snrges' roar.

\Vith wealth full freighted, press the labouring main,

And, “joyous, greet Old Alhion’s Isle again ! ”

So spake the Genius of her native Stream

Responsive wood-nymphs echoed back the theme.

The signal's given l—what shouts now read the skies l v

The Orwell moves ! the noble ship ! she flies ! '

Astonish’d thousands mark the impetuous force, ,

With which, resistless, she pursues her course ,—

Bchold the shrinking waves, on either side,

Break, foam, and whiten, ’midst the whelming tide,—

’Till proudly floating on the silvery swell,

Nor winds nor waves against her power rebel.

mt. EDITOR, Ipswich, September 15, 1817.

N former times, Ipswich was of considerable note as a ship-building

port; and, from the skill'ul, spirited, and laudable exertions of on

individual, it seems likely, in the present day, to recover its celebrity.

During the late war, Mr. Bayley, of the Nova Scotia and Halifax ship

yards in this town, built nearly thirty sloops of war, and other vessels, for

the Royal Navy ; not one of which, if my information be correct, has ever

been, in the slightest degree, affected by that bane of naval architecture,

the dry rot! From this circumstance—from the celerin and punctuality

of the builder—from the beauty of his models—and from the general sound

ness, and superior sailing of the ships launched from his yards—Mr. Bayley

has uniformly given entire satisfaction to his employers. In support of the

correctness of this statement, I could appeal to the Navy Board, and other

authorities. The return of peace naturally directed Mr. Bayley's attention

to other sources of employment; and, accordingly, he entered into a con.

tract with Captain M. Isacke, of Greenwich, to build an East Indiarnan, of

about 1300 tons—a larger hurthen than that of any ship launched at this

port within the lust halfcentury. The keel of this vessel was laid, in the

 

' * On this particular point, Ishsll, probably, ere long, make you a distinct

communication._
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month of May, 1816: on the 28th of August, 1817, she was consigned to

the bosom of her proper element; so that, from her commencement to her

completion, scarcely more than fifteen months were occupied.

The day of the launch was regarded as a general festival in the town and

neighbourhood oprswich. So powerful was the attraction, that, notwith

standing the unfavourable state of the weather, post chaises, curricles, gigs,

and vehicles of all descriptions, were driving into the town, from every

entrance, the whole of the afternoon and evening of the preceding day.

On the morning the cavalcade increased ; and there was scarcely a chaise or

a saddle horse, within a circuit of ‘20 miles, that was not in a state of

requisition. Even tumbrils and waggons were employed on the occasion.

Fortunately, and contrary to expectation, the day turned out exceedingly

fine. The numerous scafl'olds and booths, which were erected in the imme

diate vicinity of the shipyard, were crowded, chiefly with ladies ; and the

heights on the opposite side of the river presented a picture no less animated

and pleasing. From 20,000 to 80,000 was the general estimate of the num

ers present. Many, to secure places, had been patiently waiting for

hours ; others had but recently arrived ; and some—unfortunately for their

participation in the delights of the day—had not yet arrived, when the last

signal was given, and the_ stately mass began to move! About halfan

hour before the start, the ceremony of naming was performed, in the usual

manner, by Mrs. lsaclte, the owner's lady, who seemed to feel a deep and

lively interest in the event. The air was rent with shouts, and universal

joy prevailed, on witnessing the gradual and beautiful descent of the

Orwell into the river, whose name she had been destined to bear. A finer

launch was perhaps never witnessed. In the course of the two following

days, the ship was piloted down the Orwell river; and, on the 10th instant,

she sailed for the Thames. She is to be a-float on the 28th February, 1818’

to sail to Gravesend on the 6th March ; to stuy there thirty days; and to

be in the Downs on the 11th opri-il. Captain Leach is her commander.

The dimensions of the Orwell are as follow :—

Ft. In.

Lengthofkeel.-........-.............-...158 7

Ditto between the perpendiculars . . . . . . . . . . . . 166 8

Ditto on a range with the upper decl: . . - . . . .... 176 0

Dittooverull ................ . . . . .-...... 194 0

Breadth to a 4-inch plank . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 8

Depth in the hold to a 5-inch limber stroke . . . . . . 17 1

Height between lower and middle deck . . . . . . . . 6 7

Ditto between middle and upper deck .. _ . . . . . . . 6 7

Ditto between upper deck and round-house . . . . . . 6 4

Ditto ditto and forc'castle . . . . . . 5 6

Admeasurement, 1355 tons, 22-44ths.

In the construction of the Orwell, upwards of 2,000 loads ofselcct oak

timber—chiefly of Suffolk growth—100 tons of wrought iron, and 30 tons

filth. (than. Vol. XXXVI“. a a
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of copper, were employed; as the Sullblk oaks are generally small, it is

probable that more than 2,000 were converted to her use.‘

On the day of the launch, Captain Isaclte gave a handsome dinner to the

builder, and to the oflicers of the Orwell. A band of music attended on

the occasion. In the evening, the nobility and gentry of the neighbourhood

had aball and concert, at the Assembly Room; and at several of the

Inns, and Public-Houses, in the town, the " merry dance " was kept up

till a late hour. In the ensuing week, expressly in compliment to Mr.

Bayley, the principal inhabitants of lpswich had a public dinner, which was

admirably served, at the Golden Lion.l' A Song was given, in honour of

the day; and, from the numerous poetical effusions which the launch of

the Orwell has elicited, I have selected one, that may probably notbe

thought unworthy of a place in your Chronicle.1 A gentleman, of Wood

bridge, has also published a Poem, of some length, entitled, “ The 1H

ump/i qft/ie Orwell;" of which, next month, I may probably send you an

account. ,

In the interim, I remain, your’s, 8m.

| The immense size of the Monmouthshire oak, cannot, perhaps, be better

appreciated than by a knowledgeof the fact, that 35 trees only, of the dimen

sions of the oak (as far as mere contents were necessary), would have been sufiii

cient for the Orwell, At 10 feet long, the main trunk of that tree (felled near

the town of Newport, in the year 1810), produced 450 cubic feet! one limb

335, one ditto 479-), one ditto 236, one ditto 156, one ditto 106, one ditto 113,

and six other limbs, of inferior size, averaging 93 feet each, making the whole

number 2,426 cubic feet; which, at 40 feet to the load, is rather more than 60

loads of sound and convertible timber. The bark was estimated at 6 tons; but

as some ofthe very heavy body-hark was stolen out of the barge, at Newport,

the exact weight is not known. Five men were ‘30 days in stripping and cutting

down this tree; and a pair of sawyrrs were five months converting it, without

losing a day (Sundays excepted), The money paid for Converting only, inde

pendently of the expense of carriage, was eighty-two pounds, and the whole

produce ofthe tree, when brought to market, was within a trifle of 6001. It was

boughtstanding for 4051. The main trunk was 9* feet in diameter, and in saw

ing it through, a stone was discovered, six feet from the ground, above a yard

in the body of the tree, through which the saw cut; the stone was 6 inches in

diameter, and completely shut in, but round it there was not the least symptom

of decay. The rings in its butt were carefully reckoned, and amounted to about

400 in number; a convincing proof that this tree had been in an improving state

upwards of 400 years ; and as the ends of some of its branches were decayrd, and

had dropped off, it is presumed it had stood a great number of years after it had

attained its maturity. .

 

1 So sensibly does Mr. Bayley appear to have felt the attentions which hare

t See Poetry.
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On Mr. James's Work relult'vc to our late Naval War with America.

are. rnr'ron, 16th September, 1817.

VERY well-wisher to his country and to the British navy, must rejoice

to see a publication such as that of Mr. Jamcs's, whose merits we so

justly and generally appreciated; the author is certainly deserving of that

encouragement he has received from the board of Adtnimlt". His book

was not indeed wanted to establish the fact of the gallantry and good

conduct of British offices and seamen, which, amongst their Own country.

men as never for one moment doubted; but it was on the other hand

greatly wanted, to prove to all the world (a world jealous of our navnl'

greatness} that in these insttuices wherein, unfortunately, our frigate! and

sleeps of small size, and light metal, had to contend against the vast

superiority of the American ships, the odds were in general so very

rear, :15 to make it next to impossible for us to come [off successful. This

writer has clearly proved, that in no single instance did the American

navy prevail, wherein the force “as equal; but on the contrary, that. in

these cases, the advantage was inevitably on our side, and that our

victories were acquired not less by the courage, than (in; superior reunions/zip

of the British otiicers; and, Sir, this is‘tbe more gratifying, us they had to

CORR BSPON ENCE.

 

been paid him, that, last week, he addressed the following letter to the Editor

of the Ipswich papers 2— '

'.‘ sin, St. Mary at Stoke, Ipswich. Srptember 11. 1817.

." It would ufi'nrd me the‘ highest and sincerest pleasure, could I render

guituble BCkBOWlt'dgmk'llls to the public, for the very fluttering notice which they

have, of late, been pleased to tnlte of my humble exertions. It has, hitherto,

been my fortunate lot, to live in the bosom ol‘ my family and friends ; huppy in

my domestic seclusion, I never courted publicity nor honours; nor lllti cvcr

the faintest idea, that what I might achieve, in the pursuit of my profession

would ever excite remark, beyond the sphere. of my employers, and their con

nexions. Thus my astonishment is Ina greater, that I should hi; deemed worthy

of the praise with which I have been so abundantly honoured, by those whose

approbation cannot be othI-rwise thun eminently gratifying

“ That I have succeeded in removing some ofthe prejudicel which existed

against Ipswich, as a building port, gives 'me great pleasure; but many, I fear,

yct remain to be encountered. As, hOWeTLl‘, the trade and prosperity of my

native town have, through life, been dear to my heart, I pledge myself that

every nerve shall continue to be exercised, to establish its credit for building ships

of the largest class. Should I he so happy as to actoxnpllsh this object. I shall

feel myself amply remunerated in bequeathing the advantage to succeeding

generations. Thus labouring, in humble and unobtrusive obst'urity, I am no fur

ther anxious, than that I should not he thought inscnsihle to, or lteglt'cllttl of,

the numerous kind attention! which I luivo experienced. Through the medium

of the Sufoll: Chroniz‘lr, therefore beg leer", most respectfully, to oifrr to the

nobility, gentry, clergy, trad-amen, and all classes of my countrymen, the most

sincere and heartfelt gratitude, for the good and generous wish“, which. in

P" WC, 8! in private, have plced me under such a weight of obligation.

" l rez'izwin, Mr. Editor, your humble servant,

!' JABLL BAYLEY,“

\_ ~ ~
,_ -‘_- ._,
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contend against a new and formidable enemy, and against a race of seamen

second only to our own; against a navy too, which being hitherto un

known, has once risen into consequence; and to increase which, the

unwearied and anxious exertions of the government of the United States

will, we are assured, he c0nstantly employed. To preserve the superiority

of the British navy, should therefore be the no less anxious concern of the

Admiralty of this country, and however much we may have lamented and

sufl’ered mortification, in consequence of the repeated captures of our

frigates and sloops during the late war, we ought to be consoled with this

honourable and cheering reflection, that the glory of the British navy

suffered on the whole no diminution. The next question, Mr Editor, which

presents itself to view, on the perusal of Mr. James's valuable treatise

is, what are the lessons which this war with America has taught us? every

one acquainted with naval matters, must be aware they are highly

important and valuable, and I shall proceed now to point them out.

In the first place, we have learned from dearly purchased experience,

that our old 36 gun frigates were much too small to cope with American

ships of fifty and sixty guns; that neither in the size, metal, nor number

of men, were such as to admit of their laying alongside of such enemies,

who, by their superiority, were enabled on every occasion, to choose their

position, thus deriving additional and important advantages, by being

enabled to destroy the British ships at long-shot distance, and sufl'ering

proportiouably little themselves. Of the necessity of having a considerable

number of heavy ships of fifty and sixty guns, there can, therefore, be no

doubt—at present we have of this description twenty-four, four of which are

only building, and I believe some oftbe others built on the spirt of the moment

of bad materials, are not expected to be serviceable very long; it will

therefore remain for consideration, whether in addition to the twenty new

frigates of 46 guns recently ordered to be laid down, the same number

of 60 guns ought not also to be put in hand. If we view the operations

of the Americans, and regard their exertions in preparing a navy, there

can be no doubt at all of the necessity of having such a description of

vessels soon prepared; nor is it less necessary to take care, that our new

ships of the line are built with a view to contend with similar classed

ships now building by the American States. If, then, the first lesson

afforded, regards the size and durability of our new ships, the second will

assuredly relate to their crews. During the late war with America, it was

to be expected, considering the length and duration of our contest with

France, that our race of seamen would be much worn out and exhausted,

and it is very certain, that the crews of every 0|"! Of our captured

frigates were very indifferent; that of the Java was the best, at least the

most complete, but she had great odds against her, and early became

unmanageable; but, Sir, it is in vain for us to expect by a system of

impressment, to contend against powers which give a bounty to their

seamen, and enter them for limiltd service. I thinlt it is quite a matter

of certainty, that we must do the some; and that iuipresstuent cannot be

any longer continued with good elfect, except on the most important occa

sions, and during the most eminent danger, which, being past, the men
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thus obtained, would necessarily be discharged. After what I have already

written on this Subject, and what Mr. Urquhart has promised further to

detail, in explanation of his invaluable plan for doing away the odious sys

tem of impressment, I need not at present enter farther into the question;

it is one of such magnitude and deep importance, that ei-enlpresume

at this moment, it engrosses much of the attention and consideration of the

board. The third lesson may be comprised in a very few words, it relates

to the interior economy of our ships, and the adoption of a fixed and firm,

but kind and protecting system of command throughout the British navy;

this will do more to preserve our seamen t0 the service of their country,

than any other measure, the abolition of impressmcnt alone excepted;

tyranny has too long prevailed, and in too many instances during the late

war, escaped the merited inquiry and punishment; but, let us henceforth

instead of receiving, be able to offer lessons to other nations; let us teach

them that we are quite in earnest in our preparations of every kind, to

maintain our command of the ocean. I should he doing injustice to my

own feelings, were I to omit mentioning how much pleasure [ derived

from perusing the lately issued Naval Regulations; I think them worthy of a

liberal minded and enlightened nation, which wishes to fight on equal

terms; nor is that part of them which relates to warrant officers, less

creditable to those who framed them. Hoping the Admiralty will continue

their exertions to repair these defects, a long and tedious war must of

necessity have produced,

I am, 51c.

fi/gtbn;
1".»

On the I rprorcment qf Trade, 4c.

MR. corroa, 18th Sepl. 1817.

INCE I last communicated to you some observations on the necessity

of our having a few ships of war on the coas‘ of South America for

the protection of our trade, I am glad to find that this has been Ordered,

and that three or four small vessels are now fitting out for that station; I

hope they will arrive in time to save our flag from any farther disgrace.

I have also much pleasure in noticing the highly gratifying accounts of our

extending and flourishing intercourse with these colonies: the aniountof

goods sent from Jamaica alone is immense, and this tmde, may, it is said,

he still further extended by the pr0per encouragement from our own

government heing alfordetl. Surely this will not be denied, nor will any

eli'orts on our part be wanting to keep it in full play.

Allow me also to mention my extreme gratification at the improved

state of the country generally; an abundant harvest, thriving manufac

tures, and a reviving trade, encourage us to hope that the height of our

commercial and national distress is over, and that better and more

flourishing times await us; if so, let us not be ungrateful/to him whur so '

abundantly provideth for us.

@7607! e
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On admilting Strangers into our Dock-yards and Arsenult, 41'. 4’0.

ma. entroa, September 51):, 1817,

IT was to be expected that after a war of such magnitude and duration,

as this country has lately seen brought to a successful conclusion, after

the most persevering and arduous exertions, we should have abundance

of foreigners of all descriptions, and of all countries, coming amongst us

to visit the shores of Britain, so long forbidden to their exploring eye

On our part it must be, however, allowed, that we send aver to them a full

proportion in return; but, I believe, very few of the class I mean to direct

your attention more particularly to; viz. men of science and engineers, both

civil and military. It is but fair and friendly, that to such men (and there

are many of them now in Britain), every prudent facility should be afforded

for seeing to advantage the establishments, the great and magnificent

establishments which this country can present to them; but, Sir, there are

bounds, beyond which this facility ought not to go, and there are various

parts of our great and formidable establishments at Woolvvich, and also

belonging to our Naval Arsenals and Royal Dock-yards, which Ought

unquestionably to be shut against every foreigner who is a professional

man; indeed, perhaps it might he better were it made a matter of

exclusion to all- I am aware, that in proposing to shut out foreigners from

seeing and examining every part of our Arsenala, I may be accused of

illiberality and injustice, but I have to observe in reply, that the officers

of the Ordnance department, and at the great. Naval Arsenals, have

themselves remarked, with astonishment, not only the number of foreigners

presenting themselves for admission, but of those who have brought ample

and regular pass-ports from men high in ofiice in our government, and to

whom they are obliged to shew all that a British subject would expect to

see. It is well known, that a celebrated member of the French National

Institute, Monsieur Biot, is at present engaged in most important trigono

metrical surveys, and attronomicnl observations in the North of Scotland,

in conjunction with some of our Engineer and Artillery officers, who have

long been employed on such important service; and, I understand our

Officers are in their turn to go over to France to meet this gentleman and

others on the same business. Mr. Biot is described as being a most acute,

and at the same time a most gentlemanly man; and, perhaps, it may not

be at all necessary to remark farther on this conjunction, than to say, that

it shows the utmost liherality and confidence on the part of the British

government, to admit of any thing of the ltind taking place so immediately

after a war, during which, we inviolably guarded some inventions of great

importance, from the ken of our active and hostile neighbours. That they

will use every effort in time of peace to acquire the knowledge of these,

must be matter of conviction to every man,nnd it well deserves the serious

consideration of the British government, whether they are disposed, or are

prepared, to carry their condescension thus jilr, by affording such facilities

to French, and other foreign otiicers of Marine, Engineers, and Artillery,

to minutely inspect our establishments, and to question and bore our super;

-\.'__l _|.-___ ,. ,_ J---- n A'. fl.- _
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intending officers, relative to every thing they have actually seen, or only

heard of being used and practised in our service.

If, Sir, I am rightly informed, many foreign gentlemen of the description

I have named, have, since the peace, been admitted into our establish

ments, coming, some of them as accredited agents, with letters of intro

duction from government; and others as plain gentlemen, only desirous of

seeing what was worthy of notice. I am very far, Sir, from wishing to

throw unnecessary obstacles in the way of travellers, but I wish, certainly,

to put government on its guard, to testify my surprise, that Marine ofiicers

and Engineers in the French service, should have free and open admittance

from it, to inspect our establishments; (I trust not wit/ion! proper reser

vation), and to inquire if the same facility is given to Englishmen and

British ofiicers in France, to inspect what is worthy of observation in the

Naval Arsenals and Ordnance Establishments at Brest and Toulon.

Although peace is happily restored, prudence and discretion are not the

less necessary, more especially, as at. the present moment it is notorious,

that we are selling off and breaking up, ten men of war for every two

launched or repaired; and as it is sufficiently manifest that in another year

or two, the efi'ective strength of the British navy must, if not speedily and

effectually extricated from its present state of decay, be reduced to a very

low and humble state indeed. I would now only observe farther, that if

all is not done that can and may be done, to build up and restore our

naval arm, a new war may find us quite unprepared; for at this moment,

every other power is busily employed in adding to their naval force, whilst

our’s from decay, and the loss of our newest ships from the dreadful and

widely spreading evil the dry rot, is mouldering away and cannot be

rendered etlicient again, but by providing new and sound ships of teak

or mahogany, until our oak shall once more be fit for building: these

observations are, Ibelieve, in unison with the opinions of many of our

best informed naval officers, who admit, that although teak ships are dull

sailors, they are effective ships for our fleet, or for convoys, and that the

dry rot has already destroyed more men of war, and occasioned the

expenditure of more money than would be required to construct a navy,

even if we had not a man of war now fit for sea. At the same time, I

am happy .to observe in the navy list, a number of names of ships ordered

to be built, especially frigates, which have been inserted very lately; there

is in truth, much to be done to re-canrtruct the British navy, andI trust

and hope, those at the helm view this matter in its proper light, and are

well aware of the magnitude and importance of the object; my opinion

is in their favour, as to the will to act, and I trust the power will not be

withheld: parsimony here would be certain ruin—we must have a great

nary, and, I hope, speedily as possible.

Your’s, &c.

Veg/not

\.__L
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On the Necessity of Political Precaution.

mt. anrroa, London, Oct. 7, 1817.

ON the principles laid down in my last letter, 1 again proceed to review

our maritime policy. As 11 Clerk of the Weather Oflirr, it is some part

of my duty to take notice of the political horizon; and the result of my

observations of late has been to perceive, or think to perceive, a storm

gathering in the north. A brother clerk has absolutely written a book to

prove, that we ought to stand by the lee-sheets and top-sail halinrds. Be

that, however, as it may, there are not wanting people, who suppose the

whole to originate in disappointment. But, if there should, nevertheless,

appear to be reason in what is advanced, it would be nothing but right to

prepare for the worst; how little soever we may like the argument, or how

disagreeable soever the subject may be to our feelings. It must, no doubt,

be the desire of every man who wishes well to his country, to see political

storms blow over, and amongst that number, I should be sorry not to call

myself one: but, Sir, notwithstanding all our hopes and good wishes, not

withstanding our strength and almost unassailable position, it is our

imperative duty to provide ourselves for self-defence; and more especially

is it our duty, when we see so many nations around us, who view our

wealth and prosperity with evil eyes. One nation lays restrictions on a

particular branch of our manufactures. Another interdicts or burns every

species of British art. And a third, prohibits our whole commerce. If

this be peace and friendship, we had better be at war. At war ! when we

were at war, we monopolized, in spite of the world, the commerce of every

nation. It was then for us to interdia, to prohibit, or to lay on rem-5c.

tionsl And why not now? Are we become weaker as we grow olderlI

Have We no longer the command of the sea? In my opinion, a little more

encouragement to the navy, with a small increaSe to the people in the

representation, sufficient to satisfy the well~disposed part. of the com

munity, would enable us to bid defiance to combined Europe. After five

and twenty yearsofglorious warfare,there appears to be nothing strange, that

many abuses should have twisted themselves into our sheet-cable. And now

is certainly the time to untwist them; though I am sure no British oficer

but would sooner enjoy victory with small pay, little notice, inferior treat

ment, and hard service, than he would have the reverse of all this, by >

striking those colours on which he has never looked but with enthusiasm.

This sentiment, so honourable to the navy, even in the worst of times,

ever has, and I hope ever will govern it. We know, that the ultimate

defence of England, is in her wooderrwalls. We know, that the army,

however brave, is not numerous. And we also know, that the day must

come, when the government, even if it was against its inclinations, will be

obliged to equalize the titles and honours, 8:0. of both professions.

But one of your Correspondents, in yourNumber for August last, under

the signature of Neptunut, after advancing that some alteration is about

to be made in the appellation of the different ranks of the navy, has the

sweetly-tempered modesty to say, “ I feel little desire to see any such
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trifling alterations attended to;” only mark, the “I feel ! l l” the “ trifling

alterations!!!” I'really expected any such heat/zenith alterations, in

the room of “ any such trifling alterations.” For in my opinion the one

would have been more reasonable than the olhcr. Reasonable, did I say ?

There is not even an attempt at argument! Titles are asserted to be

trifling, but upon what ground? the change of titles trifling, but on

what foundation? The assertion has not even a pillow, whereupon to lay

itstniserable head. This way of speaking of what. so many people admire,

could only be tolerated in conjunction with the rtal name of a great naval

character, who had long experience in the service. It will not do for an

anonymous writer. What would bethought of a midshipman, who should

tell us without argument, on his first going to sea, that any intended

alteration was trifling? would he not excite the risibility of gravity

itself? And, yet, we should be somewhat more acquainted, we should i

at least know his name, which is more than we can say for Neptunus. I

hope, that in spite of Neptunus, the Admiralty will continue, by little and

' little, to harmonize the jarring elements of naval discord. But, 1 have really ‘

a difliculty in understanding what Neptunur would be at; for first he calls

the projected alteration “this change of name, instead of system ;" and

then says, “I have great objection to any change." The word instead,

in the first paragraph, according to my understanding, implies, that the '

whole of the present system should be destroyed root and branch; while

“ I have great objection to any change" is a complete contradiction. This, '

certainly, requires a little explanation. It may he sometimes necessary‘

to introduce great changes, by things apparently more trifling. But let us

see what this trifling nileration is, which is “to gratify the wishes of

particular individuals ;" and let us also see, whether it be really sottrifling

an alteration as Neptunur seems to think. In the first place, it is well

known, that Post Captains who rank as full Colonels, have the same

appellation as those who are no less than three steps below them: is that

trifling? That commanders have the same title as their inferiors: is that

trifling? That. lieutenants have the denomination of the rank below

them: is that also trifling .9 Such tri/lcs, none but philosophers have

ever pretended to despise. But Nepluuus will, perhaps, reply to this by

saying, that the navy ranks above the army in the same way as the

Guards. He must: recollect, however, that the guards take the title of

their rank above the army. Yet even without this recollection, if it cannot

be proved, that naval ofiicers have superior rank to the duty they perform,

the argument is good for nothing. How stands the case? To shorten;

discussion,vlet us for a moment take for granted, what I neyer heard called

in question; namely, that the ranks of Admirals and Generals, through

all their different dcgrees, are reciprocally equal. If, then, a Colonel

commands aregiment, a Post Captain commands a ship. A Major is,

sometimes, only second, third, or perhaps, fourth in a regiment; whereas a

Commander commands a ship.

A Captain of the army commands a company; a Lieutenant of the

navy,a division of the ship’s company. A Post Captain’s situation is,

mu. about. Vol. XXXVIII. s s
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indeed, more important than that of a €olonel or Lieutenantienlonel;

when we reflect that he has, sometimes, in his own ship alone, nine

hundred men, together with the immediate charge of their lives and much

national property. The place of naval Lieutenant also, is of much

greater responsibility than that of Captain of the army; when we con

sider, that he is the nut officer to the Captain in a three-decker. So

much for the comparison with the guards.

But, Nqitunus appears to be too profound a thinker to trouble himself

about titles; too much of a philosopher for “ any such trifling altera

tionsf’ too learned to hear of any thing but men of science rewarded ; too

wise to listen to any amelioration, but that of the encouragement ofletters;

for on that his whole change of system seems to stands, “ like the baseless

fabric of u vision." Let it be remembered, that naval and military

achievements depend in a great measure, as far at least as has hitherto

been found out, on the proper distribution of such lnfiles as titles, rank,

honours, and promotion ; and that among all the expedientsever devised,

titles and honours seem to be the cheapest, and, perhaps, in the end, the

most satisfactory meeds of public service. With respect to the names

which Neptunus has mentioned, for the patronage of the Admiralty, I

cotlld most probably have but the same opinion, were I sufiiciently scientific

to be acquainted with the merits of the individuals selected; and, no doubt,

I could add many more to the catalogue, if professional merit might be

allowed to intrude upon the sciences; and were I not fearful that

the public might suspect my own included, under the borrowed signa

re 0 igér/t (24 Me Giléatgerz@f%@e.
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*

LOSS OF THE UNION.

[rnou 'rnr. CALCUTI‘A GAZETTE.]

By letters of the 5th of February from Bencoolen, we learn, that the

following accounts had just been received at that settlement:

“ Fort llIarlborouglt, Jan. 30, 1817.

“Three men have recently arrived at Fort Marlborough, who give the

following accountz—They say that they were sailors on board the Uni0n,

Captain Barker, which sailed from Calcutta about fifteen months ago,

bound for Batavia and England. That after they had been about a month

at sea, they found themselves early one morning at a distance of seven

miles from an island, and at seven o‘clock the ship struck on rocks. She

could not be got ofl" again, and was beginning to go to pieces, when the
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boats were got out, and the Captain, three ofiicers,(one named Davies, and

one since dead), an European passenger, a gunner and his mate, both

Europeans, with about fifty lascars, proceeded to the island. The Captain

and officers me'ant to come back to bring away the rest of the crew, but

as soon as they reached 'the shore, the natives came down in a body, hauled

up the boats and broke them in pieces, so that the “hole of those men

tioned were made prisoners. The natives stripped them_ of all their

clothes, separated them into parties of three and four, and in the morning

drove them to the plantations, which they were obliged to weed and

clean; in the evening they were made to cut fire wood and carry it home.

Their daily allowance of food was three plantnius to each person, but the

Europeans had some pork given to them. There was no rice ever seen on

the island. The men were naked, carried spears, and cut their hair short.

The women were l'air, wore leaves round their “filslS, and had long hair.

If any of the unfortunate captives were too ill to work, the natives tied

their hands together, and threw them into the sea: several lascars had

perished in this manner. Captain Barker was once very ill, and they

threatened to cast him into the sea. One of those who have escaped

says, that he was very ill for some days, and one night heard the natives

say they would throw him into the sea next morning; be resolved to

attempt to escape, and contrived to communicate his intention to Captain

Barker, who desired him, it" he succeeded, to steer for the rising sun, when

he would soon reach land. He ran at? while his masters were sleeping, got

to the beach at midnight, and went to the but where he knew two of the

Lascars were kept; be woke them, and together contrived to bind two

very long but very narrow canoes to each other; they procured a few

cocoa nuts, and making a sort of sail as well as they could, they put to

sea. In five days the current and wind drove them ashore at Bellembang

Bar, near the southern extreme of Sumatra. Thence they went to Croce,

and the Gentlemen stationed there forwarded them in a boat to Marth

rough. As the people all went without clothes, they called the island

Foolo Telangang, which signifies naked: the most intelligent of the three

who have escaped is u Javanese, and speaks English; he says he was

main-top boy, and that he has served on board the Illustrious, the Psyche,

and several other of his Majesty's ships.

t

“ There can be little doubt that the island is Engnno, and if so, it is now

clearly proved _ that its inhabitants are not cannibals. The acting resident

is about to send a civil servant, with It surgeon, and a party of troops, to

Eugene, in the ship Good Hope, in the hope of accomplishing the liberation

or our wretched fellow-creatures, thus long detained in savage slavery, by

prevailing on the natives to give them up in exchange for a variety of articles,

which have been collected for the purpose: the use of money is quite un

known on the island. It is fortunate that any vessel happened to he in the

port at the time this intelligence was received, as the miserable sufferers are

stated 'to he reduced, by despair and sickness, to such a condition as to

render it likely that none but the most prompt assistance could have been

in time to save them.”
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SIXTH REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON FINANCE. _ ,

NAVY.

 

Ordered, by The House ofComrnons, 23d June, 1817.

(Continued from page 236.)

HE Committee think it here necessary to quote the opinion of the

Board of Admiralty, on whose Report the present establishment of

clerks in all the ofiices under their control was fixed by the above-men

tioned order in council :

“ Adverting to the number of clerkships in the proposed establishment,

we beg leave humbly to state, that we have been particular in directing,

that the proposals from each of the departments should be made on the

lowest scale which the public service would admit.

“ If these establishments are not in all cases less than are at present in

existence, it is to he remembered that the return, after such protracted

and extensive exertions, to a state of peace, creates for some time, even

an additionaldegree oflabour in the civil departments of the navy, and that

the existing establishments have been formed long since, and with the view

to peace as well as war; and that the increase of business in war is not so

much in the higher duties of the officers, as in the details, and that it has

always been the custom to employ during war a number of extra and tem

porary clerks for the execution ot'the additional duties, all which temporary

clerks have been or “ill be, as the service will permit, successively dis

charged. ,

“ We are nevertheless of opinion, that though these establishments are

not greater than may be at this moment requisite, yet that as the arrears

of the war are brought up, some reduction in the number of clerks may

be practicable.

“ We thinlt it should he specially prescribed to the heads ofdepartments,

not to fill up any of those vacancies which must be expected to occur from

time to time, unless the public service should actually require their doing

so; with this reservation, we do not thinlt that these estitbhshmcnts will be

found too large for a Shth of peace; and on any future armament, wetrust

that by tilting up the vacancies Whirl) may have occurred, and by the addi

tion of the usual occasional assistance, they will be found adequate to the

discharge of the public duties.”

In pursuance of the principle laid down in this extract, your Committee

understand that the vacancies which have since occurred in the establish

ment of the Admiralty Oliicc, have not been tilled up; and they trust that ._
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a due attention to public economy, and to the rules laid down by the

Board of Admiralty itself, will continue to operate such reductions as the

public service may be, from time to time, found to admit.

They think it fair to observe, that, in former periods of peace, vacancies

on the establishment were invariably filled up ; but they consider the pre

sent system as so much more beneficial to the public, that they trust it will

be rigidly maintained.

By the order in counciljnst quoted, the salaries of all the clerks in the

naval department were increased.

Your Committee have observed, in a former Report, that they consider

it of the greatest importance that no increase of salary in any department

should be permitted without the previous concurrence of the Lords of the

Treasury; and they understand that the increase in this instance, though

not officially communicated to the Board of Treasury (the form of an order

in council preventing such distinct reference), was in fact minutely detailed

to the First Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer; and

after due examination by them, was, with their concurrence, submitted to

the consideration of the Prince Regent in Council.

Your Committee have also, in a former Report, stated their opinion,

that in the subordinate departments of the government, unconnected with

political confidence, and in which the duties of the clerks are confined to

little more than manual labour, they are not entitled to be considered on

the same footing in point of official remuneration as the clerks ofthc Trea

sury, or of the secretaries of state; but it has been represented to your

Committee, that the clerks of the Admiralty have probably not less labour

than those of the Treasury, and that a degree of trust and confidence most

frequently be reposed in them, not inferior, especially in war, to persons

of similar rank in the ollice of the secretary of state. It was probably on

this principle, that by the order in council before-mentioned, the clerks of

the Admiralty were placed upon a scale of emolument, which, although far

below that of the Treasury and the Secretary of State's ()tlicc, may be

computed at being 7!. or 8!. per cent. better than the clerks of the Navy,

Victualling, or Transport Odices, whose duties are not so unremitting, and

whose trust is by no means so responsible.

This circumstance having been represented to your Committee asjusti

(yin; (and properly so in their estimation), a distinction between the clerks

in the Admiralty and those belonging to the Boards under their control,

they were led to examine the highest salaries fixed by the order in council

of the 30th of January, 1816, with a reference to the salaries enjoyed by

clerks in some others-departments, which have been the subjects of their

inquiry ; not certainly for the sake of any invizlious comparison; or of

affording a pretext, which such comparisons, they are afraid, have some

times t'urnished to the several departments, of bidding, as it were, over

one another, at the public expense; but with the morejust and rational

object of ascertaining how far such a comparison might lead to some

general inferences, sufficient, with other considerations, to warrant your

Committee in submitting to the House, and pressing upon his Majesty's

government, the expediency of a [crision of such of the numerous civil
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establishments of the country as were materially increased, in the rate of

salary of the oficers, during the late war.

Your Committee find in this order in council, that the salary of a clerk

in the Admiralty, in the first or senior class, is fixed at 6001. per annum’

with an increase of 101. for each year that he shall continue in the service,

up to 8501. in the whole ; a maximum which cannot be obtained till after

25 years in that class, exclusive of any number of years of former service

in the two inferior classes.

Now, as the first clerks will necessarily include the clerks of tried talents,

experience, and character, in whom political trust is most lilter to be

placed; and as it is obvious that regard was had to this consideration,

when the above rate of salary was fixed ;—and as your Committee bear in

mind, that the date of this order in council is subsequent to all the war

rants or orders by which the salaries of clerks in other otfices were

increased ; as consequently those warrants or orders were wrthin the know-

ledge of the Lords of the Admiralty, when they recommended the present

establishment,—of the First Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the

Exchequer, who, after due examination, concurred in that recommenda

tion,—and of the Prince Regent in Council, by whom it was formally sauc

tioncd;-your Committee are, from all these considerations, irresistibly

led to the conclusion, that in thejudgtnent of all those high authorities,with

these several circumstances maturer weighed by them, the rate established

was sufiicient adequately to remunerate, not only the'lubour, but the

oflicial trust and responsibility of the parties. _

Without giving any opinion at present with respect to the scale of salary

established by the order in council, but proceeding upon these premises,

and csteeming the Admiralty Department to stand nearest if not equal in

official rank and importance to the Treasury and the offices of the Secreta

ries of State, it appears to your Committee that they have only further to

state,—that there are upon the establishment of the War Uliice, the Pay _

Office, and the Ordnance, several clerks whose salaries and gratuities for

length of service are above 8001. each, and some above 1,0001. ;—in order

to induce the House to concur with them in the conclusion, that all such

salaries are unnecessarily large, and that the minimum in these departments,

as well as in every other of corresponding rank to which the inquiries of

your Committee have not yet been extended, ought to be fixed, certainly

not higher, and in thejudgment ofyour Committee somewhat lower, than

the matimum established for the clerks of the Admiralty, that is to say,

about the rates established for the Navy and Victualling Oflices.

But they do not Wish to be understood, as urging in this instance a

different rule from that which they have suggested, with respect to the

salaries of some ofiicers ofa higher description. Their obiect is not to

abridge the emoluments now actually enjoyed by any of the clerks, whose

’ salaries may appear to them more than commensurate to their labour or

responsibility, but to prevent the same scale of remuneration from being

continued to their successors, and possibly increased, if not brought from

time to time under thejealous vigilance of Parliament.

What. your Committee therefore earnestly recommend is this ; that the
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Lords of the Treasury should call for a return of the present establishments

of all the civil officers of the State, the salaries of which have been increased

within the last fifteen years; and with a reference to the circumstances

now stated, and such other considerations as the altered situation of the

country, and the peculiar nature of each establishment, may suggest, that

they should make a revision of the same, and direct such prospective

reductions therein, as may appear to them reasonable, without impairing

the efiiciency of the service.

Your Committee trust that the ohservations which they have submitted

to the llouse in this and their former Reports, are sufficient to show the

expediency of this revision. It is not their intention to pursue the subject

further at present, except to remark, that the system adopted oflate years

in some, and now extended to most of the public ofiices, of a progressive

increase of salary, by reason of length of service, if not in all cases objec

tionable in principle, is at least liable to great abuse in practice.

The several scales which have hitherto come under the view ofyonr Com.

mittee vary so much, both as to the length and periods of service which

shall confer the first and each successive addition of salary, and the pro

portions which such additions bear to the original salary, that your Corn

mittee feel convinced the whole arrangement has grown to its present extent

without any well matured plan, or sufficient consideration of the conse

quences. One proof of this they have already had occasion to advert to in

their Report on the Ordnance Department, in which this practice has been

carried to the greatest length, and applied to classes (such as messengers,

barrack-maslers, and others) not entitled to the benefit of it in any other

department. As a general measure, it appears liable to the great objec

tion, under the present circumstances of the country, of having placed

beyond the control of government, at least without an interference, not

wholly consistent perhaps with the equitable claims of the parties, the con

tinual increase of ofiicial remuneration, when those circumstances would

require that all such increase should cease. Your Committee, however, can

have no doubt that in all those departments where the clerks are divided into

classes, as in the Admiralty and the several offices under it, and, as they

conceive, in most others, this equitable claim is limited to the maximum of

salary which any clerk can attain, by reason of length of service in the class

or rank to which he now belongs; and that if the whole system should be

prospectively done away, such claim would not follow his subsequent pro

motion to any higher class. They can have the less doubt on this point, as

one of the principal grounds on which the system itself is recommended by

the Lords of the Admiralty, in their Report to the Prince Regent in

Council, is, " that the removal from a lower class to a higher, was thence;

forward to be made without any reference whatever to the seniority the

person may hold in the lower class.” Consequently, no person can claim

that he has any vested or even contingent right to such promotion.

Your Committee would therefore recommend, lst, That the system of

gratuity, or progressive increase of salary for length of service, should be

suspended altogether, with the exception which they have already stated;

and perhaps also with the further exception prospectively, of an addition
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not exceeding 20 per cent. on the original salary, being allowed to any

established clerk in the junior or lowest class of any oflice, who might hint

served seven years to the satisfaction ofhis superior otficer, without having

during that period obtained any step of promotion.

0  

The ofice of Vice-Admiral of Scotland, the salary of which is estimated

under the head of the Admiralty Office, has been already recommended to

Parliament for abolition.

.._. _
>~_v , __

,I. _

The office of Paymaster'ol' the Royal Marines has also attracted the

notice of your Committee, as an unnecessary separate establishment; but

they are induced to believe, upon inquiry, that the business of that oflice,

as now regulated, requires constant unremitting attention, and_that no

advantage would arise from uniting it with any other department, either of

the Army or Navy. '

[To be continued.]

 

OFFICIAL LETTERS OF JAMES DUKE OF YORK,

LORD HIGH ADMIRAL IN THE REIGN OF CHARLES II.

[Continued from page 250.]

—.—

To Sir Rousa'r SMITH, one of the Messengers qfhis Jlfajesty’r Chamber, or

to any other llfersenger qfl/Ie some.

IIEREAS I have received information, that several-persons do

endeavour the embezzling and conveying away of ammunition,

cordage, and other stores and provisions belonging unto his Majesty's ships

and yards, to the great prejudice ofhis Majesty in his naval affairs; these

are therefore to “ill and require you, and you are hereby authorized and

empowered, from time to time, to make search for, and seize all such

ammunition, carriage, and other stores and provisions as you shall find, or

have good cause to suspect to have been embezzled out ofany of his Majes

ty's ships or yards, by any person or persons; and cause the same so seized,

to be delivered unto the store-keeper of his Majesty’s yard at Dcptford,

taking his receipt for the same; and you are to give an account thereof

unto the principal otficers and Commissioners of his Majesty’s navy: and

you are also hereby empowered and required to secure all such person or

persons as you shall find embezzling or conveying away any ofthe said ammu

nition, cordage, stores, or pr0visions, and cause them to he brought before

the said principal officers and commissioners ofhis Majesty's navy. _Am:l

all mayors, sherithJustices ofthe peace, bailifi's, constables, headhorou‘hs,

and all other his Maiesty's good subjects, are hereby required to be aiding

and assisting to you, in the due execution of this \rarraut, as they tender

I

“~—'---- _ ihfiij
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his Majesty's service, and will answer the contrary at their perils l And I

do alsn will and require the principal ofiicers and commissioners of his

Majesty’s navy, that upon every discovery and seizure by you made, of any

ammunition, cordage, stores, or provisions, which shall appear to be em

bezzled from his Majesty's ships or yards, they make an allowance unto

you, of such gratuity or reward as they shall judge reasonable, for your

care and pains therein ; and for the premises, this shall be your warrant.

Given under my hand and seal at Whitehall, the 26th ofJanuary, 1662.

C’

/dmed.

To LAME]!

Whereas the King my Sovereign Lord and Brother, by his Majesty‘s

letters under his privy seal, tlated at Westminster, the 90th of January,

in the 14th year ofhis Majesty's reign, hath been pleased to authmize tne

to Order and appoint the sale of all useless and decayed provisions, as sails,

ables, timber, vessels, and other stores in his Majesty's several store-houses

and yards, which shall he found unfit for his Majesty’s farther service;

these are therefore in pursuance of his Majesty's said letters of privy seal,

to will and require you forthwith, to put to sale all such useless and

decayed provisions, as sails, cables, timber, vessels, and all other stores

which are now remaining in his Majesty’s yards and store-houses at Dept

ford, Woolwic'n, Chathnm, and Portsmouth, which shall be found unfit for

his Majesty's further service, in such way and manner as you shall judge

most couducing and advantageous for his Majesty's service, and according

to the usual custom of his Majesty’s navy; taking care that the produce of

the said provisions he paid unto the treasurer of his Majesty's navy, and

charged upon his account accordingly, and this shall warrant your so doing

Given under my hand at Whitehall, this 2d day of January, 1662.

 

To the principal Officers and Commissioner: qflu's .Majesly’s Navy.

Whereas upon any vacancies of employment for master-gunners ofhis

Majesty's ships (happening either by death or otherwise), the persons who

are appointed, by tne, to succeed in tlte same employtneuts, do usually

tipon receiving their warrants, procure themselves to be entered on board

the ships to which they are appointed, without giving any notice thereof to

the oflicers of his Majesty’s Ordnance, that so they may take care for the

“thing a survey of the gunner's stores, remaining on board the said ship,

and charge the same to the account of the succeeding gunner, by ren5on

whereof, the gttnner’s stores are very liable to be embezzled, to the great

prejudice of his Majesty; for prevention of the said ineotweniencirs, I

think fit to direct, that for the future, when any person shall bring unto

you a warrant. from myself, for his heing entered, as master~gunner of his

Majesty's ships, or vessels, you fut-bear to grant any warrant thereupon for

his entry, until he shall produce a certificate from the master or uttlccr of

fish. 6mm Vol.XXXVlII. :- 'r
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his Majesty‘s Ordnance, that they have given order for the securing the

remains of gunner's stores of the said ship, for the duo charging them on

the said new gunner; nnd this shall warrant your so doing. GiVen under

my hand at Whitehall, this 4th day of February, 1662.

jkmfido

To the principal Oflicers and Commissioner: of his Jqujcst's Navy.

fl hiiving thought fit to appoint his Majesty‘s ship under your columns],

as also the Paradox, under the commnnd of Captain Cottercll, to be con.

voys to the lceland Fishery, for this ensuing season; you are forthwith,

Wind and weather permitting, in company of the Paradox (the captain

whereol'is required to observe your orders), to stt sail, and repair into

Yarrnouth Ilonds, and in your way to call at Albo'rough-sould, Duwich,‘

and \Valderswiclt, for such fisliing-vesels its are bound from thence.

Upon your arrival in Yarmouth Roads, you are to apply yourselves to

the magistrates of that place, and receive advertisement from theut what

other ports you shall call at, for any fishing-vessels, and what stay you

shall make for any of them; whose directions you are according to observe,

and then to proceed (together with the Paradox) with such ships and rest

sels under your charge and protection, unto the lishinggrounds of Iceland.

Being arrived on the said fishing—ground, you are to use all possible dilis

gcnce and security for the defence of such ships and vessels of his Majesty's

subjects, fishing in those parts, or that shall come after you to fish there

during the time ofyonr stay, which is not to be beyond the 10th of August

next. And you are to direct Captain (lotterell to take care either of the

vessels fishing to the eastward, or of those fishing to the westward, (and

yourself to attend on the other) as may best tend to the security and safety

ol'tlie fishermen.

On the 10th of August, or as soon before as the fleet of fishermen under

your charge shall be ready, you are to set sail with them, and give them

safe convoy liomcwards to their respective ports, and yourself, with hi!

Majesty's ship under your command, to repair into Yarmouth Roads, and

give me an account of your arrival.

You are hereby required not to permit any of the fishing-vessels under

your convoy, to fish, or lay line for fish, in any of the places about Iceland,

which are by the King of Denmark prohibited to be lished in. And in case

you shall find that it is prohibited by the said King to trnde therefor

Wadinote, or other commodities, you are then to cause them to (urban:

falling, into any such trade.

You are upon all occasions to endeavour the maintaining of his Majesty's

houournhroad, giving protections to his subjects, and not injuring any of

the subjects of his friends nnd allies; and from time to time, as opportu

nity ochrs, you are to give me an account of your proceedings. Given

under my hand, at Whitehall, the 11th of March, 1661.

T0 Clip/(tin Jolm For/esrue, Cuplnin

QI'IUI Jllujcot‘q's .S/ii‘q (In; HUMML (Z’ned,

.‘ LA _. e. __ ,
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To Joan FOWLER, Esq. Judge-Advorale of his J'llajcsly': Fleet,

Whereas upon consideration had of the usefulness ofa Judge Advocate

to be appointed in reference to the articles established by Parliament, for

the regulating and better government of his Majesty's navy, ships of war,

and forces by sea, I have thought lit to appoint you to be Judge-Advocate

of his Majesty’s Fleet : these are therefore, to will and require you, from

time to time, to attend all courts martials that shall be called on board the

ship Admiral, or any other ship in his Majesty’s fleet, where you shall be

present, for trial of oll'enders against the said articles and orders; and to

examine all such persons as shall, from time to time, during your employ

ment in the said place, he brought 0r produced as witnesses, in order to

the due proof of the matter of fact laid' to the charge of them, or any of

them; and in all other thing! to do and perform the duty of your place, in

as full and ample manner as any Judge-Advocate of a Fleet might, or

ought to do ; and you are to observe and follow such further instructions

and directions, as you shall from time to time receive from myself, or the

cotnrnander-in-ehiefof the fleet where you shall be present : and for your

service herein, you are to receive such an allowance of salary, fees, per~

quisites, and other consideration: as usually hath been, or that shall be

thought meet to be allowed to aJudge-Adrocate of his Majesty's Fleet.

And for so doing this shall be your warrant. Given under my hand and

seal, the 37th of January, 1662. .

07m.

Whereas it is become too frequent with ma'ny ofthe officers belonging to

his Majesty's ships, to purloin and embezzle part of the stores ofthe ship,

and upon any discovery of the some, for the better colouring 0f the

business, to pretend that they bought the said stores with their money, of

private persons, when really they were the King's: and that they can give

no account of the persons from whom they pretend to have bought them :

for the better preventing of the said practice for the future, and to the end

the officers of his Majesty’s ships may he left inexcusable, I think fit to

direct, that you cause to be published unto the ofiieers of his Majesty's

fleet, that in case my gunner, boutswain, or carpenter, of any of his

Majesty's ships, shall henceforwards deal in any stores whatsoever, of the

son of those which are usually delivered for the ship’s use, upon pretence

of buying or selling the same, or upon any other pretence whatsoever (it

not being intended that the officers of his Majesty's ships should traffic);

that upon the discovery of the said stores, they shall be deemed to be cm

hczzlcd from his Majesty, and the persons in whose hands the same shall

he found, shall be esteemed embezzlers of his Majesty's stores, and shall be

punished accordingly. Given under my hand, at Whitehall, March 27,

jam“.To the rinci ul 0 tcers 8c.
' P p fl , [To be continued.]
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His fifnjetty's Ship Union.

l'lE presentation of the Drawing from which the accompanying Plate

was engraved, constitutes one of the many obligations conferred on u:

hy the late ll. Spcnre, Esq. whose death it was our unpleasant duty to state

in a former Volume.‘ The Drawing was made by that gentleman, and is

an accurate Portrait of H. M. S. Union. This tower of strength was built

under the inspection of Mr. Joseph Tucker, and was launched at Plymouth

on the 16th ofSeptembcr, 181Lt We have already given her dimension;

as follows :-- '

Ft. In.

Length from the alter side of the tnfl'rel to the fore-side§ 221 9

ol'thefigurehead ........ . . . . . . . . . . ........

Length on the gun-deck .. ..-. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . I86 O§

Length of keel l'ur tonnage. . _... . . .. . . . _ . . . . ._ .. 153 1

Breadth extreme . . . . . . ............ . . . . . . . .... 5| 4Q

Moulded ..l...........-.............. . . . . .. 50 7Q

Depth in bold .... ._..........--,----.-...-.' 2‘2 0

Burthen in tons, 2149 17 94.

Guns.

Lower deck .- .. . .-. . . .. ..... .. .. 28 thirty-two Founders.

Middle deck - - . . . . . . _ . . . . . .. . . SO twenty-fours. '

Upperdeclt ..-............-.... 30 twelves.

Forecastle ..................'.. 2 eighteens.

Quarter-deck ...-;......-...... 2

Besides Carronades.

 

From a Gentleman ol' the Woolwich Yard, we have been now favoured

with an account of her dimensions, which, however, (lifier a little from the

above statement, making her length on the gun-deck, 184 ft. 1 in. ; her keel

for tonnage, 150. 7.; extreme breadth, 6‘2. 1. ; depth in hold, 22. 3.;

and burthen in tons, 2194; which seems to be a transposition of figures—:

these differences are l|0wever but trifling in so large a body.

By another Gentleman we are told her full complement ofguns is 104;

her light draft of water is 14 ft. 7. in.; and a-bal't, l7. 8. with 30 tons'of

balls on board. ‘ '

She is rated as a 98 gun ship-but is now out of commission.

 

. See Vol. “xv. p. 175.

1- :For particulars of the launch, 811:. see Vol. xui. p. 322.
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mt. YDROGRAPHER, 00/010 1011:. 1817.

IF you think tlre following rem trks relative to whierinds or water-v

spouts, worthy of a place in the Novel Chronicle, you will oblige me

by their insertion ; as the opinion of travellers, and also of philosophers,

tlifler greatly concerning this natural phenomenon, any information afforded

by attentive observation, may therefore be interesting, ifnot useful.

Your Correspondent, An Old Siager,‘ seems to be of the opinion of

Theophilus Lindsay, and some other philosophers; viz. that in the pheno

menon called :1 water-spout, the water descend: in columns from the clouds

upon the earth or sea, and does not ascend from the sea upu'nrt‘l to the

clouds, ivltiult I believe to be the common opinion.“

To corroborate his opinion, your Correspondent gives an extract from n

Scotch newspaper, stating that a water-spout had descended, and done

considerable damage itt rt part of that country.

lh stormy weather, when the barometer is low, and the atmosphere

light, ifeltittds: which contain much moisture happen to impinge against any

hf the hills of an alpine country, they are certainly liable, in such case, to

discharge their contents, in the form of Itcary rain, which descending

rapidly from the summits of the hills, rushes with irresistible force down

the valleys, carrying every thing before them ; and these local discharges

of lrénvy min are commonly called water-spouts by the neighbouring inhn

hitnnts. The Hawkesbury River, in Ncw South Wales, is sometimes sub.

iect t0 8 rise of from 20 to 30 fret shore its natural level, by the sudden

rupture of clouds on the summits of the Blue Mountains. About 13 years

pgo, a pitutomenon of this kind happened at St. Helena, n hen a cloud
suddenly broke upon the bill that. forms the head of Rupert’s \‘alley, and I

although the bed ol'this Valley is generally dry, the immense body ofwater

that rushed throu ,h it at this time, bore down the strong line of stoue ram.

parts, and carried some heavy pieces of artillery into the sea.

Your Corre pnndent, I think (although your Number for Sept. is not now

before me), considers the met-spout seen at sea to be a similar, if not the

'same, phenomenon as this last ment' ed, except that the white column in

the centre of the spud he considers to be a congregated mass or body of

'water,' descending from the clouds to the sea.-—an, a: many water-spout!

ore 'of great diameter, I an decidedly of opinion, that if the central white

column“ w'éi'e'a body g'jitiling water upon the surface ofthe sea, its noise

would he heard-im'ttny miles, il'no't mttny leagues, like the Falls of Morency

pod Niaga'rfll'nnii 'would sink or destroy'any unl'ortun‘atc ship which http

Pencil to come in contn‘ct with its \‘0rtex.—But my experience compels me

to think ntltcrwise,‘ns"l never heard the noise of any water-spout until very

close to it, and then the noise rrscmbled that of steam issuing through a
vsmall aperture ofzt boiler, occasioned by the whirlwind's rapid motion in

( ~ .
 

- t' " Vida page 810.
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disengaging water in the gaseous form from the surface of the sea.“

Besides, if the central white column were a mass of falling water, its

diameter ought to increase by the resistance of the atmosphere in (1851:0qu

ing, and consequently be greater near the sea, than higher up towards the

cloud: but this probably never happens, as the diameter ole water-spout,

as well as its interior column, is greatest near the impending cloud, and

converges towards the sea.

That whirlwinds or water-spouts may often differ much in formation and

appearance, I believe, there can be little doubt, but I have certainly more

than once, both by ocular and tangible observation, been convinced

that a. whirlwind and water-spout are sometimes one and the same pheno

menon.—At one time, when dense clouds charged, with electric matter,

approached the shipping in Canton River, a regular water-spout was

formed, by a tubc descending from the cloud, in the usual manner, and

the whirlwind turned one of the ships round at her moorings—As this

whirlwind passed over the island close to the village of Whampoa, it

unroofed several thatched houses, and tore the foliage from the trees,

which were carried up a considerable way into the atmosphere by the

Whirlwind, and at this time it had a dense appearance, but as soon as it

drifted over the land and came in contact with the water of the river, the

white tube became very conspicuous in the centre of the whirlwind, and

the water seemed to be torn from the surface of the river, and carried

upward in small particles by the whirlwind. Had any light terrene bodies

been floating on the river at this time, in the path of the whirlwind, they

certainly would have been drawn upward, like those which came into itl

vortex when it passed over the land—This was certainly an example of the

unity ofa whirlwind and water-spout. ’

At another time, a regular formed water-spout was driven along by the

wind till its exterior surface nearly touched the quarter of our ship, when

1 plainly saw the water disengaged from the surface of the sea with a

hissing noise, and carried upward in the gaseous form by the ascending

whirlwind, while the vacuum or cavity in its centre was very distinct, with

heavy drops of rain falling down both from the interior and exterior sides,

of the ascending spiral, where it was evident the p0wer of the whirlwind

was not capable of carrying all the gaseous particles up into the cloud.—

When we were close to this water-spout, the white tube in its centre was

not visible, but only a. vacant column, as mentioned above; which

column, had we been a quarter or half a mile OH, would probath from an

optical illusion have appeared as usual, like a white column of water,

In the Strait of Malacca, I have sometimes seen upward of a dozen

water-spouts at the same time, and have been near to several: once I

passed through the vortex of a whirlpool, produced by a water-spout

beginning to form : it was directly under a dense cloud, from which an

inverted conical tube was descending, when we passed through the whirl

pool in the ship. This was about 20 or 25 yards in diameter, and the

water was carried round by the force of the whirlwind over it, with n velo

city of about from 8 to 4 miles an hour, breaking in little waves with a

hissing noise, by a portion of those waves being turn away in the form of
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white vapour. I felt a pleasing sensation at this time, expecting when

passing through the Vortex of an incipient water-spout, to be a close

observer ofit completely formed ; but whether the communicating force

was destroyed by the ship passing through the vortex, or from a deficiency

0f strength in the whirlwind, or from some other cause, a dispersion ofthe

phenomenon soon followed.

It would be needless to adduce more examples, to exhibit the atiinity of

the common water-spout, as observed at sea, and the whirlwind; but I

fully agree with your Correspondent, that there are various ltinds of whirl

winds, and perhaps also of water-spouts; both the former and the latter,

as he observes, happens sometimes in this country. On the 27th of June

last, a remarkable case, of the atiinity of the water-spot and whirlwind,

Was observed by many persons in the vicinity of London, among whom was

the Editor of the llIontltly llIugr/zine, and a description of this phenome—

non is recorded in the Philosophical Magazine, No. 932, Vol. 50. When

it happened, very darlt clouds had collected over the adjoining country, and

Mme stormy rain, accompanied by several strokes of lightning, followed

this hurricane of wind.

Your Correspondent says, whirlwinds occur very frequently when the

clouds hre high, the sun shining, and the wind light ; but, although whirl

winds do certainly happen at these times, yet they seem more dangerous

and terrilic in their appearance when accompanied by dense and stormy

clouds. Ionce observed a whirlwind upon the coast ofCuromundel, during

a warm day, when there was little wind and no clouds, which carried up

a column ofsand a great way into the atmosphere; and if it had passed

from the land to the surface of the sen, it no doubt would have carried the

water upward in the gaseous form, and probably a cloud would have

appeared over it.

Whirlwiods ofa minor kind may be perceived almost daily ; but these

are only eddies of wind, produced by obstructions of hills, chtl's, buildings,

he. to its regular course, and similar to whirlpools or eddies in a river or

strait, occasioned by the prominent parts of the land.

Another kind of whirlwind like those lost mentioned, is sometimes expe

rienced to hlow from valleys, or over high cliffs, down upon the sea :

although this (as your Correspondent remarks) may not happen in Gibraltar

Bay, or in Table Bay, at the Cape of Good Hope; yet, in sailing close to

high cliti's among the Eastern Islands, I have several times seen whirling

gusts of wind descend, and rebound from the surface of the sea, carrying

the water in their vortex several fathoms upward, in the form of spray.

Previous to concluding these remarks, it may not be irrelevant to advert

to the opinions of some of those who have written in early times on

meteorology.

Pliny, in his Natural History, describing sudden blasts of wind, or

typhon, says, “ There riscth also upon the sea a dark mist, resembling a

monstrous beast, and this is ever a terrible cloud to the sailors. Another

likewise called a column, or pillar, when the vapour and water engendered

is so thick and still" congenled, that it standeth compact ofitself. Of the

same sort also, is that cloud which drawetlt waler to it, as it were into a

long pipe."

HYDHOGRAPHY.
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Aristotle, in his third book on Meteors, describes sonic of the canses of

whirlwinds or typhon, and mentions that there are both descending and

(Nice-titling whirlwinds. Olympiodorus, his commentator, in reference to

Aristotle’s definition of these winds, says, “ And thus through continued

vibrations, a spiral and involution 0f the wind is formed, proceeding from

the earth as to a cloud, and elevating any body with which it may happen

to meet ; on the sea indeed ships, but on the earth animals or stones, or

any thing else, which the half blow again stitl'ers to tend downward. This

involution, Hooter calls thuellu, but Aristotle, typhon, in consequence of

vehemently striking against as it were and breaking solid bodies. Sailors,

however, call it typhon, because like a typhon it draws upward the water

qflhr sea." _

“ If, h0wever, it is produced from a cloud, it originates as follows :—

The cloud being on all sides condensed, and the inwardly compressed

fuliginous exhalation becoming inwardly multiplied and evolved in a multi

form manner, the cloud front the violence is suddenly burst, and the

inwardly evolved fuliginous exhalation proceeds out of it, preserving the

same form which it had within ; viz. the spiral form. Afterwards the

spiral thus tends to the earth, like hairs that are curled, not from the

imbecility of the secreting power, but from the pores being winding through

which it proceeds, and from its being fashioned together with them. And

these indeed are the causes why the spiral of the typhon at one time pro

ceeds uprrard from beneath, and at another dozriiwnrdfrom on high. But

the knowledge of these is two-fold: for we know whether the spiral is

moved upward from beneath, or downward from on high; and in the first

place indeed, from the sight itself. For since the spiral, viz. the typhon,

is evident to the sight from the density of its parts, when we see it at one

time proceeding downward, and at another upward, we say that the begin

' ning of the spiral is from beneath; but if it is alone moved downward from

on high. then it must be said that the beginning of it is from on ltiglt. In

the next place, we know this from the bodies which are hurried away and

elevated by the spiral. For ifthe body is first turned from its proper posi

tion, and afterwards is moved obliquely and then elevated, we say that the

typhon originates from on high.”

Your's, obediently,

__ ,7. 5’6.

Chart of the Variation of the Illagnetiv Il’erdlc,for all the knozrn Sm:

comprehended rritht'n Sir/y Drgrers of Luiitudc North and South : with

a 1th and accurate Delineation the tllagnclic llIerirliaus. Accom

panied with suitable Remarks and Illustrations. By Tquas Yurrs.

'I‘llE ingenious inventor of this Chart (Mr.Yeates), professes it to be

an improvement of that originally invented by thejustly celebrated

Dr. llalley—“ nho," says Mr. Ycutcs, “ was the first author of a

Varitttion Chart. Hating comprehended the subject of the Magnetic

Variations, he conceived the idea of reducing them into aSystem; and with

a ssgacity peculiar to himself, designed a Chart of the Variations for the

» W, _ ___-— *7 *-____ __e-7

~-_ *4. I
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Atlantic and Indian Seas, which were published 1701. This Chart was

afterwards copied and published at Amsterdam on a large scale.

“ In the years 1745 and 1756, Dr. Hallcy‘s Chart was reprinted, with

considerable alterations, by Messrs. Mountain and Dodson, making neces

sary allowances for those periods; and the same was also copied on a

reduced scale, by Mr. Bellini, Hydrographer of France, in 1765; and in

1794, a corrected edition of Messrs. Mountain and Dodson’s Chart was

printed in London for that period.

“ The above-mentioned Charts were all on the llallcyan principle, and

extend only to the Atlantic and Indian Seas; but the one now constructed

conibitics the llalleyan system of lines with improvements; which are, a

delineation ofthe Magnetic Meridians, shewing as well geometrically, as

numerically, the quantity of Variation for all the known Seas within the

limits of sixty degrees of latitude north and south of the Equator, including

the whole exient of the Pacific Ocean, with geographical improvements,

according to the latest authorities."

The Chart is accompanied with a brief marginal history of the Magnetic

Needle, or rather the discovery of its Polarity and. subsequent application

to the purposes of Navigation ', and also‘the Deductions made by the late

Captain Flinders,‘ Fom experiments on the Variation of it, which as having

no immediate reference to the Chart we shall here insert :—

“ The knot'vledgeof the magnet-stone isof considerable antiquity; several

ancient nations having contended for the priority of the discovery, particu

larly the Greeks, Indians, and the Chinese. The Greeks have justly called

it the Herculean stone, for its profound and unsuperuble qualities. The

discovery of its Polarity in subsequent times gave it the name of Load

Stone, a word of Saxonic original, said to denote its leading property and

use in Navigation. Camillus Leonardus, an Italian author, above three

centuries ago, says—“ That the first navigators, being wholly ignorant

of the art of the compass, fitted a needle to a straw, or hit of wood cross

wise, and put it into a basin of water, that the needle might swim: then

they drew a magnet round the basin, the needle constantly following it;

but the magnet being taken away, the point of the needle turned to the

pole."

“ This Was probably the origin of the invention of the mariner's compass

among the Europea'hs, who improved upon it before A.D. 1200, at which

period a native of France wrote a poem in praise of the invention; and

their authors assert, that the fleur-de-lnces, which is the arms of France,

was every where afterwards represented on the instrument, in honour of

their country. F. J. de Gioja, a Neapolitan, further improved upon

it, 1300. ' ‘

“ Mar‘co Paula,a Venetian, and celebrated traveller, first reported bill the

use of the compass found among the Chinese, on his return from th east,

 
*

' For Portrait and Memoir of this gentleman, see 18. fl. vol. nail. p. 177.

1881!. flhran. Vol. XXXVIII. u u
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an. 1260; and Ludo Vertomanus asserts, that when he was in tlte East

Indies, about an. 1500, he saw a pilot direct his course by amngnetie

needle, formed like those then in use. And Mr. Barlowe relates, that in a

personal conference with two East Indians, an. 1597, they aflirmed, that

instead of our compass, they used a magnetic needle, about six inches in

length, suspended in a dish of white china earth, filled with water, in the

bottom ofwhich are marked two cross lines, to indicate the principal

winds, the rest of the divisions being left to the skill of their pilots. But

Du Halde asserts, from the Chinese annals, the knowledge of the compass

among that people more than a thousand years bet-ore the Christian era ;

and that the name ofthe instrument at this day is the same as that recorded

in their annals. '

“The celebrated Columbus first discovered the variation of the compass in

his voyage to America, in the autumn of 1492, before which period it was

thought the needle at all places pointed due north. This discovery was

improved by Sebastian Cabot, a Venetian, in 1500, but the change of the

variation at the some place, appears not to have been ascertained until

experiments made in England about 1580, and 1620, vthen the famous

Gunter, the author of the Navigation Scale, first determined it by expe

riment. In this interval, Mr. Barlmre published his Magnetical Adver

tisements, and the subject acquired popularity on the recommendation of

Prince Maurice, then Lord High Admiral of the United Provinces, who

ordered his mathematician to compose a book, enjoining “ All seamen un

der'hisjurisdiction to observe and register the variation in all places." This

book was in the same year translated into English by the celebrated mathe

unticialn, Edward Wright, containing a Table of Variations, observed at

sea and land, and confirming by experiment very dilTerent quantities in

dill'erent places, and that an allowance was necessary to be made in the

steering the course ofn ship. Mr. Gellibrand published his Discourse of

the Variation in 1635, supposed from original experiments made by

Gunter

“Thus the progress of Navigation had advanced with the knonledge ok‘

the compass, and explored the Variation of the Needle in different parts

of the Globe, and the Variation of that Variation, after a multitude of

observations and voyages by the Navigators of England, France, Spain,

Italy, and Holland. But all this while the necessary allowance to he made

in steering a ship at sea, and the range of the needle caused by the attract

tion of the ship in dilierent positions with the Magnetic Meridian, seems to

have excited little notice, whereas the neglect of this part of the art, has

been the sole and unperceived cause of innumerable errors in lite vatiution

for regulating the course ofa ship at sea. Mr. Wales, the nautical astrono~

mer who sailed with Captain Cook, made remarks on this range of the

needle as affected by the different positions of the ship's head, which Cap

tain Flinders sometime afterwards pursued and investigated by accurate

experiments, and published his observations, with rules for correcting the

me.'I
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The following Beductions, by the late Captain Flinders, were made from

experiments which have been instituted, and will serve as indexes to the

means by which the errors produced on the compass may be obviated :—

“ lst. On board most ships, more especially of war, the iron work, guns,

shot, &c. possess magnetic powers, out of which a compass cannot be

placed any where within the ship ; and if it is placed at a short distance

out of the ship, the effect upon it will be even greater than in most parts

on board. ‘

“ 2d. In England, and probably in all parts of the northern magnetic

hemisphere, the eti'ect of these various influences is generally, to draw the

north point of the needle towards the bodies whence the influences emanate,

and to repulse the south point from them.

" 8d. The power of each body to alter the direction ofthe needle depends

upon the four following particularsz—First, the strength ofthe magnetic

virtue in that body; second, its direction with respect to the horizontal

level in which the needle traverses; third, its distance from the compass ;

and, fourth, the angle which its bearing makes with the magnetic meridian

Of these, the three last may be changed by altering the place ofthe com

pass, without any motion of the ship, and the last may be changed by

altering the direction ofthe ship’s head.

“ 4th. The efl'ect produced upon the compass is the combined result of‘

all the attractions in the ship. If those in one direction be superior to the

others, the needle will be drawn that way. If those in tno‘dir-ections be

superior to all others, but equal in themselves, the‘nccdle will be drawn

towards a line passing between them; but if the attractions be equal in'nll'

directions, it will suffer no derangement, but remain in the magnetic

meridian. '“ '

" 5th. Were all the iron in a ship confined to the sides, and equally dis

tributed, a needle in the midship line would be always attracted forward

when placed abaft the centre; and always attracted aft, when before the

centre. But there are three parts, more particularly, where considerable

quantities ofiron are placed in or near the midsllip line; and these inter

fere with the lateral attractions, by counteracting their combined effectin

some situations of the compass, and strengthening it in others. About the

stern, bows, foremast, and under the l'orecastlc, there is much iron, near

me ,nid,},;p line, and some round the main-mast. Towards one of these

three situations, if the lateral attractions be equal, a needle in ‘lhe midship

line will always tend with some exceptions. For the tuhautage 'of‘eaplana

tion, call the three attracting situations, individually, thefurrmost, central,

and qflcrmost attractions, and generally the mills/rip attractions. The

intermediate stations where these attractions neutralize each other, call

neutral stations. '

“ 6th. When the mitlship attractions and the lateral attractions are equal,

there will be no alteration made in the needle at any part of the midship

line, when the ship's head is in the magnetic meridian, either at north or

south. These are then the points of no inference; but if the midsbip

attractions lie to either side, or the lateral attractions be unequal, the
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points of no difference will not he at north or south, but at those directions

where the head must he, to bring the mean of the attractions to lie north

or south from the compass. Thus, if the mean attraction lie forward 10°,

from the midship line to the starboard side, the points of no dilierence will

be N. 19“ W. and S. 10" E. when the attraction nill lie in the magnetic

meridian, and no change be produced in the needle. And ifthe attraction

lie aft 10° over to the same side, the points of no difl'erence will he N. 10° E.

and S. i0° W.

“ 7th. The directions of the ship’s head,at which the greatest difl'erences

Irill'be produced by the attraction in the ship, are at right angles to the

points of no ditl‘ctence. At the intermediate points the difierences will be

proportionate to the greatest difference, as is the sine of the angle of

dctn'ationfram the points of no difl'erence, to radius.

' f‘_8th. The statinnsmost important to be known, are the nettlral elationl,

Where the needle being equally afl'ected by the attracriuns forward and aft,

remains truet The foremost 'station usually lies at a little more than half

way from the main, towards the foreman ; and the aftermost neutral sta

tion very close toythe sterm '
“ 9th. Neither the exact places ol'v the midship attractions, nor of the

neutral stations, co|v_be known without experiment wide in each ship; nor

otherwise can it he'hnown what are the points of no difl'erence ; what will

be the greatest difference; nor even which way the needle will he certainly

attracted ; so v'aried is the “magnetism in different vessels. The points of

no difierence, however, are most usually north and south, .orwvery near

rem.

_‘ “ IOth. The mean of two hearings or variations taken with the'ship’s

head at any hui opposite directions, or at any equal number of degrees From

the points of no difi'erence, will be the correct hearing or variation so far as

qlie compass can be depended on, and the observations are well taken.

I ‘f 11th. The strength of the magnetic virtue in the iron on__ board a ship,

depends upon the situationof the ship with respect to the magnetic poles

ofthe earth. That uhen the ship is nearest to the north pole, 'he iron in

eneral attracts the north end of the needle, and the more strongly as the
lip approaches nearer the pole. When the ship is in the southern mag-v

etic hemisphere, the iron attracts the south end of 'the needle; and the

ofits strength is proportionate to the greater vicinity of the ship to

I its pole, than to that of the opposite hemisphere. At the magnetic equa

tb'r,‘ where the difference of the two poles is equal, or nearly so, and their

powers ballanced, the iron does not attract either end of the needle in

preference. , _

" lflth. The dip of the needle being produced by the same cause which

gives magnetism to the iron in a ship, qwill serve as a measure for the rela

tive force of that magnetism, and for the difi'erences produced by it in a

compass at dill'erent parts of the earth. Thus, in changing a ship's head

from 'north to east, if a difference of 4° to the right'is found in the English

Channel, 'whére the dip is about 72°‘N. at another place where the dip in

50° N. the difference from an equal change in the head should be 2° the

same way, provided the place of the compass be the same, and the iron
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be unchanged. At 36° dip of the south end of the needle, the difference

should also be 2° under the same circumstances, but to the left instead of

the right."

So Far as our inadequate knowledge of the subject enables us to decide,

We have no hesitation in saying, that Mr. Yeates has produced a very valua

ble subsidiary Guide to the Navigation of the Seas laid down, and is emi

nently entitled to that general patronage which we have no doubt he will

obtain. '
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THE ORWELL.

1 A anunu'r.‘

' HE crowd shouted loudly,

As the rifled wave caught her 5

And the ship she rode proudly
Upon the blue water. I

And long may she ride safe

Across the rough breaker;

And still may she ’bide safe

When tempests o’ertake her.

Her pennons now streaming,

She flies o'er the billow ;

The sea-‘hird is screaming,

Arous’d from his pillow.

Still onward she rushes

To the land of the Sun,

The curl'd wave she crushes

Ere his course be half run.

Where the monsoon lashes

The Indian ocean,

And the white foam dashes

In endless commotion ;

The breezes are singing

Aloud in her cordage

o o o a e

' Vide p. 304.
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AN ACROSTIC,

Addressed to Captain Inglrjield, on his fllurriage to Miss Olway,

Daughter qf the late ercellent Vice-admiral Otmay. ‘

N wit’s bright hall, by learning grac‘d,

Neptune a brilliant vase hnd pluc'd;

Glory extoll‘d with eye of fire,

Love trimm'd his dart and tun‘d his lyre;

Ev'n Jove himself was pleas’d to see

Fancy and Neptune thus agree;

“ I view,” said he, “ on Ida’s mount,

Each votary at Caslalia's fount;

Love, lore, and laurel grace my shield

Decree them all to lnglcfield !“ . fl

J‘I'

THE ROYAL CRUISE !

BY AN OLD runszn.

WHEN the Yacht, with the Standard at gallant-mast flying,

Weigh’d anchor, and all hands made sail,

Old Neptune, the hustle on board well espying,

Cried “ This is nor hoax, nor false talc !

“ Haste Tritons, and Nereida, to Boreas quick flee;

“ Here’s the devil to do ;—Brituin’t Rnossr's at Sea!

“ No more for a month must we thunder or bluster;

Let the first Royal Cruise prove a feast:

'Twere better, then, good-natur'd manners to muster,

To give him light airs from the East,

And banish to Biscay foul breezes and rain,

For the REGENT is Son of—The lord of the Main .'

iI

“ Nor let yon impertinent mortals on earth

Deern our consequence lower‘d at all ;

He, whose wisdom rous'd Europe to freedom and 'mirth,

Claims respect, from the Goth, far from small ; 1'

Long lu': glories and honours their bloom shall maintain,

For the REGENT is Son of—Tlle lord of the Main 1"

I a
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THE SAILOR’S FAREWELL.

OW our boat is prepar’d on the shore, love !

Now the signal, see, calls me afar !

New the crew ev'ry one at his oar, love,

Are impatient tojoin in the wm' !

Now the ship heaving in with a will-ho !

Short n-peak is the anchor—away l

N0w her stem how it cleaves through the billow,

As she stretches along through the bay !

Then, ah ! leave me, nh ! leave me, my dear, do,

Although parting to each be a thorn ;

Yet a Sailor is still to the fair, true,

As the point of the compass—return.

Now a gun from the ship in the bay, love,

And the bout only waiting for me !

So farewell, my dear girl, lets away, love,

Since the whole are so eager for sea.

 

THE FAREWELL-N [Gll'l'.

SOFT, how softly the breezes are blowing,

With the ship skimming over the main !

Smooth, how smoothly the water is flowing,

With the moon, silver moon, on the wane!

See, her face is pourtray’d on the ocean,

Like my charmer‘s fair face on my heart;

While her sweetness gives rise to the notion,

Of the sweetness my dear can import.

No ! Ah no ! ’tis no sign of commotion,

When the moon is delightfully clear;

When the sea is unruflled by motion, "

When we think on the object so dear.

Yet the send to the moon is a-flyingI

And the swell is beginning to rise;

And the breeze that was only a-sighing,

Like a tempest to bowl through the skies.

 

TUE STORM. '

SEE, how black is the ocean and sky, too!

See, what mountains of water arise i

What a height, see, our ship has to fly to !

What a depth, when she falls from the skies !

335
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IIear, the windl, how they roar! how they bluster I

See, the lightnings that strike on the eye l

Hear, the thunders aloft, what a burster !

How like pitch, how like gas, is the sky !

Are we under the water, or over,

Are we now in the sea, or the air;

Are We yet, Heav'n ! beneath thy wide cover,

Amidst death, Chaos, hell, or despair?

But the morning, though stormy, comes sweetly,

And the winds seem to soften away;

And the clouds that look‘d black very lately,

Appear rosy nnd fieecy with day.

I . a“, _

x - _v 1 .

AN ENEMY IN SIGHT.

BUT behold, while the winds are abated,

While the waves are less powerful and strong;

With the world, as if newly 'created,

An American standing along.

 

She has double the number of cannon ;—

Look a-slern, we are right in your wake; '

And remember, remember the Shannon, '

While we capture a new Chesapeake.

Then, your topsail a-hack to the mast lay,

Beat to quarters, stand each by your gun;

But take care, for we’ll be on your gangway,

Though you send from your broadside a ton.

Quickly down with the stripes, in their place, put,

The old Union, your fathers ador’d;

Until then, only look in our face, hot,

And you'll sharpen the point 'ofthe sword.

 

THE BATTLE.

WE come up alongside, \re alarm her,

We’ve receiv'd the full weight of her fire;

In our turn, let us give her a warmer,

From our shores she shall never retire.

Ev'ry shot make it tell in her hnll, boys,

Or her masts knock away by the board;

Let our broadside he charg’d to the full, boys,

Let her feel all the wrath of her Lord.
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Now, now, under the smoke let us board her,

See, they fly from their quarters, they fly;

No more shot can true courage afi'ord her,

She is our's, sword-in-hand, or we die.

She is our’s—nor too dearly we've bought her,

From the stem to the stern, what a flood !

She is our’s—but how dreadful the slaughter,

For the scuppcrs are crimson'd with blood !

*

THE SAILOR’S RETURN.

On the shore, what a crowd of spectators,

To behold the gay ship and her prize !

On the beach, do but mark the dear creatures,

How they cast on the vessel their eyes !

And the seamen again, how they search out,

The fair object that dwells in the mind!

How they feel as they're getting the barge out !

To what fondness their hearts are inclin’d !

But the maidens come 08', from the land, sweet,

To their sailors, and each like a rose;

How delightful to catch the fair hand, sweet,

Like the bosom far whiter than snows.

What a happiness, what a contentment,

ls both vict'ry and love for a crew l

What a pleasure, to gain a consentment,

Which to courage and truth must ensue !

owka (fl) tame
 

PLATE CCCCXCVI.

-

‘ Iry'anta or Broad River.

OR. the Drawing and Description of the annexed Chart, we are

indebted to a Gentleman whose residence in that part of the Globe

several years, and who is still a resident at the Cape of Good Hope, ha!

enabled him to acquire considerable local information respecting the

coasts, bays, and harbours of that settlement, many of which he has pro‘

fessionally surveyed, and among the number the sul-jrct uf the Chart here

presented.

Eamflbrun. Vol. XXXVIII. x x
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Description of the Chart, with some Account of the Ship Arnirtmt.

These different resemblances of the Table Mountain ntl the Cape

of Good Hope, when hearing from N.b.W. to N.N.E. from Cape Infants,

led the unfortunate ship Arniston, into error, having seen these; mountains

on the day before, being cloudy, dark, rainy weather, had not a distinct

view, and run as they supposed, a sufficient distance to have2passed the

Cape of Good Hope, while they were yet to the east of Caququilias, and

bore up N.W. for St. Helena, which course, brought them directly into

this Bay, where the rocky and shoal 'water extends in many parts two

leagues off shore. This serious loss was owing to the neglect of sounding

before they bore up N.W.; had they taken this precaution, the loss of

nearly four hundred lives would have been prevented, by finhing them

selves in soundings of from 55 to 65 fathoms, which would have immedi

ately convinced them, that they were to the east of the Cape of Good

Hope, instead of being entirely out of soundings. Had they been only

four leagues to the westward of the Cape, and had they been ignorant of

this remarkable Circumstance, findina themselves in that depth of water,

they would have naturally sounded during the many hours they were run

ntng in Niw. and would have discovered that. they were running on shore,

by shuttling the Water so fast as they, must hat-"e done on that course.

The six only sbrvivers, who arrived in Cape Town, declared 'to me that

no attempt. to sound had been‘ made that day, until they saw thqlund, then

it was too late, being' only about. two leagues from the shore, and found

that they could not clear the land on any tack, consequently anchored in

rocky ground, which out two cables; and about four RM. jtidging that

which they were then riding by would share the same fate, cut it, and

made some sail, and endeavoured to run on shore into more safety, but,

unfortunately, the ship was immediately among the rocks, upwards of two

miles off shore, when she immediately hceletl with her decks 05 t0

seaward, by which unfortunate circumstance, the whole were in a short

time no more, the sea raging high, hrolte into the ship, filled her, and broke

her into thousands of pieces before it was_-dark. Had the unfortunate

ship been able to round Cape Infunta on the eastern tack, she would have

been saved in St. Catharine's Bay, where she would have been in

good anchorage ; or' had it been necessary to have ton on shore

here, the lives and property would have been saved, as there is no safer

place on this coast for a ship in distress. Cape Infanta shelters a ship

from the heavy S.W. swell and sea, which came in from that quarter, and

should it so happen, that a ship has lost all her anchors, she may run on

the sand at the entrance of the river, or she may run on shore at the

proposed wharf, at F, being sandy, clear, ground, where she will take the

pround before she comes near the breakers, should there be any near

that part, which sometimes happen, but only on the shore, and Seldom

prevents a hoot from lnlttlin'; on the bar at 10w water, it is only seven

and eight feet; Hill) high water, fourteen and fifteen feet.

The rocky point at A must be carefully avoided. The flog-stat? on the

saudy-hillN.W., is neat-1y the bearings for crossing the bar in the deep

._.~_\
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channel; there is generally a break on the bar at low water until half

flood, nnd probably all the flood at ueop tides, if the sea is high, and much

swell from the S.W.; it is high water at full and change in this river, and

all along the coast at hult'pust three o‘clock7 The whole of St. Catha

rine's Bay is free from danger, and good anchorage; a ship may approach

towards F, according to her draught. of water, without feat: of danger,

bringing Cape Inl'antn to bear as much to the southward as possible,

Here ships of any size may lay and loud when a wharf is built, which may

be easily done, having stone in great abundance on the spot. Much delay

happens by a vessel being in the river, Owing to the S.E. wind blowing

direcdy into the river, which prevents the vessel getting out; this was

experienced by Mr. Dirk Van Reenen’s Schooner, of 100 tons, in September

1816, on her first voyage into this river: Mr. Van Reenen being the pro

prietor ofthat fine and extensive form, Rhinoster-l'ountuin, and two other!

contiguous to it, has established the navigation of this river, not only for

his own convenience and consideration of benefit, but for the general good

of the colony, that part of the country being the richest corn district, and

having likewise great numbers of salt'pans, producing many ship-loads of

the most valuable suit every season, and abundance of limestone; these
articles, and all other produce of the Country, are brought to CapelTorvnl

every month by Mr. Van llcenen, who makes also a great quantity of fine

cheese on his farms for the Cape Market. These flu ms have been hitherto

for only breeding horses, of which Mr. Van llxenen never has a less num

ber than ?00 to ‘000 of the finest breed. he having the best English nnd

Arabian stallions. Here a village may be elected, and in a short time

towns may make their appearance along the banks ol'this noble river, where,

many hundred vessels may lie, being navigable for such vessels nearly

20 miles upwards, add within a few miles of Smallendum; and, a part of
that river named Pigeon llouse Driver may be taken out of its present bed,‘

and may led al'er the plough all over those. eittensive plains, and down

to the broad river, and furnish towns with fresh water; this would he

wanted, as the tide flows up 15’ or 20 miles in the broad rivet; conse

quently, it is always salt at. the lower part at Mr. Van Reenen's house

Such establishments would employ thousands of distressed men with large

families now in England and Ireland; and here there is plenty of room

for such establishmentst Where so many thousand acres of fine land lies~

waste for want of inhabitants to cultivate them. That noble harbour,

Saldannah ba'y, would employ several huiidred idle me'n,’and prevent them

from starving, and from beingI hanged in England. By hringingithe Berg

river into the bay, by which a large tract of land now laying waste

would be cultivated, woods planted, 8w. lite. Mr. James Cullender

was requested by General Jansens to examine the Broad river, but;
owing to information having arrived at the Cape at thntv niolnent._

that hostilities having commenced iti Europe, Mr. C. dcsisted from

this €I_illltltll\llt)ll at that time; but at the request of Mr. Van Reenen,
be transported a boat overland by waggon, vand examined this river,

during the year 1811, and found it to be navigable for vessels of easy

draught, from 50 to 100 tons burden, which induced Mr. V. to purchase ts

"\ Wk“_-—-~)___hi-~ In..
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schooner of 100 tons, drawing only ten feet when loaded. The writer of

this is sorry to have it in his power to state, that this Government would

not render the least assistance, when an application was made for the

government. schooner of 50 tons to proceed in order; to examine this river ;

on the contrary, they demanded 1500 rix dollars For the loan of the

schooner, and also to insure her for the same amount in case of loss., A

similar instance happened to Mr. Cullandar when he examined the Nysna

River; he was obliged to write from Plittenbetg's Bay to his friend in Cape

Town, to send him a boat, by which he was enabled to examine that river,

for the first time, in 1799. at which time the Dutch had been in possession,

of the Cape 149 years. Such neglect appeals highly culpable, and more

particularly, as those rivers are navigable, and therefore may admit the

army of an enemy to he landed at pleasure. We shall call this neglect in

the Dutch (policy), as was their plan, with regard to all their eastern coast;

because they knew that all those bays were accessible. And we have

found, since the year 1196, that they are much safer harbours than a great

many of our English ports, where hundreds of ships are constantly at an

chor, and where as many are lost every year; and, except Table Bay, we

have not had a single loss by n gale of wind, by driving from anchor, al

though we have known several ships to have been in these difl'erent bays

during gnles. All have good anchoring grounds, if the cables and anchors

be good, and necessary attention of the officers on such occasions. The’

neglect of this is more frequently the loss of ships, than owing to the vio

lence of the gales, where ships are at anchor; viz. in attention to the cables

to prevent their being injured in the havue or otherways :' and it is not un-‘

common to allow the whole cable to run out for want of heing klinched, or

secured to the main-mast. This happened to he the case in one of the'

ships lately lost in Table Bay in 1816; and, being a new cable, would have

certainly prevented the loss, had the proper attention been paid. ' *'

____.—_-.4 .i'

NAVAL HISTORY OF THE PRESENT YEAR 1811.

(September—October.)

narnosrecnva AND aliscnttannons.

UR view of the past month presents us but little subject fiir especial

O observation. 'Ihe Dey of Algiers, it seems,- has died the natural

death of a Dey; and, it is also reported;that the cause was his formal

adherence to the late treaty—this is as we asserted—the validity of a'

treaty with Barbarians acquires but little confirmation from the signature,

and even the will of the Dey. It is notwith pen and ink that these-pirates

are to be made honest—nothing but an armed protective Naval force can

have any durable etl'iciency. - ' '

The cause of the South American Independents proceeds with varied suc

cess, and the conduct of the Royalists with its accustomed cruelty. It is not

._*AW :~4\ _
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many months since we had an account of a young lady being brutally flogged

through the public streets ofCuumna, for some trifling expression of (meat

to the Patriots—and of which punishment and the ingenuous shame it ge

nerated in a superior mind she died. We now learn that in a royalist

schooner lately arrived at Laguiru from Cnmaua, with several other pri

soners was a beautiful young girl, sentenced to have her hands cut otl‘, for

having been seen in the act of making a Patriotic flag! Surely the cause of
the Royalists can never be benefitted by such resenttnents. I

Barbadoes Papers to the 27th of July have been received. In the early

part ofJoly, Lord Combermere reviewed the military ol' the island and eat
pressed hirnselt' much sstisfied with their state of discipline. The inhabi-l

tents of Barbadoes have been giving several splendid entertainments to their

new Governor, of whom they are very proud. His Majesty’s ship Antelope,

bearing the flag of Rear-Admiral Harvey, anchored at Barbadocs on the lst

of .Iuly. The Hytlrtt, Seamander, Braten, and Childers, arrived a feat days

tifte'r. On the 15th ofJuly, the right wing of the 2d regiment left Barha

does for St. Vincent, in the Hydra, which ship was afterwards to call at St.

Kitts, and take to Barbadoes the right wing of the 63d regiment. M.jor

Conolly, of the 2d regiment of Foot, died on the 10th ofJuly, on his pas

Sage t'o Barbadoes From Tobago. He was buried in St. Michael's Church

yard on the I'Sth, with military honours. On the 28d his Majesty's ships

Antelope and Seamander sailed from the Island ; the latter from Bermuda,

being in want of stores'.‘ " The Duke oleork packet from Fahuonth arrived

at Barbadoes 0n 'the 34th July; on which day a vessel also arrived there

from A ntigua, hringing a coinpauy ot' the 63d Foot. (lo the 26th ofJuly

the'Freelint: packet reached the Island. ~

' Front The National Intelligenrer ofthe 14th of August—“ Two of the

Commissioners of the Navy (Commodore Rogers and Commodore DeCatur)

'are now absent at New York, to make arrangements for the construction

Ofa line-of-hattle ship and two frigates. ()ur navy is to consist ofIQ ships

of the line, 19 frigates, 8 sloops of war, 4 steam batteries, and a proportion.

ate number 'of small vessels, independently of the fleets on the Lakes. \Ve

have now in commission 3 ships of the line, 3 frigates, 7 sloops of war, and

a number of small vessels, employed in surveying our coast and other

services." ' ‘ ' ‘ ' ' ’
- In the Dock-yard at Plymouth, the Saturn, 58 guns, is in the dock to he

reduced to a frigate, on the plan of the Elephant; the Mulgrave, 74, Far.

droyant, 82, and Stirling Castle, 74, in dock, undergoing a thorough repair ;

the Kent, 80, Resistance, 46, and l’yramus, 42, on slips, rebuilding; the

Britannia, 120, London, 104, Lancaster, 60, and Portlantl, 60, building;

the Eratira, 46', Cerberus, 46, Proserpine, 46, and Circe, 46, with two ten

gun brigs, and two revenue cutters, ordered to he built.

- The Members of the Navy Board who are arrived at Plymouth continue

their-investigations at the Dock-yard, with a‘view to the consolidation of

some offices, the reduction of the present estahiishnient of others, and the

superannuation of old infirm men. They mustered all the men employed -

in the yard yesterday. ‘r

- -~ \_A-\Q\ -‘
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R. Ward, Esq. of the Ordnance, has been here some days, ofiicially em

ployed, with a view to a reduction of pubhc expenses in the Ordnance Dc

pnrtmcnt.

We understand Admiral Sir George Campbell is to be made G. C. B. in

the room ofthe late Sir J. T. Duckworth.

From the accounts that have been printed by order of the House of Com

mons, it appears that the gross produce of the revenue of Great Britain for

‘ twenty years (from the 5th of January, [797, to the 5th ofJnnary,1815,)

amounted to the enormous sum of twelve hundred and ninety~two millions,

one hundred and eighty thousand, five hundred and ninety-two pounds, five

shillings and three huifpetice sterling—a sum of money that almost bodies

the imagination! This amount was expended in the prosecution of the

war, hes-ides an additional sum of about six hundred millions sterling added

to our funded and floating debts.

Government has recently enforced the navigation laws in the Mediter:

ranenn seas, and all ship passes have been taken awny from the ships of

the llalinn, and other Eastern ports, which sailed under the British flag.

The intention was good, but the efl'ect has been injurious to Britain;

because ships which ol.tnin the Mediterranean passes must have three

fonrths British seamen; and ships thus manned sailed at lower freights

than nerthern ships, and nti'orded equal protection against the Barbary
corsaire as the British (lags. I

There has been a vague report that a war was likely to take place

between ltussin and Turkey, with which two intimations from Government

to Lloyd‘s seemed to be in unison. The first was, that on Wednesday the

29th of October, Government would be ready to treat for the hire of two

or three copered ships, of from 300 to 400 tone, as regular transports for

four months. The second “ms for tenders for the conveyance of 800 men

from Portsmouth to Malta, under certain conditions. it has not transpired

for what precise purpose these men are to he sent to Malta at this season

of the year; but we apprehend the general condition of the Mediterranean

polities nmyjlistily an accession even ol'lund force. we should not wonder

ifthey are required for the lnninn islands, and the security of Pnrga on the

Cntlllltmit; or it' they were meant to supply the place ol'troo'ps sent from

Mnltn on thnt destination. _ ' '

Cnpinm hlnling, it“ ‘. has built a very neat chapel, which will contain.

Ithontbm) permits, nt llylton l’erry, in the. County of Durham, wln‘chfvvus‘

opened for divine sen-ire hy the rector of Bishops“ eurrnouth. ‘ ,

'l'hc insurgent prwuteers hill-st the Mediterranean. In the course of

eight days they hove captured hot“ een Cape Value and Cape Cteus, eight

Spanish vessels, from Vulencc, Burcelonn, and other ports, on that part:

of lhe coast. '

The following fact, mentioned in the Paris Papers, is confirmed by being

posted at Lloyd's:—" The ant Char/rs, ot' Nnntes, from the Havannah,

has been taken by an insurgent pnvateer, otl' Bermuda, nnd curried into

Amelia Island "

Some otlicml accounts have arrived ot' the progress of the insurgents

of Upper Peru and Chili.--They are dated so far bntk as lust April nnd

May. The first relates to an n'tuck on the town of 'l'arijn, the cnpitul of

one of the six districts mittespotttllng to the lntendaucy of Potosi. After

a severe conflict, in which no quarter wus given by the Rebels, they sue!
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teeded in gaining possession of the place, the Royalists being compelled

to lay down their arms, and sutrender themselves as prisoners of war.

The other action relates to Chili, where the Commandant of Herns was

also successful against the Royalists, and captured, according to biiowu

account, a considerable quantity of stores, ammunition, &c.

In the month of April last, all the ports on the Chili, and in the

viceroyalty of Lima, were declared by the Royal Government in a state

of rigorous blockade, with the exception of Saint Marie, Calluo, and

Colon. '

It appears by an official statement, that the net Revenue of Great Bri

ltsin received in the quarter which ended the 10th inst. amounted to

11,104,4761. whilst that Of the corresponding quarter last year was

11,024,7101. being an increase, as compared with 1816, of 99,766l. Hch

then is a small turn in tilt: scale of our vast affairs, but then it is on the

right side, and is the» first that has been for so many quarters. It must not,

however, be lost. sight of, that the deficiency of Revenue to Expenditure is

still 25* millions, 14 millions per annum, which is covered bylonns and

other methods of borrowing. The following isa comparative statement of

some of the different items of the income. The very great deficiency in

F-lcise Duties is attributed chiefly to the suspension of the process of malt.

ing by most of the great brewers, in consequence of the bad quality of last

year‘s crop: as they have now resumed that branch of their operations,

there will be a corresponding improvement in the amount. of the January

quarter.

In 18l6. 1817

Tbc Customs produced. . ,6 948,350 - - . . . . . - ,Q l.183,6‘!6

Excise ..._-..... 4,178,819 Ls"...- 8,6l1,008

Stamps .. ...s.... 1,487,447 ..--.... 1,688,663

Post-Office . . - . . . 365,009 .- n s s c - - 354,000

Assessed Taxes . . . . 'l l4,228 . . . . . - - .. 782,553

The most important subject that intrudes itself upon the attrention of

the British sdlject, is the National Debt; that is, the amount of the ex

pense incurred during former wars, the interest of which (including

14,000,000! appropriated to the Sinking Fund) amounts to 44,000,000!.

per annum. :

In addition to the improved state of the Revenue for last quarter, as

an evidence of returning prosperity, we are happy in being able to state a

less unequivocal proof. By a gentleman just returned from a commercial

tour through the northern parts of the kingdom, we are informed that at,

Glasgow, Liverpool, Birmingham, Sheilicld, Nottingham, and other com

mercial and manufacturing towns in the north, scarcely a single artizan is

now unemployed, At: Manchester, in particular, such has been the demand

for'goods, that hardly a bale, comparatively speaking, remains unsold in

the warehouses—exit Birmingham also the.demnnd for fire-arms (supposed

to be for South America) has of late been excessive—and every where

reviving commerce is bringing its usual attendants, happiness and content

ment. This increased demand for the products of industry will do more

for the maintenance of good order among all ranks, than an hundred

suspensions of the Habezts Corpvus.Act.-Stwa
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‘ H nAttQit-xtna. Tmauunr'sitrn 3",, R“,

um. Wind» n“. Mini Med. Ml“. Mint Med- Z'.l"'il'cl“

- In. hi. 111- :; '9, '.0

Sept. 21 .N.E. to E. 50-14 30-06 3011 6-53. :49 51. —

22 Km N.E. 30-00 29-98 29-990 61' :48 54-5 — -- ,

23 E. to NJ). 30102998 80040 6§_' .51 50-5 '45 -—

24 E. to RM). 30-10 300090-0511 no" 758 "62 -04

25 s.w. to w.>-.w. 29-11099-5929095» 59-455 60 —-— 000

26 W.S.W.t0 W. 29-40 29-43 29'455 62 51 56'!) '90 .16

21 W.s.w.mw.N.W- 29 so 29-55 291505 58 47 50 v — '40

28 W. m W.N.W. 30-10 29138 29-990 00 40 5o , —

29 N.W.toaw. 5001301401155 60 4a 54 ——— “2-:
so N E. 3006 0000v 80 010 54 40 so -20 0:»

Oct. 1 NE. in N.N.W. 3000 29-91 29-955 50 35 46-5 — -

z N. 301530-20 50-230 40 32 +0 —— ——

s N. w N.E. 3025301030115 5: 39 45-5 -20 __ q

4 RE. :0 E. 5030302900295 57 40 45-5 — —‘

5 N.t-1. snssso-sc 30-375 57 30 41-5 —— ~—

6 NE. 30-38 303530-355 55 36 45-5 '10 —

7 N,E. 30-2630‘24 80950 5.5 45 50 '— —

a E. to E.N.E. So-mlso-u arm-175 52 59 45-5 ~--—-—

9 E. MR NE. 30-10 50 04 30-070 .52 39 45-5 -40 _

10 NJ; in N. 300413004 30-040 55 42 48-5, — _.

u N. 50-10500? 30-125 51 as 42 —- -

ie an“ N.N.W. 30-2430 19 so 215, 5-.- 35 43-5 60‘ -01

;1:5 N.m>N._E_. _ 500123034 3038", 5‘: 33 4-2-5 —— -—

at N. to N.N.W. 30-32 30-31 30-3510, 51 30 44 5 —

15 N.N.W. to N; 30-22 30-00 30-150, 50‘ 37' 43-5 ~25 '05

16 N. m NE. » 30-01 29-90 30025; 51 00 44-4 -- -09

'17 - E.to_N.E. 3016:1r1430-150i 50 55 42-5 -- l,

.1 NJ; to N. 3003 29-96 29-909I 44 40 42 1-0 -20

19 N. to N.E. 3002300130020 41 40 45-5 -— ~12

20 RE. to N. 30-00 30-02 30 050 49 38 43-5 .05 -02

304212945 30.086 66 32 40-2 2-95 1-66

  

 

 

 
' The observation: in each linye"0f this table are for a period of ‘24 been, be

ginning at 8 AM.

ResVL-rs.

Inches.

Maximum. . 30-40 Oct. 13th, Wind N11.

Minimum . - 2943 Sept. 26th, Ditto W.S.W

Range -99

Mean barometrical pressure 30-086

Greater! variation in 24 hourl '45

Number of Changes. . . . -. A . 20

Maximizin- . 66" Sept. 25d and 24th, Ditto N1. k E,

Minimnth . . 32 Oct. 3d, Etta N.

Range .................t.. 34

Mean temperatureof the At- 48.2

mosphere ..."...

Grcalcst Vlt'inliunin Ell-hourt 20 '

Evaporation during the period 2'95 Inch".

Rain, ditto 1'66 Do.

The Winds him veered but time from tau. point or the Cornpm between N. by W. in!

B. by 5., and their devi-Jioni from the N.E. have been alternate: thin direction of the ninth,

In gn-at measure, ectnunt: tor the greater mean elevation of the Mercury in the Barometer ,

Ind the very grta‘. difference in the menu tempt-nun of the Atmosphere (viz. \i'l") between

1...: and the put-Mm; penul

BA noxa'rltt

Tnnuoueren

..~-r
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REMARKS ON THE WEATHER.

SEPTEMBER 2], A stratus at Spithead at 7 A.M. : an overcast sky and

a brisk wind all day : faint nioon'light through the attenuated partsol' a veil

of cirrostrafus.

92. A clear morning, and a strong breeze from the East: P.M.distant

cumuli, and linear and plumose cirrus of a rose colour at sun-set: a clear

night.

9'3- A.M. as the preceding : RM. fine, with cirrus and cumuloslralu

24- A fine. calm day, with cirrostratut below cirrocumulus: nimlu' and

light rain at night.

95- Overcast till 11 A.M. afterwards fine, with the same modifications

as those-of yesterday : a light gale from the S.W. and rain through the

night. t

96- A strong equinoctial gale, with large nimbi, &c. and light show

ers through the day and night.

‘27- A cold rainy day ; the maximum of temperature being at 8 A.M.

The Western sky was very red at sun-set, soon after the gale returned from

the same quarter, and died away at midnght: in the early part of the

evening, several lunar halos and caronas of various sizes and colours

appeared on passing beds of cirrocumulus.

98. A fine day, with cirrocumulux, linear and nndulated cirroslratus

and rumuli: from 1 till 3 RM. a solar llnlo 44° in diameter, formed on

vapour descending into the lovver medium, which, after resolving into

detached clouds, hastily evaporated after sun-set : a clear moon light night,

and much dew.

29. At 8 A.M. a fine sky of fleecy cirrocumulus, which passed off;

and at ll, cumuli: from noon till 1 RM. a solar halo, the same diameter

as that of yesterday: the sky overcast in the afternoon, and rain in the

night.

30- Overcast, and a cold wind from the N.E. all day : the night as the

preccding.

OCTOBER 1- Overcast with attenuated cirrostrulur, through which the

Sun shone faintly at intervals, accompanied by a corona varying in colour

till 5 PJI. : a clear sky at night, but misty near the horizon.

2. Hoar frost early, and atransparent. atmosphere through the day

and night.

3. A.M. as the preceding: this morning the mercury in a Six's ther

mometer receded to the freezing point, which is upwards of a month

earlier than it. ditl last year : P.3d. fine, with cumuli.

4- As the preceding (lay, and a strong breeze from the NE. : the Sun

set red, when the cumulus clouds evaporated: a line clear night.

5- A grey morning, and a strain: at Spithead: the day and night as

the preceding.

6- A.M. fine, with cirrostratus, and cirrocumuli in large beds: PM . a

clear sky. '
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7- A stratus on the harbour and at $pithead, and a transparent

atmosphere with a fresh breeze, and a blush on the twilight at sun-set: some

passing clouds in the night, and a long trained Meteor of the apparent size

of the planet vMars, when most refulgent.

8- A fine day, and a gentle gale from the East: aclear star-light

night.

9- A.M. a stratus on the harbour, a clear sky, and a strong breeze:

P.M. fine, with cumuli, and much cirroslralus, behind which the Sun set

very red. ‘

10- A.M. fine, with cumulmtrattu and haze below: P.M. an overcast

sky ; during the last 36 hours, the barometer has been quiescent.

ll. Cirrutrati and cumuli, below rirrocumulus, and a stili' breeze

from the North : a fine day, and a clear star-light night.

lQ- A.M. fine, with cunmloslrulu: l-elow cirroczunulus. a light gale,

and a high Spring tide: m'mbi, with seuds of rain in the afternoon: at

Q past 4 P.M. a beautiful solar lris, whose exterior bow measun d upwards

of 100° in diameter : the night as the preceding, and much dew.

l3- A clear sky till 9 A.M. then fine, with various modifications of

clouds t and a dash of rain at 5 P.M. '

14- A light hour frost, and a fine morning: P.M. cumuloslratm, and

overcast at night.

l5. A.M. a dense lowering atmosphere: P.M. min, and light airs

from the N.N.W:

16. As the preceding till 11 A.M., afterwards cumulostrnlus, followed

by large nimbi, a cold N.E. wind, and light showers at interrals.

17. A fine. day, with various modifications of clouds, from the cirrus

to the nimbul, and a strong breeZe: (“irrostratus prevailed at night. ,

l8 8; 19. Nimbi in the overcast sky; withuculd N,E. wind, and

rain, mostly drizzling. '

20- Overcast with cumulostralus nearly all day and night.

EILRATA —-For lunar cirrus, page 260, line 16, in the last Number

(Remarks on the Weather), read lincur cirrus : and for casu'olied, page

261, line 9, read cassiupcu.

{Promotions anti appointments.

Captains, 6w. appointed.

Right Hon. Edwlrd Lord Viscount Exrnouth is appointed commanden

ill-chief at Plymouth, vice Sir John Duckworth, Bari. G.C.B. deceased.

Captain Hon. Pownall B. Pellew, M.P. is appointed captain of the

Impregnublc, the flag-ship ()f‘LOI'd Exrnouth.

Rear-admiral Sir Home Popham, K.C.B. is named cummander-in-chiet'

at Jamaica. ‘

Captain Charles Malcolm. brother of Admiral Sir Pultney Malcolm, is

appointed to command H.M.S. Sybille.

- t.
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Captain Norwich Dell, to the Bifleman.

Captain N. Felix. to the Beaver.

Lieutenant J. Johnstone is appointed flag-lieutenant to Admiral Lord

Exmouth.

Lieutenant J. Couch, late first lieutenant of the Impregnable, and

Lieutenant \V. E. Wright, are promoted to the rank of commander,

Lieutenant Peinherton Ellice, and D. Dent, of H. M.S. Minden, are

promoted to the rank ofcoinmaniler.

Lieutenant J. C. Hickman, first lieutenant of H. M. late ship Alceste, is

promoted to the raolt of'commaniler.

Captain James Thomas Paisley, to the Redpole.

Captain H. Robinson, to the Favorite.

Lieutenant \V. J. Mingay, of the Royal George yacht, is promoted to

the rank of commander. '

Captain G. G. Willes, to the Cherub.

Lieutenants, 82c. appointed.

The Hon. Charles Abbot, son of Lord Colchester, is promoted to the

rank of lieutenant.

Mr. Chamberlayue, ol' the Royal George yachtI son of the late Ad

miral, is promoted to the rank of lieutenant.

Messrs. S. Ogle, R. Aitken, H. Johnstone, J. Sykes, and James Robin

son, are promoted to the rank of lieutenant.

lieutenant John. Russel ( B.) to the Glasgow; Henry Crease, to the

Impregnable; William Daniels, ditto. 7

Lieutenant William Miller is placed on the out-pension of Greenwich

Hospital.

Mr. Carmichael, master of the Julia, is appointed to the Newcastle,

Mr. Samuel Tuck, to be master of the Cherub; and Mr. William Miller,

master of the Severn.

Mr. John Gaze, to be master of the Impregnable,

Mr. R. L. Hicks, master of ll.M.S- Newcastle, is appointed to command

the Hyena store-ship, vice Foxton. 7

Mr. John Luckombe to he purser ol' the Glasgow.

Mr. Salter, to be purser of the Sybille ; Mr. Parry, purscr of the Toy.

Dr. Hutchinson, R.N. late surgeon of‘ the Royal Naval Hospital at Deal,

and at present physician ol‘ihe Penitentiary at Milhanlt, has~ been elected,

by a large mayority, after a severe contest, surgeon ol' the Westminster

Dispensary.

M. J. Mitchell is promoted to the moi: of surgeon.

Mr. G. Parker, to be surgeon of the Impregunhlc.

Reverend S. W. Roberts, to the Glasgmv.

Reverend H. P. Beloe, to be chaplain of ILMS. Tiber.

Joseph Grimes, Esq. is appointed secretary to Admiral Lord Emeuth.

Mr. Lethbridge, to be secretary to Admiral Sir Home Popham.

The establishment on the Lakes in Canada is broken up, and the follow

ing officers have since returned to England z—Capt. D. Prihg, W. Bouchier,

Ottey and Brace; Lieutenant: Clufl'erton, Kingscomhe, Williams, and H55!

tings; Dr. Tobin, surgeon of the Naval Hospital at Kingston ; and Meson.
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Greg, Cunningham, Kay, and Stevenson, surgeons, R.N.; Capt. Camp

bell, of the Royal Marines.

 

DEATHS.

Lately, was killed hy a hl0w from a block, which fell from aloft on his

head,l\-1r.Foxton, Master, RN. commanding bisMnjesty's store ship Hyzenu.

Lately, at Nassau, New Providence, Captain Edward Rowley, of his

Majesty's sloop Sheerwnter, son of Sir William Rowley, M.P. for Suffolk.

Lately, at Plymouth, Mrs. Hicks, widow of the late Admiral Hicks.

Lately, at Walwnrth Surrey, Lady Turner, relict of Sir B. Turner, and

sister of Admiral Sweney.

AUG. 12. In Kingston Crescent, Joshua Whiting, Esq. Purser, ILN.

16. Suddenly, at Newtown, near Portsmouth, deeply lamented, Mr.

Alexander Adams, late Register and Translator for prisoners of war at the

Transport Ofl'ice.

— Lieutenant George Sltottowe. R.N.

21. Suddenly, at Coraht-lln, county of Tipperary, \ranrer Crolter, Esq.

brother of John Wilson Crolter, Esq. Secretary to the Admiralty.

25. At Poole, Lieut. Young, RAT. aged 23 years.

96. At Bunrsfield Links, near Edinburgh, after a long and painful ill

ness contracted in the public service, Mr. Robert Walker, Surgeon, RN.

27. Thomas Pitt, Esq. late Clerk of the Checque of the Victualliny;

Department at. Plymouth .

-— At Winchester School, after an illness of a few days, John Jervis

Brenton, aged 14, eldest son of that most respectable and gallant oliice'r,

Commissioner Sir Jahleel Brenton, Bart. and K.C.B

29. At Chilcompton, Mrs. Pender, wife of Francis Peuder, Esq. Vice

Admiral of the White.

Seer. '17. At the Commissioner‘s House, in Chnthom Dock-yard, the

Lady of Sir Robert Barlow, after a long and painful illness.

2‘2. Deeply lamented by a large circle of friends, by whom he was

much beloved and respected, Jellies Porteous, Esq. Master of his Majesty's

yacht Royal George, in the 80th year of his age. Mr. Porteous and our

gracious and venerable Sovereign were born within a few days of each

other; and his Majesty ewer expressed on his various little excursions,

which he was formerly so fond of taking in his yachts, the most flattering

regard for Mr. Porteous, who had been Master of the several successive

royal yachts since the year when the Queen was brought to this country in

the Royoi Charlotte yacht. Mr. P. hits left two sons, Captain James Po:

teous, of the Royal Navy, and Captain Porteous, of the Lady Arabella

packet.

()cr.15. Edward Rushworth, Esq. of Farringford Hill, Isle of Wight,

and Mayor of anmouth.—This truly-respected gentleman was seized with

apoplexy on Monday, whilst sitting on a bench, talking to a lrieml, on the

Quay, nt anmouth; a medical Gentleman was on the spot, who bled him,

and caused him to be removed-to the George Inn, where he died on theday

mentioned—He was formerly many years Representive in Parliament for

the Boroughs of Newport and Yurmouth ; was senior Magistrate for that

division of the county of llnnts ; an Alderman of the Corporation of Yer

month and Newport, and father of the late Captain ltusltworth, of the

Royal Navy. ' '

I
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BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR

OF THE LATE

WILLIAM FOTI-IERGILL, Esq.

- CAPIAIN IN THE ROYAL NAVY

  

Alike to him each climate and each blast

The first in danger, in retreat the last.

FA LCONEE.

E services of an active life, when private and particular,

are entitled to a lasting and grateful recollection ; it is the

only tribute of respect which we can pay to the manes of our

benefactors; and in every sensible mind the gratification arising

from this due acknowledgment, will insure their frequent opera

tion on the memory. But when such services have combined for

the protection and prosperity of a whole nation, a more general

acknowledgment is due, and a public record of them becomes the

appropriate medium of its attainment.

The gentleman in respect to whose memory we mean the above

observations to apply, has lately terminated an active life in the

service of his country, which in a private course of service might

have lasted to a more advanced period, with the powers of a

vigorous enjoyment. But each in his station must fulfil his dcs.

tiny—and that well accomplished, the difference of years in the

narrow span of human life must he immaterial, when estimated by

a calm and rational reflection. To drink of life’s cup to its very

drcgs, is to taste its bitterest portion.—How honorably and use

fully hc has run his course, it is now our business to show.

Captain \Villiam Fothergill was born on the 27th of Decem.

ber,l768, at Handsworth, in the county of Stafford. His fa

ther, Mr. Fothergill, was many years partner with the late

Matthew Boultou, Esq. of Soho, in Staliordshirer His mother,

whose maiden name was Vernon, was an only daughter of a

respectable family in Birmingham, and heiress to a conside

rable fortune. His first course of education he received at a

fiamttbrun Vol-XXXVIII. ' z z
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school in Warwickshire, and at the age of nine years, was sent to

Koningsburg, in Prussia, where he remained six years, and on

his return to England in 1784, was placed as a midshipman on

board the Loceo East Indiaman, then commanded by Captain

Baird, and bound to China.

In this ship Mr. Fothergill served two voyages ; after which he

transferred his services to various ships in the Mediterranean, Lis

bon, and West Iddia Trades, until he was induced to enter into a

project with a Mr. Edwards, to remove the Royal George, which

had been sunk at Spithead in the year 1782. The intention was,

to break her up by means of an apparatus contrived for that pur

pose, aided by a diving machine. Many attempts were made, but

with what progress toward success we are unable to say, or whe

ther if uninterrupted, the project" would have been ultimately suc

cessful—but the war breaking out with France in the year 1793,

deprived them of the people employed in it, who were pressed into

the King’s service, and after expending upwards of 1,2001.

Mr. Fothergill found himself under the necessity of relinquishing
the undertaking. Y

He had now to recommence his naval services, and entered him

self a. volunteer midshipman on board II. M. S. Valiant, under the

command of Captain Pringle, then fitting out at Portsmouth for

Channel service. Thus were ten years lost as to any views of pro.

fessional promotion, and had it been a war of a more ordinary

character, the prospect must have been still more discouraging.

But we had entered into a contest with an armed nation, which

having broken down the barrier of legitimate sovereignty, had ex

posed it to the seizure of the strongest, and no calculation could

be rationally made when or where the right on such a principle

would be ascertained—and when ascertained would leave it still

questionable, that the ambition of the possessor or usurper would

be thus satiated. We can now, indeed, look back upon the

beginning and end of this memorable. struggle, and on the rise and

fall of thousands and tens of thousands as the consequence of its

connnotions—our view, however, is here to be limited to that of

Mr. Fothcrgill.

 

‘ Alfiiillilfil' scheme, we behave, has been recently projected, and abanduncd.
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The time spent in the service of the East India Company, and in

the merchants’ service, had rendered Mr. Fothergill an experienced

seaman, and he consequently entered the service of his Majesty,

although in the lowest grade of olficial rank, with very superior

qualifications, and had the honour, in the ensuing year, of serving

on board the Valiant, in the memorable battle of the lst of June,*

and, in the Slimmer of the following year, in Lord Bridport’l

action with the French tlcet oth’Orient, on the 23d of June,-I

at which time the Valiant was commanded by Captain Joseph

Larcom.

From the Valiant, Mr- Fothergill was appointed, in 1796, to

the Oiscan frigate, in which he left Portsmouth immediately after,

to join his patron, Admiral Pringle, at the Cape of Good Hope.

On his arrival, he received a commission from that ofliccr as act

ing lieutenant of the Rattlesnake sloop of war (hearing date

10th January, 1797), where he remained a considerable time, as

on the 20th September, 1799, we find him distinguishing himself

greatly in the temporary command of the said sloop, in company

with the Camel storuship, in action with La Preneuse frigate, in

Algoa Bay.

The Rattlesnake sloop, of 16 guns, 6-pounders, Captain Samuel

Gooch, commander, and Camel store-ship, of ‘2-1 guns,wcrelying at

anchor in thebay, attending the army under the command of General

Francis Dundas, who had marched abody of troops into the interior

p

of the conntry,to suppress a revolt among the Cafl'rees. The captains _

of both vessels, with about 15 men from each ship, were on duty

a-shore, and prevented by bad weather from returning on board

until after the conclusion of the action. Under these circum.

stances, the ships were attacked by La Prenciise French frigate, of

44 guns, 18-ponnders, commanded by Captain, now Admiral

L’Hermate; and in the absence of the captain, Mr. Fothergill, as

acting lieutenant, assumed the command.

The engagement took place at night in sight of the British camp,

and lasted seven hours, the Rattlesnake frequently sustaining the

  ___sfi___

' For an account ot'this glorious action, sec vol. i. p. 19 ; and for plates rela

tive to it, page: 2-1». 151-. and 210.

t For an account ot'tlzis action, see vol. i. p. 278; and for view, see p.300.
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contest alone, when the enemy thought proper to decline the fight,

having made sail, and ran otf before the wind, leaving her anchor

and cable behind as a trophy to the Rattlesnake; the French

frigate on this occasion sufi‘ered exceedingly, it being some time

afterwards acknowledged that they lost more than one hundred

men in killed and wounded. The particulars of the action were

detailed by Mr. Fothergill in the following official letter to his

captain :—

(coma)

His Majesty's Sloop Rattlesnake, Algou Bay, Cape qf

5111, Good Hope, ‘21:! September, 1799.

I have the pleasure to inform you, that yesterday afternoon, about four

o’clock (the wind then blowing fresh from E.S,E.), we perceived a strange

sail to the eastward, standing to the south-west, for which the Camel made

the signal to the shore. About sun-set she altered her course, and bore

down directly towards us, with a Danish jack flying at her mizen peak;

and we could soon after discern her tier of ports, which, together With the

cut of her sails, made us suspect her to he a frigate : when it Was nearly

dark she handed her soils, and dropped down upon us, with her broadside

towards us, until within about three cables' length, when she brought-up

rather on our larbonrd bow. Soon afterwards the Surprise schooner, which

had been endeavouring to worls out of the bay (having passed within hail

of her), ran under our stern, and told us she was a French frigate. I imme

diately made the private signal to the Camel, and fired n shot under the

enemy's stern, which she did not return, or take the least notice of; at the

same time cleared ship for action, and got springs on both our cables.

Shortly after the Canicl's boat called alongside, and told us they had been

alongside the strange ship, ghing the same account of her as the schooner

had done bcl'ore.

At eight, l sent a boot on board the Camel, to let them know we were

ready, and to inquire whether they intended to fire; she returned with an

answer, that they were getting a spring on their cable, and would hoist a

light at the mizen-peak when they were ready.

At half-past eight, the Camel not making any signal, and the frigate

appearing to drop towards us, I suspected that her intention was to board

us; we therefore got our broadside to bear on her, and conuncnced our

fire, which was soon SCContit-(l by the Camel, and very warmly returned by

the enemy, “ho hoisted a French ensign, and appeared to direct the chief

part other fire on that ship. About midnight, the wind shifting to a Fresh

brocae from the N,W. the tire of thoCamcl being considerably darkened,

J
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and shortly after entirely silenced, the enemy got a spring on his cable,

and brought his broadside to hear on the Rattlesnake, continuing to engage

us with a smart fire (taking very little further notice of the Camel, who

within the last half hour of the action fired a few guns) until half-past three

o'clock in the morning, when he slipt his cable, made sail, and ran off before

the wind. She remained in sight until eleven o'clock, at which time she was

standing to the southward,under her courses and main-top-sail; and as the

wind was moderate, made me suppose she was crippled in her masts.

Iam extremely indebted to Mr. M‘Carthy, the master, for the very great

assistance which I received from him during the whole of the action :

Mr. Hulbcrt, the parser, deserves my acknowledgments for his attention in

supplying the guns with ammunition, and every necessary article; also

Mr. Smith, boatswain, Mr. Fergusson, gunner, and Mr. Bryan, master's

mate, for their exertions at their quarters; andI_trust the whole ship’s

company will be allowed to deserve every commendation in my power, con

sidering the heavy tire to which they were so long exposed, and that of

106 men belonging to the ship, 15 were detained on shore by the violence

of the surf, which rendered it totally impossible for them to get on board;

in short, if the Camel had not unfortunately been disabled, I make no

doubt but we should have given a good account of the enemy.

Iain extremely happy to add, that our loss in men (a list of which is

subjoincd) is very trifling; the main-mast, mizen-mast, main-top-mast,

and bonsprit wounded, with about eight. shot between wind and water,

and some immaterial damage in the rigging, is the only injury the ship has

I have the honour to remain, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

yi/[é'am got/feryd/K
To Cup/(iii: Gourli, of his Jlfn

jcsty's Sloop Rattlesnake, on

Share at the British Camp,

wear Algoa Buy.

P.S. The prize-master of the Surprize schooner informs me the frigate

had 1.5 ports a side on her main-deck : and the shot which came on board

as are tu-pouinlcrs.

Lisl of Killed and Woundtil.

Rulllcnwke.—Mr. John Drew, carpenter, killed; William Barter,

quarter-master, ditto; James Kcuping, seaman, screrely wounded, since

dead; and several others very slightly.

Cunwl.——Slx men wounded.

The next year, Mr. Fothergill having completed his time of

service, was confirmed in his rank of lieutenant on the 3d of

June, 1800, in the little sloop he had so :10ny defended.

ta.
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On the 12th of September, of the same year, Lientenattt

Fothergill volunteered his service, in an attempt to cut out the Sea

Nymph, a merchant ship, from under the batteries in the inner

harbour of Port Louis, Isle of France. This ship had been seen

by the Adamant and Lancaster, when cruising off the Mauritius,

and was chased by them, until by superior sailing she got under

the batteries of Port Louis. An attack by the boats of the ships

was then resolved on, although in a harbour as close, and almost

as well defended, as Portsmouth harbour. At seven o’clock the

boats left the ship, but unfortunately their proceedings had been

observed, and the ship was reinforced by a party of 40 soldiers,

and the batteries manned. In the harbour were three privateers

ready for sea, and a guard-ship mounting ~20 tour-poundcrs, to

which the object of attack, filled with men, was attached with a

hawscr. Thus prepared, the boats were sufl'ered to pass into the

harbour, but when they had reached the ship, they were at once

assailed by the batteries, the privatcers, guard-ship, and musketry

from on board the merchant ship ; notwithstanding which, after a

contest of ten minutes, they had possession of the ship, and

brought her ofi‘, under so but a fire, that she was almost cut to

pieces by the batteries. Their loss was three killed, and a

lieutenant and seven more wounded.it

In December, 1801, Mr. Fothergill was promoted by Sir

Roger Curtis to the acting command of the Ilindostan store-ship,

from which he was removed to the Diomcde, of 50 guns ; and on

the 25th February, 1803, to the command of the Lancaster, of

64 guns, in which command he was confirmed by Earl St. Vincent,+

then at the head of the Admiralty, on the 1st of. May, 1804, and

proceeded with her from the Cape to the East Indies.

At the commencement of the second war, Captain Fothergil

was principally employed in the blockading squadron oti‘ the

Mauritius until 1806, when be conveyed the China fleet from

Pcnang to St. Helena, with orders to return to Admiral Sir'l'liomas

Troubridgc ; 1 but having tout-bed at the Cape for water, he was

 
directed by the commanding otliccr there to protect a convoy of

* See a more detailed account of this nciion, vol, viii, 17.31.

i For portrait and memoir of Earl SLYiuccnt, see vol. ir. p. 1.

1 Villa vol. niii. p. ‘1, for portrait and memoir of Sir Thomas Trouhridge.

('1‘
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“ore-ships t0 the Rio de la Plata. In February, 1807, Captain

Fothergill was present at the siege of Monte Video, and returned

to England in the Lancaster the July following, after an absence

of eleven years, and was paid off at Chatham.

In the summer of 1812, he was appointed to the Ulysses, of

44 guns, the flag-ship of Rear-admiral William Brown, command

ing at Jersey, from which station he was removed to cruise off

Cherbourg, and afterwards to the North Sea, where he was ordered

by Rear-admiral Morris to convoy the large fleet of merchantmen

collected at Carlserona to the Sound ; and shortly after was super

seded in the Ulysses to proceed to Jamaica, and join the Argo, of

44 guns, the flag-ship of his friend Admiral Brown. .

On the Jamaica station, Captain Fothergill remained until the

sudden and much-lamented death of the admiral, when he returned

home in the winter of 1814 with a convoy, and. the Argo was

ordered as a guard-ship at Liverpool during the American dis

turbance. In May, 1815, being removed to the Downs, Captain

Fothergill was finally superseded, the Argo being appointed to

take the flag of Rear-admiral Seott.

The war soon after terminated, and he retired into the country,

but unfortunately in a state of health that deprived him of that

enjoyment which an honorable retreat from the fatignes of service.

and the gratifying recollection that the duties it had imposed upon

him in its various stages had been zealously and satisfactorily per.

formed, would have afforded him. He had contracted a liver com

.plaint, and was never well after his return from Jamaica. He sus

tained a long and painful illness with perfect resignation, and de

parted this life on the 15th July, 1817, in the 49th year of his age,

to the infinite regret of his family, friends, and acquaintance—a

regret from which alone the value of his character may be inferred.

He was a brave and humane oihcer, had seen much service; and

it is but justice to his memory to say, that in all situations of

danger, he constantly evinced the most undaunted spirit, with the

greatest presence of mind.

He died at Whitwell, in the parish of Paul’s Walden, Ilerts,
and is buied in the church there. i

J
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SIR THOMAS TROUBRIDGE, BART.

- BEAR-ADMIRAL OF THE WHITE SQUADBON-‘

 

BY A NAVAL OFFICER.

 

HE following anecdotes relating to the early part of the life

of the late Sir Thomas Troubridge, Bart. Were told me by

an admiral high in character, who was messmate with him while

a midshipman in the Seahorse, Captain Farmer: the lessons of

honor and courage, with the example they evince to the youth

ful and aspiring mind, unpatronized and unprotected, induce me

to forward them for publication in a work conveying instruction,

illustrated by example.

Sir Thomas Troubridge was the son of a. Mr. Tronbridge, a

baker, in the city of “Westminster. Sir Charles Saunders,+ the

companion of Anson, the naval conqueror of Quebec, an admiral,

and first commissioner of the Admiralty, residing in Spring Gar

dens, was frequently afl‘lictcd with the gout, of which he afterwards

died: to ease the agonizing tortures of this dreadful chronic, it

was customary for him, in his worst paroxysms, to have his legs

rubbed by the hands of his housekeeper, an acquaintance or rela

tion of Mr. Troubridge ; the daughter of the latter, a little girl,

occasionally visited her : the old lady having been taken ill during

one of the admiral’s worst fits, sent the child to attend him ; the

soft hand of youth and the pleasing manners of infantine simplici

ty, were more agreeable than the frigid exertions of the old woman:

he sent for Mr. Tronbrid‘ge, and requested he would allow a con

tinuance of the child’s attentions, that afl'ordcd him such relief;

he inquired whether he had any sons who wished to enter the naval

service, acquainting him of the influence he possessed. Mr. Trou

bridge informed him he had a son, then a cabin-boy in a West

Indiaman, who he believed was a promising lad, and to whom he

'igee vol. ;;iii. [1. 1.

t For portrait and memoir of Sir Charles Saunders, see 8. vol.viii. p. l.
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had given the best education in his power. On his return home,

he was placed as midshipman in the Seahorse, which sailed for the

East Indies. Sir Charles dying soon after, his prospects were

obscured ; fortune and merit did that for him which interest does

for thousands. The Sartine, named after the celebrated minister of

Marine and Police, despatched from France with supplies for Hyde!

Ally, I was chased and captured by the Seahorse, much her infe

rior in force ; the result of the battle was facilitated by the gal

lantry of young Mr. Troubridge, who, seizing a favorable oppor

tunity, boarded from the forecastle, routed the enemy, and hauled

the colours down with his own hands. At that time capturing a

frigate was not so common an achievement as it has been since, par

ticularly by a vessel of inferior force; it established a reputation

for Captain Farmer, confirmed by the cool heroism, the admiration

of his country (and panegyrized by Stevens), with which he met

his fate. While dining with the commander-in-chief, Sir Edward

Hughes, he was overwhelmed with felicitations ; with a true great

ness of mind, alas now so uncommon, he declared it was entirer
Owing tov the gallantry of ayoung man, a midshipman, named

Troubridge. Sir Edward, surprised, requested an explanation 5

the captain nobly stated the circumstances : the worthy and

excellent admiral declared he would be the father of his future for

tunes, and received him into the flag-ship; before the expiration

of the necessary probation, he was his acting captain. Returning

to England in the command of a frigate, he passed his examination,

was reduced to the situation of a midshipman, and rejoined his patron,

who reinstated him in his former rank, to which he was confirmed"

The present Admiral Dilkcs is another, and we believe the only

instance of a similar rise and treatment : a temporary disgust

induced hhn to enter the service of Portugal, where he rose to the

rank of rear-admiral. Returning to the service of his country

with brighter prospects, he has since attained a higher rank.

The latter services of Sir Thomas are better known: the friend.

ship of Lord Nelson, his messmate in the Seahorse, accompanied,

him through life; 'combined with a disposition so amiable, and

extraordinary abilities, it assisted his elevation to the dignity of a.

Baronet, and the influence of a Lord Commissioner of the;

Admiralty. , V _ '

has. (three. Vol. XXXVIII. 3 a
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At the commencement of the revolutionary war, he was, while

commanding the Castor frigate, captured by the squadron of

Admiral Neilly, who joined the grand fleet of Villaret Joyeuse

the morning of the 30th of May, 1794. Sir Thomas witnessed the

subsequent action of the 1st June, from the poop of tthans Pareil,

whose captain had sworn not to strike: the heavy and animated

tire of the Invincible, commmanded by the Hon. Thomas Packing

ham, placed him in an alarming dilemma; in this situation he

endeavoured to persuade Sir Thomas to take possession, with the

Englishmen on board, eutreating him to save his honour, by haul

ing down the colours: he replied, that having been captured in a

ship of war, and a prisoner, he could not comply, with honour :

the Frenchman was at last reduced to the ignominy of sub

mission. '

‘ Of the fate of Sir Thomas there can be little doubt; the Blen.

heim, an old ship, had the additional misfortune to be hogged ;

the builders strongly remonstrated against her proceeding to sea;

the Java, also old, was alarmingly crank, and very unfit for such

a voyage; though both certainly foundered, no track, no to.

mains have ever been discovered : the youthful and generous Lord

Rosehill, the enterprising and heroic Austin Bissel, with many

other promising characters, perished with him.

Sir Thomas Troubridge’s character was of the highest kind;

elevated by merit, be exhibited through life a politeness and

gentlemanly candour not often evinced ; there are few who served

with him that do not speak of him with regret, the best eulogy

of his virtues.

The present state of the country, and the diminished force of the

navy, though it damps the spirit of aspiring but unprotected

genius, should not destroy it. With the independence of talent,

he will enjoy the happiness, the pride, the dignified pleasureof a

just performance of his duty. Few, indeed, will have the felicity

of enjoying patrons resembling a Farmer, or a Hughes. Let him,

however, emulate the virtues of Troubridge, who, when his

oldest and best friend forgot himself, through the enehnntments of

beauty, still recollected What was due to honor, and his country ;

and, above all, let the increasing dilliculties-of his situation pro.

duce a spirit to overcome them.
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LEGAL EVIDENCE EXTRACTED FROM 1]]! MOUTH OF A DEAD SHARK!

JABfAICA.

In the Court of Vice-Adairalty, by the

Advocate- General.

THE NANCY BRIG.

1y CHAEL TI'I'TON, Esq. being sworn, malteth oath and saith, that

the tender of H.M.S. Abergavenny, under the command of the

deponent, being on a cruise 0i? Jacomel, in the island of St. Domingo, on

the 80th day of August last, discovered a dead bullock surrounded by

sharks, which he had towed alongside, for the purpose of catching the said

sharL-s ; antl this deponent saith, that having caught one of the sharks, and

hoisted it on board the said tender, he ordered some of the men to

separate its jaws, and clean them, as the said shark was larger than com

mon, which the said seamen did, vrhilst others opened its matv, and

therein discovered, in the presence of this deponent, a parcel of papers

tied up with a string; and this deponent saith, on examining the said

papers, he discovered a letter of a recent date from Curacoa; and as it

occurred to this dcpnnent they might relate to some vessels detained by

some of his Majesty's cruisers, he had them dried on deck ; and this depo

nent saith, that having been informed that his Majesty's cutter Sparrow had

sent down to the island a prize, a certain hrig, a vessel called the Nancy,

and supposing the papers 5n found as aforesaid might be useful at the trial

of the said vessel, called the Nancy, hath caused the said to be sealed up,

and delivered them to one of the Surrogates of this Honourable Court,

without any alteration, addition, fraud, subtraction, or embezzlement

whatsoever.

Taken, and the truth thereof SWOI'H to before me, this 24th day ofSepo

tember, 1800. MICHAEL TITTON.
 

J. FRAZER, Surrrogatet

(Cow)

Indorsement on the baclt of the parcel containing the papers referred to

in the above afiidavit :-r

“ Those were delivered to me by Lieutenant Titton, at the time of'his

swearing to the afiidavit in the cause Advocate-General ex pib' Wigtie & a

P. V. O. the brig Nancy.”

J. FRAZER, Surrogate.

The papers mentioned in Lieutenant Titton’s affidavits, furnished

evidence for the condemnation of the brig Nancy, and the schooner

Christopher, at that time proceeded against at the Court of Vice-Admiralty,

and claimed as neutral property.
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The supercargo ol' the brig absconded, as soon as he heard of the paper!

being found, as stated by Mr. Titton.

N.B. The jaw-bones of the shark are now hanging up in the Proctor's

Qtfice, at Kingston, Jamaica. Lieutenant 'l‘itton begged they might be

used as a collar for neutrals to swear through.

This taken on the 23d of September, 1803.

REAL CAUSE OF THE DEATH' 01' CAPTAIN COOK

Paonssort PICTET, of Geneva, editor of the Bibliotheque Universelle,

paid a visit, in the month of July, 1811, on board the American corvette,

lying in the harbour of Genoa, the owner of which, Mr. Crowninshield, is

on a voyage of pleasure, and had already visited several ports of the Medi

terranean. His vessel appeared on the outside to he a master-piece of

naval architecture, and the interior arrangement and furniture were so

convenient and elegant, that during its stay in the harbour it was cott

stantly l'nll ofcurious and admiring visitors.

A sensible negro acts on board the vessel in the double capacity of cook

and of calculator of all the nautical observations necessary for determining'

the latitudes and longitudes. This negro has lived two years in one of the

Sandwich Islands, where Captain Cook was killed. The tradition of that

event is preserved in the island (Owhyhee); and according to him, the

following is the account given :-—Captain Cook, who was in want of wood

as well as water, had perceived. near the shore an old hut, which appeared

to him to be neglected and gone to decay, and the wood of which he

thought to be drier than that ol' newly-felled trees; he therefore gave

orders to pull down the hut, without having first consulted the natives.

Neither he nor his people, doubtless, knew (and after the turn the afi'air

took none ofthem could learn) that the place was tubooed. The islanders

did not hesitate a moment to prevent, by a desperate attack, an act which

they considered as an impropriety; they killed some of the workmen, and

put the others to flight. Probably those who escaped did not know the

real cause of the attack, which was so fatal to a part of the crew.

'The negro cook appeared much affected by the recollection nfliis abode

in Owhyhee, and ardently desires to return thither. He described this

island as the happiest country in the world; and his account of the moral,

mild, and hospitable character of the inhabitants, forms a striking con

trast to the opinion that has been formed of them, on account of that un

expected, and as was supposed, unprovoked attack.

TRIAL OF A LIFE-BOAT

0N 4th September, 1817, Lieutenant E. 'l‘hrackston, R. N. exhibited

before a number of merchants and ship-owners of Bristol, the buoyant

properties of his newly-invented life-boat, which, it is stated, exceeded the

most sanguine expectations previously entertained. lts other peculinr qua

‘ lities and advantages are to be tried in a few days in King-road. The ex~

treme length of the boat exhibited is 2! feet, beam 6 ft. 6 inches, and is

rowed with 10 oars, double banked. It is constructed with canvass in lieu

4
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of plank (which possesses an advantage over plank, wants no butt-ends to

be stowed in case of accident), and has cork bilge-floats, which mny be

applied as life-buoys, to throw out in cases where men may be washed

overboard from a wreck, with a large fender round the boat, and which,

from its elasticity, is capable of repelling any violent concussion. Without

having recourse to the precarious assistance of uir-iubes, Mr.Thrncksron

has succeeded in gaining so much upon the water-line, that the boat (by

the introduction of eight valves) discharges herself down to the thwarts, a

‘space of nine inches. She has a canvass cover, contrived in such a way as

to possess the advantages of a deck, at the same time keeping the men dry,

Without being an incumbrnnce to their rowing. The keel is the last thing

that goes on the boat, and is so contrived hy the stem and stern parts

working, together with the elasticity of the timbers, which are sawn out of

a straight piece of oak, and moulded into form by steam, that it is con

ceived impossible that the boat can ever be stoved. She took on board 30

persons, when filled with water up to the valves, and had 28 standing on

one gunwale without the least danger of upsetting. Upon an emergency,

60 persons might be stowed within her. She rows well and light on the

oars when thus filled, and turns with great rapidity in her length. Boots

may be built on a similar construction to any shape, and from the light,

but very eflicient materials of which they are composed, Lieutenant

Thracksron is convinced, from the experiments which he has made, that if

generally adopted, they would-he found fully to answer every common pur

pose of an appendage to a vessel, besides possessing the invaluable advan

tages of a life-boat.

cnann can“. IN 'rns unr'rcn sures. _

Tns recent letters from the United States mention, that serious difficul

ties have arisen us to carrying into execution the grand canal projected ; it

was reported two gentlemen of eminence in this country were expected out

to take the direction of that. national undertaking. It is thus described :—

f‘ The canal is projected to pass from Lake Erie to Tonncwanta river, 21

miles; thence to Seneka river, 136 miles; from Seneka river to Rome, 77

miles; from Rome to the Siliohanief Creek, 71 miles, and then to Albany,

4?. miles; making the aggregate distance 353 miles. Lake Eric is 564 feet

higher than the Hudson, but there is a river between the Scneka and [tome

of 43 feet; the whole number of locks will be 77, and the whole rise and

fall is about 661. feet : the estimate of the expense 4,881,738 dollars."

' rr'rcunn's' rsurcn.

[AT page 17 of our xxxvth Volume, we have already given some very

interesting particulars relative to the settlement made at this island by some

of the mutineers of the Bounty : the following extracts on the same sub

3m are given from the Plymouth 'l'clcgrapli] :—

A Narrative by Lieutenant J. S/iillibeer, R.M'.

‘_‘ The curiosity which is excited by the descriptions of newly-discovered

and distant. countries, seems never to wearitsclf out. \‘l'here manners and

.9
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habits diti'er so widely from our own, we are interested by the novelty and

discrepancy of those superficial circumstances ; and where we trace in our

fellow men, separated from us by wide intervals, the radical resemblance

vwhich belongs to our common lot, we are still interested, and it may be

humbled, by the discoveries which denote on universal partnership in sor

row, aensuality, and crime. Every science is best understood upon the

wide scale of observation; and it certainly is so with respect to the study of

man himself; but in this study it is so, not because by extended and accu

mulated observation our knowledge increases in variety and multiplicity of

particulars; but because from the variety of particulars we derive accumu

lated confirmation of the great characteristic sameness which pervades the

moral constitution of our fellow-species : now and then, however, we meet

with a narrow space in which man is seen with some recovered graces of his

primeval character, under circumstances more than ordinarily favourable;

and it is to these little spots so green and refreshing, that, in the perusal of

distant travels, we turn with peculiar delight. The author of this book

gires some account of one of those tranquil snjourns; and his account is

very pleasing. He is not a man of any pretensions: his preface, as to all

literary merit, is written in an humble strain of disavowal; and to be sure,

if there be any kind of book in which a simple, unlearned, uncoloured.

statement has its peculiar advantages, it is such a one as that which we have

now before us."—-Fram the British Quarterly Review_ for August.

“ The medium through which we look at man almost in a state of

nature, should be as neutral, and as devoid of all complexional tinge as

possible. We want, in such a case, to see man as he is—not a picturesque,

but a real being, in all the actuality of his simple condition. In this view

we think we may safely ofl'er to the perusal of our readers a few extracts

from this narrative, which we consider a work of considerable interest,

and as reflecting much credit upon the accuracy and fidelity of its author.’

—-Brih'sh Review and London Critical Journal. ‘

“ On September the‘ld, the Briton left the Marquesas Islands for Valpa

raiso; but in the second watch of the night was surprised by the sight of an

island. Day-light disc0vered huts, cultivation, and people; some ufvvhom

launched their little canoes through the surf, and approached the ship.

Surprise was heightened to astonishment when these canoes hailed the ship

in perfect English, inquiring her name, and who commanded her? The

mention of the names of Bligh and Christian, soon led to adiscovery of the

relation of these islanders to their visitors. The eldest native of the island,

Friday Fletcher October Christian, son of the mutineer, came on board,

and conducted himself with great propriety; and the explanation given of

their manners is highly pleasing. Lieutenant Shillibeer, to make his narro

tive as perspicuous as possible, inserts a dialogue which took place, which

forms a curious and interesting history. Their confession of faith is the

regular creed :—-“ I believe in God, the." Their prayer 2—“ I will arise

and go to my father, Ste.” which they repeat every day at noon. Upon

being asked who was their King, the answer was, " Why King George to

be sure.” Before we had finished our interrogatories, the hour of break

fast had arrived, and we solicited our half countrymen, as they styled them

4
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fires, to accompany!!! below and partake of our repast, to which they

acquiesced without much ceremony. The circle in which we had sur

rounded them being opened, brought to the notice of Mackey a. little black

terrier. He 7 as at first frightened, rnn behind one of the oflicers, and

looking over his shoulder, said, “ I know what that is, it is a dog; I never '

saw a dog before, will it bite?" After a short pause, he addressed him

self to Christian, saying, with great admiration, “ It is a pretty thing too to

look at, isit not ?"

“ The whole ofthem were ' 7 ' itive, and in their questions, as well as

answers, betrayed a very great portion of natural abilities. They asked

the names of toner they saw, and the purposes to which it was applied.

they would sit was pretty—that they did not like, and were greasurprised at our havinglso many things which they were not possessed \ fin

the island. The circumstance of the dog, the things which at'each inrp

drew their attention or created their wonder, rdeil us on our road in the

breakfast table, but having arrived there, we had a new cause for sur

prise. The astonishment which before had been so strongly demonstratedc

7 ~ in them, was now become conspicuous in u even to a much greater

degree than when they hailed us in our native language; and I must here

confess, I blushed when I saw nature, in its , t simple state, offer that

tribute of respect to the nipotent Creator, ‘ 7 Bob from education I did

not perform, nor from society had been taught its necessity. Before they

began to eat, on their knees, and with hands uplifted, did they implore

permission to partake' in peace what was set before them; and when they

had eaten heartily, resuming their former attitu t, 06er a fervent prayer

of thanksgiving for the indulgence they had just experienced. Our omission

of this mremo ty did not escape their notice, for Christian asked me whe-l

ther it was not customary with us also. Here nature was triumphant, for

I should do myself- an irreparable ' justice, did I not with candour acknow

ledge, l was both embarrassed and wholly at a loss for a sound reply, and

evaded this poor fellow‘s question by drawing his attention to the cow

which was then looking down the hatchway, and as he had never seen any

ofthe species before, it was a source of mirth and gratification to him.‘

The hatred of these peop to the Blacks is strongly rooted, which donht- '

less owes its origin to the early quarre 7 Christian and his followers had with

heOtaheitans after their ival at Pitcairn’s ; to illustrate which I shall

here relate an occurrence which took place at breakfast. Soon alter young

Christian had began, a West India black, who was one of the servants,

entered the gun-room to attend table as usual ; Christi looked at him

sternly, rose, asked for his hat, and said, “ I don't like that black fellow,

I‘must go ;" and it took some little persuasion before he would again re

gime his seat. The innocent uashee was often reminded of the anecdote

by his fellow-servants; ' ‘

-‘-‘ After coming alongside the ship, so eager were they to get on board;

than several of the canoes had been wholly abandoned, and gone adrift.

This was the occasion of an anecdote, which will shew most conspicuously

the goodness of their disposition-and the mode resorted to in deciding a

double claim. The canoes being brought back 'to‘ the ship, the captain ‘

- ~_IMM--_~_M_4W_¢M=,4em~ ,Mg":‘-Wwn‘_ _
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ordcred that oneof them should remain in each, when it became a ques

tion to which that duty should devolve ; however, it was soon adjusted,

for Mackey observed, that he supposed they were all equally anxious to see

the ship, and the fairest way would be for them to cast lots, as then there

would he an ill will on either side. This was acceded to, and those to

n'homril. fell to go into the boat departed without a murmur.

. “ Scarcity of provisions, it seems, contracted the Briton's stay to a few

hours, and none but the captains went on shore, which must have been a.

grievous disappointment to all who possessed the smallest share of

curiosity, particularly so to our author, as he says the deprivation obliges

_him to give the deportment of old Adams, the patriarch of the colony, from

the description of others.

“ ‘ After landing,’ said my friend, ‘ and we had ascended a little emi

nence, we were imperceptibly led through grottpcs nfcocoa-nut and bread

fruit trees, to a beautiful, picturesque, little village, formed on an oblong

square, with trees of various kinds irregularly interspersed. The houses

small, but regular, convenient, and ot'unequalled cleanliness. The daugh

ter of Adams received as on the lull. She came doubtlesst as a spy, and

had we taken men, or been armed ourselves, would certainlyhave given

her father timt'ly notice to escape; but, as we had .neither, she Waited

our arrival, and conducted as to \\ here her father was. She was arrayed

in nature’s simple garb, and wholly unadnructl, but she was beauty's self,

and needed not the aid ofornament. She betrayed some surprise—timis

dity was a prominent leaturc.

. “ ‘ John Adams is a fine looking man, approaching to sixty years of age.

We conversed with him a long time relative to the mutiny of the Bounty,.

and ultimate fate of Christian. He denied being necessary to, or having

the least knowledge of, the conspiracy; but he expressed great horror at

the contluct of Captain Bligh, not only towards his men, but ollicers also.

I asked him if he had a desire to return to England, and I must confess his

replying in the allirmatire, caused me great. surprise. lie told me he was

perfectly aware how deeply he was involvtxi ; that by following, the fortune

ofChristian, he had not only sacrificed every claim to his country, but

that his life Was the necessary forfeiture for such an act, and he supposed

would he exacted from him was he ei er to return: notwithstanding all

these circumstances, nothing would be ahle to occasion him so much grati

tication as that of seeing once more, hefnre he died, that country which

gave him hirth, and from which he had been so long estranged. I

“ ‘ There was a sincerity in his speech I can badly describe; but it had

a powerful influence in persuading me these were his real sentiments. My

interest was excited to so great a decree, that I offered him a conveyance

for himself, with any of his family who chose to accompany him. H.

appeared pleased at the proposal, and as no one “as then present, he sent_

for his wifeand children. The rest ofthe little community surrounded the

door. He Communicated his desire, and requested their acquiescence.

Appalled at a request, no less sudden than in opposition totheir wishes,

they were all at a loss for a reply. His charming daughter, although

inundated with tears, first broke the silence. ‘_t_,)h do not, Sit-{said she,

‘ — ‘ __'j"? £1.11- ¢L~ll_ w‘—~~ - -
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' talze from me my father; do not take away my best, my dearest friend.’

Her voice failed her; she was unable to proceed—leaned her bend upon

her hand, and gave full vent to her grief. His Wife, too (an Otuheitean),

expressed a lively sorrow. The wishes of Adams soon became lsnown

amOng the others, who joined in pathetic solicitations for his stay on the

island. Not an eye was dry ; the big tear stood in those of the men—the

women shed them in full abundance. I never witnessed a scene so truly

ati'ecting, or more replete with interest. To have taken him from a circle

of such friends, would have ill become n feeling heart; to have forced him

away, in opposition to their joint and earnest intrealies, would have been

an outrage on humanity. An assurnnce that no such design was meditated, .

soon restored tranquillity to the community ;-—a community pledged to each

other by the tenderest connections; by general consanguinity and recipro

cal sti'eelion." ’

From the Ilfonlhly Critical Reviewfor llIay

“ The young men are described as finely formed, and manly features,

industrious, and ingenious; the young women as innocent, sensible, and

modest, with beautiful and open countenances. The island appears to be

very beautiful, and capable of being cultivated ; and the coast is, fortu

nately, so guarded by roclrs, that it may be deemed impregnable to an

invading enemy.

“ The subsequent account of the deportment of these Anglo-savages is

curious, and it bears on the face of it every mark of probability. Few

things can be more interesting than an exhibition of this state of innocent

and intelligible simplicity : most of the social virtues were implanted and

encouraged among them by the necessities of their situation; each man

was dependent upon his neighbour for some proportion of comfort and

happiness; all were equal in influence and enjoyment, without a wish for,

and scarcely a knowledge of, those irksonie refinements which grow up in

populous communities, and in time, by destroying confidence, charity, and

friendship, deprive men, by degrees, of “ all the luxury of doing good."

Whata theme would this be for an advocate against the degeneracy of

nature !

“ Mr.Shillibeer's account of the cruel usage of the negro slaves at Rio

de Jnnt-iro, affords a most debasing picture of the character of this people.

His account of the manners and customs of the inhabitants of the Mar

quesas, together with those of Lima and Chili, and the celebrated island

ofJuao Fernandez, will be found a source of much entertainment as well

as information." ' I

FATAL rrrscrs or cassoxrc new on.

Bombay, JiInrch i, 18".

A smcuun. but melancholy accident happened on board the Gmb

Homoody, Nacqudah Cooty Coyn, in the course of her voyage from Cul

outtn to this port. When 06' Ceylon, about two months ago, on sounding

the pumps, it was observed that the ship had made more water than

nah. fibres. Vol. XXXVI". 3 a
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usual, upon which a man went down into the well to ascertain the state

of it; not immediately returning, nor giving any answer when called to,

‘ his brother went down after him, as he also did not return to give any

answer, the serang of the ship went down, but he likewise returned no

answer; a man then descended with a lanthorn, and it was observed, that

when he had reached the bottom, the lanthorn dropped out of his hand

and the man himself fell down; the main hatches were then opened, and

a passage made to the place by unstowing the cargo of rice; the four men

were found lying senseless round the pump, but with some appearance

of life remaining, they were immediately removed, but we regret to state

that they all died in the course of an hour or two afterwards. The cause

of this unfortunate accident has arisen, without doubt, from the well of

the pump having been filled with aerial gas destructive of life, most pro

bably carbonic acid gas, which being considerably heavier than atmosphe

ric air, would remain at the bottom of the well. ,This gas is most abun

dantly diffused throughout nature, it is found in mines, caverns, and

cellars, and causes instant death to any animal that inhales it undiluted.

aoa CONSTRICTOB

Tas following description of this extraordinary species of snake, is

extracted from Mr. M‘Cleod’s (Surgeon), description of the voyage of his

Majesty’s late ship Alceste to China.

“ Notwithstanding the crowded state of the Caesar, two passengers, of

rather a singular nature, were put on board at Batavia, for a passage to

England: the one a snake of that species called Boa Constriclor; the

other an Ourang Culling. The former was somewhat small of its kind,

being only about sixteen feet long, and of about eighteen inches in cir~

cumferencc; but his stomach was rather disproportionate to his size, as

will presently appear. lie was a native of Borneo, and was the property

of a gentleman (now in England) who had two of the same sort; but in

their passage up to Batavia, one of them broke loose from his confine

ment, and very soon cleared the decks, as every body very civilly made

way for him. Not being used to a ship, hoivever, or taking, perhaps, the

sea for a green field, he sprawled overboard and was drowned. He is said

not to have sunk immediately, but to have reared his head several times,

and with it a considerable portion of his body out of the sea. His com

panion, lately our ship-mate, was brought safely on shore, and lodged in

the court-yard of Mr. Davidson's house at Ryswick, where he remained

‘for some months, waiting for an opportunity of being conveyed home in

some commodious ship sailing directly for England, and where he was

likely to be carefully attended to. This opportunity offered in the Caesar,

and he was accordingly embarked on board that ship with the rest of her

numerous passengers. During his stay at Ryswick, he is said to have

been usually entertained with a goat for dinner once in every three or four

weeks, with occasionally a duck or a fowl, by way of a dessert: he was

brought on board shut up in a wooden crib or cage, the bars of which

were sufficiently close to prevent his escape; and it had a sliding door for

the purpose of admitting the articles on which he was to subsist; the

___.-_
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dimensions of the crib were about four feet high, and about five feet

square; a space sufficiently large to allow him to coil himself round with

care. The live stock for his use during the voyage, consisting of six goats

of the ordinary size, were sent on board with him; five being considered

as a fair allowance for as many months. At an early period of the voyage

we had an exhibition of his talents in the way of eating, which was pub

licly performed on the quarter-deck upon which he was brought. The

sliding door being opened, one of the goats was thrust in, and the door

of the cage shut. The poor goat as if instantly aware of all the horrors

of its perilous situation, immediately began to utter the most piercing and

distressing cries, butting instinctively at the same time, with its head

towards the serpent, in self-defence. The snake, which at first appeared

scarcely to notice the poor animal, soon began to stir a little, and, turning

his head in the direction of the goat, 'it at length fixed a deadly and

malignant eye on his trembling victim, whose agony and terror seemed to

increase; for, previous to the snake seizing its prey, it shook in every limb,

but still continuing its unavailing show of attack,'butting at the serpent,

who now became sufficiently animated to prepare for the banquet. The

first operation was that of darting out his forked tongue, and at the same

time rearing his head a little; then suddenly seizing the goat by the fore

‘Ieg with his mouth, and throwing him down, he was encircled in an instant

in his horrid folds. 80 quick indeed, and so instantaneous was the act,

that it was impossible for the eye to follow the rapid convolution of his

elongated body. It was not a regular screw-like turn that was formed, but

resembling rather a knot, one part of the body overlaying the other, as if

It) add weight to the muscular pressure, the more effectually to crush his

object. During this time he continued to grasp with his mouth, though

it appeared an unnecessary precaution, that part of the animal which he

‘had first seized. The poor goat, in the mean time, continued its feeble

'and half-stifled cries for some minutes, but they soon became more and

'more faint, and at last expired. The snake, hoWever, retained it fora

considerable time, then began slowly and cautiously to unfold himself, till

the goat fell dead from his monstrous embrace, when he began to prepare

himself for the feast, Placing his mouth in front of the head of the dead

animal, he commenced by lubricating with his saliva that part of the

goat; and then taking its muzzle into his mouth, which had, and indeed

always has, the appearance of a raw lacernted wound, he sucked it in, al

for as the horns would allow._ These protuberances opposed some little

difficulty, not so much from their extent as from their points; however,

they also, in a very short time disappeared, that is to say, externally; but

their progress was still to be traced very distinctly on the outside, threaten

ing every moment to protrude through the skin. The victim had now

descended as far as the shoulders, and it was an astonishing sight to

‘observe the extraordinary action of the snake's muscles when stretched to

such an unnatural extent—an extent which must have utterly destroyed

all muscular power in any animal that was not like himself, endmved

with very peculiar faculties of expansion and action at the same time.

Whtu his head and tuck had no other appearance than that of a serpent’s

NAUTICAL ANECDOTES AND SELECTIONS.
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skin stuffed almost to bursting, still the working of the muscles were

evident, and his power of suction, as it is erroneously called, unabated;

it was, in fact, the effect of a contractive muscular power, assisted by two

tons of strong hooked teeth. With all this, he must be so formed as to

suspend for a time, his respiration; for it is impossible to conceive that the

process of breathing could be carried on, while the mouth and throat were

so completely stuffed and expanded by the body of the goat, and the

lungs themselves (admitting the trachea to be ever so hard), compressed as

they must have been by the passage downward. -

The whole operation of completely gorging the goat occupied about two

hours and twenty minutes; at the end of which time the tumefaction was

confined to the hind part of the body or stomach, the superior parts which

had been so much distended, having resumed their natural dimensions.

He now rolled himself up again, and laid quietly in his usual torpid state,

for about three weeks or a month, when his last meal appearing to be com

pletely digested and dissolved, he was presented with another goat, which

he devoured with equal facility. It would appear that almost all he

swallowed is converted into nutrition, for a small quantity of calcareous

matter (and that, perhaps, not a tenth part of the bones of the animal)

with occasionally some of the hairs, seemed to compose his general faces;

and this may account for these animals being able to remain so long with

out a supply of food. He had more difiiculty in killing a fowl than a

larger animal, the former being too small for his grasp. Few of those who

had witnessed his first exhibition were desirous of being present at the

second. A man may he impelled hy curiosity and a. wish to ascertain the

truth of a fact frequently stated, which seems almost incredible, to satisfy

his own mind by ocular proof; but he will leave the scene with those

feelings of disgust and horror which such a sight is well calculated to

create. It is dillicult to behold without the most painful sensation, the

anxiety and trepidation of the harmless victim, or to observe the hideous

writhing of the serpent around his prey, and not to imagine, what our own

“case would be in the same helpless and dreadful situation. A_ lion, a

tiger, and other beasts of prey are sufliciently terrible; but they seldom;

unless urged by hunger, attack human beings, and generally give some sort

of warning; but, against the silent, sly, and insidious approach of a snake,

there is no guarding, nor any escape when once entwined within his

folds.

As we approached the Cape of Good Hope, this animal began to droop,

as was then supposed, from the increasing coldness of the weather (which

.may probably have had its influence), and refused to kill some foods which

were olferetl to him—Between the Cape and St. Helena, he was fotmd

dead in his cage: and, on dissection, the coats of his stomach were dis

puwered to be excoriated and perforated by worms; nothing remained of

the goat except one of the horns, every other part being dissolved,

awk
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On the Necessity of Caution against Shipwreck.

MR. EDITOR, lfilliAugust, 1817.

IT is mentioned in some of the public journals, that a series of experin

ments has been made at Woolwich, under the direction of his Royal

Highness the Cominander-in-Chief, to ascertain the service that the intro

duction of Mallison's Lije Preserver into the British army might prove;

which experiments were attended with the happiest efl'ect.—It is likewise

stated, that these esperiments were made in consequence of his Royal

Highness learning, through the oflicial returns, that out of 5511 persons

embarked for foreign service, 1702, or nearly one-third of them, perished

by the transports being wrecked, in the period of two years and a half, and

that other transports have since been lost, with many men.

His Royal Highness, in his laudable endeavours to preserve the lives of

those brave men entrusted to his paternal care, is well deserving ofthc

gratitude of his country; but it is to be hoped, that greater means of

security will be provided in future, than trusting the lives of soldiers to this

Life Preserver, which, although under certain circumstances it might prove

instrumental in saving lives, yet, on rocky coasts, where ships are generally

wrecked, most of those on board perish by the heavy surf dashing them

against the rocks. Even on a sandy coast, during a storm, no person,

however well furnished with a Life Preserver, can reasonably expect to

resist the iinpetuous force of the broken waves or surf, which will bury him

under the surface, be he ever so buoyant.

The infallible and natural remedy to preserve the valuable lives of our

brave men who may be destined for foreign service hereafter is, to trans

port them, when possible, in his Majesty‘s ships, both from, and to, their

native country ; or otherwise, in naval transports belonging to his Majesty,

in charge of otficers of known ability as navigators and seamen. It is the

opinion of seamen of much experience, that the great and premature waste

oftroops, resulting lrom the loss of transports during the late war, may be

attributed either to the insufficiency of those vessels, or to the ignorance of

the commanders; many of these men having been constantly employed,

and reared in the coasting trade, are consequently strangers to foreign

navigation, and entirely ignorant of nautical astronomy.-When the

guidance of such vessels, therefore, depend on dead reckoning, accompa

nied with an occasional observation for latitude at noon, which can only he

obtained in favorable weather, they are continually liable to uncertainty in

their progress; and if they happen to get near a lee shore in blowing wea

ther, inevitable destruction is often the consequence. Whereas, ships of

war, under these circumstances, being well manned and constructed for

first sailing, are generally enabled to clear the shore.

Many of our troops have perished in transports, either proceeding to, or

from Canada late in the season ; and recently a htavy calamity of this kind
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was sustained, by the shipwreck of a large transport on the coast of New

foundland, which had left Quebec late in the season, when stormy weather

and long dark nights prevail. If circumstances render the transport of

troops across the North Atlantic Ocean in winter, or late in the season,

absolutely necessary, certainly ships of war which sail well, and are in good

condition, ought to be selected for such service.

”’

On Dry-rot in Skip:

MR. rotroa, Plymouth, 1011‘: Sept. 18".

'I‘HE discusion of the important question respecting the means of pre

venting dry-rot in ships, naturally leads to various inquiries on the

subject amongst your numerous readers.

His Majesty‘s sloop Kingfisher, built and commissioned at Chatham in

the year 1771, was usually denominated “a patent ship,” from the cir

cumstance of all the timbers used in her construction having been seasoned

in brine previous to their being put together. As soon as equipped for sea,

she was despatched to the coast of America, where she continued till 1778,

when she was burnt at Rhode Island by her officers and crew, to prevent

her from falling into the hands of the French fleet, by which she was sur

rounded. > ‘

For the-first year after being at sea, the timbers continued wet and

disagreeable, the brine frequently oozing through the pores of the wood,

particularly in damp weather; but this moisture daily became less percep

tible, and finally disappeared altogether.

The appearance of the wood was firm and durable, and the fastening!

presented no symptoms of corrosion from the saline particles in the titli

hem—The vessel swam light, and was one of the best sailing ships on the

station. .

It is much to he lamented that her fate proved so unfortunate, from its

preventing a fair trial being ascertained of the durability of her timbers.

Is it not remarkable, that although the scheme appeared to answer the pur

poses intended, the Navy Board discontinued the construction of ships with

timber seasoned in a similar manner ?

Lieutenant Jones, R.\T. now residing at Stonehonse, was an ofliccr in

the Kingfisher from the time of her being commissioned, until the period of

her destruction, and is consequently fully competent to verify the whole of

these observations.

it is also perhaps worthy of observation, that in taking old ships to

pieces, the floor timbers, keel, keelson, and planks near the bottom, are

almost in all cases found sound, hard, and perfect, whilst those in the top

' sides, beams, 8:0. are in a state of decay. Without pretending to olTer an

opinion on this interesting and impor‘ant subject, I shall conclude by

subscribingnysclf', Sir, your obedient humble servant, '
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On the Promotion If Old IOflicers.

mt- con-on, 11th September, 1817.

OBSERVE with much satisfaction the communication of I. L. 8.,

containing the copy of a circular letter,‘ with form of certi

ficate of services from the Secretary of the navy, addressed, lbelieve,

to all naval officers of the rank of commanders and lieutenants, at any

rate, and, I presume, including the post captains also. If, indeed,

as this writer believes, any thing from my pen has contributed to produce

a step so every way right and praiseworthy on the part of the Admiralty,

most sincerely shall I rejoice; my humble efforts have been far from cor

responding with my wishes, to advance the interest and glory of the British

navy, and to promote the welfare and good of its gallant, persevering, and

meritorious oflicers; but, hmvevcrferble may have been my exertions, they

have been unccasing, and have been, I hope, made in a becoming and

respectful manner; but, Sir, as I had a good cause, and pled that ofjustice

and gratitude before a Britishjury, before British naval ofiicers who owed

it to themselves to give a proper verdict—I could in the end, scarcely fail to

prevail; I confess, I am inclined to augur well from this circular, for

without full and sufficient documents of information, and of the respective

and relative claims of old officers of the navy to promotion for general

services, it was not to be supposed the Board could act: let, then, a reason

able portion of time be granted, in order to allow the Admiralty

to make their selections for direct promotion, for retirement, and for

preparing lists from which further promotion and retirements are to be

made as vacancies occur, or as opportunities offer. I am very much in

clined to hope, and to believe, that this important subject of promotion,

will now engage the attention of the honourable Board with whom it rests,

in such a manner, as to produce the greatest satisfaction to the navy; as

great as can be expected from a measure, which, although it will lead

only to the promotion of a certain number now, will yet, I trust, open the

door sufliciently wide, to allow all in their turn, and in a certain time, to

enter. This was what was so much wanted in our service, and is what

must tend completely to reconcile the minds of the British naval officers

to the acts of the present Board, who are in fact, left to rectify the errors,

to repair, and to amend the system of those who have been at the Board

before them; that they are disposed to do all they can for this great end,

the New Naval Regulations sufficiently prove; but, even these I admit, are

incomplete, and still require a second part to render the code of our naval

regulations fully efficient. I am, however, one of those who wish time to be

given, in order that what is done, may be well done, and that our system

may be amended in‘ deed, and in truth, not in word only.

I am hopeful this subject (one so important to the British navy, and to

British naval oflicers) will engage their fullest attention, and in inviting

them to record their opinions, and through your Chronicle to convey their

ideas on the improvements of the navy, now under consideration of the

Board, or lately carried into efl'ect, I am, surely, only asking them to
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assist in pleading their own cause, and to enable those who are desirous

of supporting them to do so with effect. The Admiralty have declared

their anxious desire of redressing grievances, and of effecting improve

ments; but, until they have ample proof of the necessity of the one. and

of the eflicacy of the other, it is not to be supposed they will proceed to

action. Every officer, therefore, who has studied the subject, or had

experience to ofl'er as a guide on this occasion, should come forward in

behalf of the best interest of the British navy—That it may long reign

triumphant, and its officers soon be convinced, that their country has not

forgotten their claims, (and they are great) is the sincere and anxious

hope of

J? to Mva/ first.

’J"

On various Improvement: in the Nll'q'l, and of building our Ship: qf

Teak Wood.

am. ennoa, 12/h Sop/ember, 1817.

AM very much pleased to observe, that the correspondence of your

' highly useful Work continues to be so ahly supported, and since the

peace, to have acquired new and increased interest, and I apprehend also,

to have been attended with effects the most important and beneficial to

the service; for, if 1 am not mistaken in my supposition, the communica

tions of such men as Arion, Nestor, Alfred, Albion, J. C., Triton, Men

tor, Brilannicus, and Thessaly, to say nothing of Mr. Urquhart, whose

plans are very patriotic and praiseworthy, as well as other able writers in

your Chronicle, must have tended to awaken those in power to the consi

deration of various important subjects belonging to the navy, which have

been now in part so well and precisely amended by the New Naral Regu

lations. That there was much to do in the way of improvement all must

allow, and that the various abuses and radical errors which may still exist,

may he soon done away, is my earnest hope and expectation, now that

peace is restored on such a basis as to promise to be lasting.

There is, however, another part of the subject, certainly not less deserv

ingthe attention of the Board of Admiralty, and that is, the building of a

sufficient number of men of war, to supply the places of those which are

found decayed and rotten; and, it is quite lamentable to think, how many

are found to be in this state. It is a matter truly of such was! importance,

as to strike every thinking mind with the deepest impression of the awful

magnitude of the subject. We are, it is true, jogging on, building and

repairing in the usual way ;* we are still building of oak, I hope, properly

seasoned, and of good quality; but, if the contrary should he the case,

if oak of a proper quality is so scarce and difficult to be had, surely my

suggestion for constructing our new navy of leak, is worthy of attention—

for what good end can it possibly answer, to build ships liable to the dry

 

“ Itthk J. C's assertion on the size and rate of our ne'w ships entitled to

serious consideration from those in power.
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rot—that inveterate and deadly foe tov our hand greatness; surely, Sir,

without something like ample security from the further ravages of this

deadly enemy, it would be well to pause before we built another ship of

oak of inditi'erent quality or not properly seasoned “oath—again, if we

wait until the wood is seasoned, how much valuable time do we lose, and

what a blank will our naval lists present; whereas, by at once resorting to

teak, we know what we are doing; it' we lay out a little more money, we

are sure it is laid out in ships which will endure; and we know also, that,

we are keeping pace with other powers, whose great aitn continnci to be,‘

to rival Great Britain on the ocean, of which she has so long ltct‘tl mistress.

On these points, I refer your readers to the speeches of the late and pre

sent President of the United States of America, and to the important

truth, that there are now several French officers of marine architecture in

this country, sent for the express purpose of acquiring every sort ol know

ledge and information, relative to the improvements or practice of our

navy. I am decidedly of opinion then, that an increased dt-gree of '

activity is necessary in our dock-yards, and that some substitute for oalt

must be resorted to, in order to prepare a lasting and durable navy: if

oak timber is run out, we know that teak, although distant, is easily to be

had, and that the freight is the greatest expense ; this, however, will en;

courage British shipping, and will promote the trade and industry of the

country in the most efi'ectual and substantial manner, and at the same

time give to Britain a serviceable and valuable navy; and in the end, it

will be proved to be supplied on the most economical plan.

dig/imitati- '

N,

‘ On the present State Q," the Landed Interest, in Reply to Arion.

Mn. EDITOR, Hitclu'n, Harts, October 15th, 1817.

BY way of assisting your very valuable correspondent, Arian, in any

future calculations he may make respecting the relative situations of

the funded and landed interests of this country, I take the liberty of calling

his attention to a few circumstances which appear to have escaped his

notice. I do not intend to catcrinto the argument, not feeling myself cow

patent, and it is a question of too great magnitude to be trifled with. I

shall, therefore, content myself with stating a few facts, which will perhaps

make it appear that the owners of land are not quite so enviably situated

as some may imagine. I '

In the first place, in reply to his observation, that wheat ought to be at

the same price as in 1792, and the 3 per cents at 90, I must say he appears

to me to raise the one and depress the other beyond the just prepottion

necessary for the good of both parties. Is it possible to produce the quartt r

of wheat for the. same price no\v With a peace establishment ofsixty million},

as it was at in 1792, with such establishment under twenty millions?

Do not some of the most productive of the taxes affect the price of the

produce of the land; viz. salt, malt, and leather? ls .‘lrion aaarc, with the

ma. Qthaa. Vol. XXXVI", 3 c
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present enormous pressure upon the land, what a quarter of wheat costs

the grower? Or can he expect it afl'orded to the public for less than its

original cost ? Are there not tens of thousands in the country who have no

right to expect the landholder to sacrifice his interests to them P Such as

the rich, who can afl'ord to pay a rewarding price; the army and navy, who

are fed by government; or the indigent, who are provided for by their

respective parishes? Does not the Scripture say, “ Thou shalt not muzzle

the 01: when he treadeth out the corn : ~" surely the farmer is as worthy of

mward as the ox.‘

2dly. Estimating the gross rental of the kingdom at thirty millions, and

the poor’s rates at ten millions, does not the laudholder give up to the poor

one-third of his income? Does he not support the clergy, repair churches,

keep in order the roads, &c. the last being of incalculable service to the

manufacturing and commercial interests? Does he not transport the bag

gage of our troops from one part of the empire to the other, for little or no

reward P In short, has he'not been at all times (verifying the observation

of a celebrated minister), " like the quiet sheep, allowing himself to be

shorn without a struggle, whilst the commercial and manufacturing com

munity'might be compared to the pigs, as he could not lay his finger upon

a single bristle, without the whole stye being in an uproar.

Sdly. It is not to be denied that the price of land had at one time risen

to a most unwarrantable height; but Arion must be aware, that it has

since fallen pretty nearly to its~ just level.

4thly. It'tloes not appear that the public, during three‘cr four years

that com was at n ruinous depression, were benefited, as we were all told

they would be, whenever it came down to something like the old standard.

Did the price of the quartern loaf hear ajust proportion to the price of the

quarter of wheat? Could a man furnish his house, clothe his person, or

indulge his appetite in different articles of luxury or necessity, at a less

expense than when com was dear? Is not wool at this moment reduced

50 per cent. and has not it been so these four or five years, without a man

being able to purchase a coat at much less than formerly.

I must trespass, Mr. Editor, upon your patience, to notice Arian'; ob.

servation—“ that every thing is burtheued to support the landholder." I

am not aware of any thing but the much-dreaded corn-hill that justifies this

opinion, and of that it may truly be said, “ The mountain laboured and

brought forth a mouse,” as corn has been cheaper every year since it was

enacted (with the exception of the present, which is to be attributed to the

universal and constant wet during the summer of 1816). Every thing has

been done that can be devised to assist the manufacturer and thercommer

cial man; look at the prohibitory duties upon French wines, silks, lace,

books, prints, spirits, &c.: look at the article of tea, become almostas

necessary to an Englishman as bread. Do we not exclude the porcelain of

China to encourage the potteries of Stafl'ordshire, Worcester, &c. ; the

silks of France, to encourage {Spitalfields and Coventry; the brandy of
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France, to increase the consumption of rum; the gin of Holland, for the

same purpose ; and indeed every thing of foreign manufacture that at all

clashes with our own. I by no means object to these enactments, but

notice them to prove that the care of government has not been confined to

the landed interests.

Before I conclude, allow me, Mr. Editor, to call the attention of your

readers to the so much talked of Poor's Rate: few of them are aware how

severely it operates upon the land; they will be surprised to find, upon

inquiry (what I firmly believe to be the case), that nearly one-half the land

in the kingdom pays as great a sum per annum now to the poor’s rate, as

it paid for rent 30 years ago ! they may add to this, if they think the case

is not sufliciently strong, the erection, alteration, and repairs of county

gnols; the expenses attending the administration of justice at the assizcs,

quarter-sessions, (Ste. transport of convicts to the places of embarkationt

relief granted to wounded sailors and soldiers, and assistance to paupers

constantly passing from one part of the kingdom to another. As to the

erection of gaols, if they wish for particulars,l would advise them to

inquire at Muidstone, with sufficient presence of mind not to be startled,

should they be informed the one lately built there cost more than 800,000!

For the rest, I can assure your respectable Correspondent, that I am by

no means an advocate for any interference with the Funds : at the same

time, I must state it as my opinion, that the land bears its full proportion

of the pressure of the times. Let him take the following instance :—I am

acquainted with two persons residing in the same parish; one has pro

perty in the Funds to the amount of 5,0001. per annum, the other has land

in his own occupation of the annual value of 5001. per annum; during the

last twelve months, the former has paid 501. to the poor's rate, and the

latter 2001.! while, at the same time, the landed man has to meet as a

rival in the market, the farmer of France, America, and the Netherlands;

and has the mortilicntion to see the agricultural interests of our enemies

benefited at the expense of our own; and what is of infinitcly greater

importance, their maritime interests promoted, whilst the ships of England

are rotting in harbour : how farI am correct, let the annexed statement

Show :—

“ Courier, September 16“, 1817. There have been imported into

Liverpool from the United States, between the lst of September, 1816,

and the 1st of September, I817, not less than 498,514 barrels of floor,

which, together with the grain brought from the some country, would be

suthcieut to load 2,786 veseels, of 100 tons each."l ! 1

It is with difliculty I restrain myself from enlarging on this point, so

interesting to all who are true lovers of their country ; but considering,

Mr. Editor, that I have already trcspassed too much upon your patience,

I will only beg leave to subscribe myself, ‘

Your humble servant,

it?
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Copy oftt Letter sent to llte Rig/t! Honourable the Lords Comnnsioncrs

‘ of the Admiralty, in rape“ to Claim: of Candidates for (lie Rank ry'

Purser.

MY Loans, London, April 1, 1817.

HE lihcrnl improvement which has been made, since the termination

of the war, in the general Condition of oflicers and men belonging

to ltis Majesty's nnvy, has called forth the applause of almost every indi

vidual attached to that service ; and never were sentiments ofncltnowledg

men: more rordtally and unanimoust expressed, than for the consideration

which your Lordships have studied to evince in the reward and promotion

of those whose tncrjt or length ol'serricc recommended to the protection of

the Board of Admiralty. it must, however, frequently happen, that the

inost equitahle arrangements For the remuneration of claims ofservioe, will

itttnvoidably leave some individuals uttprovided for; and I am sensible that

a much smaller number have reason to complain on this ground than could

have been flooded from the reduction of our extensive fleet, at the con

clusion of such a protracted contest. I also feel assured, that you will be

ready to do justice to the claims of such as may have been overlooked,

“amidst the important duties which employed your Lordships at the close of

hostilities; and I therefore venture to solicit your attention to the case of

candidates for promotion to the rank of Purser.

Your Lortlsltips are aware that, in consequence of the restrictions of

“ an Order in Council," they are the only class which has been shut out

from all .t/ture in the promotions which have so largely taken place in favour

of every-other denomination of ofiit'erc! A period of nearly three years

has elapsed since these restrictions were imposed, for the purpose of

reducinpr the number of Pursers to an equality with the list of the Navy;

but. I shall endeavour to Sllrw that this object cannot possibly be accom

plished, at least for a very considerable length of time, and that the con

tinuation of such a sci ere regulation would amount to a total exclusion of

the clatnts of many deserving candidates. In the first place, permit me,

my Lords, to observe, th tt from the present inactive state of the fleet, and

the circumscribed number of vessels employed on the putcc establishmeut,

it cannot he expected that the list of Purscrs will be reducible in any other

_way than by deaths in the usual course of human nature, and a series of

years most revolve etc this melancholy 50mg: of reduction can produce a

diminution below the numerical list of ships. 0n the other hand, it is not

unknuun to your Lordship», that the list of the navy has experienced great

reduction“ since the cessation of hostilities, hy the sale and breaking up of

ships by which the number of l’urscrs is lurther increased above the list of

El]? navy in proportion astit has been diminished. Thus the restrtcttolts are

prolonged greatly hr-yontl the period which may have been originally con

tetttpltttctl ; and to allow thi~ circumstance to operate to the dieadvantage

ofthe candidates, Would -urely not be consistent with the liherality which

has distinguished your Lordshtps. It is, therefore, to the favourable inter

position of the Board of Admiralty, that they can alonc‘ look for the

i L: J__’1%
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' ' ~vilorogmion of the Order in Council, which can never otherwise cease to be

restrictive; for the list of the navy will be found to decrease by loss and

sale ol'ships in a much greater ratio than the casual reduction ofthe list of

Pursers.

1' shall now take the liberty of laying before your Lordships a compara

'ti\'e view of' the case ofcaiitlidates for the rank of Purser, and that of other

'ofiicers who continue to be promoted from time to lime, as their services

may render them worthy of advancement. It is true, my Lords, that

there are already a greater number of l’ursers than ships on the list of the

'navy; but since those otlicers have been placed on the establishment of

half-pay, they cannot be termed slimding warrant oliicers, nor deemed to
launch, as was formerly the practice, to ships out of commission; and,

Consequently, I hutnhly conceive they should be considered as upon the

'same'l‘ooting with Masters and 'Surgeons, of whom there is also a redun

dancy, and who, nevertheless, are not prohibited from promotion when

merit or service may recommend them. To illustrate this fact, Ineed

only mention, that on the return of the expedition from Algiers, the whole

. of the senior Assistant-Surgeons of the ships engaged in that brilliant

achievement were promoted, notwithstanding the list quur-gemu being con

siderably more numerous than lliu! qft/te Pursrrs; and, in consequence of

the existing restrictions, nothing could be done for the Clerks, who parti

cipated in the dangers of the stime heroic enterprise, though it appeared

from the public despatclies that several ofthem were wounded.

Hence, my Lords, it is evident, that the door of promotion is alone shut

against them, and lth open to every other class of officers who, on such

occasions. may be found worthy of being brought forward.

' ' The liliernlity which has guided yourLordships in the promotion of Mid

shipmen, deserves to be particularly recorded. It affords an ample proof

ol'your disposition to cherish the views of young ollicers, who are accustomed

'to look to advancement as the only return for the hazards to which they are

CIposetl—as the dearest Object of all their exertions—and as the chief

scurce of she noble emulation which has acquired and upheld the pre

eminent natal glory of Great Britain. Yes, my Lords, I have often beheld

gallant young officers, actuated by the hopes of applause, and the reward

of prel'erment, enthusiastically throw themselves forward to execute the

'most perilous enterprises ; and it is the encouragement of this laudable am

bition for honour and distinction, which has elicited the talent and intre

pidity of an [ixmuuth, a Keats, a llallowell, and a Hope—the splendid orbs

of ottr service.

To represent the merits of the case in question, it will simply be necessary

to state, that the management of the ship’s books, on which so much dc

‘ pends, and the various departments connected therewith, is appropriated

to the Captain’s Clerk, whose unremitting attention tnust he applied to the

performance of this complicated employment; and your Lordships are per-l

l'ectly sensible that the correspondence necessarily intrusted to a Secretary's

L'lerlt is at all times of a very confidential nature, and frequently of the

highest importance. A Midshipman usually enters the Navy while a boy

0.! 12 or 1;! years old, and receives the benefit of instruction during the
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progress of his preparatory term of service, which qualifies him for prefer

ment at the age of 19; but the office confided to a Clerk requires that he

shall he arrived at a more advanced period of life, and his education com

pleted, to enable him to undertake the indispensable duties with which he

becomes charged. This circumstance seems to have been duly weighed in

the “ General Naval Instructions,” which prescribe only twelve months

service to qualify Clerks for promotion ; and hence, it is to be presumed,

that no one can evade the acknowledgment of the peculiar hardship sufl'ered

by those who, having served four, six, and eight years, are discharged, at

the end of a war, without the smallest compensatioii ! Your Lordships, as

I before observed, have been extremely liberal in the reward of Midshin

men—the whole of them, who had any strength of claim, having received

the rank of Lieutenant; but no addition has been made to the list of Pot

scrs since July, 1814, nor then was there any general promotion of that

class of ofiicers.

Doubtless, my Lords, you will be desirous to limit, as much as possible,"

die expenses of our maritime establishments : hut however indispensable it

may be to enforce the most rigid principles of economy in every branch of

public expenditure, I should expect that such a consideration does not

suggest the necessity of continuing to exclude a very useful description of

young men from the recompense sojustly due to their merits and service.

I have thus, my Lords, endeavoured to point out the severity with which

the “ Order in Council" operates against the views of candidates for the

rank of Purser; and I entertain a lively hope, that the peculiar hardship

of their case will induce your Lordships to recommend the suspension of

the restrictions, to enable the Board of Admiralty to make u promotion of

those who may be found most deserving; or that you will be pleased to

adopt measures for the superannuation of a certain number of the Senior

Porters, and fill up their vacancies in that manner, giving, 1 should pres

some, a preference tothosc who have acted in that oflice, or hold any

other appointment. I have the honour to be, my Lords,

Your Lordships' most obedient humble Servant,

N, J.’ (3’.

On the Proprier of considering the Naval Inlerut, in the Appointment: lq

Naval Establishments.

lllt. EDITOR, Woo/wick, November 3d, 1817.

EING on a visit to a naval friend a few weeks since, I happened to

take up a former Number of your Chronicle, containing a very excel

lent letter from a Correspondent (signed Clericus), on the subject of pen

sions to the widows of naval ofiicers. Pursuing the writer’s promise of

comments on Naval Charitable Institutions, I likewise hud the pleasure to

read his very able and judicious letter on the Asylum at Greenwich; an

Institution intended to be both nnval and charitable ; but which, by the

remarks of Clerims, added to many other unanswerable proofs, is clearly

proved to be neither.
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The perusal of these letters brought to my recollection a.circumstance

that happened during a sojourn I was making in London in the summer

of 1816.

Some business took me to the Admiralty, and while I was in the waiting

room there, a woman entered, very anxiously requesting her way to one of

the principal clerks (Mr. Pearce), and at the same time presented a note

for my perusal. On reading her document, I found it to be from the

Viscountess Melville, apprising her of her being appointed housekeeper

to the Admiralty‘Office, and enumerating, among the many advantages of

the situation, an addition of twenty pounds per annum to the salary, for

which she would be expected to see that the bits were kept clean: this part

of the duty the newly-appointed housekeeper immediately explained to me,

was the brightening the tops of the ink-bottles. My first question to the

person was: " Pray what rank did your husband hold in the service E "

not doubting that any other pretension could havejustified her receiving so

desirable an employment. Judge my surprise, I might almost say indigna

tion, when she appeared quite at a loss to interpret what my question could

mean. “ Oh dear, my husband was not in any service at the time of his

death—he had been in the family i "

My curiosity was excited, and on further inquiry, I discovered this per

son was a ri-devant waiting-woman of Viscountess Melville, and having

one son, and be employed about the Stock-Exchange, and herself keeping

a lodging house in Jermyn-street, she had been selected to fill a situation

that many captains' widows would be glad to accept, to say nothing of the

innumerable number of female orphans who have lost every friend and

every dependence in the naval defence of the country.

I have mentioned this circumstance in many private circles, and my

ideas on the subject have been unanimously supported and strengthened by

the opinions of all parties coinciding, that such situations as are a branch

of the naval department should be filled by persons who have claims on the

service.

In the military department such is invariably the case, and stimulated by

such information, my inquiries have been, since the alTair I mention, very

much directed to the distresses of those widows and orphans, who have not

even the benefit ofa pension for the privation of their friends who died in

the naval service of the country (for it would seem the patronage of an

individual is sometimes preferable). I have collected many strong cases in

point, which I will from time to time transmit, should this be deemed

worth insertion in your next Number. ,1

To correct great abuses may require a Select Committee ; but to observe

minor mistakes is the province of

fl" .2147;
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0n Ute Death g‘ the Princess Charlotte of Wales.

What tragic tears bedim the eye ! ' . .

“her death: we suffer, ere we die!

Our broken friendships, we deplore,

And love: of youth, that are no more.

MR. sorrott, 14th November, 1817.

IT will not, I think, he considered improper nt this_time of universal

mourning—at this hour of calamity to the British people—to defer~

entering on any naval subject, and to devote our thoughts and attention

entirely to the consideration ofthc magnitude and extent of that heavy (I

had almost said irreparable) loss which the nation has sustained, in the

death of their amiable Princess, and her ill-fated ofl'spring, the unhappy,

although innocent cause of her untimely fate. Not more unexpected,

indeed, was this dreadful blow, than heart-tending are the distre~s and dis;

appointment it has occasioned from one end of the empire to the other:

for, as the hopes of the British nation were raised lligll with expectation,

that an heir to the throne would “be given to their wishes, rind to those of

the royal parents, sovgrent in proportion must be the keenness oftheir Feel

ings of disappointment, in thus heholding the cup ol'jny dashed from their

lips, and every hope laid prostrate in the dust. What shall fill the void

thus occasioned in the hearts of a loyal, an admiring, and approving peo

ple? Alas l it must be long indeed, ere this sad calamity can he forgot

ten; fur whilst the memory ot‘the eminent virtues, the exemplary piety, of

the deceased shall remain, 1so long shall her memory be engraved dt eply on

the minds of the Britilfi people, who witnessed, with hope, and joy, and

exultation, her-,4niitible conduct; that conduct, which distinguished the

life‘oft'liis distinguished Princess far more than royal birth, or an expected

Crown. She was born and bred up amongst the British people ; they had

opportunities of seeing her, of [mowing her, and of learning to love and

esteem her, not for the sake of what she would be, but of what sue truly

was, an. amiable young woman, exalted indeed in rank, but no less so by

her virtues. It may be truly said, that her short life was one of active viri

tue and benevolence; and long, long, indeed, must the British people

deplore her loss; for who can till the void thus named in their hearts?

What can promise to them again the fondly cherished hopes which the

lamented Princess Charlotte had given rise to: they Ctllremplnletl'lhe

time, when she should, either in her own person, or that of her offspring,

till with distinguished lustre the throne of England; and her virtues, talents,

and accomplishments, promised much; but, vain man, pride nutthyselt'

on to-morrow, for we are but of yesterday. Alas, Sir, the farther con]

sideration of this mournl'ul subject must irresistably lerui even the most

unthinking mind to pause a little, and to behold, in this most awful and

unexpected visitation, the power of that Almighty Being, who \villcth and

it ifidone; who saith amongst the children of men, “ Return.” But I

forbear to urge it farther: may the lesson, this impressive lesson of mor

tality, and ot' the shortness of life, have due weight on the Prince and the
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People; may we all deeply lay it to heart—Bu! from a mourning people,

who rested their best hopes on this truly amiable and favourite Princess,

thus suddenly torn away from us, let us turn for a-moment, to shed the tear

of sorrow for her fate, as a wife and daughter; let us sympathize (and who

that has a heart will not do so) with her mourning father, and her distracted

husband ; from their hands has the cup ofjoy and of hope been also dashed

away, and all around them is now become black as the sable plumes which

oercanopy the deceased, and darlt as the confines of the grave where their

food hopes are now buried. The feelings of the people are strong, are

general, are irresistible; but who can paint, who can describe, the heart

tending distress, and agony, and wretchedness, of her beloved, now

widowed, Prince of Cobourg; those only who have sustained the loss of

all their hearts held dear on earth, they alone can feel for lzim ; they do

feel for him; his affection and tenderness to the beloved partner of his

heart, can never be forgotten; he was the husband of her aliections; and

Sad and sorrowful indeed must that hour have been, when “ the link of

fund hearts was broken ;" when the united affections of two young hearts

was dissolved by the cold hand of Death—the one taken, and the othe'r_

left. Yet even at that hour oftrial, and of suffering, the amiable Prince

shrunk not from the trial, however severe ; he was with her, to soothe and

comfort her, although his own heart must have been breaking. And she—

Yet could she nother closing eyes withdraw,

Though less and less of him she loved, she saw ;

So, speechless for a little space she lay,

Then grasped the hand she held, and sighed her soul away.

‘ Such was the death of our young, our amiable Princess; the recollection

of whom, and of whose virtues, will long, long continue the mournful

theme of praise, and the subject of universal lanientation ; for it is not to

be concealed. that in every point of view, both private and public, no such

great calamity, nor heavy loss, has overtaken the British nation for centu

rLes hack : we have now, at one hlow. been deprived of the mother and

child; of all that was dear to our hopes; of the best support ofthe House

of Brunswick; of her, on whom all eyes looked with joy, and towards

whom, all hearts turned with hope and expectation: here, then, is cause

for mourning indeed ; yet let us not mourn as those who have no hope ;

but let us trust in Itim, who castcth down, but also raiseth up again : in

that Almighty Power let the nation put all its trust, for he alone can pre

serve, he is our stay and our best shield ; and if the voice of mourning is

heard in our streets, let us still trust in him, and he will bring us comfort

and consolation. All that con with propriety be said more on the death

of the Princess Charlotte, may perhaps be better summed up in the follow

ing lines to her memory :— '

Remov’d from all the pains and cores of life,

' Here rests the pleasing friend, the faithful wife;

Ennohled by the virtues of her upright mind,

 

in.

.. , Constant to goodness, and in death resigu’d.

Bah. tttbrnn. Vol. XXXVIII. s p
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\Vho placed true greatness in a wise rclrcal,

And practised piety, without the world‘s deceit.

Oh ! early lost, in virtuc's fairest prime,

Thy virtues have supplied life’s want of time.

No death is sudden to a soul prepar’tl,

For God's appointed time brings its reward.

Thy death (and such, oh reader, with thy own !)

\Val free from terror, and without a groan ;

Thy spirit to himself, the Almighty drew,

Mild as the Sun receives the ascending dew.

Ilere must my pen stop. I cannot, I am sensible, do justice to the

merits, to the virtues, of our departed Princess, or to the general grief for

her untimely death; but I nm well assured her virtuesdwell, and will long

continue deeply engraved on the hearts of her people. May then that peo

ple find a successor to her worthy of their affections ; and may her afflicted

relatives, her royal father, and her SOrrOWiltg husband, find that consola

tion, which Ileavon only can bestow. Such is the heartfelt wish and

earnest prayer of

wit, M46072

TO THE COMMITTEE OF THE SOCIETY OF SHIP-OWNERS.

Gerri-Luisa,

AM induced to address you, in consequence of what passed at your

late general meeting ; I mean also to reply to a letter addressed to the

Editor of the Public Ledger, by one of your Body, inserted October the ‘Zd;

at which time, your report for the preceding year was presented to the

Society; stating many grievances which had existed, prejudicial to the

interests of British Shipping and Commerce, but now done away through

your exertions; as also many other grievances which still exist, and require

your further exertion and perseverance to get removed.

It was also stated in your report, that the attention you receivedv from

the different departments of government, “ Hos impressed them with the

conviction, that the shipping interest have only to bring their just com

plaints before government, to obtain all the redress that circumstances will

allow!" You also stated, that you have, “in an especial manner, to

acknowledge the attention of the Elder Brethren of the Trinity House, and

of the Cunnnittee of Lloyd's; who have shown the utmost readiness to co

operate with this Committee, in measures of public utility." And lastly,

a recommendation to Ship-Owners, qf a rude of signals, adapted to the

merchant's servirc, by Captain lllarryal, of the R. N.

   

' This language may be deemed courteous. It certainly is not the plain hottest

language of Seamen; and when coming from a Society formed to correct pub

lic evils, perhaps cabinet ministers may think it savour: qfflattery,‘ and, from .1

recent occurrence, there can be no doubt that Mr. Secretary Cruiser must be

convinced, that so far as regards just complaints to public departments, it it

not fact, otherwise there would have been no occasion for your Society.
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After the report had been read, and some desnltory conversation had

talten place, the Chairman remarked, that if any gentleman wished to offer

his opinion upon the suhject, that was the time. I then addressed the

Society, and said, that if any thing ought to excite their surprise and

astonishment, as also that of the public, it would be, to find that so many

grievances could possibly have existed, at one time, prejudicial to British

shipping and the essential interests of the country, as mentioned in your

report. 'l'hat many of these evils never could have talten place, if the

Corporation of the 'l‘rinity-l'louse had performed their duties to their

country, agreeably to charter, by which they are bound to attend to the

“ relief, increase, and augmentation of the shipping of these Kingdoms."

Such being the fact, it certainly was their duty, in the first instance, to

have endeavoured, by their exertions, to prevent most of these grievances

from taking place; as also, to have endeavoured to remove those, which

time might have rendered contrary to reason and interest at the P1088!" day.

From the disposition you express to have found in his Majesty's ministers,

and in all the public departments, to attend to just complaints of this

nature, there can be no doubt, that if a proper representation had been

made by that Body, incorporated for the express purpose, among other

things, of watching over the shipping interests of these realms, such

grievances never could have taken place.

Ialso attributed to that Corporation, in not performing their duties

agreeably to charter, the neglected state of our maritime affairs generally,

but more particularly the want of regular-bred British seamen in our navy

and merchant‘s service. during the late war; also the loss to British se-ttnen

oftliose rights and franchises they formerly possessed. In their statement

to the House of Commons lately published, they strongly represented the

powers with which they were invested, particularly as regards seamen ; but

they forgot to mention those surreal dult'es which they are hound, by out/t,'

to perform towards them. After this, I represented them as n lm-ly in a

state of passive obedience ;" which principle, it would appear, they were

inclined to carry to excess. That it was yet in the memory of man, when

they threatened to expel an Elder Brother, for having had the presumption

to declare, that they selected some persons as Elder Brethren who wereI

not adapted to discharge the duties.'l' This menace would probably hate

been carried into eficct, but for the dread that it might become the aIIbJQCI

ofa court of law, where this ufl'rcled mysterious system would have been

exposed to public view. This apprehension, if I am rightly informed,

stopped them from proceeding further in the business.

I then called the attention of the Society to the purposes for which their

own body was founded, to perform, at their own expense and labour, :1.

part of those duties which the Corporation of the Trinity-House, the grn’nd

 

' Ilmpe it will be perfectly understood, when I allude to the Corporation as

a body, [am far front having the some opinion of them indivrdually. Thisi

shall tnore fully explain at some future period.

1* I believe a similar selection has taken place within the last ten years,
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chamber of navigation of these realms, have declined, or neglected to per

form, merely, I presume, because the performance of them might lead

them into opposition and controversy with ministers and public bodies, and

clash with their private views and interests. After this, I read the resolu~

tion, which I intended to propose, stating, that British shipping, and

British seamen, ought ever to be supported together; and that it appeared

to me a most extraordinary omission in their report, that the greatest of all

grievances, as affecting not only the shipping interest, but the vital interests

of these realms, particularly in time of war, was totally overlooked; I

mean the hardships, particularly that most grievous one of impresstuent,

to which British seamen are exposed

-0n the resolution being read by the Chairman, and seconded by Mr.

Curling. silence ensued for some time; after “hich, Mr. Gillespie arose

and said, that he thought the question was premature; that the meeting

was taken by surprize, as not having been informed that such a subject

would have been brought forward ; and that few gentlemen h-td suflicient

knowledge of the subject, to pledge themselves thereupon at that time;

yet he acknowledged that it appeared to him to contain matter ofcon

siderahle interest and importance to the shipping interest, so much so, as

to render it Worthy the attention of the ‘ociety; but he thought it. ought

to have been submitted to the Committee in the first instance.

Mr. Higgiu then rose, and expressed hisv opinion, that the subject of the

resolution, although perhaps it was not 50 well understood by the Society

generally, as it was by myself, was certainly deserving the particular atten.

tion and consideration ofthe Committee; and that he had no doubt that

if it was understood, it should become a subject of their Consideration;

thntI would have no objection to withdraw it at that time, upon that utt

derstandiug. To this suggestion I agreed, as did the gentleman who

seconded the resolution ; and l withdrew it accordingly.

,After the principal business of the meeting was over, Mr. Rowcroft

remarked, that although he thought I was premature in bringing forward

such a resolution, yet he recommended to the Society the consideration of

the subject. He also noticed the important disclosures that had been

made on other subjects, itt consequence of an investigation made by a

Committee of the [loose of Commons, which he said was the proper place

for the discussion of my resolution.

This, to the best of my recollection, was the substance of what passed

rclative to the annexed resolution, which I now send you for your conq

eideratiou, with the book ofthe charters, &c. of the Corporation of the

Trinity-House, thutyour Socitty may be informed of the facts which!

have ntbamcd. I send also a copy of my letter to Earl Spencer, upon

the subject. lam induced to talte this pohhc method of sending you

the copy on the resttlutiun, that the public may knew that such has been

moved in your Society, and that not a Single voice was raised against the

principle of it ; also that they may know upon what understanding it was

witltdrntut. l have now submitted it to your Body, and your open and

avowed opinion thereon will be a matter of course, to be delivered in due

and proper time.
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When you consider, that your Society was founded to enrrect the evils

and errors that have arose through the neglect of the Corporation of the

Trinity-House, prejudicial to the interests of the navigation and commerce

of these realms, it certainly was to he expected, that you would meet with

every possible attention from his Majesty's ministers, anti the various

departments of government; as on the correction of these evils, depends the

vital interests of the country. It was also to be expected you would

receive a marked attention from the Corporation of the Trinity-House; for

ifthe Corporation can get you to perform such part of their duties, as they

for obvious reasons neglect, though they are well remunerated, if not

directly, at least indirectly, by the cmt~equcnce anti influence attached to

their situation ; and which Consequence, at this time, is derived from the

infractions, made by the tyrannical James the 2d, on the rights and privi

lege; of British seamen. When you are therefore disposed to perform the

most uncourteous, or uncourtier-like part of the duties ofthe Corporation,

is it therefore to he wondered at, that they should in return meetyou with

politene~s.

I now feel no hesitation to say, that after all you have performed, and

all you propose to perform, your lahours, and the expense incurred by the

ship~0wner, will only produce hulf measures towards guarding against

future grievances, as well as towards establishing the true maiitime policy

0f the“ realms. unless you go to the root of the evil, and which never can

he eradicated. until brought before a Committee of the Legislature, who

are alone equal to the investigation, and who are alone competent to make

the necessary representations upon the subject to the head of the govern

ment.

’ Allow me to ask you, what must be the opinion of the British public,

and British seamen, on a report made by the Ship-Owner's Society ofthis

Port, and which pretends to state the various grievances under which they

labour, without making the least allusion to the evils arising from impreSs

ment; or to the injury sustained by British seamen, in their just rights and

privilews ; a l)0tl_\' of men that have a peculiar claim upon their care, and

that deserves so well of their country. \Vhtm this glaring omission is

remarked, every one who reflects on the subject, must Consider you as a

body influenced alone by self-interested motives, and totally tltstitute of

true patriotism, as well as those feelings nhtch every British subject ought

to possess towards so meritorious a class. Such must he the impression,

and yet I maintain, from the particular knowledge I have of some persons

belonging to your Committee, that there are some among you, “host: feel

ings are ever ulite to the uell'are of their profession, though they may be

over-ruled by others. By these liouot'abie men I hope an elTutt will be yet

made to com ct so gross and flagrant an omission.

I now have to call your attention to that art of your report respecting

Captain Murryat's publication, containing a compiled code of signals for the

merchant's service. Allowing Captain Marryat every merit due 'to him,

for hating improved upon former suggestions and con pilations for the same

purpose by other merchant seamen, but who had not powerful friends to

bring them forward, and sincerely wishingtltat they may be generally adopted,
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yet I cannot refrain from remarking, that the British navy has been much

indebted toFrenchmen, for first suggestions. on this, as on many other occa

sions; and to Sir Home Popliam, a mercantile-bred seaman, particularly,

for various and most useful improvements. That the changes may be dis

played numerically by a few flags and pendants, to an indefinite period, is

generally known at this time.

I have been induced to take notice oftbis publication, from the particu

lar manner in which, I am informed, it was recommended to the notice of

the Committee of Lloyd's, by the Committee of the Ship-Owner's Society ;'

who informed them, that they intended to provide their ships with the

necessary signal flags, 51c. agreeable to the plan recommended by Captain

Narrynt. It therefore became necessary, on the part of the Committee of

Lloyd's, that their agents should be provided with signal flags, and the pub

lication ; as otherwise there could be no communication between the ships

and the shore. When it is considered that Captain Marryat, of the ILN

is the son of the Chairman of the Committee of Lloyd's, Iam sure the ship

owners, and the public, will do every justice to the very ingenious manner

by which it has been brought forward, and they will, no doubt, feel a due

sense ofobligation, for the information contained in the publication, that

flags and pendants can be procured from one of your Committee.

Your Committee having so strongly recommended this publication to the

notice of the Ship-Owner's Society, and of the public, by introducing it

into your report, perhaps you may be in like manner induced to recommend

my publication. to the Committee of Lloyd's, on the Evils of Impressment,

and on the means of doing them away, by an improvement of our marine

system, the more especially, as it is acknowledged to be a subject of much

more vital consequence to the shipping interest, the welfare of the nation,

and British seamen ; therefore it is not impossible, but that they may re

commend it to the notice of their Chairman (Mr. Marryat), who perhaps

will take up the subject himself; in which case, I have no doubt, from his

superior abilities, and the peculiar manner in which his son's publication

has been introduced, through the Committee of the Ship-Owner's Society,

to the Committee of Lloyd's, as also the expressive manner in which he

mentioned Captain Marryat's, of the IL. '. code of signals, at alate general

meeting at this place—From all these considerations, I presume he can

find no difiiculty to introduce the subject of impressment, even to the con

sideration of the House of Commons, particularly when he reflects, that

one who ranks among the oldest subscribers to these rooms, was a few

years ago dragged by the neck for fifty yards, until life was nearly

exhausted, besides his family being ill-treated, and the effects of which

are, at times, the cause of sufl‘eringr to this day, through the evils of that

very impressment; and which was performed by the refuse of mankind,

 

' When recommending my own publication to your notice, I wish it to be

understood, that I solicit no man or body of men to take up the subject on my

account individually, but for the general good of the country and my profession -,

neither shall I consider myself under any particular obligation to any man, be,
yond that of other Britiin seamen, for his efforts towards giving it cti'ect. i
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under the command of a principal, who, I am sorry to say, though he was

a British naval officer, attempted, after this atrocious act, to palliate the

offence to the Admiralty, by representing the fellows who were guilty ofitL

as men ofgood and exemplary characters.

Here is a field for glorious exertions, worthy those patriotic feelings so

often expressed by Mr. Marryat, towards the interests of British shipping,

and the welfare of British seamen. I do not know any man in this kingdom

more competent, than the Chairman of the Committee oleoyd's, to bring

forward the subject of impressment, as no body of men in this kingdom

have shewn a higher, or so high a sense of the services performed by

British seamen. This sense was not confined to words, but was manifest in

frequent and ample contributions in money, for the support of seamen and

their families, under various circumstances. How far the influence of one

subject may weigh with that gentleman more than the other, I do not pre

tend to say ; though there is this marked difference, that in the one

instance llC’lS impelled by private interest, whereas in the other he can

only be actuated by public motives, and by a sense of general interest.

Time alone can shew which is the proponderating principle with than

gentleman.

I now have to call your attention to a letter addressed to the Public

Ledger, dated October the 2d, and acknowledged by Mr. Lyall, one of

your Committee, to have been written by himself. The regard and esteem

I have for this gentleman ' will not allow me to suppose that he would

advance that which he thought was incorrect ; I therefore attribute to his

inexperience alone, his want of caution, in commenting upon a subject

Connected with maritime affairs. Mr. L makes the following remark when

alluding toa paragraph in the Public Ledger, September 80th. “ But from

the prefatory observations in the advertisement, Persons who were not

present at the meeting might probably infer that the resolution was sub

stantially and in principle approved of, although the time and mode of

bringing it forward was deemed premature."—'l‘be part of the paragraph to

which I presume this alludes, runs thus: “ It appeared to receive the unn

nimous opinion of the Society, at least there was no objection raised

against it." After the representation I have made of what passed at the

time, allow me to ask, what other inference could possibly be drawn, after

a resolution has been moved and seconded, and that by a most respectable

member of your Committee, and on which two most respectable and well

informed persons offered their opinion (one a Vice-President, and the

other belonging to your Committee), both of whom agreed, that the sub—

ject of the resolution was of considerable interest and importance to the

cause for which the Society was formed ; and although they deemed it was

premature at that time, yet thought it deserving the attention and con.

sideratiou of their Committee P Surely this only can be construed into a

unanimous admission of the principle of the resolution, and that the sub

 

' I have strong presumption to draw a conclusion, that this gentleman was on

tits recount selected to ofi'er remarks on the subject.

1
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ject was deemed to be deserving their attention, by allowing it to pass in

silence, recommended to the future consideration of their Committee.

Inowaslt Mr. L. on what ground, beyond his own opinion, he can deny

that it was not generally approved by the meeting; and I will now venture

further to assert, for his information, that I verily believe, that nine out of

ten belonging to the Society, particularly nautical men. are decidedly

for the question, although I have my doubt, if one in ten would dare pub

licly to oil'er his real sentiments upott it; and I do further assert, that I do

believe there is not any subject that could be brought forward, which would

meet with more general'approbation among the shipping and mercantile

men of this country, or that cooldp'ossihly prove more beneficial to the

interests of these realms generally. 'I‘lt‘é‘only reason I have ever yet heard

advanced against it being brought forward, is 'an apPrehehsiOn, that the
Society have not sufficient strength to give it effect. ' ' " n I

Mr. L. remarked on the incongrnity of sanctioning a resolution, directly

at variance with the report. Let us admit this fact: yet surely this gentle

man mustnllow, that your report is in itself incongruous, as it noticesa

ntarlted attention from the Corporation of the Trinity-House, though it is

well known, that your Society has been instituted, iii a great measure,

on account of the inattention to the discharge oftheir duties, that has been

displayed by that very Corporation, and therefore nothing could he more

inconsistent and incongruous, than the declaration made on your part

towards that Body. '

Mr. Lyall also stated, that “ The fact was, the m0ver of the resolution

in question prefaced it by making, some strong assertions as to the causes

of the present generally depressed state of our maritime afi'uirs, of the vali

dity of which most of the persons present felt themselves, for want of the

requisite information, quite incompetent to judge."--With respect to the

strong assertions alluded to, i have now repeated them, and therefore need

not comment upon them further at this time. If Mr. Lyall wished to

imply, that I had advanced what I could not maintain. this I must deny;

and if any thing could prove the necessity of the resolutionlproposed

being curried into effect, his owtt assertions would go further to produce

that effect, than any thing I ltave yet advanced, or can possibly advance

hereafter. When you consider, that the Society of ShipOu-ners in the

first port of this kinngm, have been declared by one of their Own Com

mittee, to be ignorant of the fundamental principles and duties of the

grand Chamber of Navigation of these realtns, you will agree with tne, that

I have tint advanced any thing so strong upon the subject.

Mr. Lvall also says, that it was referred to the Committee, “ principally,

I believe, with a view of petting rid of it in a way the least oifenshe to the

feelings of the mover, whose Zeal and exertions on many occasions afl‘ect

ing our marititne concerns, it is but fair to allow."—()n thisv I have to

inform Mr. L. that so far from the possibility of my feelings being wounded,

in consequence of ntty fate that might have befallen my resolution, that it

was well known to some friends who were present, that it was brought for

ward at the time, not with a view to immediate success, but for the sole

purpose of being publicly recommended to the notice of the Committee.

7“ ‘ _____/—-N,"_ ._-_, s
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‘ i now beg leave to add to those alleged strong assertion: before advanced,
that although report says, the Corporation of the'lTrinity-House deny the

'power of any persons (Parliament excepted) to examine into the applica

tion of their funds. which denial I presume if fact, they found upon the

artful policy ofJames the Ed, on the confirmation of their charter; yet I

feel no hesitation to any, that when I ofi'er further explanation on this sub

ject, agreeably to what I have advanced in my public letter to Lord Spen

cer, thatl have no doubt of being able to prove, that this extraordinary

assertion is founded on paradox, and is contrary to the true spirit and

intentions of the original charter ; and I moreover assert, that many thou

sands of pounds have been expended by that Corporation, contrary to the

rules prescribed by charter, and prejudicial to the interests of British sea~

men. This subjectimperiouslj/ demands the particular attention of every

British scaman, as well as a strict investigation into those rights and privi

leges which he possesses, agreeable to the original charters of this

Corporation.

Mr. Lyall having acknowledged my zeal and exertions on many occasions,

in the support of our maritime concerns, will, I hope, plead my excuse, for

adopting the practice of naval ofiicers towards claiming the attention

of the Admiralty, when claiming the attention of your Committee,

and of the public, to some particular services I have rendered the

country in maritime afl'airs, as also to the benefits which many of

your Society have received, through my single exertions with the

Transport Board, in the years 1803, 4, and 5, at which period, my

attempt to renovate that service-was treated by most men as far more

chimerical and ridiculous than what I have now proposed respecting

the Corporation of the Trinity-House. Although, in the first instance, I

was called before the Commissioners, and honoured with their abuse, yct

I soon afterwards convinced them that I Was correct,‘ and in a short time

they adopted every suggestion loflcred, and the result not only proved

beneficial to individuals, by dividing the business of that Board among

many persons ; but they promoted the general good of the country, both

in its financial and political relations, as a saving of many millions of

money, and in all probability the saving of manylives, was etl'ected in conse

quence. They had also the effect of improving the princlple of our warlike

expeditions, by preventing, as was too generally the case before, the em

ploym'e'nt, at times, of our worst ships in the transport of ordnance and

other stores.

It is also well known to many ofyour Committee, that I have individually

rendered to the shipping interest, and to British seamen in the West India

Trade, essential services, by resisting those arbitrary measures adopted in

the first instance, by some individuals belonging to the West India Dock

concern; and I have no hesitation further to assert, that the country and

British seamen have already received advantages in consequence of my

 

‘l‘ Having convinced one nautical Board of their errors, perhaps ought to

entitle my remarks to a certain share of attention from another.

Bflbnfibtflfl- Vol. XXXVIIL 3 I
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verbal representations to Lord Melville, as also through my public letter!

on Impressment, which perhaps hereafter I shall more fully explain.

In September, 1816, when a general meeting of Ship-Owners was con-'

vened at the City ofLondon Tavern, with the view of forming the present

Society, the same evils would have taken place, which prevented the former

Ship-Owner’s Society from proving effective, after the death of their late

venerable and worthy Chairman, Mr. Robert Curling! At that time it

was the intention of a few persons to have formed your Society‘l' agreeably to

their own views and principles. It had also been arranged to have a Com

mittee elected at that time, if I had not raised my voice against it, by

strong assertions, saying, that I always conceived, when men formed them

selves into a public society, that public good only ought to be theirfirst con

sideration} private interest the seronrl. Although this theory, no doubt,

was contrary to the opinions of many persons present, yet this reasoning

prevailed. Inlso represented, that permanent Chairmen, and permanent

Committees to public Societies, were generally contrary to good policy;

and that it was necessary that the Chairman and Committee should be

elected annually; which election should be regulated by circumstances,

that otherwise they would in a short time subvert the first principles on

which they were founded; and I therefore strongly recommended the out

line of the plan which has been adopted. I also insisted on the necessity

of adjournment at that time to another day, that gentlemen might take into

their consideration what had been proposed, and give notice to others who

were not present. Had my proposition not. been adopted, your Society

would not have proved effective. '

I am induced to ofi'er these remarks, to prove, that I have rendered your

Society a most essential service, and whichI presume gives men particular

claim to your attention, in the resolution I have proposed. While it acts

on the principles I have advanced, it shall receive my utmost support, but

in such manner as I may deem most conducive to the purposes for which it

was formed. Perhaps in no instance I shall be enabled to render you a

greater service towards rendering your Institution efi'ective, than by guard

ing you from becoming a stepping stone to individual interest, which was

notoriously the downfall of the former Society.
 

' The practical nautical knowledge and experience of this gentleman in mari

time atl'airs generally,joined to an upright and independent conduct, should ever

be the guide to your choice in a Chairman. If such persons were selected.

they would deserve the particular attention of ministers and public departments,

in consequence of the information they might be enabled to give on maritime

affairs, to much required at this time, You have such persons among your body.

1 The true policy of u government, and persons in command, should be, never

to allow such an accumulation of evils and errors to take place. as to cause indi

viduals to form themselves into public Societies to obtain redress. When such

measures are adopted. it proves. that there either has been a neglect, want of

judgment, or proper information upon the subject, in the ruling powers; and

afford: an opportunity for designing men to act on the public mind, agreeable to

their own views; and raises reflections in the mind: of men prejudicial to those

in command.

I
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i I am fully sensible, that it appears extraordinary'to many of my friends,

that I should offer my opinions in the public manner I have done on our

maritime affairs. However, this was not my intention when I first olTered

my private remarks to Lord Melville, on the subject of Itnpressment ; at

which time my wish was to have acted in a similar manner to that I

adopted with regard to the Transport Board. I also am fully sensible of the

unpleasant consequences to which Iain exposed by my public remarks, sub

jected to such strictures' as any one may please to offer upon the subject.

Yet when I reflect, that if men were to be checked by such considerations,

no public good would be ever attained, and I have felt myself impelled to

persevere, by an impulse arising from a train of singular circumstances ; I

have therefore overlooked personal convenience, in order to promote the

object I have in view ; and when I reflect, that a British seamau, in

endeavouring to serve his country and his profession, ought never to allont

any earthly consideration, on this side the grave, to prevent his pursuing

the object in view, until he hasattained it; particularly when he is guarded

with the shield oftruth, supported by fact, animated by the principles of a

Chatham, and, as far its powers will admit, advanced with the energy ofa

Nelson. As yet, no person has offered publicly to overturn my suggestions,

while they have received the approbation of all ranks of persons, and (if

I am rightly informed) even that of Lords of the Admiralty, and Elder

Brethretr of the Corporation of the 'l‘riuity-House. Already bmje the

Marine Society, and the India Company, acted to a certain dl‘gree upon

the observations I have made respecting that servicefi though from want of

knowledge of the true principles of our marine system, they have not con

aidered, that what would prove beneficial in time of warl has a contrary ten

dency in time of peace. "

That there is a defect in our maritime policy, both as regards shipping

and seamen, is generally acknowledged ; that this arises from the want of

practical knowledge in those persons who till public nautical situations, or

from their total neglect of them, cannot be denied.

The fundamental principles of the Corporation of the Trinity-House are,

without doubt, the very best that could be adopted, with the view of form

ing the true maritime policy of these realms, were they only to be acted

upon agreeable to the true spirit and meaning of the original charter. To

the want of this may be attributed the first cause of those cvils “hich now

attend British shipping and British seamen. As a maritime Kingdom, this

imperioust demands the attention of every man who regards the welfare

 

' Wth the Apostle Paul preached Christianity to the Jews and others, he

\as taken before a public tribunal, charged with being seditious; from which be

appealed to Caisar. and was sent a prisoner to Rome_ Who at that time would

have believed, lhat the only remains of the Roman empire and its first city

aeltoold be upheld to posterity by the professors of the very doctrines which be

advanced.

1- Iallude to the boys from the Marine Society at this time apprenticed on

board the India Corn pany’s ships. ’
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of his country. In advancing this, I conceive that I am acting agreeable

to tny oath as a younger Brother of the Corporation, which says, “ And to

be aiding by all the best means you can, to uphold and maintain the good

and welfare of this Guild, Fraternity, or Brotherhood,"—“ agreeable t0

their charter.” How far other members of this Corporation conceive they

act agreeable to their oath, I must leave to their Own judgment.

I hope after what have now advanced, that your Committee will give

due consideration to the resolution I proposed, and that you will reflect,

that the eyes of all concerned in the stripping interest, and of the public, are

upon you, to see how far, as a public body framed for the correction of

public grievances,_you are entitled to their future support.

Having brought forward the subject, and pointed out the course by whicll

it is to be obtained, it now devolves upon you to complete the undertaking,

Ifyou pursue it, lpledge myself, if required, to guide and maintain the

cause, for the welfare of British Seaman, and for the true interests of

the Country, as regards its maritime alfairs, before any competent tribu
nal in the Kingdom. I \ '

H I am, Gentlemen,

Your most obedient Servant,

LIQl/(I'J Cofl'te-Huwe, % ,J

Nov, 30, 1817.

Annezed Resolution.

That it be recommended to the Committee of this Society, to draw up

a Petition to the Him. the House of Commons, praying their Hon. House

to take into their consideration the circumstances affecting the interests of

British Shipping and of British Scamen; and also praying, that aCotu

mittce may be appointed to hear and investigate these matters, and such

suggestions as may be otfered for those purposes ; also to solicit a particular

attention to the first cause and motives of the establishment of the Corpo.

ration'of the Trioity-Honse, originally founded on the true principle of

maintaining the interests. and increase of British Shipping, and the welfare

and good rule of British Seatnen. To the'disuse or neglect of which may

in a gre'at measure be attributed many of the existing and great evils which
now distress our maritime affairs. " ' ‘ i

That after such Petition shall be draWn up for the purposes above

described, a public meeting shall be requested ol' the Merchant Ship;

Owners and Master-Mariners of this Port, to express their sense and con

sent : and that the Committee shall then be requested to invite all Mer

chant Ship-Owners and.'Master-Maritieri~l\elo|iging to all the Out-ports, to

(“o-operate in a similar manner by Petitionfl-t promOte this useful purpose

of amendments, and return to the early and good principles and practice '

which fostered and first raised up the noble arm of British Navigation,

Commerce, and Nat'achfence. ' '
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Needham't Point, Carlirle Bay, Barbadocr.

HE following account in illustration of the annexed Plate is compiled

from the authorities respectively stated, and has been kindly commu

Inieated to us with the drawing, by Lieut. J. E. from which the engraving

was made, by Mr. Baily.

“ This little island, which consists of something more than 100,000

acres ol'laud, lies the furthest of all our \Vest Indian colonies to wind

ward. It swells gradually in the interior towards the north-east and north,

and is elevated on a ridge of calcareous rock, which rises from above 30 to

50 feet or more above the level of the beach, and forms a sort of promon

tory round the north-eastern part of the island. The coast, wherever I

had an opportunity of observing it, is lined with white coral, and the strand

is oi“ as beautiful light and soft sand, composed apparently of the pulverized

rock and marine exuvite. At a distance the land appeared extremely bare;

but as we approached it more nearly, the rich and curious tropical produc

tions captivated our eyes. '

“ ‘Barbadoes must always be a very important station in the Windward

Islands, as it is the most. prominent point to the eastward of all our insular

possessions, which lie in the form ofa semicircle in the American Archi-I

pelago, from north to south, and consequently are most accessible from

that island which is the furthest advanced to windward.

“ Bridge Town," situated at the south-western extremity of the island,

and so named from a small bridgeover an adjoining creek or stream, is the

metropolis of this small colony, where the legislature of the island, and

the principal courts ofjustice, hold their sessions, and where all the foreign

trade of the island is carried on. The commarider-in-chiefofthe windward

forces resides at the King's House in the eastern suburbs of the town, and

the governor on a pleasing eminence at a small distance. Pilgrim, which is

the name of the governor's seat, was first occupied by Sir Beville Granville,

who administered the government of this island in the beginning of the last

century. It commands an agreeable view of the town, its environs, and

the harbour in from. In coming ashore, as you approach a small inlet, on

the north side of which, and below the bridge, the town is principally

situated, you pass by the ruins of an old pier'heatl, demolished by the fury

of the surf in the hurricane of the year 1780, which shook this island to its

foundation, destroying, it is said, between 4 and 5000 of its inhabitants.

The wind blew with such violence, that a heavy piece ot'ordnnnce (on the

' A writer, who describes this town 150 years ago at being about the size of

llonnslow, says, “ it was called The Bridge, for that a long bridge was made

at first over a little nook of the sea, which was rather a bug than the scat."—

Ligun‘: History of liarbudces, folio, London, 1557, p. 25.
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hill, I believe, at St. Anne's) was overset on its carriage. Large ships do

not approach the wharfs of the town ; but tlfey are lined with boats, canoes,

and negroes, the commercial business being altogether carried on in this

quarter. Many years ago, St. Michael's,‘ or the town at the bridge (as it

is described in the earliest accounts), was esteemed one of the most opulent
and considerable places in the West Indies. v

“ It is now nearly 900 years since this island was first occupied by the

English ; before which time, though it had been successively visited by the

Spaniards and Portuguese, and named, it is said not to have been laid

down in any sea-clmrt.'l' The land is so low, that it may be easily passed

unseen on entering the American Archipelago, and is extremely difiicult of

access when in that sea, from adverse winds and currents, which are often

insurmountable to unexperienced or unskill'ul navigators.

“ The name of the island has been generally attributed to the Spaniards,

who, it is thought, derived it from the wild fig-tree: (ficus lndica), with

which the woods abounded ; though it has been said,§ that the Portuguese

called it “ Los Barbados," from its wild uncultivated appearance, it being

the only island in this quarter uninhabited. But wildness could hardly have

been a characterizing feature of any trans-atlantic islands; and I should

think the‘etymology which derives it from the wild fig-tree more natural and

striking. The native productions, however, of Barbadoes, seem now to

have given placeto adventitious ones; for almost the whole of the island is

under cultivation.

“ On the authority of authentic documents preserved from the fire which

happened at Budge Town, in the year 1668, it is related," " That an

English ship, called the Olive Branch, homeward~bound from Guinea,

touched, and landed some men, who set up a cross, about the year 1615,

in or near St. James’s town, and marked on a tree, ‘ James, King ot'England,

and this lsland.’—Afterwards, about the year 1624, a ship belonging to Sir

\Villiam Courteen (one of the most considerable merchants then in Lon~

don), stopped at this island : about thirty of the crew landed, and made a

settlement on the westward part of the island, although they found the

country entirely uninhabited, and overgrown with thick woods.

“ The principal emigration to this colony took place during the civil war

in Ct'omwcll's time."—llI‘Kinncn'.t Tour through British West Indies, 1804.

“ Near Bridgetown, the soil is of rich black earth, bnt not of great

‘lcl’lh, being in many places only thinly spread upon calcareous rocks,

which are formed mostly of madrepores. Further in the country the earth

 

' So culled from the parochial church of St. Micllael'l.

1- Edwards's History of the West Indies, chap. 10.

3 The bearded fig,

Prince of the forest, gave Barbadoes name.

Graiuger's Sugarcane, lih. i. ver. 132.

§ History of Burbadoes, from it: first Discovery and Settlement, to the end of

the year 1767_—D0dsley's Edition, 1768.

ll History of Barbadoes.

———_ ’\ _ . ~ .--_ In.“ _,_-__ ’— -__-r_
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is ofa redish cast, and evidently argillaceous. This is broken, by cultivation,

into line mold; and the soil is deeper, though less rich, than near to the

town."

In some divisions of the part of the country called Scotland, the lnnd is

white ; and pieces of earth have here been found, so hardened as to tear

the knife or chissel, and it has been possible to mark, or write with them,

as with chalk ; and hence one spot has been denominated Chalk Estate :

but the name is founded in error, for the soil is not calcareous, it is

argillaceous ; and being hardened by the evaporation of its aqueous parts,_

the earth is rendered white by exposure to the weather. The district of

Scotland comprehends the whole of the parish of St. Andrew, and part of

two other parishes—the tutelar saint contributing in larger proportion than'

both the others.

This part of the island is uncommonly picturesque, and comprehends a'

very grand and interesting variety of scenery. With the rude stupendous

irregularity, and the dark shades of the Alps, and the romantic wildness of

the mountains of Wales or Scotland, it combines the gentle but lively

variety of the soft and flowing surface of England: and, together with

these, it ofl'ers \vide views of the encircling ocean, the shipping at sea and

in the harbour, and all the rich lnxuriance of tropical vegetation.

The particular spot from whence this part of the island would seem to

have derived its name, is raised in rugged cliffs, and broken uncultivated

summits, forming a rude contrast to the high fertility ofthe vallies, and the

bottoms ofthe hills. Neighbouring mountains, yet more lofty than these,

barren cliffs, tower around, clothed with rich verdure; and the great

variety of the scene is further increased by the umbrageoua foliage and

diversified tents ofTurner‘s-hall weed, the most extensive and the oldest

forest in the island."
I In this quarter of the island there is a “ boiling spring, and the bitu

minous substance called " Barbadoes Tar," is here found distilling from the

hills ofclay, and issuing from the fissures of the rocks. “ So plentiful is

it in this part of the country, that it may be procured from any hole dug

deep enough to contain water; for when small openings are made in the

earth, and water has flowed into them, the petroleum exuding from around

accumulates and floats in a thick coat upon the surface. The mode ofcol

lecting it is by laying the palm of the hand flat upon the water, and then

scraping ofi'the tar, ahich adheres to it, upon the edge of a basin or a

Calabash, repeating the dipping and scraping until the surface of the water

is entirely cleared of its bituminous coating. After a few days the water is

again covered, and more of the tar may be collected in a similar manner."

r-Pinckard's Notes on tile West Indies, 1806, Vol. lst.

This author, Dr. Pinckard, gives a very lively‘nccount of the grandeur

of the prospect, from the highest point of land in the island, near Mount

Hilloughby, which, he says, " would defeat the genius of nClnude, or

defy the bold pencil ofa Salvator Rosa." ' '

n

Amongst the natural curiosities of Barbadoes, is an extensive subteer

neous cavern, culled “ Harrison's Cave," its hidden mouth opens amongst
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rocks of a deep narrow gully, between two lofty hills, on the windward

coast.

In February, 1818, the latitude of Carlisle Bay was ascertained otf

board H-M.S. Argo, by meridian observation, to be 13° 5' N. and the

longitude by a lunar observation, 59° 36’ W. by chronometer, 59° 39’:

Needham‘s Point bearing E. b. N. {N. Smiles. Thermometer at noon,80°.

Barbadoes may be seen in clear weather at the distance of 9 or ‘10

leagues ; the east side is the 10west ; to the north, the land is rugged, and

broken; along the SE. side, there is a ledge of rocks, abouts mile olf

shore ; from Necdham’s Point there is a small reef, with the sea breaking

over it. For many league: to' the east ofthe island the sea is discoloured,

although there is not any soundings ; probably this may be produced by the

waters of the great river Oroonoco, if it be admitted that the strength of

its stream is sufficient to reach so far to the north as 90 or 100 leagues.

The current, though slight, incline. to the northward, on entering this dis

culoured water in the latitude of 18'N.
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IMPORTANT TO MARINER'S.

[From the Boston Advertiser ofSrpt'ember the 4th.]

APTAIN WILLIAMS, lately arrived from Martinico, has communi

cated to us the following information, which he received from the

master of the ship mentioned therein, and which was corroboratedseveral passengers, with whom he converscd :—

“ On the 4th ofJuly, the French ship St. Esprit, bound from Marseilles

to Martinico, in lat. 14° 87’, long. 64° 18', 85 leagues distant east from the'

island, fell in with a chain of rocks about eight feet under water, extending

about 500 fatltotua from north to south, and being about I00 fatlmms‘

broad, and were plainly seen on the bottom from the vessel. According

to a sketch given of them by the Captain, they lie somewhat in the form

ofa half-moon; and the ship running westwardly with a strong wind, go;

within its horns, and narrowly escaped being wrecked, but made her way

out by the south point. This reef, it seems, from its situation, must have

been of recent formation, as it is in or near the track of vessels bound to"

Martinico, and is not known to have been before observed."
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SIXTH REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON FINANCE.

 

N AVY.

 

Oldered, by The House of Commons, 23d June, 1811.

(Continued from page 320.)

NAVY PAY OFFICE.

OTHING occurs to your Committee on the various articles com.

prised in this division of the estimates, which may not be inferred

from their previous remarks on other oflices, except as to that which

stands first on the list. Thty esteem the salary paid to the treasurer of the

navy as much too large, and recommend a reduction on any future appoint

ment to that oflice, so as to place it on a level, in respect to emolument,

with the paymaster of the forces; its present salary being the same as that

which would have been lately received by the paymaster of the forces, if

the ofiice had been held by one individual. Your Committee think it how

ever but fair to observe, that in the oldest naval estimates extant; viz.

from 1684 to 1695, while the salaries of the Lords of the Admiralty were,

as at present, 1,0001. per annum, the salary of the treasurer of the navy was

no less than 3,0001. per annum; and there is no doubt, that besides his

‘ofiicial duties, the treasurer of the navy has been frequently looked to as

the person to whom important parliamentary and political business, con

nected with the naval department, and the general concerns of govern

ment, should be confided. Whether these latter considerations willinduce

the House to continue the salary of 4,0001. or to reduce it to 3,0001. or any

other sum, it is not for your Committee to inquire. They have not in any

case considered themselves called upon to enter into political considerations

of this nature, and have recommended the reduction herein before pro

posed, on a mere view of the duties of the ofiice itself, and on a principle

of assimilation to the paymaster of the forces.

The means of obtaining wages and prize-money, have been greatly faci

litated by the exertions of the present treasurer of the navy, which led to

the passing of the Act 49 Geo. Ill. c. 108, in part repealed and amended

by the Act 55 Geo. IIl. c. 60. Two papers upon this subject in the Appen

dix, show the amount of prize-money distributed within the last seven years,

and a comparison as to the time between the capture and the distribution

of prize-money from the year 1795 to the present time.

The whole expense of the establishments in the pay offices of the navy,

amounted in the year 1813, to 449301.; it is this year, to 43,241, being a

new. £17m. Vol. XXXVIII. 3 r
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decrease of only 1,689]. which is certainly much less than your Committed

had hoped to have found it, especially as they are informed that no nrrear

of account exists in this ofiice, with the exception of what is termed

“ bringing up ships' books and examining extracts." Of these books, a great

number relate to matters so long passed by, that no advantage can possibly

arise from investigating them at all ; and as to others of more recent date;

a considerable (inference of opinion exists amongst the best informed per

sons, whether the laborious mode of examination now prescribed by the

regulations, but, as your Committee understand, not carried into practice,

be proper or not for the security of' the public interest.

Your Committee have heard with satisfaction, that a new system has

been submitted to the Admiralty, with a view of obviating the expense,

difficulty, and what some persons consider, the impracticnhility, of'the old

regulations. They trust that the investigation of this subject will lend to

the adoption of some more simple and effectual mode ; being fully satisfied

that any mode will be eEectual in proportion to its simplicity and facility of

execution. ,

But whatever system of examination he adopted, your Committee trust

that the estimates of the next year will exhibit a considerable diminution

in the charges of the establishment of the Navy Pny Ufiices. The duty of

this department difl‘ers but little from that of an ordinary banker, and they

are therefore perfectly satisfied, that the same number of persons, by which

a sum of 22,000,000!. was received and paid in 18t3, cannot be necessary

for the receipt and payment of 6,000,000!. in 1817. This observation,

however, is liable to the same restriction which they mentioned with regard

to the Admiralty Otiice; namely, that the diminution of business must

operate generally to the diminution of the inferior classes in a department,

as the higher checks and control can be as iittle dispensed with in managing

a sum of six millions as of twenty-two ; but they nevertheless must repeat

their hope, that a very considerable reduction in the establishment will be

found practicable. '

N AVY OFFICE.

Your Committee have deemed it requisite to make inquiries as to the

constitution and practice of this Board. by examining the comptroller and

due ofthe surveyors of the navy, to whose evidence they refer t'or informa

tion of considerable importance, as to the state of the fleet and the works

executing and projected. Upon these points the remarks ofyour Com

mittee will find their proper place under the head of The Extraordinary.

‘At present they will limit their observations to the civil establishments of

the department.

They are far from being satisfied that so many commissioners of the

'navy are requisite in time of peace, even with the addition of labour which

'the transport service has imposed on this department. It appears to your

Committee (although a contrary opinion is entertained in the Office), that

‘the three divisions of the General Board, consisting one ol‘ four commis

‘sioners, and the other of three, might each be reduced to two members,
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without inconvenience to the public service, and that the difiiculties stated

against this proposition are merely technical.

A single commissioner might evidently transact the daily and ordinary

business during the temporary absence of his colleague, having the General

Board at all times as a resource to advise with in case of emergency or

difliculty :—0l', if it should be more advisable, the Board might be divided

into two committees instead of into three.

The present system has however been established after much delibera

tion, and after very minute examinations, and very detailed arrangements,

made by the Board of Naval Revision. Your Committee acknowledge the

importance and value of the general labours of that Board, but they con

ceive it possible that their recommendations were in too great a degree

influenced by the enormous scale of the hostilities in which we were then

engaged, without making sufiicient allowances for a state either of limited

warfare or of general peace. Under these impressions, your Committee

recommend a careful examination of this subject, before any future vacan

cies at the Navy Board shall be filled up.

The number of established clerks in the Navy Oflice in town was, in

1813, 124, and the extra clerks 60, being 184 in all, with salaries amount

ing to 34,0901. In 1817, the established clerks are 1'26, the extra clerks

24, total 150, and their salaries 37,4751. This increase of expense, not

withstanding the diminution of numbers, arises from the increase of

salaries established by the order in council before mentioned of January,

1816.

Your Committee can very well understand, that during the first years of

a peace, an addition rather than a diminution of business may take place

in the Navy Office ; but they have to repeal their hope and expectation,

that the time, if not arrived, is approaching, when all the extra clerlts of

that department may be discharged, and that some vacancies even in the

regular establishment will not require filling up.

Your Committee can scarcely imagine, that officers with so high a ranlt

as that of Secretary, can be necessary for the divisions of the Board. If

any saving can be effected by placing senior clerks in these situations, they

conceive that it would be better that the secretary and assistant-secretary of

the Board, should be the only persons having the titles, and receiving the

emoluments of those ranks. .

Your Committee observe, that there is a charge for house-rent to the

chairman of the committee of CU'lltSpOlldeflCE, and to one of the surveyors,

which did not exist in 1813. The explanation they have received on this

point, is as follows :—- ’

Although the house'rent to the chairman of the committee ofcorrespon~

dence did not exist in 1813 en nomine, there was then a deputy comptroller,

with a house and a higher salary. He acted as chairman of the committee

of correspondence ; but the Lords of the Admiralty, thinking that the

expense of his situation might be saved to the public in time of peacet

instead of filling up a vacancy which had occurred, gave 2001. per annum,

as house-rent, to the commissioner who was selected to act as chairman of

_—_ -‘__
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the committee of correspondence ; by this arrangement, a real saving to

the public was effected of 1,0001. per annum.

The third surveyor of the navy has been appointed since 1813 ; and from

all the information which your Committee have received, they are inclined

to believe, that the duties intrnsted to him, namely, that of visiting the

different yards, of comptrolling the works at each, and of establishing an

uniformity ofsystem, are of a nature sufiicieutly important to justify his

appointment; as by the existing constitution of the Navy Board, the two

other surveyors were constantly confined to thecomrnitteesofcorrespondence

and stores in town, and were therefore unable to carry into the outports,

that efl'ectual control and supervision which is essential, not less to public

economy than to the due-execution of the public worlts.

It is stated to your Committee, that there was considerable difliculty in

procuriugaperson properly qualified to execute the duties of this, most

important trust, which besides the general requisites of ability and inte

grity, demands a practical shipwright’s education, and a proficiency in the

science of naval archi'ecture. The master-shipwright of one of the yards

has been therefore always selected for promotion to the rank of surveyor ;

but when it is recollected that the salary of that situation is 7201. per an

num, with a house in the dock-yard, the third surveyor would, in fact, be

worse 05 when obliged to live in London, as a commissioner of the navy,

and without a house or an allowance for house-rent, than he was before his

promotion, when living in the dock-yard, and in the unexpeusive style

compatible with his former station and habits.

[To be continued.]

2:

OFFICIAL LETTERS OF JAMES DUKE OF YORK,

LORD HIGH ADMIRAL IN THE REIGN OF CHARLES H.

[Continued from page 523.]

*

HEREAS several doubts and disputes do frequently arise concern

ing the vending of cloaths in his Majesty's ships; as also the sea

_men of his Majesty's fleet are very much abused by the corrupt practices of

slopsellers and pursers, in the vending of the said cloaths according to the

manner now used, without any restriction as to their sorts, proportions,

and prices; I have thought fit, in order for the preventing of the said doubts

and disputes, and for remedying of the said abuses for the future, to

_establish the following instructions to be observed in the vending of cloaths

on board his Majesty's ships : and do hereby require you to take care that

the said instructions be duly and punctually observed accordingly; and

that the same may be published on board his Majesty's ships, to the end the

'parties concerned may not plead ignorance therein.
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Instructions to be observed in the impresting or vending of Clouths on board

any of Itis llfajesty's S/u'ps.

lst. Th the several kinds of‘ cloat s, viz. Monmouth caps, red caps,

y t i tgs, lrish stockin blue shirts, white shirts, cotton waistcoatg

cotton drawers, nears leather fla heeled shoes, blue neckcloths, canvas

shirts, and rugs; and these alone be per itted to he sold for the benefit (if

those seamen that shall want them.

2d. That before any ofthe said cloaths be sold on board a y of his

Majesty's ships, the prices therefore be raed by ‘he captain, master, and

boatswain and gunner thereof, or any three of them; which at the highest

valuation ought in no wise to exceed the rates hereunder mentioned :—

s. d. ' s- d.

Monmouth caps, each . . . . 2 6 Cotton drawers, per pair . . . . 3 0

Red cops, each .- -. -.._. ._ l 1 Nents leather shoes. per pair 3 _6

Yarn st kings, per pair ._ .. 3 0 Blue neckcloths, each . . . . - . 0 ’5

Irish stockings, per pair ,-.. 1 2 Canvas suit, each . . . . . .._ 5 0

Blue shirts, each. , . . - . .._. 8 6 Rugs of one breadth, each . . 4 D

White shirts, each .,...-... 5 0 Blue suits, each .......... 5 0

Cotton waistcoa each .. -. 8 0

3d. That upon no p :tence whatsoever, the vender of the said cloaths

shall exact any greater price, than shall be stated by the cap: in, master,

boatswain, and gunner, as abovesaid.

4th. That as often as the principal officers and commissioners of his

ajesty‘s navy shall see cause, they shall set or alter the rates upon the

aforesaid mentioned deaths and goods, according to which they shall be

vended for that year, or longer, unless tered by their order.

5th. That none of the said cloaths he permitt, to be sold to any ofthe

ship's company, till they have served two full months from their entrance

into sea ages, and then not above the value of ten shillin , and rateahle

every two moot , ten shillings more to the end of the voyage.

6th. That no tobacco, strong waters, not other such like commodities,

be SOld, nor any debts for the some, or other‘old scores'be inserted in any

certificate to he paid as cloaths, or under the retence of cloaths, at the

peril of the commander, master, hontswain, or gunner that shall sign he

said certificate.

7th. That no payments be made to, nor moneys collect by the vet:

ders ofthe said cloaths, treasurer, or his pay-master, nor any others‘for

their use, without a certificate under the hands of the c. tain, muster,

.hontswain, and gunner, of the respective ships, or any tlll‘fiyflf them, spe

cifying the several kinds of cloaths sold, the quantities of each kind, par~

ties to whom, and the total sum due from each party.

8th. That at the discharge of any man that hath been intrusted with

cloaths the purscr to take care, at his peril, to set apart upon the ticket

of that man (in vv rds, and not in figures), the total sum intrusted; and at

the end of every voyage, to specify in he margin of his sea-book, for the

treasure and the rest of the officers and commanders, each man’s parti

cular debt for clo'atlu, that so the some may he defaulked by the paymuster

accordingly. ' ‘
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9th; That no debts whatsoever, inserted by the purser, either upon his

sea-book, or mens' tickets, other than for cloaths, and the kinds of cloaths

bereby tolerated to be sold, shall he stayed from poor seamen by the trea

surer, or his paymaster, upon no pretence whatsoever, upon their perils.

10th. That the said cloaths be supplied by the render as aboresaid, to

such only as shall appear to the commander and othcr oflicers of the ship,

to be in present want thereof, and to be sold always above decks, at the

main-mast, before the said captain, officers, and the whole ship's

company. '

11th. That the cloaths of any seaman dying in his Majesty's service be

sold in manner aforesaid, and reckoned as part of the proportion hereby

allowed to the seamen who shall buy the same; the proceeding thereof to

be stayed by the paymaster at the pay-table, and by him forthwith

accounted for, to the executors or administrators of the person deceased,

upon the pnrser's certificate of the sum charged on the sen-book: who for

his care in attending and charging the same, is to expect the consideration

hereunder previded in other cases, and no more.

12th. That the venders of Clt'tlllS shall allow to each purser twelve

pence upon every pound, for issuing his cluaths, and keeping his accounts;

and no other fees or defalcations shall be exacted or required for the

same.

13th. That if any tlill'crencc shall arise between the pnrser and slop

seller, or that the slop-seller shall, for any reasons known to himself (or

that the purser, presuming that the slop-seller can employ no other,

obligeth him to any disadvantageous term), he unwrlling to put his goods

in the purser’s hands, it may be permitted him to entrust them with the

master, or any other officers in the ship. Given under my hand, at

Whitehall, the 96th of March, 1663.

fifllel.

Whereas the governors of the mistery and commonality of ban-hers and

chirurgeons of London, have presented their humble petition unto me,

wherein they pray, that according to their ancient privileges of placing

chirurgeons in his Majesty’s ships (and viewing and approving the chests),

no chirurgeon may be appointed to sea in any of his Majesty's ships, uno

less examined, allowed, and approved of by themselves: upon consideration

had of the said petition, I think fit to direct, that from henceforward, no

ehirurgeon be received to serve in any of his Majesty’s ships, who hath not

been approved of by the masters and wardens ofChirurgeon‘s-Hall, and

their chests viewed by them ; provided that no persons be by the said mas

ters and wardens appointed to go chirurgeons, or their mates, in any of

the King's ships, but such as have served their apprenticeship to a chirur

geon. And you are hereby required to take care that this order be

observed accordingly. Given under my hand, the lst of April, 1663.

jam“.

To the principal Ofiicers, é-c.

To the rinci ul 0 car: he.
P P '0; ’ [To be continued.]

--,_...p
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A Treatise on the Science of Ship-Building ; with Observations on the British

Navy ,' the extraordinary Decay of the AIM qf qur; and on the Causes,

Efi'ects, and Prevention of the Dry Rot ; also, on the Growth and

Blonngement of Timber Trees ,- the whole, with a view to improve the Con

slruction and Durabilin ofSlu'pr. By Isaac BLACKBURN, Ship-Builder,

' Plymouth. 4w. pp. 200. James Asperne, Cornhill, 1817.

(Concluded from page 242.)

E shall now proceed, agreeably to our stated purpose, to extract

from the reman-sof Mr. Blackburn, on the rapid decay ofour men

of war. On this subject many of our Correspondents have already treated,

with a laudable anxiety to obtain an active attention to it from the naval

department of the state; and indeed much less than has been said we must:

suppose has been sulhcient to excite there an alarm for its consequences.

The remarks of Mr. Blackburn are so many and so plausible, that in com

mencing we know not where to end, short of the whole, or how to select

the best where all seem alike important :—

“ No subject," says Mr. Blackburn," can be deemed of greater national

importance, nor any which at this time more imperioust demands atten

tion, than the present state and condition of our navy.—-The rapid decay

of our men of war, and the consequent enormous expense of upholding a

navy so prodigious, is a calamity to be deeply deplored, particularly at this

time of financial difficulty.

“ It is an alarming truth, that our ships have become more subject to

decay of late years than at any former period; more so even than they were

about two centuries ago.

“ On considering the matter minutely it will appear, that the calamity

in our time has arisen from a variety of causes, but chiefly from the con

dition and quality of the materials with which the ships have been built.

The number of our sh‘ips has been doubled within these few years. The

pressing wants of the navy during the late war. was with difficulty provided

for by any means. There was no choice in the quality of the materials.

The misunderstanding with the Northern Powers of Europe obliged us to

resort to our American colonies for supplies; and the materials from thence

have unfortunately been found of a most perishable nature; but what is

still further to be deplored is, that those materials have not only themselves

rotted, but have communicated decay to timber ot'grenter natural dura

bility, and caused to rot, with themselves, immense quantities of our

British oak.

“ The recourse to our own colonies was certainly an unavoidable alter

native; and, indeed, putting the quality of the materials out of the
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question, it must be allowed to be a wise policy, to have recourse to

our own colonies for supplies, in preference to the markets of foreign

powers.

“ Our country, at an enormous expense, has, with these perishable mates

rials, made a mighty effort to accomplish its future and permanent pros

perity, and has succeeded most triumphantly. Let it not, horrever, be

said, that the British navy, riding triumphant on the ocean, is in a perish

ing condition. The means of our naval superiority must not, cannotI be

lessened. Our utmost care and attention should now be given to put our

ships in a sound condition, and to preserve their duration by a steady, wise

system at the least possible expense, and to investigate most minutely

every cause of the unprecedented decay in our ships. When we witness the

same description of materials to last so much longer in merchant vessels

than in our men of war; and the same description of materials, when used

in houses and public edifices, to be of much greater durability, it would

appear that there must be causes, both various and peculiar, for the pre

sent decay of our men of war.

“ Before entering particularly into the various causes, it may be proper

briefly to advert to them. Experience has long shewn, that ships, con

structed with a mixture of timbers, have been of a shorter duration. It

always happens, that the materials which goes first infects and destroys

those in contact with them. The oaks of North Europe being of quicker

decay, will destroy our own native oak, when used in contact therewith, in

one-third of the time of its own natural durability, or when used by itself.

The oak and fir of Canada is still more perishable in itself, and more

destructive to our native oak, than even those of North Europe. By

looking to the history of the French marine it will be found, that the use of

the timber from Canada, while that country was in their possession, proved

destructive to their ships also. The decay of our own navy was certainly

never so great before these materials were introduced into the ships.

“ But our native oaks have undergone a change; acorns from abroad,

particularly from America, have been sown in this country. The landed

proprietors find it more advantageous to use them, because of their pro

ducing trees ol'a quicker growth than the oak from the native acorn. 'l‘he

timber from foreign acorns has become now of a fit size for ship-building,

and much of this spurious material has been used under the denomination

of English oak.

“ The materials are also used in an improper state, as will be pointed

out hereafter. And timbers taken out of old ships are frequently used

again in repairing and building new ships: and such old timbers, it is to he

feared, are often infected (though invisibly) with the dry-rot. There is

also introduced, timber unseasoned, which, being afterwards closely pent

up in the ships in stagnant air, their Vegetable juices become putrid and

corroding, and produce rapid decay. The sap on the edges and sides of

some of the timbers and planks in the ships being left on, the fringe is

introduced ; and this, after destroying the sap, commences its destructions

on the heart of the timber. Boiling plank and thick stufl'in water, in order

to make it supple and pliable to bend to the timbers of the ships, is not
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only highly injurious to the materials, from the fibres of'the wood being

over distended and weakened by the boiling water, but leaves it in a more

porous state, and more open to the admission of putrid matter from the

damp stagnant air in ships, which generates decay :—a preferable mode

will be shewn. The use of iron for bolts and nails, has also a very perni

cious efiects in our ships; the acidity of our oak, and the salt of the sea

water, both corrode the iron : and the wood around the iron decays in con

sequence. The Romans did not, formerly, nor do the Chinese now, use a

particle of iron in constructing their vessels. The use of pitch and tar in

ships, is exceedingly injurious to the iron and copper to which it attaches.

In the East Indies, at the Brazils, and in China (the vessels of which

countries are of the most durability), neither pitch nor tnr is used, but:

other compositions for preferable, some of which are easy to he obtained.

“ Painting the interior of a ship below the upper deck, has a most

destructive tendency ; it prevents air from entering the pores of the

wood, and moisture from evaporating through them. Thus, the wet

and dumps being pent up by coats of paint, undergo a change, turn putrid

and corrosive, and decay is the inevitable consequence. Paint and putty,

applied in those parts of the interior of a ship which are not exposed to the

weather, can be but of very little utility, and is, moreover, a great

expense. The want of a free circulation of fresh air through every part is

materially injurious: the timbers are sawed die square, and put so close

together as to exclude its admission : there should be no more of flat sur-‘

face of timber against the plank than absolutely needful for the fastening:

the edges of the timber should be rounded off, and the timbers placed fur

ther apart to give more space for the admission of air ; for air must be

considered of‘the utmost importance to the durability of ships. The prac

tice of introducing and caulking fillings on the flat below, between the

floors and futtocks, prevents the course of water through the openings : by

the rolling ofthe ship the water would create a constant agitation of air in

the frame, and tend greatly to preserve the timber: nor do these fillings so

fully answer the purpose intended ; an improvement could be made,

whereby they would answer better, both for safety and circulation of air,

as will be mentioned hereafter. The exhalations from hilgewnter, when
ships are not pumped out frequently, are extremely noxious: pure water i

let in often has a very snlubrious tendency, both with respect to the ship

and the health of the crews; hence why leal-ty ships are found to be so

sweet and healthy. The ftetid air from the warm breaths of a numerous

crew, and from the filth and dirt below, the closeness ofthe dill‘erent store

rooms and cabins, and the want of a circulation of pure air, operates most

destructiver on our ships ; and the wet pent up in the timbers in foul stag

nant air changes its nature, and fills the pores of the timbers with putrify

ing and corrupt matter, and brings on that most fatal of all causes of the

decay of our ships—the dry-rot.

“ Another cause of lessening their durability is that of their having been

built without shelter, exposed to rain, the heat of the sun, and to piercing

winds, all which are highly prejudicial. In Sweden, Venice, and some
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times at Brest, they build their ships under covering ; w hich on every cow

aideration, whether in respect to the materials 0r workmanship, is

extremely important. The Venetian ships of war are built under sheds

supported by walls on each side, admitting only a moderate current of air.

They also preserve their ships under coVer, under which some of them

have been known to remain near sixty years; when the timbers have been

found to be shrunk only, but without arty marks of decay.

“ Nor is there that care taken sometimes in the fair use of our ships ;

they are frequently sufl'ered, when abroad, to continue leaky in their upper

works, because the paint work should not be disturbed, and the ship dis

figured by fresh caulking. rI‘he consequences of such neglect are injurious

in the extreme (particularly in hot climates) ; for the rain-water penetrates

the seams of the plank, and lodges between the timbers and the plank, by

which decay quickly ensues.

“ The altered nature of the service is another cause of hastening the

decay of our ships; for since the practice of coppering (which has not

been generally adopted above forty years), the ships are enabled to conti

nue abroad for three or four years without the necessity of coming home to

be docked. By remaining out so many years in hot climates, without the

crews and stores being taken out, or the ships cleared of tilth, and purified

of stagnant and putrid air, decay takes its course without interruption.

Before the practice of coppering our ships was introduced, they were

obliged to come home more frequently to go into dock: and being then

discharged of their crews, and the timbers cleared of filth, and laid open

and purified, the condition of the ships became renovated, and their durr

bility promoted.

“ But of all the causes which have produced the most rapid decay of our

ships, not one has proved so fatal as the dry-rot. It may be compared to

a mortification in the human system, as requiring immediate amputation;

for the consequences of the dry-rot cannot be averted, but by removing at

once all the parts infected : without this remedy decay makes its progress

throughout the ship. The causes of this dreadful destruction are various;

sometimes it arises from putrid matter, forming in the pores of the wood,

either out of the natural juices, or from water imbibed: some kinds of

timber have a natural tendency to the dry-rot; other timber, though

excellent in quality itself, is liable, from being used in an unseasoned state;

for unless the vegetable juices are exhaled by gentle warmth, and carried

05 by a moderate current of fresh air, the seeds of corruption generate in

the wood spontaneously. The dry-rot may also be communicated to in

ship, by introducing materials already infected; and this, it is to befeared,

has often been done, by using timbers which have been taken out of old

ships, in repairing and building others. Nothing, indeed, is more certain,

than that wood, decayed by any description of rot, placed in contact with

that which is sound, will hasten the destruction of the latter.

“ Other causes of the dry~rot arise front the texture of the wood being

injured. Timber that is water-soaked, being exposed to hard and long

frosts, the pores of the wood become over-distended, and in that state
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remaining fixed, the elastic adhesiveness of its fibres, and their power of

contraction, are destroyed. Timber in that porous state being nfterwarda

Confined in damp stagnant air, the interstices fill with putrid corroding

matter, and dry-rot ensues, as will be exemplified hereafter. Other causes

of the dry-rot are—savv-dust, and other filth, left in thejoints of timbers:

the want of a circulation of fresh air, to prevent the damps arising from

the immersed part of a ship becoming putrid from foul air, and the warm

breaths of so many men, and from the eflluvia from the stores and provi

sions on board. All these, together with other circumstances, combine to

cause and accelerate the dry-rot.

“ When once the dry~rot has taken place in a ship, its fatal effects can

not be prevented, but by talting out all the parts infected. The experiment

now trying, with this view, by sinking ships infected with it in salt-water,

for some months, may, possibly, retard its progress for the time; but, by

the operation, the texture of the wood with which they are built will be

injured, by being so long water-soaked; and the ships afterwards. if in

active service, become at once more extensively subject to its destructive

efi'ects, than before. The fastenings also will receive material injury.

And, above all, great danger is to be apprehended to the health of the

crews, and damage to the provisions and stores on board, from the damp

state in which such ships must be in, for a long time after being taken out

of the water. llouscs, built with stone or mortar, saturated with salt

water, will continue damp for years; and, without almost constant fires,

furniture, linen, silks, Ste. 5L6. will be continually damaging, from moulder,

rust, and mildew.

“ Considering the different causes of the decay of our ships; it will be

seen, that their durability depends upon—the natural quality of the mate

rials with which they are built; the condition of those materials, when used;

the care taken in building the ships; and the treatment of them while in

service.

“ Many observations present themselves, in regard to the nature and

quality of timber.. Trees, with small sap-vessels, are of slow growth, of

close grain or texture, and of great durability. The closer the texture, the

harder the fibres; and those trees, with large sap-vessels, are of quick

growth, of an open, porous, or spongy grain, and of little durability. In

most cases, the natural durability of timber may bejudged of, by the size

of the sap-vessels; for trees can only be considered vegetables of a larger

growth, obtaining a superior size by the same means, heat and moisture,

the grand stimulus of vegetation. The fibres also, of wood, are of different

texture, some being harder than others ; this is visible enough in old furni

ture, where the softer fibres have been rubbed away, and the harder ones

left in ridges. And there is a perceptible gradation in the substance of

trees—from the hardest to the softest fibres, next to the sap; and, lastly,

to the juices; similar to the bones, the flesh, and blood of animals. There

is a like gradation in the durability of the several parts of wood = the hard

parts endure the longest, and the soft go first to decay.—The vegetable

juices in trees form a large proportion of their substance; for, when

thosejuiccs are absorbed from a green oak, it loses nearly half its weight.

LA-_4~—\
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“ In difl'erent climates, trees are of a different nature. In cold climates,

the timber is chiefly resinous, to resist and protect it from intense frosts ;

witness the whole tribe of pines. Under the torrid zone, where trees urow

up, and are hardened by the hottest rays of the sunI they are protected

from the scorching heat by the closeness of their texture; such, for

instance, are the hard woods of the Brazils, the Havannah, tbe Floridas

Terra liirnia, on the banks of the Amazon and Oroonoko, at Guayaquil,

Baldivia, and the East Indies- ()ther trees in those climates, when ofa

porous and open grain, are found to be oily and odoriferous ; and this, to

protect them equally from the heat and putrefaction in hot pestilential situ

ations. Such are the teak, of Batavia, of Bombay, Bengal, and Pegu;

the Santalum, also, of Malabar; the cedar of the Japanese, of Cuba, the

Floridas, and the Bermudas.

“ In climates, where the extremes of heat and cold alternater prevail,

resinous trees abound still more with turpentine, than in lhnsc parts where

the extreme of cold only is felt; whereby they have always a sufficient

quantity to protect them from the intense frost, notwithstanding the

oxudence of such of its turpentine from the heat of the sun. Such is the

pitch-pine tree of the southern states of America, the spongy substance of

which is saturated with turpentine, not only to guard it against the

extremes ofheat and cold, but also from the quick transitions of those

extremes, occasioned by the sudden shifting of the wind, from the sultry

south, to the cold north-west; and in these parts the oak (the live oak)

abounds with oil; nature commonly afi'urding peculiar and proper sustt.~

nnnce and protection to trees, correspondent to the climate.

“ It must be further observed, that the timber of but few trees will last

so long out of, as in its native climate. Timber grown in the northern

ngions nhonnding in turpentine, when afterwards exposed to the excessive

heat of the torrid zone, the sun drawing out the turpentine, it dries up, and

perishes, from the loss of its natural preservative; and, indeed, most of

the European woods rend and dry up under the torrid Zone, being com

monly too soft to withstand the excessive heat. I

“ The timber grown in hot countries, which, with care, endure for ages

in its natural climes, if brought into the northern regions, and exposed to

intense frost, do not last. The fibres of the timber, when water-soaked,

become expanded, and over-distended with frost ; and these ungeniel

operations being frequently repeated, occasion the timber, at length, to

lose that firm adhesive state of its fibres; which, being forced into a porous

state, becomes subject to dry-roL— Intense frost acting upon timber, not

ofa resinous nature, even of the growth ofthe northern regions, occasions

it to become porous, and ofa soft texture; and, consequently, such timber

of these latitudes, as is not resinous, is commonly of little durability: hence,

why the oaks, the elms, the beech, and the birch, of North Europe, so

soon decay. Trees also growing in poor soils, which obtain their nourish

ment, and draw their sap and life rather from the air and water, than from

the earth, are commonly shaky, being shook with the frost and wind.

Those trees of the temperate zone, which grow where the frosts are not so

intense, are generally of a more compact texture, and of greater durabi

*r':
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"by: such is our British oak. And those which grow where there are no

frosts, and under the hottest rays of the sun, are of the closest and hardest

texture, and of longest durability in their own native climate.

“ All trees have a cause of destruction. The stupendous teak tree, if left

to its fate, is devoured by white ants ; the majestic oak, sooner or later,

falls a sacrifice to the worm, or to the fungi. Time never fails to answer

the purpose of nature. The decay of the timber of trees, in general, com- -

mences, and its progress continues, according as the fibres of the wood

become divested of their natural tenacity, adhesiveness, and organization.

This is occasioned by the alternate effects of wet and dry, when exposed

in the open air (the wet swelling the soft fibres, which workmen call

raising the grain, and the dry separating them), sometimes by the effects of

heat and moisture combined, when in stagnant putrid air. The effect of

intense frosts on vegetation, and on all substances, is, perhaps, the most

insinuating, irresistible, and powerful of any, which operates on the texture

of bodies. By frost, roots, fruits, and vegetables, are decomposed, and

turned to corruption; young trees also are frosted ; even stones and rocks

become severed ; scarcely any thing resists the force of frost, and its insi

nuating effect; glass becomes brittle; the strength of iron paralized. In

short, frost has the power of steam or gunpowder; and heat and cold

would appear as relative powers, varying in force, according to the inten

sity of either, from the medium degree, and both penetrating into sub

stances in the Same manner : for instance, a cannon, if filled with water,

and the water securely confined therein, will burst, upon being exposed

either to excessive heat, or intense frost. It cannot, therefore, appear

extraordinary, that wood, when the pores are soaked and expanded by

water, should be thus injured by the powerful and irresistible force of,

intense frost. Even water, of itself, has great power to swell and expand

the pores of wood ; insomuch, that if a weight is placed on a piece of dry

wood, and the wood afterwards wetted with water, the weight will be

raised, by the power of the water insinuating itself into the interstices of

the wood; and the fibres of a piece of timber, powerfully expanded by

water, being afterwards operated upon by the additional force of frost, be

comes still more overdistended. The timber, thus water-soaked, may be

said to be almost in a mucilaginous state, and the frost to operate upon it,

in a measure, as on potatoes, and other roots. By frequent exposures to

Wet and frost, the contexture of the wood becomes divested of its natural

ndhesiveness; and by remaining saturated, and in a frozen state, during a

long winter, the pores become so fixed, in an expanded state, as never to

contract themselves again.

“ There are various other causes of the texture of wood being' destroyed,

such as by bruises. A bruised place in timber will go to decay sooner than

any other part; in like manner, as a brused place in fruit will do. Saw

dust, therefore, is very liable to decay ; and, if left. in a ship, between the

joints of timbers, in damp stagnant air, will cause dry-rot. Moreover,

trees abounding in turpentine, being tapped and drained thereof, become

excessiver porous, and the fibres lose their natural connexion with each

W\\Q \____~,-\_\ __‘_
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other; and the pores being filled with putrid matter, by being pent up in a

ship, perish with dry-rot. Pitch-pine timber, from America, the substance

of which is chiefly turpentine, when drained thereof, commonly decays in

this way.

“ The Rhine oak, brought down that river from the forests, in large

rafts, remaining for months soaked in water, and afterwards landed and

expowd to intense frost, sustains very material injury ; the fibres of the

wood being elpanded in so p0werful a degree, lose their natural texture,

and remain porous; and the water it imbibes, changing its state, and

becoming corrosive, dry-rot ensues. The men of war, built in the late

war by the French, at. Antwerp, with the Rhine oak, were found by us in a

state of decay from the dry-rot; some of them even while building.

“ The Canada oak and pine is also transported down the river St. Law

rence in large rafts, continuing many months in water, and in that saturated

state landed there, and exposed to long and intense frost, by which the

same consequences happen as to the Rhine oak. Much of the Canada tim

ber is in an early stage of dry-rot, when landed in this country: every

attempt with a view to season this timber afterwards under cover, is but of

little consequence; the pores never close again, and the timber being intro

duced in this porous state into our ships, the pores become filled with

moisture from wet and damp, and being confined in stagnant air, turn cor

rupt and corrosible, and dry-rot takes place. Most of those of our ships

which are now, and those which were infected with the dry-rot the late

war, have either been partly built, or partly repaired, with materials from

our North American colonies.

“ The oaks of North Europe are naturally very porous, and absorb much

water; and these laying in the dock-yards abroad, exposed to heavy rains,

and lung intense frost, incur the like consequences as the Rhine and Canada

ttimber. Both the Dutch and the Danish men of war are but oflittle durabi

lity. On the other hand, those ships built entirely and exclusively of wood

grown up and hardened by the hottest rays of the sun, and never exposed

to frost, are very rarely known to have the dry-rot, except the trees are cut

down when too young.

“ Various have been the opinions as to the cause of the dry-rot : some

have supposed it to arise from an insect; but this cannot be, for nothing

of the kind can be discovered with the strongest magnifying powers: some

have imagined the dry-rot to be a vegetable substance, arising from the

vegetation of thejuices in the timber; but this is also diflicult to conceive,

for the plank and thick stuff used in men of war is boiled in salt-water for

many hours, to make it supple, to bend to the timbers, and any vegetating

principle must be destroyed thereby; and we find the plank and thick stufi'

so boiled, is as commonly destroyed by the dry-rot, and as soon as any

other part.

“ Some also have made a distinction between the wet and dry-rot ; but,

on investigation, there does not appear to be any such difierence; generally

speaking, they are commonly both of the same nature, and are equally

rapid in their destructive effects. A piece of wood destroyed by the wet
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rot will, when dried, have the same appearance as if destroyed by dry-rot,

excepting only that the former will have rather a darker colour than the

latter. It frequently happens in a ship, that the lower end of a timber is

destroyed by wet-rot, and the upper end by dry-rot; the only difference is,

that one part has more moisture than the other, owing to the moistm‘.

setting more toward the lower end, and a regular gradation may be per

ceired in these cases, in the colour of, and humidity in, the timber. Con

sidering the various appearance, and the different circumstances attending

the destruction of timber from dry-rot, it would appear that a more apprtw

priate name might be found for this decay of timber, than that of the dry

rot—the Danes call it the fire.

“ Although the decay of timber from dry-rot differs from the usual decay

in its progress, the effect is the same: a decomposition, or dissolving ofthe

fibres. Almost every description of timber is liable to dry-rot; either

from its nature, its condition, or from infection. Timber unseasoned,

diseased timber (such as oak when foxy, druxy. and with white rush), very

young timber, and timber whose texture has become fixed in a porous state

by long frosts, or become porous by improper management, are liable to

it from their condition. Sound, full grown timber, properly seasoned, is

liable to it from infection ; and in this instance it may be truly termed a

premature breaking up of the constitution of the timber. In some woods

the dry-rot is the natural decay of the timber, such as the black birch of

New Brunswick, and the pitch-pine of Carolina.

“ The same causes which accelerate the dry-rot in one species of timber,

will accelerate other description of decay in other timber; thus damp stag

nant air, which promotes common decay in sound seasoned timber, will

also promote the dry-rot in unseasoned or unsound timber (which has the

seeds ofoorruption iii itself), as well as in timber naturally subject to it ;

and also in timber liable to it, from being in a porous state, and imbibing

Water. The same woods decay difierently, according to the situation and

circumstances. Sound seasoned oak, iflq/ itself; WI“ decay in the natural

manner gradually; but if placed in contact with another kind of wood,

which decays quicker and difi'ercntly, the former will also decay quicker,

and by the same process as the latter. The natural decay varies in

different timber; black birch and pitch-pine by the dry-rot; some of the

elms and birch in a very similar way ; the English oak, when properly sett

soned, and the hard close grain woods of the torrid zone, by gradual decay.

In all cases, the more porous the wood, the more rapid the decny (except

ing only such of the porous woods as are of an odoriferous nature, which in

consequence of that property resist putrefaction).

" The species of the dry-rot varies in diHerent woods according to the

nature of its sapjuices, and to that of the putrid corrosive mutter left in

its interstices, by imbibing water: it is often like a reddish powder : fre

quently a fungi appears, ofa yellow cast, firm and large; but it is most

commonly in the form ofu whitish film, spreading out like cohwebs, inter

spersed with white particles in the pores of the mad ; sometimes it is
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putrid matter or substance, formed from the juices or moisture in the

pores of the wood, turned to a corrosive property by foul stagnant air.

The cause of the dry-rot in unseasoned timber arises from the putridity and

corrosiveness of its sapjuices. Again, in timber whose texture remains

open and fixed in a porous state, having lost its tenacity, or power of con

tracting its fibres, from being over-distended by long frost, the cause of

the dry-rot is, its imbibing water, and the water changing its natural

quality from being pent up in the pores in foul stagnant air, and filling the

interstices of the wood with putrid corrupt corroding matter, produces

rapid destruction to the timber; and in this manner the dry-rot takes place

in Canadian timber, and in that from North Europe. The cause of the

dry-rot in our English Oak, as it is usually seasoned, is from the mode of

seasoning it. It is left in a porous state, when the juices are all dryed

from it, and the pores afterwards imbibing wet in the ships, it corrode:

and destroys it.

“ When the dry-rot is communicated to a sound piece of timber by

infection, it assumes various appearances, and also varies in its different

stages of destruction. Near the sound part ol'a piece ol'tirnber upon which

it has operated by infection, a stain is to be observed, with here and there

a whitish speck. A little further from the sound part, the stain becomes

darker, and somewhat resembling white threads, as fine as cobwebs, extend

themselves along in the pores of the wood ; afterwards these threads be

come larger, so as to fill up the pores; and lastly, the adhesive connexion

of the fibres of the grain of the wood being destroyed, and separating and

getting filled up with a thin white film, the destruction is completed. The

dry-rot in this instance may be compared in its progress and efl‘ect to n m0r~

lification in the human system. In places occasionally open to air, its

destruction is much slower than in confined places; but damp situations,

where there is warm stagnant air, always contribute most to the destructive

operation of the dry-rot."

Mr. Blackburn then proceeds to the management of' timber trees, and

the proper mode of bringing the materials into use for ship-building, and

how to procure a supply of those of the best quality—with precautions in

the building of ships, and in the care of them while in use; thus, illus

trating his theoretical remarks by practical suggestions, he has rendered his

work in an eminent degree useful, and entitled to the patronage of all classes

of naval men especially. ()n allthe subjects treated upon, Mr. Blackburn

evinccs much practical knowledge and sound theoretical judgment, de

livered in clear and perspicuous language, and has laid down principles

which, in those subsequent editions which we have no doubt will be de

mmded, the ingenuity of Mr. Blackburn may ramify into a system of

Ship-building, that will claim the highest rank of its class

-—~4-._,.i
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PLATE CCCCXCVIII.

—-.—

Tuulon.

AN account of this place has been given in our Second Volume, p. 403;

and at page 297 of the same volume is also a chart of Toulon, with

the situation of the French ships of war on the 18th Dec. 1793, the time

when the combined forces withdrew. But as the following account is

more full, and, indeed, seems to be that from which the former was drawn

up, we shall give it in consideration of those of our readers who may not

possess the early volumes of our Chronicle—a deficiency which we recom

mend them to supply while they are to be had, as a reprint of the series is

impracticable from the great expense that would attend it.

“ Toulon, a celebrated city and sea-port of France, in that part of

Provence denominated by the revolutionary government the department

of the Var. It is a very ancient place, having been founded, according

to the common opinion, by a Roman general. It is the chief town of the

department, and before the great revolution in 1789 was an episcopal see.

The inhabitants are computed at 80,000. It is divided into the Old

Quarter and the New Quarter. The first, which is very ill built, has

nothing remarkable in it but the Rue aux Arbres, the Tree Street, which is

a kind of course or mall, and the town-house; the gate of this is surrounded

by a balcony, which is supported by two termini, the master-pieces of the

famous Pujet. The New Quarter, which forms, as it were, a second city,

contains, beside the magnificent works constructed in the reign of Louis

XIV, many fine houses (among which that of the late seminary merits,

beyond comparison, the preference) and a grand oblong square, lined with

trees, and serving as a parade. '

“ The Merchants‘ Haven, along which extends a noble quay, on which

Stands the town-house, is protected by two moles, begun by Henry IV.

The New Haven was constructed by Louis XIV, as were the fortifications

of the city. In the front of this haven is an arsenal, containing all the

places necessary for the construction and fitting out of vessels. The first

object that appears is a rope-walk, entirely arched, extending as far asvthe

eye can reach, and built after the designs of Veuban: here cables are

made, and above is a place for the preparation of hemp. Here, likewise,

is the armoury for muskets, pistols, halberts, Gtc. In the park of artillery

are cannons placed in piles, bombs, grenades, mortars, and balls of various

kinds, ranged in wonderful order. The long snil room, the foundry for

cannon, the dock-yards, the basins, &c. are all worthy of observation.

" Both the Old and New Port have an outlet into the spacious outer

roed or harbour, which is surrounded by hills, and formed by nature almost

circular. Its circuit is of very great extent, and the entrance is defended“

on both sides by a fort with strong batteries. In a word, the basins, docks,

and arsenal, at Toulon, warranted the remark of a foreigner who visited

them in the late reign, that “ the king of France was greater there than

at Versailles.” Toulon is the only mart in the Mediterranean fol the re

exportation of the products of the East Indies,

flan. QIbum. Vol. XXXVIII, 3n
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“ This place was destroyed toward the end of the tenth century, and

pillaged by the African pirates almost as soon as re-built. The constable

of Bourbon, at the head of the imperial troops, obtained possession of it in

1524, as did Charles V. in 1536; but in the next century Charles Emanuel,

Duke of Savoy, could not enter it, and Prince Eugene, in 1707, ineffec

tunlly laid siege to it. This city was surrendered hy the inhabitants, in

September, 1793, to the British Admiral Lord Hood, as n conditional means

of enabling them to effect the re-estahlishment of monarchy in France,

according to the constitution of 1789. Lord Hood, accordingly, in con

junction with the Spanish land and naval forces, took possession of the

harbour and forts in trust for Louis XVII. It was garrisoued for some

titne by the British troops, and their allies the Spaniards, Neapolitans, and

Sartlinians; but the French, having laid siege to it, the garrison was obliged

td evacuate the place in the month of December following, after having

destroyed the grand arsenal, two ships of 84- guns, eight of 74-, and two

frigates and carried oi? the Commerce de Marseilles, a ship of 120 guns,

with an 80 and 74 gun ship. This exploit was most gallantly performed,

after it was found impossible to defend the town or to carry off the ships.

Lord Hand entrusted the management of the afl'air to Sir Sidney Smith, so

distinguished for his iutrepidity. Captain Hare commanded the fire ship'

which was towed into the grand arsenal; and so eager was he to execute

his orders, that instead of setting fire to the train in the usual cautiousv

manner, he fired a pistol loaded with powder into the bowl of the train,

composed of 36 pounds of powder and other combustibles. The conse

quence was, he was blown into the water with such violence as to knock a

lieutenant of the Victory’s boat overboard, and narrowly escaped with

hislife.

“ A Spanish captain was appointed to set fire to the small arsenal, but

cowardice prevented him from executing his orders; and this is the reason

why the whole of the French ships was not destroyed. We have been

favoured with this account by an officer of the British fleet.

' “ Toulon is seated on a bay of the Mediterranean, 17 leagues south-East

of Aix, 15 south-east of Marseilles, and 217 south-east of Paris. E. long.

5. 37'. N. lat. 43. 7

________
\

_._i

NAVAL HISTORY OF THE 'PRESENT YEAR 1817.

(October—Nrmember.)

RE'I'ROSPECTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS.

- HE melancholy retrospect of this ill-starred month presents us in the

- Death of our amiable young Princess, 0. subject of most painful, cot:

templation. We will not, in the language of extreme panegyric, say, that

she was too good for this world, and therefore taken to a better; for to;

the station which her Birth assigned her her virtues were necessary, had it

been the will of Providence to have continued to us the blessing—But she

is gone! and the hopes of the nation have suffered a most severe shock.

That activity of spirit which seemed on all occasions to have been beuero-.
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lently exerted, must have rendered her a beloved Sovereign—arid althti'ngh

{ne could not have possessed the power, she might in many respects have

auspicioust evinced the spirit of on Elizabeth. The disposition of a,

British Monarch is, under the present form of the British Constitution, of

less (112301:th consequence—but there was good ground of assurance, that as

far as her inclinations could have swayed, she would have been a popular

Sovereign. -'

The lineal succession lmS heeii disastroust afimted, and the policy 0

the State in that respect becomes a subject of fresh consideration. -

To advert to affairs ofminor consequence: the death of the late Day of

Algiers is stated in the French paper as the consequence of popular super

stition ; that the late bombardment, and the present plague, were owing to

his having been born under the influence of an unfortunate star, and there

fore he was not thought lit to live; and that his successor, Ali, whom with

all the fondness or flattery of an interested friendship, they describe as of

agreeable appearance, pleasing manners, and learned withal, has muni

l'ested the most friendly disposition towards all nations, with whom he has

declared that he wishes to live in good intelligence.

Whatever truth there may be in the former part of the above account,

the following intimation staggers our faith in respect to the latter :—

By the Lisbon mail, we have intelligence from that city down to the 5th

instant. A public notice had been posted up by the Board of Health, com

municating a letter from the Portuguese Consul-General at Gibraltar, which

it had received.—This letter sent by express, states, that on the 95th of

Se tember, the Algerine squadron, consisting of a polncrc, corvette, 'three

brigautines, and two schooners, sailed from Algiers, for the purpose of cruis

ing against the Hamburin and Prussian ships, steering for Cape St. Vincent,

and there was not the least doubt that they had the plague on board, On

the 16th of last month, they were cruising between Cuba de Gnta and

Malagn, where they searched every vessel they met. In order to prevent

any serious consequences from the proceedings of this infected squadron,

the above letter was immediately made public by the Board of Health at

Lisbon. '

An article from Petersburgh reiterates the statement that the Emperor of

China has testified his desire of having resident Foreign Ministers at his

Court. and adds, that the Emperor of Russia had determined upon sending

a Minister Plenipotentiary to Peltin.—Ti|e Asia, 74. and two large frigates,

are fitting out at Cadiz. This force, with the squadron expected there, and

two frigtttes equipping at Carthageua, is to form a fleet, destined to act

against the South American insurgents, and clear the seas of the numerous

privateers that infest them.

Private Letters have been received at Paris from Madrid, dated the 3d

instant, announcing the arrival at Cadiz of seven snil of the Russian squadron,

purchased by Spain. M. de Patischefl', the Russian Ambassador, who had

received the news the day before by an Extraordinary Courier, set out on

the 3d for Cadiz.

MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE NAVY.

A measure hujust been sanctioned by the Board of Admiralty, for t%

benefit of the Families of this meritorious class ol'Oflicers, which rcdoun

so much to the credit of the corps itself with which it originated, and to

the praise of Government, by whom it was very zealously encouraged, that

we are desirous of making it getterqlly kuoua. '
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In common with the Widows of other Naval Officers, the Widows of

Surgeons have hitherto had pensions of 401. per annum from Government,

But the subordinate and nor less useful class of AssistantSurgr-ous have had

no such provision. It was therefore determined, by means of a small con

tribution from each member of the corps (compulsatory on those hereafter

entering the service, but optional to the present members) to establish a

Supplemental Fund, in order to grant additional pensions of 40!. a year to

the Widows and certain other benefits to the Orphans, ofsuch of the ‘vledical

Oflicers of the Navy, of every description, as should desire to avail them

selves of the privilege of this institution; such additional pen~iou not to be

reckoned as private income, or as tending to deprive the Widow of the

King's pension. Consistently with the present regulations, therefore, a

:Medical Ollicer's Widow may in future hold the two pensions of 40!. “Ch,

besides 801. of private income. This Fund has now been established by his

Royal Highness the Prince Regent, a copy of whose Order in Council we

lubjoin. It is not the least encouraging part of the plan, that the manage

ment of the Fund is vested in the First 10rd and Secretary of the Admiralty

for the time being, with a Court of Directors, composed of the principal

Medical Officers.

On Monday the first meeting of the Directors was held at the Admiralty

Office, under the presidency of J. W. Croker, Esq. when Mr. Finlayson,

one of the Senior Clerks of the Admiralty, by whose active exertions the

plan has been greatly promoted, and by whom the regulations of the Fund

and the several calculations had been formed, was unanimously elected

Secretary of the Society; Messrs. Maude, of Great George Street, West

minster, were elected Treasurers.

At the Court at Carlton-House, the 18th of August, 1817. Present—his

Royal Highness the Prince Regent in Council.

Whereas there was this day read at the Board a Memorial from the

Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, dated the

first of this instant, in the words following, viz.—

“ The Medical Othcers of the Royal Navy having very generally con

curred in a desire to establish, by Contributions among themselves, a Fund

for the benefit oftheir Widows, supplemental to the Pensions now provided

for them under the existing Regulations, and having earnestly requested of

us that certain standing orders and regulations for the government of such

supplemental Fund, which had been prepared by a Committee appointed

by them for that purpose, and submitted for our approbation, should be

laid by us before your Royal Highness in Council, with their most humble

and earnest request that your Royal Highness would be graciously pleased

to approve of, and to establish the said Orders and Regulations by authority

of your Royal Highness's Orders in Council. We do most hnmbly repre

sent to your Royal Highness, that the object of the said Medtcal Ofiiccrs

rs to us to he very laudable in itself, and that it tends to the comfort

and respectability of that branch of his Majesty’s Naval Service. We beg

leave, therefore, with all humility, to annex a Copy of the Orders and Hegu.

lotions above-mentioned, which we have read and up roved ; most humbly

submitting to your Royal Highness the expediency o establishing the some

by authority of your Order in Council, in the name and on the behalf of

his Majesty, as requested by the said Medical Officers.”

His Royal Highness the Prince Regent having taken the said Memorial

into consideration, was pleased, in the name and on the behalf of his

Majesty, and by and with the advice of his Majesty's Privy Council, to ap

prove thereof, and of the said Orders and Regulations (a copy whereof is

ereunto annexed): And his Royal Highness doth hereby establish the

same: And the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of the Admi

ralty are to give the necessary directions herein accordingly.

‘ (Signed) CLIETWYND

_, __ ._..__ - JNM‘lui-A.
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A METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAI

KEPT A'l‘ TIE OBIIRYATORY OI 'l'lll IAVAL ACADEMY,

1,

GOIPOI'I',

From the 20th qfOclober, to the 20th quovrmber, 1817.
 

1817.

Oct. 91

23
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BAROHBTHR. THERMOMETEB. En“. hm

v _ in in. in In.

Max_ Min. Med. Max. Min. Mod. kc. fire.

In. In. In. 6 a 0

30-00 29-94 99-970 50 59 44-5 ——

5003 299429-985 53 38 45-5 —- -—

30-05 50-05 30-050 51 40 45-5 '15 —

50-05 30-01 50-020 46 40 43 -——- -

29-97 99-95 99 950 48 42 45 — ' 0

29-81 99-06 29-865 54 39 4a -05 .

99-83 995-.- 99-675 51 35 4s — -17

29-58 99 57 29-575 49 36 49 5 —~ -19

29-75 29-63 99-680 46 55 40-5 ~05 ___

99-66 29-45 99-545 56 43 49-5 -— .28

30-04 29-68 29.860 53 36 44-5 -— ~17

5051304050455 49 42 45-5 115—- 6

3066 30-54 50-550 59 50 54-5 — ~03

30'36 30-50 50950 54 40 51 — -04

30-29 30-14 30-180 55 45 50 -10 -02

5006 30-05 30-055 55 48 51-5 -

30-05 29-95 29-990 58 40 5s —-

29-85 99-59 29-710 58 48 53 '10 '16

29-59 29-56 99-575 55 45 50 —- '08

50-00 99 02 29-910 52 43 47-5 —— ~30 Q

30-10 3000 50-080 57 40' 51-5 -20 -01*

29'8329'8‘2 29-095 54 45 495 — 95]

29-02 29-67 99-745 55 39 41 — -10*

99-88 99-95 99 055 51 49 50 ~10 -_{

29-67 99-57 29620 56 49 52-5 -- .75

2972 294029660 53 40 46-5 _ 04)

301830015 30-105 51 48 49-5 none -o7t

30-40 50-370 56 44 50 ~01;

30'46 50-37 50-415 57 35 46 -- —-—\

30-69 30-57 50-595 51 31 4-2 -— 02‘

30-62 30-46 30 540 49 46 47-5 .10 -—

30-62]29-40 29.982 59 31 147 6 ~90 2'69.

 

The observations in each line of this table are

ginning a! 8 ALI.

for n period of 24 hours, he.

Rxsuu's.

Inches. N

Maximum. . 30 62 Nov. 19th and 20th, Wind .W.
Dunn?!“ gmniimum .. 29'40 Ditto 15th, Dillo S.S.W.

Range 1'22

Mean barometricnl pressure 29'982

Grcalcsl variation in 24- hours '82

Number of Changes . . . . . . . . 22

. Maximum. . 59" Nov. 2d, Dino Somh,
“'"W‘T" Minimum. . s1 Dillu 200., mm w.N.w.

Range 2 '

Mean temperature of the A? _

moaphrre 476

Greatest varinlion in 24 hours 22

Evaporation during the period

Rain and hail, diuo 2‘69 Do.

'90 Inches.

“find: moderate and variable, manly Soulheriy, accompanied with Ibgl, In abundance M

douflsof various modificqlinm, nnd drizziing raim. Thequuitily of water um ha evaporaicd

in 9 "Ii-he! [60$ lhan that in our in: M-aeoroiopcai'l‘abic.
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REMARKS ON THE WEATHER.

Ocroaza Ql- A stratus on the harbour, and at Spitheadj the sun rose

fiery red behind a large dense cirrottralus cloudI whose upper horizontal

edge cut his disc, apparently,_ as it ascended : A.M. calm, and sunshine at

intervals: in the afternoon an inosculation of cwuuli with rirrostratus,

"Mill produced heavy cumulostratus: the sky overcast at night, and thick

line below.

92. A thick fog from 7 till 10 A.M.; it advanced slowly tomtrds the

North last evening, and was driven back by light airs from that quarter:

the day, in‘other respects, as the preceding: a faint moon-light, through a

light veil ol'cirrostratus iu (locks and in beds, and some dew in the night.

'23- A.M. fine, with rirrostrutus below cirrocumulus: RM. an over

cast and waved sky, with some drops of rain, a strong breeze from th_el\’.E.,
and n quiescent barometer. v

9.4- Overcast, first with cirrastratus, and then with cumuluslratus, and

a few drops of rain: misty below in the evening. ti

25- A.\1. as the preceding, with the addition of a calm, and a stratus

on the harbour and at Spithcad : P.3d. cumulostratus, and a chunge of wind

from the E. to S.W.

QF- A stratus on the harbour and at Spithead, both in the morning and

in the evening: A.M. line, with abundance of large cumulus clouds in all

quarters, inosculating with cirrostratus; in a space between the latter,

Siiuthward, linear cirrus appeared in an azure sky pointing to the East and

West: P.M. cirrocumulus, overhanging tumult, and a close corona round

the Moon. _

‘27. Hoar frost, with a thin crust of ice, a great dew early, and much

water on the inside of time windows, followed by a thick fog, of on electric

smell, From 7 till 10 A.M., when cirrocumulu: appeared in flocks: at noon

a veil of cirrostrntus from the West: P.M. steady rain, and a light gale of

wind.

‘28. A dense stratus on the harbour, surmounted by a cirrostratus cloud

till 10 A.M., then rain and wind, with short intervals of sunshine: at 7

RM. a storm of rain and hail, and showers in the night.

‘29- A fine day, with cirrostratus and cwuulostratus; and a misty

Moonlight night.

30- A.M. stormy, nith wind and rain: RM. nimbi, with distant

showers, and sunshine at intervals: cirrostratu: below cirrus at night, and

a small lunar halo and corona.

31. A.M. as the preceding: RM. cirrocumulus in flocks and in beds :

a dear sky alter sun-set? a very white moonlight, and a copious fall

01' dew. -

NOVEMBER 1. A gold-coloured sun-rise, and a clear sky; a dense
stratus on the harbour and at Spithendiin the morning and evening, and a

rapid rise of the mercury in the barometer: RM. fine, with cumuti nizar

the horizon, and plumose cirrus in an azure sky.

Q- A stratus Westward, and avcil of undulated rirrostratu: towards

the North, thus waved by alight breeze from the South: at low dense

atmosphere, and drizzling rain after 4 RM.
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_ 3- 8: 4- Drizzling rain, with almost an equal [temperature day and

night; and thiclt fogs in the evening.

0- (hose and foggy till 9 A.M. when a rirrostrritus cloud swept the

ground In a Westerly direction: afterwards 0 fine day, with plutnose

and linear cirrus and cirrucumulut in flocks: much haZe at night.

6: AM. a close humid atmosphere, and calm: many hats and swarms

of flies, &c. out from their winter retreat: intervals of rain and wind after

5 P. M.

7- Fine, with cirrot‘umuli and cumulostratus. which passed off: at 1

RM. a solar halo 44° in diameter, formed on a lofty thin vapour from the

Southward, which, in the course of three hours, descended into the lower

atmosphere, and was follnwed by a wet and windy night.

8- AM. fine, with cumuli, and cirroslratus below cirroc'umulus, and a

strong southerly breele: RM. nimbi and rain, and a brisk gale; this wind,

with the late drizzling rains and humid atmosphere, has nearly stripped the

neighbouring trees ol~ their withering foliage.

9- A fine day, with cirruslratus, cumuli, and sirrus; on the latter

modification the upper part ofa large solar halo was seen at 1 P.M. : mmbi

and heavy rain at night.

10- Plumose cirrus, cirrot‘umulu: in flocks, and cirrostratu: beneath:

a fog from 8 till 5 past 9 : RM. cumulostratus, followed by a little rain.

1 l. A veil of undulated cirrostratua till 8 A.M., then rain: sunshine in

the afternoon: at 5, the crescent of the new Moon was observed in a S.W.

direction, following the sun: much dew in the night.

lQ- AM. as the preceding: RM. wind and rain.

l3- A stratus 0n the harbour and at Spitheatl, and cirrus to the East

wnrd, displaying a light red tint a short tllne before and after sun-rise: a

fine sunny day, and rain in the night.

14- A rainy day and night, with moderate and temperate breezes from

the S. and SE.

15. A “mm of cloud, and hazy till 9 A.M., afterwards sunshine: rain

from 6 till 10 P.M.; then a fine starry firmament.

16. AM. sunshine, a stratus, cirrottratus, and cirrocumulus: RM.

_ drizzling rain.

17- A.M. drizzling rain and fog, and an overcast sky all day and night.

is. A stratus on the harbour; and cirrocumulus inosculated with

tit-restrain: till 10 A.M., then an overcast sky, followed by light drizzling

rnin till 5 P.M.: a fine moonlight night, with passing cirrus (upon this modi

fication several lunar coronas were formed), and much dew. .

19- A fog from 1 till 9 A.M.: a fine sunny day, with plumnse and

linear cirrus, and distant sheets of cirrostratus: a fine sun-set, and a rose

blush on the twilight: a white moonlight, and a copious fall of dew, which,

with a fog at midnight, produced Ta- of an inch indepth—a lrighbaroineter.

QO- Clear and fresty, and much water on the inside of the windows:

plumose and linear cirrus till 2 RM. followed by general cloudiness, and

drizzling rain.
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ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER. 6, 1817,

DMD, i"HER. ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCESS CHARLOTTE AUGUSTA,

m nu: 22!: YEAR. or an. ace!

  

N recording this Melancholy Event, we find ourselves anticipated in every

expression of sorrow by the numerous tributes, both in Prose and Verse,

already presented to the Memory of this amiable and unfortunate Princess;—

but why do we say unfortunate? Can we look around and see the mighty

evidences of Power and Goodness in the Great Creator, at whose call she is

gone—and doubt that, happy and exalted as “as her station here, she is gone

to a superior state of being and of buses—For whom then do we sorrow ?—l-‘or

ourselves l-We have lost an object, which we have been accustomed to view,

though at a respectful distance, with private satisfaction, and public hope—we

have seen her from her infancy—and as far as well-grounded report, and pub

lic observation could inform us, have watched the progress of her mind and

manners—have seen her heart expanding with her knowledge—her condescen

sion to all who had the smallest claims on her kindness, and her consideration

even of strangers, where want recommended by virtue, could be relieved.

Nor is it for ourselves alone we grieve—hut also for the Royal Family, on

whose happiness her estimable virtues and accomplishments had a more imme

diate influence—and especially for the intense aflliction of her Illustrious

Father, and Worthy Consort—for the disjunction of a pair whose manners and

disposition seemed mutually formed to obtain as much of Human felicity as

Human Life can bestovv. Nor let us be unmindful of that Illustrious Mourner

on a foreign shore. The messenger of had tidings is on the way, is probably

ere this arrived—and sincerely do we sympathise in the pain they must pro

duce. ' Rarely, indeed, has the fatal shaft of Death stricken one, and

wounded so many ! But lest we should he thought rather to express the feel

ings ofa fanciful than a real sorrow, we will now proceed to a Narration of the

circumstances of this great calamity.

Tonard the end of the last month, the public expectation was confidently

excited, by the frequent and favorable reports of her Royal llighness's health

and spirits, together with the known course of time, that the Delivery would

be safe and soon; The neighbourhood of Claremont was'allve in intention and

preparation to celebrate it, and the whole Kingdom would have vied with them

in their expressions of joy. The wardrobe of the illustrious stranger was pre

pared, and arrangements were made for the timely summoning of the following

officers of state to witness the arrival, at the first announcement of it. They

were the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishop of London, the Lord Chan

cellor, Earls Batburst and Sidmouth, and Mr. Vansittart.
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At three o’rlock on Tuesday morning, the 4th of November, the physician,

Sir R. Croft, saw in the sudden indispnsition of her Royal Highness rrnsnns for

announcing her approaching nccouchement. Expresses were immediately sent

anm the ufiicen rifStnte, whose presence was necessary, and the altelldtllliéé

of Dr. Baillie was likewise desired. The messengers were desputchod at;

qunrter past three, and Lord Bnthurst arrived from Putney at a quarter pep:

fiVl" ; Lord ~Qidinoutli, from Richmond, at a quarter before six; the Archbishop

of Canterbury, and the Bishop of London, from Fulham, _at six o‘clock ; the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, from Downing-street, at half-past seven'; add

the Lord Chancellor, from Redford-square, at a quarter before eight. The

distance from London is sixteen miles. Dr. Baillie arrived from Virginia

Water at a quarter past seven. ' ' .

'l‘hc prntraction of the Delivery all Tuesday induced the Ministers to send

for Dr. J. Sims, of Guildford—street, and he arrived early on Wednesday

morning. The following official Bulletins were issued in the course of the
i labour :—

“ Culturom', Wednesday, So'Clnok A. M.

“ The labour of Her Royal Highness the Primes; Canaan‘s ll going on rely

slowly, but we trust favourably. _ ‘

(Signed) “ MATTHEW BAILIJE,

“ RIGHARD CROFT‘

“ JOHN SIMS."

“ Cmnnox'r. Nov. 5, half past 5 P. M,

“ The labour of Her Royal Highness the Princess Cmnm-r-rz has Wifhin the

last three or four hours considerably advanced, and will, it in hopedI within a. few

hours he happily completed.

“ M. BAILLIB,

1‘ RICHARD CROFT,

*‘ JOINS SIMS."

(Signed)

.“ CLnnnxou'r, .Hovg, goggle: pulp in the Evening.

“ At nine o'clock this evening, Her Rqul Highnesythe Princes: CIAnoorrl

was safely delivered of a still-born male child,oud Her Royal Highneuin goin‘gn
favourably. ’ I

“‘ H. BAILLTE,

“ RICHARD CROFT,

Y“ JOHN 81 ms."

$33-91“)

“ Gunmen-r, Nov. 5, lflo'clnck PM. V

" At nine o'clock this evening, Her Royal Highness the Princes! Cannon:

was delivered of a still-horn mole child. Her Roya} flights: in doing extremely

well. -

‘Si-glted) “ M. BAILLIR,

‘.‘ JOHN SIMS,

“ RICHARD coon."

The anxiety of Prince Leopold during the yuth of the time wanextreme;

for the death of the child he had a consolation in the life Dl'lhc Prilipqsand in

the flatteringmeports that she was doing well—{ind heretiredto rest—altp,hpyv

‘v~‘_‘v-_»-.‘_"‘
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soon to end ! it was about twelve o'clock, when, from the confident opinion

of the medical gentlemen that her Royal Highness needed no other assistance

than that which the nurse, Mrs. Griffiths, could render her, they retired to

their chambers. Her Royal Highness had been previously informed that the

infant was still-born, and received the news with placid resignation to the

Divine will.

[The following letter from Claremont includes a brief account of all that

followed :—

“ Claremont, 6 o'clock this morning {That-Ida]; ).

“ I had hoped to have sent you very, very different tidings ; and yetterday.

when I despntched my last letter to you, I felt confident that my next would

have announced the consummation of our wishes, in the birth of a future heir

or heiress—That next! However, I will endeavour to write all I have

heard, as well as the general griefand consternation will allow me. On Mon

day, in the night, or about three on Tuesday morning, her Royal Highness was

taken ill, and expresses were sent olf to the great olhccrs of state, the Arch

bishop of Canterbury, and the Bishop of London, desiring their immediate

attendance. Earl Bathurst, Lord Sidmouth, the Lord Chancellor, Mr. Van

-Sittart, together'with the Archbishop and Bishop, immediately attended. Dr.

Baillie and Dr. Croft were the medical attendants During the whole ofMon

day the labour advanced islmvly, but without the least appearance of danger.

The Princess Charlotte showed uncommon firmness and resignation. Towards

_ evening, as the labour still lingered, it was deemed advisable to send vfor

Dr. Sims, who arrived in the middle of the night. Nothing could be going on

better, though too slowly; and the excellent constitution of the Princess gave
every assurance that she WDUld not be too much exhausted by theidclay. No

language, no panegyric, can be too warm For the manner in which the Prince

Leopold conducted himself. He was incessant in his attendance, and no

countenance could more deeply express the anxiety he felt.—Once or twice lie

exclaimed to the medical attendants,‘ ‘ that'the unrepining patient endurance

‘ of the Princess, whilst it gave him comfort, communicated also a deep nfiic

tion at her sutTerihgs being so lengthened.’

-“ AbouLsix ,o'clockyesterday, the labour advanced more rapidly, and no

apprehensions were entertained of any fatal result; and the child was ascer
tained toibe still living. r At nine o'clock, her Royal Highness was delivered

of a male child, but still-born. Throughout the whole of this long and painful

labour, her Royal Highness evinced the greatest firmness, and received the

communication ~05 the child being still-born with much resignation. Prince

[napold exclaimed to the medical attendants, as soon as the intelligence was

communicated to him"—-" Thank God ! Thank God ! ‘the Princess is safe.”

The child was perfect, and one of the finest ever brought into the world. The '

Princess was composed 'after her delivery, and though of course much

exhausted, every hope was entertained of her doing well. This pleasing intel

“game being communicated to the great Ofiicers oI'Statc, and the Archbishop

of Canterbury and the Bishop'ot'London,v they left Claretbnnt about eleven

o’clock : the medical attendants of- course remaining; A little after twelve, a

change was-observable in her- Royal Highness—her quiet left her—she became
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restless and uneasy—and the medical attendants felt alarmed.‘ Expresses

were sent off, I believe, to the Officers of State, stating the change that had

taken place.- From half-past twelve, restlessness and convulsions increased,

till nature and life were quite exhausted, and her Royal Highness expired at

half-past two this |nnrning.-Prince Leopold was with her Royal Highness at

this agonizing moment." ' \

The Prince Regent had been for some days previous at the Marquis of

Hartford's Seat, at Sudhourne, in Suffolk. On Tuesday, soon after midnight,

a Messenger arrived at Carlton-House, with the intelligence thnt her Royal

Highness was in labour. The bulletin was immediately forwarded to the Regent,

who, on receipt of it, instantly set of for town, and arrived at halfipast three

o'clock on Thursday morning, when he received another bulletin, announcing

the Child still-born. A gentleman was immediately llBSPflICh€d to Claremont,

to ascertain the stateof the Princess, and to announce his Royal Highness‘s

intention to proceed to.Claremont without delay. Theouiiicer had just left

Carlton-House, when Earl Buthurst arrived with the mournl'ul news, that the

Princess was no more. The grief of the Prince we will not attempt to report.

It is enough to say, it was that of an affectionate father, for the sudden unea

peeled loss of an only and most amiable daughter.

The announcement of her Royal Highness's Delivery to the Public was in

the following letter from Lord Sidnmuth to the Lord Mayor :—

“ 511 Loan. Cuaanorr'r, Nov. 5, 1817, half past 9, P.M.

“ 1 have the honor to inform your lordship, that, at 9 o‘clock this evening, her

Royal Highness the Princess CHARLOTTE was safely delivered ol'a still-horn male

child, and that her Royal Highness is going on favourably.

“ I have the honor to be, my Lord, your most obedient servant,

(Signed) “ SlDMOUTH.”

“ To the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor."

In this there was enough ofpublic Disappointment; but in the succeeding one

came the most afflicting Despair l— I

“ Mt Loan, “ Wan-mutt, Nov. 6,l817, half past 6, A.M.

“ It is with the deepest sorrow that] inform your lordship, that her Royal

Highness the‘Princess CHARLOTTE expired this morning at half-past ‘2 o‘clock, '

" I have the honor to be, &'c. -

(Signed) “ SIDMOUTH.”

"‘ The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor.”

\Ve shall conclude our account of this National Calamity, with the oficial

announcement of it in the London Gazette :—

“ LONDON GAZETTE EXTRAORDINARY, Tnuasnn', Nov. 6, 1817.

“ Warnsaau, Nov. 6, 1817.

“ Her Royal Highness the Princess CnaaLoT-rn Auccs'ra,Daughter of his

Royal Highness the Ptmvca Runner, and Consort of his Serene Highness the

Prince Leorom of Saxe-Coaouac, was delivered of a still horn male child at

9 o'clock last night, and about half- past 12 her Royal Highness was seized with

great difficulty of breathing, restlessness, and exhaustion, which alarming symptom
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increased till‘haIf-past 2 o'clock thls morring, uhen her Royal Highness expired,

to the inexpresiible grief of his Royal Highness the Fumes: Runner, of her illus

trious Consort, the PIIINCL‘ Lnorono, and of all the Rovat. FAMILY."

at. Dispatches were sent off at a very early hour on Thursday morning to the

Qu- in and the Princesses at Bath, and to every other Member of the Royal

anly. A ('nuncil was'liltewise held, to give the necessary orders for the

'funeral at Yht- lamented Princess, and for a General \ ourning.

When the melancholy intelligence reacht d the Old Bailey. the Recorder imme

diately adjourned the Proceedings of the Court. The Lord Mayor took immediate

measures for summoning an ebpgeial meeting of the Court of Aldermen, which

took place in the afternoon of the same day. It was attended by his Lordship,

the Lord Mayor Elect, and 17 Aldermen, with the Recorder, Sheriffs, and

City Otiicers: when it was unauimouslyagreed, that the fitting-up of Guildhall

for Lord Mayor’s Day should be immediately discontinued, and that the pre

parations already made there should be removed; and public notice was

directed to be given for preventing all show and rejoicing on that day. The

following notification Vat accordingly placerded :-'

J

“ WOOD, Mason.

: “ All RSPECIALCOURT ‘of LORD MAYOR and ALDERMEN, holden in

the Council Chamber ofltlte Guildhall of the City of London, on Thursday the

fill slay of November; 1817,1nd in the 58th year of the Reign of George the

Third, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and lreiand, King, Etc.

1- “This Court being deeply afllieted with the loss of her Royal Highness the

Princess Charlotte Augusta, daughter of his Royal Highness the Prince

Regent, and Consort of his Serene Highness the Prince Leopold of Sue

Cnburg; and considering how unseasonable any public rejoicing: would be at

atime when his Royal Highness the Prince-Regent and the whole nation are,

on this mournful occasion, so sensibly atllieted with the greatest sorrow and con

” ‘c'ern, doth thereupon unanimously agree and order, That the Livery Companies

shall not walk or stand in the streets, nor pass in their barges on the water on

the next Lord Mayor‘s day; nor any firing ot‘guns on the land or water, ringing

,ofbells, or any other outward Show or rejoicings heretofore accustomed, be per

mitted or suti‘ered_to be made on that day, but that the some be for this time

vvholly laid aside and forborne, and that public notice be given thereof; and it

is further agreed and ordered, That waving all unnecessary pomp and state,

the Lord Mayor elect, in his private coach, accompanied with the present

Lord Mayor, the Aldermen, and Mr. Recorder, and attended only by the

filterifi‘s, and the principal oilicers in coaches, the other oflicers walking on foot,

preceded by the two City Marshals on horseback, shall pass from the Mansion

House to Westminster, and directly go up to the Court of Exchequer, there to
.take his oa'th,ivvhich being done, his Lordship. attended as before, having entered

' Lll'nrro'ots hf'AltOrllt'y in the Courts of King's Bench and Common Pleas as usual,

'l ,is desired to return in the some manner to the Mansion House." _

'. -7 _ (Signed) "WOODTHORPE."
,i .

The public shops had the shutters put up, the Theatres were closed, and a

universal gloom prevailed.

. I-..» _/ .-_,
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7‘ in the 'coufise of Friday, November 7, were published the subsequent

‘ollielal announcements for aCourt and Public MOurning for our irreparable

public loss; ’and never did the exterior garb of woe more truly depict the

Sympathetic 'sbrrbw of t loyal and hfiicletl people :—

h " Lono Cmnennunr’s Onrce, N01. '1, IS".

“ Orden for the Court's going into Mourning, on Sunday next,the 9th inst. for

her ate Royal. 7 ghness the Princess Ca RLOTTE Au us'u, Daughter of his

Royal Highness the Punch REGENT, and Consort of his Serene Highness the

Prince Lsoeom of Snxs Coaonnn : riz.- >

“The Ladies to wear black bomb ‘nes, plain muslin or long lawn, crape hoods,

ehamoy shoes and gloves, and crap: fans.

" Undresa—Dark , orwich crape.”

" The Gentlemen to Wear black cloth, without buttons on the sleeves or pocke

filaih rhu'slin orlong lawn cra ts and weepers, ahamoy shoe: and glovel, crepe

hathends, an black swords and buckles. '

" Unileran grey frocks.”

_
,0

‘ .,_. v t

‘6 The Deputy Earl Marsha? Order fora General Tewrrrilgfor her late Royal High

. am the Princess CHARMTTE Avon's-n, Daughter of his oyal iglmers Ute

Paine Ream, and Consort oflai: Serene Highness theft-lace Lao w of

San-Colon». .

“ In phM‘ance of the oath ‘of hi; Royal H V nest the PRINCE Rm ,

eating in the name and oh the behalf of his MA , three 'are to give pnhn

notice, that it ll expected upon the present moat Melancholy occasion (of the death

of her late Royal Highness the Prlnem Cannemt A-‘tieus-rn, Daughter of his

Royal Highness 'the Prime: Ream-r, and Consort of h‘u Serene Highness the

Prince Leoronn of Snxn-Coeoono,hll Persons do put themselvel into decent

‘ Mnrnlng; the said ‘ourning to begin on runday next, the 9th inst,”

“ HENRY HOWARD MOLYNEUX HOWARD,

“ Deputy 'EarlvMarshnl‘,”

_ (send)

“ Nov. 1, ran."

P.

“ Hons: Gveans, Nov. 7, 1817.

“ Eis Royalflighnese the Rhiannacting in the name and on the half

of his Mlgm'r'r, does not require that Officm of the Army ehonld ear any

er Mourning on the prae'nt melancholy occasion, than ahlnek crape round

their left ms_ ith their nniforrns.-—By~ command of his Royal Highness the

Comatnmrm-rs- we.”(Signed) “ HENRY CALVERT, _Ad.iutant-lieneral."’ I

M

' ' " Amrmnrxrv Ornce, Nov. 7, IBM.

“ His Royal Highfl'lhe Pn‘m‘cn R'eotm, hetingin “the name and on the behalf

of his Munnv, does not require We Otficers of the Fleet or Royal Marines

should wear any other Mourning on the present melancholy occasion, than a black

crepe round their letter»; with their uniforms.“ r

' (Signed) “ J. W. CROKER."

- ~~»\_--~..-~V-~
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The body of the Princess was emhalmetl, as was likewise that of the child,

A custom (and we find no other warrant assumed for it) which we think

more corigenial with the notions of less enlightened times and countries than

with our own. The body of the Princess has, besides the emhulming, been

enclosed in a number of wrappers, stifi'ened with wax. These wrappers again

are covered with an enclosure of rich blue velvet, tied with white satin,

The coflins destined to contain all that was left on earth of what so lately

was life, and sprightliness, and generosity, were in every respect corresponding

to the rank of their lamented occupant. The inner receptacle was of maho

gany, lined and pillowed with white sittin, and enclosed in lead. The magnifi

cent col‘lin surrounding those was of the finest Spanish mahogany, covered with

crimson Genoa velvet, and decorated with the usual mourni'ul and heraldic

insignia; the Inflssive handles, the. were of silver gilt, and the sides divided

into compartments, by many thousand nails of the same costly materials. ,A

large silver plate on the lid bore the following inscription =

DEPOSITVM,

XLLVSTRISSIME PRINCIPISSE CHARLOTTE AVGVSTE,

XLLVSTRISSIMI PIHNCIPIS GEORGI! LUGVSTI FREDERICI,

PRINCIPIS WALLIE, BRITANNIARVM BEGENTIS,

FILLE VNICE:

CONSORTISQYB SERENISSIMI PRINCIPIS LEOPOLDI GEORGII FBEDERICI,

DUClS SAXONLE, MARCH")le MISN'LE, '

LANDGRAVll THVRINGLE, PRINCIPE COBUBG! SAALFENDEiiS]!,

EXERCITVVM REGIS MARESGHALLI MAJESTATX REGIE

A SANCTIORXBUS CONSILIIS NOBILISSXMI

OBDINXS PERESCELIDIS, ET HONORATISSIMI ORDINIS

MILKTARIS DE BALNEO EQUXTIS:

oBlIT SEXTA DIE NOVEMBIUS, ANNO DOMINI MDCCCXVII

ETATIS SUE XXII

.This Platewas of an oblong shape, and merely surrounded by a plain border.

At the angle of each panel were corner plates,on which was engraved a coro

net encircled with palm branches, and the letters P. C. A. the initials of

Famous CHARLOTTE Aucus'rA.-—A transcript of the preceding lnscriplion

was also engraved on a silver plate inserted on the lid of the interior

leaden coflin. '

The Urn containing the heartof Her Royal Highness was also constructed

of Honduras mahovnny, lined with lead, and covered with crimson velvet,

the sides and top of which were formed into panels, with corner plates, the.

decorated as the coffin. A gold medallion on the lid contained

P. C. A.—61'n Novennlm, lSl'l.

Thecoflin for thelnfant, like that oflhe Parent, was of maho anv, covered,

&c. the same, with only the difl'erence ofwhilc nails. On a p ate-on the lid

was engraved the following Inscription :—

THE sum. norm MALE INFANT

or 'rmztn

ROYAL Ann SEBENE HIGHNESSES

THE Piuttcess cuAnLoTTn .wcus'rA

AND

rttmcs LEOPOLD or sun: 0050mm.

NOVEMBER 5111, 1817.
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ON Weottesosv, NOVEMBER the 19th,the day appointed for the funeral, the,

expression of the public sorrow was evinced in the most solemn manner. The

Shops were every where close shut up. The churches and chapels, even the

synagogue of the Jews, were all thrown open for the performance 0f diVine

sen-ice, and to impress the minds of their respective congregations with thoughts

suitable to the occasion, and we scarcely need add, that the especial allusions

of the preacher were in every instance followed by the tears of the congregation,

and we believe they never were before so numerous. At St. Paul's the numbers

were so great as to cause a suspension of the service: and in the evening, the

time appointed for the funeral soletnnities to commence, a solemn stillness per

vaded all the streets; every house was closely shut from the top to the bottom,

and nothing was heard but the monotonous knell of St. Paul’s re-echoed by that

of the other churches and chapels in and about London, and, from all the

flCCOllllts that have reached us, we believe the some audible and visible signs of

national grief pervaded the whole country. The business of the dock-yards

were suspended; the vessels, British and Foreign, hoisted their colours only

half-mast high; and at night minute guns were fired in all the sea-ports.

Of the proceedings at Clareinont and Windsor we shall adopt the account

given in the Times, as the report of agentlemnn who was present.

." The removal of the bodies of the Princess and the Royal infant from

Claremont being fixed for six o'clock oii Tuesday evening, a numerous party of

the 10th, or Prince’s own, regiment arrived at five. Several of them were

stationed iii the Park, near the paling, toprevent disorder. At the appointed

time a mourning coach and six drove up to the grand entrance of the house ;

soon after, the codin, containing the infant and uru, was brought out and placed

in the‘cnach: directly after, Sir Robert Gardiner and Colonel Addenbrolte

followed, and entered the coach. The hearse then drove up; and the state

cofiin, containing the remains of the Princess, borne by ten men, was brought

out and placed in the hearse: it then drove ofi', drawn by eight horses, and

went completely out of sight to prevent the Prince seeing it when he came out.

The coach which was to convey him being announced to be in readiness, his

Serene llighness came out and entered it, attended by the Rev Dr. Short in his

full robes. The Baron llardenbrookc, two gentleman Ushers, Lady J. Thynne,

Mrs.vCanipbell, Mrs. Lewis, Mrs. Phillips, bzc. went in the other mourning

coaches. Every thing was conducted with the greatest regularity and solemnity;

nothing was heard but the deep sighs of afflicted spectators who were admitted

into the penis. The whole was arranged by Mr. Mash, of the Lord Chamber

laian odicc, and Mr. Banting, the undertaker. The procession began to move

_ before half-past six o'clock. preceded by upwards of 30 horsemen, three a-breast,

in full mourning. The whole was followed by a party of the 10th Dragoons.

Both Walton and Hampton-Court bridges were mentioned confidently as roads
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for the procession. It was, we understand, finally determined to go over \Val

ton-bridge, in consequence oi'the Commander-in-Chiel'having ordered General

Bolton to direct a party to ride over the two roads, and report which was the

best; and in consequence of their report being in favour or Walton, that was

preferred. '

“Great numbers of horsemen and pedestrians followed: the bells of the

diderent churches in the towns and villages through which it passed tolled in

solemn sounds. The roads were thronged with spectators, and every house

was closed. At'Egham, the escort of the 10th regiment was relieved by the

Royal Horse Guards, who had left Windsor about 8 o'clock For that purpose.

The procession did not enter Windsor till a little before 2 o'cloelt, where a

great concourse of people had been waiting some hours. The remains of the

Princess were received at the Lower Lodge, by the Ye'omen of the Guard, who

carried the coffin: a Guard of Honour lrom the 8d Regiment of Foot Guards

were stationed outside of the Lodge. Prince Leopold, his attendants, and

others, in the mourning coaches, alighted at the Lodge. The coach containing

the body of the infant and the urn drove to the chapel,whcre it was received by

the Dean, and deposited in the vault, without any church service.

“ Numbers were disappointed at Windsor, who expected the Princess to lie

in state; whereas, on account of the smallness ofthe premises, and the want of

passages to enter and retire, those only were admitted who had tickets. The

room that the corpse passed through was hung with hlaclt cloth; and the ndjnin

ing room where it was placed was titted up in a style of state; a large black

velvet pall lay on the coffin, with a broad white border reaching to the ground,

which, as well as the whole room, was covered with black cloth. On the colfin

was the Princess‘s coroner, and at the head ofthe cnflin. against the wall, was a

large silk cscutcheon. Three large wax candles were on each side of the cnfiin,

also numerous small wax candles on all sides of the room. The gentleman of

the College of Arms were employed during the morning in arranging the stalls

in the chapel for the Knights of the Garter, &c. The machinery for lowering

the c0rpse into the vault was comMeted.

“ Windsor, Wednesday Night, 12 o'clock

“ When the bodies of the Princess Charlotte and her Royal Infant came

into Windsor last night, the funeral procession was preceded by 100 of the

Horse Guards“ Blue, and the Infant and the Urn were immediately conveyed

to St. George‘s Chapel, and there received by the lion. and Rev. Dr. Hobart,

the Dean, the Rev. Mr. Northey, and the Rev. Dr. Cooltson. The Dean

stood with his back to the west, in the Chapel, the Rev. Mr. Northey and the

Rev. Dr. Cookson on each side of him. The most profound silence was

observed by all ; eight Yeomen of the Guard standing round. The Body and

the Urn were then gradually lowered by a windlass into the Royal Cemetery ;

two of the Yeomen descending to receive them. They were deposited tempo

rarily on a shelf, previous to being placed on the coflin of the Princess. No

service took place, hut an awful stillness was preserved. This was the whole\

of the ceremony. The procession came in last night without flamheamt or any '7

other lights, at a slow and half-foot pace. The military were obliged occa

sionally to halt to accommodate the movement of the funeral. It was a fine
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night, and the moon had shone brightly all the way from Claremont till the pro- '

ces~i0n reached the town of Windsor; but here in a remarkable manner the‘

sky lwca'ne overcast, the moon was lost in clouds, and darkness ensued—a ‘

sudden change, which visibly affected thousands of spectators, Who behaved

with the utmost decorum, and afterwards retired to their respective homes,

filled with sorrow. The town yesterday had been extremely full, but this

morning there was a great accession of numbers from all parts, hoping to see

the ceremony of lying in State. The unabated grief of Prince Leopold was the

chief cause of disappointment in this object. His Serene Highness had

expressed his intention to sit up all night with the corpse of the Princess, or at

least to visit it: He did so 'during the night, and again at if o'clock this morn- ;

ing. Some few persons attached to the Household were afterwards permitted

to enter the awful chamber. The parish church was exceedingly thronged

thilmorniug to hear Divine krvice, and a sermon to be preached by the Rev.

Isaac Gossett. The learned preacher took his text from the seventh chapter '

of the Revelations, verse 17, “ And Goo shall wipe away all tears from their

eyes." The discourse was truly eloquent and impressive. The 39th Psalm

was chanted by way of anthem by the choristers. At noon fresh numbers

arrived, among whom were many of the nobility, who were accommodated ,

with apartments in the Queen's Lodge. The shops were all shut up closely,

and the streets were filled with people whose mournful enuntenances depicted

their grief. At 8 in the evening, the funeral procession of the Princess set out

from the Lower Lodge to the Chapel. There were no torch lights, not heat

ing of drum._ Prince Leopold, attended by Baron Hardenbroolte and Dr;

'Stockman, followed the hearse in a mourning coach and six. Then came two .

carriages of his Serene Highness. Five mourning coaches empty concluded the

procession. A _

“ We were admitted to the Chapel at 7 o'clock ; it then presented a most

imposing appearance: the lower division of the building was lined with mili

tary, bearing flambeaux; the recesses of the aisles behind the military were

filled with strangers from all parts of the kingdom, but who were ill rewarded ,

for their extraordinary anxiety, by being thrust into. corners, where they could

scarcely see more of the procession than if they had remained at home. Sixty

persons ~were admitted by special tickets into the organ loft, but of these not

above ten could see what was passing in the choir. This was ill-judged; for

in a case where the whole nation felt as one man, it would have become those

who had the direction of the melancholy rites, to shew a corresponding

anxiety, and the public should have been gratified with every accommodation

which could possibly have been afforded. Nothing of this ltind, however, was

done. \

“ Of the immense multitudes that poured down to Windsor, we will un

dertake to say, that not above twenty (exclusive of the nobility) could witness

the melancholy ceremonial of the consignment of their beloved Princess to the

grave."_ -

The arranged account of the processions we have extracted from the London

Gazette, with the omission only of the names of the inferior attendants.
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On Tuesday evening, the 18th inst. at half-past 5 o’clock, the Remains of her

late Royal Highness the Princess Charlotte Augusta, and of the Royal Infant,

were privately conveyed frdm Clarernont to Windsor, escorted by a detachment

of the [0th, or Prince Regent's own, Royal Hussars, relieved at Eglialn by a

party ofthe Royal Horse Guards (Blue), in the following order .—

A Mourning coach, drawn by six horses, in which were the remains of the Royal

Infant and the Urn, attended by Colonel Addenbrooke, Eqnerry to her late

Royal Highness, and Sir Robert Gardiner, K. C. B., Aid-de-Camp and

Equerry to the Prince Lnorow. '

The HEARSE, drawn by eight horses, i

A Mourning coach, drawn by six horses, conveying his Serene Highness the Prince

Leopold, attended by Baron de Hardenbrock, Aide-dc-Cnmp and Equerry,and Dr. Stockman, Physician to his Serene Highness. '

A Mourning coach, drawn by four horses, conveying Lady John Thynne, one of

the Ladies of the Bedchamber to her late Royal Highness; Mrs. Campbell, One

of the Women of the Bcdchamber to her late Royal Highness; and Lady >

Gardiner. "

A Mourning coach, drawn by four horses, conveying Mrs. Lewis, Mrs. Cron

berg, Attendants on her late Royal Highness, and Mrs. PanuPs, House

keeper. ‘

A Mourning coach, drawn by four horses, conveying Dr, Short, Chaplain to hls

Serene Highness, his Majesty‘s Gentleman Usher, and two Olfieers of the Lord '

Chamberlain‘s Department.

Upon the arrival of the procession at Windsor, the first coach, conveying the

remains of the Royal Infant, and the Urn, proceeded direct to St. George‘s

Chapel, were the same were received by the Dean'of Windsor, and 'I‘."B. Mash,

Esq. of the Lord Chamberlain's department, and deposited in the Royal vault :

' the coffin of the Royal Infant being borne from the coach to the vault by four,

and the Urn by two, Yeomen of the Guard. The hearse proceeded into the

front Court of the Lower Lodge, and the Body was placed under a canopy in the

apartment prepared for its reception. .

His Serene Highness was received and conductcd to his apartments by Sir _7

Gannon Nsvum, Knight, and Ham; Yovno Won-nun, Esq. the King’s

Gentleman Usher in waiting, attended by the Officers of the Lord Cham

berlain.

On Wednesday evening, the thh instant, soon after 8 o'clock, the Remains of

her late Royal Highness were removed from the Lower Lodge to St. George's

Chapel, in the following ordq:—
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Servants and Grooms of, her late Royal Highness and of his Serene

Highness, on foot, in deep Mourning.

Servants and Grooms of the Royal Family, the Prince Regent,

and their Majesties, on foot, in full State Liveries, with

crape hat-bands and black gloves, four and four,

bearing flambesux.

The full Band of the Royal Horse Guards Blue.
Tins: HEARSE,

(Drawn by Eight of his Hnyal Highness the Prince Regent’s

Black Horses, fully caparisoned,

each Horse attended by a Groom in full State Livery.)

' _His Majesty's Body Carriage

(Drawn by afull Setof his Majesty’s Horses, each horse attended

by a Groom in full State Livery,)

conveying

his Serene Highness the Prince LEOPOLII,

Cruse Moonnsn,

and

Their Royal llighnesses the Dukes of You: and Cunzucn,

Supporters to the Chief Mourner.

The carriages of the Prunes REGENT, the Royal Family, and the Prunes:

LEOPOLD, each drawn by six horses, closed the Procession. l

The whole Procession, from the Lower Lodge to St. George”! Chapel, was

flanked by the military, every fourth man bearing a flambeau.

Upon arrival at St. George's Chapel, the servants, grooms, and band, filed 05‘

without the south door. -_ , :i

' At the entrance the Dean and Cannons, attended by the choir, received the

body; and the Procession (which had been formed under the direction of Sir

Gnoaoe NAYLER, Knt. York Herald, executing this part, of ,duty 0 behalf of

Garter), being flanked by the Foot Guards, every fourth man bearing a flambeau,

moved down the south aisle, and up the nave, in the following order :—

Poor Knights of Windsor. -

Pages of their Royal Highnesses the Princesses Ancns'rs, Eunuz'rn,

and Soenn.

Pages of H.S,H. the Prince LEOPOLD.

Pages of his Royal Highness the Duke of GLocszs'rr-m.

Pages of his Royal Highness the Duke of CAMBRIDGE

Pages of his Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex.

Pages of his Royal Highness the Duke of Cunnmuno.

Pages of his Royal Highness the Duke of Clarence.

Pages of his Royal Highness the Duke of Yonx.

Pages of his Royal Highness the Prince RIGINT.

Pages of the Back Stairs. .

Pages of the Presence.

Page: of the Bed-chamber.

Pages of her MAJEsTY.

Pages of his Muss'rs.

Solicitor to her late Royal Highness,

Joma SMALLPIEcE, Gent.

Apothecaries of her late Royal Highness.

Mr. Rieluizo WALKER, Mr. E. Blunt.

Surgeons of her late Royal Highness, _

Mr. NEVILLE, Mr. Rosea'r KEATE
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Rector of the Parish of Esher,

Reverend J. DAGLE.

Serjeant Surgeons to the King, '-‘

Sir DAVlDDUNDAs, Barn, Sir Evensnn HOME, Bart.

Physician to the Prince Leoronn,

Cnnls'run Srocxsun, M.D.

arm:

  

Physicians who attended her late Royal Highness:

Jenn Snss, Ml). MATTHEW/Bunnie, M.D.

Sir RICHARD Cnos'r, Bart, M.D. _

Chaplains to her Royal Highness, and to his Serene Highness Prince Lennon),

The Rev. ALF-K. S'rsnkev, The Rev. Wrens): Korea.

The Rev. J. HAMMOND, The Rev.’ Dr. Snort'r.

Equerry to her late Royal I-lighue'sswl '

Lieut.-Colo_nel the Hon. Hnunv Puncv,

Equerries to his Royal Highness the Duke of GnocEs-rnn.

Equerries to his Royal Highness the Duke of CAMBRIDGE.

.- Equerry to his Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex.

Equerries to his Royal Highness the Duke of (‘ustnnnu/mn.

Bqnerries to his Royal Highness the Duke of Kern.

Eqnerries to his Royal Highness the Duke of Yonn.

Equerriesto his Royal Highness the Prince Reonn'r.

Clerk Marshal and First Equesry.

Military Secretary to the Commander—in-chief.

Quarter-Mneter-‘General. - Adjutant-General.

‘ Officers of the Duchy of Como-all. vii.

Solicitor-General, Attorney-General,

WILLIAM HAnnrson, Esq. WILLIAM "unrest an'r, Esq.

v ' Lord Warden of the Stannaries.

Chancellor and Keeper of the Great Seal. I i

Chamberlain to the (irmt steward of Scotland.

Grooms of the Bed Chamber to the Prince Racism Y 1

Pursnivant of Arms.

Poit'rcnuus,

Ronni: Damon, and BLUEIIANTLE.

Treasurer of the Prince Regent‘s Household,

Lord Cruan Benn-max.

Heralds of Arms,

Sounrtslrr, chiruoun. I

Privy Purse and Private Secretary to the Prince Regent,

The Right Honourable Sir Bennmn BLooMrIELo':

Lords of the Prince Regent‘s Bed Chamber,

The Right Hon. Lord Amlmis'r, The Right Hon. Lord GRAVES,

The Earl Dnuwsnn, Lord Viscount LAKE,

Lord JAM" MURRAY, Lord Viscount hlELnonivz,

The Marquess of ’Hesnron‘r, Lord Cannons Senncnn.

Wmnsolt Hansen,

noting for

Nonnov,'i€ing of Arms,‘ '

The Right Hon. Lord Estnnaononon. The Right Hon. Lord 'Githisvrul.

The Lord Bishop of Exes-nit. The Lord Bishop of Sintsnunr, 0.6.

- 'The Lord Bishop of London: ‘ t‘» "
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The Minister of State of HANOVER, and the Minister of SAXOIY,

Count Mnxnnn, Baron de Jus'r.

The Deputy Emu. MAnstuL,

Lord Hem“ T. llornnn MOLYNEU! HOWARD.

The Earl of Cmcaesrn.

The Marquis CORNWALL“. The Marquis of SAuanmr, K.G.

His MAJl-zs'rv's hlmlsrsmi. viz.

The Right Hon. 0.8. BATuuns'r. The Right "on. w; w. PM,

The Right Hon. Gaonce Cnmnm. The Right Hon. N. VANSITTART.

The Lord Viscount SIDMOUTII. Lord ViSCount Maurine.

Lord Viscount CASTLERBAGII. The Earl of Mummnc.

The Earl of lesneoon, K.G. The Earl BATHURST, LG,

The Earl of \Yayrnonnun, K.G. The Enrlof HARROWIY,

Lord Privy Seal. Lord Prehident of the Council.

The Right Honourable Lord EL‘DON, Lord High Chancellor. ‘

His Grace the Archbishop of Clln'renuunv.

Choir of Windsbr.

Canons of Windsor.

Dean of Windsor.

Captain of the Yeomen of the Guard, The Earl of thcgungm,

The Groom of the The Lord Steward of his The King‘s Master of

Stole, Majesty's Household, me Home,

The Marquis of > The Marquis The Duke of

Wmcuen‘sn. of Cnoulonnhzmrnr,v Mom-Row, K.G.

RALPH Bwnnun. Esq. Nonnov, acting for Cunsnceux King of Arms.

Supporter, The Coronet of her late Royal Salmon",

IL Y_ won-HAM, Esq, Highness,borne upon alllnck R. Cums-ran, Esq,

one of Velvet Cushion, by Colonel Gentleman Usher

hi; Majgsly‘s ADDENBRUK e, Equerry to of {he

Gentlemen Ushers. her hie Royal Highnw- Privy Chamber.

Supporter, GARTFR'. Principal King? of Support".

w_ woung’ ' Armi,S|r ISAAC Hmnqul. J. PUMA",

Esq_ bearing hiI Sceptre. Esq,

Majesty's Household,_ Vioe Chamberlain,

The M. of Hannah, K.G.

Chhriiberlain,

Vii. J OCELYN.J. CALVERT, EIQ.

Secretary to-the Lord ; The Lord Chamberlain of his; The

Supporter of the on" 7303?, Supporter of the

PAIL, I covered V2111 a PA LL,

blue

the Right Honourable . vow Pall, the Right Honourable

adorned with eight '

Lady ELLENBOROUGH. mhtcneom of Hcr Lady Anonx.

lav:

onll Highneu'l

Arms.

THE COFHN,

carried by a Yeommn

ol' the Guard,

under

Su rlcr of the c l 'ppo of b‘llaclzmvotiivet. suppoflcr or we

PALL, borne by eight ‘ PAIL,

the Right Honourable “ELLE?” _ the Right Honourable

Lady Gneuvinhe. . . . . 4 Lady Boston,
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His Royal Highness

the Duke of CLARENCE,

The CHIEF MOURNER,

His Serene Highness

the Prince LBoPoLn,

DEATH AND FUNERAL OBSEQUXES Ol'

His Royal Highness

the Duke of Yonx,

in a long black cloak, in a long black cloak; his in a long black cloak,

his train borne by Rear- train born by Baron de l-hn- his twin borne. by Lit-ut

Admiral the Hon. Sir nerumock, and Lieutenant- tenant-Fol. Anus'rnoxo

HENRY BLACKWODD, Col. Sir Rosen'r Gnnnnuza, and Lieuti-Col. CooltE,

Bart, and the Hon. K. C. B. Aides-de-Camp and Aides-rleCamp to his

COURTNEY BOYLE.

n65!

Equerries to his Serene High- Royal Highness.

H.R. H. the Duke of Susan, in along H.R.H. the Duke of CUMBERLAND. in

block cloak, his train borne by Major

genernl Sir Gnonoz Towxsnn'o

WALKER, G.C.B. Groom of the Bed

cltamher, and Major Pnnluus MA

oRA, Equerry to his Royal Highness.

a long black eloalt. his train borne

by General Vyse. Comptroller ofthe.

Household, and Lieutenant-general

HENRY VVYNVARD, Groom of the

Bcdchamher of His Royal Highness.

His Royal Highness the Duke of qucns'rzn, in a long black cloak, his train

borne by Colonel DALTON, and Lieutenant-colonel Cor-rox, Grooms of the Bed

chamhet' of His Royal Highness. ‘

Lady GARDINER. Lady Joan Tnvyvn, one of the Ladies ofthe Bed-chamber

of her late Royal Highness.

Women of the Bed-chamber of Her late Royal Highness.

‘ His Majesty’s Establishment at Windsor; viz.

Groom of the Stole.

The Earl of thcnthnA.

7 Master of the Robes. Vice-Chamberlain.

The Right Hon. Lord VERNON. Lord JOHN Tannin.

Lords of the Bed-chamber.

Grooms of the Bed-chamber.

Clerk Marshal and First Equerry.

Equerries.

Master of the Household.

Her Majesty‘s Establishment at Windsor; viz.

Master of the Horse, Earl HARCOURT.

Treasurer of the Household. . Vice-Chamberlain.

Equerriel.

Ladies of Her Majesty‘s Bed-chamber.

Women of Her Majesty‘s Bed-chamber.

Gentlemen Ushers.

Ladies of the Bed-chamber of their Royal Highnesses the Princesses.

Women of the Bed-chamber of their Royal Highnesses the Princesses.

Attendants on Her late Royal Highness the Princess Cnnnuo'rrtt.

Attendants on Her Majesty and the Princesses.

Upon entering the choir. the Body was placed on a. platform, and the Coronet

and Cushion laid upon the Cnt‘fin, The Chief Mourner sat on a chair placed for his

Serene Highness at the head of the Corpse, and their Royal Highnesaes, his

Supporters,on chairs on either side: the Supporters of the Pall sat in their places

near the Body, and the Lord Chamberlain of His Majesty's Household on a chair

at the feet of the Corpse. The Royal Dukes, and the Nobility, Knights of the

Garter, occupied their respective Stalls: and the Ministers of State, Otlicers of the

Household, and others of the Procession, were conducted to their respective

placel,
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The part of the Service before the Interment and the Anthem, being per

formed, the Body was deposited in the Royal Vault. The Office of Burial being

concluded, after a short pause, Sir Isaac Heard, Knt. Garter Principal King of

Arms, proclaimed the style of her late Royal Highness as follows :—

THUS it hath pleased Almighty God to take out of this transitory life unto his

Divine Mercy, the late Most illustrious Princess CHARLOTTE AUGUSTA,

Daughter of his Royal Highness George Prince of Wales, Regent of this

United Kingdom; Consort of his Serene Highness Leopold George Frederick,

Duke Of Sale, Morgrave of Misnin, Lnndgrave of 'l‘huringia, Prince of

Cobourg of Saalfeld; and Grand-daughter of his Most Excellent Majesty

George the Third, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland, King, Defender of the Faith, whom God bless and pre

serve with long life, health, and honour, and all worldly happiness.

After which, his Serene Highness the Chief Mourner, the Princes of the Blood

Royal, the great Officers, Nobility, and others who had composed the procession,

retired; having witnessed that every part of this most mournful and afflicting

ceremony had been conducted with great regularity, decorum, and solemnity.

This procession was conducted with the utmost solemnity, all when it

arrived in the choir, there was the deepest interest, which was signified by a

solemn and moumful silence. The choristers, as soon as they made their

appearance in the chapel, begun to chaunt the solemn service of “,1 know

that my Redeemer livetli;” the canopy followed the choristcrs, and moved

at a very slow pace: it appeared to be of immense length, and, being

borne high in the air, had a most imposing effect: under this was the

cvfi‘lll, carried by eight of the Yeomen of the Guards, and the magnificent

pail was supported by four Burunesses, whose names: they were too distant

from us to be distinguished by their faces. Prince Leopold followed the

coffin as chief niourner; his appearance created the deepest interest; his

countenance was dejected; his manner was full ofdespondency; and though he '

made evident efforts to preserve calmness and fortitude, yet he every now and

then burst into aflood oftenrs. He walked along with unsteady steps, and took

the seat previded for him at the head ofthe coflin, between the Dukes of York

and Clarence. During the whole time of the funeral service be preserved one

fixed but downcnst look towards the coffin of his beloved wife: he never once

raised his eye to the copgrcgntion: he was totally absorbed in grief. The Royal

Dukes who sat or stood beside him, watched him with much solicitude, as if

they were afraid he would sink under his affliction. His distress, however, was

tolerably subdued till the moment when the coffin was gradually lowered into

the grave; at this awful crisis, when his deeply regretted consort was to be

separated from him for ever, he was ainrmingly moved, but by a strong ellbrt

he seemed also to conquer this emotion,- and the rest of the service passed on

without requiring any particular notice. The usual anthems were chanted with

proper soletnnity; but the reading part of the ceremony did not attract any par

ticular observation.

pathos. When it was over, Sir Isaac Ilenrd read the titles of the Princess in a

voice much more broken by grief than age ; and the mourners walkedback, though
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without the state accompaniments. The Prince Leopold appeared distressineg

ill;.and indeed his state of health and feeling might excite alarm, if it were

not that he has latterly been able to procure some sleep.

'The Royal Dukes conducted themselves with becoming seriousness, but, as

might be expected, were less abandoned to their sorrow than the illustrious

and wretched widower,

The melancholy business was over before 11 o'clock, but the chapel and the

avenues were not completely cleared till 12 o'clock. At that hour the whole

town ol'Windsor was full of hustle and confusion. The carriage-ways were all

blocked up with vehicles of every description, and the footpaths were impassable I

for the multitude of spectators. In a minor, but at the some time in a very ‘

great degree, this confusion prevailed all the way to London : the road

was covered with postchaises, and a change of horses was nowhere to be

obtained.

Prince Leopold returned toClaremont almost immediately after the mournl'ul

ceremonial. He had made in the morning a short call at the Queen‘s Lodge,

and walked for a short space in the Little Park with the Duke of Clarence.

The Queen and Princesses kept themselves closely confined to their chambers.

Q
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The Princess was neither too tall nor too short, about the middle size,I

inclining rather to the embonpoint, but not so much so as to impair they

:1 symmetry of her form. Her complexion was beautifully fair—her arms deli- ,‘

cater rounded, and “her head finely placed. =- There was a mingled sweetness:4. and dignity in her look; a full, intelligent eye ; and when she was engaged in

conversation, particularly in familiar conversation, much liveliness in theT

I expression of her countenance. The resemblance to her illustrious father was):

striking. To these accomplishments of person‘, 'lier Highness added the ,

more valuable qualities of the mind and heart. She had read much, and with _:

discrimination, particularly since her marriage. One of her most pleasingiv

occupations was to accompany her illustrious consort in-his study of the;

English language, in which he was so diligent, that he has been able to read l

our best writers upon history and jurisprudence. I She was of religious habits, ;

and a strict observer of the Sabbath, as well as her husband, who regularly;i

read to her, after the Church service, one of our best English sermons. She-1

was a most all'cctionate child; and, as a wife, wasamodel for her set!

She looked up to her husband with the most perfect atlection and respectfl

'and he deserved it all. His influence over her was unbounded, though the?
exercise of it was of the gentlest kind. I -

Aa.’IL“

‘

_

-.¢

Iler Royal Highness was in the 22d year of her age. She was born the:

7th .lauuary,_'1796, and married the 2d of May, 1816.

..‘.s..‘.v..L._.i.-_-4__.__.._
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KENNETH “MACKENZIE, ESQ; "

CAPTAIN is was ROYAL NAVY

 

Geuius ofAlbion, still ’tis thine ‘ ,

To wield the sceptre of the main ;

E‘cn though th’ embattled world combine

To wrest it, the attempt proves vain. 3 '. .zt

F.rm us an udamantme rock, > _ 1
Thy naval prowess meets the shock, I I

And hurls, indignant, the insulting blow

Aimed at thy head, on the recalling foe.

E have before adverted to the dangers, fatigues, and pri.

vations to which naval ofiicers are necessarily subject in

their course of duty; but in so doing, it was far from our interg

tiou to throw any discouragement on the service, or to check the

noble, and, as the world is constituted, necessary asp'i‘ratihnjo

martial adventure. To men of more retired notions it may-,4an'il

undoubtedly does, seem wonderful, that amidst the comfortable

enjoyments and pleasing indulgeuccs experienced in the lbosorn of

family and friends at home, an inclination to quit their assiduous

attentions and care so generally bestowed, at that early age, when

the naval ofiiccr is called upon to commence his career, should

prevail. Nevertheless we find, and it is characteristic of onrhappy

isles, that the youth of Britain are not to be deterred from'yi'eltliug

to that strong innate impulse, which urges the young hero'to his

choice of this rugged road to honor and distinction. The choice

onee made, and the resolution 't'ozmed, the youth impatiently

awaits the hour which shall call him forth, from country,'froin
family, and friends, to ascend the quarter-deck of a Britishimari

of war. ' i i

It would be unjust and unwise to conceal from our youdgnie'n',

the hardships and vicissitudes of trial to which the life of every seat

man is exposed. But let the young 1 id enter upon his course

with a mind determined to overcome all dillicultlé'SLtO strugg'e

fiavntttjrnn Vol-XXXVI“. 3 r.
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with the hardships of inferior rank, and by perseverance and good

conduct (which never fails of success in some degree compensa

tory) endeavour to attain those stations of honor and command,

which will render his services more conspicuous to his country,

and grateful to himself—and let him rely on the liberality of his

country to compensate his sull'erings to the utmost other power.

The youth of our sea-girt isle are naturally inclined to a. naval

life, and their pretensions to the empire of the main must be

always valid, so long as their country continues to cherish, honor,

and protect them—their claims to this return have hitherto been

most ample~and have been as duly acknowledged. The battles

of the lst ofJune, St. Vincent’s, Camperdowu, Nile, and Tra

falgar, arc proofs never to be forgotten. Let, then, the Wooden

Walls of Britain, as they are her best bulwark, be her proudest

boast, and she will long continue the envied Mistress of the Sea.

Captain Kenneth Mackenzie, of whose professional services we

regret to say, that our information is insufficient to do justice to

his character as a naval officer, or to our intentions as biographers,

is the son of a gentleman ot' Rothshire, in Scotland, at country to

which England owes much for talent of every description, whether

of arts or arms—the gown or sword. This gentleman, an indivi

dual illustrative of our general remark, yielded to an innate

impulse towards a. life of adventure, and obtained the consent of

his father to his predilection for the naval service; and at a very

early age, and in the commencement of the Revolutionary \Var,

he began his martial career.

We are not acquainted with the name of the ship in which he first

embarked, but about the year 1796, when the rapid and irre

sistible course of conquest made by the French in Europe, pointed

out the expediency of a. countervailing series of captures in the

\Vest Indies, we find him on board the Prince of W'ales, of 98

guns, serving under the flag of the late Sir Henry Harvey, on the

Leeward Island station. At this period he was only eighteen years

of age, and had then attracted the particular notice of the gallant

admiral. Mr. Mackenzie served in the unsuccessful attack on

Porto Rico, and, if we are rightly informed, was wounded in

{that expedition.
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In the. year 1798, having just finished the established period of

service as a midshipman, he received a lieutenant’s commission,

and was appointed to the Requiem brig, of which Captain Cham

pain was commander. In this ship, well calculated to look after

privateers, and protect the trade of the colonies, Mr. Mackenzie

had many opportunities of distinguishing himself.

The grand feature of the French Revolution was Innosalian,

and that on the greatest scale the subject would admit of—liepub

licanism forr’lonarchy—plain CitiZenship for illustrious Nobility—

Paganism or Atheism for Christianity—and to descend from the

grand to the mean—Buccaneering for Privateeriug. In the West

Indies, the French privateers formed themselves intr.) small arma

ments, for the purpose of landing at the diil'crent islands; and for

the short time that they could maintain their grohnd. plundered

and destroyed all they could. At Trinidad, Mr. Mackenzie was

employed in the destruction of one of these novel armaments,

which was effected by the boats of the Requiem brig, and those of

another ship of war, assisted by a detachment of troops ; and to

which success the exertions of Mr. Mackenzie greatly contributed.

In the Gazette account of this afl'air, Mr. Mackenzic‘s name is

very honorably mentioned, as is also that of the present Captain

Case, at that time first lieutenant of the ship. ‘

Mr. Mackenzie’s next appointment was to the Daphne, of ‘20

guns, one of the old ships of that class, and the reverse of the

Requiem in the chief requisite for looking after privateersT-bcing

a very dull sailer. She was therefore chiefly employed in attending

convoys, a branch of service so unpleasant to the active spirit of

her commander, Captain Richard Matson, that tired of a life

neither suitable nor desirable, he urgently applied to the admiral

to he allowed to fit outa tender. This small sloop, the Vigilant,

mounting 6 guns, and mannedwith :20 men, made herself the ter

ror of the French privateers, whilst under the direction of Mr.

Mackenzie, who was then first lieutenant of the Daphne. The

zealous, gallant, and daring conduct of her young commander,

was attended with its merited success. Ilis station was principally

ofl’Guadalonpe, the Saints, and Dominica, up to Martinique.

After taking many small privatecrs, with which alone, it must

be obvious, he was able to cope, and retaking many merchant

men, he was enabled, in the year 1800, to consummate his good
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fortune, and to raise his character still higher, by boarding and

carrying a fine French Schooner of war, direct for France, and

moored under the batteries at Trois Rivieres, Guadeloupe. She

had 10 guns, was manned with 50 men, and every way prepared.

Mr. Mackenzie, assisted by the second lieutenant of the Daphne,

and a few men, ran the tender right on board, entered at the head

of his crew, and carried her, with the loss of two killed, and

himself with a few of his men wounded.

For this gallant action, Mr. Mackenzie was rewarded by the.

admiral with the command of his prize, L’Eclair ; and in her he

rendered very importantscrviccs, in an active protection of the

Trade on that station, and at the Peace of Amiens was most

deservedly included in the list of lieutenants promoted to the rank

of commander, and obtained the Guachapin brig, of 14 guns, a

vessel of small dimensions, and in no respect such as could please

any commander.

Captain Mackenzie continued in command of this ship during

the short peace; and at the rccommencement of war in 1803, sailed

under the command of the late gallant Sir Samuel Hood,ii to the

attack on the French islands of St. Lucia and Tobago, and after

wards accompanied the armament to Surinam, where he rendered

important services with the naval brigade, coming in the ship’s

boats with 50 mcu 100 miles, the Guachapin having fallen to

leeward. The particulars of this capture are detailed in the follow-t

ing oiiicial account :—

Anhrtnanv-orrtcn, JUNE 20.

Copy rfa Letter delivered at this Qflicc by Captain llfanocll, from Commo

dore Hood, Commundrr-in-C/tirfof his BInjcsly's Ships and Vessels at the

leeward Islands, to ll’i/lium Mursdr n, Err]. dalcd on board his Mrg'csly':

S.in Emerald, in Suriumn Iiiu'r, the tit/i rfllfrly, 1804-.

5m,

I have the honour to inform you, 1 arrived off this river in the Centaur,

nirh the Pandour, Sernpis, Alligator, Hippomencs, Drnhc, Unique armed

schooner, and transports, having on honrd near two thousand troops, under

Major-general Sir Charles Green, on the 25th ultimo, utter a passnge ot‘

twenty days from Harlmdocs, when immediate measures were taken to Semi

a division of the army, of about seven hundred men, to land at Wnrnpn

 ,_.._>_...fi .. _ M . a

‘* l’ide POl‘llilil nnd lIKmOlI of Sir Samuel lined, vol. .uii. p. 1.
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Creek, under the command of Brigadier-general Maitland, the direction of

which was left to Captain Shipley, of the Hippomenea, who, with that

sloop, a transport, and three armed vessels, landed the troops on the

night of the 30th, assisted by Captain Mackenzie, of his Majesty's sloop

Guachapin, who had with great eeal quittcd his sloop fifty leagues to

leeward with all her boats, on finding from-baffling winds and currents she

could not get up.

That no time should be lost, Brigadiebgeneral Hughes was ordered on

board the Pandour, to endeavour to gain possession the next night (26th)

of Braam's Point, and instructions sent to Captain O'Brien, then lying ofi‘

the Bar in the Emerald, to carry this service, in concert with the Briga

dier, into execution: he, with his usual intrepidity, lost not a moment, but

as the tide flowed, pushed in over the bar, and anchored close to the bat

tery of seven 18-pounders, followed by Captains Nash and Ferris, in the

Pandour and Drake. The fortcommenced a. brisk fire on the Emerald, but

was silenced by a few hroadsides, after the ships had anchored, withoutnny

loss on our side: in it were captured forty-three othcers and men, three of

whom were wounded.

Not being able to approach nearer in the Centaur, the General and

myself the next morning removed to this ship at the entrance of the river,

and having summoned the Colony, the answer was received, containing a

refusal of the terms. The moment therefore the tide served, every effort

was made to get up the river, which, from the shallowness of the water.

was very difficult, the Emerald having passed through the mud in three

feet less than she drew, and it was not till last night we were enabled to

get her to this station near the forts, from the lowness of the tides.

The ofl'icers of engineers having explored the road through the woods.

close to the battery of Friderici, which communicated with Leyden

Redoubt, an attack was made on the morning of the 80th, by a detath~

ment of troops under Brigadier-general Hughes, conducted in the boats by

Captain Maxwell, of the Centaur, and Captains Ferris and Richardson -.

they landed at Plantation Resolution, and after a tedious march through‘

woods and swamps, the Brigadier and detachment, accompanied by the

two first-named captains, with some oliicers and about 30 seamen, carried

the battery of l-‘ridorici ; and though the enemy blew up the magazine, by

which many of our brave people suffered on entering the work, they were

not delayed in passing a causeway of 700 yards, with five pieces of caution

hearing thereon, and carried the redouht of Leyden in a few minutes.

The gallant conduct of the Brigadier, his otl'icers and tnen, will Ito doubt

be sufficiently set forth hy the Major-general ; but it is itnpossihle'to do

justice to their merit; and the Brigadier'has spoken in the handsome-Ft

terms of Captain Maxwell, who commanded the seamen, and Captain

l-‘erxis, “ho led on with the advanced party, as well as all the ofiiccrs and
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men; and Captain Richardson, left ready to support them in the boats,

gave every aid to secure the posts.

I subjoin a list of killed and wounded. Amongst the number belonging

to the Centaur, I am sorry to add, is Lieutenant Smith, mortally;

Lieutenants King and Henderson, severely; and Mr. Shuldem, midship

man, killed ; Lieutenant Brand, of the Unique, is also severely wounded

Brigadier-general Maitlnnd having come down the river Commowina, and

the ships all got up near Friderici, with the troops advancing, and the

enemy‘s communication nearly intercepted by the activity of our armed

boats, as well as provisions, stores, and cannon, prepared for attacking

Fort New Amsterdam, yesterday the Batavian Commandant, Lieutenant.

Colonel Bntenhurg,

lation was soon after signed.

Commodore Bloys Van Treslong, on our claiming the surrender of the

thought proper to send a flag of truce, when a capito

ships, entered into the terms. He had placed the Proserpine, of 32 guns,

18-pounders, near to Fort New Amsterdam, and extended a line of de

fence across the river, with the Pylades corvette, of 18 guns, at the other

extreme, about a mile above the redonht Purmurent ; three merchantmen

in the centre, from 8 to 12 guns, and n schooner, of 10 guns, employed to

reconnoitre and cover the shore at Voorhurg, should our troops have

attempted to advance by that side, beside 7 gun-boats stationed as occasion

required.

The indefatigable zeal of Captains O'Brien and Nash, in arranging and

forwarding the supplies, and Captains Maxwell, Ferris, Waring, and

Richardson, in giving aid to the army, as well as Captain Kempt, agent for

transports, claims my warmest applause; as does that of Captain Shipley,

in landing Brigadier-general Maitland's division ; and Captain Mackenzie,

for his services with fifty seamen, in aiding that part of the army on their

route from the Warapa Creek. It is with much satisfaction I relate, that

the co-operntion ol the army and navy, employed on this expedition, has

been carried on vvith an eager emulation to assist each other, which indeed

could but be expected from the cordial measures adopted by Major-general

Sir Charles Green. .

Captain Maxwell will have the honour to deliver this despatch ; and from

the able manner he has conducted himself, as my captain, will,I um cons

tidt-nt, give their Inrdships every satisfactory information.

I have the honour to be, &c.
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List of Killed and I‘Vaunded.

Centaur.-1 midshipman and 2 seamen, killed ; 1 lieutenant mortally

wounded (died the following day); 2 lieutenants and 2 seamen, severely,

and two seamen slightly wounded. .

Drake—1 boatswain, killed.

Pandvur.——1 seamen, slightly wounded.

Unique—1 lieutenant, severely wounded.

Total.—5 killed, and 8 wounded.

On the surrender of this important settlement, Captain Mac.

kenzie had the satisfaction of getting a. better ship, by his appoint

ment to the Pylades, Dutch sloop, of 18 guns, one of the prizes.

He had, however, to find a crew, and unfortunately obtained a

very indifl'erent one, composed of all nations and descriptions of

men. W'ith this motley crew he fell in with one of the largest and

finest privateers out of Guadeloupe, called the 'Buonaparte, of 18

guns, and 9,00 men, which had done immense mischief to the

British trade in those seas. He was at this time cruising between

Guadaloupe and Antigua, and had disguised his ship as a Guinea

man; the stratsgem succeeded, the privateer ran right on board

of him, and Captain Mackenzie’s plans being laid, after firing one

broadside, he called to his crew to follow him, and entered the

Buonaparte, sword in hand, but sorry are we to say, was uccom.

paniod only by his officers and ten gallant seamen. With this

small force, however, he gained a footing, but the enemy finding

his force so small, rallied, and soon drove them overboard. Their

gallant captain, pierced with no less than eleven wounds, was

thrown senseless on his own deck, by his faithful coxswain, and

the privateer got away before any fresh attack could be made,

which, however, was impossible, the Pylades having lost her

oflicers.

It was long doubtful whether Captain Mackenzie would survive

the efi'ects of this disappointment, and his severe wounds, one of

which in the head was thought very dangerous. The value of his

services, and the estimation of his character, could not be more

clearly demonstrated, than by the sympathy and concern for his

fate evinced generally throughout the islands.

To the dastardly behaviour of his crew may be attributed the

unfortunate result of the action 5 but little could be expected from
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such a set of unprincipled hirelings. With such a company, vain

must be the most illustrious example of bravery in any commander

-—nothing but the most sordid interest binds them-those feelings

of honor, of character, of attachment to their commander, and the

interests of their country which influence the regular-bred British

seaman, are never found to exist in the casual mercenary ; and the

commander who risks an action with such a company, engages

under fearful odds, for all who is not with him is against him.

Captain Mackenzie at length recovered, and was soon after

wards posted into the Carysfort frigate, of 28 guns, vacant by the

death of Captain Fanshaw, son of the respected Commissioner.

Thus we find this brave officer, after twelve years of unremitted

toil and distinguished service, in possession of that reward so gra

tifying to every officer in the naval service, as the stepping-stone

to its highest honours. Of him it may be truly said, suam fortu

nam finxit. About this time, we believe, Captain Mackenzie

married a lady of Antigua.

The first service he performed after obtaining post rank, was,

without any order, or direction, and from pure zeal for the

interests ot' his country, the conveying to England the Antigua

ships, at the time when the Rochefort squadron appeared in the

\Vest Indies in the year l805. For this important service he

received thanks, and a piece of Plate from the Committee at

Lloyd’s Cotfee-house, and immediately returned to his station.

In the year 1806, Captain Mackenzie captured a fine French

brig of war, after along chase of 36 hours, in which capture,

toward the conclusion of the action, the Agamemnon, of 64

guns, commanded by Sir Edward Berry, assisted. The particulars

of this afi'air were given in the following official despatches :—

Copy qfu Letlrrfrom Rear-admiral the Honourable Sir Ali‘l'undcr CDC/ITGYK',

Barf. Commundcr-in-C/tief of his .questy's Ships and Vessel: at the

Leeward Islands, to William JIarsr/en, Esq. dated at Barbadoes, the

30th Marc/I, 1806.

sin,

I enclose, for the information of the Lords Commissioners of the Admi

ralty, copy of a letter from Sir Edward Berry, captain of his Majesty's ship

Agnmemuon, giving an account of the capture, by that ship and the

-

~~~~
— ‘ :g.-~_
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Cary-sfort, of La Lntine, a very fine brig corvette, of 18 guns, and 100

men, from L‘Orient, with despatches l'or Martinique.

I have the honour to be, &c.

1%ézv. gocérane.

His Illqiesly't Slu'p Agamemnan, at Sea, March 24, 1806.

l have the honour to acquaint you, that this morning at daylight (Marti

nique bearing S. 81" W. distance 170 miles), two sail were seen to wind

ward, evidently a frigate in chase ofn brig, steering large under a press of

sail.

sin,

me by signal, and that the chase was an enemy; the Carysfort having been

in chase thirty hours, and by the greatest perseverance and attention kept

sight of her the whole night, the enemy manoeuvring in n masterly style the

whole time. At half-past seven, finding she could not cross us. she surren

dered, and proved to he the French national hrig Ln Lutine, Monsieur

Crocquet Dechauteurs, commander, from L'Orienr, bound to Martinique,

out thirty-three days, and had not made any capture; she is a remarkably

fine vessel, quite new, mounts 18 guns, two of which were thrown over

board in the chase, is well appointed in every respect; sails uncommonly

fast, and is, in my opinion, well calculated for his Majesty's service.

I have, &c.

(50.- £777, _ Captain.

The Honirurable A. Coi'hruue, Rear-admiral

qftltc While, :5 c. Barbadoes. '

Having again returned to England in the following year, the

Carysfort was paid 08', and Captain Mackenzie remained for some

time on half-pay. Toward the latter end of the year 1806, he

was appointed to the Champion, of ‘24 guns, the command of

which he retained but for a. short time, being commissioned to the

Venus, 0f 38 guns (Danish), in the command of which he conti~

nued until the termination of the war. During the time that he

commanded this ship, she was actively employed in the Baltic,

North Sea, and Leeward Island station; and it may bejustly

said of this most excellent ofliccr, that none have served more

constantly and zealously, and few have shown instances of more

daring courage and enterprise than Captain Mackenzie. He

stands high on the list of naval heroes, and whenever war shall

again summon him to command, we have no doubt of his obtaining

fresh and unfading laurell.

Bah. elbrun. Vol. XXXVHI. 3 it

.‘_._’~ fl_ ~ ~Mv. ~

Captain Mackenzie, of the Cnrysfurt, soon made himself known to ‘
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NAUTICAL ANECDOTES AND SELECTIONS.

—.

NELSON’S PlLLAR.

THE interesting spectacle of laying the first stone of a Naval Pillar on

Yarmouth Denes, to commemorate the victories of the immortal i

Nelson recently took place. The procession moved to the site chosen for this

national memorial of British heroism in the following order: i

Constables, Flags, Band, _ i

Mayor and Corporation, Otficers of the Navy,

Model carried by Sailors,

Flanked hy Sailors Carrying Flags,

7 Architect and Secretary, Committee, Flags, &c.

The first stone was laid by Colonel Wodehouse, as Chairman of the

Committee. The day being fine, rendered the sight truly animating. in

the stone was placed a plate, on which was engraved a Latin inscription,

,written by Mr. Serjeant Frere, the learned Master of Downing, of which

the following is a translation :—

_ , HORATIO, LORD NELSON;

Whom as her first and proudest Champion in Naval Fight,

Britain honoured, while living, with her favour, and, when lost, with

her tears;

Of whom, signalized by his triumphs in all lands,

The whole Earth

Stood in awe, on account of the tempered firmness of his counsels.

And the undaunted ardour of his courage;

' This great man Norfolk

Boasts her own, not only as born there of a respectable family,

And as there having received his early education,

Bitt her own also in talents, manners, and mind.

The gloty of so great a name,

Though sure long to outlive all monuments of brass and stone,

liis fellow-countrymen of Norfolk have resolved to commemorate

By this column, erected by their joint contributions.

He was born in the year 1758,

Entered on his profession in 1771,

And was concemed in nearly 150 naval engagements with the enemy;

Being conqueror, among various other occasion, i

At Ahoukir, August, 1798;

At Copenhagen, April, 1801; and

At Trafalgar, ( Jctoher, 1805;

Which last victory, the crown of so many glorious achievements,

He consecrated by a death

Equally mouraful to his country, and honourable to himself,

“ Keg-NM”
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LAMENTABLE DEATH BY A "IARK'

[From the Ceylon Gazette, May 17, 1817.]

fr is with much concern we communicate to the public a very shocking

event which happened on the evening of the 11th, near Columbo. A

party of seven young gentlemen had been walking among the trees, near

the sea, about two miles south of the fort; between five and six o'clock

they sat down on the shore, without any previous intention of bathing,

when Mr. May, of the Ordnance Civil Department, went into the water,

and was soon followed by several others. Mr. May was an excellent

swimmer, and plunging into the nearest surf, he did not rise till he was

some way beyond it. After playing about a short time, he struck out into

deeper water, when Lieutenant Gray, who was within the surf, and aware

of the danger from sharks, called out to him not to go any further; at that

moment the swell of the surf, hid him from Mr. Gray, but some of the

party who were standing higher on the shore, saw him on a sudden struggle

and sink. He rose again directly, and cried out—“A shark, a shark—no

joke, nojoke—npon my honour I am bit!" but did not seem much hurt, for

he swam with great strength towards the shore. Lieutenant Gray rushed

forward to his assistance, and just as they were near meeting, the shark

seized him again, but he was not pulled under water, and only cried out—

“I am bit,I am hit." Mr. Gray then got hold of him, and at that moment

he saw the shark make a third attack. They were now near the shore, and

Mr. Gray, with the assistance of another young man, succeeded in getting

him on dry land. He had sunk upon his knees as they were supporting

him, and was endeavouring to speak, but could only utter convulsive, inar

ticulate sounds. They thought he was fainting, and got him some Water,

which they pressed him to drink; he raised his head, opened his lips, and

attempted to swallow, but instantly sunk down again, and expired without

a groan. The whole of the flesh, with all the blood vessels, was torn away

from the back of his left thigh, for a considerable space above the knee.

The laceration was so dreadful, that Mr. Martin, the surgeon, who hastened

to see him on hearing of the accident, declared that it would have been

impossible to save him, had he been upon the spot. The great efi'usion of

blood must have produced immediate death. He did not in fact survive

two minutes. It is prohahle the fatal wound was given in the second or

third attack, when Lieutenant Gray saw the ravenous monster in the act of

seizing his unhappy victim. The shark appeared to be rather small, with a

large head, but the water was so discoloured with blood that it could not

he distinctly seen. William Turville May was only twenty-two you" 0f

age: he came to Trincomalée in the Chapman, on} the 17th October, 1815,

and arrived at Columbo on the 29th November following.

LIEUT. KOTZEBUE'S DISCOVng IN THE RUSSIAN SHIP RUB]!

Pctersburgh, Oct. 81, 1817.

Tu: following is an abstract of the report of Lieutenant Kotzebue, to

the Chancellor, Count R0manzow;
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"‘ In consequence of instructions given to Lieutenant Kntzebue, he was

to sail in the summer of 1817, to Norton Bay, to make a voyage into the

interior of North America. Conformnbly to those instructions, Lieut. K.

coiled on the 17th of July, 1811. from the port of St. Peter and St. Paul,

for the above-named Bay. The wind was so favourable on the passage,

that on the 26th he arrived at the Isle of St. Lawrence, about two rh-grees

south of Behring’s Straits. As there remained snliicicnt time to go into

Norton Bay, be resolved to enter Behring's Straits, if circumstances

'favoured him in that respect. He could not, it is true, flatter himself that

he should be able to go farther north than Captain Lioolt, but he wished

more nearly to observe the coast of America. He entered Behring’s

Straits on the 30th of July, with a favourable wind, and cloudy weather;

and the next day he found himself ofi'a bay which he Wiallt'tl to examine ;

but the great number of shallows and the want of canoes, with which he

‘had not provided himself, obliged him to give up that research until next

year. He continued his course alng the coast of America, keeping as

near to it as possible; and on the lst of August he discovered a passage,

into which he entered, and to which be perceived no boundaries; it was

only after having navigated for two days that he saw land. Lieut. K.
cmployedvmore than fifteen days in exploring that great bay, in the hopes of

finding in it the mouth of some riter. The inhabitants, who come to re

connoitre him‘in canoes, and who conducted themselves most amicably

towards the Ruriit (his ship's name), although they appeared vt-ry warlike,

being all armed, pointed out to him a little bay, where, according to their

report, he would find a canal, which would conduct him to the open sea;

but it. required, they said, a navigation of eight days before he Could rent it

the sea. He examined that to which he gave the name of Good Hope, and

found the mouth of a small river, but it was navigable only for canoes, and

into which he consequently cottld not enter. From the nuniher of canoes

which he found at the entrance of the great hay, the country must be well

peopled. Lieut. K. gives, in his report, a very favourable description of

the inhabitants. They are tall, strong, anti well made, and appear to have

acquired a greater degree of civilization than the inhabitants of the middle

'part of the North West Coast of America—They learned in the Bay of

St. Lawrence, upon the coast of Asia, where the Rurik anchored, that the

lschuhtches, who inhabit that coast, are in a state of habitual hostility with

their American neighbours; but that they barter with the lschuktches,

who inhabit a more distant country, and who receive iron, tobacco, and

coral, in exchange for their skins. A stormy and very cold season furccd

this Officer to quit this boy, and to return to the South, resolving to pursue

his discoveries next year. lie then sailed to New Albion, where he was
Ikintlly received; from the Spanish Governor of San Francisco he experi

enced the greatest attention and kindness, and had his vessel re-vietunlled.

man-rm TAKEN on noaan XL)!!- snrr cavnnt, or 74 GUNS, COMMODORE

NELSON, 0»: mt: 14Tu renavanv, 1797.

t
At 1, RM. the captain having passed the stennnost of the enemy’s ships

which formed their run, and part of their centre, consisting of seventeen
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sail of the line, they on the starboard, we on the larboard taclr, the admiral

made the signal to tack in succession; but Commodore Nelson perceiving

the Spanish ships all to bear up before the wind,or nearly so, evidently with

an intention of forming their line, going large (joining their separated

divisions, at that time engaged with some of our centre ships, or flying

from us) ordered the ship to he wore, and passing between the Diadetn

and Excellent, at a quarter past one o'clock was engaged with the lieadmust,

and of course leeward of most of the Spanish division; the ships known

were the Santissinia Trinidada, of 1‘26; San Joseph, 112; Salvador del

Mundo, 112; San Nicholas, 80; another first rate and a 74, names not

known. We were immediately joined, and most ably supported, by the

Culloden, Captain T. Troubridge, The Spanish fleet not wishing, itis

Iupposcd, to have a decisive battle, hauled to the wind on the larboard

tack, which brought the ships attire-mentioned to be the leewardmost and

sternmnst ships in their fleet. For near an hour did the Culloden and

Captain support this apparently, but not really unequal,.contest; when

the Blenheim passing between us and the enemy, gave usa respite and

sickened the Dons. At this time the Salvador del Mundo, and San. lsidrO,

dr0pped aster-n, and were fired into in a masterly manner by the Excel

lent, Captain Colliogwood, disdaining the parade of taking possession of

beaten enemies. most gallantly pushed up with every sail set to save his

old friend and messmate, who was, to appearance, in a critical state;

the Blenhei-n being a-head, and the Culloden crippled anda-stern, the

Excellent ranged up4within ten feet of the San Nicholas, giving a most

tremendous firefllle San Nicholas lutiing up, the San Joseph fell on

board her, and the Excellent passing on for the Santissima Trinidada the

Captain resumed her station a-breast of them, and close along side; at:

this time, the Captain having lost her fore-mast, not a sail, rope, or shroud,

left; her wheel shot away and incapable of future service in the line or in

chase, the Commodore directed Captain Miller to put the helm a-star

board, and calling for the boarders, ordered them to board. The soldiers

of the 69th regiment, with an alacrity which will ever do them credit,

and Lieutenant Pearson of the same regiment, were amongst the foremost

on this service. The first man who jumped into the enemy’s mizen chains

was Captain Berry, late Commodore Nelson’s first lieutenant (Captain

Miller was in the very act of going, but the Commodore ordered him to

remain) he was supported from the spritsail-yard, which hooked in the

mizen-rigging of the enemy. A soldier of the 69th regiment having broke

the upper quarter gallery window jumped in, followed by Commodme

Nelson and others as fast as possible. We found the cabin door fastened,

and some Spanish oflicers fired their pistols; but having broken open the

door the soldiers fired, and the Spanish Brigadier, (commanding with a

distinguishing pendant) fell, as retreating to the quarter-deck, Un the lar

hoard side near the wheel. Having pushed on the quarter-deck, the Com

modore found Captain Berry in possession of the poop, and the Spanish

ensign hauling down. He passed with his people and Lieutenant on the

larboard gangway to the forecastle, where he met two or three Spanish

otficers, prisoners to the seamen, and they delivered him their swords.

——_____~-—-\.___ _ _
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At'this moment a fire of pistols or musketry opened from the ndmiral's

stern-gallery of the San Joseph. The commodore directed the soldiers-to

fire into her stern, and calling to Captain Miller, ordered him to send

more men into the San Nicholas, and directed the people to board the first

rate, which was done in an instant, Captain Berry assisting Commodore

Nelson into the inizen-chains; at this instant a Spanish officer looked over

the quarter-deck rails, and snid they surrendered; from receiving this most

welcome intelligence it was not long before the commodore was on the

quarter-deck, when the Spanish captain with a bow presented him his

sword, and said the admiral was dying of his wounds below; being asked,

on his honour, ifthe ship was surrendered, he declared she was; on which

the commodore gave him his hand, and desired him to call to his or‘ficers and

ship's company and tell them of it, which he did: and on the quarter-deck

of a Spanish first rate (extravagant as it may seem) did Commodore Nel

son receive the awards of vanquished Spaniards, which as he received he

gave to William Fenrney, one of his barge-men, who put them, with the

greatest langfroid, under his arm. Commodore Nelson was surrounded

by Captain Berry, Lieutenant Pearson of the 69th regiment, John Sykes,

John Thompson, and Francis Cooke, all old Agnmeinnons, and several

other brave men, seamen and soldiers. Thus fell their ships—with glory

to the conquerors.

NB.

NAUTICAL‘ ANECDO'IES AND SELECTIONS-'

None were, I believe, lost in boarding the San Joseph.

TABLE OF CHARGES 0]" GUNPOWDER ADAPTED FOB. SEA SERVICE ORDFAKCS,

ln boarding the San Nicholas, we lost almnt 7 killed and 10

wounded; and about 20 Spaniards lost their lives by a foolish resistance
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NAUTlCAL ANECDOTI! AND SELECTION].ENGLISH MISSION ro suns-rec, in states. '

Tue recent dispute which brought the contending armies of the

Fnutess and Ashantees, the rival nations of the gold coast down to our

settlement at Cape Coast Castle. and for some time threatened the safety

of the establishment there, may, it is hoped, eventually prove of consider

able benefit to the British interests in that quarter. The judicious

measures of defense adopted by the governor, and the well supported

neutrality of the settlement, had impressed the conflicting parties with

sentiments of high respect for the superior discipline, and other advantages

of civilization, which they witnessed; and on the termination of the

contest, the victorious Ashanter in the name of their Prince, expressed

their ardent desire for the immediate establishment of a direct intercourse

between their kingdom and Cape Coast, to which the prejudices of

the intermediate natives, now reduced to submission, had hitherto opposed

the most formidable obstacles. With a laudable activity the AfricnnCommité'

tee in London have availed themselves ofa disposition so favourable to

the interests of the Company, and with the snnction and assistance ofhis

Majesty's Government, a mission was appointed early in the present year,

under the superintendence of Mr. Borodich, nyoung man already employed

in the confidential service of the Company, and eminently qualified, by the

most distinguished talents and attainments, for such an undertaking.

This mission has for its object not only the establishment of commercial

intercourse, but also a close and scientific observation ofn country hitherto

so little known; and, from the abilities of the gentlemen engaged in it, it

is expected to aflord much valuable assistance to the expedition sent

out under the direction of the late Major Petldie, which is at present

moving in nearly a parallel line with it. We are now. happy to announce

the safe arrival of Mr. Borodich and his little party at Cnmmazee, the

Ashantee capital, situate about 190 miles from Cape Coast Castle, after a

fatiguing journey of many days; but as it is probable the proceedings

of this interesting mission may, ere long, form the subject of some

public report from the African Committee, we do not, in the present early

stage of its progress, feel justified in oEering to our readers more than

the following extract of a letter, just received in this country from one

of the travellers, and dated from Cummazee in the begining of June
last; i

Extract ofa Letterfrom Cummazee, dated in June, 1811.

“ Our journey hither by roads almost impassable, and through wilds

seldom traversed (having in our passage through one forest been four days

deprived by ils impervious foliage of the light of the=sun), has been

additionally lengthened by the indisposition of one of our party on the

road, and our detention within thirty miles of this place a whole week

during the deliberation of the King on the propriety of our admission into

his capital. We are, however, at length safely arrived within Cummazee,

and have scarcely yet recovered from our surprise at the grandeur and

decorum which it exhibits. The limits of my time will not permit more

than a hasty description of_a few of the leading. objects which have here
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arrested our attention. On our entrance into the city, containining a

population of 200,000 souls, we were most graciously received in full state

by the King, who we find to bea Prince liberal in his sentiments, dignified

iti his dcportment, and of a generous disposition. His court is most

splendid, and when he appears in state, he is usually attended by 2,000

persons; among his numerous attendants, we notice his cook, who is

preceded by a massy service of plate. Our reception was highly flattering.

After saluting his Majesty, we passed along a line of vast extent,

consisting of the caboseers of the countries and towns tributary to Ashantee

and their troops, and were then placed beneath a large tree to receive their

compliments in return; the whole ceremony of introduction lasting from

two till eight o'clock. Our party has been also honoured with a visit

by the mother and sisters of the King; they are women of dignified and

affable manners, and appear totally free from that curiosty common to the

lower classes of the natives; the easy and elegant manner in which they were

ushered in and out of our abode by the Captain in waiting, might have

raised a blush in many a modern European Courtier.‘ A short sketch.

of the palace and its decorations may not be uninteresting. On our

first visit we waited, according to the custom of the place, a considerable

time iii one of the outer-coorts. 'l'he bttildings consist of a variety of

oblong courts, and regular squares, the former presenting arcades along one

side, some of round arches symmetrically turned, having a skeleton of

bamboo; the architraves and bases exuberantly adorned with very bold fan

and trellis work of Egyptian character; they have a suite of rooms over

them with small windows of wooden lattice, ofiutricate but regular carted .

work, and some with frames'ofguld. The squares have a large apartment

on each side, open in front, with two supporting pillars, which break

the view, and give it all the appearance of the proscenium of the stage

of the older Italian Theatres: they are lofty and regular, with cornices 0!".

very bold fan work in alto relieve; a drop curtain ol' curiously plaited cane

suspends in front, and in each we observed splendid furniture—such

as chairs embossed with'gold, stools and couches ol'rich silk, or scattered

regalia. The most ornamented part of the Palace is that appropriated

to the women—we have passed through it once. Except two Open door

ways, the fronts ol'some of these apartments are closed by pannels of

curious open carving, conveying a striking resemblance at first sight to

n florid Gothic screen; one front was entirely closed, and had two curious

doors ofa low Saxon arch, and strengthened or battened with wood work,

carved in high relief and painted red. Doors chancing to open as we

passed through this quarter of the Palace, surprised us with a glimpse

of large apartmentsin corners we could not have imagined—the most secret

appearing the most superb. In our daiiy course through the palace there is

always a delay of several minutes before the door separating the squares is

opened; the inmost square is the council chamber. “To day, after a delay

of nearly an hour (which seems an indispensable ceremony) in' the outer'

court, where we were amused with a constant variety of parade and

bustle from the passing to and fro of the different dignitaries and their

retinue, we were conducted to a large inner court, where the King,

7-..—_‘~1-_-_ M
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encircled by a varied profusion of insignia, even more sumptuous than

sveltnd yet witnessed, sat at the end of two long files of counsellors,

caboseers and captains. They were all seated under their umbrellas

of scarlet or yellow cloth, silks, shawls, cotton of every glaring variety, and

decorated with carved and golden pelicans, panthers, baboons, crescents,&c.

on the top; their shape generally that of a dome. Distinct and pompous

retinues were placed around with gold elephant tails to keep 08‘ the flies,

gold-headed swords, embossed musket-i, and many other splendid novelties,

too numerous for insertion. Each chief was Supported by the dignitaries

of his own province to his right and left, and it was truly concilium in

concilio. We have observed only one horse here, which is kept by

the Chief Captain more for state than use, the great people all riding

bulloclts. The presents from tlte Company to his Majesty called forth a

surprise, only equalled by his warm and dignified acknowledgment of them;

his feelings are evidently most auspicious towards us, and we have only to

dread the jealously of the Moors, many of whom are tributary to this

Monarch; or the intrigues of other neighbours, more dangerous, as they

are more civilized and artful. '

sw'rnts' ox BOARD 'raa DANISH ante ssraaance.

Tan following are extracts of letters on the above subject:—

-‘* Arrived the Danish brig Esperance, late Captain Jens Nielson Holst,

from llamburgh, bound to Mess-ins, and remains. \Vhen ofl' Beachy-head,

the crew hove the master and chief mate overboard. The vessel is now in

charge of Deal boatmen.

" The Danish brig Esperance, ofHamburgh, from Hamburgh to Messina,

in ballast, late Captain Jens Nielson Holst, was brought in here [the

Downs], by a Deal boat, the crew having murdered the captain and his

mate otheachy-head, and thrown them overboard.”

From another letter we learn that the mate was the captain's son. The

mutineers only spared the life of the second mate, on condition of his

taking an oath never to divulge their criminality; and to take the vessel to

the Dutch coast, where it was their intention to run her on shore, strip her

of every thing valuable, and to abandon her. The instant the Deal boat

went along-side, the second mate jumped on board, begged ofthe crew to

safe his life, and related the whole transaction. The boatmen conducted

the vessel, without resistence, into the Downs; and all but the second mate

were put on board the Severn frigate.

tuna NOVELTY,

- On the 2nd of November, a trial was made on Lake Posiano, with a ship

the invention oer. Lacatille, of Venice, which is safe from sinking,

and is impelled without sails, oars, or steam. This kind of vessel is said to

bein many respects far superior to steam ltuflls, particularly in point of

safety, and the sparing of fuel and of human labour. This vessel goes

backwards and forwards, turns in every direction, and stands still at

the will of the person who guides it, all by the labour of two persons,

who put in motion a machine of a very ingenious construction.

on, Unto. Vol. XQLXVIII. 3 a
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. . , I ' I 1 The gallant Faulkner, 4-0.

‘ ' mil “not, ‘ _ v _ iult‘lt’vvembér, tair.

AILOW meto call to the recollection of your Naval Renders the fol

‘ lowing inscription, which records the [all of the brave Faulkner, whusq

fuonu'nient is Iplaced in St. Fouls. v ' '_

' ' I] i This Monument was voted by his Country

1 To CAPTAttt Ronenr Fslnuinen, _ k '

I Commander of H. M. Ship-Blanche,

Whose ancestors hare, without cessation,

‘ Served with glpryio the British Naiva

For nearly two centuries;
' i ,And, '

Who himself'i'ell on the 5th January, 1795,"

While engaging the La Picque,‘l' French frigate,
' 7-“ or superior Force, “1 ’1’ "v " '

h. Which was captured hy-La Blanche. ‘

Th svt'or‘d’ofv this; truly brave oflicerb equally gallant and acconr

plislied, tinsgiven to the son ol'thc late Admiral Jonathan Faulkner, uncle

to the Captain‘ol' the Blanche. This fine young man has been in the navy

el'eveti‘yenrs'; is it. lieutenant of71813, and, I trust, will be cherished and

protected by his country as the lust of the gallant race qt'Fau/kner. ' I I

hope; in due time, the Board of Admiralty will promote Itim [or the sake of

those relatives that went before hirn, and pointed out to him the path of

honor hurl of victory; to which, Idouht out, he will-also one day lead.

Let me alio_obser\'e, that Mr. Bulkclcy, the flitl-d‘erCfllllp of the heroic

Nelson, and who attended him in his htst moments, still remains a lieute

nant. 'As an elevé 01' his lordship, the country ought surely to adopt him,

if possessed of merit, of which his former patron was so excellent ajudge.

. I am happy to ohservei that every exertion is trunking, and is to be com

finuvd, for repairing and replacing the “om-out ships of the ttnvy.., Unq

doubtetlly our navy must be rendered and kept ethcient, and too much

attention cannot be bestowed on such an important object; I um hopeful,

therefore, that there will he no difference of opinion as to the propriety of

granting the adequate supplies for carrying it into effect, asl should be

sorry to see the wishes and intentions of the Board in the least thwarted,

so far as concerns rendering our Naval .er_fnll_t/ effuic'nt.

..u,

 

* His uncle llllll'ltHH'lt‘tl the Bellona, and fought a l‘utnuns action off the rock

of LlIlYOll u-nh a French 74. nlnch he took.

1' Sir Dotti Altlnt- “as 2nd Llrtllt’llalil, and took possession of the prize; be

it an elevé ot' Adnnrnl Cornwallis.

1, Bred up under the mug of the gallant and veteran Cornwallis. 3Q. “[ng

lulu, Pole and he were the captain‘s uidrdc-zamp in. the Lion,

‘ .- _,> _.__ A. ‘ .M; A t‘m—d‘w—nnA—~* Aide-k __..___ (L =r'_1.,..-~i
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With respect to the Brethm'ei Plymouth, it is “allowed to he is omit

usel'ul and important worlt, n great'iniprovement and safeguard to the on

chorage there. Perhaps, themoney expended on the Caledonial canal, would

have turned to more accouitt if liid out in finishing this great natioiinl'uniler

taking first. ‘It is, however, certainly true, as Sir J. Hope remarked in reply

to Sir C_. Pole, vi'ho wished the same sum continued, that as much work will

be done this yenr For halfthe money; I confess, for my part, I should have

‘lleen glad to see at least the same s'um,‘ or a little more, voted, in ordei to

employ a double number ofhamis, when labour is so cheap, and employmert

so difficult to be obtained. I can, however, see the didicuh situation ol’iulnis

ters; they are told by some, reduce every thing to the lowest postihle

scale; by others, again, are asked, why does notGoverntnent employ more

hands? they say very justly, how are rte to please both parties. Iwould

answer, by conforming to both only in as far as the good of the country

Will llllmv,

In my opinion, as I have before remarked, our Naval establishment is

already (00 low, _even for a state of peace confirmed by time; and I think

if Government can employ the poor and industrious at such a crisis, with

out resisting too much the wishes of the country For retrenchment, which

must so for be listened to, they ought not to neglect to do so; the diflicul

ties of ministers are indeed neither few nor smnll, and I do not think are

properly estimated or regarded by many, who would, perhaps, find it

much easier to condemn their measures, than to devise better, if inthelr
tituntiotl. ' ‘ ' i

' 4 ‘ l- /.-v .

On registering the Service; and Claims for pgamolion of Navalpfliferh

| I t . 4 " ‘ a . ' .I 7

n. samba; - ' - - > ' > Oct. t5th,=1811.

I AM sure the‘itd'onnation "contained id‘ydhi' Number: for' August, felti

_ live to the register of Naval Officers' services, as intimated hy Mt»,

Crolter’s circular, inth have bee'ii perused by nll “ranks with the g'l-r'ntc'st

'pleasure and satisfaction; and In'douht noi‘, the nh‘vy consider th'ernscl‘vel's

obliged to their zealous advocate, “ A Friend to Naval Men," for his

‘Perseveriltg efforts iii their hehalfl “'hether this step shall be attended

with tiny general promotion or not (and 'I am hopelitl‘the Princess Charl

loite’s accourltemént will furnish a fit occasion), the noting'the claims at

nait'ul officers, and keeping registers of their services. is certainly a gredt

improvement, and it is only wonderful, how a measure of such justice and

obvious necessity could have been so long delayed, with the excellent

example of the system followed at the Horse Gnnms helore their eyes. I

trust1 the good eli'ects of this measure will soon be felt. and seen, by the

employment and subsequent promotion of these officers, who consider ~

themselves neglected, or whose claims have not hitherto um the eye or

 

Joan '
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ear of official men, in such a shape, as to ensure that protection which

ought always, and which so often (I rejoice to be able to state this fact),

has been bestowed on modest merit and daring courage.

It is truly gratifying, Sir, to find that the Board of Admiralty is not only

diligently employed in repairing and rebuilding our nnvy, but also in

improving it in other respects, by redressing those grievances which have

unavoidably crept into our naval system, and prevailed during a period of long

continued and active warfare; and every well-wisher to their country and

to the navy will rejoice to see their utmost attention and best exertions

continued in finishing this most necessary and most important work, on

Which the safety of England so mainly depends.

m Jim”.

Retirement for Old Oflicerr of the Navy.

MR. EDITOR, 20th Oct. 1817.

HAVE heard much praise bestowed on the new Naval Regulations, as

promulgated in the order of the Council of 1st January last, and so

far as they extend, perhaps much credit may be due to the Admiralty

Board, from whom they emanated: but, I cannot help considering them

(as I observe your malous Correspondents, Mr. Urquhart and Nestor do),

very limited, and by no means complete. I was in hopes, Mr. Editor, after

all that has been said and acknowledged on the subject, that such a

favorable opportunity would not have been allowed to pass, for extending

the retired lists throughout the navy. I might also say, for creating a

retired list for Post Captains from the senior Commanders;~—of the

utility and necessity for such improved and extended lists I need at pre

sent say little, as another Correspondent, “ A Friend to Naval Merit,” has

already urged it in the strongest and most forcible terms; but, I confess,

I do feel much disappointment, that amongst these New Regulations, no

attention seems to have been paid, nor any redress thought necessary, when

the hardships and grievances arising from the present contracted and

inadequate retired lists is so notorious, and might have been now so easily

obviated. I am still, however, in hopes, that some measure of the kind I

have mentioned, may be in reserve; and that this, and other matters of

equal importance, although they hlve been delayed, will not be entirely

forgotten. I agree with Nestor, however, that it is better to consider and

advise well, before making any alterations, than by precipitancy to occasion

too many. Hoping the improvement of the naval system will proceed with

alacrity, although not with hurry,

-, I am, Sir, &c.

( ' I

‘ - - @wton.
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On our 1Voval System

)ta. inrrnn, _ 28th Oct. 1817.

ONSIDERING it the duty of'overy person who feels an interest in the

Navy, much more of those professionally devoted to it, to come

forward at the present period of peace and tranquillity (when improvements

in our naval system are going forward), with any observations which

may have a tendency to forward the good of that service, I cannot deny

myself the satisfaction of occasionally addressing you on this important

subject, although I am aware, that you have many Correspondents better

able to communicate useful information on it.

The New Naval Regulations, which embrace several points of great

troonsequence, must prove to every unbiassed mind, that the Board of

Admiralty have begun this work of improvement in earnest, and that

it is their anxious desire to follow up this good beginning, until they

have made our naval code as full and our system as perfect as pessible;

I for one, Sir, do not feel inclined to doubt.

The parts of the system, which have already undergone'revision, are first,

.the classification de novo of our ships, whereby the variety of classes

is greatly diminished, much for the good of the service, alll am sure,

will agree in thinking; the other is the alteration of the naval officers’ pay,

both as to the allotment, and mode of drawing it; and I am truly happy to

observe, that a better provision is made for passed mates and midshipmen ;

and for that highly useful oflice on board ship, the schoolmasters. I regret,

however, to find no extension of the retired lists'of lieutenants, nor any

other class of superior officers; but as I have already stated my belief, and

hope, that the late regulations, embrace only afew of the many parts of our

Weather-beaten system, which require revision, and my expectation

of their being followed up, by a second part, comprehending, amongst

other things, the opinion and determination of the board on “a‘fixcd
system of Command", and on the great question Y“ of Impressment." I

hope the other matters will not then be overlooked. ‘

In order to render our naval system perfect, there will certainly require

to be exerted, a large portion of good sense, deep reflection, combined

with that temper and spirit, which profits by the good regulations of

other naval powers, while it rises superior to all prejudices, however long

and deeply established :—I am rather unwilling to hold up to view

the rising Navy of America, or the establishment of any other country, as

models for ourimitation ; but I believe, I may safely recommend it to those

whose province it is to set our house in order, not to reject what is

valuable and worthy of imitation, merely because other countries may

have been the first to improve, or carry useful suggestions into full effect;

there is no doubt, Sir, that the naval system digested for America,and new

acting upon, contains much that is worthy of notice; as they have

carefully avoided our errors, and shown themselves well acquainted with

our naval means, and with the defects which existed, but which Ihope, are

fast disappearing in our system.

Allow roe now, Sir, just to call the attention of our government, to
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the importance of continuing our nautical researches in time of peach

I trust an expedition to the Pacific and South America is in contemplation,

on a proper scale; we shall otherwise be left for behindi'ris' other powers

have already 'fitted "out several ships for' voyages-Inf discovery; and be

coaaeuptrnxactg.

emeene of improving our young naval ofl'icers ought to' \be relinquishedz' ‘

indeed I can see no reason why our ship's, hoth-on-hom'e andstations, should not be empioyed occasionally in this higth useful worlt; '

foritis observable, that almost all the naval ofliCer-e in the East India

Uompnny’s Service are men of great“ profmional lacquirements, and are

dmervedly esteemed the heat navigators in the ~world. I can see no reason

why officers in the navy should not be able to rival them. if the proper

means were taken-to enemte their proficiency in every branch of knowledge

.aml scienoe' connected with their'honOumhle profession. Tn encourage

and protect that profession, and-to anxiously endeavour to raise it superior

lto'all narrow-minded and illiberal prejudices, must, I-nm persuaded, be the

earnest desire of the Board ot‘Admir-ulty; and 1‘ hope their exertions

will be crowned with full and complete success. - " I

’I' _ MW.

0n the Preservation ifour Ilka of Warme Decay, 4-0; '

“ I love my country and itssea-girtshores.”

un- EDITOR, 81h November, 18L?

, perused with pleasure in your .last Number, a‘lettcr from J; C.,-0u the

highly important subject “of the decay of our Men of War," and

feel much satisfaction in expressing my entire approbation of the senti

ments and opinions therein contained,- nor is it the least part of such

satisfaction to be assured, that although formerly difl'ering in opinion with

this gentleman, all such difference is now happily and pleasantly removed;

‘andl shall he sorry if our labours in the cause of Britain's wooden walls

do not advance by our joint co-operation, so as hereafter to lead to a

degree ofitnprovement, if not commensurate to our desires, yet still'ef

:lome importance to our country. In J. C.'s excellent letter. recorded in

your last Number, will be found many observations which well deserve the

'altpnlitmuf those entrusted with our navaltcuncerns, more especiallythe

otiicers connected with the Navy Board. He has, in my opinion, advanced

nothing which experience has not proved the truth of; and in endeavour

ing to trace the causes of the dryrrol in our men of war, appears to have

hit upon at least some of the principal causes which lead to this most

destructive malady in our ships; it is much to he hoped, "his usede efl'orla~

will be seconded by others who-may have equal or superior Opportunities

of investigating a subject so every way important to the country; andit

will he matter of muchmegrc‘t if~thisis not the case. After drawing our

attention to the three greattcauses of dry-rot, which he‘ assumes to be;

first,,the use of-unseasoned timber; isecoudly, the p'rdctice of falling timber.

in the spring, instead of the winter; and, thirdly, the practice ot'eteepitig

plank, instead of charting it;-he goes on to'oxpress surprise, that this

~ __.¢--_ Le'M‘Q-J
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enemy of our navy should so long have battled all our attempts to ours

come it; and wishes to refer to the old mode of ship-building, by which,

If we did not build such handsome vessels, or such good sea-boats,

they were certainly more serviceable and durable ships, requiring fewer

repairs, and running for double the time our newly constructed ships of

war have been capable of doing. Front this reference, J. C. wishes to

ascertain, no doubt, whether in the plan not» pursued, some unfortunate

circumstance may not be found to have led to this existing evil; in par

suing. this investigation, I shoukl certainly have great pleasure iii bearing a

hand, and, if possible, ofconducting it, so as to engage men who may be

better informed than either of us on the subject; its great importance will,

i hope, he the t-xctiseof both for entering upon it in the absence of abla

heads. The first question proposed by I. C. is, as to the quality of

timber formerly used, and from whence it was obtained. 1 think it may be

stated in answer to this question, that. the timber formerly used was mostly

British, “lthlt is decidedly superior to any foreign oak, in durability and

other qualities A considerable quantity of foreign wood is, I believe,

now put into our men of War, which may, perhaps, account in some mea

sure, for their earlier‘decay. The time of felling the timber, I presume,

was optional, until within these last fifteen years, as Mr. Sttodgrass, who

was then much employed in the East lndia Company's service, and referred

to by Parliament for information, particularly objected to having wood cut

at any other season than during winter: but certainly the superior dura

tion .of our men of war in former times argues much in favour of the-win

ter felling, having been pretty generally followed at earlier periods.

' The time allowed for seasoning was, [should think, at all times much

greater during peace than war; however, Mr. Snodgrass seems no ad

vocate for a long period ofseasoning; itis his opinion, that the wood is

often decayed by being improperly stored; it should be put under cover,

but subject to a proper current of air; this I believe is now done, butl

rather think could not have been much the practice in former times.

Mr. S. insists, that this country should never have less than thirty ship!

ofthe line on the stocks, to be built under cover (a plan now adopted),

and not to be floated out from under cover until wanted for commission.

It would, Mr Editor, occupy too much space to go over all the particulars

entered into by this experienced servant of the East India Company; and,

besides, the information may be had by referring to the earlier volumes of

your useful work, where they will be found inserted at length. Imust,

ho‘wever, observe, that many of his suggestions appear to have been already,

acted upon; and although we have the misfortune still to find the dry-rot

making ravages amongst our new ships, I do certainly feel very muoh

inclined to attribute its prevalence, not to any suggestion of his being

followed, but on the contrary, to the rapid manner of running up our

ships, especially those built in private yards, to the practice of employing

different sorts of word, much of it, no doubt, felled at impmper N'tlSUllBAOf

the year; and as the difiiculty of procuring timber was sometimes, during the

war, very great, it may I think he assumed, that it was not always of superior

quality, even “hen British oak was used; much of it was unavoidably

/
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young wood, and although felled during the winter, inust have been much

less fit for ship-building than what we formerly had access to. Without,

however, pretending to assert that these are the real causes of the rot, I

must say, it appears to me surprising, as it does to J. C., and I fancy to

many, that the real cause of this destructive evil is still to be learned.

I trust, Mr. Editor, this mystery will soon be removed, it is truly of great

importance that it should. We are now preparing a new navy, and if it is

not a durable one, it will be attended with very bad consequences in many

respects; but now that ample leisure is afforded for investigation, I am

sanguine in hoping it cannot much longer haflle our exertions; surely every

encouragement ought to be given, and will he given to those professional

men, or to any man who proves successful in throwing any light on this

hitherto unexplicahly dark and mysterious subject. I will at present leave

it, to fall, I trust, into abler hands (J. C. is on deck and all is well), and

proceed briefly to notice. with approbation, the persevering endeavour of

Mr. Urquhart to attract the public attention to his New Marine System,

which has for its great object the abolition of impreurnent; in this great

cause, every man, with the proper feelings of humanity and justice, must

be interested; and this great and good object must, I think, and sincerely

hope, will be attained. let me not be this-understood, for I do not wish any

thing to be rash/y done; but after due inquiry, such as Vigilam recommends

in your Number for October. I think there will be little dificulty in bring

ing it about in a safe and easy manner, both for the country and the

seamen. I hope, then, the efforts of Mr. Urquhart will be seconded by

all classes; and that Government and the Admiralty will be found willing

to go hand in hand with the county as far as possible.

N, alt/Km.

0n Naval Improvements, é-c.

mt. not-ton, 11!]: November, 1817.

T is universally allowed, that there is no subject connected with the

welfare and prosperity of the British nation, which at present demands

so much of the public attention, andthat of our naval rulers, as the pro

viding a new stock of wooden walls—l mean a new and efiective navy.

That inveterate enemy to our men of war, the dry-rot, has already made

great havoc amongst our newest and most beautiful ships; and if we can

not by some means discover its origin, and the prevailing causes of its con

tinued ravages, we shall assuredly find the expense of maintaining a navy,

beyond the ability even of this country, great and rich as it is. It must

then be the duty of those in power, to give every encouragement to men

who are inclined to devote their time and attention to the prevention of

evil, from this hitherto-undiscovered enemy. Mr. Blueltbum's book “ on

the causes of dry-rot, and the premature decay of our men of war,” must,

1 think, he read with attention, and receive the applause it seems to merit;

'ond it is to be hoped, the exertions of this gentleman, whose professional

" See page 298.
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information appears to bevery great, will not have been made in‘vain. I

must also noticean excellent letter from J. C. in your last Number, on the

same important subject, and I beg, leave further to remark, that I think the

man who dis-overs a sure not; of preventing this great eril, well deserves a

very high reward; ttor can I longer suppose that he will be overlooked. Itt

formvr letters I have drawn your attention, Mr. Editor, to the employment

of teak wood for building our men of war; and I was the more in

clined to recommend the use of it, at any rate, until the real and indisptk

table cause of dry-rot was ascertained. I observe, however, from the

newspapers, that .there is at present in agitation, a plan for the liquidation

of the Austrian debt, or at least-a part of it, by sending us ship-timber

from the Italian ports; and a proper olhcer‘ of the navy board has been

sent to inspect and report on its‘quality. Certainly, it is desireable that it

should prove fit for our purpose, as we should in that case, receive pay

ment of a debt, which appears otherwise likely to be still long outstanding;

and we should be enabled speedily to make great progress in supplying the

places of those ships sold out of the service since the peace: the transpor

tation of this timber would also be an object to our ship owners, and if it

proves fit for our purpose, must of course be preferable to the teak, which

would require an outlay of ntoney, while here we are receiving payment of

a debt, and will at once be able to go to work on our new ships. In your

last'Numbor, Mr. Editor, is a letter from a Clerk in the Weather Office,

from which, I am sorry to find, that I have incurred his displeasure, by

asserting in a former letter, that any rhange in the tiller of our naval

oflicers, Would be unimportant and trifling; on thisvsubject, lcertninly

wish 'to give that writer and the public, every explanation in my power;

but, although it might gratify his curiosity, the al’tixing tny name to my

opinions, wottld, I believe, do no good to the cause of improvement in the

navy, to which, however, I do sincerely wish “ell; he has unfortunately

forgotten to set me the example. When that letter to which the Clerk

refers, was w;itten,1 had not than had the pleasure of seeing the New

Naval Regulations, which in my humble opinion, do great; honour to the

Board of Admiralty; neither had I ever heard any great complaints on the

inferiority oi'the appellations of naval otficers, even among themselves; and

besides, I considered it a work of difliculty to supersede the old by any

more appropriatenew titles; neither could I view such a change as at all

having equal claims on the notice ofthe Board of Admiralty with others, which

in my opinion, called for their best attention; such as the abolition of im

pressment; anew code of Naval Regulations for interior management and

discipline; .the encouragement of science, and professional discoveries,

&c. &c. I do not, however, mean, by any means, to argue against the

change which may be in contemplation, with respect to these titles; if it

can happily he made so as to afford satisfaction to the ofi'icers, without

being prejudicial in other respects, surely it ought to be efl‘ected; for I

entirely agree with this able-supporter of the rights of the navy, that

the assimilation of the two services asfur as possible, is as desirable as it is

no. ttyzitn.Yol,XXXV11I. 3 o
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just and reasonable. Most readily then, Mr. Editor, do I withdraw

my opposition to this improvement, which, I trust, will have the cordial

support of those in power. My tlnnhts for my objection was qualified),

arise more from the fear of its preventing the accomplishment of other

improvements. than from any serious objections to the measure itself.

No man wishes more than I do for the prosperity and goud of the service,

and I trust this explanation will neither be considered too tedious nor

unsatisfactory.

On Impressment.

tut. EDITOR, 13th Nov. 1817.

I AM sure very many of your readers must be forcibly struck, no less

than myself, with the anxious and perseveringendearours of Mr. Urqu

hart, Albion, &c. to engage the public mind in the great cause of“ the

gbolition ul' impress-meat ;" and I think, also, that not a few of them must:

not only wish well to the cause (it is equally one of justice, humanity, and

policy), but lie-ready to second with their best etTorts, those of the

writers in question, and of others equally disposed to advocate a new and

better menus of manning our men of war.

In your last Number, [am glad to see some judicious remarks from

Vigilans on this subject; he suggests, that the whole subject should be

referred to a Committee of both Houses of Parliament to report upon;

and where the question is so fully before the nation, I should, indeed, sin

cerely rejoice, and hope sanguinely for success; but, I am not quite sure

that government is yet prepared to let it take such a course, and I would

therefore Suggest the propriety of meetings of the merchants and ship

owners of London, being called previous to tire assembling of Parliament,

at which meeting, resolutions tnight be with great propriety entered mto on

the subject. and a Committee appointed to provide such information and

evidence, as would be required on the meeting ol'Parlimnent; if the

business went to a Committee of both houses, the members might be re

quired to give their support; and copies of the resolutions and proceed~

ings circulated, and sent particularly to the out ports, in order that the

“ample of the metropolis might be followed. I think, Mr. Editor, that

such n plan would introduce the subject to the notice of the public, more

fully than has yet been done; and, perltnps, Mr. Urquhart, who has

already done so much, nnd who appears determined to stand by this good

cause, may think these dilferent suggestions worthy of attention, and of

being acted upon.

As he isa tnentlierof Lloyd’s, he can with ease. ascertain the public

feeling existing Hmr on the subject, and act accordingly. 1 am sure his

exertions will entitle hint to the thanks of his profession at large, and I

know of no description of men who ought to'stcp forward in such a cause,

before the British merchants and shipmwpers.

JZenlor.

'\
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TO THE RIGHT HON. LORD MELVILLE.

On Naval Imprbtements.

in man, 14th November, 1817.

T the very moment I was preparing to address you on the subject of

the New Naval regulations, the sad, the afflicting intelligence from

Claremont, reached my ears; and, if I were to feel insensible to the heavy

loss which the nation has sustained, which the afflicted house of Brunswick

deplores, I should be unworthy of my name: but, beloved Princess—

“There have been tears. and breaking hearts for thee,"

And mine are nothing, now for thee to give,

But, when I stand beneath the fresh green tree,

Which living waves, where, thou dost cease to live,

And sEe around me, the wide‘ field: revive

With fruits, and fertile promise, and the Spring

Come forth, her work of gladness to contrive,

With all the reckless birds upon the wing,

I turn from all she brings, to her she cannot bring.—--'Brlml.

A few months ago, I addressed your lordship on the subject of the

navy, which has now been long under your lordship’s direction; and with

which you must therefore be pretty accurately and fully acquainted.

In that letter, 1 took the liberty of stating my opinions, as to its

management, both interior and exterior, hoping to draw some portion of

the public attention, perhaps; also, that of your lordship, to various points

whichl considered it of great importance should be brought under im

mediate consideration. Very soon afterwards,l believe, my lord, belbro

the letter was printed in the Naval Chronicle,l had the pleasure of seeing

the New Naval Regulations published, which do, in my humble opinion,

the utmost credit to your lordship, and the board: these regulations I must

observe, however, are limitted in their extent, and comprise only a few of

the many subjects which ought, and I trust, will soon engage the atten

tion of the board; so far, however, as they extend, they are certainly

judiciously, and liberally framed; but, my lord, Iam sure you mustbe

fully aware, that whilst the great questions of impressment, and a fixed

system of command, remain unnoticed, and whilst the registry of claims

now happily in progress, remains without being acted upon; I mean, with

out any extended retired lists being the consequence, or any advancement

in their profession, being given to old and meritorious officers—whilst

these things remain to be done, I must think, and the country must also

think, that the great and good work of improvement, although happily

, begun, and a115piciously, I trust, begun, is yet advanced only a very little

way, and that many most important subjects have yet to receive the board’s

consideration,and the seal of your lordship, in another part of New Naval

Regulations. ‘

Allow me, however, to bear testimony to the-activity, which I observe

 

' At Clarcnwnt.
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is now manifested, both in fitting out frigates and sloops for foreign

stations when wanted; and, also, in the building department, where orders

for a great many new frigate: have been recently given: but, my lord, let it

be recollected, that imall SG-guu frigates have now but little chance of coping

with the American ships, which are so much superior in every re~peet. I

remember a very zealous writer on this subject—Albion, in remarking on

the activity of the Americans in preparing a navy, prophecied some time

ago, that we should have an Ambassador from that country, sent over in a
iship of the line; and, it now turns out, that" he was right in saying so, as

we are well assured, that the Franklin, of 74- guns, according to their way

of rating, is now on her passage, perhaps, already in our harbours, with

their Ambassador on board. I _ ‘\

Surely, my lord, we ought to attend seriously to these things, and not to

be idle, when all around is a busy scene of activity. If we receive pay

ment of the éustrian debt in ship-timber, we shall snon be able to rebuild

our worn-out'navy; and, l trtist, your-lordship and the board will not cease

your exertions, until a mew, durable, and formidable navy has been

obtained: towards this object, the country will not repine at expense, but "

its gnu/est enemy, the dry-rot, must, if possible be destroyed. With

sincere and ardent wishes for the prosperity of the navy, under your

lordship's direction, \

.-1 am your- Lordship's, Ste.

411'-

‘ ' e/rufmmwua.
"I

I

Nelson's i'llontunent, §~c.

MR, Eputog’. ‘ Ipswich, .' 'twcmber 23, 18l7.

AS I know you feel a laudable and generous interest in whatever r9

later to the memory of one of the “ first of heroes and of men," I

take this opportunity of informing you, that, at a meeting holden at Nor

wich, on the 16th ult., it was resolved, that, instead of the ornament at

first proposed, as the termination of the Nelson monument, at Yarniouth,

a colossal statné of Britannia, with appropriate emblems, shall be sub

stituted; and that, as sotne additional expense will be thus incurred, on.

application to the public for some further aid, to a very moderate amount,

will be necessary. .

Whilst I am upon this subject, Mr. Editor, I cannot help expressing my

deep and bitter regret, at the inattention—thegalling neglect—which the

name of Nelson, and the fame of our naval worthies in general, have, of

late years, been doomed to experience. This is the more grating to, what

I must be permitted to term the genuine feelings of Englishmen, when we

reflect that, in an undue preference to the rival branch of his Majesty's

service, has originated the apathy with which, whatever relates to the

navy is now regarded. It has not been always thus; and the time will

arrive, when all the diplomatic skill of Lord Castlereagh, and his military

colleagues, will be unable to prevent our naval protectors from regaining

- a ~~e-_.___7_M~_\_e_._ ..4
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their true love] in tlieestimation of the public—from being regarded as

our chiefnntional supporters. -

These remarks are not the emanations of a spirit of jealousy—for I

have not the honour at belonging to, or of being connected with, the naval

profession; nor do they arise from a feeling of envy for I love to see our

military patriots honoured and rewarded: as an Englishman, l glory with

them in their victories, and I sympathise with them in their defeats; but,

as m Englishman, I also feel, that my country is peculiarly a naval

country—and that it is to her Wooden walls, and their brave inhabitants,

that Britain is indebted for her existence—her safety—her greatness—and

her glory.

~We hear of dinners, and jéles, in commemoration of the 'victory of

‘ Waterloo, and in honour of the Duke of Wellington; but when do we

hearofa dinner, in commemoration of the battle of Trafalgar, or of a

fiestival, “sacred _to the immortal memory of Nelson ?"—We must not

be told, Sir, that the'glories of Trafalgar were less splendid in themselves, '

or even less important in their consequences, than those of Waterloo. Is

it then to be borne, by the sons of the ocean, that the man, who, whilst

living, was the “ bright and particular star" in the hemisphere of British

patriotism—the “ admired of all beholders”-the pride of every heart,

and the theme of every tongue-should be so soon forgotten?

There are two other points, connected with the memory of ourhero, upon

which I never reflect without chagrin: one, that no express ‘provision was

made by Parliament for the Dowager Countess Nelson; the other, that

no pension was allotted to Lady Hamilton. Against the former, calumny

never breathed a whisper; and, whatever might have been the faults of

Lady Hamilton, us a woman, she was entitled, for services performed, to

the gratitude of the State. It is not creditable to a great nation, to allow

national benefits to pass unacknowledged, or unrewarded. '

I am, &c.

“ Also he hide them teach the Children of Juda the use of the born."

December 5, 1817.

I HE anxiety manifested by difl'erent patriotic writers in the _Navnl

Chronicle, that British ships of war should not again meet the

American with such a disparity of force as in the late war, is highly com.

mendahle; and it may be hoped will meet with the most serious consi

deration by the government.

After what has happened, it would not only be blameable, butliighly

culpable, to risk the fame of the British naval arms, by sending ships of

war to contend with those superior in size, weight of metal, number of

guns, and men.

Any partial advantage gained over the arms of a people long accustomed

to conquer, will always be hailed with exultation by those nations over

whom they have triumphed, let them have been ever so reluctantly drawn

‘1‘"
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into the contest; let them have been ever so righteoust engaged in their

own defence, and in opposing the gigantic strides of an overwhelming

power; and let them have been ever so moderate in their demeanour, and

in the exercise of their power,

The vanity natural to the mind of man, is so prone to manifest itself in

every nation. and amongst all ranks of society. that no surprisie need be

excited at the high towering thoughts of America, springing from her partial

success over British ships of war, culled by are qfrquul _/il1't‘t'-,‘ but which

have been proved, in the face ot'day, to have been every way inferior.

Will any man who has the least regard for truth, assert, that 470 chosen

men are only equal to 300, more than one-half of the latter number of a

description very inferior to the former i—Until this run he made evident. to

the common sense of mankind in general, the crews of the Guerriere, Ma

cedonian, and Java, can never be put in the balance against those of the

Constitution and the United States.

Were the truth strictly adhered to, it might not be deviating from its

dictates to say. lhat four hundred and severity chosen men are EQUAL, in

nrrscr, to six hundred of the quality who composed the crews of the

Britisltfrigatrs, which fought the American ship: qfl/te line: justly so

denominated ; for no sixty-four gun-ship in the British service can he ren

dered more effective for battle during tine weather; but when blowing, can

not be reckoned of half the force.

, The British frigate: fought twenty-eight long eighteen-pounders on their

main-deck. two on their forecastle, and fourteen (or, was it sixteen ?)

thirty-puunder carrnnades, on the quarter-deck and forecastle.

: The American ships fought thirty long twcnty~four pounders on their

gun-deck, two upon their forecastle, besides another traversing upon the

quarter-deck, and twenty at the least, of forty-two-pounder carronadee,

upon their quarter-deck and flirecastle. I shall say nothing of minor

advantages. However this difference in the weight of metal may he frit

teretl away by those who wish to exalt American prowess and skill, and to

depress those of the British navy, it must be allowed by all men. in any

degree acquainted with the c0mmon rules of arithmetic, that, at every

broadside, the American ships must have discharged one-hult' more weight

of metal than the British frigates.—\Vho will assert, that such a superiority

would not give a decided advantage in equal discharges against masts, rig

ging, sails, hulls, and crews? The chance of doing superior injury must

have been in a ratio to the superior number and weight irfbells di~rharged,

allowing the energy of the crews to have been equal; but if this be nearly

doubled on the side of a superiority in numlier oi guns and weight ot tnetnl,

what an astonishing advantage must the Constitution and United Slates have

had tiver the Guerrier, Macedonian, and Java P—.»\n advantage that

appears to have been little appreciated by the Americans, or designedly

undervalued ; and it may he in a great measure overlooked ht some other

nations.—l shall not enlarge on this part of the subject, as Europe, if she

be inclined, may know the undisguised truth ; but what has been said, is

suflicient to prove, that modesty and truth would have been silent, where

their opposite qualities have been vain and boasting.

,M, t__ "— - -~ ~—— ~~~~ ’M~-~J
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We know, that often “ the race is not to the swift, or the battle to the

strong ;" that He who “ rules in the kingdom of the children of men, and

giveth it to whomsoever he will," may, by the most unexpected agents,

confound the wisdom and the self-imagined prowess of tnen.—Such lessons

may have been given, to teach this nation to look to that Power who

wields the. sceptre nl'the universe, more than she may have done: to sup

plicate the aid ofhis protecting arm, manifested in the inscrutable ways of

his Providence, more than she may have done: to cultivate and improve

those means of self-defence and protection for oppressed nations, which

He has put into her hands, more than she absolutely has done.--“ Also lte

bade them teach the children of Juda the use ofthe how.”

If the disciplining and training of men on board ofsome British ships of

war be little attended to; if the management and direction of artillery be

neglected ; what ought to be expected when they encounter with a

motley crew, a ship of only equal capacities, but whose men are all efi'ec

tive, and export in the art of war? But when opposingthemselves to those

every way superior, what result must be expected? Are we to expect that

amiracle is to he wrought in our favour, because we have wilfully neg

lected those means which Providence has put into our hands ?—“ Also he

bade them teach the children of Jude the use of the bow.—O, Israel, thou

art fallen in thine high places! ”

Doing arrived at a certain point in our naval contests, we have evidently

before our eyes, asa nation, the Americans looking forward to the time

when they think they shall be able to dispute the empire of the ocean with

Great Britain; and hawcver much they may overlook certain items that

must be eventually tnlten into the calculation, ought we therefore to be

supine? Ought we then, because of our present naval superiority, to

despise such pretensions ? This would be absurd and weak in the

extreme.

When the day shall arrive, which both countries ought to deprecate.

when Great Britain shall again be called upon to invest with her naval

power the sea coast of the United States, let it be with ships every way

adequate to cope with those ofthe same nominal force ; nor let the honour

of the nation be sacrificed at the shrine of niggardly conceptions, and

paltry savings, denominated by their pitiful advocates, Ecouostv; but

which are, in truth, the most wasteful expenditure; inasmuch as they have

been, and may be, the cause of bringing disgrace upon the arms ofthc

country; and ultimately doubling the expense which would have at first

been necess-iry to prevent the breaches they have caused, and may again

be the means of causing. '

The subject is too serious to belightly treated; it afl'ects the vital interests

of the country; it calls loudly upon our government to prepare SiliPs of war,

at the least as well manned, equipped, and found, us those of any other

nation of the same no ninal force; for this will always have much efl'ect on

the minds of different nations, who may decide more from names than

from a long description of particulars.

thn the British ships of war shall be thus found, when called upon to

assert the rights of their country against any nation, it may be hoped that,
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like the Shannon and Endymion, they will “ play the men far their 'people

and for the cities of their God ” : and then, " let the Lord do that which

seemeth him good.”—If the decree should have gone forth against us, and

we are destined to fall, still let “ the nations shake at the sound of our

fall; the heavens be covered, and the stars thereof made dark; let the

sun be covered with a cloud, and the moon give no light."

But surely we can have no reason to anticipate such disastrous days, if

justice and judgment preside in-the land, and our national faith remain

unsullied. “ Believe in the Lord our God, so shall we be established."

I cannot avoid here noticing, with your excellent Correspondent Nestor,

the sudden cloud of gloomy darkness cast over the Island of Great Britain,

by the “ Sovereign Disposer of all Events," in the unexpected death of the

Princess Charlotte of Wales; as sudden as unexpected. The inhabitants

of Great Britain who were acquainted with her virtues, and unassuming

character, beheld in it one, which might one day have great effect upon the

higher circles of life, and so communicate its beneficial efi'ects throughout

the land, descending from the palace to the cottage.

- We have daily lessons of the frailty of the human race; but such an

alarming decree ofProvidence as this speaks louder to the nation than ten

thousand such instances in the ordinary walks of life; its voice penetrates

every dwelling, and shakes the towers and mansions ofthe gram—“And the

voice said, Cry. And he said what shall I cry? All flesh is grass, and all

the goodliness thereof is as the flower of the field : The grass witheretln

the flower fadeth ; because the Spirit of the Lord bloweth upon it : surely

the people is grass.”

How awfully has this divine and alarming communication been verified

in the late afiicting event. The most fragrant Rose the British Isles had

for a long time beheld, upon which their eyes were fixed. and from whose

fragrance they hoped to inhale pleasing delights, is suddenly blasted, and

falls to the ground ; filling the nation with general dismay. The King of

terrors received his fatal commission; but have we not good reasons for

being assured, that the language to him was, “ 0 Death where is thy

sting? 0 Grave where is thy victory P—He shall enter into peace: they

shall rest in their beds, each one walking in his uprightness."

. What ought the nation to do amidst such general luinentation' so justly

called forth? but to how with humble submission hefore the throne of the

Almightyyand supplicate his forgiveness, for our national and individual

sins; to hear the rod, and fear him who hath appointed it. To implore his

Protecting Providence, which has cupducted us through so runny imminent

perils, and crowned our efl'orts with success. To believe that He reigneth ;

therefore the earth and the isles ought to rejoice ; that justice and judg

ment are the habitation of his throne; and that out of darkness he can

bring forth light.

u%‘l0n,
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Ail/neasurement of Sfiipping.

inn. EDITOR, Ipiu'ii/I, December 1, 1817. ‘

S every thing relating to naval architecture, and to the ' shipping “I

interest, appears to fall within the scope of your very useful publica

tion, Ibcglenve, in the hope of eliciting a beneficial result, to rcqoest'

your attention to a subject intimately Connected with both. The adniea

surcineut of ships l'oi- their tonnuge, though a matter of great importance,;

appears to me to be conducted upon nsystem so vague—or rather in a

manner so loudly devoid of system—as to preVeut, in n mntet'inl degme,’

numerous improvements which might otherwise be efi'ected in the modelling'

and constructing ot‘ships, as far as relates to their safety, and also to their

velocity. In this country, as far as l have been nhle to ascertain, the

present mode of tidineasurement, to determine a ship's tonnage, is merely

to tnlte the length and breadth, without requiring the depth ; so that a ship

vihiclris “)0 feet long, 80 feet wide, and 10 l'tet deep, measures just the

same to the builder, and pays just the same to the customer, as a ship oi~

the same length and brendth, that may be 20 or"80 feet deep; although the‘

ship 30 feet deep is capable of receiving a cargo three times as large as that

of the ship which is only 10 feet dtep. '

This, Mr. Editor, is evidently the cause of sotnany ships being built

disproportionately deep—to the imminent risk and peril of ships, cargoes,

:‘wd crews. ' I the more earnestly solicit your attention to this point, as the

evil increases every year; and will continue still filflltfi'l' to extend, so long '

us the shipping interest shull remain in a state of depression. Trusting that

some of your Correspondents will be able to point out a scientific and
Eth‘CllV'e retnedy, I '

I remain, Sir, yonr's, &c.

13¢ (377”)an to jm/zrovement.

0“,"

mt. FDITOR, i .

SEND you the inclosed curious Letter, including the names of

most ships in the British Navy at the commencement ot'-the French

Revolution in 1793; which, if you think not too whimsical to occupy a

place in your Curoni'cle among graver matters, is at yoUr scrvlC8~ '

I run, Sir, your obedient servant,

‘ ' "_ 94:44:19;

My nun. Enirnb, Citathmn, 9d January, 1793. -

I yesterday received your letter, and Hope you will not think me to!)

Iludat'iour, when I inform you, there are Incendiary/S who are Spilfflll

enough to Endeavour to Alarm and make u Corrflagraiiun in the nation,

and cause us to throw I'irel'rrmn's at each 0 her; but let us be Int/giiligubla

in finding them out, and Four-less in punishing them, asth-ll as Injlcxt'bln.

Lat us also be Zanlous and Irresistibr'i: in the qu'uzi'c ut' the Crown of

Alan. fibrun. V01. XXXVI“. a i
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Britannia, as well as Hibernia ,- but be not too Arrogant in your hope to

be the Conqueror of either Asia, Africa, or America ; for if you have that

Amrrance, be assured you will fall into some Ambuseade, from which

neither Hannibal himself, nor Agamemnon, together with the Auistanceol'

Ulysses and Ajax, can Recover you. '

The Warrior: are in arms in Europe, and I hope that Glory may light on

the troops of Albion, that they may he Invincible, and their camps

Impregnable. You may, perhaps, be at Waolazich, to see the Union end

Concord of the Captains, when they wait upon Earl Spencer; and I do

not fear but they will (limwell to be a Thorn in the sides of the City of

Paris. May they be Vigilanl, Valiant, and Victorious, to take the

enemy’s Standard, and preserve the Diadcm fixed upon the head of their

Royal Sovereign. May they be Terrible in arms, and Triumph over the

Commerce of Marseilles. May Victory attend their footsteps, from the

Prince of Orange's dominions to the Sultan's. May our Royal Hero be a

second Llarlboroug/l, and gain another Ramillies, Namur, and Blenheim,
under the auspices of Minerva, in the form of IlIcnlor. I

I wish the Duke of Brunswick may hem them in so as they will not be

able to get away from Barfleur, may he make a good Erpedition against

them, for he is Active and Ardent in the service of Belluna, and like

another Alexander, may he have no more to conquer. I thinkI can, by

your Assistance, get the London interest so as to Adventure myself to

Bombay Cast/c, where 1 hope to procure a Brilliant Emerald by my Enter

prize. By the time you take lilinorca, perhaps I shall be in the Gang“,

hunting the alligator, or at Calcutta, making war upon the Tiger, in can

get a good Hound, or even a Greyhound. Should I by good Fortune lay

hold ot'a Lyon or Leopard'u skin, I will not give it. up to Infernal Pluto

himself, or llIars the god of war, but will convoy it across the Ocean for

you, to make a present of to our Majestic Queen, or Princess Royal, unless

you think it more to your advantage to give it to Prince George.

We are going to see shortly, and assan as we return, if we get any

Renown, you shall havenn account of our Success ,- at any rate, we will be

as Robust as the Royal Oak, and Endeavour to imitate the great Russel,

in hurling Defiance upon the Puiuant and Formidable foe. When I heard

from Cambridge last our friends were all well, and in the old way, the

children catching Birds and Squirrels, or flying their Kites (they are called

Dragon: in Scotland); but your liiends in Sofa/k were but poorly. When

you cross the Thames, let me hear how the Redford finnin are, and direct

to me at Mr. Beauliou, at Chichcster. While we are taking care of our

Prince of Wales, our friends at Rippon and 'Rolmwy are either hunting the

Slag or For. When you marry, us I am informed you are verging to that

point, l hope you will not get a Tcrmugant or a Trimmer, but a. Sprighz'ly

Sultana, who will Speedwell under your Powerful protection. You ore

endowed with Fortitude. be Firm, then Fame will make you Illustrious as

well as Tremendous. Is your uniform like the Hussar or Dorset militias?

Ypur friend Dru/5e was married to Miss Blanche ; I could not have thought

- it; but when he came to that Lively plricc, Chat/mm, he was taken Caplire

in the net of Venus, the whole town Echocd with the Fortune of tho

A~nL-_—‘ h" _.~, ___4-_~ __M
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Favourite. You did not inform me who is to be the Heroine of your tale.

When I write to you again, I will make a Disco-arr]; which you little dream

about at present. Let me know when you are married, for I will then

sing “ Alljoy to great Cesar." Yesterday I saw Mr. M. who informed me

that Polyphemus'u eye was put out, and he was obliged to call in illerlin to

his aid, and some other Fairy (whose name I have forgot) to extract the

Dart or Arrow. I forgot to tell you, Mr. Ynunghusband, aged 86 years,

was yesterday married to Miss ()ldhnm, aged 18- I am almost tired with

this Nonsuclt like epistle, and suppose you are so too; and as the post is

near setting off, shall conclude that I am, your’s, &c.

ill/med fifty,

Formerly :1 Lieutenant, RN. but dismissed

the service by a court martial,er absent

ing himself from his ship without leave.

to Jame:Jump.

 

STATE PAPER.

*

‘By his Royal Highness the ance or Wires, Renew of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, &c.

A PROCLAMATION,

,Proliihiting His Majesty’s Natural-born Sulg'ectrfrom serving or enlisting

or entering themselves to serve in the .Uililary Forces or Ships of War,

railed or setfortlt by the Persons crercising or assuming to exercise the

Powers of Government in certain Provinces and parts of Province: in

Sponisit America, or in the Mililnri/ Forces rngis Catholic Migiesly em.

played in Spanish America, or in His said JlIujerty's Ships of War.

' GEORGE, P. R.

[IEREAS there unhappin subsists a state 'of Warfare between

his Catholic Majesty and divers Provinces or parts of Provinces in

Spanish America; and whereas it has been represented to Us, that many of

our subjects have, without our leave or license enlisted,or entered themselves

to serve in the military forces or ships of “or raised or set forth or intended

to be raised or set forth by the persons exercising or assuming to exercise

the powers of Government in such Provinces or parts of Provinces, and

that divers'others of our subjects are about in like manner to enter and

enlist themselves: and whereas such practices are highly prejudicial to and

tend ti) endanger the peace and \VellI-tte nfOur Crown and Dominions, we

do therefore hereby, by flllti with the advice of Our Privy Council, strictly

charge and Command all and every of our natural-born subJects, of what

degree or. quality snever, not to serve in any such military forces or

ships of war as aforesaid, and not to enlist or enter themselves to serve

therein, and not to go beyond the Seas, or embark, in order to serve,

or with intent to enter, or enlist themselves to serve in such military forceii‘
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or ships of war: and it is at the same time Our Royal will and pleasure,

and We do, by and with the advice aforesaid, hereby also strictly charge

and command all and every of Our said subjects not to serve, or enlist

or enter themselves to serve in any of the military forces or ships of'

'\\‘3l' raised or set forth, or to be raised or set forth by his Catholic Majesty,

and not to go beyond the seas, or embark, in order, or to the intent to

serve, or enter, or enlist themselves to serve in such military forces or ships

ofwar; it is nevertheless Our Royal will and pleaSore, that nothing herein

contained, shall he deemed or taken to prohibit any of our snljects, who

are engaged at the time of the date of this our Proclamation, in serving

in the military forces of His Catholic Majesty, with Our leave or license,

from continuing to serve therein, provided that such Our said subjects do not

serve with the military forces of His Catholic Majesty, when employed in

Spanish America. ,

‘ Given at our Court at Brighton, the 27th day ofNovember, one

' thousand eight hundred and seventeen.

PLATE 499.

Fishing Village, Corthugcna, Soul/t Alzlerit‘a.

' lllS Plate represents a village adjoining to Carthagena, (South Ame

ricfl) it is in fact a part of the extensive suburbs of that city, and

occupied by the families of fishers, and seafaring pers ms. The following

account of Carthagena is extracted from the interesting voyage of Don

Ulloa, to whom the lovers of science have been so much indebted. _

“ The City nfCarthaaena standsin 10° 25' 48"; North latitude; and in the

longitude of 289° 28' 36’“ from the meridian of Paris, and +301° 19' 36"t

from the meridian of Pico Tenerill'e, as appeared from our observatiotts_

The variation of the "(0de we also, from several observations, found to

he 8° easterly. The advantageous situation of Carthagena, the extent and

security of its hay, and the great share it attained of the commerce ofthat

southern continent, soon causrd it to be erected into an episcopal see.

The same circumstances contributed to its preservation and increase as the

most esteemed settltment and staple of the Spaniards, but at the same

time they drew on it the hostilities of foreigners, who, thirsting after its

riches, or induced by the importance of the place, have several times in_-.

waded, taken, and plundered it. The first invasion was made soon after

jts establishment in 1544, by certain French adventurers. The second

invader was Francis Drake, termed the destroyer of the new conquests,

who, after giting it up to pillage, set it on fire, and laid halfthe place in

ashes; and its final destruction was only prevented by a ransom ofa hun

drcd and twenty thousand silver ducats 'paid him by the neighbouring

colonies, It was invaded a third time in 1597 by the French, commanded

by M. dc Pointis.

 

  

4' Corlllagena in}: in the lat. 10° 25' 19"N. and in long. 75° 27'00" W, of

Greenwich, by Steele. .

1- 77° Sl’ ‘34” ofl’aris, difl'cring 15’ 36" [mm Steel.

a 58° 40' 2-." \l'. 0! Peak ot'Tl'tucritIe.
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“ The city is situated on a sandy island, which forming a narrow passage

on the S.W. opens a communication with that part called Tierra Bombs.

at far as Boca-Chica. The neck of land which now joins them. was for

merly the entrance of the hay; but it having been closed up by iii-den

from Madrid, Boca-Chica became the only entrance: and this also has

been filled up since the attempt of the I-inglish in 1741, who, having made

themselves masters of thc forts which defended it, entered the hay with

an intent of taking the city; but they miscarried in their attempt, and

retired with considerable loss. This event caused orders to be despatched

for opening the old entrance, by which all ships now enter the bay. On

the north side the land is so'narrow, that before the wall was begun. the

distance from sea to sea was only 85 toises; but afterwards- enlarging.

forms another island on this side, and the whole city in, excepting these two

places which are very narrow, entirely surrounded by the sea. Eastward

it communicates by means ofa wooden bridge, with a large suburb called

Xexemani, built on another island, which has also a communication will»:

the continent, by means of another wooden bridge. The fortifications,

both of the city and suburb, are constructed iii the modern manner, and

lined with free-stone. The garrison, in time of peace, consists of ten

companies of regulars, each containing, oflicers included, 77 men; besides

- several companies of militia.

“ In the side of Xexcmani, at a small distance from that suburb. on a

hill, is a fort called St. Lazaro, commanding both the city and suburb.

, The height of the hill is between 20 and 21 toises. having been geometri

cally measured. It isjoined to several higher hills, which run in an eastern

direction. 'lhese terminate in another bill of considerable height, being

84 toises, called Monte de la Popa. and on the top of it is a convent of

bare-footed Augustine-s, called Nucstra Senora de la Popa; here is an

enchanting prospect, extending over the country and coast to an immense

distance. The city and suburbs are well laid out, the streets being straighz.

broad, uniform, and well paved. The houses are built of stone, except a

few of brick, but cmsist chiefly of only one story above the ground-floor;

the apartments \vt-ll contrived. All the houses have balconies and lattice

of wood, as more durable in this climate than iron, the latter being soor

corroded and destroyed, and by the moisture and acrimonious quality ct‘

the nitrous air: from whence, and the smoalty colour of the walls, the

outside of the buildings makes but an indifferent appearance.

“ Carthagenn, together with its suburbs, is equal to a city of the third

rank in Europe. It is well peopled, though most of its inhabitants are

descended from the ludian tribes.

“ The governor resides in the city, which, till 1739, was independent (I?

the military government. In civil alTairs. an appeal lies to the audience

of Santa Fe; and a viceroy of Santa Fe being that year created, under

the title of Viceroy of New Granada, the government of Cnrthagena bt -

coinc— subject to him also in militnry afl'airs. Carthagena has also a bishop.

“hose spiritual jurisdiction is of the same extent as the military and civil

government.

“ L'arthngcna bay is one of the best, not only on the coast, but also in
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all the lrnmvn parts of this country. It extends 2* leagues from north to

south, has a sufiicient depth of water and good anchorage; and so smooth,

that the ships are no more agitated than on a river.

“ The many shallows indeed, at the entrance, on some of which there is

so little water that even small vessels strike, render a careful steerege

necessary. But this danger may be avoided, as it generally is, by taking

on board a pilot; and for farther security, his Majesty maintains one of

sufficient experience, part of whose employment is to fix marks on the

dangerous places. The entrance to the bay, as I have already observed,

was through the narrow strait called Boca China, a name very properly

adapted to its narrowness, signifying in Spanish, Little Mouth, admitting

only one ship at a time, and even she must be obliged to keep close to the

shore. This entrance was defended on the E. by a fort called St. Lewis

de Boca Chica, at the extmmity'of Fierra Botnba, and by Fort St. Joseph

on the opposite side in the Isle of Burn. These, as well as several others,

were destroyed hy'the English in their last siege of Carthagena. The tides

in the bay are very irregular, the greatest alteration observed in its depth

is two feet, or two feet and a half. The bottom is composed of gravelly

ooze. There is a shoal of gravel and coarse sand, on manyparts of which

there is not above a foot and a half of water; and from the observations

of the pilots and others, Nuestra Senora de la Popa, bore E.N.E. two

degrees North, distance 2 leagues; the castle of St. Lewis de Bnca Chica,

E.S.E. distant 8 leagues and a half; and the North part of the Isla

Vosaria, South, one quarter Westerly. It must, however, be remembered,

that these observations were made on the apparent rhombs of the needle.”

:2:

FRENCH ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE OF THE NILE.

\VflXTTEN BY il. DIXON, WHO ACCOMPANIED GENERAL BUONAPABTI TO

EGYPT.

-—¢—

N the morning of the Slst of July, 1798, the French were masters of

Egypt, Corfu, and Malta; thirty vessels of the line united these

possessions with France, and rendered the whole one empire; England,

meanwhile, was only cruising in the Mediterranean with numerous fleets,

for which she could not find even provisions but with much difficulty, and

at a prodigious expense. ' ,

Buonnparte, feeling all the advantage of this situation, was desirous, in

order to preserve it, that the fleet should enter the port ofAlexandrin ; he

offered a reward of two thousand zeclains‘ for the discovery ofmenns of

bringing this about, and a passage into the old port was found. The evil

genius of France, however advised and persuaded the Admiral to shut

himself up at Ahn-kir, and thus, in one day, to change the result of a

long series of successes.

 

' ATatkish zccltin is worth about nine shillings sterling.
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On the afternoon of the 31st, chance led M. Denon and his companion

to the convent of Ahu-rnandur, which terminates a pleasant promenade

from Rashid, along the borders of the Nile. A little farther, there is a

tower of Arabic construction. It stands in the middle of a large plain :

and overlooks, on the one side, a yellow desert, of vast extent, terminated

by the sea. When, however, the mind is saddened by this prospect, it

can sooth itself by turning to all that nature has to display, of verdure,

riches and abundance; the plains of the Delta, covered with rice-fields,

and sugar grounds, and intersected by innumerable canals, that terminate

in the Nile, which river, at this part ofits course, is always covered with

harks, moving in every direction.

Arrived at this tower, they perceived, at the distance of seven leagues,

twenty sail enter the bay of Abu-kir. These vessels arrived, formed a line

of battle, and attacked the fleet of the French, almost in the same moment.

They heard the discharge of the first cannon at five o‘clock. Soon after

this, the smoke concealed the two fleets from their sight; but when it be

came dark they were able to distinguish better, though they were too for

oil” to understand what was passing. The danger they ran of being made

prisoners by the smallest party of Bcduins could not distract the anxious

attention they paid to an event of so great interest. The rolling and re

doubled noise of the cannon was continual ; they saw that the battle \vn9

terrilrle ; and that it was sustained on both sides with equal obstinacy. On

returning to Rashid, they went on the roofs of their houses: towards ten

o‘clock, a strong burst of light showed a fire to have taken place in the fleet;

at the same minute a dreadful explosion ensued, and then as profound is

silence. At 11 o‘clock, a slow fire recommenced; at midnight, the battle was

completely renewed; but at two o'clock in the morning it again ceased.

At day-break, the cannonade began once more. At nine o'clock a second

vessel blew up. At ten, four ships, the only ones that remained entire,

which they recognised to be French, (and which at that moment they be

lieved to be victors, because they were neither attacked nor followed) with

drew from the scene of action, under crowded sail.

M. Denon passed his time on the top of the tower of Ahumandnr,

incessantly examining the bay with his telescope. Three days passed

before he learned the real event of the first and second of August. The

begaz- shut up, and the communication with Alexandria intercepted, at

length, hawever, made him fully aware, that circumstances had changed

against the French; that, separated from the mother country, they were

become colonists, who till pence should arrive, were to exist by their own

exertions, and by their Own resources; in a word, he learned that the

English fleet had doubled the French line, not sutliciently supported by the

Island which should have defended it; that the enemy taking the vessels of

the latter one by one, by means of his double line, had rendered half its

strength useless, leaving it only a spectator of the destruction of the other;

that it was the Orient which 'had blown up at ten o'clock, on the night of

the thirty-first of July, and the Hercules which had followed the next

morning; that the commanders of the ships, the William Tell, and the

Generous, and of the frigates, the Diana and the Justice, seeing the rest
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in the power of the enemy, had taken advantage of his weariness,n|td

escaped. He learned, in short, that the first of August‘had broken the

fabric ol'thc power and glory of France; that, destroying her fleet, it had

bestowed the empire of the Mediterranean on her enemies. \

The situation of the French was now entirely changed. Under tlte pos

sibility of being attacked, it was become necessary to prepare for defence.

Since the loss of the fleet, the troops that were at Rashid, had been,

scattered among castles and batteries in little garrisons; it had become

necessary, in order to maintain a communication between the two cities,

to establish a caravan between Alexandria and Rashid, by way of Ahu-ltir,

and soldiers were employed to protect thesecaravans from the A rahs 5 there

remained, therefore, too small a number of troops at this latter place, to

defend it in case of an attack. Under these circumstances, it was pro-;

posed [0 form a militia. of the travellers, the speculators, the useless, fickle,

wandering, and irresolute men who had arrived atv Alexandria, or already

returned from Kaira ; a large list including amphibia who corrupted by the

campaigns of ltaly, and having heard that the harvests of Egypt were the

most abundant in the world, had thought that such a country must have

fortunes ready made for the first possessors ; epicures and dehauchees who,

with minds fascinated by Savary’s account, had set out from Paris, in

search of new pleasures at Kaira, speculators who came to supply the

army, to feel the pulses oftrnde, and import and sell at high prices, what~

ever the colony could want; meanwhile, the beys had withdrawn all their

money and magnificence from Kaira; the populace had pillaged the houses;

Buonnparte did not want contractors ; and the merchant ships were block

aded by the English; misfortunes which, to the eyes of these travellers,

threw a gloom orcr all Egypt. - ,

Confonnded at finding themselves prisoners, disappointed in their pro

jects, and obliged to concur in the defence and improvement of a place

which they found would only promote the posterity ol' the whole empire of

France, they sent home the most melanchon recitals. These recitals,

intercepted by the English, contributed to deceive the nation with respect

to our condition. vThe English pleased themselves with believing that he

were dying with hunger; sent back our prisoners, that they may hasten

the period of our destruction; printed in their Gazettes that half our

army was in the hospitals; that half the others were employed in leading

the blind remainder: and all this time, Upper Egypt was supplying us

with abundance of the best wheat, and the lower with the finest rice;

the sugar ol' the country was sold for half price of sugar ianrance; the

nnmhcrless herds of buffaloes, oxen, sheep, and goats, as well'of the cultiva

tors as of the Arab pastors, sufiiciently supplied the great increasc of

consumption at the very moment of the invasion, and promised abundance,

and superflnity for the future; and for the luxury of the table, we could

add every kind of poultry, fish, game, vegetables, and fruits. Such them

were the objects of the first necessity which offered to her detractors;

detractors who wanted gold to supply the illusions they had indulged, and

who not finding gold. saw nothing about them but burning sands, fleas, and

goats, rings which disturbed their sleep, intractable husbands, and veiled

women, who shcwed nothing but the eternal neck l
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(Continued from page 400.)

DOCK YARDS AT HOME.

OUR Committee find it impossible to enter into the various articles

ofthe establishments ofthe different yards. They have already stated,

that several heads of expense connected with the preserving of the stores

and the care of the ships in ordinary, may be expected rather to increau'

than diminish on a return of peace.

Several of the ofiices in the yards, and all the salaries, have been created

or fixed upon the recommendations contained in the Reports of the Board

of Naval Revision; and though the salaries will be found to exceed vary

greatly what they nominally were in the year 1792, it will be seen, upon

reference to those and former Reports, that the old rate of salaries wnI

absolutely inadequate to the maintenance of the officers, and that therefore

they made up the means of a livelihood by perquisites, leading to abuses of

various kinds. It is evident that this practice was in the last degree cen-'

surable, as tending to immorality and corruption in the officer, and to a

waste of the public property much beyond the amount which the individual

received. Your Committee would therefore be very fnr from advising any

thing like a recurrence to that blameable system ; but they think they may

with propriety advert to the general observations they have before made,

as to the views which may have operated on the minds of the Commissioners

of Revision in creating offices, and assigning salaries on a scale of general

warfare. Your Committee undelstand that a difference ol'opinion exists

as to the utility of some parts of the system, and expressly with regard to

the duties of the timber-masters and master-measurers, whom the House

will observe to have been a very recent addition to the establishment. A

letter has been laid before your Committee, written by the Navy Board to

the Commissioners of the Dock Yards, calling their attention to, and re

quiring their report upon, the establishments of the dock yards in general,

and of the timber-master and master-measurers in particular, from which

it may be expected, that some satisfactory information may be obtained I

before the next session of Parliament. Upon all those details it is impos

sible that your Committee can express any opinion at present. It must be

intruated to the Board of Admiralty to continue their inquiries into the

nahAIbtnn. Vol. XXXVIII. : e
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whole of these arrangements ; and your Committee must express their hope,

that no respect for existing establishments, or even for the opinion of the

Commissioners of Revision, however valuable their labours, will prevent

the Bonrd’of Admiralty from curtailing every part of the dock yard

establishments which may not‘be found in practice absolutely necessary,

or ‘which, if necessary, may be conveniently transferred to other existing

officers. “ ‘ '

Your Committee submit a comparison of the establishment of the yards

for 1818, and the present year; via.

1813. 1817.

Deptford ...-............ 26,709 27,58‘l

, Woolwich .. .... .... .. 80,411 32,440
\I i Chatham .........-...... 33,240 86,883

Sheerness . . . . . - . . .- . . . . . . 23,870 26,659

Portsmouth .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 64,250 59,969

Plymouth p... 0...... .... 43,659 45,299

  
v

‘ £312,140 £.QQ8,832

Being an excess of 16,6921. which your Committee have thought it their

duty rather to point out as a total, than to comment upon with imperfect

information on the several items of which it is composed.

In the estimate for the Portsmouth yard, your Committee observe the

establishments of a Royal Naval College, and a school for Naval Architec

ture; the first at an exprcse of 6,920!. per annum ; the latter, at that

of 2,9841. >

About a year since, a change was made in the establishment of the

College, by intrusting the discipline to the lieotenant-govcrnor and two

lieutenants, selected from the half-pay of the navy, instead of its being

cliefly confided to the preceptor or tu'tor. At the same time it was

ordered, that out of the total number of 70 students in time of peace, 40v

being the sons of persons not belonging to the navy, should pay 721. per

annum for their board and education, instead of the whole 70 being at the

public expense, as was the case before that period. Your Committee

entirely'cuncur in the fitness of this distinction, as they cannot conceiie

that any but the sons of naval otiicers can have a claim to gratuitous educa

tion. The saving thus made has enabled the Admiralty to provide for the

increased expenses of the establishment, without any additional charg'eyon
the public. I t i

The School of Naval Architecture, your Committee esteem to be of great

national importance, and they strongly approve the scientific education of

persons who are to conduct the operations in our dock yards, especially the

construction of our ships of war, and from whom hereafter penuns may be

selected to fill the most important othce ot' surveyor ot' the navy.

OUT PORTS.

On the Out Ports, your Committee have little to remark.

They observe, that since the year 1818, the establishment at Deal has

been reduced from 2,39“. to 1,0161. - '
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Lent]. from 1,1001. to 5151.

And that the establishment at Yarmouth has been totally put down. _

But on the other hand they observe, that the establishment at liaulhow

line, in Cork Harbour, is increased from 6101. to 1,018l.; and that at

Pater near Pembroke, from 1,9401. to 6,63ll. These two items appeaer

to require particular explanation. Your Committee have been informed,

tint the (lock yard at Haulbowline is not, properly speaking, a new

Establishment. There has been from the earliest times a dock yard at

Kinsale; but as Cork, for nautical and commercial reasons, is necessarily

the principal naval station in that quarter, and as it would therefore be

necessary to have a depot there, it was about six or seven years ago thought

expedient to remove the establishment to Curl: Harbour from Kinsale’

which was distant near 20 miles by land,°and 40 by water, and inaccessible

to large ships. It is stated to your Committee, that in war or during an

armament, a naval station in the South of Ireland would be indispensable;

and that even for the use of the peace squadron on that station, and more

particularly since the Irish Revenue cruisers have been placed under the

orders of the Admiralty, the depot at llaulbowline is highly necessary.

The observations which your Committee have to make upon Pater Yard,

will find their most appropriate place under the head of the Extraordinary

Estimate. -

FOREIGN YARDS.

There is hardly any part of our naval system which is. in a financial point

of view, more deserving of attention than our Foreign Yards. The salaries

of officers serving in those yards appear to be generally taken on a some

what higher scale than at home; but that is of little importance compared

with the great increase of expense at which it is obvious almost et'sry article

of stores must be supplied from those yards. It is therefore in the highest

degree desirable, that none of those establishments, beyond what shall be

considered absolutely indispensable to the naval safety and superiority of

the country, should he maintained.

It is impossible for your Committee to enter into satisfactory details on

this subject. They are obliged to limit themselves to this general and

strong expression of their sentiments, and to a comparison with the Estimate

of the year 1813, under this head.

In 18l3, the establishment of Gibraltar Yard was 4,895!. In the pre

sent year it is reduced to 2,6041. and will experience a further reduction,

when the works alluded to in a subsequent part of this report, and which

require the superintendence of part of the established officers, shall be

completed.

Your Committee understand, that Malta Yard is intended to be made

the chief dépdt in the Mediterranean, and that the establishment, and

issue of stores from Gibraltar Yard, Will be propertionably reduced. Your

Committee very much approve the principle of putting down one of two

yards which are so contiguous, and which in time of peace can be visited

only by the few ships stationed in the Mediterranean. Malta Yard in the

year 11.813 was 4,0301. 3 this year it is 4,151/
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Jamaica Yard was in 1818, 4,6201. In the present year it is 4,3901.

The Cape of Good Hope in i818 was 5,095I.= in the present year it is

5,2271. On this head your Committee are informed that the naval force on

the Cape station is, from well known political circumstances, greater than

it was in any period of the war; and they are led to expect, that if that

had not been the case, a very considerable reduction would have been

made.

The establishment at Bermuda in 1813, was 1,4551: in this year it is

4,7491. ; but your Committee observe, that the yard at Antigua, which in

1818 cost 4,8201. is reduced to 6341. being the mere expense of keeping

persons to look after the premises. The rest of the establishment has been

transferred to Bermuda, which your Committee understand is to be made

‘ the central depot of our Leeward Island and North American Station. 011

the expediency or necessity of this plan, which can be judged of only on

naval and political considerations, your Committee do not feel themselves

competent to give an opinion. They observe, however, with satisfaction,

that some saving has already been eliected by the transfer of the Antigua

establishment to this situation; and they trust, that if the establishment at

Bermuda can he made also to supersede any part of the expense now

incurred at Halifax, it-will likewise be done; for they observe, that the

expense of this latter yard, which in 1813 was 3,6951. is for the present

year 8,7201.

Your Committee must next advert to the Naval Yards in the East Indies,

where they find in 1813, Madras at an expense of 7.607L and Bombay at

6,1191. total, 13,7261. These two establishments, it seems, are now con—

centrated at Trincomalée, at an expense 018,4101. so that there is a saving

of 53061.; in addition to which, yourCommittee are led to expect. that a

great saving in the expense of stores, &c. Will be made by the union of our

establishments at Trincomnlée. Of the establishment at Madras nothing

remains, and of that at Bombay, the single oflice of muster-shipwright;

and so long as the building of ships. for the royal navy by the East lndia

Company shall he continued at that port, it is obvious that the superin-r

tendence of this officer on the port of his Majesty is indispensable.

The Estimate of this year contains an item of 7,1921. which did not

appear on the Estimate of 1818 ; namely, the Lake Establishment of

Canada ; but your Committee observe, that this sum is less by near ‘Z,000/.

than the amount required last year for the same service, and will, they

trust, be still further reduced in future Estimates. _

It must be observed, that the salaries of the Commissioners in the Dock

Yards abroad certainly amount to a considerable sum. But your Com

mittee have been assured, by authorities best capable, from their oflicinl,

situations, of forming accurate judgments on the subject, that any reduc

tion of expense occasioned by the appointment of individuals less respecta

ble from their characters and situation in society, to fill olfices ol'trust in

these distant and important stations, where the value of public stores is so

great, and the means of abuse so little liable to detection, would ultimately

prove the reverse of an economical arrangement, and be productive of many
serious evils to the public service. _ i

[To be continued] .
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LOSS OF THE WILLIAM AND MARY.

HE following Narrative of the Loss of the William and Mary is

extracted from the Bristol llfirror, and includes such a mass of

Calamity, such a casual extinction of human life in the gross, that were

it not for the levity of the observatiOn, we should be inclined to say with the

Poet— Life is ajest l '

“ Intelligence reached Bristol on Fridaylast, ofthe loss ofthe sloopWilliam

and Mary, Morley master, (a regular packet between Bristol and Waterford),

and that out nfnearly sixty men on board, only twenty-three were saved.

This ill-fated vessel sailed from PM at nine o‘clock on Thursday evening

last. The night was fine, and the wind fair. About eleven o’clock, not

far from the Holmes, whilst the mate was at the helm, and the master

standing near him on the deck, the vessel struck on a rock called the Wolf

Rock, about three miles N. W. of the Holmes Light-house; the passengers

who had retired to rest, were quickly alarmed, and in fifteen minutes

afterwards, it was found that the vessel was in a sinking state. The scene

which immediately followed was dreadful in the extreme. The boat, a

very small one, was soon filled, chiefly by the crew, and put off for the

Welsh Shore; in a few minutes afterwards the vessel sunlt. Her topmast

remained some feet above the water, to which the crew adhered until

the boat returned. Our informant saved himself by swimming, and was

actually two hours and a half in the water, when he was taken into

the boat. He witnessed the heart-rending scene which took place on

the sinking of the vessel. A Mr. Barron, his mother, and four sisters,

elegant and accomplished women, (who had their man servant and a.

carriage on board) were among the passengers—the cries of the young

ladies were most distressing: they all perished in each other's arms.

Lieutenant Thehallier, of the 85th regiment was saved, but his lady

perished. All the females on board, twenty-two in number, and two

children, met a watery grave. Eight of the ladies were cabin passengem.

The master, Mr. Morley, was drowned; he has left a wife (now pregnant),

and three children. The rest of the crew were saved. The gentleman

from whom we have procured these hasty particulars, states, that before he

was taken up by the boat, he saw Mr. Barron near him in the water. He

endeavoured to cheer him; he however had only strength left to answer, in

afuint voice,‘ [can go no farther!‘ and sunk, to rise no more. Our

informant thinks there were about fifteen cabin passengers, and about

forty in the steerage. In the number known to be saved the crew

are included—Among those who perished. we have heard the names

of Messrs. Gill, Cliff, and Snow. A colonel, whose regiment is now in the

'East Indies, was also drowned. Mr. R. Shortes, of this city, and

Lieutenant Thehallier, are the only persons saved. The few who escaped

landed about eight miles from Cardiff. They applied for admittance at a
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respectable house in the neighbourhood, but were refused. They then

proceeded to a farm-house, where they procured a cart: to convey them to

Cardill‘. They were in atnost exhausted state. A cottager and his wife

gave up their only bed to one gentleman, who was unable to proceed

to Cardiff. Shortly before the sloop went down, a poor soldier toolt

his wife and child to the bow of the vessel, where they sat down, and

calmly awaited their fate.‘ As the vessel went down they clung to each

other, and in that state floated a moment on the Water, and then sunk,

clasped in each other‘s arms. ()ur informant arrived at Pill, with no other

clothing than his shirt and puntaluons, which he had on whilst in the water,

and reached this city about nine o‘clock.”

The following furtlter particulars of the melancholy loss of ,the

XVilliam and Mary, Waterford Packet, are extracted from the Waterford

Chronicle of the 28th October, 181? z—“ it is our sad duty to throw some

additional light on this woeful catastrophe. The Mr. Barron mentioned in

the Bristol paper was Pierse Barron, Esq. of Ballyneill, in the county of

WaterfOrd. We have not as yet been able to ascertain whether his

mother was ofthe ill-fated party; but it is too, evident that he and his

sisters have perished! ‘They were lovely in their lives, and in their

deaths they have not been divided.’ The lady of the Rev. Mr. Salltlys, of

Pilltown, their youngest daughter, and Miss Ann Burrows, Mrs. Sandy's

niece, have shared the same destiny. An alibctionnte husband and father

came to this city to meet and conduct home these objects of his tenderest

regards; but he came to hear that they were lost to him in this world, and

the memory oftheir virtues is the great consolation on which he has now to

dwell. The daughter of Alderman Denis, of this city, luarrietl some

months ago to Mr. Theballier, of the 85th regiment, and peculiarly

endeared to her relatives and friends, Was another of the females whose life

was thus unexpectedly closed at an early period of it. Mr. Briscoe was, we

understand, brother of Henry Briscoe, Esq. ofTinvane, in the county

of'l'ipperary, an officer in the Royal Artillery, and a gentleman whose death

will be deeply deplored. Mr. Snow was sonvof John Snow, Esq. in

the county of Killtenny; he was an oflicer in the 66th regiment, now

stationed at St. Helena, and' was returning home on half-pay. His

companions speak ofhitn with even enthusiastic regard, and thejudgment

ofthe young is one of the best testimonies ofthat worthwhich proceeds from

theheart, and which is spread over the life. It is greatly feared that,

Mr. Clifi was from Ross, and if this should nnhappily be the case, the

Irish Bar has lost one of its highly esteemed Members, and society one of

its most valuable ornaments. There is strong reason to believe, that

neither Mrs. Nichols, nor any of her family was on board. We here

terminate, for the present, this as it has been justly called, heart-reading

narrative. Youth, beauty, health, and affluence, have been consigned to an

early and unnatural destiny. The evening, closed over the exulting hope of

re-uttited friendship and inflection, but the night, though in a serene

and cloadless sky, in which no perils were menaced, and none apprehended,

yet brought with it a sudden and tremendous ruin. The prospect 0

years of happiness was for ever extinguished, and the sweetest bonds oi:

SlllPWRECK.
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life broken asunder. This quarter ofthe country has to endure an oppressive

portion of the misery, and we unite with a heartfelt sympathy in the

calamity which has been inflicted. Fears were entertained for the Rev.

Francis Newport, who was at Bristol, but that gentleman did not embark

on board thelBristol packet, and will return by Milford."

A Bristol paper also publishes some further particulars, which are not

uninteresting :—

“ John Hayes, passenger, late mate of a vessel, trading to Honduras,

went on board at Pill, and when hejoined there were about sixty in

number. At eight o’clock the vessel sailed from. Pill: the Captain

appeared perfectly sober. About ten the Captain went below, told the

passengers all was right, and recommended them to retire to rest; he

then lay down in his clothes on the deck, leaving his mate, John

Qnterbridge, at the helm. Somewhat near eleven, Hayes, who was on

deck, felt a shock, as if the vessel had grounded; and the Captain,

as ifnwaking from sleep, cryed out, “ Halloo ! what is the matter?" The

passengers, at the same moment, were seen running in all directions,

and crowding round the Captain in_ a state of the greatest alarm; and

although he endeavoured to pacify them, he could not help manifesting his

sense of their imminent danger. Discovering that there were three'feet of

water already in the pump; the crew, consisting of the steward and three

sailors, deserted their stations, and flew to the boat; and it is reported,

that not being able to prevail on three females, who had crept into it,

to quit their situation, they lowered the stern so for as to admit water, and

thereby threatened their immediate destruction. Upon this the ladies,

with the assistance of these brutes, scrambled on board the packet,

when the inhuman wretcbes took possession of the boat, and cut the ropes.

John Hayes, during this time, took posssesion of the helm, and being

assisted by some of the passengers in managing the sails, brought the

pncltet from 50 to 6 fathoms water, leaving the boat more than halfa mile

n-stem. This was scarcely efl'ected when the vessel went suddenly to

the bottom. Hayes succeeded, by passing hand over-hand, in getting

up one of the ropes to the taptnast, to which about 14’0thers had

collected. From this dreadful situation they were relieved by a Pill-yawl,

or skifi', and taken to Cardiff.”

‘ “ Itis revolting to humanity to relate, that a female has been found

near the wreck, stript of every article of apparel, excepting a pair of

silk stockings; one of her ear-rings had also been taken. It is evident that

shecould not have been thus circumstanced but from the barbarous

cupidity of some persons, who had plundered the body, und’ then

unfeelingly recommitted it to the waves. Captain Brown, commanding

another packet in the same service, put to sea immediately he heard of the

fatal accident, for the purpose of rendering all possible assistance; and two

days after the wreck, took tip the corpse in the state above described. He

parted two cables in endeavouring to raise the packet. Among the

passengers were, Mrs. Sandys, wife of the Rev. Mr. Sandys, near Water

ford; her daughter, about nine years of age; and he: niece, Miss Burroughs,
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aged 18. The Captain and mate are supposed to have perished; the,

former was last seen on the ladder, and the latter has not been heard

of since he left the packet. That part of the crew who are reported

to have acted in so shnncl'ul a manner, are received by their former

comrades with every marl: ol' detestotion and uhhorrence. We have

intelligence up to a late hour last night, on which we can depend. From it

we learn, that no other corpse has been found but that of Miss Burroughs,

(the lady whose remains were discovered in the shocking situation before

mentioned), which has been conveyed to her friends at Bath.”

The distressing loss of the William and Mary packet. which toolt place

on the night of the 23rd October, in the Bristol Channel, is attributed, by'

the survivors, to the mate ol'the vessel, who instead of keeping at the helm,

was imprudently romping and playing with a girl, leaving the ates-rage to a.

man who appeared a stranger to that perilous coast. When the vessel

struck upon the Wolves, the Captain springing upon deck, exclaimed

with an oath to the mate, “ John, you have lost the lives of all on board—1

I never could trust you—had I a- sword I would run you through." The

followingis a list of cabin passengers.—

$aved.——Lieut. Theballier, Mr. Shortis, and the Rev. Mr. Giles.

Low—Mrs. Tbebnllier, Mr. and Mrs. Barron and four sisters, Mrs.

Sandys, her daughter, and niece (Miss Burroughs); Mrs, Clift, and

Mr. Wright. .

t

 

Friday morning, 31st Oct. were interred in the family vault in Walcot

Church, Bath, the remains of Miss Ann Sarah Burroughs, aged eighteen

years, niece of Sir William Burroughs. It is owing to the disinterested

kindness, admirable judgment, activity and zeal of Mr. Barrett, jun.

ol' Bond-street, that her body has been restored to her disconsolate

relatives; and that hopes are entertained that those of her aunt and

cousin, Mrs. and Miss Selina Sandys, may yet be recovered From their

watery grave. The Wohves, upon which the William and Mary struck, or,

as they are familiarly called by the sailors, the Wellies, are a small ledge of

rocks, in the Bristol Channel, that appear at something lower than half

tide; they are about 22 English miles below King's Road, the mouth‘

of the Bristol river, and about twelve to the south ofCardifl'; they are near

the Welsh shore, less than three miles from Lavernoolt Point, and about a

mile and a half northwest from the Northern or Flat Holm, upon which

there is a light-house. The passage to the west of the Flat. Holm is

something shorter than the eastern course between the Flat Holm and the

Steep Holm; but experience has once more proved to what' a dreadful

danger it is subject.
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M'adras, April 1st, 1817. _

AM not a constant reader ofthe Naval Chronicle. The twenty-eighth

Volume happened a few weeks ago to engage my attention on ship

board. For many years, I have been deeply impressed with the i'ncon

gruity in naming the variation of the compass under difl‘erent circumstances,

and with reference to even opposite and contradictory principles.

I am led, by the perusal of a statement by Captain Flinders, in the

volume to which I have above alluded, to address to you the following

remarks :—The variation of the compass is admitted to be the arch or

angle intercepted between the true north and the magnetic north. The

number of degrees, points, &c. contained in that arch, constitutes the

yuantum or quantity of the variation. So far there exists no diversity of

opinion, no source of confusion or of uncertainty, no incongruity, no con

trariety. It is simply in determining the kind or the name of the variation,

that the whole of the confusion and incongruity consists. In the different

epitomes of practical navigation, take, for instance, “ None," third edi

tion, it is stated, in defining the variation, and very properly stated, that

“ It [the variation] is east or west, [Recording P] as the magnetic north is

inclined to the east or [the] west of the true north point of the horizon."

But it is snbsequeii’tly stated, in the directions for finding the variation by

means of amplitudes and azimuths, that, “ if the true amplitudes and the

true azimuths be [are] to the right hand of the magnetic [amplitudes and

azimuths], the variation is east, and vice versa."-—Now, let us mark the

result of that direction or rule, and let us compare it with the definition of

the variation ; we shall certainly find them in direct opposition.

According to the definition given, the variation should, in that case, be

cailed west, and not east, as it is called, according to vulgar usage, and to

the directions for finding the variation; for, in that case, the magnetic

north is certainly west, or, in other words, on the left hand of the true

north, or that by the world, in looking from the centre of the compass-~—

That it really is so, we shall, for the sake of illustration, suppose a case

any case, in fact; say, however, this case in particular, from its superior

simplicity z—A ship is on the line, just at the time of either equinox; the

sun will then set due west, by the world; but, by compass, it is observed

to set, say W.S.W. J‘he variation will then be two points, and west;

although, by the rule and by Vulgar usage, it is said to be easl,‘ as the true

amplitude is on the rig/rt hand of the magnetic, looking from the centre of

the compass. In the present instance, indeed, there is properly no true

amplitude; but it is represented by the true west.

Now, conceive those two points [W. and W.S.W] to revolve round, 90

degrees, 8 points, or a quarter of a circle, in either direction; say, toward

the right hand, or in the direction of the hands of a watch ; they will, in

Consequence of the said revolution, coincide respectively with the true

fish. thon. V01.XXJ'KVIIII.

ll. HYDROGRAPHEB,

3a
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north and the true N.N.W. points of the horizon. In other words, the

magnetic north will be coincident with the true N.N.W. or that by the

world. Hence the magnetic'N. is obviously west of the true north ; cors

sequently, that variation is, according to the definition, to sound philosophy

and to common sense, and in spite of the rule and vulgar usage, decidedly

and unequivocally rest, and not cart. Try every case, whether by ampli

tudes or by azimuths, that can be given. the result will be precisely the

same; in every trial, will be apparent the inconsistency between the defi

nition and the rule.

\ Further, in allowing for courses, and bearings by compass, it is

admitted, along with Captain Flinders, that the common practice does not

make against the received definition; for none will pretend to deny, that a

N. course by compass, when there are two points of west variation, will

rnulie good a true N.N.W. course, or by the world; that is to say, the

magnetic north is west ot'the true north. Compare this with the illustra~

*tion of the case which we have taken the liberty to suppose, for they finely

elucidate one another; and the falsity of the rule for naming the variation

found by means of amplitudes and azimuth», will be glaring.

I _ May I be permitted, then, to recommend, that the said rnle,--the rule

in common and general use,—rnay be worded in this manner? “ ll~ the

true amplitudes and true azimuths are on the right hand of the magnetic

amplitudes and magnetic azimuths [looking from the centre of the com

pass], the variation in west, and vice verso." In that way, and in that

way only, can, I humbly presume, consistency be preserved, confusion,

inevitable confusion and uncertainty, glaring incongruity, be avoided.—

Many individuals may, perhaps, regard the point in question as merely of

a_lpeculative tendency; l at least humbly regard it as one of a highly

practical and important tendency.

, One set of substances possess the power of reflecting the rays of light;

.another set, that of absorbing them. In common language, we say that

the former are white, the latter, black. You may, however, ifyou please,

reverse the order, calling the former black, and the latter It’ll/t; for the

' connexion is purely arbitrary and conventional. I shall make no mistake,

provided 1 receive intimation of the change that you have introtluced.-lt'

you should, however, attempt to employ the adjective “ while," to charac

terize substances sometimes of the one set, sometimes of the other, I

would assuredly have a good right to enter my protest ; otherwise, I might

run the risk of mistaking charcoal for common chalk. ls it not the same.

with naming the variation of the compass at present P

_ I (fl/unable 62):,“ at?“

f -. _-- . flm.
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THE PERSIAN GULPH.

Ta: situation and appearance of eight Islands on the southern side of the

Persian Gulph, seen from his Majesty’s ship Favorite, the Honourable

James Ashley Maude, Captain, on the 13th, 14th, and 15th July, 1816,

which are not inserted on the Charts issued by the IlydrographicalOt'fice to

the Royal Navy.

The latitude and longitude of each Island ascertained by cross-bearings;

their names are Arabic:

Duns—This Island is moderately high and rugged ; a low point extends

to the S.W. : it is about six or seven miles in length ; in passing it we had

irregular soundings.

JARXAIN has three high hummoclts of an equal elevation, two on the

north part and one to the southward ; the haze was too great to observe

whether the extremities were low.

Aazema is rather high and uneven ,- there is a rock above water, about

a cable's length at? the. eastern extremity, and a similar one 00' the western;

to the north-east a shoal extends nearly a mile from the shore, composed

of coral rock and sand. The Favorite anchored in I‘ll fathmns, coral

sand, the centre of the island bearing 3 by Q E. nfl'shore five or six miles.

The soil of this island consists of metallic substance ; there are no trees on

it; it hasscarcely any vegetation; the south side is exceedingly rugged ; it

is in breadth about two or three miles, and seven miles in length, the

termination of which to the W.S.W. is a low point of sand. ‘

DALMY is a moderate height, darker colour than the former island ; re

maritnble by having a round hill to the northward, the extremity of which

terminates in a low sand; e shoal extends nearly two miles from the

Point, which ought not to be approached under seven fathoms. To the

southward there are three small hummoclts, which slope off to a low sand :

the length of the island from north to south is about five miles; the pos

sage to the southward of this island is considered unsafe. The channel

between Arzenie and Dalmy is perfectly clear of shoals; the soundings in

it are irregular, from 15 to 2!, and 12 to 7 t'athofns of fine coral sand.

SEER BE!" Yass is rather high in the centre, very rugged, extending to

the N. W. in a low point, which nearly joins the main land, low in; acltati

nel only navigable for small boats. The coast to the westward is very low,

and the Pilot stated, that there were several small islands oil' it, which he

considered too dangerous to be approached, except by boats. The channel

between Arsenic and Seer Beni Yass is deemed safe. _

Duns is exceedingly low, the colourot' which in hazy weather so neatly

resembles the horizon, that every precaution is requisite to be taken in up

proaching it.

Suznsauvv has two small hummocks on each extremity it is narmw,

and about three or four miles in length; a small rock above water extends

about half a mile from the north point; to the N. W. of this Island the

coast may be approached, but it is said to be very low, consequently must
be approached with caution. I
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HAULOOL-—Tl'll5 Island is high in the centre,dccreasing in its elevation

towards each extremity ; it may be approached with perfect safety.

The Islands described above have the same arid, barren appearance as

Polior, the Tombs, and other Islands, situated in the vicinity, of? the Per

sian Coast. The water which is found in them is said to be brackish, but,

from the appearance of the soil, and what [witnessed on the Island of

Anenie, I am inclined to suppose good water might be procured They

are placed in the centre of an extensive pearl bank, which extends nearly

two hundred miles in a longitudinal direction, and seventy miles Nllllll and

Scuth, from which a considerable quantity 0t~ pearls are annually collected.

I have been informed that good anchorage may be obtained under any of

these islands. They are conveniently situated to afl'ord shelter for vessels

against the prevailing North-west winds. The current appeared to set to

the W.N.W. and E.S.E. the rate of which we were unable to ascertain.

The exact positions ofthese islandsl do not consider to be quite accurate,

the heat of the climate having considerably affected the rate of my chrono

:l'iieter, and the haze over the land being so great as [u prevent ourjudging

:with any degree of accuracy the distance we were off the shore when the

hearings were taken. I irnngine,_h0wever, that their situations are sufii

ciently correct to render some assistance to those persons to whom the

Southern side ofthe Persian Gulph is unknown.

Dalss......---..... Lat. ‘25. ION. Longitude per Chorom. 52. 45E.

Jaroain-.......-....... 25. 8. ..............-. 5‘1. 55.

Arzenie.--........-.... 24. 56. ....-............ b2. 33.

Dalmy........ .... .... 24. 36. . . . . ...........- 52. 24.

Seer Beni Yass.......... 24. 84. ......._..,_.... 52. 40.

Dnnie—........--.-.... 25. l. ...-."u-n...“ 5Q. QO.'

Sherarow-.-............ 25. 18. ....-_-.-......_ 52.18.

lizulool........-....... 25- 41. ................ 59. 3‘2.

4 ' ‘ VARIATION.

h- July 13, 1816. 4.41w. | July 14., new. | July 15, sssw. ’

IMPORTANT TO SEAMEN.

W In the drcadi'ul storm on Monday night, the 15th Dec. a fine new brig,

about Q60 tons, called the Elizabeth, of Barmouth, Evan Jones, master,

from Cork to London, laden with rovisions, was driven on shore upon the

“flat sand, between the Bar of Hay e and Carrickladen Point, in the Port of

St. Ives. The crew have been saved, with the exception of the mate, who,

itappenrs, was drowned hy iinprudcntly getting into the main rigging; and

the greater part of the cargo having been landed, it is confidently expected

that the vessel will be got otl" with very little damage. It ought to be gene

rally known to seamen, that vessels driven into St. lve's hay by violent

north westerly winds, may escape a destruction that appears almost inevita

ble, by running upon the beach, where the brig now lies. It is easily disp

tinguished by being to thewestwnrd ofthe opening of Hoyle harbour, and

directly under the Sand Hills, where Lclunt Church tower stands; it is, in

fact, " dead to leeward," in the winds alluded to; a circumstance which

induces mariners to avoid it, and, keeping their windas much as possible,

with the hopeless prospect of reaching the pier, they perish either upon the

rocks, or steep sands, in the western part of the bay. As often as accident

or local knowledge has thrown the vessel u n the beach in question, the

lives and cargo have been saved, and the ship but little damaged.
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OFFICIAL LETTERS OF JAMES DUKE OF YORK,

LORD HIGH ADMIRAL IN THE REIGN OF CHARLES H.

[Continued from page 323.]

To the principal Oflicers and Commissioners of his Majesty’s Navy.

HEREAS I have judged it necessary, in order to the preventing of

any unnecessary waste and expense ofgunners’ storcs on board of

his Majesty's ships, that some regulation be made, and the expense ascer

tained (where it may be) for your better guidance, in making allowances

to gunners, upon passing their accounts; I have thereupon thought fit to

establish the several Rules and Directions following, which you are hereby

required to cause to be duly'observed by the respective gunners of his

Majesty’s ships, and to take care that no other allowances be made them on

their accompts, thnn what are authorised by the said Rules; and to the,

end, none ofthem may pretend ignorance, you are to cause a copy of the

said Rules and Directions (such of them as the gunners should be informed

in), to be attested under your hand, and given to every master gunner of

his Majesty’s ships, upon receiving his stores from the office of ordnance.

For Regulating the Ceremony of Honour in Salutes.

1st. That no commander of a ship of the second rank (being neither

admiral, vice-admiral, or rear-admiral) at the first coming, and saluting

his admiral, give to his admiral above eleven pieces, his vice-admiral nine,

and rear-admiral seven, and the rest proportionably less by two, according

to their ranks; and the commander of any ship is 'not to salute his admiral

after he hath done it once, except he hath been absent from the flag two

inunths.

2d. That when any admiral of a foreign nation is met withal, he be

answered by the like number, by all the ships that he salutes. Ifa vice

admirul, then the admiral to answer him two less; but the vice-admiral,

rear-admiral, and as many of the rest as he shall salute, are to give him a

like numben If a rear-admiral, then the admiral and vice-admiral to

answer him two less ; but if he salute the rear-admiral, or any other ship,

they to return the like number.

3d. That in case a ship of the second rank shall carry any ambassador,

duke, or nobleman, he shall fire the ordnance following; viz. at his

coming on board, eleven guns; at his landing, fifteen.

When they shall carry a knight, lady, or gentleman of quality, at their

coining on board, seven guns ; and at their landing, eleven.

And the other ships by two less, according to their ranks and number of

ordnance.

4th. That when any man of war, or merchantman of anothernation, or

of our own, salute any of the King's ships, he is to be answered by

two less.

" 5th. That when any of his Majesty‘s ships shall have occasion to salute

any of the King‘s Castles, they are to give two guns less than they are

directed to give when they salute the admiral as aforesaid.
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Rule: for patenting the unnecessary waste and expense ofswru.

, Ist. That after the ordnance in any ship shall be laden, fit for service,

the powder and shot not to he scaled ofteuer than once in Si! months, no

less upon extraordinary occasion.

id. That for the first month, the men to be exercised twice every wek,

to the end they may become good firemen, allowing six shot to every

exercising.

That the second month they be exercised once every week; after that, in

two months, allowing six shot each time of exercising.

3d. That no gunner be allowed by his captain, upon his accmnpt, for

the waste of any iron work, beds, coynea, coppers, latllt-s, sheet lead,

tinned hides, or other natures ofetores not perishable; but that the gonna:

be obliged to make them good, unless it shall really appear to the captain,

and such ofliccra ofthe ship that shall sign to his accoinpt, that the some

were lost, or wasted in service. I

4th. That the gunner and nrmourer in each ship he obliged diligently to

look to the keeping oiled, clean, and well fitted, all musken, pistols, pike“

blunderbusses, swords, halberts, hatches, brown hills, kc. and to return

the name in like condition, as they were receired (unless there he a outfi

ctent cause to the contrary): and to that end that no arrnonrer, or len

nmith, be taken into any ship, but such a: shall be approved by the

Oflice of Ordnance, for sufficient workmen; and not to receive their pay,

but upon certificate from that oflicc, that they have well discharged their

duty.

5th. That after an engagement with an enemy, an exact survey he

when by the captain and principal oflicers ol' the ship (if absent from the

flag); but if with the flag, by such as the commander-in chief ~hall appoint,

of all the powder under the charge of the gunner, whether in barrels, ear

touches, gunners leaden collars of bandeliers, or otherwise; and the aid

tnrvey be ndirmed in his, or their hand, that from thence the expense of

powder during the fight may be ascertained.

6th. That every commander and gunner do certify unto the master of

his Majesty's ordnance, from time to time, what ordnance, powder, shot,

or other gunners' stores, shall come into his, or their charge, out of any

ship taken at prize, and that the some may he charged by the gunner up“

his accompt, and attested by the commander and other principal officer!

under their charge.

7th. That if any gunner shall receive any additional supplies into bio,

stereo, from any fort or garrison belonging to his Majesty, at home or

abroad, or from any vessel, or ship, by order from the admiral, orcommanderg

iii-chief of a squadron, or otherwise, he be obliged to give under his hand

to the person or persons from whence he shall have received the said stores,

and forthwith to advertile the master of his Majesty'l ordnance, bya letter,

expressly netting down therein the name of_ the penon and place from

whence. and the quantity and quality of the store: so received, and ionic

“till charge the same upon his accompt.

__" ~I_-P .

m_t *h ,_
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Ith. That in case of the death of any gunner at sea, the commander of

the ship do immediately cause it remain of all his stores to be taken,

attested under his own and other principal olficers of the ship's hands and

transmit the same by the first opportunity unto the master of his Majesty‘s

ordnance, to remain as a charge upon the Succeeding gunner in passing his

Immpts.

To Jolm Pitt, Gentleman.

Whereas it hath been always thought necessary and advantageous to his

Majesty's service, that a muster-master should be appointed, to lteep an

exact and true muster of all the men appertaining to each ship and vessel of

his Majesty‘s fleet, for prevention of many abuses that may be committed

through defective tnusters, not only to his Majesty's prejudice, but tending

likewise to the peril of the fleet: I have thought thereof fit, upon the good

Utimony l have received of your experience and fidelity, to appoint you

to be muster-master of his Majesty's fleet, now bound forth to sea, under

the command of Sir John Lawson, for this present expedition: hereby

willing and requiring you, in the careful execution of this your charge, from

fime to time, to repair on board all the ships and vessels of the said fleet,

during their being at sea, and as often as the said Sir John Lawson, knigh',

admiral of the said fleet, shall direct you, to take exact musters of all the

men that are on board them, belonging to the complement of each ship

and vessel; and to require and receive of the purser four perfect books of

all such men as are, or have been entertained into the said ships and ves—

sels, mentioning the time when they have been in pay, their entering, dis

chsrges, deaths, turning-over, or running away. Hereby also willing and

requiring the captains, lieutenants, masters, and others, whom it may

concern, to he no way opposite, but to be herein aiding and assisting unto

you, for the advancement of his Majesty's service. Ilereof nor you, nor

any of them, may fail, as you will answer the contrary at your perils; for

which this shall be your warrant. Given under my hand and seal at

St. James’s, the 6th of May, 1663.

jam“.

To Sir Geofery Palmer, dc

His Majesty's pleasure is, that you take a surrender of the patent for

merly granted unto John Wells, Esq. during life, and by him assigned unto

John Davies, gentleman. for the place of clerk and keeper of the stores of

his Majesty's navy at Deptl'ord-Strond, Chatham, Portsmouth, and else

where. And that you draw a bill lit for his Majesty‘s roynl signature. in

the same form, for the granting ofthe said place of clerk, and keeper of his

Majesty's stores, at Deptfnrd-Strond, and places aforesaid, unto Thomas

Harper, gentleman, to continue during his natural life; and hold and

enjoy the said place in the same manner as the said John Wells and John

Davies, or either of them, held and enjoyed the same; and for so doing

this shall be your warrant. Given under my hand at St. James’s, the let

of October, 1663. '

6179’84[To be continued] i t
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PLATE 500.
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. .

Brest Harbour,fl

RFST is a maritime t0wn of France, in Lower Brittany, seated on the

declivity of a hill on the side of its port, which is the largest in the

kingdom, and will hold 500 ships at n time. There is an arsenal, with sea

stores, which was placed there on account of its nearness to the woods,

mines of iron, and Other things pr0pcr for the building of ships. In the

year 1744, it was entirely consumed by fire. The entrance into the port is

guarded by a strong castle seated on a melt, which cannot be attempted on

the sen side, on account of its cragginess, and on the land side it is

defended by a large ditchI and other fortifications. The streets of Brest are

rcry narrow, Tew in number, and have all a descent. A great quay surg

rounds this side of the port, which is above a mile in length, and 200 paces

broad; there are magazines on the quay full of all kinds of foreign iner

chandize. On the other side of the port is the fine church of Notre Dame;

and in a suburb which is as large as half the city, there is a strong tower

oppositeto the castle, at the entrance of the port; there is also a great

quay on this side, bordered with large magazines, partly within the rock,

.wliiclr has been cut away to enlarge the place. These are extended almost'

as far as the bottom of the harbour, where there are two docks, very com,

modious for the building of large ships: the shops and houses of the work,
men are all around them : i the rope-walks are separated from the city by

one of these docks. The entrance into the harbour is called the gullet, and

is a passage extremely difficult, on account of the sunk rocks on both sides

of the shore; but there are experienced pilots who carry ships in very

safely. The English attempted to take possession of this harbour in 169-1,

but were disappointed. _W. long. 4' 26"- N. lat. 48° 28’.

  

-\ {Burnt}.

.

ON THE LAMENTED DEATH OF THE PRINCESS CHARLOTTE.

in IRS. u‘uunum.

_ AS the decree, darl: Atropos! divine,

That bade thee sever Brunswick's Royal Line i‘

Would nothing satiate thy diret'ul hand,

But the best blessing of our weeping land ?

Where mis'ry pines, where woe implores thine aid,

Where sickness sees each hope—save death—display'd,

Where age would hail thee in its wither‘djoy :.

Could not such marks thy fatal skill employ ?

 

' Vida also N. C. vol. i. p. 144; vol. iv. pp. 433 and 485.

s
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Where grasping avarice lingers round the tomb,

And scorns pale poverty without a home;

Where vice roams on and dances o’er the grave,

Reckless who sink, nor cares itself to save ;—

Among these hopeless, useless, or distress'd,

By error led,— by misery oppress'd,

Might thy dark hand hAve revell'd imid the slain,

And spared the parents’ sigh, the husband’s pain ; 1

Spared youth and virtue to a nation's prayer,

And learnt thy destin’d office to forbeur.

Weep on, Britannia, humbled in the dust,

Lament thy loss—but deem not Hea‘ven unjust ;

The hand that lent a blessing to thy throne,

Resumes the gift, and claims it for his OWII l

Too pure, too virtuous, for a sphere like this,

iToo dear a treasure in domestic bliss,

Too great a blessing found beneath the shy—

She naught us how to live—~and. how to die!

Joined the bright host around the throne of God,

A star of light in ev’ry path she trod:

A sacred halo round her blessed nutne

Sheds a soft lustre o‘er the trump of fame;

Youths, maids, and matrons, with a virtuous pride;

Will trace the date of England‘s Royal Bride ; i

The sigh, the tear of ages yet unborn,

Will mourn the scion thus so rudely torn;

Point to the. page, repeat the tale again,

To many a weeping, sympathetic train;

Show how gaunt Death defied all human art,

And in Joy’s sons hid his fatal dart;

’Mid the foud promises of blissful love

Despatch’d her spirit to the realms above ;

That chaste and perfect made high promise sure,

By Seraphs crown'd in Paradise secure!

Yet l—bind the cypress round 'Britenniaie brow-'

She ne’er soughtpity, sympathy, till now;

Cool and collected in a world's alarms,

Braved hosts of foes, defied the din ofnmll,

Saw her bold sons pursue the vanquish’d foe,

And lay the boasted pride of despots low;

Heard her blest daughters string the tuneful lyre,

Till list’ning minstrels caught the heav'nly fire;

Saw Peace and Plenty smiling in the vale,

\Vhilst beauty leunt to hear the Hero’s Inlet-fl

One flower alone was wanting to complete

The use ofjoy, pure, innocent, and sweet;

The bud was form’d, and angels seem’d to smile.I

On the deer hope of Britaip's favour'd Isle,

fiahfibtun. Vol. XXXVI“, a s

q—QWM'
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Yet, ere the flow‘ret hailed the blissful light,

A dread eclipse involv‘d her sun in night-—

She wake to mourn.the flow'ret's transient date,

Then sunk in sadness at the Parent‘s fate!

Breathes her low accents to the midnight shade,

Till morning shews the havoc Death has made! "

Not long, blest llope ! since my untutor‘d voice

Echoed the blessing of thy youthful choice—

Hail'd thee, my gracious Putroness ! my all i

That Hem/en could grant—and only Heaven recall!

In smiles so blissful I forget my woes—

Alas ! ’tis past—I have no more to lose.

I

*N

ALL THE PEOPLE MOURNING;

A LAMENT,

For the Death of her Royal Highness the Prince” Charlotte Augustus

_ __~__> . ' _,—_—f;-_:q

BY JOHN HAY“.

HAT dire event o'erwhelms the land,

Blythe looks to sadness turning—

The great, the nohle, and the grand,

And all the people, mourning ?

Oh ! we have lost a peerless Gem !

\Ve mourn, in tribulation,

The Heiress to the Diadcm !

The Darling of the Nation !

Yes, she is gone ! Britannia's pride!

Her Father'sjoy and pleuure !

In heauty’s bloom, a happy bride !

A Prince‘s dearest treasure !

In Claremont's bow'rs, her chosen seat,

Belov'd, caress'd, caressing!

Illustrious in a simple state !

She shone around—a blessing!

Few are the moments of delight !

There came‘a day of sorrow !

She bore a lifeless babe that night—

But never saw the morrow!

Heav’n took the Mother and the Child,

At once the stem and scion,

Like roses from a dreary wild,

T0 bloom in peace on Zion l
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0, Charlotte l in thy royal line,

From age to age extending,

We trusted for a race of thine,

On wings of peace descending l

In thee, whom all the land ador'd l

In whom all grace transcended l

“"e hail’d the dawn of bliss restor'd—

The Prince and People blended l

Long shall thy virtues be our theme,

Adorning future story !

And, ever, with the Gaza-r SUPRI-ZMI,

Thy crown a crown of glory ! ‘I

November, 1817.

  

letters on 9mm,

Copied verbatim from the LONDON Gaznrra'.

(FROM 1798 to 1798.)

[Continued from page 79.]

anxmaa'rr-orrrca, APRIL 28, 1794.

THE letters of which the following are extracts, were this day received

from Rear-Admiral Macbride :

“B, Minotaur, Plymouth Sound, April 26, 1794-.

Be pleased to acquaint my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, that

the Echo sloop arrived here yesterday morning, bringing with her a letter

from Sir John Warren, of his Majesty's ship Flora, who was on his passage

to Portsmouth, with the anone and La Babet French frigates, captured

by the squadron detached under his command.

The Concorde and La. Nymphe arrived yesterday evening with L’Enga

geante, another French frigate, captured by the Concorde. Enclosed are

the letters from the Captains Sir John Warren and Sir Richard Strachan to

me on the occasion. The Resolu, another frigate that was in company,

escaped by her outsailing the Melampus and La Nymphe, who chased her

into Morlaix. I am, Sir, &c. 81c. 61c,

Phillip Stevens, Esq. ’ iii/Zn 1%

sin, Flora at Sea, April 24, 1794.

. In pursuance of your orders, I proceeded with the ships named in the

margin. to cruise on the coast of France; and on the 23d Instant, from

variable winds, being to' the Westward of Guernsey rock, Dover bearing

E. bv S. four or five leagues, the Seven Islands S. S. W. four or five leagues,

Guernsey N. E. half East, seven or eight leagues, I discovered, at four in

the moriiing, four sail standing out to sea upon the larboard tack, the wind

5. S. W. and, as the morning began to break, I saw from their mantenvre',

and firing ot'guus, they were some of the enemy's ships ofwar. They soon

afterwards appeared in a line of battle on the larboard tack,and as our

ships, from having chased, were not collected, 1 made the signal to form in

A

' Atetliusa, Melumpus, La Nymphe, and Concorde.
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succession. We crossed each other on contrary tackl, and the enemy he.

gun the action at n considerable distance ; their sternmost ship having—

passed over, they agnin tacked ; but the wind changing two points in our

favour I perceived it was possible to weather them, and therefore made the

Signal for the ships to engage as they came up, so as to prevent the enemi

gaining their own shore, and to oblige them to come to a close action ;

am happy to say we succeeded in this object.

The engagement lasted nearly three hours, when two of the ships struck:

I then made the signal for those who were coming up to pursue and engage

ll"? enemy. as from the situation ofthis ship, having led thc1line into action,

she was incapable of continuing the pursuit.

I am much indebted to Sir Edward Pellew in the Arethusn, who was

my second a-stern, and to the other otlicers and ships under my command,

who exerted themselves in engaging and pursuing the enemy.

I have since been informed that another ofthe enemy’s ships struck to

the Concorde, Sir Richard Strachan, iu the evening 3 but as that ship and

the Nymphc have not yetjoined me, Icnnnot yet make any retnru of their

state and condition. ,

The French squadron consisted of L‘Engageante. 86 guns, eighteen

pounders, 800 men, Monsieur Desgnrccaux, Chef d'Escade; La Pomona,

44 guns, twenty-four-poundcrs, 400 men ; Le Resolue, 86 guns, eighteen

pountlcrs, 3‘30 men; La Bubet, 22 guns, nine-pounders, 200 men; the,

sailed from Concnllc-hay the evening before we met them,

I owe every obligation and acknowledgment to the ofiicers and crew of

this ship for their zeal and exertions upon this, and every former occasion

in the service of their King and Country, and trust you “ill recommend

them to their Lordships' notice and protection.

Enclosed are the lists of the killed and wounded, and also ofthe ships

taken from the enemy. I have the honour to remain, &c. 61c. 61c.

Rear-Admiral .ZlIachride. gZ/Zn 0%07‘ér78 7%7‘10”.

41m quilled and Wounded (inboard his quesly’s my. Flora and Aral

(butt: on the 23d if April, 1794. ,

Flora—t senman, killed ; 8 seamen, wounded.

Arethusa.-1 master‘s mate, 2 seamen, killed ; 5 seamen, wounded.

A list Qf mud and Wounded on board the Conventionalfrigate: La Pa/none

and La Babel, on the 28d oprril, 1794.

La Pomone.-—Between 80 and 100 killed and wounded.

La Bahet.-Bctween 30 and 40 killed and wounded.

270%” Wzrren, Captain

I'Iora at Sea, April 24, 1794,

An account ofllze Conventionalfrignler, taken by the squadron under the

command quir J. B. Warren, Bart. on the 24th qupril, 1794-.

Lo Pomona-44- guns, twenty-four-pounders, 400 men. Keel 148 feet.

Beam, 4‘2 feet. 1100 tons. Five years old, and supposed to he the

finest li‘ignle they had. ,

In Babet.-—22 guns, nine-pounders, m men.

(Signed) % 67%1‘1'011, Captain.

Flora a! Sea, April 24, 1794.
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Sin, La Concorde, Plymouth-Sound, April 25, 1794.

I have the honour to acquaint you of my arrival here with his Majesty's

ship under my command, with a French frigate which we took in the after

noon of the ‘23d instant. The early transactions of that day have been de

tailed to you by Sir John \Varren, but as the Flora was at too great a dis

tance to observe my proceedings in the afternoon, I b‘eg to relate the par

ticulars of my conduct from the time we passed the Pomona after she had

surrendered. About eleven a. m. we were near enough to receive and re

turn the fire oftlie enemy's two frigates which were making off. It was my

intention to endeavor to disable the sterninost, and leave her for the ships of his

Majesty which were following us, and push on to attack the leading ship;

but in this I was disappointed, for the leading ship bore down, and closed

to support his second, and laying herself across our bows, soon disabled us in

our sails and rigging so much that we dropped a-stern. We soon got our sails

on the ship again, and I purposed to keep the enemy's two ships in check till

our’s arrived, as the only means of taking them both ; but finding the day

for advanced, and little probability of our being assisted, as our ships rather

dropped, and expecting our maintopmast, which was shot through, to go

every minute, knowing that if our tnast went, both the ships might escape,[

determined to secure the one I was nearest. She was assisted for some

time by her second, but, changing sides in the smoke, it prevented him from

annoying us. She was defended with the greatest. bravery from twelve till

a quarter before two p. m. when, being silenced and totally unmanageable,

they called they had surrendered. She proved to be L'Engageante, of 34

guns and 4 carrouades, with 300 men. The other frigate Le Resolue, after

firing a few shot, stood on, and our ship much cut up in her sails and rigging

was not in a condition to follow her. The mast of the L'Engageante, in

the evening, as we attempted to tow her, fell, and expecting our's togo

also, I availed myself of seeing the nymph and Melampus returning from

the chase of the Resolne to make the signal for assistance. The Nymph

joined us at night, and we steered for this port.

I must request that you will be pleased to inform their Lordships, that the

lesions, cool, and steady conduct of the officers and ship's company was

highly meritorious in the action; and their efforts in refitting the ship, after

the fatigue they had experienced, exceeded any exertion I ever saw before.

As the first Lieutenant, Charles Apthorp, was mostly with me, I had an

opportunity ofobscrving the‘spirit of enterprize which pervaded his conduct;

and I must acknowledge the great assistance he was of to me from the able

manner in which he performed the various duties I employed him upon;

and am convinced also of the good conduct of Lieutenants Boys and Evans.

who commanded on the main-deck. I enclose a report ufthe damages and

state of the ship ; and have the honour to be, &c.

2% firac%an.

[To be continued.]

Rear-Admiral .Mucbride, é-c. d-c. 41:.

w—

LETFER ON SERVICE.

[Not published in the Gazette.]

MR. cotton, ' London, 18th Dec. 1817.

HOULD the enclosed ofiieial account of the death of Lieutenant Andrew.

Ramsay, be considered worthy a place in the Naval Chronicle, its inser

tion must be highly gratifying to his relatives, and shipmates, by whom he

was much esteemed.

C

A/k‘s ' r—kf» “wk
f $— h-v ._—

“I~I*_.
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The praise, bestowed by so excellent an oficer as Captain H. Robinson,

is most honourable to the memory of the gallant but unfortunate Lieut. R4

who was cut 08' in the flower of manhood, regretted by all who knew him,

and by few more than Your humble Servant,

% 74/? fit.

(Com)

His Majesty’s Slpop Prometheus, Balizc, Honduras,

sm,. 3d. Feb. 1812.

I beg leave to acquaint you, that having on the 10th ultimo, received

information of an enemy”: privateer being within the reefs, ofl'Cape Ca

touche, I immediately proceeded thither, in his Majesty's sloop under

my command, but, being aware of theimpracticability of approaching suffi

ciently close in the ship, I procured a small merchant schooner“, which

having armed with a carronade, and manned Witll seventeen men, under

the direction or Lieutenant Ramsay, (from whose zeal and ability I had

very much to expect), Idespatched him a short distance u-heud of the ship,

with directions to proceed through one passage within the reefs, while our

boats joining her through the other passage, with the ship on the outside,

I hoped would prevent the possibility of any thing escaping.

Licut. Ramsay reached within Mohair Kay, at day-light, and discovered,

in the spot expected, a large schooner privateer, and though unfortunately

a most sudden and violent gale at N. W. had driven the Prometheus off

the land, the confidence in the otficers and men under his command induced

Lieut. Ramsay, (who waited till the following day, in hopes lof the ship

being able to heat up,) to attempt, unassisted, the capture of the privateer;

but, [very deeply regret, that the state of preparation that vessel had been

enabled to assume, and her being of the largest class, armed with twelve

guns and eighty-eight men, prevented the merited success attending the

great bravery of Lieut'. Ramsay, and Lieutenant Kemp of the 55th Regt.

who had handsomely volunteered his services. Mr. John Winnard, Clerk,

and Mr. T. L. Roberts, Midshipman Of this ship, and our handful of men,

after a most obstinate contest, in which Lieutenant Ramsay leading his

men on hoard the enemy, was cut to pieces, with four of his small party

and Mr. Winnard, and four others, severely wounded, the gallant survivors

were overpowered by numbers, and the unequal contest concluded by the

capture oftheir vessel, but not withoutso serious a slaughter on the part of

 

‘ The'merchant schooner mentioned in this letter was the Sun Josef, a Turt

ling vessel belonging to Burns, Esq. of Balize, und voluntarily lent by that

gentleman to Captain Robinson for the purpose ofcaptnring or destroying the

privateer, Le Vengeur. The Sen Joseph was scuttled by the pnvatecr. Go

vernment have, on enquiring into the circumstance, remunerated Mr. B. for the

loss of his vessel.

After the action the survivors were bound to the taffrail, wounded included,

and in this state they remained several hours in great pain; their hands tied

behind them, and wounds undressed, and under no small apprehensions of being

murdered by the Captain of the privateer, in revenge for the great loss he had

sustained, which was aggruvnltttl by the loss ol hrs surgeon, and having a great

many men winded, (himself among the number slightly“) they were towards

evening pn .‘llUl‘tE on Kay Mohair, and' rescued the fourth day by the Prome

 

theus, There not being water enoth to get within the reefs, where the pihrateer

had anchored, Criptnlll Ramsay fired over all,nud having driven her to adistunceA

sent a boatin, it. W. A.
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their antagonist, and her masts and rigging being so much out up, as

tnnst prevent the continuance of her cruise, and l apprehend she has en

deavoured to effect her escape to New Orleans, from whence. I have under

stood, she fitted out, some months past, and has, during her cruize made

several valuable captures, (names unknown) with the plunder of which she

was fitted. I have the honour 'to be, Ste. Ste. 81c.

(Signed) % figtinaon, Capt

Ja mes G. Vashon, Esq. Commodore,

Commanding in C/uef, Jamaica.

w

sperm: lain.

_._

IMPORTANT DECISlON'.

nion connr or aourruL'rY, oocrons’ commons.

E LOUIS, French Slam: Ship, captured of Cape lllusurada his Mm

jggzy'; Cruiser Casan—Sir WID- Scott gavejurlgment upon this im-e

portant appeal from Sentence of condemnation passed by the judge of

Sierra Leone. The ship was taken on the 11th of March, 18l5, after a

severe engagement, followed by an attempt to escape; in which 11 persona

were killed on one side, and 24. on the other, besides several wounded on

both sides. The cause of this melancholy contest was a right of search and

visitation set up by the Cnsar, on suspicion that this vessel was engaged in .

the Slave Trade; denied and rejected by the Louis, who thereupon resisted

that demand, which had produced such a calamitous and tragical rsult.

There was no doubt of this vessel being owned by French subjects, and the

mere circumstance of having English and other seamen on board, was

easily accounted for in the time of peace. With respect to the intention

to deal in slaves being contingent, amounted to the same as if slaves had

been on board, from the number of irons. and other manncles that were

found; the quantity and quality of the provisions. The mysterious pas

sages in their instructions, respecting negoeiations with the natives of

Masurada, all went to shew the intended traffic was in slaves; such proof

being absolute. The question of jurisdiction of Sierra Leone was not of

importance further than locality was concerned. The Casar states itself

as commissioned to capture all vessels acting in contravention of the Abo~

lition Laws. But this authority could only be founded on the 51st Geo. Ill.

to‘seize all British vessels evading, or acting against that Act. The word

capture does not occur in it. Here it was necessary to observe that this,

as well as all other British Acts of Parliament, could only efl'ect the sub

jects of. other nations as was consistent with the general law of nations,

and could only be narrowed and construed in adherence thereto. The

Judgeoi' Sierra Leone, carrying with him a liberal education, and no doubt

actuated by a laudable zeal for the enforcement of those laws respecting.

the abolition of the slave trade, had done that which he considered justice

between theiiatties; but he (Sir Wm. Scott) was called upon to direct an
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equal administration of justice to all parties,- not only upon the common

principles of law, but upon every rational principle upon which there was

evidence produced by either party. It was enough for the Judge of Sierra

Leone to produce such evidence as that his decision should escape censure;

but‘he (Sir W. Scott) was bound to say, that if the right of visitation and

search was illegal in time of peace, this information so obtained, though in

answer to interrogatories put to the captured, could not be legal evidence

thus by force extracted. Ifthere was no right of search, then the party

was not only entitled to resist (with all the melancholy consequences which

ensued), but such resistance was in itself lawful. If no right of search

existed in his Majesty's cruiser, then all the evidence so Obtained, as well

as the right of seizure and of condemnation, was at an end; because these

were merely the effect of tlte unlawful acts of the seizors. If the right of

search existed, then the question was, whether the information so obtained

had established the facts—first, that this ship was employed in the slave

trade—secondly, that this was in contravention of the French laws.

In time of peace there were two principles of English law which were

recognized as fundamental. One is, the entire independence of all Foreign

States. The relative power and greatness of one state to another gives no

additional rights,- but all natious have an equal right to the uninterrupted

navigation of all and every the unappmpriated parts of the ocean. This

freedom in time of peace was the foundation of all public law, and which

it concerns all men and all nations, both in their public and private cha

racter to maintain. And since no one country has a right to .exercise

authority oVer the property or subjects of another, therefore nothing could

give authority over those general rights to navigate the seas, but the rights

of war, as against neutrals.

This right of visitation and search was founded in necessity and self

defence, in time of war; as upon seeing other nations engaged in the sera

vice of the enemy, supplying them with provisions or with warlike stores,

and in cases of illegal detention, there was always allowed a compensation

to the parties in that of costs and damages.

Another old exploded practice was, to issue letters of marque to malte

captures, whence the subjects of one itation had been injured by those of

another, without being enabled to obtain redress; but by the law of nations

now established, no nation could exercise the right of visitation and search

towards another upon the sen,except as belligerent powers in times ol‘war,

e-Tbe reason why it did not exist in times of peace was, because there was

not the same necessity. The claims set up by Spain and Portugal in this

respect, as to right of search, were not only treated as vain, but extrava

gant, pretended to be founded upon some grants of their kings, or of the

pope, or upon some usurpations. If, however, adjoining to their shores,

all nations, and this country in particular, claimed the right of search of

foreign vessels, under the excise laws, such as vessels clearing out from

this country, but this had nothing to do with the right of visitation and‘

search upon unappropriuted parts of the ocean in time of peace. Sweden

(although in the case of foreign ships and foreign preperty) claimed this

exemption, which was resisted by the British Government, but such sea rel:

<4
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being since considered unlawful by our government, that right was finally

withdrawn.

Upon the qntstion then, how this right of search in time of peace

can be legalized, it must be upon the ground that the cnptured can

be taken to have noted as pirates. This vessel could not be taken as

a pirate, for she was not the property of sea-rovers, but of domicilintcd

French subjects. She could, therefore, only he taken as a slave-trader.

Then the question was, whether she was subject, as such, to seizure

or condemnation by the British laws. The law of this country made

it a transportable offence, not a capital felony; these were the dis

tinguishing features of the offence. Then it is put to the Court upon

this very strong ground, that it is to be considered a crime against mun

kiiid, and that every nation has a right to prevent the commission of

crime; this prevemiou ofcrime then, must apply to the overt act, and not

to the bare presumption upon which this right of search was maintained.

To make the slave trade a critne against nations, it must he considered

such by the universal law of nations. The Learned Judge observed, he

should have great difficulty in saying this traffic must be considered illegal

or criminal, us the law of nations now stood: but let not this opinion he

considered as express authority. By the French law he saw nothing to

prevent French subjects carrying on the slave trade to any extent. with

other nations.- it was only prohibited to import slaves into the French

dominions.

The argument is, that the legislature must have contemplated the exer.

else of this right in time of peace: otherwise they have left the remedy

incomplete, and peace in Europe will be war in Africa. The legislature

must be understood to have contemplated all that was within its power,

and no more. It provided for the existing occasion, and left to future wis

dom, to provide for future times. Nothing can be more clear than that it

was so understood by the British Government; for the project of the

treaty proposed by Great Britain to France, in 1815, is, “ that permission

should be reciprocally given by each nation to search and bring in the

ships ofeach other, and when the permission of neutrals to have their ships

searched is asked at the commencement of is war, it may then be time

enough to admit that the right stands on exactly the same footing in time

of war and in time of peace, The fact turns out to be, that such permis

sion was actually refused by France, upon the express ground that she

would not tolerate any maritime police to be exercised upon her subjects,

but by herself.

lt is pressed as n difiiculty, what is to be done, ifn French ship, laden

with slaves fora French port, is brought in? I answer, without hesita

tion, restore the possession which has been unlawfully divested—rescind

the illegal act done by your own subject, and leave the foreigner to the

justice of his own country. What evil follows? If the laws of France do

not prohibit, you admit that condemnation cannot take place in a British

Court. But it' the law of France be what you contend, “but would have

tollowed upon its arrival ‘at Martinique, the port whither it was bound?

That all the penalties of the French law would have been immediately

thundered upon it. If your case be true, then; will be no failure ofjus

thQ- Why is the British Judge to intrude himsrlf in subsidiunljuris;

Mat. 69mm Vol. XXXYlIl. 3 I

led—“—
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when every thing requisite will beperl'ormed in the French Court, in is

legal and elfuctual manner? Why is the British Judge, professing as he

does, to apply the French law, to assume ajurisdicnon and direct that the

penalties shall go to the British Crown and its subjects, which that law

has appropriated to the French Crown and its subjects.

It is said, and with just concern, that if not permitted in time of peace,

it will be extremely dillicult to suppress the traffic. It Will base: and no

man can deny, that the suppression, however disagreeable, and however

sought, is at'enrled with great n'itlicullios, dithculties which have bullied the

Most zealous cudc-nrours for many years. To every man it must have been

evident, that without a general and sincere concurrence ol'ull the maritime

States, in the principle, and in the proper modes of pursuing it, COmPfl-l‘flv

tively but little of posilitffl grind could be acquired; so fat at least, as the

interests of the victims of this commerce were concerned in it; and to

every man who looks to the rival claims of these States, to their establish

ed habits of trade, to their real or pretended wants, to their tlill'crent model

of thinking, and to their real mode of acting upon this particular subject,

it must be equally evident that such a concurrence was matter of very difli

cult attainment. But thcdiflicultv ofthe attainment will not legalisc measures

that are otherwise illcgnl. Tu press forward to a great principle by brea

int; through every other great principle that stands in the way of its estue

Llishnient, to force the way to the liberation ofAl'rica, by trampling on the

iudcpcudcnce ofothcr States in Europe; in short, to procure an eminent good

by means lili'll'fll‘e‘ unlawful, is as little consonant to private morality as to

publicjusice. Obtain the concurrence ofother nations, il'you can, by appli

cation, by remonstrancc, by example, by every pcaceahle instrument which

man can employ to attract the consent ol‘mnn. But a nation is not justified

in assuming rights that do not belong to her, ' merely'becnuse she means to

apply them to a laudable purpose; nor should she set out upon a crusade

ol'convernng other nations to humanity by acts of unl w.ul force. Nor is

it to be aligned, that because other nations approve the ultimate purpose,

they must lbel't'flrl’e submit to very measure which any one State or it's

subjects may inconsidtratcly adopt for its attainment. In thievcry case

nothing can be clearer, than that the only French law pmde is in 'rect

contradiction to such a notion; because, approving as it does (though to a.

very limited extent) the abolition, it nevertheless, reserves to its own autho

' rities the cognizance of each cause. and the appropriation of the penalties,

If I felt it necessary to press-the consideration further, it would'hc b

stating the gigantic mischiels which such a claim is likely to produce. t

is no secret, particularly in this place, that the right of sent-ch in time of

war, though utiqucslionahlc, is not submitted to without complaints loud

and bitter, in spite of all the modifications that can he applied to it. If

this right of war is imported into peace by convention, it will be for the

prudence of States to regulate by convention the exercise of the right, with

all the softening; of which it is capable. But treaties, it must be remem

bered, are perishable things, and their obligations are dissipated by the first

hostility. The cot-ulno's, however solemn, for the abolition of the trador fur the exercise of Illudté of prevention, co-exist opl ' with the relations

of amity. At the same time it may be hoped, that so ong as the treaties

exist, and 'heir obligations are sincerely and reciprocally respecwd, the

exercise of a right, which prolaylo converts a state of peace into astute

oflwar, may be so conducted as not to eztcitejust irritation. But if'it be

assumed by force, and left tit large to operate reciprocally upon the ships

of every Sinte (for it must be a right ol‘ all against all). without any other.

limits as to time, place, or mode of inquiry, than such as the prudence of

rticular States may impose. I leave the tragedy contained in this case to_

illustrate the efiects that are liuely to arise in the yery first stages of the
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process. without adding to the account what must be ronsidered an awful

part of ‘t—the perpetual irritation and the universal hos 'lity which are

likely to ensuet _

,Let it, hen-ever, he talten for the present, that the whole of' these pt't's~

miles, tending to shew that no right of search upon the high seas exists in

time of peace, are either unsodnd in themselves, or are strained to produce

a conclusion that it is so. I proceed to inquire how far the French law had

actually abolished the Slave Trade at the time this adventure occurreth

having already observed-that if it were not. the sentence of condemnation

was admitted to he uumaintainsble, and that no proof whatever of any

,French law Wusvproduced in the Court below, either by the-miibition of

the law itself or by the information received from foreign professors and

pruntisers of that law, or by any thing else than the mere fisit’l'llull oi' the

prosecutor in the libel. What proof is oti'ered is brought in upon appeal,

and the question depends on its sufficiency—The actqu state of the mat

ters, as I collect it from these documents, is this. On the 17th of July,

1815, the British Minister ut Paris writes a note to Prince Talleyrand, then

» Minister to the King of Fraan enclosing :1 Protocol of 15th conference,

and expressing a desire, on the part of his Court, to be informed, whether,

under the law of France as it then stood, it was prohibited to French

suljects to carry on the Slave Trade. The French Minister informs him in

'answer, on the 20th of July, that the law of the Usurper on that subject:

was null and void (as were all his decrees); but that his Most Christian

Majesty had issued directions, that on the part of France “ the traffic should

cease from the present time everywhere and for erer.” In what form these

direcu' us were issued, or to whom addressed, does not appmr; but upon

such tiuthority it must be presumed that they were actually issued, It is,

however, no violation of the respect due to that authority to inquire, what

was the result or eflectof ther directions so given? what follow-d in

obedience to them in any public and binding form? And Ifenr I run

compelled to say that nothing of the kind followed, and lint the directions

must have .slept in the portfolio of the Minister to whom they were

addressed ; for it is, I think, impossible that if any public and nuthumtive

ordinance had followe , it could have escaped the sleepless Intention

of many persons in our own country, to all public foreign prod

ceodings upon this interesting subject. Still less would it have eanpcd the

notice of the British resident Minister, who at the distance of n y ar and a.

half is compelled, on the part of his own Court, to express a curiosity to

know what laws, ordinances, instructions, and other public and ostensible

acts had passed for the ab lition ofthe Slave Trade. 0n the .‘iOth Nov.

1815, the British and French Ministers declare, in the additional article to

the treaty of that date, that their Governments had each in their respective

dominions,prohibited, without restriction, their colonies and their subjects

from taking any part, whatever, in this tratiic. That Great Britain has

acted with the optima fides upon this matter no one can doubt, who has

'obscrved the progress either of its domestic laws, or of its foreign negotia~

tions, and I am for from intimating thttt the Government of this Country

did not act with perfect propriety in accepting such an assurance on the

part of F nce as complete proof of the fact. But that fact being no dc~

nied by a person who has a right to deny it (for though a subject, he is not

bound to acknowledge any law but what has publicly appeared); and it

now being put- into a course of legal inquiry, this Court is compelled to tie

rnand the common evidence of the fact—the production of the law.-..

In the same instrument the French _and English Governments decinre,,thnt

ithout loss of time, they will take the .most ellécmtd measures fix the coni

plots and universal abolition of the trade 5 and here again it so“ be att—

-.._c~. ~~>_q

f“— ,t i 7* Wflwwffl,y_- ~ ; _'*7WP?
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mitled, that Great Britain has run this race without loss of time, and with

'a zealous tidelity to her engagements.

The Learned Judge here recapitulated the circumstances whi h we have

before stated, relative to the application ofthe British Ambassador on‘the

15th of January. 18l7, and his receiving the Ordnance dated only one week

prior thereto. That Ordinance is not even yet known to exist in a printed

form. It does not by any means satisfy the promises of 1815. It is in

substance a mere prospective colonial regulation, forbidding the imp‘ortar

tion ofSlat-cs into the French Colonies: but consistently with it the French

may become common carriers in the Slave Trade for other nations. How‘

ever, if so pointed and full,it could not effect the present 01091550", Which

was undertaken a tu-elvcmonth before. As to the master’s concealment,

that cannot prove a law which does not exist; and here the old rule forcibly

applies “ de non nppnrentibus et non existentibus edem est ratio." An

edict that does not appear cannot bind the honest ignorance of the subject.

The Usurper's Edict of Abolition was dead-born : and ifany law existed at

the time of the transaction, it seeins to have beenthat which permitted the

trade for five years. At any rate, the seizer has undertaken to prove the

existence ofa low in which he has wholly failed.

Upon the whole, therefore, the Court declared, that on both the grounds

alleged in the sentence, the condemnation was untetmblc,nnd must there

fore be reversed ; and it consequently restored the ship and cargo ; but

considering the question as one that was prima‘impressions, it. did not con

demn the scizer in costs and damages

 

QN‘AYALv HISTORY OF THE vPRESENT YEAR, 1817.

- (Noon/[bew—Decrmber.) ' '

RETROSPECTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS.

I HE war in South America, the only “11;, we believe, by which the

world is at present disturbed, goes on with alternate success on- both

sides. The arrangements of the Court of Spain with this country, has pro

duced a proclamation from the Prince Regent“ of a neutral nature, forbid

ding the entrance of thé- naturttl'born subjects of his Majesty to enter the

service of either party, Itoyalists or Independents, and we repeat our opi

nion, that neutrality is the wisest course of policy we can, in the present in

tance of foreign hostilities, pursue. However small 0hr aversion to the

‘cause oftho Independents, a cause of retributive justice seems to attend

the abettors of revolution, and as we deprecate any revolution, either an

home or in our colonies, we do not wish even by a mere conuivnnce at aid,

to see the general interests of the nation risked for the interests ofan nd

venturous few. France and Spain were the stout abettors of revolt in our

North American Colonies—all Europe united to wrest them from us--and

from the revolutionizing spirit engendered there, have We spent our blood

and money to rescue all Europe—we have done enou'ghfor the national

' honour of Britain, and let us rely on our intluSti'y- for the promotion of her

Commercial Interests. Spain has no reason i to impeach our justice—she

1 hits indeed much, to acknowledge our generosity.v .

, w ’‘ * Vida, p. 271. i

’ regeré..._w\ ._- .‘LA
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Another of those dreadful visitations to which the \Vest India Islands are

so peculiarly subject, have been experienced with consequences so shocking

that we hope to find them as stated in the following accounts ninch exog

gerated, and that in the subsequent relations ofit, the truth will admit of

much abatement:

By the brig Louisa, Captain Williams, which arrived at Norfolk, in

America, on the 17th November, in fourteen days from Antigua, intelli

gence had been received, that a most dreadful hurricane on the let of

October, had nearly desolated several of the islands, the violence of which

was particularly felt at St. Lucia, Barbadoes, Dominique, Martinique, and

St. Vincents.

At St. Lucia,the gale was more particularly severe. All the vessels in that

port were entirely lost; the Government House was blown down, and all

Within its walls, comprising the Governor, hislady and child,his staff, secre.

taries, servants, ézc. amounting in all to about fifty persons were buried ill.

its ruins. Not one survived the dreadful catastrophe; And, still more hor

rible to relate, the ofiicers' and soldiers' bun-“ck; were, by the saute pitilese

blast, demolished, and all within them at the time, about 200 persons, were

precipitated itito eternity—and all the estate; of the island rendered a

heap of ruins.

At Dominique nearly the whole town was inundated and the destruction

of property immense. Soine l'ew lives were lost. The island nearly deso

lated. Captain Wihioms did not learn that any vessels were lost.

At Mitrunique, about tifty sail of vessels were driven out to sea from

St. Pierres, principally Americans, and having no ballast, provisions, or

other necessaries for a voyage, have probably been lost. Only our: of the

above vessels has been heard of (a French ship which got into St. Eustatia).

The estates here also were greatly damaged.

At. St. Vincent's, ten soil of vessels went on shore and were nearly all

lost. ‘

Captain Williams could not with certainty recapitulate all the horrors

which marked this awful visitation. At Dominique and St. Vincent's, as

well as at St. Lucia, the devastation was so complete as to amount almost to

annihilation. lt will be many years at least before those islands can be re

stored to their former condition.

A schooner from Philadelphia, bound to St. Bart's, with wine and

brandy, was lost oti Barbuda reef, the crew and part of the cargo saved.

it was reported at Antigua that his Majesty's ship Antelope, 50 guns,

Rear-Admiral Harvey, was lost in the gale. She sailed from Pigeon Island

(or Barbadoes the night previous to the gale.

(Kingston, Sl. Vincent's), Ot'LQQ.

Monday was generally remarked close beyond precedent, with light air

from N. W. ; heat Oppressive, though probably the thermometer might not

have exceeded 83. These insidious precursnrs created symptoms of no dis

tnnt change, especially as the full moon was on the appflinch. 'l‘uestlny was

ushered in with a violent swell from the N. W. which increased to a gale

from that quarter, attended with a deluge _of rain and an obscured sky.

At one o‘clock, P. u. a moment of dire distress presented the following

vessels oti the beach ; viz.--Sclioouer Anne and Eliza, the property of'l‘hos.

Arindell; sloop Retrieve, Mr. James Grant; schooner Good liitent, from

. Denicrara; schooners Relief, W. Durham, and Alecia. The Relic-t had

lately arrived from Bermuda, with n valuable cargo of tlour,&c. the greater

part ofwhtch will be saved. The proprietor of the Flying Fish, with judg

lnetit and presence of mind, ordered the masts to he cut: this prudent

_ ot‘dOl' induced the owners of the Vigil-nut and Homer to follow so timely an

-ea:nnple, by which means these sloops weathered the storm.
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The Following vessels rode out the gale ; viz. ship Westmorland; brig,

Lord Exmouth, schooner Liverpool, ketch John, schooner Mountserattrt

sloop Triangle, and schooner Mouche.. The wind ohsxinately blew untd

dark from S.S.W. impelling surge on surge with violent impetuosity toward!

the beach, attended with torrents of rain; we experienced neither the

shock of earthquake, nor did we hear the roar of thunder.

The schooner Triumph and Fox came on shore nt Caillinque, and sloop

Eoncord broke her cable early in the morning, and stood to sea.

0f interior casualties, little can now be added, as few reports have

reached town. OF canes lhdged, plantain walks up-routed, and ground

provisions destroyed, we fear, may form the bulletin of another paper.

Letters received at Norfolk, (North America) from Barhadoeskdattfi

the 22nd oFOctoher, and carried to the former place by the British cutter

George and Robert, state. that in the hurricane of the preceding day, four»

teen sail ol'vessels were driven on shore, the greater part of which would be

' lost; and that some damage would be sustained in the interior. One letter,

dated Bridgetown, Octolierfihcontnins the following paragraph :

“ During the greater part of last night and this day, .we have experienced

very tempestuous weather from various points of the compass, and whilst it

prevailed lrom the Suuthwnrd, we have to regret that Several vessels were

driven on shore. The follouitt}; are those that we have heard of: Barqud

Crown Prince ; brigs Adelplii and Greyhound; schooners Hazard, Lady

Nelson, and Fly; slonps Thomas Spencer, Earl Sandwich, and Economy 3

Bird some others whose names we have not been able to learn. We are'

informed that no lives were lost on these vesselsgoing ashore ; but one or

two negroes,-who hazarded themselves to procure some shingles that were

floating near the pier head, were drowned, owing to the tremendous surge

that they had to encounter. A guard from the 63d regiment has been sent

for the protection of the property that may be saved from those wrecks, and

thedrums are now summoning a part of the royal regiment for the same

purpose.”. '

 

The ship Alexander, W. Bunney, master, from St. Pctersburgh. arrived,

at Hull on the 16th Dec. He left Constndt on the 26th ultimo. The winter

had set in, and the Gulph was frozen over several days previous, insomuch,

that. with difliculty and by cutting the ice, the Lord i‘lellington,Bror-m.

from this port, and Plato'll', from London, with hale goods, reached the

Mole-head on the 25th. On the 26th Mr.Bunney commenced his voyage,

and with great exertions succeeded in getting down about five miles that

day; the Ortenhope, Ward, and Brutus, Frost, followed, and in the even

in; the former was about a mile and a half, and the latter 2Q miles astern.

The ice was very strong, and extended beyond the limits of vision from the

mast-head; so that it appeared impossible to proceed. On the 21th,_ a

heavy snow fell, and the frost Was intense. In the morning of the 26th it

jlew a gale, with snOW, from the East, and when day-light appeared, the

Alexander hnd drove away in the field of ice, fivevmiles to the Westward ot'

.Toll Beacon, the wind then at N. E. He got. sail upon the ship, and forced

her through it ; but continued to he tnuch incommoded with heavy fields

mice, as low as Bork Island. The Oxenhope had changed her position on

the morning ot'the the 28th, but Mr. B. thinksit would be almost impossible

for her to get away. On the 5th instant, the Alexander reached the Sound,

and next day a heavy gale came on, during which several vessels drove,

and lost anchors. The Woodhall,8mith, of this port, for'Pete , u 5h, with

b'tde goods, put into Revel on the 28_th ult. as did two brigs with similar

cargoes from London for l’etersburgh. This intelligence was brought to tilt

hound by the Jessie, ofLoiidoti,-,from Revel. , :- I . -‘ v

__ M _»-l-____’qu '7 r- A4.—
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The Obs‘crmtiona in each line of this table are for a

ginning at 8 AM.
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- A~_>-~~—A-_.—
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, Inches.
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Range ................-..- 32
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Wind w-. .
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Ditto W.S.W
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REMARKS ON THE WEATHER.

Novzmmn 9]. A.M. overcast with cumulustmtus: light rain in the

afte oou, and cirrncumulus in flocks and in beds, upon which small lunar

halos ahd coronas of various colourewere formed at night.

22- A fine calm day, with..cirrus, cirrncumulus, and cirrostmlzis: a

turbid sky at sun-set; nt‘qrwards clear, then cloudy.

23- O ercaat (rumulostrntus) all day and night; rather hazy beloiv;

and light airs from the West.

94:- A.M. as the preceding: the afternoon fine, with rmnuli, rirroca

muli, linear cirrus, and occasional light showers. At 9 RM. a lunar halo,

whose horizontal diameter was exactly 45° Capella, in the constellation

, Auriga, being 22° 30’ E. by N. from the Moon’s centre, and on the exte

rior edge of the halo, which measurement-doubled gives the 45". At a

quarter past nine this luminous circle round the Moon Wm succeeded by

one of'about 7° in diameter, with a large yellow concentric coroita; they

were formed on a'pasaing bed ofrirrus from the N.W., and exhibited four of

the most lively prismatic colours. At a quarter before 10, a halo ofthe

same diameter as the first appeared round the Moan, and continued till

midnight: its periphery was most perfect when the Moon came to the me

ridian, or when her altitude was greatest; for the perpendicular diameter

of a lunar or solar halo, when near the horizon, is always bornewhot greater

than the horizontal diameter. l

‘25- A transparent atmosphere till 10 .A.M., then linear cirrus, and

heinisphcricnl piles of cumuli capped : the sky overcast with dense cirrostra-~

tus after sun-set, followed by a hollow wind, and rain.

26- Au overcast sky all day and night, and a brisl; wind.

' 27- & 28. Fine. with cirrostratus sometimes below, and at other

times inosculated with cirrocumulus. ‘

29.1 8; SO. A.M.5 an overcast sky, except Ill-SOME short intervals,

“hen the Sun shone through the openings in a veil of cirrastrulus, above

'which the mare-tailed cirrus was observed: P.M. light drizzling rain, and

Wind, and tempestuotts weather. The humid state ol'the respihtl-le air this

month has had a powerful eB‘ect upon the human constitution, in obstructing

the insensiblc perspiration, and thereby causing colds, coughs, &c.

DECEMBER 1- A rainy day and night, with frequent tqualls of wind.

' 2- A.M. as the preceding: RM. cirrostrntus and tumult".

3- Hoar frost, with ice, and much water accumulated 0n the inside of

the windOn-s early: a fine sunny day, with plutnose cirrus, cirrostruti,

cumuli, and a moderate gale from the North. ' ' ' '

4:- The day as the preceding, exccpi the wind, the air being calm =

overcast and misty at night.'

5. Overcast with cumulwlralur, and a strong breeze from the S.\V.':
heavy rain and a gale in the night. i '

6- A! llle Preceding till 9 4.3L, nfternardsatrnnsparcut sky, and

cumuli near the horizon. . v
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7. Drinling rain till 9 A.M., then fine, with cirrus and tirrostralu: till

noon: P.M. heavy CHIIIMIU-slrllhll and a few drops, followed by a rainy

night.

8- A.M. ,fine, with rirrot‘wmtlus and cirrastmtus, and a brisk gale from

the West; the barometer is now lower than we have seen it here for the

last four years : early this morning there was a high spring tide, the Moon's

horizontal parallax being 1° 1' l4". P.M. general cloudiness, nimbi and

I'll".

9- A veil of cirrorlrntur till sun-rise ; afterwards a clear day and night;

a steady breeze from the N.W., and a rising barometer.

10- A smart hoar frost—the water which accumulated on the inside of

the windows last evening was converted into spiral: of ice, appearing like

mountains, trees, plumes of feathers, rivers, &c.: a fine sunny day, with

several beds of rirrocunmlus clouds: at sun-set the crescent of the new

Moon appeared in the S. W. a clear frosty night.

H. The day and night nearly as the preceding, with the addition of

plumose cirrus from the N.W.; and low cmnuli in the South: at 6 P.M. _

the rid lac/ca, or milky way, very bright with telescopic stars from E.N.E.'

to \\'. S. \V.

l‘d- At 7 AM. the thermometer stood at 24°, or 8“ below the freezing

point; more hnar frost had accumulated on the ground than in the preceed

ing night, and it was rather foggy till 10 A.M., when plumose t-irrm ap

peared, followed by much rirrocumulus: P.M. nimln' and rain: the maxi

mum of temperature Occurred at midnight. ‘ ‘

l3. Wind and rain, and rather foggy all day: large crowned nimbi

and showers by night. .

14- Drizzling all day: nimbi and showers in the evening, with short

intervals of moonlight: during the last 50 hours it has rained here almost

incessantly, and the increase in the temperature in the interim is 3‘2“.

15. A .tlrulus on the harbour, and a clear sky till 10 A.M., then fre' ‘

qttent nimlli and showers: at l P-M. a perfect rainbow, whose diameter

along the earth measured 80°: the remainder ofthe day and night stormy.

16. High wind and successive showers through the day and night:

the maximum of temperature at 10 P.M. .

17. A hard westerly gale from midnight till 6 A.M.: n fine day with

much cirrus, snmetimes appearing in long bands like the meridians on an

artificial globe: a most tempestunus night.

18. A fine day, with plumose and notified rirrul, cirrocumultu, and

rirrostrali in fluCL-s' and in beds: a white moonlight, and a continuation of

the gale from the same quarter.

19. A short shower at 8 A.M.; the weather nearly as yesterday—the

galc considerably stronger from the N.W. at night.

‘10- Overcast till 10 A.M., then fine with rumuli and cumuloslrnlus, till

~ 9 P.M. afterwards a veil of attenuated cirrostratus, and a cold brteu: from

the Nortlu

£0. 61mm. Vol.XXXVlIl. 3 u
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Promotions anti appointments.

[IN novenasnj

Captains, 61c. appomted. ,

Admiral the Hon. Sir George Campbell, K.C.B. is appointed by ILRll.

the Prince Regent to be a Groom of His Majesty's Bed-chamber.

Capt. Basil Hall, of ELM. sloop Lyra, is promoted to the rank of post

captain.

Capt. Thomas Groves, to the Bulwark.

Capt. George M‘Kinley, ot' the Bulwark, to Greenwich Hospital; vice

Capt. Portlock, deceased.

Capt. G. G. Willes, to the Cherub; Sir James Lucas Yeo, K.C.B. to the

Semiramis.

Lieutenants. kc. appointed.

Lientenants Wm. Mingay, and W. Malone (a), to be superannuated

commanders.

Lieutenants \V. Murriel, to the Bulwark: Mark Kent, to the Conqueror;

Robert Pearce. to the Favorite; Charles Parker, to the Cathnus; Robert

Dwyer, to the Florida; G. C. Gauthier, to the Minden; G. C. Yen, to the

Semiramis; Joseph Harrison, to ditto; G. V. Jackson, to the Sybille

W. F. Parker. to the Grili'on.

Messrs. Charles Hope, Richard Cliatnberlayne, and Henry Eden, are

promoted to the rank of Lieutenants.

Masters, Pursers,&c. appointed.

Mr. J. R. Mayne, to be Muster 0F the Ister; J. M. Dougal, to the Pig

my Cutter; Thomas Lane, to the Lee. '

Mr. T. C. Plielnn, to be Purser of the Semiramis; Joseph Mara, to the

Esk ; Isaac C_. Roberts, to the Melville. '

LT. Lethbridge, Esq. is appointed Secretary to Sir Home l'opham, K.C.B.

DEATHS.

On the 29th .luly last, at the Commissioner’s house, Cape of Good Hope,

after along and painful illness, which she bore with true Christinn fortitude

and resignation to the divine will, Lady Brenton, wife of Sir .lnhleel Bren"

ton, Bart. K.C.B. and K.$.F.

On the Stat. October, at Torqutty, Capt. George Bowen, R.N. brother

to Commissioner Bowen, and the lute Capt. Richnrd Bowen, who fell at

the attack of St. Cruz, TenerilTe, under the command of the immorta

Nelson. Commission dated April 29th, 1802.

On the 2d of November, tit Lyndhurst, in the New Forettt, at the resi~l

dcnce of his son-in-law, Capt. Burnt-y, Hugh Somerrille, Esq. of Mount

Pleasant, near Plymouth, and Purser of [LM ship Queen Charlotte, the

flag ship at Portsmouth. In him society has lost a vitluable member, and

the navy an honest upright otficer, whose sum-ity of manners, generous and

philanthropic conduct, obtained for him the friendship and esteem of

many distinguished officers under whom he served, during a series of'nearly

40yenrs. He was a most atl'ectionnte husband, on indulgent parent, and‘ti.

sincere friend, and is tnucli regretted by all who knew the goodness and

integrity of his heart. His remains were removed to his residence at Gos-_

on, on Monday, and interred nt Alt'erstolte' on the Saturday l'ollow

mg, with those of Mrs. Soinerville, who departed this life about 16 months

ago, at. Gosport, . ' ' > "

On the 4th November. at Tregonoir, near Falmouth, Mrs. Elizabeth

Wilson, wife of Mr. William Wilson, Purser, ILN. ‘

On the 6th Not-ember, at his father's house at’Jersey, Lieutenant Whit

taker, ILN. lnte ot' Portsea. aged '24 years. '

Lately, Rear-oditiiral William Duddington. Date of superannuation,

12th November, 1794. ,

Suddenly, at llertlord, nenr Huntingdon, Joseph Stephenson, M.D. for.

merly surgeon ot'the Royal Hospital at Haslett. " ' ‘
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mu DECEMBER.

Captains, 31c. appointed.

Captain Barnard, to the Conway; Capt. Hill, to the Towey; Capmin

Parker, to the Bacchus.

Capt. J. Wallis, who was lieutenant to Capt. Wright, murdered in the

Temple at Paris, is promoted to the rank of post-captain, and appointed

to the command of the Racoon sloop, on the St. Helena station.

Lieutenant Hon. J. Rous, is promoted to the command of the Pndnrgis.

Lieutenants, 6m. appointed.

Lieutenant D. Mercer, is appointed to the command of the Badger,

revenue cutter.

Lieutenant Herringham, of the Tigris, is promoted to the rank of com

mander.

Lieutenant W. Renurclt, to be Master \Varden of the dock-yard at

“'oolwich. >

Lieutenant Wade, to command the Defence, revenue-cutter.

Mr. Coote Heyley Hutchinson, of H.M. ship Tiber, is promoted to the

rank of commander.

Lieutenant C. Dent, to the Challenger; Mr. Roberts, is promoted to be

a lieutenant of the Orlando; Lieutenant R. Tait, to the Albion; Mr. Par

ken, to be a lieutenant, and to the Orlando; Mr. Carpenter, to be a lieute

tenant of the Minden; Mr. Rooke, of the Mneicienne, to be a lieutenant

of the Bacchus; Lieutenant Charles Cole, to he fiag-ofiicer to Admiral

Sir Home Pophnm, at Jamaica; G. Lindsay, to the Cherokee; H. Harrison,

to the Conqueror; Thomas Tombs, to the Cliilders; G. Wells, to the Dee;

F. Hastings, to the Pelicnn;‘C. Milbourne, to the Ganymede; G. Wills,

to the Stork; Thompson, to the Redbreast. .

Pursers, 61c. appointed.

Messrs. W. H. Dwarris, J. Cnmbell, R. Hippesley, G. Welcb, Arthur

Moore, and William Aldred, are promoted to the rank of lieutenants;

Mr. G. Acheson, is appointed surgeon of the Albion, and Mr. Bates, to

the Andromachc.

Mr. James Henderson, to he purser of the Queen Charlotte; vice So

tnerville, deceased.

 

DEATHS.

On the 24th April, 06‘ the coast of Malabar, on board ILM. sloop the

Challenger, Mr. Robert Seppings, midshipmnn, eldest son of Robert Sep

pings, Esq. of East Rodham, Norfolk. '

0n the ‘21st August, on board H.M. frigate the Pique, on a passage from

Vera CI'UZ to Jamaica, Lieutenant Richard Francis Wilkins, of the royal

marines. Date of commission, 20th January, 1809.

On the 8th November, on board H. M. ship Melville, at sea, Mr. Wil

liam Steer, Master ofthat ship. ' Date of warrant, 13th May, 1813.

On the 19th December, in Bond-street, aged 68 years, Vice-admiral

William Bligh, F.R..S. of Farnham house, Kent.

Lately, at Hamhledon, near Hants, at the house of his son-in-law, Capt,

M. Brndby, RN. Admiral Billy Douglas, aged 67 years. Date of commis

sion as Admiral ofthe Blue, Dec. 4th, 1813.

Lately, at his house in Russell-street, Bloomsbury, at an advanced age,

greatly respected by at numerous acquaintance, John Page, Esq- Navy-agent.

Mr. Page left by his will to his neice and nephew, more than 120,000l.

Lately, Mrs. Lave, wife of Mr. A. D. Lave, Purser, RN.

Lately, was drowned, by the upsetting of one of the boats 01' ILM. ship

Rochfo‘rt, Mr. T. Hanmontl, midsliipman of that ship.

Lately, at his house on Blackhenth, aged 73 years, universally respecled,

{-Idward Sison, Esq. many years master shipwright of ELM. dock-yard at

VuOlwich. '
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AFRICAN PRINCE, description of

one, 278.

Alceste, loss ofthe, 81.

America, North, Kotzebne‘s voyage to

the interior of, 441.

American steam boat, explosion ofone,

115

 
fiag, alteration of the, proposed

in the House of Represehtatives, 115.

Amherst, Lord, his conversation with

Buonaparte, 186.

Aquatic trips of the Prince Regent, 193'.

As lunar Royal Naval, observations on

rt, by Cleric'us, 4'2.

  
I reply to his obser

vations on the, 1‘28.

A shame, English mission to, 451.

B.

Barbadoes fir, how collected, 395.

Barrie, Captain, account of the dinner

given in commemomtion of his profes

sional services, 277.

Binnacle, new invented one, 189.

Boa Constrictor, account of one, on

board the Cmsar, 366.

Homes, Vice-admiral Crrannns. Enters

the naval service on board the Raison

able with the late Lord Nelson, 266.

Removes to the Enterprise frigate,

and serves under Captain Sir Thomas

Rich, as inidshipman and master's mate,

ib. Made lieutenant, and appointed

to the Duke of 98'gnns, ih. Present

in the action with the French fleet

under Count de Grease, ib. Raised

to the ranlt of commander, and ap

pointed to the Barbadues sloop ufwar,

ib. Returns to England, ib. Corn

miuioned to the Zebra sloop on the

coast of Ireland station, ib. Com

mands the Vulcan fireship, ib. Made

post captain, ib. Marries, ib. Ap

 

pointed to the Pegasus frigate, ih.

Removes to the Swit'tsure of 74 guns,

flag ship of Admiral Kingsmill, ib.

Captures the Atalante, ib. Sails to the

Jamaica station, ih. Removed to the

Raisonnhle flag ship of Admiral Par

ker, 207» Sent home to refit, ib. ,

Ordered to the Cape of Good Hope,

ib. Convoys u fleeet of Indiamen to

England, and joins the Channel fleet

under Lord Bridport, ib. Joins Admi

ral Sir Archibald Dickson in the North

Sea, ib. Appointed to the Saturn of

74 guns, ib. Removes to the Captain,

ib. Ordered to Jamaica under Sir

J. T. Duckworth, ib. Appointed to

the Courageux, and sent with a convoy

to St. Helena, and returns with another

to England, ib. Joins the Channel

fleet, ib. Appointed to the Windsor,

Castle, and cruizes with a squdron

in the Bay of Biscay, ib. Engaged

in the action with the French-and

Spanish fleet, under Sir Robert Colder,

ib. Joins the Channel fleet, and de

tached with a squadron olf Rochfort,

Q68. Joins Lord Cullingwood ot'f

Cadiz. ib. Attached to Sir J. T. Duck

worth's squadron, and engaged with

the Turkish batteries in passing the

Dardanelles, ib. Appointed a colonel

of Marines, ib. Promoted to the rank

of Rear-admiral of ‘the Blue, ih.

Appointed commanding Admiral at

Malta, ib. Arrives in the Lively

frigatc,ib. 'l'lreshiplost,ib. Relieves

Admiral Martin, and hoists his flag in

the Canopus at Messina, ib- Ofi'ered

the appointment as captain of the

Mediterranean, which he declines, ib.

Ordered to Malta, 269. Applies to he

superseded, returns to England in the

Pearl frigate, and strikes his flag, ib_

Promoted to the rank of Vice-admiral

and dies, ib.

Buonapartc, his cunrersation with Lord

Amherst, 186.

r.

e 7, 527k
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Burneranna, VIEW of, 137. _

Byag, Admiral, letter from Voltaire to,

45.

C. .

le, grand one, projected in the United

States, 361.

Carbonic Acid Gas, fatal effects of, 365.

Carr Rock, erection ofa beacon on the, i

114.

Captain, H. M. S. Minutes taken on

board, on the lsth February, 1191,

448

Carthagenn, VIEW of a fishing village in,

and description of the city of, 472.

Chain of rocks, discovered by the Captain

of the French ship St. Esprit, in the

track of vessels bound to Martinico,

396.

Congo, extract from a narrative of the

Voyage to the, 101. '

Cook, Captain, real cause of his death,

as asserted traditionally in the island

of Owhyhee, 369.

Connesroannici, 25. 118. 194. 284.

369. 454i.

(‘rnn-n, Admiral, brief account of his pro

fessional services, 274.

~ ‘ D.

Dallas, It. C. his poem on the battle of

Waterloo, in Latin and English verse,

162.

Denon, his account of the battle of the

' Nill, 474. 1

Dieppe, Pun and description of the

city of, 65. _

Dimensions of the Royal George Yacht,

113

—- of the Orwell East India

man, 805.

-————-- of [LB/LS. Union, 324.

Distress of the Montreal in her passage

to Quebec, 116.

Duckworth, Admiral Sir John, account

of his death and funeral, 262.

Durability of timber, Captain Layman's

correspondence with Lord Melville re

lative to his discovery of a mode of

increasing the, with a view to its use in

the royal navy, 93.

E.

Elder Brethren of the Trinity House, in

stitution of by James II. 289.

Election, mode of, adopted by the Elder

Brethren of the Trinity liouse,,249.

Eligibility of Falmout'h, as a packet sta

tion, in preference to Plymouth, con

tended lor, 194,. _

Empire of Russia, its vast extent, 114..

no. 419mm Vol. XXXVIII.

 

 
Esperance brig, mutiny on board the,

453.

Eustatia, St. distribution of the prize

money to the captors of, in 1781, inti

mated in 1817.

Expeditions navigation, remarkable in

stances of, 189. _

F.

Falkner, Captain, inscription on his mo.

nument, 454.

Fatal etl‘ects of carbonic acid gas, 865.

Fete, naval, on the grand river' of Ca

node, 188.

Fisheries, brief statement of the, 283.

Ftuascz Reronr, 281. 816. 897. 477.

Flag, national, of the United States, pro

posed alteration of the, 105.

Frances Charlotte transport, loss of the,

54.

Franklin,Dr. his observations on the sub

ject of impressment, 243.

Funds, British, remarks on the, 121.

Flag, and other naval oflioers, pay of,

according to the new regulations, 145.

Flinders, Captain, his observations on the

variation of the magnetic needle, 831.

Forasaottt, Captain Winn/ix, Memoir

of, 349. Birth place and family, ib.

Education and first entrance into the

Naval service on board the Loceo East

Indiaman, 350. En ges in aproject

to raise the Royal eorge at Ports~

mouth, ih. Enters the King's service

on board the Valiant, ih. Removed to

the Uiseau fri ate, and sails to the

Cape of Good iiope, 351. Appointed

acting lieutenant of the Rattlesnake

sloop of war, ih. His action with

La Premeuse French frigate, ib. Ofii

cial letter, relatine particulars of the

action, 852. Confirmed in his rank of

Lieutenant, 353. Cuts out a merchant

ship from under the batteries of Port

Louis, 354-. Promoted to the acting

command of the liindostaa stove-ship,

ih. Removed to the Diomede, ib.

Confirmed in the command of the

Lancaster, and roceeds from the

Cape to the East ndies, ib. Convoy.

the China fleet from Penang to St.

Helena, ih. Ordered by the com

manding-officer at the Cape to

protect a convoy of store-ships,

to the Rio de la Plato, ib. Pre

sent at the siege of Monte Video,355.

Returns to England, ib. Appointed

to the Ulysses, sib. Convon a large

fleet of merchantinen from Carlescrona

to the Sound, ib. Ordered to command

3:
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the Argo at Jamaica, ib. Returns to

England with a convoy, ib. Finally

superseded, he retires to his family in

the country, ib. His death, ib.

G.

Gas, attracted from whale-blnhber, 118.

Casper, Straits of, Alceste frigate lost in

entering the, 137.

Governor Strong, American ship, loss of

the, 167.

Grand canal ' prniected in the United

States, description of the. 361.

Greek vessel, singular performance of a

'vovv made by her captain and crew, 19.

Greenwich, Ro al Naval Asylum at, con

sidered by Cfericus, 42.

Gunpowder, tahle of charges of, adapted

for sea service ordnance, 450

H. -

Hanseatic Confederacy, origin and power

*of the, 211.

Havrc de Grace, Putt and description

of, 167.

Iii-moments, Captain, Roan-r. Account

of his family, 178. Enters the naval

' service on board the Southampton fri

gate. I79. Appointed Lieutenant in

' the Osprey sloop of war, and sails with

a convoy to the West Indies, ib. Re

' mains on the Leeward station during,

the peace of Amiens, ib. At the re

cnmmencement of the war, joins an

expedition against the Island of St.

Lucia, 18l. Acquires the friendship

of Sir George Provost, who recom

mends him to Commodore Hood, nttd

is taken on hoard his ship the Centaur,

ib.‘ Captures a French privateer,

while attached to the Osprey, ib.

Serves in the Marine brigade, in the

expedition against Surinant, 182. At:

count of the attack, ib. Severely

wounded by the explosion of n magn

zine, 183. Appointed to the Guncha

pit: btig ib. Removed to the corn

mand successively of the Alligator

troop ship, and Pheasant sloop, ib.

‘ Anecdote of him while commanding

the Pheasant sloop. ih. (note.) Se

lected by Lord Nelson to lead the

fleet in search of the French fleet at

Trinidad, 184. Returns to England,

ih. Commissioned to act in the Agin

court, ib.. Supersedes Captain Craw

ford in the Champion of twenty-four

- guns, 185. Returns to England, and his

ship ordered for repair, ib. Fits out

the Dublin, 74 guns, under an acting

-._.i

order, ib. Appointed to the Tigris, and .

 

sails to the coast of Ireland, ib. This

ship paid offnn the accession of peace,

and recommissioned for the Leeward

Island station, whither he sailed with

the 2d or Queen’s regiment on board

for Barbadoes, ib.

Historical account of the rise of the Bri

tish navy, 210.

Hrmtoonlirnr, Pimnoc, 81c. Memo~

randum from the Blucher'a log. rela

tive to thenavigntion of the China Seas.

64.-Dangernns rock on which the Al

ceste struck, described, 131.— Re

marks on winds, Ste. 220.-Yentes's

variation Chart, 123. S?8.—()bserva

tions on watchapoutt, Mfr—Chain of

rocks in the traclt of vessels hound to

Martinico, 596.—Observationa on the

variation of the needle by Sapientiae,

alque verae Scientiae Amator, 485.—

Persian Gulph, 487.--Dangcr OK St.

Ive's Bay, 488.

' Y.

Invention of an improved hinnacle, 189.

IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT, House of Lords.

Prince Regent's Speech at the close of

the sessions, 72.

Inipressment, Dr. Franklin‘s observations

on, 243.

Infanta, or Broad River, Ct-ua'r and des

cription of, 337.

Inviolahility of the British funds insisted

on, 121.

James, Mr. review of his “ Naval Occur

rences of the late War between Great

Britain and the United States," &c. 66.

K.

Kent, extraordinary pmver of mechanism

displayed in the raising her for re

pairs, 22.

Kidd, Captain, his case related, 269.

Knivhtrhl. Galley, Esq. extract from his

llltrosyne, a Grecian Tale, 947.

Kotzehne, ].ieutcnant, abstract of a roe

port of his "voyage to the interior of

North America, 447.

" L.

Lacutille, M. his invention of a ship to

move without sails, oats, or steam, 453.

La Pargn, observations on a report of its

being to he ceded to the Pacha of Ja

nerta, 190.

Launch of the Royal George yacht, 1 13.

Lanna, Captain, thunt,[Continued

from Vol. xxxvii.) Appointed Lieute

nant of the Victory by Lord Nelson;

and sails to the Mediterranean, 1.

Takes charge of the Atnbuscade fri
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gate, retahen by the Victory, ihid.

(‘aptures~ a French ship and Dutch

vessel, ib. Rejoins Lord Nelson and

appointed to command the Weuzle,

and protect the trade of the straits, ib.

'l‘he \Veazle wrecked, ib. Address in

the Lieutenant-Governor hy the inha

bitants and Merchants of Gibraltar.

in commendation of his conduct, 2.

Sent to England with (It-spatche-t, 3.

The Raven fitted on a principle sug

gested by himself, and placed under

his command, ih. Loss of the Raven

ofi‘ Cadiz, 4. His letter to Lord Nel

son on the occasion, ib. His discourse

with his Lordship previous to the hold

ing of a Court-Martial on him and his

oflicers for the loss of the Ravenfl.

Greatly disappointed by the Judgment

of the Court, 8. His conversation with

Lord Nelson on the subject, 9. Sug

gested a plan for an attack on the Ca

raccas, Port. St. Mary’s, and Port St.

(‘atalina in a letter to Lord Nelson, 11.

His letter transmitted by his Lordship

to the First Lord ofthe Admiralty, 18.

Address of the Merchnnts and lnhahi

tnnts of Gibraltar to the Lieutenant

Governor on the loss of the Raven re

questing his recommendation of Cap

tain Layman to another appointment,

14. Proceeds to England—his letter

to the Secretary of the Admiralty on

his arrival, ib. Unsuccessful at the

Admiralty, 16. His suggestion to the

Admiralty for the supply of timber for

ship building, 89. et seq. His corres

pondence with Lord Melville on his

discovery ofa mode ofpreparing Forest

trees for immediate use, and increasing

the strength and duration of timber,

98. et seq.

Leaks in small Vessels, mode of prevent

ing them, 274-.

Leslie, Capt. David, his invention of a

new method of pumping ships, 187.

LETTERS, OFFICIAL, or JAMES, DUKE or

YORK, 47. 924-. 390. 400. 489.

on Stones, 74. 253. 495.

Letters to the Editor, “ from Albion," on

lmpressmeut, and the means of avoiding

the necessity of it, 25.

—— to the same, from “ Neptnnus,"

on the expediency ofbuildiug our ships

of war ofTealt or Mahogany, 28.

to the same, from “ A Friend to

 

 

Naval Merit," on the neglect of meri

torious naval oflicers, 29.

,-—- to the Right Honourable Lord

Viscount Melville, from “ Britannicus,"

on the present state of the navy, ‘19.

 

Letter to the Elitor, from “ Albion,"

on neglected merit, 35.

to the same, from “ Precursor,"

suggesting conditions of naval promo

tion, 86.

to the same, from “ J. C."

in reply to Alhion's charge against

Merchant-yard builders, 38.

.to the same, front “ (‘lericus,"

containing observations on the Naval

Asylum, 42.

-— to the Right Honorable Lord

Melville, from “ A British Ship-aner,

on the necessity of protecting the

British Trade against the South Ame

rican Cruisers, 44.

to the Editor, inclusing letter

from “ Voltaire and the Marechal

Due de Richelieu," on the case of

Admiral Byng, 45.

—_ to the same from “ N. A. G," in

reply to a suggestion of the Clerli of

the Weather Ottice, 86.

t0 the same, from “ Orion," on

the intended impo~ition of a duty on

North American Timber, 118.

-— to the same, from “ Nepturnts,”

on u change of titles in the British

navy, 119.

to the same, from “ A Friend

to Naval Merit," on the neglect of

flflan nfiicers, 1‘20. 1

——~ to the same, from “ Arion," on

the propriety of keeping faith with the

public creditors, in respect to the

funds, 121

to the same from “J.E.”requesting

information where the situation of the

ports ofOphir and Tarshish were, H5.

to the same, from “ Triton," on

the expediency of employing some

ships for the purpose of surveying our

coasts, Ste. Hi.

to the same, from “ Albion,"

in reply to J. C. 126.

to the same, from “ Alfred,”

suggesting improvements in the regth

ltttion ol' the Navy, 127. ‘

to the same, from “ A Friend to

Truth and Justice,” in reply to Cle

ricus, 1‘28.

to the lligllt llnn. Lord Melville,

from “ '1‘. Urquhart,“ on various sub

jects of regulation in the Navy, ISO.

——-- to the Editor, from “ Urion," on

the-qualification of lieutenants and

masters in the Royal Navy, 132.

to the same, flotn “ Gracehus,"

expressing a yvish for memoirs of First

Lords, 138.

-——- to the same, from “ Pactolus,"
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on the peace establishment of the

Davy, 134- ': l' -t

Letters to the some, “ inclnsing Admi

ralty circular to naval otlicers as to

particulars of service," 135.

to the same, from “ Tiphys," on

the preference of Falmouth to Fly

mouth, as a packet station, 194.

--— to the some, from “ Aritm," on

the benevolent character of Lord Rad

stock, 199.

to the same, from “ Orion," on

the propriety of encouraging the fishe

ries, as a means of employment for

our seamen, 201- > A

———- to the same, from “ Arion" on

pauperism, 201. .

~—— to the same, from “ Juvennl,"

Historical account of the rise of the

British Navy. &c 210, 284.

-—-— to the same, from “ A Friend

to Velour,” on the promotion of old

and meritorious otiiccrs, 213.

'-——— to Sir William Scott, from “ T.

Urquhart,” on our civil and marine

laws, 214-. .

lo the Editor, from “Nestor,” on

a fixed system of naval command, ‘215.

-——-- to the same, from “ A clerls ot'

the Weather Otiice," on the preference

of the army to the navy, in many in.

stances of, 316.

~—-- to the same, from“ Nestor," on

nevr navul' regulations, 219.

---— to the Right Hon. Earl Spencer,

from “ T. Urquhart," on the establish

ment of the Trinity House, 286.

—-~-— to the Editor, from “ Triton,"

stating an instance of tyrannical con

duct by an oflicer of the British Navy,

292. ' ‘

to the mute, from “ Albion,” on

the professional merits of Lold EX-l

mouth, and Sir S. Smith, 293. -

'-'——— to the Right Hon. Lord Melville,

from “ Nestor," on the state of the

British Navy, 295.

-—- to the same, from“ A Seaman."

on undue preferment from personal in

terest, ‘297.

——-—- to the same, from “ Vigilans,"

commending the exertions of Mr. Ur

quhart, for the interest of the navy,298.

to the same, from “ Albion,” on

naval charitable institutions, ii).

to the same, from “ Civitas

Eblana," on the exertions of Lieute

nant Sommerville at Dublin, upon the

subject of the gas-light bill, 209.

to the same, from “ J.- C."ion

the decay of our men of war, 301.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lt'ttcr to the same, from “T. H." giving

an account of the’ lannch of the Ur

well, lntlinmttn, 804. v

v to the some. from “ Alhion," on

Mr. Jnines's recent publication on the

late nmttl war with America, 307.

to the same, from “ Orion," on

the improvement ot'tmde, 811:. 309..

to the same. from“ Alfred," on

admittingstrangers [0 our Duck-yards,

6w. 310. . _ '

—— to the some from “ n Clerk of

theWenther-oflice," on the necessity of

political precitutinn,;3|2. T .

to the some, from “ J. H.300

the necessity of caution against ship

wreck, 309. . , '

tn the more, from “ A Friend to

Nnvnl Merit." on the promotion of

old oflicers, 871. t

to the same, from “ Q," on the

dry-rot in ships. inataneed in the King- -

fisher sloop, 370.

-_ to tho-satne,,frt\m “ Neptunus,”

recommending the building of our

ships of teak wood, 872- ~ - -

to the some, from " J. C."- in

reply to Arion, on the present, 873.

v to the Right Hon. “The Lords

Commissioners of the Admimlty’Hon

the claims of candidates for the ranlt of

purser, 376. .

to the Editor, from “ An Idler,"

respecting appointments of naval les

tzthlisbments. 378.

to the some, from “ Nestor"_ on

the death of the Princess Charlotte of

Wales. 880. . 4

-—-—- to the committee of the nociety

of Ship Owners, from 9‘ '1'. Urquhart,"

on the proceedings of a late general

meeting, 382. . "

to the Editor from “ Albion,”

with the Monumental inscription ofthe

late Captain Faulkner, (Ste. 454.

to the some. from “ Mentor," on

registering the claims for promotion of

naval oflicers, 455.

to the same, from “ Triton," on

retirement foroltl naval ofiicers, 456.

' to the same, from “ Nestor,"

suggesting film8~llllpr0Vl‘lllElll in our

Naval system, 451.

to the same, from “ Albion,"

on the preservation of our men of \\ ar

from a premature decay, 458.

to the same. from “ Neptunus,"

on naval improvements, 460.

to the same, from " Mentor," on

impressment, 462. - , _

—-- to the Right Hoo- Lord Mel
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ville, from “ Britannicus," on naval '

improvements, 463. o -

Letter to the Editor, from “ T.-H.” on

the apparent preference of the any to

the navy, 464.

-— to the same from “ Orion,‘ on

the necessity of preparing our ships

and men, to meet the Americans on

more equul terms, in the event of ano

ther war taking place with them, 465.

to the some, from “ A Friend to

Improvement," on the admeasu rcmcnt

ol'shipping, 469.

---- to the same, from "Thessaly"

including a letter from Mr. James

Ryder, 469.

to the Hydrogmpher, from

“ M. T. ~Weathrnll," containing .33.

tracts from the Blucher'alog, on her

passage from China, 64,

to the same, from “ James Hurl

burg, Esq.” inclosing a letter from an

Officer of the Alceste, pointing out the

rock on which that ship struck and was

lost, 187.

-——- to the some, from “ An Old Sta

ger,” on the subject of whirlwiuds or

water-spouts, Q20.

to the same, from “ James

Horsburph, Esq." with a copy of Mr.

Yeats's variation chart, 293.

to the some, from “ J. 11," on

whirlwinds or water-spouts, 325.

Life-boat, invented by Lieut. Thracltston,

360.

M.

Mscnnzna, Captain Kenna, Memoir

' of, 487. Birth place, and early incli

nation to the Naval service, 438. Serves

on board the Prince of Wales, flag ship

7

 

 

 

 

 

ot' thetlnte Sir- Henry Harvey, ib..

Wounded in the attack on Porto Rico,

ib. Promoted to the rank of Lieute

nant, and appointed to the Requiem

brig, 489. Distinguishes himselfin an

attack on an armament of French pri

vateers, ib. Removes to the Daphne,

ib. _llis active service in the Vigilant

Tender, ib. . Captures a French schoo

ner under the batteries of Trois Ri

i'iere‘s, 440. Appointed to the com

mand of‘his Prize, ib. Made Com

wonder at the peace ofAmiena, and

appointed to the“ Guachapin brig, ib.

Joins the expedition against. the

French Islands of St. Lucia, Tobago

and Surinum,ih. Otficial account of

the latter capture, ih. et seq. Ap

pointed to command the Pylndea, 4-18.

llis unfortunate encounter with the

Buonapnrte, ib. Dangerously wounded

in the action, ib. Made Post-Captain

 
and appointed to the Carysfort frigate,

444. Cont'oys a fleet of Antigua ships

to England, and receives thanks, and a

piece of plate from the Committee

at Lloyd’s, ib. Captures La Lntine.

French brig, \ib. Otiicial account at

the capture, ib. Returns to England,

445. Appointed to the Champion,

nndsoon after to the Venus, in'which

he serves to the end of the war, ib.

Magnetic Needle, Yeates's new invented

chart of the variation of the, 828.

Mannie Law. The case of the Louis

French Slave Ship, 499.

Marseilles, Cnutr and Description of

the road of, 9.48.

M ny, Mr. his shocking death by the bite

of a shark, 447. '

Mechanism, surprising instance of its

powerin raising the ship Kent for re

pairs, ‘22.

Medical Ofiicers of the Royal Navy, new

regulations respecting 'a fund for the

benefit of their widows, 415.

Merchants’ Haven,,Toulon, description

of, 41‘2

Mm BOROLOOICAL JOUBZHL, 83. 173.

259. 344. 4“. 507.

Montreal, distress of the, on her passage

to Quebec, 116.

N.

Navii. llisroxtr or flu: Pitcsnt'r st.

Bl. 170. 258- 34-0. 414- 50%.

--- LITERATURE. Jauns's Naval

Occurrences of the late War, between,

Great Britain and the United States of

America. 81c. 66-—-Bt.i\cxauan’s Trea

tise on Ship-building, &C- 237. 403.

Penn. The Welcome, 10.—A

1 True Bill, 11.-The Battle of Water

loo. in Latin and English Verse, 16!.

—On the Donth of an. unfortunate

Seaman, 945.—-Deacriptionol' a Cultr.

after a Storm, 46.-Extrnct from

Phrosyne. a Grecian Tale, by H. (l.

Knight, Esq. 247.—Lines addressed to

a Brother, written at sea. Q48--—On the

Death of HJLH. the Princess Char

lotte, 492.—All the People Mourning,

n Lament, 494.

NAUTICAL Auncoo'res sun Sanctions,

19. 118. 186. ‘269. 859- 446.

Navigation, improved mode of, , be

tween the Forth and Clyde, 278

Navy Pay ()fiice, report of, by the li

nnnce Committee. 391.

Needhum‘s Point, Barbadues, Vtaw and

Description of, 393.

Nelson's Pillar, at Yarmouth, account of

the laying of the first stone of, and in

scription on, ~146
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{\ile, account of the battle of the, by

Ditton, 474.

0.

Oak, Monmouthshire, extraordinary

of the, 306.

()hsequies, Funeral, of H. RJI. the

Princess Charlotte, 420.

Orwell, East Indiaman, launch of the,

304.

size

 , Lines on the, 304. 333.

Owhyhee, tradition relative to the death

of Captain Cook, preserved there, 360.

P

Pacific, extraordinary passage of the,

from New York to Liverpool, 25.
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231- 316. $97. 477'.—Retur|i of the
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dzc. 249.

Pencross Castle, VIEW and Description

of, 224.

Pier at Ramsgnte, account of its dimen

sions, Su‘. 58.

Pitcairn’s Island, account of, by Lieut.

Shillibur, 36!. '

Princess Charlotte August-1, account of

her Death and Funeral, 4-‘20.

Preference of the Army to the Navy con

sidered, 216.

Q.

.Quarter, old and new, into which Tou

lon is divided, account of the, 418.

Queen Charlotte, ship, its early state of

rottenness, an extrordinary instance of

the rapid decay of our ships of war,

96. et seq.

Quebec. distress of the Montreal, on her

passage to, 116.

R.

Rv-nnsgatc Pier, View and Description of,

5 l.

Regent, steam packet, destroyed by fire,

24. '

Regulations of the Royal Navy, as sanc

tioned lst January, 1817, by Order in

Council, l38.

Royal George, project of dissevering the

\\ reck of the, abandoned, 118.

Royal George yacht, launch of the, "3.

Report of the Committee on the national

flag of the United States, llb.

Rodney, Admiral, bombardment of Ha

vre de Grace by, 157.

 River Congo, extract from an account of

chlmlutc voyage to, l91. -

In, lieu, duc de, letter from the, to Ad

rnl Byng, 46.

Russian Empire, vnst extent of the, 114.

S.

Saunders, Sir Charles, the first patron of

the late Admiral Sir Thomas Trou

hridge. 356. '

Shark, legal evidence extracted from the

mouth of a dead one, 359.

Ship-building, Mr. Blackburn’s Treatise

on reviewed, 237

Ships, excellent method of Pumping

them, invented by Captain Leslie, 187.

Shipwrecks. 54.157. 874. 'l8l.

STATE PAPER. Proclamation p ohihit

ing the natural-horn subjects of his

Britannic Majesty from serving iii the

South American War, 471.

Strength, comparative, of the American

and British ships, in the late war, 68.

Somerville, Lieutenant. instance of hu

mane conduct of, 199. '

’I‘.

Toulon, Cuntr of the llarhotir, and de

scriptionol‘ the city of, 418.

Transport, the Francis Charlotte, wreck

of, 64-.

Trial of a Life-boat, invented by Lien

tenent Thackstnn, 360. v -

Troubridge, the late Admiral Sir Thomas,

Addenda to the Memoir of, 356. -

Taounmuor, Sir Tnouas, Bart. Ad

denda to his Memoir, 356. His birth

place and family, ib. Patronage of

Sir Charles Saunders, h0w obtained,

ib. Placed as Midshipman in the Sea

horse, 351. His gallantry in an action

with the French frigate Sartine, ib.

llis conduct represented to Sir Edward

Hughes, by Captain Furmer,ib. Re

ceited by Sir Edward into his flag chip,

and becomes his noting Captain, ib.

Returns to England in command of

afrigate, ib. Passes his examination,

and is reduced to tht' rank of Midship

man, ib. Rejoins his patron, and re

stored to his former rank, in which he

is confirmed, ili. Enters the service of

Portugal, ilr. Raised to the Rank of

Rear-Admiral in that service, ib. He

turns to the service ot‘liis country, ib.

Subsequently honoured with the dignity

of a Baronet, and Lord Commissioner

of the Admiralty, ib. Captured in the

Castor frigate by the squadron of Ad
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though highly probable fate, 31.8.

Tnla, an attempt to raise cool as project.
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' APPENDIX.

 

331], I.

' HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE B ITISH NAVY,

- . mom 1793 TO 11111 no or 1814.

 

[IT having been suggested, that the printing the Historical Account of the British

Navy in the form of an Appendix, 'nnd also that the head: of the subject, 1f

more distinctly arranged, would be more agreeable to the eye, and more clear

to the undezstanding of the render, we have, in compliance with those suggee

tions, rte-commenced the article under a corresponding form—The ref encaa 0

ml. and page are to the 3131111111 Gb'cunit'lr]

 

ATLAS, 98, Built at Chadian: 1781: length of gun-deck 177 feel incheg, 145 feet 8%

inches; breadth, so feetainches; deptho hold,“ feet; tons,1950.

Edmund Dodd, 1"95.

Matthew Squire, hlarch, 1797.

Shuldham Pcurd, January, 1799.

TheophilurJones, April, 17 . a

WilliamJohnmne Hope, ay, 1303. . .

Reduced 180211074 Samuel l’ in (acting), July, 1804.

- William town, 180;. In Sir J. Duckworth's action, Feb. 1806.

See Superb, and vol. xv. .1154. Present at the capture pl l'Altx

' andre, 84, l'Jupiter, 74, e Brave, 7 ; and the destruction of the

l'lmperial, 120, and the Diomedc,

Ladme's Sluggers, January, 808.

mlra urvls, ' -

James Sanders, Pul’ 1808'

' _ James Sanders, une, 1809.

ALEXAN ER,80. (R) Takenby Superb, Feb. 6, 1806. See Superb, vol. an. 9. 1-54.

AJAX, 30, Built at Randall's Yard, Roth-:rhithe, 17 .

amcs Hawkins Whirshtd, uary, I798.

ohn Holloway, June, 1798. ~

10:11 l'zglgcnham, July, 1798.

o n s om, April, 1799.

Hon. 'Alexander Forrester Cochrane. May, 1700. Captured 9th

January, 12120. the Avantageux, tench privateer.

John Bradhy, March, 1301..

Lord Garlies, June, 1804. _

Christopher L1.ocbc' (acting), March, 180;. __ '

William Brown, May, 180%;s In Sir lCaHer'wacnon, aid 1“er

180;. See Prince of Wa , and VOLIiII- p. 163 and 168; prescnt

at the capture of San Rafael, 84, and l: Finne,

Lieutenant John Pilford acting), October, 180 .7 n Loldeelson’s

action of! Trafalgar, ( ember 21, 180; ;. see .c , andvoLQv

.407, 422, 4.29, and 433; present at the capture of the any

- , i o, Achillc, 7.1,, Swimure, 74, Fougeux, 74, lndomptable,_~74,

' Berwick, 7a,, Algle, 74, lntreyide, 74, Rudoubtahlt, 74, Algezma,

fl, Bahama, 7 San “defame, 74, San Juan Nepomucmo, a,

' 0111mm, 74, _ rancisco dc Axis, 7.1, El Raye, loo, Neptune, I

311111111111, 1807, by ’Sau' Augustin, 74, Santissima Trinidada. 14o, Argonauta, 74.

accident. Hon. Henry Blackwood, January, 1806. See vol. ii. p. 32°; Court

martial, Vol. xvii. p. .

AJAX (2d), 4, Builthy Wells, Blacluvall, May, 1809; length ofgun-deck, 176 feet, ginches'

7 ' ‘ .' keel,14-46fect, “inches; breadth, 47 feet, gulches; depth,‘1.1fen;

tom, 17 l- .

_ Robert Waller Ounay,‘ June, 1 ; vol. xxiv. p 419.‘ Destroyed,“

compan With-Kent, Cambria , Sparrowhawk, and Minstrel, a

French etch (nme unknown}, 14.51105, 60 men; 1. beer, 3guns

each, and 30 men; vol. xxv. p. 155; Captured ln companv wnh the

> vUnite, the Dromedaire, French frxgate-huilt ship, vol. xxv. p. 427.

amcsBrisbane, April, 1811.1 '

' Robert Laurie, October, 1811.

Robert Waller Otway, June, 1813. Captured l'Alcyon, French

national brig, 16gunl, no mom-vol. 16 . p. 348,

_ ~ George Mundy, October, 1314. ;

[3. G. Vol. XXVHIJ ‘ "
.0
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JYIINDIX. '

MERCR 2,7 7. Taken April :7, 1809, by Neptune, Pompce, Castor, Latona,

(--—-- nine, Hautpou t.) Recruit, and Hazard - see vol. xxi, p. 4;; She id: very beautitl

_ chip, the cell: of her lower-deck port are 6 feet 2 inches from the

water's ml e, being a greater height than any other ship in the navy;

tons, :20 ; vol. xxiv. p. 103.

Charles. apier, June, 1809.

John Richardq, September, 1809.

~,Cormm'niore William Charles Pahie, December, 1809. Destroyed,

‘- 4 :8rh December, 1800, in compan with die Pompee, Sceptre,

‘ Ali'red, Alcmeno, Blonde, hrlcn, nil, Castor, "a, Pulmck,

T _, ~- Observatetu', Cy§nen ngdove, and Hazard, the Loire, 40, and
o.x1_riii.p.1683nd43l- "H'

ll.5eiue, 40; v

o

ABDUKIR 74 F. Taken August Ist, 1 by Van ard - v01- i. p. and(lirl'nxgrlyY Aauiloh.) Them" Bowen,7 g“ ’ M 84.

mien up.

~ ABOUKI R, (2d), 7 . Builtat Brindley’s, Frindshury, in 1308.

George Cockburn, March, 1808.

Percy Frazer, Aquil, I808. _

George Parker, , ay, 1808. v ' ' ' '

Nor-horn Thomson, September, 18!}. Captured at Genoa, Avril 18,

a 1814, in company with Am'erica, Caledonia, Edinburgh, Boyne,

Union, Prince of Wales, Pembroke. Bcrwle, Curacoa, Rain

bow, Pylndcl, lphigenizt~ Fuficuse, Ccphalus, and Swallow the

Briliianl, 74, Coureur, I8, Renard, 18, Sphynx, 13, and ‘nd -

_. mien, 16; and a 74 unnamed on the stocks; vol. xxxi. p. 502.

s

ACHILLES, 74. Built at Cleverley’a, Gravesend, in 1793; length of gun-deck,- 18:. fr,

_ ,; ~ .- aim; keel, 149m 9in.; breadth, 49 in; depth, aft. 10 in.;‘

tons, 19 .

Hon. l-lenry Edwin Stanhope, June, 798.

George Murray,'April, 179?.

Edward Buller, January, I or.

James Wallis (acting), November, :8“. '

Edward Buller, january, 1802.

Iohn Okes Hardy, Ma, , 1807..

Richard Kine April, I 05. In Lord Nelson's action 06‘ Trafalgar,

first Get. I 0;. See Victory, and vol. xiv. p. 407, in, 429, and

3. Present at the capture of to nail of the line- ‘ee Ajax

retory. _

Aiskew'Pafl'ard Hollis, February, l3". Captured, in company with

the_§erl>erue, l7th July, l8lz, twalvc sail of Trabaccoloes; vol.

xxvur. p. 345

. V Dunda; (acting), May, 18".

. -Aiskew Pafiard Hollis, July, [312. Caplured, in company with the

Milford, 4spil of vessels; vvolnrxx. p 239.

'l'llm

““'~' AGINCOURT, 64. Built at Perry's Yard, Blackwell, in 1796- length of n-deck, 172 ft.

. (now‘BrismlJ A 3in.: k_eel, 144%; breadth,43 ft. ; depth, 19ft. 311.3 tom,l4l6.

John Williamson, October, 1796. In Lord Duncan's aenonofl"Cam.

perdown, Qctpher n, 1797. Present at the cagiure of 9 nil of ihe

- line and z fngam- See Venerable, and van". p.107. Court

. n 1 ' Martial, vol. xxvl. p. 9. ' ‘

John‘Lavgord, ennarywl 7138.

jxlglrnalligh rlham a egrave, March, "98'

.. :' ' Admirul'Charlee Morice Pole,
‘- ' Geor e Frederick Ryvee, MIY' 189°“

- ‘ Charles Marsh Schomber§g May, 1883. .

.,‘- ‘ " Thomas Bri gs, March, 1-04.

:5 Roberel'le enon, June, 1806.

William Kent, November, 1808.

AGINCOUR'1‘(2d), 74, Laid down in the King’s Yard, Plymouth, I812.

ALBION 'd 7 . Ball at Perry's Yard, Blackwell in 1802;
. ' (3 L 4 John Perrier, Novunber, woe. Ca red M. 10, 1803, in com

pany with the Minotaur and Thu erer, the ancane frigate, 44

guns, rlljurnenil vol. ix. info: 24:): January, 1364, in company

t e

 

_- with Sceptre, Clariua reach yrivarecr, 12 guns, :57 [run ;

. - Ago], xii.s p. 130. ‘

mira numarcz
‘ ‘ gohn Frrrier . glmum’ 1803'

ohn Ferris March, r8|3.

Admiral Coekbum
um,“ Bun“ Hodge Ms, g Mueh,18x+-Vol. xniin434.

A. ~

  



_Rec0mmissionedby same Alexander John Ball, Janua , 1.797.

"',

1%

APPEND"!I.

ALBION, 6°. mm 1763. William 'smu, 1194. - e." - , ' ' ,. e1

~ Thomas Hamilton, 17966 _ _ _ -

. " - - Henry Savage, 1797. rocked ll] the dem, April 21, r 97.

ALBION (1d), 10, armed ship. Purchased in 1798. \
fimflig’vll‘fi' c Rdb 1h Mme h

a”... nu I799. aptu 7 ,© . m; . f“

_vateer, Marcli, 1300; voL iv. 9. 337. ' ,

ALBION, (attterhired.) Lieutenant Mayson Wright, June, 1303- Clpnlred June 24, 1805,

. ' the'Mareugo, French pnvaleer, 6 guns, :0 men; vol. 1. p. 75. _

AL'ClDE .- Built at De tford r . Len of gun-deck 168 fr.~ keel r ft. 1 ' ,, 74— lfreadth, lOll'lihdepth, 1}! ft. i’oinq trim, 165.5.” ‘m '

goknotinzelei _.

ornm ore mace

1%“?15' _ ' gFelmiary, 1794.

A ir: - lune

~Thomu Revell Sheiren, $1“. ‘794

Sir Thomas Byard, August, 1794.

Admiral Philip Cosby, ()LlObCl', I794.

ALEXANDER 74. Built at De tl'orrl I778. Length ofgun-deelt I69 ft.- keel 1 SR.‘ ' I v 5}ln.;pbread'th,46ft. uin.; depth, 20 ’; tons, i r. , 3

'_ Thomas West, I , 1793,

Richard Rodney Bligh, M V r Taken b{ Admiral Neuilly'a

-squadron of; sail ot the hue, 3 Irlgates, and a rtg, Nov 6, "794;

vol. xiii. p. 426. Court Martial, . . nu. p. 429. Retake by

Lord Bridporr. See Royal George, and vol. 1. p. :78.

In Lord Nclicll') action of

name. the Nile. Soc Vanguard, vol. 1. p. “and 6:. Present at the cap

' . ture arm sailof the line, An st m, 1798.

Lieutenant Willisu Harrington acting), February, #800. Captured

18.1: February, I800, in company Audacious, ‘Foudroyant,

Northumbcrlaod, Lion, n C one, Phaeton, Success,

inorca, and El Corm, c.6mereux, 7.1, Admiral Perrée;

vol. 111. p. 401..

Broke up. ' ‘ Manley Duon, February, 18M. - - ~ , . -

ALFRED, . Built at Chatham in I778. Len h of‘gun-deck, i6g h. - keel, I38 ft. in.;

74 breadth, 47 ft. zin ; epth, mftL; tons, r63i. 5*

John Bazeley, Fe'bruarY‘, I793. lu Lo'rd h action ofut une,

’ ‘ 1794. See- den C arlotte. Present at the capture of le um,

Bo, le Sans areil, 80,1’Ar'uerique, 74, l'Achille, 74, Northqu

berland, 74, Vcngcur, 74., l'lmpemeux, 74; vo!. i. p. 18; voLili.

' p. 2,2. I _

' Thomas Drury, December, 179;, "Captured la Favorite, 22., March

5, 1796, and la Renommée, 44, uly lo, 17 ._ _

. Thomas Tony, January, I '. uptumd la ctpuoo, zo nuuarfr,

'0‘, 1795!, 1e kenconu-e, Frenc priv. 6 gins, Feb. 16, 1793. ‘aptured,

IDth Demnber, I797, la Decidée, . piiv. lOgunI.

> gohn Bligh, April, 1807.

' uh“ I s F he? sum be

la Loire, 4.0, a eine, 4o, rem: _ | , l ecem r, 1 .

. .- See Abercrombie, and yol.xxiii. p. l . 809

Broke up 1811.. Joshua Sidney Horton, August“, 18“.

AMERlCA, 64. Built at Depttord m 1777.- Length of gun-deck, rggt't. 6in.; keel, rgrfe.

21m; tour, 1370. _ v

Commodore John Blankett, é April, 179;. Present at the surrender

' I of, theCape of Good Ho , 18th

August, 1795, to Lord Keith See itlouarcb, and the allowing

ehlps belongtn no the Dutch: Dordrechr, 66 guns, 370 men,

Rear-admiral ~ucu, Revolution, 66, .Admirnl'l‘romp, 4, C1,.

(or, 44, Braave, 4o, Bellona, 28, 5mm, 26, Havik, r ; v91, x.

,’.,_

 

Takm‘r'n 1794..

Retakevn :33 June, 179;.

  

 

p. g and 20. l v v‘

Commodore I . Blankett, P X 6

I‘dward Bullcr, 5 ' 79 -

John Smith, . ,11798. One ofAdmiral Milehcll'e fleet; Aug,
 

3o, __|790. Present at the surrender of the Dutch fieet—Washm _

mn, Admiral Story, 74, Gueklerland,68, Admiral De Ru ter, 6%,

Ccrberuskbc,‘ Utrecht, 68,‘ Leydcn, fi'jeeehermn,é4, atlvicr'

4,, Amphizrite, 4, Mars, 44, Ambuscade, 32, alalhel, 16,

rwachten, 66,‘ evederschop 54,, Hector, 44, Duifl‘ee, 44, E1.

edition, 44, Constitution 54, Belle nroinette, 44, Unic, 44,

elder, 351., Pollock, 24, Minerva, :4, Venus, :4, Alarm, :4.

Capture; Au e, 1798, the Hussar, French privateer, 14 gum.

See Isis, an vol. ii. p. 349, 616,'4nd Q19. A-ground, and no;

in the line. > -, ~'

_ Joseph Biugharn, Feb. 1800. ~

Admiral _S|rWilliam Parke“; April, 1800. Court Martial, Vol. v.

Lost‘by running on shore Jueph Bmgham, p. 2?, in: running her on shore on

at: West ladies. the ornugu.

Owlcy Watson, March, 18o9. Present at the destruction of"



———— Q_,v ~v__”‘p._‘ v
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AMERICA (1.1), 74. Built n Wells'sYa'rd, Blackwa‘il, 1859f ‘ ‘- ' \ .

'llliomasUt-her May, 1811. ' .

_- _' ' Josias Rowley, “1", 18th - Sec vol. miii. p. 161 ; vol. niti. p. 16!;

Captured at Genom‘April ‘8, 1814, two 741m: ships, lour ill-gun

:loops; see Aboultir, and vol. mi. p. 50¢, 504.

ANSON, ‘41 Built at Plymouth in 1781. I

Ditto, 44. Reduced in 17?; from 1164. ‘ 1 ‘

. Phi ip Charlel Durham, Agil, 1794- Caitcured, l9th October,

1797,-in company with oadicca, the phyr, French priv.
8 guns;' 17th Nov. in comEany with Boadicea,v the Railleur,

French priv. 1.0 'guns; 8th Fe . 1798, the Jason, French priv. 1:.

guns; in vcompany with Phaeton, la More, French frigate, 36

115, Sept. 8, 1798; Daphne, 20, Dec. 1.3, 1797; la Loire, 44,

ct. 18, 1793; in company with Ethalion, le Boulonnois priv.

14Egum, 70 men, Feb. 2, 1799; vol. i. p. 414; vol iii. p. 41;

1’ mile, l8 guns, in company with la Poincne, Artois, and

Galatea; vol. iii..p. 350, and 356; la Vainqueur, 4 guns, 27 April,

1800; le Hardi pnv. 18 guns, and 19.; men, 1.9 Ayril,1$00; vol. iii.

p. 498; vol. iv. p. 237 - 29th June, 1800, the Gibraltar, Spanish

privateer, 10 guns, and éalvador, 10 guns, in company with Con

stance; 51 Aug. 1798, in company with Phaeton, le Mercure,

French priv. 18 ns. '

William Edward racraft, January, 1301.

Charles Lydiard, December, 18o5. In Company with the Arethusa,

captured la Pomona, Spanish frigate, 38 guns, 3 7 men, Aug. 23,

1806, and 4a. gun-boats; vol. xvi. p. 504. 11 company with

Arethusa, Lntona, and Fisguard, captured the Island oi Curaioa,

lst Ianuary, 1807, and Haulaar, Dutch frigate, 36 guns, Surinam,

Dutch sloop of war, 1.1. guns, and 1 schooner; ; vol. xvii. p. 169;

vol. xix. p. 447, 55, and 45a. Coutt Martial, vol. xxix. p. 83.

ANSON {14), 74. Builtin 1812. . . .

ARMADJA, 75. Built in 1810, at Blackburn's, Turnchapel, ne'ar Plymouth. lsengtlr 6T

gun—deck, 176l't. ; keel, 1.1511. ; breadth,4711. bin. ; depth, 21 {(4

tons 1741. " ‘ ' '

Adam'M‘Kenzie, August, 1810'. 1

Charles Grant, January, 1311. Vol. xxx; p. 260; vol. mi. [1. 168;

vol. xxxii. p. 160.

ARVE PRINCEN, Danieh 74. Taken by Prince Wales, at Copenhagen, September 7, 1307.

See vol. xviii. p. 247 and 252.

Lieutenant James Fuller,

Wrecked a7th Dee. 1807,

in Mount's Bay.

 
, 1813.‘ Aprison-ship.

ARROGANT, 74. Built atHarwich 1761. Length of_gun-deck 168 ft. 3in.; keel 138 ft.;

breadth 47 ft. in.; depth 19tt.9in.; tons 164.1.

. . James Hawkins .hnshcd, 1793. '

Richard Lucas, April 1795. Present at the surrender of the Cape

of Good _Hope, 181h Aubsust 1795, to Lord Keith. See Monarch

and America, vol. 1. p. .

Edward Pakenham, March 1798. - . ‘ ~ ‘

Edward Dlivcr Osborn, June 1798. Captured August 1800, in com;

any with the Orpheus, l'Uni privateer, 2. uns; Hartofi‘ de

runswuck, Dutch armed ship, 31> sung; 601p tin, Dutch armed

brig, 14 gum, 65 men ; Dutch brig, 'namc unknown, 16 guns;

vol. v. p.131. :48. and 2.19. _

ASIA, 64. Built at Portsmouth 17 . Length of gun-deck 15811.; keel 129k. 01111.,

breadth 44 t. him; depth 131:. 10in.; ton: I364.

_ _ , John Brown, March .793. Vol. 11. p. 462.

ohn_M‘Do all, October 179.}.

Admiral T nngle, £1“: 179‘.

Broke up It Bombay

in 1803.

Rtébert lldarrny, szJ 1. .

A mira andqalt, _

Robert Murray 0‘09"" '798'

Broke up in I804. John Dawson, 31111: $01.

[To-be continuedJ
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HISTORICAL ACCOUNTIIOjF BRITISH NAVY,

rao'u I793 310“ 111'!" 1:1}11'61 1314.

[The references bf 1'61. and pagegare' to the 53$th Qbrnnier

n i '1 1 i: min-l

*—

ASXA (11), 14. Built in is". ‘
ghn William Spran er, February 1811.

eorge Scott, Mart 1812. 1. .

altegandgr Sheppard, August 1812.

13: cottAdmiral William Brown 5°P‘cmb" “‘3'

Richard Harrison Pearson, December 1813.

v John Wainwright, January 1812;.

_ Philip Somerville, July 1814. apturcd American ship Cora, 4 guns,

1st]uly 1814; vol. xxxii. p. 4 5. .__, i

A miral Sir Alexander Cochrane gAugu“ ‘8“. VOL mm. W SOB.

  

Alexander Skene

w ASSlSTANCE, 50. Built at Liverpool 1781. Length of gut-deck 146 ft.; keel Ugh.

I -l‘ ‘1 '12 ~ 9111.;10115 1053. . \n, : _

_ Nathan Brunton, June 1793.

Henry Mowatt, January 1797.

John Okes Hardy, December 1798.

_ ' Hall, September 1800.

:vfgckxedmzeiknrakltrk’;Richard Lee, January-1801i vol. vii. p. 357.

ASSISTANCE“ =1) ‘ ' ' '
{firmed-y Rnybl . S“ :3“ D

q. ""' " "“ “Liz‘s” 3'4“ m September 1807.

a Robert Mends, September 1813;

AUDACIOUS, 74. Built on the Thameg 1 5;. Length of -declt,_168 feet, 2 inchqu

- , a . . I ..keel, 137fee19111c e1;breacl1h,,;7v 11 111.; depth, 1911111 111.;

| tons,v 161.4. ~ , . I. .l _

5. William Parker, Febmargey . In Lorri Howe'l acnon of 28111

,, and mm May-1794, . _ h ueen Charlotte. Captured the Revo

lution'naire, no guns, May , hrezaken b >§d1niral Neuilly's

“11112;”, Maij; 11914.], 3.1 and 26; :11 111p. 1653 1101. iv

P- 3 -

Alexander Hood, July 1794. _

Davidge Gould, .1797. In Lord Nelm's_acuon oftheNile,

1 st August ‘17 86 present at the gapnire of 10 ml of the line. See

Alexan er- an‘ “$11111, vol, 1'11; 44 211661. ’ Captured‘ 181h

Afehnialrl 1:21,. 511.2 ,enereui,“7 1 See Alexander, vol. iii. 11. 40:.

mm 1 e1 - ~_ v”
David e 0.111 1 i411“ '8°°- f' \- i 4- I 1'

Hon. enry Curzon,'.\' 1i1‘18o1, '

, Erlw'arclsv (acring,, May 1801. '

' Sir Ro'ber‘t Barlow, ]u11e‘1$e'1. »' i

Shuldham Peard, Junel 1801. In Sir James Saumarez' actionwith

' the French fleet, 51 July 1801 ; vol. vi. p. 110 and 146; and in

'Sir ]. Snumuez' actie'n, 13111 July. Present at the capture of San

, vAntonio, (French' 71‘ - Vol. vi. p. 148 and 194.

gohn Lawford, June 1 0;. i ‘ 1 -

ohn Lnrmour', JanuzrélQoQ. '

j. Thomas Le Mai-chant ocelin, April 1806.

. tDOflald Carng'oell, March 1310. I;

“a. ADMIRAL DEVRIES, 68 (antchJ Taken by Venerable, (jet. 11, 1797. See Venerable,

' v0. . . 107. - -Charle;v\VPilliam Paterson, April|79 ."

John Wight, December 1798. I '

c _ .

U13. 6. Vol. XXXVHXJ
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APPEan X.

AFRlCA, 64. Built on the Thames 1781. Length of _n-dcck 160 ft. 10; lteelnlgl't. gin. ;'

Broke Up in 1813.

AGAMEMNON, 64. Built at Bucklcnhard, 1781.

1'..

I
., ..

’- 1.1 .1

. \t . -

I 051 in Maldonado Bay,

River Plate, May 1809.

ARDBNT, 64. Builtst Buasledon, 1782. Length of n-deck, 160 ft. 8 in. ; keel 131 ft. 11111.,

IBlown up in 17
all the crew losgtf'

breadth 1't.9in., depth! it. tin.; tons 42.

Roddam ome, Februaiy 1793.

Licut. ]. Bryant, September 1792. _

Henry Digby,-]uly 1805. In on! Nelson's action of Trafalgar,

21st October 1805; present at the capture of so sail of the line.

See Ajax and Victory, vol. xiv. p. 407, 42.2, 455, 461, M484 ;

vol. xv. p. 203.

{arms Ross Farquharson, January 1806.

sue Wolley, February 1806.

Henry William Baynturi, June 1307.

John Barrett, Febnrsry 181:8.

Lot'ms Otway Bland, April 1809.

Thomas Dundas, Oct. m2. _ ‘ _

George Frederick Ryvcs, pr111810. Destroyed Danish privateer,

vol. xxiv. p. 42.8.

Stair Dou las, April 1810.

Thomas alter, Oct. 1810. ‘

John Sumam Carden, Oct. 1810. _ _

Admiral Sawyer Nov. 18w. Captured American schooner Levvis,

John Bastard 6 guns, 14th August 1817. ; vol. xxviii. p 258.

Length of gun-deck 16oft. zin. ; keel

1311t. toin.; breadth 41ft. 51n.; depth 18 ft. 11 in. ; tons 1384.

Horatio Nelson, February 1713 ; vol. ii. p In Lord Hotham's

action, March 14, 1795. resent at the capture of the Ca Ira, Bo,

Censeur, 74. Sec Brltilnnil ,- vol. v. p. 303 ; vol. '11:. p. 51. Pre

sent at the capture of L'Alcide, 74, _by Lord Hotham's eet, 13th

july 1795 ; vol. ix. p. 3471; vol. xxvit. p. 34; vol. xix p. 364. Cap

tured, in company With lnconstant, Meleagar, Southampton,

Ariadne, Tartar, and Speedy, L21 Rcsolue, to, La Republique, 6,

La Constitution, 5, La Vigilante, 6, in 1795, in the bay of

Alassio, August 16th. April 1796, a French rivatcer, gguno.

Robert Dcvreux Fancourt. January 1797. In Eor'd Nelson's action

06‘ Copenhagen, it! March 1801. Present at the destruction of the

Danish fleet. See Elephant, voL v. p. 35:: - vol. xiv. p. 391.

John Harvey, 1804. In Sir Robert, aldcr's action, July 22,

1805; present at the capture of San Rafael, 84, El Forums, 74.

- See Prince Wales; vol. xiv. p. 167.; vol. xvii. p. 10 .

Sir Edward Berry, Se ternber 1805. Present in Lord 'elson's action

of Trafalgar, 21st ( ctobcr 1805. Present at the capture of to sail

of the line. See Victory; vol. xiv. p. 410; vol. xv. p. 184. Pro.

sent in Sir John Duckworth's action, 61h Feb. 1806, at the ca titre

of 5 tail of the line; see Superb, vol. xv. p. 3 4. Captur , in

company with Heurrux, March 30, 18o6, the amt: Eriiouf, 16

guns, 11; Men- vol. xv. p. 432. Captured, in companv with

Carysfort, the French national brig La Latone, 18 guns; vol. xv.

P- 3 -

Jana: fiesc, September 1806.

 

19ft. 45in; tons 1397.ea th441't.7§1n.; dep

M 1794. Blown up in 1794, all the crew lost;R. . Sutton,

vol. 11x. [1. 442.

 

ARDENT (2d), 64. Built in 1796, at Pitcher‘s Yard, Northflect. Length of gun-deck,

_Ifiot't. - heel I it. ; breadth ft. ; depth 17 ft. in. ; tons 1496.

Richard llundle urgess, Scptem er 1796. 111 Lord Duncan's action,

11th October 1797. Present at the capture of 9sail of the line, 2

' frigates; see Venerable, vol. iv. . 107.

Thomas Bertie, November 1797. in Admiral Mitchell's fleet at the

surrender of the Dutch fleet, goth August 1799, ten sail of the line,

fourteen frigatcs, Isloop; src lsis, voll ii. p. 349, 616, and 619.

II Lord Nelson's _action or? Copenhag-ii, 21! Marc 18ol. 11

scnt at the destruction oi the Danish fleet; see Elephant, vol. Y

Adp. gjtlnsyokli v5. 113.0,kand 202..

mira it y e at L!
Thomas Bertie if‘bmuy '8‘,"

George M‘Kinley, June 1 I. “

William Nowell, August 1801.

thlter‘ti \Vlhlhtopi; l\ Jl’ljh 130}. Destroyed 29th November 1805,

.s .iyonnaise mic 11'1"“: '2 11s zoo men-t 1'01. xi. 1'2.
but; Wollcy, May 1804. b , a w , , P‘ )

~



v,

' ‘ ' ‘1

'Arrimnix'.

Admiral Lord Keith Fcbmay 18°s_

Geor e Eyre, July 1806. ,

Rosfihnelly, S ptcmber 1806. Present at the capture of Monte

video and La aula, 27., El Fucrte, 7.8 La Heros, 2,0, 1,0; Dower,

Io, IA Fan, to, Jolly'l'ar, 14, kc. §ee Dndem, vol.xvii. 9.3.“.

Edward H. Chaniberlayne, May 1307.

“:iilliam Svtan: l’mltinson, Febiuary 1308.

A mini at on ~
George Miller Bligh £0‘mbcr ‘898'

Robert Huiieyman, April 1309- -

George Bell, June 1810..

John Cockct, March 181;.

Sir William Burnaby, July 1314.

 

ARCONAUT, 64, (E) 'l‘akeln by Lord Hood in the Mom Passage, West Indies, 191}:

. r1tormerlyjason. A11 1782. ‘

Alexander John Ball, 179;. Captured L'Esperance, French ton

vette, 27. 1111:, January 8, 179;.

Lieutenant hilip Hue, March 1797.

Lieutenant James James, July 130;

 

ATHENXENNE, 6.}, (Maltece). Taken by Northutriberlrind in 1800.

, Sir Thomas Livingstone, une 1801. '

Francis Fayerman, March 1804.

John Giiiiird, October 180;.

Edward liellowes, August 1806.

Wrecked @ctober1806, Robert Rayiisiord, October 1806. Wrecked Zoth Ottober 1306, on

on the Esquerques. the Esquerques: vol. xvi. p. 493 ; xvii. p. 57.

\ ABE RGAVENNY, 54. pert-113.1179;

Edward Tyrrcl Smith, June 1795.

john Cochet, March 1797

, Siniuel Peter Foster, September 1798 : vol. ii. 9.66.

Christovher Liroche, March 1800.

‘ 7.11' _ Robert Mend, August 1800.

"‘r ‘ -‘ Admiral lonl Hugh Seymourg August 1809‘

  

“ Henry Vansittart, May 1801.

Broke up in 1801. Thosz New (acting), junc 1801.

'- ALKMAAR, 54, (Dutch) Taken by Venerable, October 11, 1797: voL iv. p. 147.

. . George Bifidon, April 171,8. _

Admiral ollowav _
Thomas %3nl¢5 Maling g can,“ 1860'

Admiral homas Totty _
Thomas James Maling é-lmuuiry '8“

Richard Poulilen. March 1301.

William Green, September 18oz.

John Davie, Juiy 18o5.

"'- ADAMANT, 50. Built at Liverponl1779. Length of gun-deck, 146 ft. 3 in.; keel, 11:. it.;

breadth, 401:. 9i11.; depth, 17:2. 75 1.1., tons, 1060.

William Beiitiiiclt, April 1793.

Heiiry17‘listcrrr: Dzrbv, lune 1794.

Henry Warre, November 1796.

William Hotliam, March 17 6. in Loni Duncan's action, trili

Outobcr 17 7. Present at 1 ie capture 01 g tail of the line, 7. frigaitu.

See Venera le, vol. iv. p. 107. Degrojnd. in company With Tr;

meiidous, 11th December 1807., Lu Prciieuse, l'rcnuh frigate, .1;

guns, ()0 men; vol. iii. p.502; viii. 31; ii:-:vi. p. 1 '.

George urltoii, July 18.4. Capiuch, in u .-_ur.y \i'ith inflezihlc,

April I3, 180;, L'Alcrt privatet-i', 4 guns, 3:.ineii: \‘Oi-Xlll, p.406.

John Stiles, October 1805. Captured May 10, 1306, Neusira Senora

tle los Dolores, or 121 Reparadora, 30 guns, 315 men; vol. :11.

p. 17 .

Micaiaii Malbon, October 13:7.

John Sykes, jun: 1309.

Mattwa Buckle, August 1810.

  

ANTELOPE, 50. Built at King's Yard, Sheerness, 1801. Length of gun-deck, tte feet,

keel 123 ft.8$ in. breadth;1 t't, depth 17 ll. 3m. tons 11.16.

Sir William Sydney Smith, March 130;. May 1;", 150.1. in Juliet.

With the BUUlUéllt‘ flotilla; 1101. xii. p. 74.



 

' Ah, mx.
- ' .z':'r~" - A

Lord Will'am Stuart, June r804.

Admiral Domct 3" lg ' -
Hurry Buzelcy (acting) u y 0-4' _ _

Sir Home Riggs ,Pophm,.-October 1804. In acnon anh the

Home 11: flotilla, Deoe'mher lo, 894'; vol. xii. 11.133

.Robert hmpin, December 1804.. -

. Hem-y Bazeley, August 1805.

' ngqrd‘iixlnray, Decemberzgofi ‘

mm! 0 OVVZY '

DonqldeLeod 5”“? 13°?

, ‘ ’ ' .- _ in T. uckwortth-Qm mic.

‘ ' \' Richard Dalling Dunn, July Isle.

amcs Carpenter, Dccamber :810.

11qu White, (2d). (acting) February 18m.

fistfgrpegter 18:2. _

1 rr . ' ‘ - '
Edward Hawker a Dec“ ‘slz' _

Samuel-Butcher, January 13l3. Captuer 061011" 1', '8l3v‘Dath

rlv._Kera aner, I gun, 14mg; vol. xxu. p. 51 ; Damn; pnv

’leonara, lbguns, and alu er, LgthAOct. 18!; ;'-vol. 5F

Danisb vgsgl,‘z€;r8,15tl)_ m, 133 val-m- P- 5‘?“ “Ph

, vessel, 1 turn, 30! ct. 1313;. vol. not. y. ya. Court mamal,

. _vol. xxxiti. 13.319. -'~. ' " ' '

ACKBAR, go. Built ofleak- SeeComwdlis. At the capture ofithe Mauritius in 1211;

_(formervname Commfl'uk vol. uvli. p. 109. e

‘ _ - Villfam Fisher, December 1_8=p., _-.

‘. f .' .‘ - I 'A'rchibzld'Collin wood Dickson, MlyLZIh i _

" v TICharles gullen; _o_vember,'814- _ _ _ ,

ACTEON,‘ 44. Built on the Thames :773. ~Length 'qf gun-deck 140 ft. 1m; keel ngn. tom.

. . ’ breadth 7ft. u in. 'dqith lfiit. fin. W887- - - ' -

Azarlqh zold, March1'7g7. - 4 ' -'lg 1303. Htfc‘, Apnl 1199. ~ " .7

AC'FEON, 16, 1". Taken bylvhe Egyptie‘nne, 4th Nov. l805 ; val. xiv. . 427. _

. a 1 - '- I - Lord iscount Neville, Au us: 135%. ‘_Capmr‘ 11: company with

' the Plant and Orestes, e 1.1 ‘ _ > nv.414 gum‘ 57 men,~-Nfi.j,'

1809; vol. xxii. p.457. Presentat ecu ture of the Isle ofFrmce,‘

Dec. 6, 18m, ggfrigamfl ns, 2.0 6 guns, 1 sloopugtms,

20h gunn- _ _ 'friqaiggryo .xqrv._p. 1%4- _ - .. l- -

' Bertie ornelius' Cater, Dec. IS“; 101. xxx:- 9. 172.

' ~ v-thrrRoas,Jlulylam.A If} ..

‘ uMi'ViNTURB . Built on the Thames ) . Len (h of n-tleck, v4oft. 4in. keel

“a; -.. . . -' Ilsft.4in. bread-133%, Sin. pth mfi‘fnm. tonsglo.

' EdwardBuller, June-I793. ‘ ,.

Edmund Crawlc', .. , ‘

George Palmer, cc. 17?; - '

William Gordon Rather 0rd. w—w, 1,796. .Captuzed Oct. 13, ‘796,

V - ‘ La (1:,sitalirxezGenerauxl French prim: lgum -. - - ~'- '

' ¢ _, -----'- -hite. May‘l797.' ' .

"-' .' ‘ - ohaChilcom January.l798. -

' . host Leaf, March 1738. - “ ' ' '_ ~ "

Robert Manse], J'uly'l79 . ' - ‘ " '1 >

John Henry Camer, May 1800. Jul _.. .. , \

_e—-. Black, Nov. 1891. I _

-- I , . > _

[To be cgnfinqed.1

i“ '-'- " ~ .5?

if“.  

“‘"9‘ rfiwrriL—{rt Appendix 2:10» i. 'fdr “ Arrogant [broke up at Bombay 1'!) 1803 '_

. "cad; “ Arrogant nbt lrtokcn up_ in 1805,, 6, 7. Sheet-lurk at Bombay", "~ J
N ~ '. _~.¢.il-_.- -. - I _. l.‘ . . -V
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